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INTRODUCTION. 

THIS report embodies the results of the census of Bihar and Orissa 
taken on the 26th February 1931. It forms a part of the seventh of the 
series of census reports for all-India, which commenced in the year 1872. 
The provincial report consists of three separate parts, of which this volume 
is the first. Part II contains the main census tables, and Part III, which 
is for departmental use only, contains a review of the progress of the 
operations from the administrative point of view. 

2. Unlike many of its predecessors, the present work confines itself 
almost entirely to an analysis of the statistics furnished by the census, and, 
although some comment is made on the social, economic and other develop
ments which the figures themselves appear to indicate, little or no attempt 
has been made to recaptitulate or add to the store of general information 
about the province and its peoples by which the earlier reports are enriched. 
The reason for this is two-fold. In the first place, when one has nothing 
original to say, the best course (as it seems to the author) is to say nothing. 
Thereby the report doubtless loses in interest much that it might have 
achieved if the gist of carefully selected passages on such subjects as 
ethnology, caste government, marriage customs, religious beliefs and so forth 
had been reproduced-with or without acknowledgment-hom previous 
census reports or other treatises; but at least it can claim the merit of being 
a good deal shorter than it otherwise would have been. And this leads to 

_:!Jl£L_s~cpnd reason why general descriptive matter has oeen l'ig'1Jrously 
excludea. Considerations of economy forbade the production of a bulky 
report; and I make no apology for holding that the main business of n 
Census Superintendent is after all to present and (in so far as he can) to 
interpret the census statistics; for which sole purpose an allowance of some 
"300 pages is by no means excessive. 

3 Financial stringency was responsible not only for the curtailment 
of Part I of the report, but also for some truncation of th~ statistics tabulated 
in Part II. In particular, the occupational and caste tabl~f:l were reduced 
in number and size, and the table showing particulars of the Christian 
population by sect and race was omitted. (Separate statistics for Roman 
Catholics are, however, given in the main table of Religion.) On the other 
hand, one new table (XVIII) was inserted, exhibiting in considerable detail 
tve tenj tor-ial distribution of the primitive tribes and the variations in their 
numbers during the last fifty years. The language table (XV) was con
siderably expanded in an attempt to show for the first time the prevalence 
of bi-lingualism in the province, and particularly in the cultural zones of 
the Chota Nagpur plateau. And, lastly, certain additions were made to 
Provincial Table II so as to make information available for each revenue 
thana regarding the strength of the depressed classes and the number of 
literate persons in each religious community. Another new feature of the 
pres~nt report is the social and linguistic maps contained in the front cover 
of this volume. It had been hoped to make these maps more elaborate and 
informative than in fact they are, but the shortage of funds frustrated this 
intention. 

4. A very brief description may be given here of the manner in which 
the census was actually taken. There has been practically no change since 
1921 in the main organization and machinery of the enumeration. Each 
district is divided into a number of charges, circles and blocks, the block being 
the smallest of these units and containing as a rule from 30 to 50 Iiouses_. An 

..enumerator is placed in charge of each blQck, and his immediate superior 
is the circle supervisor. A circle usually comprises some 10 to 15 blocks. 
The number of circles included in a charge varies a good deal but .seldom 
.exceeds 20, and the charge is ordinarily co-terminous with the jurisdictiQD.. 

Xl 
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of a police-station. In most cases the duties of charge superintendent were 
carried out by the local sub-inspector of police; the supervisors and enume
rators were, almost without exception, non-officials. They are recvuited 
from the most intelligent and literate portion of the population and are 
placed under a statutory obligation to perform their duties as census officers. 
At the present census there were 219,380 enumerators and 16,916 supervisors. 
Ap~rt, therefore, from the charge superintendents (950 in number) and the 
varIOUS Government servants employed in the subdivisional, district and 
provincial offices, the enumeration staff in this province included not less 
than 2i lakhs of unpaid non-official workers, many of whom were actually 
put to some personal expense in carrying out the tasks assigned to them. 

5. After the formation of blocks, circles and charges has been completed, 
the work of llumbering the houses is taken up. Every house likely to be 
oCC1~pied .on the night .of the census is marked with a number and entered 
up In a lIst. SpeCIal Importance attaches to the preparation of these lists, 
as they form the basis on which the number of census forms required is 
estima~ed. Thereafter the. staff ar~ trained in the correct manner of filling 
up the cen~us ~chedules, whIch contaIn as many as 18 columns. The difficulty 
of securing uniformity as well as accuracy in these manifold entries is far 
greater than might be supposed. Then, some weeks before the night of the 
a9tual cens~s, the writing up of the preliminary record is taken in hand. 
FIrst 011 plam paper, and subsequently-after the enumerator's entries have 
been. checked by the circle supervisor-in the p~inted. schedules, the requisite 
partIculars are recorded for all persons found. In reSIdence at the time when 
this preliminary enumeration is carried out. ~ During this period charge 
superintendents and superior officers are required to be moving about con
tinually, testing as many entries as possible and satisfying themselves that 

--.t~e instruction~_ h~v~_be~'p_ properly understood and put into effect. 
COD.tiequ-ently, the final e..lume-l'atIOii--.on the night of the 26th ~ruacy 
amounted to little more than a revision -0'1 iJu~ reeBf-4---mreaay prepared. 
Between the hours of 7 P.M. and midnight on that date each enumerator 
visited all the houses in his block; persons who had left the place after the 
preliminary count were struck off, and newcomers were added to the record. 
In view of tHe jmmobile nature of the popUlation in India it is generally found 
that at leas~ 90 per cent of the original entries hold good. Special arrange
ments }utd to be made for the enumeration of persons travelling by road, rail, 
or water on the census night and for persons' watching in their fields or 
assembled ill fairs, camps and so forth; and precautions had to be taken to 
ensure that; such persons were not counted twice over. In a few localities, 
which are particularised in the first chapter of this report, an absolutely 
synChl'On011S count was not possible, and the enumeration was spread over 
a complete day or even longer. 

6. At dawn on the 27th February the striking of provisional totals 
began. The enumerators added tup the number of males and females in their 
blocks, and these figures were consolidated for the circles by the supervisors, 
rwho then despatched them post-haste to the charge superIntendents. The 
charge totals were conveyed by train, motor car, bicycle, runner, telephone, 
or whatever other meaDS might secure the greatest expedition, to the subdivi
sional headquarters, and thence a report was forwarded to the headquarters 
of the district. The district figures were reported by telegram to the provin
cial Superintendent and ,the Census Commissioner 'for India. As usual, 
there was keen competition among districts and states to get their figures 
in first, and I received the provisional totals of seven states and one district 
(iBalasore) before retiring to bed on the 27th February. The achievement 
of Mayurbhanj State, whose figures were handed in at the incredibly early 
hour of 2-20 P.M. on that date, was particularly meritorious. The returns 
from the last district of all were received on the night of the 4th ¥arch, and 
the. consolidated figures for the wholeprovince were telegraphed to the Census 
Commissioner the next day. The provisional totals so telegraphed differed 
from the finally checked and published figures by 0.2 per cent. 

7. The first stage in the abstraction and compilation of the statistics 
was carried out at the headquarters of each district. It consisted in copying 
out on to a separate slip of paper the entries relating to each one of the 
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4~,329)58~ persons ~n. the province. Papers of different coJours were used 
for the dl~erent relIglOns, and sex was denoted by printed symbols. This 
vv.ork! w~lch was. perfor~ed by paid copyists, was accomplished in most 
dlstncts In a perIod of SIX or seven weeks: when work was in full swing 
as many as 3,669. copyists were employed, and on the average they turned 
out about 420 slIps eac~ per diem. They were paid at piece-rates and 
worked long hours, ~ut It was only an exceptional copyist who could earn 
as much as Rs. 20 In a month-from which it may be inferred that the 
rates o~ pay were not excessively liberal. None the less, they were 
appre.Clably more gene~ous than on the occasion of the previous census. When 
the slIps had been copIed and arranged by sex and religion for each circle, 
they were despatched to .the central offices, five in number, where they were 
sorted by hand for the dIfferent tables and the results compiled by districts. 
Altogether, nearly 1,500 sorters were at work in these offices their remunera
tion being slightly in excess of that prescribed for .the slip-copyists. The 
final tabulation of the figures was carried out in the headquarters office. 

8. I may be expected to give here some indication of the extent to 
which the census figures can be regarded as accurate and reliable. It tnay 
at once be conceded that there are certain aspects of the returns for which 
no high degree of accuracy is claimed on this occasion---{)r, to the best Q:f 
my knowledge, has ever been claimed on any previous occasion. Chief among 
these are the statistics relating to infirmities, occupation and age. In the 
various chapters of the report dealing with these subjects the difficulties 
in the way of securing correct information are frankly explained. To a 
lesser extent there are undoubtedly errors in the statistics dealing with such 
matters as literacy, civil condition and caste. As a general rule, however, 
I do not think that there is any good reason to regard the present census 
as more defective in these particulars than its immediate predecessors, 
though this possibility has not been left out of account in discussing, e.g. 
the surprising variations in the statistics of early marriage and the surpris
ing absence of variation in the literacy statistics. So far as the figures of 
actual population are concerned, the exceptionally heavy increase recorded 
in the last decade may well give rise (indeed, has already given rise in snIfJe 
quarters) to a feeling of scepticism. Stories have been put in circulation 
of successful attempts ~ade by QP.e ,community or another to exaggerate 
its strength by means of fictitious returns. I have little hesitation in 
venturing the categorical statement that there is no substance in such 
allegations, and that there are no valid grounds for supposing that the 
recorded increase in population is not absolutely genuine. In the first place 
a comparison of the census figures with the natural growth of population 
as revealed in the independent record of vital occurrences furnishes strik~ng 
evidence of the substantial accuracy of the former. This matter is discussed 
at some length in paragraph 19 of Chapter 1. Elsewhere in the same 
cha pter an attempt has been made to show that the economic conditi~ns 
prevailing in this province durin~ the las~ t~n y~ars ar~ in .them~elves qUIte 
sufficient to account for the rapId multIplIcatIOn of ItS InhabItants. Tn 
par~graph 11 of .Chapte!, II the exceptionally ~eavy incr.ease _in the. popula
tion of Patna CIty, whIch has attracted partICular notICe, IS subJecte~ to 
a detailed analysis, "and, it is shown tnat the present figures are susceptIble 
of rational explanation. It is also relevant to observe that, in spite of 
the fact that some part of the increase in this province is due to the reduced 
volume of emigratio~ to ot~er parts of India, the rate of gr,?wth in Bihar 
and Orissa is only slIghtly In excess of that recorded for IndIa as a whole. 
Finallv if deliberate falsification of the returns had been resorted to on an 
appreciable scale, it is almost certain that the increase in the female popula
tion would have been disproportionately high, for ~~~en are ~~ldo~ prodt!ced 
before the enumerator and could therefore be Invented WIth greater 
facllity than men. But in actual fact one of the outstanding, features of 
the present census is the relative decline in the number of females. 

9. Little remains nowadays of the misgivings and distru8't aroused 
among the people by the earlIer ~ensu~es, a~d hostile interest has for. the 
most part yielded place to apathetIC reSIgnatIOn. On the present occaSIOn, 
however, there were one or two factors which served to excite spasmodic 



~isrlavg of interest in the operations. Among the more educated classes, 
particularly in urban areas, some appreciation was shown of the bearing 
.{)f the census figures on the impending constitutional changes. The -prospect 
-()f the creation of a separate Orissa province and the question -whether such 
a pl·ovince should include the whole or any part of Singhbhum district were 
rcsponsihle for a lively concern in the returns of caste, language, etc., in 
that locality. The anxiety of many of the lower castes all over the province 
to improve their social status by the adoption of more impressive caste 
names attracted considerable attention to the manner in which entries were 
TeC'orded in this particular. column of the schedule. And, lastly, for the 
second time in succession the census operations happened to coincide with 
a p01itical campaign of non-co-operation. In this province no serious 

.:attempt was made to organize a boycott of the census, and comparatively 
little active opposition was encountered from individuals. But political 
principles were not infrequently advanced as a convenient excuse for declin
ing to undertake the irksome duties of a supervisor or enumerator, and 
potential volunteers were discouraged from proffering their services on the 
·ground that it was their duty not to assist the Government in any shape or 
form. This made the difficult task of enrolling the requisite number of 
workers still more difficult; and the same spirit of sullen unhelpfulness 
-wa.; manifested by considerable sections of the population throughout the 
,g(]onduct of the operations. Sometimes false rumours were set about regard.-
ing the obiects of Government in holding the census. Cases were reported 
in which the numbers painted on houses by the census staff were obliterated. 
TInt refusals to answer questions put by an enumerator were very rare, 

...and the direct effect of this political agitation on the accuracy of the census 
returns cannot have been appreciable. Indirectly jts effect was more serious 
in that sub-inspectors of police (who, as alr.eady explained, occupied an 
important position in the hierarchy'of census officials) were so pre-occupied 
with the civil disobedience movement that they had little time to spare for 
other duties. And for the same reason District Officers were unable to take 
such an active interest in supervising the progress of the census work as 
they would normally have done. 

10. A few words may be added regarding the cost of the census 
"()perations. At the time of writing the accounts have not been finally closed. 
but the outstanding items (of which the most important is the cost of printing 
the report) are few and can be estimated with reasonable accuracy. The 
.gross expenditure incurred by Government will, when the last bill has been
paid, amount to approximately Rs. 4,69,500. Certain recoveries, however, 
were made from the States and from municipalities in British territory; 
ancl these, together with receipts from the sale of furniture, waste paper 
and the lil~e, reduce the net. cos~ t? abc;mt Rs. 4,23,800. In e?timating the 
·.cost per mIlle of the populatIOn It IS faIr to confine the calculatIOn to British 
territ?ry _only, because, alt~ough the States were not invited to make any 
contrIbutIOn towards superIntendence charges or towards the preparation 
of the report itself, the recoveries made from them cover almost all the 

..extra cost incurred over the actual enumeration of their inhabitants and 
the compilation of the figures. It may therefore be said that the cost to 
Government works out at Rs. 1] -4-0 per mille of the popUlation in British 
ienitorv. At the census of 1921, if the same method of calculation be 
adopted, the corresponding figure was Rs. 10-4-8 per mille. It would there
fore seem that the present operations were slightly more expensive. But the 
increase in cost is'more apparent than real, being due to the different method 
. .of accounting adopted at the present census. Mention may be made of tWJ 

important items which were affee:ted by this change of procedure. (1) In 
1921 charges on acc()unt of travellmg allowance and contingent exnenditure 
incurred in district offices, were not ordinarily debited to ~ the census grant 
at all, but were treated as a part of the cost of general administration. The 
reversal of th5~ prac~ic~ .on the present occasion threw upon the census 
"budget an addItIOnal lIabIlIty of about Rs. 23,500. (2) Most of the printinO' 
wo~k c~nnected with the census is carrieU out by ~he loca~ Government press~ 
-whlCh In 1921 charged the Government of ~nd~a nothmg for this service 
()ver and above the actual labour cost. ThIS tIme the ordinary overhead 



charges were levied. Moreover, the 1921 accounts did not include the cost. 
of printing the report itself. The result is that the present expenditure on 
printing is heavier by about Rs. 30,000 than it was ten years ago. If the 
unreal additions represented by these two items be left out of account, the 
Gost of the operations in 1931 is less by about 7! annas per mille of the 
population than it was on the last occasion-and this in spite of the fact 
that appreciably higher rates of pay were allowed to the copyists, sorters, 
compilers and other temporary employees. 

11. One more point may be made clear in regard to the cost of taking 
the census. The figures so far quoted cover the entire pay of all permanent 
Government servants who were deputed to census work as whole-time officers, 
and in consequence they convey a somewhat exaggerated idea of the net 
additional expenditure incurred by Government on account of the operations; 
for in the case of such officers the additional expenditure is limited to the 
cost of the arrangements made for carrying on their ordinary work during 
their absence on deputation. It is not possible to give exact figures of the
reduction in total cost that may be ascribed to this ciroumstance; but, judging 
from the figures worked out in 1921, it would be in the neighbourhood or 
Rs.65,000. 

12. It remains to convey my acknowledgments to those- -and they are 
many-without whose assistance and co-operation this report could not have 
been written. As Mr. Tallents justly remarked ten years ago, so long as 
the census is run on its present lines, the first and greatest debt of thanks 
will always be du~ to the great multitude of enumerators and supervisors, 
of whose names there is nn record ann who at best ran look only for a printed 
uertificatc as the reward of their labours. To the district census officers 
I am under a very special obligation. Owing to the breakdown in the health 
of my predecessor, from whom I took over charge in the middle of November 
1930', there had been considerable diHloC'ntioIl of the time-table prcsuribed for 
the earlier stages of the operations. It was indeed doubtful at one time 
whether the arrears could be made up, and it is quite certain that they could 
not have been lunless the district census offieen, had thrown themRelves whole
heartedly into the breach and worked at extremely high pressure for the 
three months immediately preceding the date of the actual uensus. This 
period was one of great strain and activity at the headquarters office 
also. The Provincial Superintendent does not ordinarily require a Personal 
Assistant until the final enumeration has taken place and the 1vork of 
abstraction and compilation is taken up, but the special circumstance 
prevailing when I took over charge made the immediate appointment of 
a Personal Assi~tant absolutely necessary. Babu Nand Lal Sinha, Deputy 
Collector, was selected for thiH pORt, and my debt of gratitude to him is 
large indeed. Gifted with an exceptionally qllick intel1igence, un appetite 
for hard work and the capacity to get through it with unusual rapidity, 
he found plenty of scope for the exercise of all these qualities in the situation 
which faced us at the time of his appointment. During that critical period, 
as well as later on when he was placed in charge of the provincial compilation 
office, I found his assistance invaluable. The names of the five deputy 
superintendents who held charge of the divisional sorting and compilation 

offices are given in the margin. Their 
M. 8aiyid Fan:;'l AZHm 'firhut. task was arduous and difficult. Not only 
~if. Saiyid Ali Ashraf Patna. did they have to work extremely hard 
Babu P. C. Roy Chaudhury ... Dhagalpur. themselves, but they had to exact the 
M. R. N. Raid!']' ... Chota Nagpur. maximum of work with the minimum of 
Babu Ganesh Ohandra Chandra Cuttack. friction and discontent from a large staff 

of temporary, ill-paid piece-workers not 
readily amenable to discipline. Each of them gave of his best, and that 
very willingly, and I am deeply sensible of my obligation to them. I desire 
also to express my acknowledgments to the ministerial staff of my own office, 
and jn particular to my Head Clerk, Babu Ana(H Nath Mazumdar. He~ 
and his colleaguefJ were frequently called on to work overtime and to forego< 
the ordinary holidays, but t.hey always met these and any other demands 
that were made on them WIth great cheerfulness, and were consistently 
diligent in the performance of their duties. To the various correspondents,. 



xv), 

mostly non-officials, who supplied me with information for the report I am 
very grateful. And this is a fitting opportunity to pay tribute to the 
initiative, keenness and efficiency display~d by the Feudatory States in 
carrying out the enumeration of their peoples. 

IS. Lastly, but very far from least, my thanks are due to the Press of 
the local Government. The census forms have to be printed in'four languages 
and their number is legion. Of the general schedule alone more than 
4i million copies were printed, and the number of other miscellaneous forms 
required before the enumeration took place was not less than Ii millions. 
At the same time arrangements had to be made in good time for 
delivering over 45 million printed slips immediately after the census date 
and a great variety of sorters' tickets, registers, etc., etc. At the best of 
times the Press is hard put to it to comply with these requirements in such 
a way as to enable the programme to be carried out without any hitch, but 
their task on this occasion was made infinitely more difficult by the dislocation 
of work already mentioned. But for Mr. Mackenzie's unbounded energy 
and resource a serious breakaown in the arrangements for holding the cens'Us 
in this province would have been inevitable. Mr. Mackenzie proceeded on 
leave in the latter part of 1931, and the vol'ume of tables, which forms Part II 
of this report, was printed during his absence under the supervision 
of Mr. Duncan. The meticulous instructions (mostly inspired by the pressing 
need for economy) with which the manuscript of each table was burdened 
must, I fear, have tried his patience sorely, but he showed no sign of it, 
and I am greatly indebted to him for the scrupulous care which he invariably 
displayed in endeavouring to give effect to my uninformed directions. 

w. G. LACEY. 
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CHAPTER I.-Distribution and Movement of the Population. 

SECTION I. -Introduotory Remarks. 

THE area dealt with in this report is the Province of Bihar and Orissa, Changes of area 
including the }'eudatory States associated with it. Since 1921, when the a~d jurisdiction 
last census was taken, there have been no changes of importance in the since 1921-

constitution of the province. Its area, according to the latest statistics 
avallable, is less by 107 square miles than the area recorded at the prevlous 
census. This is mainly due to the circumstance that during the last decade 
the district of Balasore suffered a loss of 30 square miles through coastal 
erosion, while Manbhum district was found, as the result of a cadastral 
-survey, to be 52 square miles short of the area formerly attributed to it. 
For the rest, there "were a few minor adjustments of inter-provincial 
boundaries between this province on the onc hand and the United Provinces 
and Bengal on the other hand; but most of the areas 80 transferred were 
uninhabited, the only exception of note being the transfer from the Santal 
IParganas (Bihar) to the district of MaIda (Bengal) of thirteen inhabited 
mauzas which in 1921 had a total population of about 7,000 persons. 

Apart from these inter-provincial adjustments, there have been one or 
two small modifications in the district boundaries. An area of 6 square 
miles was ceded to Patna district by Shahabad, and the Santal Parganas 
!ecouped the greater part of what it had surrendered to Bengal by appropriat
mg 27 square miles from the district. of Purnea. Within the individual 
districts the most important changes have been tho formation of outlying 
subdivisions in Palamau and Singhbhum. These were the only two districts 
in the province which had hitherto heen administered entirely from district 
headquarters. In Palamau the revenue than as of Balumath, Latehar and 
Mahuadanr have now been constituted into a separate subdivision with head
quart~rs a~ Latehar; while in Ringhbhuin the new subdivision (Dhalbhum) 
owes Its bIrth to the rapid development of Jamshedpur city, which was 
naturally selected as the subdivisional headquarters. 

. Wherever changesl of .jurisdiction, inter-provincial or otherwise, 
lnvolve a transfer of populatIOn, necessary adjustments have been made in 
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those tables which show the variations in population at successive censuses, 
so that the figures given in Imperial Table II and Provincial Table I represent 
the persons enumerated at each census within the limits of the province (or 
smaller unit) as now constituted. 

2. For administrative purposes the twenty-one districts of Bihar and 
Orissa are grouped into five commissioner's divisions. But naturally the
province consists of three well-defined parts, each of which is more or less 
homogeneous in itself and differs very widely from the other two, both i.n 
respect of physical features and in respect of the people who inhabit it. 
These three sub-provinces are Bibar proper in the north. the coastal districts 
of Orissa in the extreme south-east, and the Chota K agpur Plateau covering 
the whole of the intervening country. The salient characteristics of each 
of these great tracts have been fully described in previous census reports and 
need only be recapitulated very briefly here. Bihar proper comprises the
eastern portion of the Gangetic valley, and is bounded on the north by the 
lower spurs of the Himalayas. It is a purely agricultural tract and, thanks 
to the good offices of the Ganges and its tributaries, iR quite exceptionally 
fertile. This part of the p'rovince is more densely populated than any other 
part. The Chota Nagpur Plateau provideR a great contrast to Bihar. It 
forms the north-eastern portion of the table-land of Central India, and its 
undulating surface varies from about 500 to 3,000 feet above sea-level. Such 
jungles as the province can boast are mostly to be found here, and cultivation 
is for the greater part confined to the valleys, where laborious terracing is 
frequently necessary. The plateau has great mineral wealth, which is still 
largely undeveloped. It is sparsely populated and is the home of many non
Aryan trib€'s. Between this .table-land and the Bay of Bengal lies the third 
tract-Orissa. It is a low-lying strip nf country, formed by the deltas of 
the Mahanadi, Baitarani and Brahmani rivers, and is peculiarly liable to 
disastrous floods. Orissa has always been very much isolated, the 
communications between it and the rest of the province being very p'oor. 

In the Imperial and Provincial tab1es, which form the second volume of 
this Report, the districts of the province have been grouped together by 
administrative di visions. But in the present volume, where the main results 
of the census are analysed and discussed, conclusions of greater value are 
likely to be arrived at by regrouping the di~tricts and states according to 
the nat/trnl divisions in which they li£'. For this purpose Bihar proper may 
conveniently be sub-divided into North Bihar and Routh Bihar, the Ganges 
being taken roughly as the dividing line between the two. \Ve thus have 
altogether four natural divisions, the composition of which (as aL.;o the 
relation which they bear to the administrative divisions) is set out in the 
following sta~emen~:-

DISTRICT OR STATE. ADMINISTRATIVE DIVISION. 

North Bihar . 

Saran ... } Champaran .. . Tirhut . 
::\luzaffarpur 
l)arblmnga 
Bhagalpur ... } Bhagalpur. 
Purnea ... 

South Bihar. 

Patna "j Gaya ... Patna. 
Shahabad 
Monghyr Bhagalpur. 

Orissa. 

Cuttack '''1 Balasore ... Orissa. 
Puri ... J 
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DISTRICT OB STATE. ADMINISTRATIVE DIVISION. 

Chota Nagpur Plateau. 

Hazaribagh 
Ranchi 
Palamau 
Manbhum 
Singhbhum 
Santal Parganas .,. 
Angul 
Sambalpur 
Athgarh 
Talcher 
Mayurbhanj 
Nilgiri 
Keonjhar 
Pal Lahara 
Dhenkanal 
Athmallik 
Hindol 
N arsinghpur 
Baramba 
Tigiria 
Khandpara 
Nayagarh 
Ranpur 
Daspalla 
Baud .. , 
Bamra 
Rairakhol 
Sonpur 
Patna 
Kalahqndi 
Gangpur 
Bonai ... 
Saraikela 
Kharsawan 

Chota N agpur. 

Bhagalpur. 

:::} Orissa. 

Feudatory States. 

3 

In all the maps of the province which are to be found-in this volume 
the boundaries of the natural divisions and of the administrative (or 
commissioners') divisions are shown separately; but in the subsidiary tables 
appended to each. chapter the districts and states are always arranged by 
natural divisions. In regard to the states it should be remarked that for 
administrative purposes the old distinction between the " Chota Nagpur 
Feudatory States" (consisting of Saraikela and Kharsawan only) and the 
" Orissa Feudatory States" (comprising the other twenty-four units) has 
been abolished, and they are now all known as the "Orissa Feudatory 
States". At the same time, Saraikela and Kharsawan are not only cut 
off almost entirely from the larger group of states by the intervening British 
district of Singhbhum, but ethnographically, linguistically and in various 
other .respects they are cl~~,l'ly distinguishable from the others. In this 
report, therefore, the former distinction has been retained, and separate 
statistics have been tabulated throughout for these two units under the 
designation of " Chota N agpur States ". 

3. A word of explanation may be given here regarding the meaning of De facto and de 
the word " population ". J n India, as in England, the census aims at jure populations. 
l'ecording the actual, or de facto, population of the country on'the, night 
when the enumeration was carried out. It does not concern itself, as is 
done in some countries, with the resident, or de jure, population. No person 
is asked to state his ordinary place of abode. Wherever he happened to be 
between the hours of 6 P.M. and midnight on the 26th February 1931, there 
was he brought to account and ln the population of that place he is numbe·red. 
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In India, however, where (in comparison at least with western countries) 
the population is still extremely immobile, the difference between the actual 
and the resident population is never large. It happens that in Bihar and 
Orissa this difference, such as it is, reaches its maximum at about the time 
of year when the present c:ensus was taken. After t~e w'inter rice crop has 
?een hal've~ted, an. app~e?Iable percentage of the agrIcultural populatIOn is 
III the habIt of migratmg to Bengal OJ;' elsewhere in search of temporary 
empl?yment. Th~y return either when the spring crops. are ~eady for cutting 
or WIth the breakmg of the monsoon. Thus the provmce IS usually at its 
emptiest in February. This is a constant feature of every census, but on 
the present occasion the date of the final enumeration was somewhat earlier 
than usual (in 1921 it 4ad been the 18th March), and the census returns 
mu~t therefore be regarded as exhibiting the population of the province at 
slightly below its normal census strength. 

4. It has just been asserted that every person was enumerated in the 
place where he happened to be between 6 P.M. and midnight on the night 
of the census. This statement must, however, be qualified, for there are 
a few localities' in Bihar and Orissa where a synchronous count was not 
possible. Certain wild tracts of country, where human habitations are few 
and inaccessible, dense jungles infested by dangerous animals-these and 
similar phenomena, coapled usually with a dearth of persons in the immediate 
locality qualified to art as enu.merators, provided insurmountable obstacles 
to the completion of the final count within the prescribed hours. The most 
important of these tracts was the Khondmals subdivision of Angul, 800 
square miles in extent. In Mayurbhanj State the Simlipal hills and their 
immediate neighbourhood-, covering an area almost as large, were similarly 
treated. The districts of Puri, Shahabad and the Santal Parganas contained 
much smaJler blocks of such country. Altogether the "non-synchronous 
tracts" in the whole province covered some 2,100 square miles, or about 
2 per cent of the total provincial area. The aggregate number of persons 
enumerated in these localities was only about 307,000, or less than 0.75 
per cent of the population of the, province; and it may be safely assumed 
that, if it had been possible to carry out the normal procedure for the 
enumeration of these special tracts, the difference in the figures would not 
have been appreciable. 

5. The main statistics discussed in the present chapter will be found 
in the .following tables contained in Part II of the Report :-

Imperial Table I.-Area, Houses and Population. 

Imperial Table II.-Variation in population during the last fifty 
years. 

Imperial Table III.-Cities, towns and villages classified by 
population. 

Provincial Table I.-Area and population of districts, subdivi
sions and revenue than as . 

. 
Supplementary statistics will be found in the following subsidiary tables 
at the end of this chapter:- . 

I.-Density, water-supply and crops of districts in 1930-31. 

II.-Variation in relation to density since 1881. 

III.-Distribution of the population by thanas classified according to 
density. 

IV.-Variation by thanas classified according to density. 

V.-Comparison with vital statistics. 

Vr.-Variation in natural population. 

VII.-Persons I?el' house and houses per square mile. 
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SECTION H.-Distribution of the Population: General Survey. 

6. Bihar and Orissa, with an area of 111,702 square miles, has a Bihar and Orissa 
population of 42,329,583 persons. Over the whole province the number of cothmpared iWith 

'1 7 fi d . h 0 er plOY noes :persons per square fil e averages 3 9. These gures are compare WIt and countries. 
those of certain other countries and provinces of India in the following 
di~gram and statement) the countries being arranged in descending order 
of density and the provinces in ascending order. Except in the case of 
Germany, where the last census was carried out in Hl25-27, the statistics 
here given were all recorded in the year 1931 or in the preceding year :-

Diagram showing the comparative area, density and population of 
Bihm and Orissa and oertain other oountries (md provinces. 

Base of rectangles = area. 
Height of rectangles = density. 
Area of rectangle;; = population. 

10 

SQUAll&: MIL£S (HUNDIIEDS OF THOUSANDS). 

ATea in PopUlation Country or province. 
8quare miles. (000'8 omitted)._ 

England and Wales 58,343 39,948 
Germany 181,723 63,181 
Japan (Empire) 260,644 90,396 
France 212,659 41,835 
India 1,808,677 352,838 
United States of America (Empire) 3,685,382 137,008 
Burma 233,492 14,667 
Central Provinces and Berar 131,095 17,991 
Bombay 151,673 26,399 
Punjab 136,964 28,491 
Madras (excluding Co chin and 

Travanc<lre) 143,870 47,194 
Bihar and Orissa 111,702 42,330 
United .Provinces 112,191 49,615 
Bengal 82,955 51,087 

Density per 
8quare mile. 

685 
348 
347 
197 
195 

37 
63 

137 
174 
208 

328 
379 
442 
616 

The United States of America have not been included in the diagram, 
because there is not sufficient room. The width of the rectangle representing 
that country would measure nearly 7.4 inches, or rather more than twice the 
width of the rectangle for all India. On the other hand, the populatism of 
the States is relatively so small that the height of the ree,tangle would'11e 
only one-seventh of an inch, or not much more than half the height of the 
Burma rectangle. It will be seen that Bihar and Orissa supports a total 
population somewhat larger than that of either England and Wales 01' 

France. But, whereas its area is nearly twice that of the former country, 
the area of France is nearly twice that of Bihar and Orissa. In point of 
density the province approximates most nearl~ to Germany and Japan. It 
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is twice as thickly populated as the rest of India. Only two provinces have 
a greater density than Bihar and Or~ssa, and only thr~e have a larger 
population, though in respect of area It comes low down III the scale. 

7. The total area and population of Bihar and Orissa is distributed 
between British territory and the Feudatory States as follows ;-

Area. Population. Density. 
British territory 83,054 37,677,576 454 
]1eudatory States 28,648 4,652,007 162 

It will be seen that the area occupied by the States is rather more than 
one-quarter of the whole, but their popUlation is not much in excess of 
one-tenth. 

8. The distribution of the population between the natural divisions of 

Diagram showing the comparative a'l'ea, density and popula
tion of t~e. four natural divisions. 

Base of rectangles = area in thouf;and square miles. 
Height of rectangles = persons per square mile. 
Area of rectangles = popUlation in thousands. 

~he province is very 
Irregular, as is clear 
from the diagram 
and statement in the 
margin. Below 
them, another state-
ment will be found . . , 
gl vrng the corres-
ponding figures for 
the administrative 

NORTH BIHAR <0 

'" <0 
divisions. The most 
striking feature of 
the diagram is that 
the Chota ~ agpur 
Plateau, although 
more than three 
times as extensive as 
North Bihar, actual
ly supports a smaller 

SOUTH BIHAR :2 
'" 

ORISSA ~ 
I!') 16,160 

8,516 4,202 

21·8 
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Distribution by 
dlstriots. 
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population. This is 
Area in :>qttarll PopUlation. Den8ity per in part due to the 

miles. square mile. 
Natllra~ divi8ion. 

North Bihar 
South Bihar 
Orisf>1l 
Chota Nagpur Plateau 

696 inclusion in the 21,796 15,160,449 
15,081 8,515,579 565 plateau of the 

8,201 4,202,461 512 sparsely-p e 0 pIe d 
66,624 14,451,094 217 Feudatory States. 

Administrative division. Area in -square PopUlation. Density per But, even if we take 
miles. square milo. . 

Patna 11,154 558 
mto account only the 

6,228,425 . h B" h d' 
Tirhut 12,598 10,739,274 852 eig t rItIs 18-
Bhagalpur 18,583 8,759,801 471 tricts contained 
Orissa 13,706 5,306,142 387 within this natural 
Chota Nagpur 27,013 6,643,934 246 d'" . 
Feudatory States ... 28,648 4,652,007 162 IVISlOn, ItS mean 

. " dens~ty is still as 
low as 258, or barely half that of OrIssa. whICh IS the least thickly popUlated 
of the other natural divisions. As between North Bihar, South Bihar and 
Orissa, there is considerable disparity in size, but not so much in density. 
The first-named is at once the largest and the most densely peopled of the 
three. Indeed, with the single exception of East Bengal, there is no natural 
divis:ion in the whole of India where the density per square mile is so great 
as in North Bihar. It exceeds even that of England and Wales, where 79.3 
per cent of the total population is urban, whereas the corresponding figure 
in North Bihar is only 2.9 per cent. The whole province of Burma, with 
an area more than ten times as large as North Bihar, does not support 
a population as numerous as-that supported by this single natural division. 

9. The average population of a British qistrict in Bihar and Orissa 
is 1,794,170 persons, and the average area is 3,955 square miles. In point 
of size Ranchi district heads the list with an area of 7,102 square miles, 
but in spite of its vast extent the population of this district is well below 
the average number, being only 1,567,149 persons. Darbhanga on the other 
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DISTRIBUTION BY DISTRICTS. 

hand is smaller than the average district, having an area of 3,348 squ~re 
miles only, but it can still (as always heretofore) boast a larger populatIOn 
than any other district in the province. At the present census for the 
first time it topped the 3,000,000 mark. No other .district has yet aCCODl.., 
plished this, but nine districts now contain a population of between 2 and 
3 millions each. With the exception of Cuttack (2,176,707) and the SantaJ 
Parganas (2,051,472), all these districts belong to North or South Bihar. 
It may be of some interest to see how this province compares in the~e matters 
with the other major provi.nce~ of India. In the stateII_le~t that follows. 
the "most populous'" dlstnct means the one contaInIng the largest 
population and not the most densely populated one:-

MO'lT POPULOUS DISTRICT. ARlI;:A OF AVERAGE AVERAGE 

NAME OF PROVINOE. LARGEST AREA OF POPULATION OF 
Area. Population. DISTRICT. DISTRICTS. DISTRICTS. 

Bihar and Orissa ... 3,348 3,166,094 7,102 3,955 1,794,170 
Madras 17,186 3,607,948 17,186 5,472 1,797,696 
Bengal 6,237 5,130,262 6,237 2,769 1,702,911 
Bombay 3,989 1,302,527 13",636 4,414 781,397 
United Provinces.", 4,534 3,567,561 5,612 2,213 1,008,516 
Punjab 2,614 1,378,570 9,858 3,423 813,133 
Burma 5,136 637,580 16,037 4,549 344,791 
Central Provinces ... 9,717 1,527,573 9,717 4,542 704,896 
Assam 5,478 2,724)342 8,092 4,271 713,647 

Turning now to the comparative density of the various districts in 
Bihar and Orissa, we find that Darbhang-a, although pre-eminent in absolute 
numerical strength, must be content wIth second place when numbers ~re 
considered in relation to area. The most thickly populated district of 
the province is Muzaffarpur, which supports no less than 969 persons to each 
square mile-an astonishing figure, especially when the predominantly rural 
character of the population is borne in mind. Only 28 out of everv 1,000 
persons in Muzaffarpur district live in towns. Two other districts (both 
in North Bihar) have a mean density of more than 900 persons ger square 
mile, and close behind them comes Patna with 893. At the other end of 
the scale there are six British districts with a popUlation of less than 
250 persons to the square mile. All of these, as might be expected, are 
to be found in the Chota N agpur Plateau, the most sparsely populated of 
them all being Angul (133). But among the Feudatory States there are 
several with an even lower density than this. Rairakhol, for instance, has 
only 43, while there are five other states in which the figure varies between 
50 and 100. The map on the opposite page shows the density of population 
in each district and state of the province. 

In considering these figqres it is necessary to bear in mind the varions 
factors, other than actual area, which play an important :part in determining 
the popUlation of a district. In an agricultural provmce such as Bihl:LT 
and Orissa it is obvious that much depends on the fertility of the soil and 
the relation which the cultivable area bears to the gross area of any given 

locality. The nature of the crops sown 
Actual Dce::z~;f~~o;,- the extent of irrigation facilitie~ Districts in order of 

actual dens>"ty. 

1. Muzaffarpur 
2. Darbhanga 
3. Saran 
4. Patna 
5. Champaran 
6. Outtack 
7. Monghyr 
8. Bhagalpur 
9. Gaya 

10. Balasore 
11. Shahabad 
12. Manbhum 
13. Purnea 
14. Puri 
15. San tal Parganas 
16. Singhbhum 
17. Sambalpur 
18. Ranchi 
19. Hazaribagh 
20. Palamau 
21. Angul 

aenGitli. rultivable ( t 1 . fi . I) h I 
area only. na ura or art 1 CIa , t e VO'TIme and 

1073 (I) distribution of the rainfall-these are 
igi;i~j among the factors which directly 
1014(4) influence and limit the growth of popu-

969 
946 
927 
893 
608 
596 
582 
529 
507 
482 
456 
442 
44.0 
415 
376 
240 
230 
221 
21S 
167 
133 

741(6) lation. Subsidiary Table I at the end 
~~;m of this chapter gives such information 

588(14) regarding these matters as oan con-
637(10) veniently be tabulated. In the margin 
622(11) a statement has been .inserted showmg 
~~~~~ the districts arrallged in order of actual 

481(16) mean density. The density of each-~has 
590(13) then been re-calculated with reference 
~!I~i~~ only to the area fit and available for culti-
298.(21) vation (irrespective of whether it is 
~i~ii~s actuall~T c~ltivated or not), and against 
355(19) each dIstrIct the place which it would 
442(18) oocupy in the revised gradation list has 
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been noted. The order of the first seven districts is practically unchanged, 
but on the new basis of calculation Bhagalpur would drop from eighth to 
fourteenth. Hazaribagh on the other hand would ascend seven places in 
the scale, its revised density figure being nearly three times as high as the 
original one. The position of Angul at the bottom of the list would be 
taken by Sambalpur, the only district which supports less than 300 persons 
per square mile of cultivable area. It should not of course be forgotten 
that this rough-and==ready criterion ignores the industrial and urban 
element of the population, and those few districts, such as Singhbhum, 
ManbhuID and Patna, where this element is considerable are Battered by 
the revised figures of density. 

10. Our analysis of the distribution of the population may be carried 
one step 10w!3r down-to the revenue thana. The twenty-one British dis
tricts of the province are split up into 247 thanas. On the average each 
of these has an area of 336 square miles and a population of 152,541 persons. 
In Subsidiary Table III at the end of this chapter the thanas have been 
classified according to density, and the manner in which the population is 
distributed between the various classes has been set out in detail for each 
district and nafural division. It may be noticed that thanas with a density 
of below 300 person~ per square mile account for about one-half of the total 
area of the province and for about one-quarter of its total populatKlD. 

SECTION III.-Movement of the Population: General Survey. 

11. T;e year 1872 witnessed the first scientific attempt to hold a census 
of the population of this province, and the results of that enumeration are 
recorded in the first of the present series of cenRUS reports. Admittedly 
it was much less accurate than the subsequent censuses, and, partly for this 

reason and partly because it appears 
unnecessary to extend the present 
survey over a longer period than 

Diagram showing the variation per mille in 
the totaZ-population of the province and 

of oach natural division since 1881. half a century, no reference will be 
made here to the statistics recorded 

1S,oB":"'__.!!7:...___:..::.;:..:...___..:..:19:.y.:.ll:...___..:..:19'T-21:...___...:.;'93' in 1872. Imperial Table II shows 
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\----1----1-1'600 states at each successive census 
since 1881; and the proportional 
figures of variation from decade to 
decade, together with particulars 
of density, are exhibited in Subsi-1450 • 
diary' Table II at the end of this 

1400t---j---j---j;:;::;:::::;::::;::;:r--1140Q chapter. The diagram in the 
1350 margin illustrates the progressive 

variation during the same period 
13001----+---+---+---1----1------11300 in the population of the province 

as a whole and of each natural 
division. In the course of these 

1J!ool--__ +_-~+_--+_--+__/_--I'200 fifty years. Bihar and. Orissa has 

1350 

1150 
increased Its populatIOn by 26 .. 8 

1150 per cent. A small portion of tl~IS 
nOol------,,.c-+-~-=~---i' -'1'---->-..:...---1 .. 1100 increase should, however, be dlS-

- - - - - - / counted on the ground that the -- 10~O • h standard of accuracy In t e census 
_:....-+.._ .. _ ..... ,..,...~. -,-----1-;_.,,__--!1000 of 1881 was somewhat lower than 

105 
.' 

_'. ", in the succeeding operations and 
050 l-_--:-:~_-=:::I::-----:-:~-"""":":::I::-:---::!950 

lelll ,as, 1901 \'}I\ '921 '931 the actual population in that year 
was consequently greater than the 

l'ecorded figures indicate. Excepbng 1911-21, each decad~ has seen 
a greater or less increase in the I?opula.tion of the \v1:;o]e provlTIce and of 
tbree out of the four natural diVISIons. In South BIhar, howeve!, th~re 
was a substantial fall in 1891-1901 as well as in 1911-21. The dIsparIty 
between the general rate of increase in the Chot~ Nagpul' Pl!1teau and the 
ra.te elsewhere is the outstanding feature of the dIagram. 



VARIATIONS IN POPULATION SINCE 1881. 

12. The nature and causes of the movement of the population revealed Variations at 

b h · h b f 11 d· d· h 1· t d preYioos censuses--y t e prevIOUS censuses ave een u y lscusse III t e ear ler repor s, an 
.a v~ry brief recapitulation here will suffice. 

Between 1881 and 1891 there was an increase of 7.5 per cent in the total 
population. This is a larger variation than any recorded during the next 
thirty years, and, as already mentioned, some part of it must be ascribed to 
aefective enumeration in 1881-particularly in the Chota N agpur Plateau 
and (albeit to a lesser extent) in North Bihar. The substantial increase in 
Drissa was probably more genuine; that part of the province was still making 
-good the ground lost in the great famine of 1866. South Bihar suffered 
seriously from a malignant form of rever, which reduced its natural rate 
.of increase. 

The next decade saw an increase of 1.8 per cent in the population of 
the province. During this period, unlike the preceding ten years, the true 
growth of the population in the Chota Nagpur Plateau was probably greater 
than it appeared to be, owing to the extensive emigration that took place 
from this part of the province. Orissa continued its development at much 
the same rate as before, undisturbed by serious visitations 01 flood or famine; 
while North Bihar remained practically stationary. The fall in the 
population of South Bihar is attributed to serious outbreaks of the plague. 

In 1901-11 the provincial popUlation increased by 5.1 per cent. The 
Choita N agpur Plateau, as usual, showed a far more rapid growth than any 
-other natural division. Both parts of Bihar suffered from a succession of 
had harvests in the middle of the decade and from indifferent public health, 
while the progress of Orissa was checked by floods, disease and scarcity. 
Tn each of these three divisions the rate of increase was below 2 per cent. 

The decade 1911-21 is completely overshadowed by the great influenza 
-epidemic of 1918. When the ceE.SUS of 1921 was taken. the popUlation of 
the province was found to be 1.2 per cent less than it had ·beep. ten years 

..earlier. Yet for the first. seven vears of the decennium the historv of the 
province had followed a normal course, inclining indeed towards prosperity 
rather than the reverse, and it was estimated in the last census report that, 
if a census had been taken in March 1918, it would have revealed an increase 
of about a million and a half over the population of 1911. But in the year 
] 918 alone over half a million deaths were directly attributed to influenza, 

-which furthermore undermined the health and impaired tne fecundity of 
many millions more. On top of this, there was a serious failure of the 
monsoon in the same year, and famine conditions prevailed in parts of the 
province. Distress was general and acute. The price of common rice more 
than doubled itself in twelve months. At the same time the general rise 
in the cost of living occasioned by the war had begun to make itself felt, 
and the unprecedented increase in the cost of cloth in particular inflicted 
untold hardship on the people. Some indication of the general condition 
to which they were reduced is afforded by the fact that the birth-rate fell 
from 40.4 in 1917 to 30.4 in 1919. Curiously, it was Orissa, where the 
ravages of the influenza epidemic were less severe than elsewhere, that 
-recorded the largest decrease in popUlation during the decade. This was 
because Orissa suffered more' acutely than any other part of the province 
from the agricultural distress occasioned by the failure of the rains in 1918, 
.and was moreover visited with disastrous floods in the following year. The 
recuperative power of this division, which depends almost exciusively on 
-a single rice crop, is low compared with that of Bihar and Chota Nagpur, 
and the signs of recovery which had begun to make themselves evident at 
the end of the decade in the other three natural divisions of the, 12rovince 
were still wanting in Orissa. ' 

13. The census which forms the subject of this report records an increase Val'iatlon slnoo 
..()f 11.5 per cent in the total population of the province since 1921. Du't'inQ' 1921. 
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the last fifty years, and probably for very much longer still, there has been, 
nothing comparable to this rapid growth in numbers. It is true that. 
Recording to the census statistics for 1881, the popl1lation had increase<f 
during the previous decade by 18.4 per cent; but it has already been explained 
that the 1872 figures were unreliable, and Sir Edward Gait, writing thirty 
years later, expressed the opinion that the t_rue increase for that decade had' 
been less than 2 per cent. 

The actual number of souls added to the pop111atioIl of Bihar and Orissa. 
in the last ten years (after allowing for minor adjustments of inter-provincial 
boundaries) is 4,374,496. This number is divider) between British territory 
and the Feudatory States as follows :_ 

British territory 
Feudatory States 

d. ctual increase 
in population. 

3,689,158 
692,338 

Percentage of 
~·nC'rea8e. 

10.83 
17.48 

The percentage of increase in the Feudatory States is remarkably high, but 
scarcely higher than in the rest of the Chota Nag-pur Plateau, throughout 
the whole of which the population increased by 16.7 per cent. A reference 
back to the diagram on page R will show the comparative rates of increase 
in the four natural divisions during this decade. The map opposite illus
trates the percentage 'of variation by districts and states. There is not a 
single British district nor an' indiv'idual state which did not contribute 
something towards the general increase. In Balasore district the percentage 
:vas smaller than anywhere else, being only 1.03. Singhbhum, with an 
Increase of 22.43 per cent, heads the list of British districts, hut is left far
b,:hind by the s~all state of 1'aloher, which emerged at the end of the decade
~Ith. a populatIon 36.63 per cent greater t~an what it had at the beginning. 
Comlllg down to the revenue thana unit, the figures of actual and proportional 
variation in each of the eight classes of tnanas (see paragraph 10 above) 
are given in Subsidiar)! Table IV at the end of this chapter. It will be seen 
that, for the province as a whole, every class registered a substantial increase. 
Indeed, a scrutiny of tile 'figures of individual thanas reveals the fact that, 
small as these units are, in only nine out of ~47 was there any reduction in 
num bers. The grea~est incr~ase recorded by anyone revenue thana was 
36.34 per cent. ThIS occurred in Mandu thana in the district of Hazari
bltgh. (Provincial Table I gives full details of the population of revenue 
thanas at each of the last two censuses:) 

14. Before examining in further detail the variations in the population 
of the province since] 921, it will be advant::\,geous to consider the principal' 
factors which influence the growth of population and to see how these factors 
operated during the last decade. And first we may consider briefly the effect. 
of migration, a subject which is dealt with more fully in Chapter III. It is' 
clear that, if in any given period the number of persons emigrating from the 
province exceeds the number of immigrants into it, the popUlation is really 
ntIJ1tiplying at a more rapid rate than the census figures indicate; or in -other 
words the increase in the natural popUlation is greater than the increase in 
the actual popUlation. And the converse of course holds good too. Now 
Bihar and Orissa has always hitherto sent abroad to seek their fortunes
many more persons than it has attracted from outside, and the number of 
emigrants (1,954,868) recorded in the census of 1921 was nearly five times 
larger than the number of immigrants (422,244). During the last decade 
this process was checked for the first time. The variation in the natural 
popUlation of the province since 1921 is shown in Subsidlary Table VI at the' 
end of this chapter. While there has been a fall of about 185,000, or nearly 
10 per cent, in the number, of p~rsons,?ern in this p!ovi~ce and enu~erated 
ehe-wheI'e the. number of outSIders enumerated III Blha:;- and OrIssa ha~ 
increased'by 87·,600; or more than 20 per cent. The result is that, although 
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CONDITIONS DURING THE LAST DECADE • 11 

. the emigrants are still in a large majority, the dis{!arity has been ~onsi~erably 
-reduced, and the growth in the natural populatIOn of the provInce. IS only 
1.0.4 per cent as compared with a growth of 11.5 in the actual p?I:mlatIO~. It 
is IlOticeable, however, that this development is confined to BrItIsh terrItory. 
in the Feudatory States an exactly opposite process may be discerned. 
There, owing to the sparsely-populated character of the cO~Intr~ an.d the 
scope for further exploitation of its resources, the balance of mIgratIOn III the 
past has been in favour of the States. Now, with the rapid growth of the 
internal population and the spread of education and enterprise, more and 
Dlore persons are tempted to venture outside the States' boundaries in search 
of a livelihood, while the inducement to foreigners to settle in the States is 
not so strong as formerly. In consequence, the excess of immigrants over 
emigrants was reduced during the last decade from 154,000 te 108,000, and 
the growth in the natural population of the Feudatory States was even 
greater than the census figures suggest. 

15. It goes without saying that,_ in a province which depends directly Agrioultural 
on agriculture for the support of 80 per cent of its inhabitants, the climatic oonditionll

conditions during the last ten years and the nature of the harvests are of 
overwhelming importance. Generally speaking, these were favourable. 
In six years out of the ten the rice crop, with which the economic prosperity 
of the province is so largely bound up, was at least up to normal, and the 
year 1922 was memorable for a bumper harvest estimated at 20 per cent above 
par. From 1923 to 1927 (excepting 1924) t~e harvests were somewhat 
disappointing, but even in these years there was no serious failure of any 
important crop, and the condition of the agricultural popUlation was never 
such as to give rise to serious anxiety. The reserve stocks of grain were 
usuallyadequate, and agricultural labourers found little difficulty in obtain-
ing employment. In 1925 and 1926 Orissa suffered severely from floods. 
Other parts of the province were not altogether immune from visitations of 
this nature, and in particular considerable distress was caused thereby in 
:3aran district in 1921, while the over-flooding of the Son river in ]923 
was responsible for a general destruction of crops over an area of 600 square 
miles. 

This very brief survey of agricultural conditions during the last decade 
will be supplemented in the pages that follow, where the vicissitudes of each 
4.iistrict are dealt with in greater detail. 

16. At the beginning of the decade the post-war increase in the cost of Cost of IlIlng 
livillg generally, combined with the acute distress occasioned by the influenza 
epidemic of 1918 and the failure of the monsoon in the same year, had raiHed 
the price of food-grains to an unprecedented height. For the" first three years 
of the intercensal period they declined steadily in price. Then came a 
reaction, and from the beginning of 1924 to the end of 1927 prices were once 
more on the up grade. But the last three years of the decade witnessed 
another fall, much more sharp than before, and by the end of 1930 the 
extremely low level to which the price of food-grains had dropped was 
beginning to cause embarrassment to agriculturists. Apart from food-grains, 
the price of the indispensable commodities of ordinary existence, such as 
other articles of food, fuel and lighting, clothing, etc., d~clined consistently 
throughout the decade, and more steeply during the last year or two. 

A rural wage census of Eihar and Orissa, carried out in 1924_, ,affords 
an interesting Insight into the extent to which wages had adjusted them
selves to the changes in the cost of living. The last census of this nature 
had been held in 1916; and, although the Great War had-been in progress 
for two years by that time, it had not yet had any appreciable effect 
()fi tlie general level of prices out here, so that the index figures 
of 1916 may be taken to r~present the "pre-war" cost of living. The 
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corresponding index figl.lres for 1924 revealed an al'l-round increase of 
abont 60 per cent in rural areas, and this tallied almost exactly with th.e 
inerease in the wages paid to unskilled labour. The skilled workman, oI;t 
the other hand, was able to command in 1924 an average wage about 100 per
cent higher than he received in 1916, and he may therefore be regarded as
having improved his position considerably. It must be remembered, too, 
tha.t there is always a pronounced lag in the process of adjusting wages to a
new level of prices. Consequently, during the years succeeding 1924, when 
the cost of living was falling ever more rapidly, the unskilled -workman as· 
well as the skilled scored heavily, though the day of reckoning was bound tc::r 
come later on. 

Public health. ] 7. The public health during the decade was on the whole extraordi-
narily good. The statement in the' 

10'n-30. 1911-20. 1901-10. margin gives the total number of 
Fever 6,120,565 7,953,940 7,160,983 deaths reported from certain 
Cholera 633,149 893,303 933,136 diseases during each of the last· 
Plague 112,552 420,137 545,450 three decades in the whole province. 
Small· pox 132,098 88,762 160,978 Separate statistics for each year or 

the decade 1921-30 will -be found 
in Subsidiary Table X at the end of Chapter IV. "When in doubt, call it· 
fever" is the motto of the village chaukidar, wliose business it is to report 
tIle fact and cause of every death occurring within his beat. So the deaths 
brought to account under this head are commonly due not only to genuine' 
fevers of every description but also to such diseases as dysentery, pneumonia, 
pht.ttisis and many others. It is not possible to estimate with any accuracy the
proportion of " fever" deaths that may be laid at the door of malaria, but 
probably it is something between one-fifth and two-fifths. Even so, malaria 
is undoubtedly responsible for more deaths than any other single disease, and 
by lowering the vitality of the people and impai.ring their reproductive
p(}\vers it indirectly does even more harm. The number of deaths ascribed to 
c, fever" during the decade 1911-20 was greatly swollen by the influenza 
epidemic of 1918-19, and a more just impression of the improvement in the
(federal state of the public healtb fluring the last twenty years will perhaps 
be obtained by comparing the figures for the first seven years only of each 
der:ade. From 1911 to 19]7 deaths from" fever" numbered 4' 838 387 
whih:· the corresp_onding number for 1921-27 was 4,310,030, rep~ese~ting-
a decrease of something over ten per cent. -

Cholera has always exacted a heavy toll in Bihar and Orissa, but the
total number of deaths for which this disease was responsible during the
last llecade was 30 per cent less than in 1911-20, and would have Been 
much smaller still but for the severe epidemics experienced during eacho 
of thf' last three years. The annual mortality from plague decreased from 
42,000 to about 11,000, and the progressive improvement in the figures since 
the beginning of the century gives reason to hope that this dreadful scourge 
is dying out altogether. The districts of Orissa and the Chota Nagpur
Plateau have long been comparatively immune from it, but it still retains~ 
a foothold in Bihar proper. It has been noticed that plague usually breaks 
out with special violence every fourth or fifth year; it is particularly 
encouraging, therefore, to find that the last visitation of this kind occurred 
as long ago as 1922-23. Small-pox is the only important disease whic~ 
proved more destructive o~ human life during 1921-30 than in the previous 
decaJe. This was due to two serious outbreaks in 1926 and 1927. In the 
former year Orissa was the chief su:ffer~r, but the second epidemic was felt
with some severity throughout the provInce. 

Accuraoy of £8. Further references will be made later on to the state of the publier 
Yital statistics. h~ in individual districts during. the course of the last ~ec~de, but the

short summary already given of thIS and of the other pru;C1pal factors 
which have a direct bearing on the movement of the populatIOn may serve-
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Diagram showing the yearly nt~mber of births 
and deaths per mille in the province and in 
each natural division from 19fH to 1930. 

as a background for considering 
the variations in the recorded 
birth and aeath-rates sjnce 1921. 
These statistics are given in 
Subsidiary Tables VIr and 
VIII at the end of Chapter IV, 
and are illustrated in the marginal 
diagram. It is pecessary, how
ever, to use these statistics with 
caution, for they are by no 
means scrupulously accurate. As 
already mentioned, it is the 
village chaukidar who in rural 
areas is primarily responsible for 
reporting all :vital occurrences. 
He is often illiterate and not 
always as diligent as he might be, 
and the information reported by 
him is subjected to little check. 
Every week, or every fortnight, 
he hands in his hath chitta at the 
local police-station, where the 
figures are compiled by a writer~ 
constable in the form of monthly 
returns and forwarded to the 
Civil Surgeon of the gistrict. In 
urban areas the original report
ing agency is the beat constable 
instead of the chaukidar, but in 
other respects the procedure is 
the same. Varjous attempts 
have been made from time to 
time to assess the margin of 
error ordinarily present in the 
vital statistics thus recorded, and 
the result of these tests was 
summarized as follows in the AU
In~ia Census Report of 1921:-
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" (1) In rural areas the omissions in the record of numbers vary up 
to about 20 per cent. 

(2) The record of births is normally less accurate than that of 
deaths. 

(3) 

(4) 

In urban areas the standard of accuracy varies greatly according 
to the attention given by the local authorities. It is usually 
lower than in rural areas but it has been considerably improved 
of recent years. _ 

The records of the causes of mortality are defective. 'Plague, 
cholera and small-pox are now often fairly correctly recorded 
when the epidemic is established. Other distinctions (e.g., 
deaths from respiratory diseases) are sometimes roughly made, 
but the bulk of deaths, the specific. cause of which is not 
recognized locally, are ascribed to "fever". Age categories 
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are, outside a certain limit, a matter of guess work but the 
errors are probably of the same kind as those in the census 
tables. 

(5) Except for progressive improvement in urban areas and occasional 
break-downs during epidemics the errors are more or less 
constant from year to year." 

Comparison with [M9. Bearing- in mind the admitted inaccuracies of the vital statistics 
CleIlSUS figures . t . I b f' t' ' . 1 e 0 merest to examme how far the excess of births over deaths 

-reported during the decade corresponds with the increase in the population 
as recorded at _the censu~. The relevant statistics are given in Subsidiary 
Table V at t~e end of. thl~ cha~ter. As the system of registration of births 
and deaths IS -not umversally I_n force in the Feudatory States, it will be 
nece.:;sary to .confine our ana~ysls of these figure~ to British territory only. 
The rate of mcrease, accordmg to the census, IS so abnormally high that 
:ctoub.ts have not. unna~urally been entertained regarding the extent to which 
the figures may be relIed on, and at first sight the vital statistics lend some 
measure of support (though not much) to these suspicions. The net 
excess of births over deaths reported between January 1st, 1921, and 
Decembe~ 31st, 1930, in the British districts of the province was 3,254,095. 
The Il,et mcrease of population in these districts between March 18th, 1921, 
and l:ebruary 26th, 1931, is shown by the census operations to have been 
~,68~.158. The rate of increase, even accord~1g to the vital statistics, is 
'9.57 per-cent, and, although this is substantially lower than the census rate 
of ]0.83 per cent, it is still quite abnormally high. But the difference 
between the number of persons born and the number who die is not the 
Dnly factor which determines the growth of a de facto population. The 
balance of migrations must also be taken into account, i.e., the difference 
between the number of persons who emigrate during the period in question 
and the number who immigrate. N ow it has already been seen that, between 
1921 and 1~31, the llumber of emigrants from Bihar and Orissa fell by 
about 185,000, while there was ;:tn addition of 87,600 to the number of its 
immigrants. These figures, however, include the Feudatory States. As 
Subsidiary Table VI shows, the corresponding figures for British territory 
alone are minus 204,'462 and plus 113,656, and the increase in the natural 
population of the British districts during the decade was only 3,357,269. 
This is very much closer to the figure given above of the excess of births 
'Over deaths, viz., 3,254,095. Unfortunately, however, it is not safe to 
assume. that in any given period the difference between the number of ?irth~ 
and deaths will always correspond exactly with the growth or declme of 
the natural population. This proposition would hold good only if the number 
of emigrants who die abroad corresponded exai3tly with the number of 
immigrants who die within the province. And such will hardly be the case 
with a province like Bihar and Orissa, where (despite the contrary move
ment in this last decade) the emigrants still out-number ~he immigrants so 
heavily. We may perhaps assume, therefore, that durmg 1921-31 the 
number of emigrants who died outside the borders of the province was greater 
by 50,000 than the nU?J-ber of . immigrants who .died inside its borders. 
Admittedly the figure ~s an arbItr~ry o;ne, but, seemg ~hll:t t_he great bulk of 
the emigration from BIhar and OrIssa IS casu~l or perIO~lC m. character and 
that comparative~y fe~ a! these persons remam ?ll foreI&"n soIl f?r the term 
'()f their natural1).ves, It IS submItted that th,ere IS no pnma fa_c1,e reason .to 
regard the figure as an under-estimate: Working, then, 0:0- thIS hypothesIs, 
we might expect the figure representmg the excess of bIrths over. deaths 
during the last decade to be 50,000 greater than the figu~e representmg the_ 
growth of the llat",?-r~l population during the ~am.e perIod. Actually, as 
we have just seen, It IS about 100,000 less .. ThIS dIfference of 150,000 may 
be regarded as the true measure of the dISCrt:lpancy between the census 
1iO'ures and the vital statistics. -

1:) 

As regards this discrepancy, the first observation to be made is that it 
is after all a small one. Even if it could be supposed that the vital 
statistics are absolutely correct and that the popUlation of the British 
.districts of the province has been over-stated by 150,000 as the outcome of 
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the census operations, the actual rate of increase during the last decade 
would only have to be modified from 10.83 to 10.39 per cent. But we have 
already seen that no claim to meticulous accuracy has ever been advanced on 
behalf of the vital statistics; the method and the agency employed for their 
compilation preclude it. The census record, on the other hand, was 
prepared by It staff which, whatever its imperfections may be, did at least 
receiv(" a good deal of special instruction and training in the duties they 
harl to carry out, and their work was supervised and checked much more 
cloRely. As between the two sets of figures, it will probably be conceded 
that CL much stronger presumption of accuracy attaches to the census record. 
The conclusions quoted in paragraph 18 above- -conclusions based on careful 
inves6gation into the correctness of vital statistics reported at various times 
and in various places---indicate that omissions may be as numerous as 20 
per cent and (a very important point) that the record of births is ordinariI)' 
less l'omplete than that of deaths. If we assume that the omissions in this 
province during the last decade amounted to only 2 per cent in the case of 
bjrths and '1 per cent in the case of deaths, the whole of the di~crepancy 
betweE'n the census record and the record of vital occurrences dIsappears 
and there is an almost exact correspondence between the twe sets of figures. 
Should any larger margin of error he attributed to the vital statistics, the 
conC'lusion would be that the census has under-estimated the true growth 
of the population during the period. 

The foregoing analysis of the two sets of figures has, it is hoped, served 
a two-fold purpose: first, in establishing the substantial accuracy of the 
population statistics recorded at the census and rebutting the suggestion that 
the rate of growth has been exaggerated; and secondly, in demonstrating that 
the margin of error in the vital statistics is so small that these figures may be 
used w_ith some confidence in tracing out the vicissitudes of thc intercensal 
period. 

20. For the province as a whole the average annual birth-rate throughout Birth-rate 
the last decade works out at 86.5 per mille. This is a much lower rate during the 
than usual. The average for the preceding decade had been 39 per mille, deoade. 
while for 1901 -1910 it had been as high as 41. These figureS' demonstrate 
forcibly the truth that a high birth-rate is not necessarily conducive to a 
rapid increase in the population. The important thing is the rat£' of 
survival, and this of course is governed by the numher of deaths no less than 
by the number of births. The first decade of the present century, despite 
its prolific outturn of human lives, could only show an annual survival rate 
of 6 per mille. In the next decade this dropped ostensibly to 4, but 
actually it should have been nil, for the havoc wrought by the influenza 
epidemic of 1918-19 caused a complete breakdown of the machinery for 
reporting vital occurrences, and there were wholesale omissions in the record 
of deaths during that period. The decade 1921-30, with its comparatively 
low birth-rate, can yet point to an annual survival rate of 10 per mille. It is 
not easy to account altogether for the falling-off in the number of births. At 
the b~ginning of the decade the explanation is undoubtedly to be found in 
the debilitating effects of the influenza scourge and the general scarcity and 
distress which followed on its heels. Recovery from such a serious set-back 
to the well-being of the people as this constituted is always a slow business. 
And there is reason to believe that the influenza proved particularly fatal to 
females between the ages of 20 and 30. The result of this would be that for-
several years to come the number of women at the child-bearing age would 
be disproportionately low, and this circumstance may account in large 
measure for the failure of the birth-rate of rise to its normal level even after 
conditions of apparent prosperity had been re-established. It is possible too 
that the reproductive powers of many persons who survived the epidemic were 
permanently impaired. There is nothing to support the theory that among 
the masses <?f the people ~rtifi_cial means of restri~ting or controlling tIre 
number of bIrths are yet bemg adopted to an appreCIable extent, though this 
practice may be gradually finding acceptance with limited sections of the 
more highly educated classes--. It is noteworthy that the past decade was free 
from those violent fluctuations in the birth-rate which characterized the 
preceding ten years ... Throughout the whole period it never rose above 38.5 



Death-rate 
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per mille and never fell below 34.5, whereas in 1911~20 it had varied from 
43 to 30.5. This consistency is in itself a healthy sign. 

21. By implication it has already been seen that, if the birth-rate during 
the last ten years was abnormally low, the death-rate must have been much 
lower still. And indeed it was. The average number of deaths each y~ar 
was only 26.5 pf* mille, compared with 37 in each of the two precedmg 
decades. - In the first twenty years of the century the lowest rate recorded 
for the province as a whole in anyone year was 28.5, but this record was 
lowered again and again during 1921-30. The diagram on page 13 
shows that the highest death-rates were recorded in the first and last years 
of the decade. For the remainder of the period (excepting a sudden jump 
in 1924) the line maintains a remarkably consistent level in the neighb~ur
hood of 25. The comparatively high mortality of 1921 (though at the tlme 
it was regarded, in the light of earlier experjence, as an unusually healthy 
year) was due more to cholera than to any other single disease, and South 
Bihar suffered with especial severity from this outbreak. But, generally 
speaking, the years that followed were to witness an all-round improvement 
in the state of the public health. To cholera again, and this time with less 
reservation,- must be attributed the temporary set-back of 1924 and the 
progressive deterioration in the closing years of the decade. 

Progress of 22. In the diagram below an· attempt has been made to depict the 
population during progress of the population during the period that has elapsed since the last 
thel ~tel1Censal census. Each year's growth is represented by the excess of the reported 
per 0 '. births, during that year over the reported deaths, plus an allowance for the 

inward balance of migrations and for omissions in the record of vital 
occurrences. This allowance has been assumed to be proportionate to the 
general increase each year, as there is not sufficient data to determine 
accurately the annual variation caused by these two factors. It will be 
observed that, after a modest beginning, the line of progress takes a sharp 
upward turn in the second year, and, with but a single check, continues 
on almost exactly the same gradient until the end of the eighth year. It is 
hardly surprising- that, after such a sustained effort, there is a perceptible 
diminution in·the rate of increase during the two last years of the decade 

Diagram showing the estimated yearly progress of pQpulation 
dming the intercensal period. 
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23. A brief recapitulation may be given here of the principal factors 
which appeal' to have been responsible for the unparalleled increase in the 
population since 1921. In' the first place, there is the natural rebound 
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from the heavy losses sustained at the close of the previous decade. This 
recovery was materially assisted by a succession of good, or reasonably good, 
harvests and by the complete absence of anything in the nature of the serious 
failure of any important crop. At the same time the general state of public 
health reached, and successfully maintained, a higher level than it has ever 
known before, and grave epidemics of disease were exceptionally rare. 
\Vages and economic conditions generally had adjusted themselves fairly 
early in the decade to the high post-war level of prices, and the wage-earner 
profited greatly by the subsequent decline in the cost of living. The 
agriculturist was in a hardly less advantageous position, because the price 
of food-grains remained at a comparatively high level for some years after 
all other commodities had come down in value. Towards the end of the 
decade, however, it was already becoming apparent that the days of plenty 
were numbered, and the agriculturist began to feel the pinch sooner and 
more severely than anybody else. In the meantime, the general e~onoJ?ic 
prosperity enj oyed by the province had operated to discourage emIgratIOn 
and to attract back to their own homes not a few of those who had been 
driven abroad to seek a living in less ha:,lcyon days. In ihis way, the actual 
population was swelled even beyond its natural growth. 

24. The distribution and growth of the population in the individual 11 saoriflce to 
districts of the province win now be examined in greater detail. But, eoonomy. 
before this is done, it may be well tu insert here a brief word of explanation 
about one matter to which frequent reference will be made in the following 
pages. Financial stringency made it essential to curtail as far as possible 
the cost of these census operations, and among other devices by which 
economy was sought to be effected the record of birthplaces was not compiled 
in as much detaIl as usual. Thus, for a person who was born outside the 
province in which he was enumerated, the province only (and not the district) 
of his birth has been placed on record. The result is that, although the 
total number of emigrants from Bihar and Orissa to other parts of India is 
known, the districts from which they emigrated is not; and it is therefore 
impossible to gauge with any accuracy the flow of migration as it affects 
individual districts or to determine the natural (as opposed to the actual) 
population of any district. Complete figures of immigration are, however, 
available; and these, in combination with the record of vital occurrences, 
will usually afford some indication of the volume of emigration during the 
last ten years. But the fact that the vital statistics are not altogether 
reliable makes it necessary to accept with some reserve any inferences arrived 
at in this way. . 

SECTION IV.-North Bihar. 

25. There are only two districts in Bihar and Orissa more thicklv Saran. 
populated tha"!l Saran with its mean density of 927 persons to a square mile. 
There is nothmg patchy about the distribution of its popUlation, for the 
density figure does not fall below 800 in any single revenue thana. In spite 
of the lwuvy pressure on the soil in this district, the people of Saran ar'e 
commonly supposed to be more prosperous and go-ahead than their 

SARAN. 

DISTRICT TOTAL •. 

Sad. Subdivision •• 

Chapra 
Manjhl 
Parsa 
Mashrnk 
Sonpur 

Siwan Subdivision 

Ba.antpur 
Siwan 
Daraull 

Mlrganj 
Gopal~anl 

PERCENTAGE OF VARIATION. MEAN neighbours. This 
POPULATION, DENSITY circumstance may be 

1931. 1931. ' 
1921 to 1931 1911 to 1921. ascribed partly to the 

lZ,486,468 + 6.26 + lZ,21 .27 greater volume of 
173,116 

366,953 
130,863 
233,687 
144,334 

97,279 

824,853 

253,620 
343,035 
228,108 

088,498 

'05.0S!) 
283,460 

+ 8.48 + 2.21 921 emigration which has 
:j: ~:g~ :j: U~ 1,g~~ for a long time been a 
:j: ~:8g :j: 8:gi ~~~ ch~racteristic of the 
+ 3.58 + 0.11 839 disfrict. Not only do 
+ 6.36 + 2.27 884 the emigrants.. contri-
+ 9.20 + 1.85 1,031 bute substantially to 
:j: gg :j: U~ 1,~~~ the materia] well-

+ 5 .• 

+ 6.42 
+ 5.07 

+ 1.13 

+ 2.63 + 1.42 

being of their rela-
874 tives and dependants 
~~~ at ... home by remitting 
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a good portion of their earnings through the post; the educa~ive value of 
their experience abroad is no less important, though its effect m promotmg 
the prosperity of the district may not be so immediately apparent. Apart 
from the advantages derived from this habit of emigration, Saran is fortu
hate in the diversity and nature of its principal crops. It relies less on the 
cultivation of rice than almost any other district in the province. Sug~rcane 
and vegetables constitute the chief S011ree of its wealth. In common wIth all 
the other distr.icts of North Bihar except Champaran, more than 90 per cent 
of the total area covered by the district is cultivable, and in the last year of 
the decade as much as 70 per cent was actually under cultivation. 

During the last fifty years the history of S~l'al~ district has been a 
<lhequered one. Between 1881 and 1891 its populatIOn mcreased ?y 7.4 p~r 
-cent-a figure which tallied almost exactly with the general rate of mcrease. m 
the province as a whole. But in the next two decades, when the populatIOn 
dsewhere continued to expand, there was a progressi_ve dcrline in Sarnn.'8 
numbers. Converselv, the period 11.)11---21, WhlCh wltnestled a Het bark III 
thp progress of the provincial population, marked the turn of the tide for 
Saran, and during this period something over 50,000 souls were added to the 
population of the- district. The one word ., plague" accounts f?r the 
greater part of these vicissitudes. This disease made its appearance m the 
year 1899, and was epidemic at the time of the 1901 census. In the dem.l,de 
1901-11 it was directly responsible for no less than 166,nOO deaths. Durmg 
the next 10 years this number decreased to 105,000, and, as we shall presently 
see, the improvement has become much more pronounced since 1921. The 
1 avages of the plague did much to stimulate migratioll from the district, 
tJlf'reby c.:ausing indirectly a further reduction in its llumbers. 

The opening year of the last decade was a disastrous. one for Sar~n. 
There was a fairly severe flood over the greater part of Its are~, .wh!ch 
caused some 108s of life and the collapse of many houses, as WE'll as lllJul'lng 
the crops to a considerable extent. At the same time the year was an 
unhealthy one, the mortality from" fever", cholera, plague and most other 
diseases being considerably in excess of the decennial averagE'. The total 
number of deaths reported during the year was 85,654, or 36.6 per mHle, as 
compared with a birth-rate of only 34.5. This ·v;as the only year during the 
decade in which the number of deaths exceeded the number of births. After 
1921 the district enjoyed more favourable eDnditions all round. Harvests 
were well up to the average, nnd puhlic health registered a great improve
ment. There was a recurrence of floods in 1923, but the damage done on 
this oceasion was not so great, and no lost'. of life was reported Above all, 
the menace of the plague grew more and more faint The total number of 
deaths caused by it during the decade was only 18,000, as compared with 
105,000 in the previous ten years; and in the last quinquennium the annual 
mortality was as low as 1,200. There was a good demand for sngarcane, 
whi~h s~imulate~ the cultivation of this c.:rop, and each year showed a subs 
tantIal mcrease 111 the area under ('nltivation. The communications of the 
district were extended hy the opening of a new railway line from Mac;hrnkh 
to Thawe. 

At the census of 1931 the popnlation of Raran was shown to have 
increased hy 146,515 during the intercensal period. This represents a 
percentage increase of 6.26. Every revenue thana in the district partiCI
pated in the increase in a greater or less degree. It is not easy to explam 
the variations in the rate of growth in different parts of the district. 
Basantpur, for instanre, which "was already one of thE' most densely popu
lated thanas of the district, registered a growth of 9.2 per cent aHd Parsa 
a growth of 9.1 per cent, while in ~Ian.ihi the corresponding figure was only 
2.2: Disparities of .this kind, however, ~re not ut;lcommon, and the problem 
whICh they.present IS small ?ompared wlth t~e drffirulty of reconciling the 
record of VItal occurrences WIth the extent of ll1crease in the actual popUla
tion. It will be co~veni~nt ~o deal ·with this. point at some length here, as 
the same problem WIll arise m ~espect of varIOUS other districtR, though in 
none of them are the figures so mtractable as the present ones. -
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Between 1921 and 1930 the recorded births exceeded the recorded deaths 
by about 236,000, whereas the net addition to the popUlation of the district 
at the end of this period was only about 146,500. If both sets of figures are 
taken to be correct, the explanation of the discrepancy must lie in the balance 
of migrations; in other words the number of persons who left the district 

during tbis period 
SARAN ACTUAJ. POPULATION. I)nnGRANTS. EMIGRANTS. U1USt have been nearly 

DISTRICT. Males. Females. Males. Females. Males. Females. 90,000 greater than 
1931 1,220,049 1,266,419 15,637 34,669 the number of persons 
1921 1,132,355 1,207,598 12,723 32,013 147,854 62,036 who entered it. 
Variation •• +87,694 +58,821 +2,914 +2,656.. .. Unfortunately, lor 

. . . " .. . . re~sons a Ire a d y 
explame.d, statIstICS of emlgratI?n from mdlvldual dIstrIcts to places outside 
tbe prOVInce bave not been complIed at the present census. But, even if such 
statistics were available, they would not give all the information required 
to test the correctness of our figures. They might tell us, for instance, that, 
whereas the excess of emigrants over immigrants in 1921 was 155,000, the 
corresponding excess in 1931 was 200, QOO. But this is not the same thing 
a·s to say that the number of persons who emigrated in the course of these 
ten years was only 45,000 more than the number of immigrants. Let us 
assume that during this period 20 per cent of the 1921 emigrants died outside 
the district, and an equal proportion of the immigrants died inside it. 
These casualties would all have to be replaced before the 1931 figures could 
begin to show any increase in the number of emigrants or imm.igrants, and 
in the process of replacing them Saran would have su£,!,ered a net loss of 
81,000 persons. In view of the fact that the emigrants from this district 
have always out-numbered the immigrants so heavily, there is no doubt that 
the" wastage" involved in making good these casualties does account for 
a portion of the difference noticed above between the two sets of figures
though how great a portion it is not possible to say. Apart from this, 
there is reason to believe that, if the statistics were available, the actual 
number of emigrants from Saran in 1931 would be substantially larger 
than it was ten years earlier. In the first place, the number recorded 
in 1921 represented a quite abnormal fall (amounting to over 74,000) 
below the figure of the previous census. The reason for this was not 
clear, and the conditions prevailing at the time were hardly such 
as to account for so sudden a departure from the normal tendency of the 
district. It was scarcely to be supposed that this development would become 
permanent, and the pendulum may well have swung some distance in the 
opposite direction since then. The statistics of migration within the 
province show that there has been a slight increase, amounting to only about 
1,000 persons, in the number of emigrants from Saran to other parts of 
Bihar and Orissa, but the main stream of emigration from this district is 
to Bengal and Assam, and it is to these places that we should naturally 
look for the bulk of the increase,. Again, it has been mentioned early on 
in this chapter that the present census was taken slightly before the usual 
date, at a time when the number of persons who would normally have left 
their homes in search of employment elsewhere was at its maximum; and 
the variation caused by this circumstance is likely'to have been more 
pronounced in Saran than in most other di,stricts. On the other hand, the
statement in the margin shows that the male sex has oontributed more largely 
to the increase in actual population than the female sex, and it is' not easy 
to reconcile this with ~ marked rise in the volume of emigration, for males 
usually constitute the majority of .those who ,:"ent~re afi.eld. It is also 
noticeable that there has been an Illcrease, albeIt slIght, III the number of 
immigrants during this period. The general conclusion, then, must be 
that, while the " balance .of migrations" undoubtedly accounts fbr a part 
of the discrepancy whIch we 8;re considering, and ~ay Well. :::ccount.. for the 
greater part of it, some heSItancy must be. felt III asc~iblI~g the ~hole 
difference to this cause. The only other pOSSIble explanatIOn 1S that eIther 
the record of vital occurrences is defective or the census has understated 
the real growth of the population in this district. Reasons have been given 
elsewhere for holding that, as between the two, t.he census figures will 
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ordinarily be the more reliable. The difficulty in this case is that. if the 
. vital statistics are seriously inaccurate, it must be supposed that th~ record 
?f deaths is on the balance more incomplete than the record of births-which 
]8 contrary to t.he usual experience. Nevertheless, this possibility cannot be 
ruled out. WIth regard to the accuracy of the census figures, I will only 
say that in my opinion, if there was any material defect in the enumeration 
of any part of the province, it might more easily have occurred in Saran 
th_an in any other district; but I am not disposed to believe that this can be 
held responsible for any considerable part of the present discrepa~cy. 

26. Compared with the other districts of the Tirhut division, 
Champaran, though it supports 608 persons to the square mile, is almost 
scantily populated. The maximum density (962) occurs in Dhaka revenue 
thana, where the soil, extremely fertile in itself, is rendered still more 

productive by a small 

CHAMPARAN. 

DISTRICT TOTAL •. 

Sadr Subdivision .. 

l\fotihari 
Adapur ., 
Dhaka (Ram Chandra) 
Kesariya .. 
Madhuban 
Goblndganj 

Bettiah Subdivision 

Bettiah 
Bagaha 
Shikarpur 

PEROENTAGE OF VARIATION. 1rEAN hllt va.lllable system of 
POPULATIO:'<, DENSITY, 

1931. 1931. canals. At t'he other 
2,145,687 

1,238,780 

213,890 
202,722 
323,224 
200,870 
111,212 
186,871 

006,898 

418,589 
234,758 
253,551 

1921 to 1931. 1911 to 1921. 

+10.55 

+10.25 

+13.37 
+ 9.56 + 8.08 
+11.81 
+ 7.52 
+11.38 

+10.97 

+12.58 
+ 9.18 
+]0.06 

+ 1.70 

+ 2.01 

+ 2.93 
+ 4.22 
+ 4.24 
-ll.08 
- 0.47 
+ 2.00 

+ 1.28 

+ 3.02 
+ 3.15 
- 3.00 

G08 end of the scale come 
81S' the thanas of Shikar

pur (328) and Bagaha 
(340) In the extreme 
north-west of the 
district. But for these 
two thanas the mean 

750 
893 
962 
747 
862 
687 

451 

761 density of the whole 
g~g district would be 800 

per square mile. This 
north-:western area consists in part of uncultivable hills and jungles, but 
at theIr fo?t there are considerable tracts of potentially fertile land, which 
at present IS used only for grazing cattle. The expectation that cultivation 
would be exte~ded in these tracts has not yet been realized, apparently 
because of theIr unhealthiness; a virulent form of malaria is endemic in this 
part of the district. 

During the last fifty years the population of Champaran has grown 
more rapidly than that of any other district outside the Chota N agpur 
plateau, and it is now about 25 per cent larger than it was in 1881. The 
only serious check to its growth occurred between 1891 and 1901, when a 
succession of inferior harvests culminated in a famine in 1897 and the tide 
of immigration was abruptly suspended. Even in 1911-21, when most 
districts recorded a decrease of population, Champaran managed to 
increase its numbers by 1.7 per cent. 

Economic conditions in Champaran during the last decade were 
generally favourable. The harvests of ~923, 1925, 19~6 .and 1930. were 
somewhat disappointing owing to. insuffi.Cle~t o~ badly dIstrIbuted ramfall, 
but there was nothing approachmg scarClty .In. any of these ye~Hs. ~n 
the remaining seasons the outturn of all the prmClpal crops was qUIte satIs
fad,ory. Moreover, the agric1!-ltural popul~tion benefited greatly from .the 
high price 'of food-O"rains whIch was Que m part to large exports of rIce, 
etc. to other places.:::"> Thi~ district is liable ~o fio?ds, ca~sed by any sudden 
rise in the level of the. hill-streams, and mmor mundatlOns of thls nature 
O'Dcurrea in 1922, J928 and 1928. They callse~'comparatively little dama~e 
to the standing crops, which indeed were often all the better for t~elf 
temporary submergence, but there was some lpss of paddy seed and of grams 
stored on the khalihans _and in 1923 some cattle were drowned. In 
(;hamparan, as elsewh.e~e,-'the standard of public health during these ten 
years was exceptionally high. The le-ast healthy years were 19~4 and 1930, 
in which the recorded death-rates were 31.4 and 32.1 respectIvely. Both 
these years were marked by rather severe outbreaks of cholera, which 
between them were responsible for 'some 28; 000 deaths; and less serious 
outbreaks of the same disease occurred in 1928 and 1929, A mild epidemic 
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{jf small-pox in 1926, causing 1,000 deaths in the north of the district, was 
followed up in the next year by another-this time in the south-in which 
the casualties were twice as numerous. There were no other serious out
breaks of disease. In each year of the decade, including 1924 and 1930, 
the birth-rate was well ahead of the death-rate. The largest number of 
births and smallest number of deaths were both recorded in 1923, with 
the result that the survival rate for that year was as higb as 16.3 per mille. 
A new light railway was constructed during this period by the Nepalese 
Government, linking Raxaul in British territory with Bhichhakhori in 
Nepal, and thus facilitating communication and trade between the two 
countries. On the other hand, communication with the portion of 
Champaran district lying on the west of the Gandak was impaired by the 
collapse of the railway bridge in 1924. It has not been repaired since 

The rate of increase in the population of this district during the last 
decade was 10.55 per cent. This increase was distributed fairly evenly 
hetween the two subdivisions and the various revenue thanas. Madhuban 
thana recorded less progress than any other, but at least it improved subs
tantially on its record at the two previous censuses, on both of which 
<>ccasions it had shown an actual decrease. In 1901 this thana was more 
densely populated than any other, but now it stands third to Dhaka and 
Adapur. The population of Dhaka thana has grown very rapidly since 
the beginning of the century, and it would have achieved a higher rate 
of progress in this last decade if it had not been Ringled out on two separate 
oecasions as the object of severe cholera visitations. In 1930 there were 
.3,787 deaths from cholera in this thana alone. Champaran is one of the 
few districts of Bihlu and Orissa where in the past the immigrants have 
always been more numerous than the emi&!;rants. But. now that fl contrary 
tendency has established itself (temporarily at If'ast) in most other parts of 
the province, it seems that the tide in ChFlmpamn is turning in favour 
,of emigration 

The total number of births recorued in the diRtrirt during the decade 
exceeded the total number of deaths bv 222,500, whereas the increase in 

< the actual population 
Af'rlAL P<'PT"LATTiJJ' T)f}nGRAl>T~. EMlaRANT~ \'Tas onlv 205,000 .. As 

CHAMPARAX " 
DISTRICT "lIale~ Females },faZes 1<'emales JIale. Females we can' assume in the 

1,080,956 1,064,731 31,Ob1 42079 case of tbis district 
972,363 30,242 40,170 25,101 21,361 that the deaths of 

1.931 

1921 908,478 

'~rarIation +112,478 t-Q2,368 +819 + 1,909 emigrants abroad were 
roughly balanced by 

the deaths of immigrants within its borders, the difference of 17,50f) ought 
(if both sets of figures are accept,ed as correct) to represent the extent to 
which the number of emigrants has increased in comparison with the number 
of immigrants. The statement in the margin shows that the volume of 
immigration has remained almost Rtationary. As regards emigration, 
there has been an increase of some 4,000 in the number of emigrants from 
Champaran to other parts of the province. Whether the wholc of the 
balance would be made good if we were in possession of the details of extra
provincial migration is a question which must remain unanswered, but there 
is reason to believe that at least a substantial portion would have been It 
will be noticed that the rate of increase among IDftles since 1921 is higher 
than among females, and in consequence of this the female sex is once more in 
a minority in Champaran. It is only during the last thirty years that they 
have out-numbered the males. 

27. Muzaffarpur district, which has a mean density of 969 persons per Muzaffarpur. 
square mile, is the most thickly populated district in the whole province. 
Its total population is 2,941,025, and in point of actual numbers it stands 
second to Darbhanga, which has a population of 3,166,094 and a mean 
density of 946 persons to the square mile. To-day the Sitamarhi subdivision 
in the north of the district is more densely peopled than any other part, and 
the pressure on the soil decreases steadily the further south one goes. This was 
not always the ease. Fifty years ago Hajipur subdivision, the southernmost 
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:I£UZAFFARPUR. 

DISTRICT TOTAL •• 

Sitamarhi Subdivision 

Sitamarhi 
Sheohar 
Belsand 
Pupri 

Sadr Subdivision .. 

Paru 
:lIuzaffarpur 
Katra 

Ha!lpur Subdivision 

lIahua 
Lalganj 
lIajipur 

of the three, was the 
PERCENTAGE OF VARIATION. :MEAN most thickly popu-

pOP~~:i:0N, DEfo~{f.Y' lated; then came the 

2,941,025 

1,124,302 

397,960 
217,648 
225,494 
283,200 

1,121,033 

318,297 
568,448 
234,288 

685,890 

293,330 
144,595 
257,765 

1921 to 1931. 1911 to 1921. Sadr subdivision, 
+ 8.75 

+ 8.88 

+ 7.93. 
+ 5.11 
+- 4.31 
+ 8.95 

+ 7.07 

+ 7.87 
+ 8.05 
+ 3.73 

+ 8.05 

+ 6.56 
+ 5.05 
+ 6.04 

- 3.18 889 occupying the central 
- 0.17 1,107 part of the district; 
= g:~g i:m and Sitamarhi came
t ~:~~ i:m last of all. But from 

- 3.18 
1881 to 1921 the centre 

1117 of population shifted = U~ m persistently towards 
+ 3.85 1,019 the north. This pro-
- 7.64 

- 8.11 
-10.67 
- 5.29 

872 cess was carried so far 
928 that, when the 1921 
m census was taken, the-

total population of the 
Hajipur subdivision was found to be less by about 75,000 than it had been 
forty years previously, whereas during the same period the total population of 
the Sitamarhi subdivision had increased by 214,000. In the centre of the 
district there had been a moderate increase of something under 25,000. As 
remarked in the last census report, it is open to doubt whether this 
pronounced drift northwards is altogether a good thing. The northern part 
of the district is liable to severe floods; it is moreover almost entirely 
dependent on a single rice crop, and any serious failure of this crop might 
easily spell disaster. The soil in the south is more fertile; rich and varied 
rabi crops are grown in this area, and the danger from floods is not so great. 

For a period of thirty years immediately following the census of 1881 
t~e population of the district increased steadily, but (owing to the intensity 
of the existing pressure on the soil) at a rate slightly below the average 
for the province as a whole. Between 1891 and 1901 the district suffered 
considerably from famine, floods and epidemics of cholera, and it is probable 
that an actual decrease of population would have been recorded during 
this decade but for the influx of immigrants into the northern area of the 
district. Prosperity returned with the beginning of the new century, and 
the decade 1901 to 1911 witnessed a substantial increase of 3.2 per cent 
in the district population. The whole of this gain, however, was forfeited 
in the following ten y~ars, which even before the advent of the great influenza 
epidemic of 1918 had proved particularly unhealthy in Muzaffarpur district. 
COllsequently, when the last decade opened, the population was back to almost 
exactly the point it had reached in 1901. 

The progress of the seasons during the last ten years was happily 
uneventful in this district. It enjoyed its full share in the bumper rice crop 
of 1922, the outturn in that year being estimated at as much as 33 per cent 
above normal. 1924 and 1929 also were years of plenty. For the rest, the 
annual yield of the principal crops fluctuated between 80 and 90 per cent, 
except in 1930 when it fell to a slightly lower lev:el. ~he outturn of. bar~ey 
was consistently good throughout the whole of thIS perIOd. The cultIvatIOn 
of sugarcane was considerably extended, and proved to be very profitable. 
In 1928 unusually heavy rainfall late in the year was responsiblE? for floods, 
which caused considerable damage to crops and, property. But a great part 
of the loss inflicted on the paddy crop was made good by the excellent rabi 
lrarvest later on. The least healthy years of the decade were the first and 
the last. An exceptionally severe outbreak of ch01era in 1930 was responsible· 
for no few~r than 38,000 deaths in the district. This, combined with an 
abnormally high incidence-of deaths from fever, served to raise the death
rate of that year to 41.8 pe:fIilille. At the same time the birth-rate fell to 
34.8, so the net loss of population in the t-welve months immediately preceding 
the census must have been substantial. In all the remaining years of the 
decade the number of births was considerably greater than the number of 
deaths. The highest survival rate was recorded in 1923, when the birth 
and death-rates respectively were 37.1 and 23.4 per mille. In 1924, and 
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again from 1927 to ]929, the mortality from cholera was fairly high, but not 
on anything like the same scale as in 1930. The district suffered little from 
small-pox except in the year 1927, when about 1,800 deaths were attrihu~ed 
to this disease. Plague was more active in Muzaffarpur during this perIOd 
than in Saran, or indeed in any other district of North Bihar except 
Darbhanga. I,n 1923 there were nearly 7,000 deaths from plague, and the 
.annual mortality for the first half of the decade was in the neighbourhood 
of 4,000. But the last violent outbreak occurred at the end of the year ]926, 
.and thereafter it became progressively less prevalent. An economic develop
ment of some importance during this period was the establishment of the 
Tirhut Technical School at Muzaffarpur in 1925. An attempt was made to 
start a match factory in the district, but this was unsuccessful. 

The net increase of 6.75 per cent in the population of the district since 
~921 is distributed pretty equally between the three subdivisions. It is 
mteresting to note that the northward drift of the population has apparently 
been arrested, though no positive reaction towards the south has set in vet. 
Sitamarhi subdivision enjoyed distinctly better health during this period 
than either of the other two subdivisions, and its crop suffered less from 
the vagaries of the climate. This probably accounts for the fact that the 
rate of increase in this subdivision was slightly above the district average. 
The Sadr su~div~sion was hit particularly hard by the cholera epidemic of 
1930; otherwIse Its growth would have been even more rapid than it was. 
Among the revenue than as the largest increase was recorded by Pupri, which 
thus becomes the most densely populated thana in the' district. The 

MUZAFFARPUR 
DISTRICT. 

1.931 

ACTUAL POPULATION. ImUGRANTS. ElIlIGRANTR. 

Males. 

statement in the 
margin shows that the 

Females. Males. Females. Males. Femal,ps. male sex has contri-
1,443,847 1,497,178 24,392 52,784 buted much more 

1921 1,324.,991 1,429,954, 18,484 46,848 101,999 60,716 largely to the gain in 
population than the 
female sex. This, 

'Variation +118,856 +67,224 + 5,908 +6,936 

coupled with the considerable increase in the number of immigrants, would 
normally suggest that many of the natives of the district, who -had migrated 
in earlier years to earn a living in foreign parts, have now returned to their 
homes, bringing with them (in some cases) wives and children acquired 
rduring their term of exile. The vital statistics, however, imply that the 
balance of migration is stil'l in the outward direction. While ,the net 
increase in the actual population since 1921 amounts to 186,080, the excess 
..of births over deaths recorded during this period is 225,4-95. These figures 
give rise, though in a less acute form, to the same problem as that presented 
by the figures of Saran district. 

28. Darbhanga enjoys the dIstinction of being the only district in Bihar 
and Orissa, and one of the few in the whole.of India, containing more than 
three millions of inhabitants. There are many points of similarity between 
this district and Muzaffarpur. They are the two !!lost populous dis.triets 
.of the province, whether we have regard to actual numbers or to denSIty of 

population. In res-

DARBHANGA. 

<01S1'RIIlT TOT"'- .. 

Madhubanl Subdivision 

Benipatti 
Khalauli 
Madhubani 
PhuJparaR 

Sadr Subdivision .• 

Darbhanl(a 
Bahera 

:Samastlpur Subdlvilion 

Sama.stipuT 
Roserha ., 
Wansnagll.r ,. 
DalsinlZll Saral ., 

PERCENTAGE OF VARIATION. 1I1EAN pect of the former 
PO~~~t~ION, DE~~~i~' Darbhanga can claim 

3,166,084 

1,272,148 

292,183 
303,097 
320,643 
35(1,225 

877,578 

485,040 
392,538 

1,018,381 

296,647 
294,441 
171,025 
253,355 

1921 t(J 1931. 1911 to 1921. a slight superiority 
+ 8.67 

+ 11.06 

+ 9.51 
+ 8.93 
+ ;.78 
+ 9.98 

+ 8.43 

+ 8.32 
+10.83 

+ 7.54 

+ 0.77 
+ 9.81 + 4.8] 
+ S.07 

- 0.55 846 over its neighbour, but 
+ 2.70 845 Muzaffarpur has the 
+ 0.63 1,082 greater density of the 
t g:g~ ],~~~ two. The northern 
+ 2.31 783 half of both district::; 
_ 0.17 1,002' grows little but rice 

_ 1 77 1,133 ana ~uffers from 
+ 1.92 876 periodic fleods, while 

the sou th consis ts 
- 4.68 803 

_ 7.56 1,002 mainly of fertile 
+ 2.93 8

8
4767 uplands, in which 

-1.32 
-10.72 8S6 1'abi crops predomi-

nate. In Darbhanga. 

Darbhanga. 
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as in MuzaffarJ~ur, the centre of population has been steadily moving' 
~orthwards durmg the last fi~ty .years. In 1881 Samastipur subdivision r 
I~ the extreme south of the dIstrict, was far more thickly populated than 
either of the others, and Madhubani subdivision in the north came a bad 
third. Forty years later, when the census of 1921 was taken, Samastipur 
(excluding Roserha thana, which had been transferred to it from the SadI'
subd_ivision during the iQ.tervening period) had sustained a net loss of about 
80,000 in its total population, while Madhubani had achieved an increase. 
of 262,000. During the same period the Sadr subdivision in the centre 
of the district had increased its numbers by 100,000. There is a close 
parallelism between these figures and those already quoted for Muzaffarpur 
district, the main difference being that in Darbhanga the growth of the' 
central subdivision has been more rapid. One reason which doubtless 
accounts for this movement of the population in both districts is that the 
northern areas are immune from plague, which has established itself for 
many years past in the south, where the defective sanitation of the crowded 
villages with their mud walls favours the inception and spread of this 

- destructive disease. (Most of the houses in th~ northern subdivisions of 
Muzaffarpur and Darbhanga ar~ built of tatti owing to the prevalence of 
floods in those areas.) 

From 1881 to 1901 the population of Darbhang~ incT~ased steadily, the
percentage of growth being 6.5 in the first half of thIS perIOd and 3.9 III the 
second. The latter achievement was really the more remarkable of the two, 
as no other district in Bihar proper was able to show a~ equal rate of "progre~s. 
during this decade and the majority of them sust.amed an actual loss In 
numbers. Moreover, the conditions in Darbhanga Itself were by .no me~nS', 
favourable, a series of lean harvests culminating in 1897 in a famme WhICh 
affected all parts of the district except Samastipur. Strangely .enoug~, t.he 
increase during this period was most marked in those parts of the ~IstrIct 
where the famine had been most severely felt. In 1901-11, des.pIte five 
unusually prosperous years to begin w~th, th~ rate of _i~crease slowed down 
to 0.6 per cent. This was due to serIOUS dIstress arIsmg f-:om flo?ds an.d 
scarcity in the years 1906 to ]909. Famine was declar~d ~wl~e durmg thIS 
period, and many persons were driven away from the dIstrIct m search of a 
livelihood, so that the number of emigrants record.ed _in the census ?! ~ 911 
was abnormally high. In common with the maJorIty of other dIstrICtS,. 
Darbhanga lost ground in the decade 1911-21, mamly owing to the ravages. 
of influenza in 1918 and the crop failure of tbe same year. A few months 
before the influenza epidemic made its appearance, cholera had broken out 
in a particularly virulent form, causing as many as 57,000 deaths between 
March and August. The decrease in population during this decade was 
almost exactly equivalent to the increase in the previous ten years, and in 
this particular the similarity between Darbhanga and Muzaffarpur is carried 
one step further. 

The decennium with which this report is chiefly concerned opened more 
auspiciously for Darbhanga than for most other districts. The rainfall in 
1921 was adequate and well distributed, with the result that the outturn 
of the principal crops was unusually good; and the public health profited by 
the absence of any serious epidemic. The harvests of 1922 and 1923 were 
less satisfactory, and excessive rainfall in 1924 was the cause of seri011S. 
floods, which damaged the crops throughout the whole district and brought 
sickness and disease.in their train. The year 1928 witnessed a recurrence 
of these floods, with results no less disastrous. Between these two visita
tions the district had been enjoying a period of unusual prosperity and 
good hea~th, and the growth of its population during these three years was 
very rapl~. The lowest ,<!eath-rate of the decade (19.3 pel' mille) was 
reco~ded III 1925 and the highe~t l)irth-rate (36.7 per mill~) in 1927; but it 
was III 1926 that the excess of bIrths dver deaths was greatest of all and in 
that year the survival rate was no less than 15.4. There was a recrudescence 
of plague in the first half 'of the- decade, and Darbhanga was more seriously 
affected than any other district by the outbreak of ] 922-23. In these two 
years there were 15,000 deaths from plague. Epidemics of cholera were-
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-experienced in the district from .time to tin~e, notablr in 1924 and 1930. 
The 1930 outbreak was particula~ly ~est:uct1ve, an~ IS reported to have 
been fatal to 46,000 persons in thIS dIStrIct. MalarIa and othpr types .of 
fever were also unusually prevalent in the closing year of the decade, w.Ith 
the result that the death-rate for that year jumped suddenly to. the appallmg 
figure of 41.2 per mille, the highe.st rate previously rec_?rded durmg the decade 
being only 27.5. At.the same tIme the number ?f bIrths decreased, and the 
rate of " survival" In 1930 was consequently mmus 9.7. 

All the foregoing circumstancE's cosnbi~ed to. rai~e the populati0I?- of 
Darbhanga in 1931 to a figure 8 . .1 per ce~t hIgher tha~ ~t.was at the pr~vlO_ns 
.census. The rate of increase 1ll the dIfferent subdIvisIons of t.he dIStrIct 
indicates that, as in Muzaffarpur, the tendency of the population to "tift 
towards the north is very much less pronounced. It is true that SamastIrnr 
.flUbdivision in the south has not recorded quite as large an increase as the 
rest of the district, but it does not lag far behind, and during this past 
.decade it has made good more than half the total loss sustained by it in the 
.course of the previous forty years. The most rapid increase has OCCUlTE'd 

, in the Sad I' subdivi· 
ACTUAL POPrLATION. hmWRANl'S. EmORANTS. sion, where the 

DARBHANGA d . f h I 
DISTRICT. Males. Perna/e.. Males. Jo'ernrlles. Males. Females. ens] ty 0 t. e popn a,-

1931 1,570,959 1,59';,13;; 2l,564 51,002 tion was already 
1.921 1,420,719 1,492,810 20,368 4R,399 75,749 51,061 greater than any-
Variation +1;0,240 ~102,325 +1,196 + 2,603 where else; indeed, 

the principle of " to 
him that hath ......... " bas been scrupulously observed in the apportionment 
-of the ten years' surplus between the three subdivisions of the district. The' 
net excess of births over deaths in the whole district amounted durina' the 
-decade to 241,087, while the increase recorded in the actual populatiorf was 
:252,565. The difference between these. figures, small as it is, may be dis
.counted to some extent on the assumptIOn that the registration of births is 
usually more incomplete than that of deaths. An increase of 3,800 in the 
number of immigrants, as shown in the marginal statement reduces tIle 
.discrepancy still further, and it is quite possible that there h~s at the same 
time ~een a d~cr~ase i~ the number of emigrants. Thus, the reconciliation (Jf 

the VItal statIstICS WIth the census figures presents no difficult,· in this 
4listrict. . , 

29. Bhagalpur district, as will be seen from a glance at the map of Bhagalpar. 
North Bihar, is curiously and rather inconveniently shaped. From north to 
Routh a man may travel over 100 miles within jts borders while at its 
narrowest point from east to west it covers barely 15 miles. The whole of 
the Banka subdivision, and most of the Sadr subdivision too, lie to the south 
of the river Ganges, but the whole of the district has been treated as a part 

BHAGALPUR. 

.!DISTRICT TOTAL •• 

Sadr Subdivision .. 

Sultangani 
13hag~lpur 
Colgong 
Blhpur 

'Supaul SubdivisIon 

Supaul 
l'artapganj 

.Madhipura Subdivision 

Bangaon 
1>fadhipura 
Klshanganj 

£i"lnka Subdivision 

Amarpur 
Katoria 
Ran.k" 

of North Rihar owing 
PERCENTAUl' OJ! VARIATION. MEAN to the ObVl'OUS I'ncon-POPULATION, DE"~rTY t 

1931 lV3I.· h' h ld 

2,234,632 

641,408 

110,107 
2fl4,741 
211,452 
115,106 

508,989 

384,789 
124,200 

611,679 

164,595 
274,262 
172822 

472,558 

159,013 
133,019 
180,526 

1921 to 19J1. 1911 to 1921. VenlenCe W IC wou 

t- 9.88 

+11.73 

+1:l.97 
-117.99 
+ 6.59 
+ 9.03 

+ 4.18 

f 8.75 
- 7.81 

+ 5.72 

+13.20 
+ 6.00 
- 0.92 

+20.38 

+24.85 
+17.67 
+18.64 

- 4.93 

- 4.08 

result from splitting 
529 it up. By way of 
887 compensation, the 

~ U& 1,m district of Monghyr = ::g~ m has been assigned to 

- 1.04 

- 0.62 
- 2.11 

- 5.09 

- 5.40 
-11.67 
+ 7.01 

-10.30 

-1778 
- 3.78 
- 7.94 

645 

649 
364 

520 

626 
501 
472 

South Bihar in toto, 
although some part of 
it extends north of the 
river. In comparison 
with the Tirhut dis
tricts, Bhagalpur, 
with a mean density 

400 of 529 persons per 
square mile, is not 
thickly populated. 
Ninety per cent of its 

541 
249 
lilO 
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total ~rea is said to be fit for cultivation, but the actual percentage under 
?fOPS m.anr on.e y~ar seldom exceeds 60. Just over half the cultivated lanet 
III t~e dIstrIct ~s gIven over to paddy, but ~arious otll!'!r crops are grown on 
a falr~y extenslv~ sp~Je, such as wheat, maIze, khesari and marua. In the 
~adhIpura subdIVIsIOn the cult~vati.on of jute assumed some importance
lecently, but.the present depreSSIOn III the jute trade threatens to nip this 
detrelopment III the bud. 

The net increase in the population of this district since 1881 amounts 
to t3.6 per cen~, which ~s only about half the average rate of progress for 
the whol~ prOVlllce and IS less than. that achie_yed by any other district of 
North BIhar e~ce:pt .Saran, The hIstory of North Bhagalpur during the
last fifty years IS mtlmately' bound up with the vagaries of the Kosi river. 
F.?r~erly the channels of thIS !,treB;m .were all contained in the neighbouring
dlstrlC~ of Purnea, but eve~ smce It mvaded Bhagalpur district! it has kept 
t~e reSIdents of that area m a constant state of uncertain tv as to what it 
WJll ?O next. For many years it shifted more and more to the west 
formmg ne~ channels as it went but never leaving the old ones completely 
dry. PractICally the-whole of North Bhagalpur is now a network of river 
beds, running p~r3}lel wit~ one another from north to south; when the 
mon~oon comes! It IS sometImes one channel and sometimes another which 
earrI~s the mam stream of this incalculable ri ver . Vehicular traffic is 
practIcally suspended for months at a time every vear as most of the roads 
(and much of the adjoining pountryside as well)' is under water. Boats ply 
across ~he fields and waste land, and public and private ferries are to be 
found m large numbers . 

. From 1881 to 1911 the growth of population in this district was 
conSIstent enough, but never rapid. During the first ten years of this period 
the rate of increase was 3.3 per cent, thanks almost entirelv to a substantial 
expansion in the numbers of the Supaul subdivision. This expansion is 
believed to have been due in part to more accurate enumeration. The decade
was generally an unhealthy one, and the population of the other three 
subdivisions remained almost stationary. But for the growth of Bhagalpur 
town, the Saar subdivision would have shown a decrease. The 1901 census 
recorded an increase of 2.8 per cent. There had been two famines during 
the preceding ten years, but this 4id not prevent the thanas chiefly affected 
by them from pa!ticipating in the inc~eas~. ~he move:r_nent of the K?si 
river was responsIble for a marked declIne III KIshanganJ thana, to WhICh 
the unhealtooess of this locality also contributed. 13ut Partapganj thana, 
which is equally unhealthy, was able to show a very large increase owing to 
the extension of railway communications in that area. During the decade 
1901-11 the rate of increase was 2.4 per cent. South of the river the 
I1llmbers remained stationary, but the increase in Madhipura subdivision 
was marked. Kishanganj thana, temporarily free from the attentions of 
the Kosi ~er had been able to bring a large area of swamp and jungle 
under the plo~gh, and recorded a phenomenal rise in population of 39.85 
per cent. On the other hand,. in Supaul subdivision, which ~ad. hitherto 
been more consistently progressIve than any other part of the dIstrIct, there 
was a deGrease of 3.4 per cent during this decade. The census of 1921 
showed that Bhagalpur had fared even worse than most other districts during 
the unhappy years that were then just over. Cholera had been persistently 
active from 1915 to 1919. Then came the disastrous epidemic of influenza 
in 1918 and a complete cessation of the monsoon in the middle of Sept~mber 
that year. The decrease in the population of the district since the previous 
census was as much as 4.93 per cen1r-the highest rate .recorded in North 
Bihar. A portion of this heavy loss was more apparent than real, being 
caused by an abrupt decliite iI). 'the number of immigrants. Their number 
fell from about 136,000 in 1911 to 84,000 in 1921. There was no very 
pronounced increase in the number of emigrants, but there is no doubt that 
in the south of the district people were leaving. their homes in greatly 
increased numbers towards the end of the decade. It is reported that 
20,000 persons emigrated from Banka subdivision between the preliminary 
and final enumera.tions. 
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The last decade opened well for Bhagalpur district. The rice crop of 
1921 was below the average in the Sadr and Banka subdiyisions, but good 
harvests were obtained in the north of the district and the year was quite 
a healthy one. The birth-rate (38.3 per mille) was higher than in any suhse
quent year of the decade. In 1927 the Kosi floods were more persistent and 
widespread than usual, and the crops in the north of the district (particularly 
in the Supaul subdivision) suffered in consequence, while Banka subdivision 
in the south was subj ected to a similar experience in 1929. In 1924 and 
IH2'3 the rainfall was either inadequate or badly distributed in the south of 
the district, with the result that the harvests in those years were disappoint
ing. Otherwise climatic conditions were generally favourable throughout 
the decade. There was a marked improvement in the general standard of 
public health. Malaria and bowel complaints are very prevalent in the Kosi
affected localities, and the normal incidence of deaths from cholera is high 
in this district. During the decade under review there was no severe out
break of cholera until 1928, but in the last three years this disease accounted 
for altogether 25,000 deaths. The only occasion on which small-pox broke 
out with any severity was in 1927, when the number of deaths was not much 
short of 3,000. It is noteworthy that plague did not make its appearance 
at all in Bhagalpur district during this period. The years during which the 
population increased most rapidly were 1925 to 1927, in each of which the 
rate of survival was more than 15 per mille. This rate fell to its 
lowest point (4 per mille) during the last year of the decade-llot so 
much because of the unhealthiness of that year as because the number 
of births was much less than on any previous occasion. A new. railway line 
was opened during this decade, connecting Murliganj in the Madhipura sub
division with Bihariganj in Purnea district. These are two important trade 
centres. It was found necessary, however, to rIose down the line~ from 
Matahi to ~fadhjpur:1, and from Bhnptiahi to Partapganj, both of which had 
been hadly breached by the Kosi river. In South Bhagalpur the ::\fandar Hill 
branch railway line, which had been ('losed during the Great ·War, ,va" 
reopened in the year 1924. 

Thp net rate of increase in Bhagulpul"H population (luring the !n"t dec[lde 
was 9.88. The distrihution of this suhstantial surplus hetwPPll the ~ubdiyj
sions and revenue thanas of the district was very unequal. GeneTn11y 
speaking, it was those localities which had ~ml'fel'ed ml)st heaYil~' during the 
previous ten years that now recorded the most rapid growth. Thus, in the 
extreme south of the district Banka subdivision converted a loss of 10.30 into 
a gain of 20.38. The advpnt of a period of comparative prosperity after 
some years of disaster is wont to cause the pendulum to swing in this abrupt 
way. Moreover, it has already been seen that many persons had migrated 
from this subdivision at about the time when the 1921 census was taken, and 
the majority of these doubtless returned to their homes later on. In any 
case it was high time that this subdivision, where the pressure on the soil 
is not over-great, began to bestir itself. During the forty years immediately 
preceding the census of 1921 it had not only failed to make any progress, 
but its population was less by about 28,000 than it had been at the beginning. 
The next largest increase is shown by the Sadr subdivision. Here also the 
rate of progress had previously been very slow, the net increase between 1881 
to 1921 being only about 28,500, or little more than 5 per cent. The l:mrplus 
in this subdivision is most marked in the headquarters thana, and this is 
largely attributable to the rapid growth of Bhagalpur City. Xorth of the 
river, where the population had been multiplying much more quickly in 
previous decades, the progress recorded on this occasion is not nearlv so 
marked as in the south. Here we find, for the first time, two revenue thilIlas 
in which the population has actually fallen away in the last ten yearK. In 
the case of Partapganj the loss is subS'tantial (7.81 per cent), but it may be 
.attributed almost entirely to the action of the Kosi river. It has already 
been noted that the course latterly taken by this river necessitated the dosing 
down of the branch railway line from Bhaptiahi to Partapganj. The actual 
loss incurred by Kishanganj thana is slight, being only 0.92 per cent. Here 
again the Kosi is primarily responsible. It will be observed that in the 
previous decade Kishanganj was the only thana to record a substantial 
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increase, due mainly to migration from the neighbouring thana of ]\{adhipura. 
It is probable that some of these immigrants have since been scared away 
by signs of the return of the river to its old channels. Bangaon IS for the
present the )nly thana in North Bhagalpur which is more or less secure
against mundation from the Kosi, and this is why the rate of increase in.. 
Bangaon IS higher than anywhere else. 

The total number of births recorded in Bhagalpur district during the
last decade was 221,982 in excess of the recorded deaths, while the net 
increase m the population revealed by the census IS 200,862. It will be seen. 

BHAGALPUR 
DISTRICT 

1931 

1921 

VarJatlOn 

ACTUAL POPUI ATIO,," IMMIGRANTS EYIGRA'!TS 

Males 

from the statement in 
the margin that there 

remale. Male. Females Males Femalps has been little change 
1,130,584 1,104,048 30,475 46,903 in the number of 
1,014;~84 1,019,386 39,533 44,648 87817 83,834 immigrants, such in-
+116,200 +84,6f2 -5'1 +2,255 crea-se as there has 

been bemg confined to-
_females. The vital statistics suggest that there has been no falling off in 
emigratlOll from this district, and this is probably correct; for, although 
many of the persons who migrated from the sou~h of the dIstrict in the
previous decade must have returned subsequ.ently, we may suppose that a 
large number of the residents of Supaul and Madhipura subdivisions have
crossed ove~' the border into ~urnea and elsewhere: It is noteworthy that. 
males have mcreased more rapIdly than females durmg the past decade, with 
the result that Bhagalp,ur is now included-for the first time since 1872-
among thos~ districts 'in which the male sex can claim a (numerical) 
SUperlOrlty. 

30. Purnea, the last of the North Bihar districts, is eaSIly the most. 
3parsely populated of them all, having a me~n density of only 440 persons 
to a square mile. In point of density, there was but little to choose ten years 

ago between the three 
PERCENTAGE OF VARIATION AIEAN bd·· . f th 

PURNEA 

DISTRICT TOTAL 

Arana SubdiVISion 

Ararla 
Forbe~ganj 
Ramganl 

Kishangan, SubdiVISion 

Klsh'mganl 
BahadurganJ 
Islampur 

Sadr SubdiviSion 

Purnea 
Amaur 
Dhamdaha 
Korha 
Gopalpur 
Kadwa 
KatIhar 

POPULATION, DENSITY, SU I VISIons 0 e-
1931 1921 to 1931 1911 to 1921 1931 dIStrIct, but now 

2,188,643 

514,167 

22~ 676 
177,791 
107,700 

560,577 

129,260 
198,200 
23'3,117 

1,111,789 

157,110 
137,369 
266,58~ 
153,409 

73,257 
162,595 
161,476 

+ 816 

+1276 

+ 905 
+1652 
+14 94 

-003 

..L 010 
+ 315 
- 265 

+1064 

+ 541 
+1258 
+ 920 
+2645 

- 245 
+ 492 
+1677 

+ 176 

+ 358 

- 094, 
+ 973 
+ 468 

- 757 

-1133 
- 685 
- 602 

+ 8111 

-671 
- 332 
+3842 
+ 274 
- 707 
+ 324 
+ 754 

Araria in the north· 440 
4U west supports a dis-
53l. tinctly larger popula
gt tion (having regard to 

Its size) than either 
416 of the others, and 
m Kishanganj ill the 
372 north-east has drop~ 

431J.. IY~d to the third place~ 
In this district a 
greater proportion of 
the gross cultivated 
are::r is devoted to rice 
than in any other 

371. 
492 
509 
3M 
227 
44,4 
762 

district of Bihar proper. But several other ~mportant. crops ar.e grow?, 
among which jute is outstanding. More than half th~ Jute cultIvated Ill. 
BIhar and Orissa is to be found in Purnea. Tobacc6 also is grown here on 
a larger scale than anywhere else, with the possible ex..ception of Muzaffarpur-
district. ,-

The population of the district tQ-day is ]18.3- p~r cent greater than it 
was half a century ago. But by no means the whol~ of this increase can. be
ascribed to natural growth. The comparatively light _pressure on the soil, 
coupled with low rents and fertile lands, offer a stmng inducement to settlers: 
from elsewhere, and in cOlfsequence the number of immigrants in Purnea 
has for many years been higher than in any othel: British district of the
province. When the Kosi river moved westwards into Bhagalpur, the stream 
of immigration quickened; for large tracts of land, once barren and sandy 
or covered with jungle, but now left high and dry with a rich layer of silt 
deposited by the retreating river, were made available for cultivation by the
first-comer. It is surprising in these circumstances that the population has-; 
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not increased more rapidly than it has, but the explanation Reems to lie in 
the un healthiness of the climate and in particular the prevalence of malarial 
fever. Between 1881 and 1891 there was a fairly substantial inerease of 
5.2 lJer cent, but in the following decade the greater part of this gain was 
forf('ltecJ. The reported deaths during this period were more numerous by 
38,000 than the reported births, and in the year 1900 the death-rate rose as 
high as 57 per mille. All the three subdivisions recorded a decrease, and 
for the district as a whole the loss amounted to 3.1 per cent. The next 
ten yearR were more healthy, ann the pOp'ulation of the district increased 
by 6.0 pel' cent. KiRhanganj was the only subdivision which had no share 
in this increase. The growth was most rapid in the Sadr subdivision, 
particularly in the thanas of Katihar, which was then beginning to assumE' 
importnnce as a railway centre, and Dhamdaha, where a highly cultivated 
trac~ was in the process of emerging from wbat had formerly been a jungle 
of hIgh grasses. The census of 1921 recorded an increase of 1.8 per cent 
only, but the district may count itself fortunate that it survived this 
disaRtl'ous decade without actual loss. The incidence of variations within 
the district follo"\\-ed the same lines as in ] 901-ll. K islmnganj subdivision 
suffered a further, and more serious, set-hack main1v 011 account of its 
spe-cial unhealthiness, but possibly also hy r('ason of a slump in the jute trade 
which occurred towards the end of the decade. The Sadr subdivision again 
recorded the largest increase, and again Katihar and Dhamdaha thanas were 
primari ly responsible for this. The latter had by this time been converted 
into one of the more fertile areas in the whole district. Araria subdiviRion 
maintained its moderate rate of growth. 

The year 1921 was one of exceptionally good crops amI greatly improved 
public health, with the result that rapid progrf'ss was made in reeovel"ing 
from t,lw misfortunes of the last two or three years. Then camE' a RucceRRion 
of less favourable harvests, and it was not until 1927 that the outiurn of the 
principal crops was distinctly ahme normal. In that year, however, and in 
the two closing years of the decade agricultural conditions were very good. 
The district generally, :1Ild KjshaTJ[!"anj snbdivlsion in particular, derived 
much benefit during the first half of this period from the steadily increasing 
price of jute, and the cultivation of this crop became more and m01'e popular. 
The result was that, when the slump began, cultivators and merchants alike 
were very hard hit. In 1925-26 a maund of jute could be t;old for as much 
as Rs. :26, whereas at the end of the decade it was fetching only Rs. 3 or 
Rs. 3 R -0. The price of tobacco also slumped heavily during the latter part 
of this period. Mortality from all the principal diseases was much lower 
than in the previous decade. The most serious outbrE'ak of chol(,1'a occurred 
in 1925. when there were something oyer 8,000 deaths. This disease was 
also in evidence in 1926, 1928 and 1930. But the loss of life caused by 
cholera in this district does not appear to be on ariything like the same scale 
as it used to be. More people are said to have perished from it in the single 
year 1900 than in either of the two following decades. During 1911- 20 
the total number of deaths ascribed to cholera was 43,500, and this number 
fell to 31,500 in the last ten years. The annual mortality from sman-pox 
was only 730, as compared with 920 in 1911- 20, and more than half the 
total casualties were accounted for in the epidemics of 1927 and 1928. 
There was also a marked decrease in the number of deaths ascribed to 
" fever". None the less, malaria was extremely prevalent during this 
period and constitutes the chief stumbling block to the health of the district. 
Even after allowance has beE'n made for the common errors of diagnosis in 
reporting fever deaths, it is significant that this head accounts for no less 
than 86.6 per cent of the total number of deaths rep.orted during the decade. 
It was in ] 923 that the ravages of malaria were most destructive of all. 
Other bad years were 1924 and the three years immediately preceding the 
census. As with so many other districts, the period during which Purnea 
was building up its population most rapidly was between 1925 and 1927. 

The net increase 01 8.16 £ler cent in the population of the district since 
1921 was distriButed in a very irregular fashion. Kishanganj subdivision 
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continued its retrograde progress, while the Sadr subdivision once more 
recorded a substantial growth, but this time not quite so pronounced as the 
Araria subdivision. Among the revenue thanas the variations ranged from 
a decrease of 2.65 per cent in Islampur to an increase of 26.45 per cent in 
Korha. Islamp,ur is a very unhealthy area and suffered with particular 
severity from the malaria epidemic of 1923. Doubtless, too, the progress 
of this thana, along with the rest of the Kishanganj subdivision, was 
retarded by the heavy slump in jute, to which reference has already been 
made. 

It is of interest to compare the averge birth and death rates in this 
district since 1921 with the corresponding rates for the province as a whole 
and for the other five districts of North Bihar. The figures are as 
fo1lows :-

North Bihar 
Purnea. Bihar and Oris8a. (excluding 

Purnea). 

Birth-rate 28.7 36.5 35.4 

Death-rate 24.5 26.5 25.8 

Despite its reputed unhealthiness, Purnea is seen to have a death-rate 
distinctly below the average. Indeed, there are very few individual districts 
in the whole province which can boast a lower rate of mortality than Purnea. 
Yet the natural growth of its population during the past decade lags far 
behind that of any district outside Orissa. The explanation of this fact 
lies in its exceptionally low birth-rate. In the course of these ten years 
the rate never rose above 33.2 per mille, which is well below the average 
figure elsewhere. No other district in Bihar and Orissa: is so backward in 
the production of hliman life. There are indeed some grounds, which will 
prese.ntly be mentioned, for· suspecting that the record of births in this 
distrIct may not be absolutely complete; but 15he omissions, if any, would not 
be su:ffici~ntly numerous to necessitate any considerable modification in the 
figures gIven above. The truth seems to be that, whatever its past history 
may ~ave been, Pur~ea can no longer be considered unhealthy in respect of 
the dIrectly destructIve effect of sickness and disease' but the inhabitants of 
this district are so riddled with malaria, and their v'itality has been sapped 
to such an extent by this debilitating scourge, that their fecundity is much 
below the normal. 

The excess of reported births over reported deaths during these ten years 
was 84,263. while the net addition to the actual population was 164,975. 

PURNEA 
DISTRICT. 

1931 

1921 

Variation 

These figures suggest 
AOTUAL POPULATION. IMMIGRANTS. EMIGRANTS. that only about half 
Males. Femau,s. Males. Female8. Malea. Femal". of the increase was 
1,1211,681 1,056,862 105,188 82,216 dhue to natural growth, 

979,818 112,821 91,273 13,745 14,079 t e remaining half 
1,041,750 b . 'b bl 
+87,931 +77,044 -7,633 -9.057 elng attn uta e to 

the balance of migra-
tions. This being so, it is surp.rising to find that the number of immigrants 
l'ecorded at the census of 1931 IS actually less tha~ the nu.mber recorded ten 
years previously. -The testimony of the local o~cers IS that smce 1921 there has 
been a steady influx of settlers and persons In sea.rch of casual employment. 
It should o~ourse be borne in mind that iIi a district . like Purnea, :vh~re 
immigrants account for ten per cent of the total populatIOn and the maJorIty 
of them have taken-b.!>- their residence permanently in the district, there is 
bound to be a heavy mortality among them during th.e in~erce~sal. period, 
and these casualti~s have got to be made good by fresh.lmmIgr~tlOn III order 
to maintain their numbers at the same level. It IS also lIkely that the 
number of emigrants from Purne~ is now substantially less ~han it was .in 
1921 and this would help to Increase the actual populatIOn beyond Its 
natu~'al growth. Ther~ is the further possibility that the natural growth 
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,,,as greater than the record of vital occurrences reveals owing to tl18 COUlmOIl 
tendelll'Y on the part of the reporting ageney to Le more lax in rcgi8tel'il1g 
births than in registering deaths. But, when all tIlE'S£' f;wtors have heen 
taken into account, it is still not easy to explain the deUl'P:l80 in the adual 
numhe!' of immigrants. In particular there has been a redudion of 1:2,000 
in the quota supplied by Bhagalpur district and of 9,000 in the quota from 
}longhyr. X either of thes.e is in accordance with normal expectatiolls, and 
it is diffirult to suppress a suspicion that the birth-place of the population 
ill Purnea was not always accurately recorded. 

31 . North Bihar was " quicker off the mark" than the other natural North Bihar: 
divisions of the province in sloughing off the troublous past and enterina Summary. 
upon the new era of prosperity. In the very first year of the decade th~ 
birth-rate recovered to a level which was destined to prove exactly its 
average for the next ten years, while the death-rate of 1921 ".ms much lower 
in North Bihar than anywhere else. Excepting 1924, when cholera and 
fever were prevalent, each succeeding year saw a more and more rapid 
increase in the natural growth of the population until the peak was reached 
in 1927. Thereafter births fell off and deaths rosc steadily until the end 
of the decade, so that in its final year there ,vas no margin at all between 
the two. Cholera was almost entirely responsible for t}lP heavy mortality 
of these last three years, during which not less than 200,000 perRons perished 
from this disease in the six districts of North Bihar . 

.For the natural division as a whole the rate of increase in the actual 
popUlation was 8.3 per cent. Champ a ran heads the list \yith an increase 
of 10.6 per cent, and Saran with 6.3 per cent comes at the hottom. In the 
{nul' densel)'i populated districts of Tirhnt the growth W:1S diRt.ributed \yith 
remarkahle consistencv between the smaller units of localitv. This will be 
apparent from a cursory glance at the map of North Bihar. The general 
rate in Champaran \nlS higher than elsewhere, but evenly distrihuted; ancI 
in the other three districts 75 per cent of the revenue thanas showed an 
increase of between 5 nnd 10 per cent. It is an astonishing thing there 
was not a single thana in the whole of Tirhut which recorded a loss. In the 
other two districts of Bhagalpur and Purnen. the distribution of the surplus 
was much more patchy, varying from + 26.5 per cent in Korha thana of 
Purnea district to -7.8 per cent in Partapganj thana of Bhagalpur. 
Kishanganj subdivision in tll(' north-east corner of Purnea remainf'd 
stationary, and in Bhagalpur it was the area lying to the south of the river 
Ganges that achieved t.he hulk of the increase. ~orth Bihar is the only 
division in which the ILatuml growth of the population was more rapid than 
jts actual growth- or, in other words, where the flow of migration during 
this period was, on the balance, in an outward direction. Four out of the 
six districts (Darbhangn. a.nd Purnra heing the exceptions) lost a portion of 
their surplus population in this manner. Nor is it surprising that this 
should be 80, in spite of the fact that. the V(ll.'t improvrment in economic 
conditions during these ten years would not norma 1l~' he comlucive to 
emiaration. The matter for surprise is that, however marked tht' improve
ment in economic con(litioIls, these t(leming diHtril'ts should have found it 
possible to Rupport so su?stantial. an .addition to. their_ DumberI' as t.hey have 
in fact been burdened WIth. It IS dIfficult to VIC'V WIthout somo apprehen
sion the probable ('ourse of evt'nts in Xorth Bihar. and partiru1ar1:v in 
Tirhut, during the near future. 

SECTION V.-South Bihar. 

32. The district of Patna, which contains the capital city of the PlItna. 

proyince, has a mean den~ity of .~93 perso_ns p£:>r Hquarl' mil.e. It is the only 
district south of the Ganges whIch, III thIS matter of denslt~" can approach 
within measurable distance of Muzaffarpur, Darhlmnga and Saran. It is 
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to be feared that, to many a person in far-away England, " Patna rice" 
constitutes the chief 

PAT~A. 

DISTRICT TOTAL .. 

Patna City· 

City Subdivision .• 

Pirbahor Ward .. 
Sultanganj Ward 
Alamganj Ward .. 
North Khajekalan Ward 
South Khajekalan Ward 
Bakarganj Ward 
Chauk Kalan Ward 
Malsalami Ward 
:Rural area .. 

Sadr Subdivision ., 

Phulwari •. 
Ne.c Capital 
Rankipore Wa'd 

MasaurhllJuzurg 

Dlnapore Subdivision 

Maner 
Dinapore 
]3ikram 

Barh Subdiylslon •• 

Fatwn 
Barh 
Mok~mch 

~ihar Subdivision .• 

Bihar 
Hilsa 
lslampur 

PER(,ENTAflE OF VAlUATION. MUN claim to fame of the 
POPUI "'TIO~, DEN~ITY 

1931. "1931.' province of Bihar and 

1,846,474 

15~,690 

153,294 

30,050 
11,144 
19,890 

8,108 I 
19,915.{ 
10,5% 
17,254 
16,552 
19,836 

250,628 

113,275 
U,258 
11,971 

137,353 

318,015 

91,477 
81,867 

203,231 

414,444 

85,544 
221,984 
106,916 

052,033 

382,956 
185,096 

83,981 

1fJ21 to 1931. 1911 to HZ!. 0 " . rissa-and possibly 
+17.10 

+33.10 

+28.20 

+40.85 
+25.96 
+16.06 
+19.17 
+54.72 
+25.79 
+44.99 
+18.11 

+22.91 

+28.23 
+50.8; 
+54.72 
+18.85 

+14.34 

+10.38 
+26.25 
+11.91 

+16.8D 

+21.86 
+14.71 
+17.34 

+'4.47 

+14.10 
+16.78 
+11.20 

- 1.98 

-11.88 

-18.57 

-36.19 

-29.40 
+ 0.25 
-31.00 
-22.21 
- 8.84 

+ 4.89 

+ 7.31> 

-t '(; 26 
+ 3.06 

+ 3.69 

+ 0.39 
+ 2.79 
+ 5.60 

- 5.38 

- 6.10 
- 2.17 
-11.05 

- 0.95 

- 0.10 
- 1.90 
- 2.69 

893 

10,646 

3,650 

861 

the only one. In 
actual fact, however, 
rice is cultivated on a 
comparatively small 
scale in this district. 
Its inhabitants rely 
for the most part on 
the marvellous rabi 
crops, which are pro
bably unequalled in 
any other part of the 
country and are grown 

875 'with very little labour. 
738 

3,130 
726 

7911 

873 
828 
699 

876 
801 
712 

"Patna City includ~s (1) the whole of the City Subdivision. except the Rural Area' 
al)d (2) the New C~pitaJ and Banklpore Ward, which for administrative purposes fali 
Within the PlIulwan thana of the Sadr Subdivision. 

The credit for this is 
of course due to the 
ri vel' Ganges. The 
high bank of the river 
prevents the water 
t hat accumulates 
during the monsoon 
from flowing off 
rapidly, and every 
year a large tract of 
the district is conver
ted for some consider-
able period into a 

sheet of water, which leaves the soil extraordinarily fertile when it does 
recede. The people have learned, however, by bitter experience that there 
~s a big .pri?e to pay for all this. Cholera and fever are particularly rife 
In the dIstrIct, and have exacted a heavy toll of human life for many years 
past. 

When the census of 1921 was taken, the total population of Patna 
district vyas found to be less by 178,500 than it had been forty years earlier. 
For this fact there are two explanations,_ one of which has just been 
mentioned. Nor are cholera and fever the only diseases to which this 
district has been a special prey. Plague broke out here for the first time 
in the year 1900, and in the course of the next twenty years it was responsi
hIe for over a quarter of a million deaths. The second jnfiuence at work 
to deplete the population of the district is the decline of river-borne traffic. 
In the days when the river Ganges was the main artery of communication 
between Bengal and Upper India, the city of Patna and other towns on its 
hanks were important trade centres and enjoyed much prosperity. Those 
days are gone, and it is not surprising that a period of decadence set in for
these erstwhile thriving places. Patna city alone contributed over 50,000 
towards the net decrease in the population of the district between J 881 and 
1921. During these forty years it was :tn ,the first decade only f):lat any 
increase was registered, and then it was only at the rate of 1.0 per cent. 
The next ten years were more disastrous than any others, being responsible 
for a reduction of 8.3 per cent in the strength of the population. A part 
of this heavy decrease, h9wever, should be discounted. Plague was raging 
furiously just at the time when the census was held; many people had fled 
from th~ir homes to other districts for the time being, and the disorgani
sation of the census staff affected the accuracv of the enumeration. 
2'Jevertheless the. retrogade progress was continued' during the next decade. 
The ravages of the plague continued unab~ted during this period, and deaths 
from cholera numbered more than 50,000. In 1911--20 cholera was not 
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.a whit less destructive, though plague was by this time on the decline. 
Throughout, fever was responsible for many more deaths than either of the 
other diseases. The river trade grew less and less every year And) 
finally, the influenza epidemic of 1918 and the scarcity which followed. in 
its train destroyed the last chance this district may have had of l'eCl)vermg 
any of the lost ground before the census of 1921. 

The new decade 1921 -31 was to witness a remarkable change in the 
history of this district, but it opened disastrously enough. A particularly 
violent outbreak of cholera in 1921 was responc;ible for nearly 19,000 deaths. 
J n the same year the mortality from plague, though much lower than it had 
previomlly been, was still higher than in all the remaining vears of the decade 
put togptlwr. Deaths from fever, too, were e~ceptional1y numerous; and 
the comhined result of all this unhealthiness was that the death-rate for 1921 
rose as high as 48.6 pf'r mille. The hirth-rate' in this ye~l' wat> 37.1. so the 
district population at the end of 1921 must have heen at Its very lowest <'hh. 
Thereafter a marked recovery set in all round. The only other untoward 
eVC'Ilt of any importance dnring the decade oc("urred in 192~, when a: ~e~ere 
flood visited the subdivision of Dinapur and a portion of the Sadr suhd] ViSIon. 
There was some loss of life and much damClge to houses and property. The 
standing C'rops were completely destroyed over a considerable area, aJ?-d ~t 
looked as if there might be real scarcity latcr on in this area. The dIstrI
bution of trzrraTi loans on a generous scale prevented any suC'h development, 
and normal conditions were soon restored. A.::; in other districts of the 
province, the outturn of thp principal crops during the decade was reasomLbly 
-good in most years, and there was no serious failure of any important C'rop. 
Agriculturist/.; henefited very largely from the high price of food gra1ns. But 
by far the most influential factor in building up the population of the district 
was a vast improvement in the publiC' health. During the wholf' of these 
ten years there were less than 5,000 deaths from the plague, as comparpd 
with 81.000 in the previous decade and 140,000 in 1001 10. And it has 
already been seen that more than half the deaths since 1921 took place in the 
first twelve months. In the year immf'diately pre(_'erling the present census 
not a single death was reported from this disease After 1921, there ""vas no 
very seve~e outbreak of cholera, the won;t epidemiC's heing those 'whieh 
occurred 1n the last two years of the decade and aCl'onnted for 11 ,500 deaths 
?etween them.. The mortality from" fe.vers ", which was put at over 33,5110 
1n 1921, rema1?-ed al-:vays bel?w 25'.000 111 t~e subseqnent years .. The birth
rate rose steadIly u~tII 1926, 111 whlCh year It reaC'hed the exceptIOnally high 
level of 41.8 per mIlle, and there was not a single year after 1921 in whlCh 
the rate of survival was not over 10 per cent. 

The result is that the present census shows an increase of no less than 
17.1 per cent in the popUlation of the district since 1921. This is the highest 
rate of increase recorded by any district outside the Chota Nagpur plateau. 
The phCllOmenal growth during this period of Patna city, which will be dealt 
with more particularly in the next chapter, is respow.,ible ill some degree for 
swelling the figures for the whole district, but the statement in the margin 
.of the previous page will show that there was an increase of over]" per cent 
ill every single revenue thana. Outside the ('it~· itself the expansion was 
most rapid in Phulwari, Dinapur and Futwa thanas. These are tending 
more and more to become suburbs of Patna, and thus shared in the develop
ment of the capital city. Apart from this, the concentration nt Khag-aul 
.()f what were formerly three sep,arate railway divisions must have han a 
substantial effect on the growth of population in Dinapur thana, while a 
great accretion of d tflra in the same area has attracted a number of settlers 
from Saran district and elsewhere. The location of a camp jail containina 
between two and three thousand prisoner.s at Ph111wari accounts for som~ 
portion of the incr?ase in tl:-at than:;t, but the rapid d~Y~lop~elJt of the New 
Capital and Banklpur (whIch are mcluded for admIlllstratn;e purpm:;es in 
Phulwari thana) accounts for still more The extension of the Futwa
Islampur light railway, the head wo_rks. of whi~b are at Fntwl:1, was 
,£. contributory cause of the abnormally hIgh Increase In that area, 
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It was only to be expected that the more prosperous economic conditions 
of the last decade and the great improvement in the healthiness of the district 
would induce many persons who had forsaken their homes in earlier years' 

PATNA 
DISTRICT. 

1931 

1921 

ACTUAT, POPUT ATION. HUfIGRANTS. EMHlT<A~'fS. 

to return once more, 
while the development 

Males. 

956,124 

809,082 

Females. Males. Fnlla/eR. Males. Feme"·', of the urban areas. 
890,350 56,702 66,833 would doubtless: 
767,707 36,524 49,488 68,9C:; 63,9~9 attract settlers from' 

eutside. The margi
nal statement shows' 

that there has been a substantial increase, amounting to 37,500, in the number
of immigrants enumerated in this district, and it is probable that there has: 
been a corresponding reduction in the number of emigrants. This accounts. 
to a great extent for the difference between the natur;al growth of the district 
population, as recorded in the vital statistics, and its actual growth as revealed 
by the census. The excess of recorded births over recorded deaths was 
162,414, as against an actual addition to the popUlation of 269,595. There
a~e good grounds for believing, moreover, that in this district the I.:ecord of' 
vltal occurrences was less complete. than usu~l. It is commonly recognized 
that the standard of accuracy III thIS matter IS apt to be lower in towns than 
i~ t~~ r~ral areas, a~d, as more than 15 per cent, of the,population of Patna 
dIstrICt IS urban, thIS tendency would have a suostantial effect on the vital' 
statistics o~ th~ whole ~istrict. In particular it .will be seen, when the growth. 
of Patna CIty IS exammed, that the record of bIrths and deaths in that area 
was far from reliable. 

Variat'on +147,042 + 122,553 +20,178 + 17.345 

33. Gaya is much less thickly populated than the nelghbouring district 
of Patna, supporting as it does only 507 persons on each square mile. The 

district being removed' 
POPULATION, PERCENTAGE OF VARIATION. D~:si~y frOln I dtrect cont~ct 

GAYA. 

DISTRICT TOTAL .. 

Sadr Subdivision .. 

Gaya Town 
Gaya :Mufassil ., 
Atri 
Tikari 
Bararhatti 
Sh~rghati 

Nawada Subdivision 

Nawada 
Rajauli ., 
Pakribarawan ., 

dehanabad Subdivision 

Jehnnabad 
ArwaJ 

Aurangabad 

Daudnagar 
Nablnagar 
Aurangabad 

1931 1931. ' • h 
1921 to 1931. 1911 to 19i!1. WIt the Ganges, its: 

2,388,46'2 

891,393 

88,005 
205,417 
100,885 
160,340 
131,458 
190,288 

489,261} 

313,517 
84,070 
91,673 

461,938 

319,208. 
142,730 

545,871 

137,385 
115,335 
293,1.51 

+10.94 

+12.50 

+30.26 
+11.91 
+ 9.50 
+ 7.02 
+11.79 
+13.20 

+ 9.'28 

+ 9.02 
" 8 OS 
+10.76 

+12.09 

+1251 
+11.19 

+ 9.00 

+ 9.73 
+ 4.95 
+10.33 

- 0.37 

+ 0.90 

+35.34 
- 4.14 
- 238 
- n.15 
+ 3.18 
+ 3.63 

- 3.'10 

- 2.54 
+ 00(l 
- 8.19 

- 2.41 

- 1.89 
- 3.55 

+ 2.00 

+ 2.29 
+ 8.!\1\ 
- (}54 

507 raM crops, remarkable-
475 as they are, are not. 

of quite the same
standard as in Patna~ 
and the cultivation of 
rice is carried out.. 

11,001 . 
483 
448 
590 
313 
385 

513 on a larger scale. 
67:-1 Although nearly 80-
3f)8 
426 per cent of the land 

in the district is said 
759 to be "cultivable":r 
786 h 
703 t e area actually 

under the plough 
428 ld se om exceeds 50 per-
~~~ cent, and there is no> 
408 district in the pro-

vince outside the Chota N agpur plateau where so large a proportion of the 
soil remains uncultivated. . 

The history of Gaya district during the last fifty years has been scarcely 
less unfortunate than that of Patna. Its population in 1921 was not indeed,. 
less than it had been in 1881, but the net increase amounted to barely 
27,000 persons, or only about 1.25 per cent. Here again the ravages of 
disease, and particularly of cholera and the plague, are primarily responsible 
for this state of affairs-not only by causing a heavy loss of human life and. 
lowering the vitality of the popUlation gener~lly, but also by driving many 
people away from the district. The number of emigrants from Gaya.. 
enumerated at the census of 19:21 was not far short of 200,000. This outward 
flow became pronounced quite early in the half-century under review, and is. 
said to have been one reason why the increase (0.7 per cent) in the population 
of the district during the period 1881-1891 was not considerably larger. 
But this increase, small as it was, was converted into a substantial 10s9 
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(3.7 per" 8ent) during the next ten years. The general unhoalthinesR of this 
1el'adc culminated in the first appearance of plague in the year IHO~,. and 
11e1'8 (as in Patna) it is likely that the 1901 figures were to some extt'nt Yltlated 
hy tiw l'0ufusion resulting from the prevalence of this disease wJwn the 
census took place. The ground so lost was made up, with a Little to spal'e. 
in the decad{' 1901- -11, thanks to a distinct improvement in the general level 
vf puhliu health-though plague remained artlve and emigration was Rtill 
on the inrreasc. Between 1911 and 1921 a decline of u.4 per cent was 
reC'orded J .... The loss would have been l'onsiderabhT lw8vlE'r but f"r the fact 
that tllt' years 1912 -16 were unusually health),' and were marked by an 
ahJlol'mally high birth rate. The troubles of the diBtrict began wiLh a record 
flo!)!l in "\ugust 1917, followed immediately by severe outhreaks of cbokra 
and ft~ver. This sent the deat.h-rate up very sharply. ~\.nothe(' particulaely 
virulent epidemic of cholera early in 1918, accompanied hy the wor~t out
Dl'ea.k of plague during the decade, ushered in the still gren tel' disaster ? f 
the l1l11uenza holo(;aust and the failure of the monsoon. 'The death-rate 11) 

191'"' in this district soared to the appalling figure of 73.3 per mille, and 
even Olen thousands of deaths must have gone unrecorded. 

In 1 n21 the inhabitants of the di~tri('t were still in the grip of Hcrious 
cIHrtrmit·s. In that year there were 115,382 deaths, comparee] wit~ an 
.average mortaJitv of H-i-.4i}1/ ill t1:e IJilc{' fcllowing :ypnr~. Fever was spE'cml~y 
prevalent, and 27,632 persons pC'flshed of cholera. Plagu(' aJso wa~ 1Il 

evidence. tJlough in a comparatively mild form. As a result of all this sICk-· 
ness. the death-rate in 1921 exceeded the birth-rate h.v 16 per mille. Rut 
this was to prove the turning-point in the district's fortunes. In the f(Jllow· 
jng yt'a1' the harvests were quite exceptionally good. C bolera. plague, small
pox WE're pl'actically non-existent, and even" fever" ,yas at a discoullt 
in the chankidar's weekly retu rns. The death -rate dropped abl'nptl~r from 
,5:-3 5 to 26.0, while the birth-rate rose to over 40. In thE' following year~ the 
population made uninterrupted progress, and tbe births were alwa~'s far 
mort' numerous than the deaths. There were no :£loodR, and the harvest8, 
if less plentiful than in 1922, were never seriom;ly defeetiv('. Cholera 
proved the mOHt serious menace to the public health, and the death-rate from 
this disease during the decade (3.3 pel' mille) was higher in Ua~Ta than in 
any other part of the el'oyinee; but mjlle of the later epidemics was anything 
like so SCVe1'e as that of 1921. In 1928 and 1927 the district waH visited hy 
cpitiemics of small-pox, each of which prmed fatal to nearly 4,nOu pE:'fSOnS; 
but tlle rest of the period was more or less immune from this disease. Plague 
nmcle practically its last appearance in 1923. This outbreak, combined with 
that of 1921. ('a used 3,000 deaths and the mortalit.y for tIle \'1hole ct('C'ade 
was below 5,fiOO. J • 

'To the net increase of 10.94 in the populatiun of the district during the 
last decade every subdivision and revenue thana contributed n, ~Uhtlta.lltial 
quoLa. The growth of the Sadr subdivision was slightly more rapid than 
that I)f any other-- largely on account of the marked dcwlopmf'llt {,f (;aya, 
nity, whieh will be examined more closely in the next chapter. .\.mong the 
revenue thanas, Nabinagar in the extreme !:iouth-west corner of th(' distriet 
shuwed the lowest rate of increase. The soil in this locality it; extremelv 
POOl', and it was immigration from Palamau that had enabled this thana to 
record a substantial addition to its numbers in 1911-21. In both the 
preceding d('cades it had suffered actual decreases. 

There is a very close correspondence in this district brtween thE' record 
()f vital occurrences and the census figures. According to the former, the 
excess of births over deaths since 1921 is 227,524; and according to the latter 

there haH been an 
audition of 235,532 to GAYA 

DISTRTCT. 

1931 

1921 

Variation 

ACTI'"AL Pti"I'"LATTON. l~MIGRANT~. 

Males. Females. MIIles. Pemules. ;Wales. J<'emales. the actual population. 
1,193,643 1,194,B19 20,212 30,279 Increased immigra-
1,074,668 1,(J7n.2G~ 16,057 >:8,(\50 11l,4~1l 7~,533 tion aC80unts for 
+118,975 of 116,5;;7 ~4,155 t 1,629 practioally the whole 

of the difference 
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between these two figures. Nor is there any reason to suppose that the balance 
would not be fplly covered by a decHne in the number of emigrants. I n fact, 
it would not have been surprising if there had been a larger margin to be 
accounted for in this way. The female sex can still claim a bare.,najority in 
tIle population of this district. At the previous census the males had reduced 
the disproportion in numbers very considerably and this time they have 
again improved their position, so that now they are practically on equal 
terms. 

34. The roean density of Shahabad (456 persons per square mile) is lower 
than that of any other district in South Bihar. This is due to the fact that 
an area of more than 800 square miles in the south of the district is occupied 
by the Kaimur hills, an undulating plateau covered for the most part with 

jungles and thinly 

SHAHABAD. 

DISTRICT TOTAL .. 

8adr Subdivision •• 

Arrah 
Shah pur 
Pira 

Buxar Subdivision 

Buxar 
Dumraon 

Sasaram Subdivision 

Bikramganj 
Kar!Zhar 
8asaram 
Dl'hri 

Bhabua Subdivision 

PERCENTAGE OF VARIATION. MEAN populated. The den-
POPULATION, DENSITY, h d' . 

1931. 1931. sity of t e Istnct 

1,993,489 

686,033 

307,885 
169,971 
218,177 

383,050 

141,179 
241,871 

589,585 

208,190 
100,188 
176,583 
104,604 

324,841 

1921 to 1931. 1911 to 1f)21. population, calculated 
458 on the cultivable area 
707 only, is 667. Shaha-
875 bad is well irrigated 
~g~ by a system of. canals 

+ B.88 

+11.33 

+12.87 
+10.64, 
+ 9.74 

+ 8.78 

+ 7.55 
+ 9.51 

+ 9.40 

+ 9.73 
+ 4,.90 
+11.68 
+ 9.49 

+ B.01 

- 2.62 

- 0.55 

+ 0.46 
- 5.06 
+ 1.79 

- 8.05 

-11.80 
- 5.67 

- 1.01 

- 1.45 
- 4.07 
- 1.54 
+ 4.19 

- 2.98 

taking off from the Son 
569 river, and the rab; 
M~ crops of the district 

are excellent. The 
398 canals, however, are 
~~~ believed to be prolific 
~~~ breeding grounds of 

mosquitos, and mala-
250 rial fever has proved 
~g~ to be the curse of the 

district for many 
years. In common with the rest of the Patna division, it has also suffered 
severely from cholera and plague. 

Mohania 
Bhabua 

139,723 
185,118 

- 3.11 
- 2.85 

+ 5.59 
+11.74 

There are only two districts in the provinc~ which at the commence~ent 
of the last decade contained a smaller populatIOn than they had contamed 
in the year 1881. Patna, as we have already seen, is one of those districts. 
The other is Shahabad. The total population of this district, as recorded 
in the census of 1921, was about 133,OpO less than it had been forty years 
previously. The decade 1881 to 1891 did indeed witness a substantial 
increase (5.7 per cent) in the number of its inhabitants, but even this was 
due not so much to natural growth as to a temporary influx of immigrants. 
For the next three decades the population of the district declined steadily, 
the percentages of loss being 4.8,4.9 and 2.6 respectively. Between 1891 and 
] 901 the only part of the district to register an increase was the Sasaram 
subdivision, where the " Grand Chord" line of the East Indian Railwav 
was under construction. Plague made its first appearance in the district i~ 
1900, and at the time of the census in the following year it was responsible for 
a general exodus from Arrah town. During the next decade it established 
itself throughout the northern half of the district and caused 68,000 deaths~ 
whil.e the .mort~lity asc~ibed to .chol~ra was Jittle short of !he same figure. 
Durmg thIS perIod the tIde of mIgratIon turned strongly agamst the district. 
The period 1911-21 was a particularly unhealthy one even prior to 1918. 
Fever, cholera and plague were all active, and.floods added to the general 
distre~s in ~911, 1915 and ]917- The deat~-ra~e in the fateful year of 1918 
was h!gher m Shaha~ad than Ill, any othe~ dI~trlCt ?f the provinc~, being not. 
less tIian 80.9 pe~ mIlle: ~Th~_ only localIty m whICh a substantIal increase 
was recorded durmg thIS perIOQ was the revenue thana of Dehri where the 
.development of the lime industry had attracted a considerable lab~u.{l force. 

The opening year of the last decade was no less unfavourable to Shahabad 
than it was to the adjacent districts of Patna' and Gaya- The number of 
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deaths in 1921 was more than 50 per cent in excess of the number of births. 
Cholera alone was responsible for the loss of 17,000 lives in that year, and 
the mortality from fever was quite exceptionally high. The remainder of 
the decade saw a complete transformation in the standard of public health. 
The birth-rate in each of the nine following years was always well ahead 
of the death-rate. Fever was less destructive than it had been at any time 
duri~g the past fifty years, and the annual mortality from cholera for the 
Jive years immediately after 1921 was only 750. There was a -recrudescence 
of this disease towards the end of the decade, and Buxar in particular suffered 
severely from the outbreak which occurred jn ] 929. But in the light of the 
pn st history of Shahabad the death-roll from cholera during the whole of 
this period must be regarded as moderate. Plague was more active in this 
district than in the rest of South Bihar, but its activity was exhausted before 
the decade was half over. )Juring the whole period some 10,400 deaths were 
·caused by plague, and of these 9,000 were recorded in the first four years. 
The most violent outbreak took place in 1923, and here again Buxar was the 
chief sufferer. In 1927 small-pox was responsible for over 3,500 deaths, and 
less severe epidemics of the same disease broke out in 1926 and 1928. The 
outturn of the principal crops during these ten years was more or le~s 
satisfactory. Here as elsewhere there was a particularly good harvest ill 
1922. From 1925 to 1928 the yield was well helow the average, but there was 
no serious shortage, and the high price of food grains more than compensated 
the agriculturists for the deficiency in outturn. The most serious natural 
calamity of t~e dec..ade occurred in 1923, when the Son river rose in high 
flood. PractICally the whole of Arrah town was submerged, together with 
m:my villages in the Sadr subdivision, and portions of the Sasaram subdivision 
also were affected. Advances totalling nearly Rs. 4,00,000 were made by 
Government in the flooded ar~as, and a large sum of money was also 
distributed in the form of gratuitous relief. 

. The present census shows that the increase in the population of Shahabad 
SInce 1921 amounts to 9.88 per cent. The accumulated deficit ef the previous 
forty years has thus been wiped out, and the population to-day is 2.4 per cent 
larger than it was in 1881. Every part of the district has' participated in 
the growth of the last ten years. That growth is more pronounced in Arrah 
thana than anywhere else, a fact which must be ascribed in part to the 
development of the headquarters town of the district. So far as the rural 
areas are concerned, the greatest increase has occurred in the revenue thanas 
of Rasaram and Bhabua. These are the most S'parsely populated areas of 
the district, including as they do the Kaimur plateau to which reference has 
been made above. Here the scope for expansion is greater than in the more 
densely populated parts of the district. The smallest increase is that shown 
by Karghar thana, which also recorded a substantial loss in the previous 
decade. It is reported that cholera was prevalent in this thana when the 
census operations were going on. Another reason put forward by the local 
officers for the slow natural growth of the population in this locality is that 
girls of marriageable age are at a preI]lium, and there is consequently keen 
competition for them among the bachelors. This puts obstacles in the way 
of matrimony for the poorer folk. 

No difficulty arises in this district from 3: comparison of the vital 
statistics with the census figures. The number of bIrths reported during the 
decade was 137,367 in excess of the number of deaths, while the increase in 

the actual population 
SHAHABAD 
DISTRICT. 

1931 

1921 

ACTUAL POPULATION. IMMIGRANTS. EMIGRANTS. -is shown to have been 
Males. Females. Males. Females. Males. Females. 179.260;-", Increased 

immigration accounts 
920,002 14,094 35,224 88,184 60,169 for 18, boo persons who 

999,099 994,390 24,569 42,751 

894,227 

are included in the 
latter. figure and not in 

the former. There is no doubt that there has also been a decrease in 
~migration, though the extent of it is not ascertainable. This turn in the 

Variation +104,872 +74,388 +10;475 +7,527 
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tide of migration accounts for the fact that more than half of the inhabitants 
of the district are now males. At every previous census the females have 
been in the majority. 

35. :\1ougbyr il.) the only Routh Bihar district not included in the 
administl'a ti ve division of Patna. In its physical features aH well as in 
its hi8t\)r~- rlul'ing the la.st fifty yean;, it elosely resembles' the adjoining 

district of l3hagalpur. 
['ER~IlN1AGll 0]' VARIATION. MEAt< Both districts straddle 

.!IWNGHYR. 

DISTRICT TOTAL .. 

Sadr Subdivision •• 

Gogn 
Mon~hyr 
Jolmdlpul 
Surajgarlla 
JoukhiRami 
Kl13f.tg pur 
8ltelkfll'Uld 

Begusllrai SubdIvision 

Teghra 
Begusarai 

Jamui Subdivision 

Sikandra 
Jarnui 
Ohakai 

llO_tl;._ l.iT!ON, DEN~TTY,. 

11131. 1931. the nver Ganges, 

2,287,154 

1,205,113 

464,258 
1711,aIHi 

JO,340 
i''''"kY~ 

133,,,~t 
lfH,tl,.') 
1,j1).9·'di 

644,245 

232,639 
411,6Utl 

437,796 

117,1i21 
162.401 
1.,7, 71 ~ 

lYe1 to 19·1l. 1911 t(l /v:t1. 

+-12.67 

+-12.29 

+ 12.47 
t ,2.3~ 
, 22.23 
+ 2.2, 
t 11 !l~ 

-+-l,')..-n 
-+-12.:2"" 

+ 9.92 

t 7 !'I 3 
+11.08 

-118.10 

+1;;.114 
+20.01 

17.81 

- 4.92 

- 2.15 

- 2.38 
+ :\ 32 
+i().95 
- l).4.~ 

7.~(j 
-- (i ;:11 
- 2.U2 

-10.06 

-10.83 
-l'L01 

- 4.11 

-!'i!'iti 
- 0.32 

1.40 

though the greater 
582 part of Monghyr lies 
033 to the south of the 

river, while Bhagalpur 
is divi<led by it into 
t \\'0 Illorc or It'ss equal 
pa rts. Hence the 

617 
1,135 
7,587 

436 
jH,(j 
4~ll 
';<,1 

864 whole of the former 
969 district has been 
813 allotted to the natural 
343 division of South 

Bihar, while North 
Bihar get::; the latter. 
The average densi ty 

per square mile of the population in NIonghyr is 582, but the distribution 
of thi" population is very irregular. The subdivision of Bcgusarai, which 
hes "vholly on the north side f)f the Ganges, is far more thickly inhabited 
than any other, having a mean density of 864. This part of the district 
has many points of similarity with the _southern parts of ~1._uzaffarpur and 
Darbhanga. The density figure for Jamui subdivision in the south of the 
ciistriC't is only 343, the reason baing that here there are hills and large 
t.racts of .iungle and waste land, and t.he charader of the soil approximates 
more closely to that of Chota N agpur. 

Mention bas iust been made of the resemblance betwecn this dist.rict 
and Bhagalpur in the progress of events since 1881. Between that year 
and 1 R}}l each district increased i.ts population hy 3.3 per cent, the growth 
in each casu oping mniuly L'OnflllC'd to the areas north of the G-anges. During 
the next two decades ~long'hyr ,'eeorded increases of 1.6 anci 3.1 per cent, 
while the corresponding figures for Bhagalpur were 2.8 and 2.4- -the net 
result boi_ng much the same. And in the unhappy period from 1911 to 
1921 the loss sustained by both districts was almost identical, being 4.93 
in Bhagalpur and 4.92 in ~ronghyr. For the first twenty years after 1881 
the pnpulation of Begwmrai subdivision increased steadily, while little 
pl'og'l'esR waR made in the. l't'8t of the district. Then came a ehange. 
Betweon 190i and 1911 the rate (if growth in BpguRarai waR murh less than 
in Sadr and J amui, and in tho no~t ,decade its loss was infinitely greater. 
It would appear that the same mfiuencet5 were at work in this sub
diYlsiOll as operated to retard the growth of IIajipur subdivision in 
:\luzaffarpur and SamaRtipur subc]ivision in Darbhanga. In all these 
localities the popUlation increaRod for a time so rapidly that it reached 
a point where the natural resources were over-taxed in compariRon with 
the resources of the neighbouring tracts, and the pressurc was therefore 
relatively lessened. This movement was encouraged by the prevalence of 
plague in each of the three subdiviRions concerned. In Monghyr district, 
as in many others, the capacity of the people to withstand the ravages of 
the influenza epidemic in 1918 had been weakened by a series of antecedent 
misfortunes. Floods in the north of the district in 1916 were succeeded 
by more extensive floods in the followi.llg year. At the same time outbreaks 
of cho1era, plague and fever contnbuted to make the 1917 death-'rate 
exceptionally high. In 191R cholera was still more destructivE', and the 
general distress was aggravated by the great rise in the cost of living and 
particularly in tho price of food grains. So the onslaught of influenza 
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encountered little resistance, and with the failure of the monsoon matters 
went rapidly from bad to worse. If it had not been for a specially good 
monsoon in 1919, the tale told by the census eighteen months later would 
have been still more disastrous. 

As it was, the recovery of this district, unlike the rest of South Bihar, 
dates from the very commencement of the new decade. It is true that the 
year 1921, which had a death-rate of 31.2 per mille, was less healthy than 
most of the following years, but thc birth-rate had alreadv risen to 40.7, 
as compared with 30.5 in 1919 and 31.5 in the following year. The least 
productive year in the whole decade was the last, but even then the rate 
of ~urvival was about 4.5 per mille. It was in 19:3() thFtt the most seyere 
outbreak of cholera occurred, causing 14,000 deaths. The average annual 
mortality from this disease was just over 5,000, and there was only one 
year in which the death-roll did not run into four figures. The total number 
of deaths from plague in this period was about 7,500 but it is a little 
disquieting to find that in Monghyr, alone of all the districts where this 
scourge lingers, tho latter half of the decade showed little improvement 
over the first half: in the last three vears there were over 2,500 deaths 
from plague. Small-pox was not in evidence at an until 1926, but from 
that year onward it was responsible for the loss of about 6,000 lives, the 
most severe outbreak (here as elsewhere) falling in 1927. The first two and 
the last three years of the decade witnessed plentiful harvests. In 1923 
the bhadai crop was damaged by floods. while scarcity of rain led to an 
mdifferent vield of winter rice. The Gandak embankment waS' breached 
in the following year, and this caused a certain amount of loss to the 
cultivators north of the river. In South Monghyr the paddy harvest of 
1927 was very disappointing. 

The net increase of 12.67 per cent in the population of this district 
since the previous census is greater than that recorded by any other Bihar 
district except Patna. Tn Regusarai subdivision the growth is less rapid 
than elsewhere. probably owing to the same causes which checked its progress 
in the two previous decades. It is also reported that cholera and plague 
were particularly active in this part of the district in recent years. Jamui 
subdivision in the south has increased its numbers exceptionally fast, just 
as Banka subdivision in the south of Bhagalpur district has done. In both 
these areas there is a fairly large proportion of aboriginals .and low-caste 
labourers, who would normally have sought employment away from home 
in mines, mills, docks, tea-gardens and the like, but were restrained from 
doing so by the industrial depression abroad and the comparatively easy 
conditions in their own district. Moreover, the District Officer states that 
fresh land is constantly being brought under cultivation in the J amui 
subdivision. In the Sadr subdivision, where the general rate of increase 
strikes a mean be~ween the two extremes: the most rapid progress has been 
achieved in the purely urban thana of J amalpur. The rural thanas, except 
Surajgarha, have maintained a remarkably consistent level of expansion, 
and the only reason that can be given for the much smaller increase. in 
Surajgarha is that an epidemic of small-pox was in progress there at census 
time and may have driven a number of people away from their homes 
temporarily. 

The actual in.cr~ase .in the district popUlation according to the census 
was 257,189. ThIs IS slIghtly less than the excess of reported births over 
reported deaths d~.tring the decade, viz. 267,496. The statement in the 
margin shows that there has been no appreciable change in the volume of 

1I1ONGHYR 
DISTRfCT. 

1931 

1921 

Variation 

A CTl"' AL POPULATION. HmIGRANTS. 
immigration, though 
the number of male 

Ma7es. Females. Male,~. Females. Males. Fem"lf8. immigrants has in-
creased at the expense 

1,005,530 1,024,435 25,880 45,536 127,328 96,216 of the females. Emi-
1,145,797 1,141,357 29,691 43.480 

+140,267 +116,922 +-3.811 -2,056 gration figures are not 
available, but it is 

unlikely. that they woul~ differ substantially frpm the figures of 1921; 
there mIght even be a slIght drop. In any case, the number of emigrants 
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from thiR district in the pat;t was so very greatly in excess of the number 
of immigrants that the margill of 10,000 by which the natural growth 
of the population exceeds its actual growtJ) might easily he accounted 
for by the effort of maintaining the' emigration figures at something like 
their former leveL or in other words by the wastage involvrd in replacing 
the emigrants who died abroad. The decreu..c;e in the number of female 
immigrants implies a f~lllil1g off in the volumc of " casual" immigration 
connected with inter-distriet marriages. while the incren,Rc in tbe number 
of male immigrants is due to the influx of temporary labour at about the 
time of the cenSTIs. It is reported, for instance, that 7,000 labourers, mostly 
from neighhouring districts, were enumerated in a single talon the census 
night. We may therefore assume that, had the enumeration been carried 
out a few days earlie1'--or later -the female sex might still be able to claim 
a majority in the population of this di~trict. 

36. In ] 921 the fortunes of South Bihar harl. sunk vcrv low. So far 
from making any progress during the past fort.y years, the total population 
of this nntnl'al division was less hy 3 per cent than it lmd been in 1881. The 
districts of Patna and Shahahad had both lost ground betlYily, and the small 
increases registered by Gaya and Monghyr were not I'mffil'iel1t to compensate 
for these losses. Moreover, t.he aftermath uf 191B-ID t.ook longer to wOI'k 
itself out in South Bihar than elsewhere. The first veal' of tlH' ncw decade 
waR extremely unhealthy, cholera and fever being partiGu]al'ly "irulent and 
widespread, and in the three districts eompri~ecl within the' administrative 
division of Patna the deaths recorded in 1921 were much in excess of the 
births. Tbe next year saw a wonderful change. The dE'ath-rate for the 
whole of the natural division fell steeply from 47 to 25 pel' mille. and the 
abundant harvests gnve an earnest of prosperity's long delayed return. 
Throughout the decade the birth ·rate in Ronth Bihar was fnr higher than in 
any other part of the province. and although "is n-ris the C'11ota Xagpur 
plateau this circumstance may be attributable in part to more accurate 
registration of births, there is no doubt tbat the natural innease of the 
population in Suuth Bihar was exceptionally rapid from 1922 to ID30. The 
virtual disappearance of the plague was perhaps the' mORt gratifying featUl'e 
of this perioo and aided greatly in the recovery of the llatural division. The 
mortality from this dreaded scourge fell from 246,000 in ] 911 20 to 28,000 
in 1921 30, and more than 75 per cent of the deaths occurred in the first 
foul' years of the decade. Although the pace at which the popUlation was 
multiplying showed some signs of slackening in the last two yea 1'8 before 
tbe ceURUS, there was still a margin of 10 per cent in 1~:3(' between the birth
rate and the death-rate. 

This period of intensive recuperation yielded an increase of 12.4 pel' 
cent in the total population of the natural division, and its previous losses 
were thus wiped out and a generous credit balance established. As was only 
fitting, Patna district, which had contributed most largely towards the 
former defieit, now furnished the biggest surplus, its rate of increase being 
no less than 17.1 per cent. The growth was least rapid in ~hahahad, but 
even here the population was 9.9 per cent more numerous in 1931 than it 
had heen ten years earlier. There 3.1'e 49 revenue thanas in South Bihar, 
and everyone of them improved its positioll to some extent, w~ile .only thl'ee 
re'coroed an increase of less than 5 per cent. In three dISt1'lcts out of 
four th(' outwa,rd flow of migration was temporarily reversed, and decreased 
emigration was accompanied by a hl'ger influx of !:lettlers or ~irds of pa~sage 
from places outside. Patna and Shahabad owed a ~uh~tantial part of theu 
gain in actual population to ~his factor. It wa~ Oll~y I!l Nlollghy1' that the 
balance of migrations was stIll udverse, and thIS du;tnct has ah:ays been 
particularly lavish in sending its sons· ~aI~d daughters t~o-to foreIgn parts. 
During the last decade there was a defiIll~e ch~ck to thIS tendency, and the 
district lost but slightly as the result of mlgratlOn. 

SECTION VI. -Orissa. 

37. Outside the two natural divisions of Bihar proper, Cuttack is much 
more densely populated than any other district in the province. Actually 
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DISTRICT TOTAL .. 
Sadr SubdivIsion .. 

Cutt.ack 
Bankl .• 
Sahpur 
TutoI 
Jagatsmghpur 

Kendrapara SubdIvisIon 

Kendrap"ra 
Patamundl 
AuI or RaJabarl • 

oIajpur SubdIvision 

JaJPur 
Dharams.tla 

POPULATION, 
1931 

2,176,707 

1,087,991 

237,148 
84,406 

266,449 
193,491 
306,497 

496,498 

248,069 
127,112 
121,317 

502,218 

281.789 
nO.429 

CUTTACK DISTRICT. 41 
- ---

PERCE"TAGE OF VARIATION. MEAN It supports 596 persons 
DENSITY. to the square mIle, but 

1921 to 1931. 1911 to 1921. 

+ 543 

+ 428 

+1037 
+2039 
- 788 
+ 6')8 
+ 660 

+ 370 

- 052 
+ 531 
+11 61 

+ 914 

+ R 64 
+ 960 

-211 

- 238 

- 5.84 
-1081 
- 089 
- 119 
- 040 

- 147 

-on 
+ 029 
- 561 

- 214 

- 'l96 
- 040 

11l31. 

if the culti vable area 
686 only be taken into 
697 account this figure will 
796 be increased to 819. 
426 
879 In common with the 
495 

coastal 824- other two 
districts of Orissa, 

608 Cuttack relies on its 
m winter rice crop to 
324 such a large extent 

tha t a senous shortage 
531 11 of that crop wi 
g81 
390 always put the whole 

of the district in very 
grave difficulties. In parts of the district, however l it is possible to raise 
rabi crops on a limited scale, and in this respect Cuttack enjoys an advantage 
over Puri and Balasore, where such crops arc practically unknown. 

From 1881 to 1911 the population of this district increased steadily. 
In the first decade the percentage of inc1'ease was 7.9, and it would have 
been still greater but for the cyclone in the year 1885 which blotted out 
45 villages in the Patamundi thana of the Kendrapara subdivision. In 
the next decade the railway was constructed and this gave a great stimulus 
to emigration. Consequently the increase recorded by the census of 1901 
(6.5 per cent) understates the natural growth of the population during this 
period. Migration was further stimulated between 1901 and 1911 by a 
series of floods resulting in crop failures and outbreaks of cholera, so that 
there was a decline to 2.4 per rpnt in the rate of expansion during the third 
decade. The years 1911- 21 witnessed the first actual set-back in the 
numbers of the district. The first foul' of these years were unusually pros
perous: floods caused but little damage and public health was excellent. 
Thereafter epidemics of disease began to take a heavy toll and the birth-rate 
fell rapidly. Cuttack suffered less from the ravages of influenza in 1918 
than most other districts, but it was subjected to a more prolonged trial. 
Owing to the failure of the monsoon in that year the winter rice crop was 
an almost complete failure, and the people had nothing to fall back upon. 
The stocks of food-grains were already low, and prices went higher and 
higher. Early in 1919 the shortage of drinking water led to dIsastrous 
outbreaks of cholera, dysentery and fever. Then came floods in the autumn 
of 1919, and still more severe floods in the following year. In spite of this 
sequence of calamities the district somehow managed to show an increase in 
its natural population at the end of the decade. The loss in actual popula
tion, amounting to 44,461, was more than accounted for by a further heavy 
rise III the numbpr of rmIgrants. 

The first year of the new decade found the inhabitants of this district 
still handicapped by the misfortunes they had so recently experienced. The 
birth-rate had not yet recovered to anything like its normal level, and 
malaria and dysentery were very widespread. The number of deaths 
reported in this year was slightly in excess of the number of births. The 
harvests, however, were unusually good, and this helped to pave the way for 
a striking recovery in the next two years. The birth-rate in 1922 and 1923 
was well over 40 per mille and sickness was much less prevalent. There were 
no floods, and the crops continued to give a satisfactory yield. During this 
short period, therefore, the population increased rapidly. But 1924 proved 
to be the most unhealthy year of the whole decade, deaths outnumberl1:ig 
births to the extent of 5 per mille. Again fever and dysentery were mainly 
responsible for the heavy list of casualties. For the next three- years in 
succession the district was visiteq by disastrous floods. The last of the series 
was in itself the most severe of the three, and, coming as it did on the top 
of the others, the distress occasioned by it was aggravated. During these 
three years over Rs. 5,00,000 was distributed by Government in the form of 
taccavi loans, and a further large sum was expended in providing gratuitous 
relief. After a respite of only one year, the floods came again in 1929, and, 
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,although on this occasion they were not quite so severe, they caused considerable 
damage to crops and houses and necessitated the adoption of further 
relief measures. As always happens, cholera followed in the wake of the 
floods, and the mortality from this disease-was therefore considerably higher 
during the last half of the decau-e than it. had been in the first five years . 
.But fortunately there was no very severe outbreak at any time, the largest 
number of deaths recorded in any one y~ar being something over 7,000 in 
1929. In other respects the general health of the people improved consi
derably towards the end of the decade, and the death roll from fever and 
dysentery was veJ:y much lower. There was, however, an unusually severe out
break, or rather series of outbreaks, of small-pox from 1925 to 1927, and in the 
.course of these three years nearly 14,000 persons lost their lives in this way. 

It is somewhat surprising, in view of the unfortunate history of the 
district during these ten years, to find that it was able to record such a 
.substantial increase as 5.4 per cent in its population at the end of the period. 

And in fact this figure 
AOT~AL POPULATION. I~IMIGRANTS. EMIGRANTS. is considerably in 

_ CUTTACK DISTRICT. 
_JJales. Females. Males. Females. Males. Females. excess of the natural 

1931 " 1,028,134 1,148,573 13,815 30,757 growth of the popula-
1921 952,543 1,112,135 10,061 23,224 1713,557 82,264 tion. The excess of 
Variation " +75,591 +36,438 +3,764 +7,533 'births over deaths 

during this period 
was only 62,078, which represents an increase of 2.99 per cent. The state
ment in the margin shows that the number of immigrants has increased by 
more than 11,000 since 1921, and the decrease in emigration must have been 
much greater still .. During the first twenty years of the century the total 
number of emigrants had increased from 117,000 to 256,000, and there is 
no doubt that a large number of these persons returned to their homes towards 
the end of the last decade. This conclusion is further borne out by the fact 
~hat the increase in the male popu:lati6n since 1921 is more than double the 
Increase in. the female population. It is noticeable that the thanas which 
recorded the highest rate of increase at the present census are invariably 
those which sustained the greatest loss in 1921. in 'particular the local 
offi.?Brs ascribe the exceptional figures for Banki aRd. Aul thanas almost 
e'ntIr.ely to the return of emigrants. This view is supported by the heavy 
fall III the ~alue of money orders remitted to Banki '_post office -from work
c~n~r~s outsIde the p~ovince. The relatively rapid growth of Jajpur sub
dIVISIOn, though due In part to the same cause, may .also 'be ascribed to the 
more ?eal~hy con?itions prevailing in this part of tbe district and its com
:paratIve Immulll~y from floods. The greater 'part of the heavy increase 
In Cuttack thana IS due to the rapid growth during this period of the head
qU3;rters town of the district. The thanas df Salipur and Kendrapara, 
whICh are the only two to show an actual decrease, are particu1arly unhealthy. 
:It will be observed, too, that at the previous census neither of these thanas 
was hit very hard, which suggests that the emigration from them at that 
time was not particularly heavy i so they would not stand ,to gain appreciably 
by the return of the wanderers. 

38. Balasore is the first district we have yet encountered with a total 
population of less· than a million. It has a mean density of 482 perso~s 
per square mile, which, though considerably lower 'than that of Cuttack: 18 

still higher than the 

BALASORE. 

1)ISTRICT TOTAL •. 

Jilhadrak Subdivision 

~hadtak 
Basu'debpur 
Dhamnagar 
ChandbaJi 

Sad. Subdivision .. 

PERCENTAGE OF VARIATION( DE~N-:ESI.\TNy, density of Puri or of 
POPULATION, 

1931. 1921 to 1931. 1911 to 1921. 1931. 'any district in the 
890,600 + 1~03 - 7:'11 482 Ohota N agpur plateau. 
446,771 + 1.86 _ "4.tS 493 Nearly 90 per cent of 

J 'in,884 _ 5.i8 _ 2.42 597 the cultivated area in 
l~g~ t1g:~ = g~ , ~~~ Balasore is given over 
62,419 _ ::HO.13 - 7'74 314 to rice; consequently 

543,8.29 + 0.36 - &;81 474 'the position of the 
191,755 -12.29 - 3.52 479 people in this district 

~~~soie' 111,759 + 9.18 -15.B'4 449255 is even more precarious 
J ) 56,899 + ,7.30 -14.29 h . 
B~li~;~l 1~N8Z t1U~ =lU~ ~~~ than that of t eU 
Basta neighbours, for they 

may be said to depend on this single crop for their very existence. 
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Increases of 5.2 and 7.7 per cent respectively were reco~ded in the 
population of this district at the censuses of 1891 and 1901, and In the latter 
year it could boast of 1,073,642 inhabitants. This, however, was to prove 
the high water mark of its fortunes for many years to come. In the verv 
first year of the next decade there was a serious failure of crops, and with 
only one exception they remained below the normal throughont the whole of 
the intercensaI perio<}. Droughts and floods were respo;nsible not ~nly ~or 
poor harvests but also for violent outbreakR of malana, and emIgratIOn 
became more common. The net loss of population, however, during this 
period was slight (1. 7 per cent) compared with that incurred between 1911 
and 1921. The first four years of the decade gave little warning to what was 
in store. Although the outturn of the winter rice crop was very dIS
appointing in these years, they were exceptionally healthy ones and witnessed 
an increase of 36,000 in the natural population of the district. But the 
remainder of the decade waR a period of unrelieved depression. Indifferent 
harvests, severe outbreaks of cholera and fever, and a sudden rise in the cost 
of living had already done much to exhaust the resources of the people and 
sap their vitality before they were visited by the overwhelming disasters of 
1918-19. As a result of the failure of the monsoon in 1918 the outturn of 
the winter rice crop on which so much depended was only 30 per cent of the 
normal. The mortality caused by influenza was not so great in this year as 
in the early months of 1919. which were also marked by a particularly severe 
outbreak of cholera. Meanwhile the birth-rate was falling steadily, and 
continued to do so until the pnd of the decade in spite of t\VO reasonably good 
harvests in 1919 and 1920. The actual decrease in the popUlation of the 
district revealed by thf' census of 1921 amounted to 7.1 per cent, and only a 
very small portion of this loss can be set down to inrreased emigration. 

No sign of recovery made itself manifest in Balasore district until the 
last decade was drawing to a close. From 1921 to 1927 the stundard of public 
health was very low, the number of deaths invariably exceeding the number 
of births. The average death-rate for these seven years was 37.2 per mille 
as compared with an average birth-rate of only 30.5. The worst years of 
all were 1921 and 192ft Malaria was particularly wideqpread and destruc
tive in both these years, and in 1926 there was also a severe outbreak of 
small-pox. There were fairly hfflvy floods too in this year, and the out turn 
of winter rice was lower than in any other year of the decade, being 33 per 
cent below normal. Bv the end of 1927 the natural decrease in the population 
of the distric~ amounted to nearly 46,000. During the next three years a 
good part of the lost ground was recovered. There was much less sickness, 
malaria in particular heing less prevalent than formerly, and the birth
rate began to show a marked rise, indicating that the people were at last 
regaining their vitality. 

In the result, the present census shows an increase of 1.03 per cent over 
t~e p?pu~ation of 19~1. This i~ by far the smallest increase recorded by any 
du:;tflct In the prOVInce, and It IS only due to the balance of migrations 

that there was any 
AOTUAL POPULATION h[~IIGRANTS EMIGRANTb. increase at all. 

llALASORE DlblRWl. 
Males. Females. Males. ]!'emales. Males. Females. According to the vital 

1931 4dO,518 5]0082 14,600 22,624 statistics, which there 
1921 466,122 514,31:)2 10,869 17,302 53,251 30,026 is no reason to regard 
Vo,n.ttlOn .• -t 14,396 -4,300 -1-2,731 H,3.l2 as seriously inaccu-

rate, there was a net 
~efic~t of .over 25,QOO in t?e natural growth of the population. Increased 
ImmIgratIOn, as the margmal statement shows, was responsible for wiping 
out a portion of this deficit, and it may be confidently assumed that there was 
a substantial fall in the number of emigrants. At about the time of the 1921 
census emigration had been particularly heavy, and many of the people who 
then left the district would have returned in the ordinary course. ::'vlanv 
more were driven back by the industrial depression in Calcutta and elsewhere. 
The whole of the increase in the actual population is confined to the male 
sex, and the number of females is appreciably smaller than it was ten years 
ago. This is a sure indication of the direction in which the tide of migratIOn 
is flowing. Nor will it escape attention that all the thanas which recorded 
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a particularly. heavy loss in 1921 have done particularly well at the present 
ce~sus. The explanation here is the same as in Cuttack district: the 
e~lgrants have returned to the homes !rom 'Yhich they had been temporarily 
drIven. There are only two thanas III whICh the popUlation has actually 
decreased, but these are the largest and most populous thanas in the district. 
In Soro the loss (12.29 per cent) is very heavy indeed, and is entirely due 
to the rava&,es of. disease_: For the first seven years of the decade the average 
death-rate III thIS thana was nearly 42.5 per mille, while the average birth
rate was barely 25, and in 1921 the number of persons who died was more 
than double the number of those who were born. Even in the last three 
years the improvement in the health of this locality was comparatively slight. 
The same explanation !holds good for the less serious loss sustained by 
Bhadrak .thana. During the whole of the decade the number of deaths in 
this thana was 10,874 in excess of the number of births, whereas the actual 
decrease in its population is just under 10,000. It was in Bhadrak thana 
that the small-pox epidemic of 1926 was most destructive. 

39. Until the present census was taken the population of Puri district had 
always been slightly smaller than that of Balasore, but owing to its more rapid 
growth during the last ten years it has now gained a slight superiority in 

numbers. In point of 
PERCENTAGE OF VARIATION. MEAN d 't h ~ P . 

PURL 

DISTRICT TOTAL .. 

Sadr Subdivision .. 

Puri .. 
GOp .. 
Pipli .. 

Khurda SubdiviSion 

Khurda 
1lanpur 

POPULATION, DENSITY, ens! y, owevo:::;r, urI 
1931. 1931. stl'll ranks 10"fYTest of 

',035,154 

657,625 

255,821 
128,914 
272,890 

377,529 

262,560 
114,969 

1921 to 1931. 1911 to 1921. vv 

+ 8.77 

+ 6.97 

+- 5.63 
+16.84 
+ 4.07 

+12.06 

+10.45 
+15.93 

- 7.01 

- 8.28 

-7.79 
-4.04 
-5.72 

- 8.35 

-8.98 
-6.82 

415 the three districts 
432 comprised in the 
298 natural division of 
i~g Orissa. P arts of the 

district, indeed, are 
389 very thickly populated 
434 -such as the revenue 314 

thana of Pipli which 
supports 728 persons to a square mile; bl,l.t in the adjommg thana of Puri 
itself the density figure drops right down to 298 and would be lower still 
but for the concentration of a considerable number of inhabitants in the 
headquarters town of the district.. The reason for this unequal distribution 
is that large tracts of land in the district are sandy and unfit for cultivation; 
not more than half the total area is actually cultivated. As in Cuttack and 
Balasore, the winter rice crop is practically the only important crop grown 
in this district, though a little rabi is to be found in the inland subdivision 
()f Khurda. The J agannath temple in Puri town attracts a large number 
()f pilgrims, particularly at the time of the Rath jatra festival. In the past 
this annual invasion has been wont to lead to severe outbreaks of cholera, 
but the preventive measures taken by the Public Health authorities have 
done much in recent years to mitigate this evil. 

During the forty years preceding the census of 1921 the history of this 
district followed very much the same lines as that of Balasol'e. The only 
period during which their fortunes were somewhat unlike waS' during the 
decade 1901-11, when Puri managed to make some small addition to its 
numbers while Balasore was losing ground. Between 1881 and 1901 the 
rate of growth had been rapid in both districts, the percentages of increase 
recorded by Puri at the two successive censuses being 6.3 and 7,6. The first 
ten ye~rs of the new century were unfavourable ones. In 1901 and again 
from 1905 to 1908 the crops were much below the normal, and in the last of 
these years famine conditions prevailed in limited areas. At the same time 
a cholera epidemic of unusual severity made its appearance. The fact that 
there was.no festival in progress at the time of 1911 census, as there had 
been ten years previously, was responsible for an appreciable drop in Puri 
towil, During 1911-' 21 tlle population of this district decreased by as much 
as 7.0 per cent-almost exactly the same rate of decrease as occurred in 
Balasore. The only years during wliich the people enjoyed a fair measure 
of prosperity were 1913 to 1916. During the remainder of this period the 
rainfall was either short or in excess and there was a heavy death roll from 
cholera and fever. Floods in 1917 and serious drought in 1918 ushered in 
the disastrous influenza epidemic, which in this district did not reach its 
height until the early part of 1919. In that year there was' a recurrence of 
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,heavy floods which submerged a large part of the Sadr subdivision, and 
:although the crops of 1920 were reasonably good the death-rate continued 
high, while the exhaustion of the people was reflected in an abnormally low 
birth-rate. . 

In 1921 conditions improved to some extent but the year was not a 
healthy one and the recurrence of floods in the Sadr subdivision proved a 
further impediment to recovery. In this year the number of deaths was still 
..slightly in excess of the number of births. But in the two following years 
there was a very marked improvement in public health and the crops 
throughout the district were excellent, with the result that prosperity was 
largely restored by the end of 1923. r nfortunately the period of recupera
tion was brief. The next three years were all unhealthy, malaria being 
particularly virulent in ] 925. In 1926, a severe outbreak of small-pox was 
responsible for over 6,500 deaths, the rate of mortality from this epidemic 
being much higher in Puri than in any other district of the province. The 
SadI' subdivision was visited by floods for three successive years from 1925 
to 1927, and although the damage was not so extensive as in the neighbouring 
district of Cuttack there was considerable distress in the flooded areas. The 
last three years of the decade, however, were free from any further calamities. 
Harvests were plentiful, there were no serious epidemics of disease, and the 
birth-rate rose once more. A particularly gratifying f£'ature of this period 
was the oomparative immunity of the district from cholera. During the five 
years immediately before the census of ] 92] the annual death roll from 
-cholera was in the neighbourhood of 5,000. Since then the highest mortality 
recorded in anyone year was 4,400 and the yearly average dropped to about 
1,600. Half the total number of deaths from this disease occurred in the 
,two years 1928 and 1929. 

The rate of increase (8.77 per cent) achieved by Pnri during the last ten 
years is easily the highest of the three Orissa districts. The lion's share of this 
increase fell to Khurda subdivision, which enjoyed much better health than 
the rest of the district and was more or less free from floods. In the Sadr 
subdivision the thanas of Puri and Pipli made only moue!.'ate progress, but 
the third thana (Gop) showed the highest increase of all. The reason for 
this is not altogether clear. This thana was by no means immune from the 
damage caused by floods in the years 1925 to 1927, and it suffered a good deal 
from the ravages of malaria. But the District Officer points out that, when 
conditions are favourable, Gop thana is infinitely better off than any other 
in the subdivision. The lands are fertile, and in years of normal rainfall 
they yield bumper harvests. There were three such years immediately bef?re 
the census was taken. There is also reason to believe that the emigratIOn 
from this thana immediately before the 1921 census was particularly heavy, 
and a fairly large Bropol'tion of the emigrants have probably returned to 
their homes since then. 

The natural increase in the population since 1921, represented by the 
.excess of births over deaths, was 59,420. This figure is less by some 24,000 

PURl DISTRICT. 

1931 

1921 

Va.riation 

than the actual in
ACTUAL POPULATION. IMMIGRANTS. EMIGRANTS. crease recorded at the 
llfales. Femalee. Males. Females. Males. Females. ce~sus. The state-
500,214 534,940 13,610 23,542 ment in the margin 
45'5,543 496,108 13,519 23,291 31,552 25,035 shows that the number 

.. +44,671 +38,832 t- 91 + 251 of immigrants 18 

almost exactly the 
-same as it was in 1921. The number of emigrants in that year was particu
larly heavy, being about 24,000 in excess of the number recorded in 1911. 
If, therefore, it may be assumed that the volume of emigration has returned 
to its former level, the difference between the natural inC'Fease and the actual 
increase is exactly resolved. Nor is the assumption an unreasonable one, 
having regard to the conditions prevailing at the time when the last two 
censuses were taken. It is, however, somewhat curious that in these circum
stances the growth of the male population since 1921 is not more pronounced. 

40. While the coastal districts of Orissa had escaped more lightly than Orissa: 
the rest of the province from the influenza of 1918, they had been harder hit Summary. 

hy the concurrent agricultural distress. For Orissa, to lose her rice crop 
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is to lose her all; and recovery is always slow. The failure of the monsoon 
in 1918 had moreover been succeeded by floods in 1919 and 1920, nor was the 
opening year of the new decade entirely immune from them. The year 1921 
was unhealthy all round, and it was not until 1922 that the first sign of better 
things emerged. Then Cuttack and Puri enjoyed two excellent years, but 
Balasore remained p~rsistently in the doldrums. The respite in any case
was short-lived, for in {924 the standard of health throughout the whole 
division was lower than ever, chiefly owing to the prevalence of virulent 
malaria. Thep. followed a disastrous sequence of floods in 1925, 1926 and 
1927. During these three years, which for Bihar and .Chota N agpur were 
the most prosperous of the whole decade, Orissa plumbed the lowest depths 
of her depression'. Malaria was still very active, and in 1926 the whole
natural division was subjected to a more severe outbreak of small-pox than 
it had known for many years. In 1927 the tide of fortune turned at last . 

. Even Balasore began to pick up. The last three years before the census were' 
for Orissa a time of steady recup'eration and progress; and, had it not been 
for the catastrophic fall in the p'rice of food-grains at the very end of the 
decade, everything pointed to a prolongation of the days of her prosperity. 

As may be supposed from the foregoing summary, the growth of the 
population of Orissa between 1921 and 1931 was much less rapid than else
where. Her actual numbers inereased by 5.1 per cent, hut at least half or 
this increase was due to migration, not natural growth. Balasore indeed 
was only saved from a substantial loss of population by an influx of outsiders 
coinciding with the return of many former emigrants. Even so, the increase 
actually recorded by this district (1.0 per cent) was easily the smallest in 
the whole p.,rovince. Puri, with an increase of 8.8 per cent, fared better 
than either of the other districts, and was less indebted to migration for 
the progress thus achieved. The Khurda subdivision of this district, which 
suffered little from the floods and enj oyed reasonably good health, expanded 
at a rate which compares favourably with that attained by the province as 
a whole. Cuttack district occupies the middle place, having a surplus of 
5.4 per cent to its credit. The damage caused by floods was greater in this 
district than in any other, but it did not suffer so acutely as Balasore did 
from the ravages of malaria. Among the revenue thanas of the natural 
division the incidence of gain and loss varied greatly, ranging from +20.4 
per cent in Banki (Cuttack) to -12.3 per cent in Sora (Balasore). Generally 
speaking, the most pronounced increases occurred in those thanas whose 
numbers had been most seriously reduced by emigration shortly before the-
1921 census. 

SECTION VII.-Chota Nagpur Plateau. 

Key to 'I'8'DB,!!UB thanas in the map on the opposite pagc, 
PALAMAUi RANCH.. "sANTAL SINGHBHUM. 

PARGANAS. 
1. Husainabad. 
2. Garhwa. 
3. Ranka. 
4. Mahuadanr. 
15. Lat~har. 
6. Balumatb. 
7. Dalfottganj. 
S. Patan. 
9. Chhatarpur. 

HAZARIBACH. 
1. Hunterganj. 
2. Chatra. 
S. Simaria. 
4. Chauparal1. 
5. Barhi. 
6. Hazaribagh. 
7. Barkagaon. 
8. Mandu. 
9. Ramgarh. 

10. P~tarbar. 
11. Gum/a. 
l2. Bagodar. 
13. Kodarma. 
14. Gawa ... 
15. Dhamvar. 
16. Kharagdiha. 
]7. Giridih. 
18. Dumri. 

1. Chqinpur. 
2. Chaghra. 
3. Lohardaga. 
4. Mandar. 
5. Ranchi. 
6. Karra. 
7. Sesai. 
8. Gumla. 
9. Palkot. 

10. Simdega. 
11. KurdeQ. 
12. Kolebira. 
13. Basia. 
14. Bono. 
15. Torpa. 
16. Khunti 
17. Tamar. 
1-80 1J undu. 
19. Sonahatu. 
20. SilU. 
21. Bishunpur. 
22. Bero. 
23. Lapung. 
24. Raidih. 
25. Kuru. 
26. Orman;hl. 
27. Burmu. 
28. Angara. 

1. Gadda. 
2. Godda Damin. 
3. Rajmahal Damin. 
4. Rajmahal. 
5. Pakaur. 
6. Pakaur Dnmln. 
7. Dumka Damin. 
8. Dumka 
9. Deoghar. 

10. MadhuI'Ul·. 
11. Jamtara. 

MANBHUM. 

1. Topchanchi. 
Z. JIJerria. 
3. Gobindpur. 
4. Tundi. 
5, Nirsa. 
6. RaghunathvuT. 
7. Chas. 
8. Ctw,.angdJ. 
9. Para. 

10. Purulia. 
11. Jhalda. 
12. Baghmundi. 
IS. Chandil. 
14. Barahabhum. 
15. M"nbazar. 

1. Chakradharpur. 
Z. ManohaTPur. 
3. Kolhan. 
4. Ghatsila. 

SAMBALPUR., 

1. Laikera. 
2. Katarbagha. 
3. }harsugra. 
4. Mura. 
5. Rampella. 
6. Sasan. 
7. Sambl11pur. 
8. Mundher. 
9. Dhama. 

10. Bheran. 
11. Attabira. 
12. A mbabhona. 
13. Bhatti. 
14. Bqrgarh. 
15. Barvali. 
16. Bijepur. 
17. Sohela. 
18. Melchhamunda~ 
19. Gaisilat. 
20. Padampur. 
~1. Jagdlllpur. 
2;? Paikmal. 

Not6.-For variations in Feudatory Bfates, see 'map opposite page 10. 
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41. On an area more than twire as large as that of Darbbanga district, Hazal'ibagh. 
Hazaribagh supports a population less than half as numerous. ,- The mean 
dens~t.f ~f t~e district is only 216 per square mile, and in a part of the Chatra 
suhdIVISlOn It falls below 100. The 80il of the Chota Nagpur plateau is of 
course much less fertile than that of Bihar proper, and the area available for 

lIAZARIBAGH. 

DISTRICT TOTAL •• 

Sadr Subdivision .. 

Barhi •• 
Hazaribagh 
.Ba!!odar 
Barkagaon 
Ramgarh 
Gumla 
Mandu 
Petarbar 
Korlarma 

Cha tra Subdivision 

('hanparan 
H1mterganj 
Chatra 
Simaria 

Ciridih Subdivision 

Gawao 
Kharagdlha 
Dhanwar 
Girldih 
Dumrl 

cultivation is much 
PERCE)lTAGE OF VAlUATION. MEAN more limited. In 

POPULATION, DENSITY, 

1931. 1931. IIazaribagh not much 

1,517,357 

720,186 

59,110 
llU,b73 
84,049 
73,370 

110,441 
44,580 
47,078 
1:!3.643 

107,052 

238,874 

73,640 
70,958 
57,942 
16.334 

558,287 

i2,561 
99,110 
87,165 

155,494 
14&,957 

1921 to 1931. 1911 to 19fH. lnore than one-third 
+18.83 - 0.91 216 of the total area is 
+21.97 - 3.60 208 returned as "culti-
!i~:~~ = U~ ~~~ vahle", while in 
t~~:~l = U~ i~r actual fact only about 
tn:~~ =lt~~ . ~~~ one-fifth is under the 
~~~·.~1 = U~ Ui plough each year. If 
..j.. 8.67 +11.98 242 we have regard only 
+ fl.28 - 2.17 153 to the land fit and 
+20.59 - 2.81 208 available for cultiva-
"+ g:~~ ~ ~:~~ i~~ tion, the density of 
+ 9.87 -12.06 95 this district would be 
+18.32 + 3.37 270 comparatively high-
+13.97 - 0.71 16tl higher for instance 
~tt:i~ "+ ~:8~ ~~~ than the figure arrived 
+~~:~~ +lg:~~ ~~6 at by a similar method 

for B hag a I pur, 
Purnea or Puri. But it is fair to remember that the jungles which cover 
a great part of the area of this district pl~y an important ~art in furnishing 
means of subsistence to the people. T Jac IS extensIvely cultrvated, a~d, when 
the market is not depressed, is a source of much profit. Catechu .IS m~nu
factured in many jungly areas, and sabai grass is gathel'cd and tWIsted ~nto 
ropes for sale. The sale of rnahua, bamboos and other forest prodl:ce br:ngs 
in a fair proportion of the income of the people. The coal and mIca mmes 
of the district are of considerable importance, but here as elsewhere the 
cultivation of rice is the principal means of livelihood of the bulk of the 
popUlation. 

Between 1881 and 192] the growth of the population was not nearly as 
rapid as in most of the Chota Nagpur districts. The increase recorded In 
the first decade was 5.4 per cent, but in the next ten years this fell to 1.2. 
During this period defi(·ient rainfall can sed Rcarcity on three separate 
o(;casions, and many of the people were compelled to have reco~use to a diet 
of jungly roots and frnits in order to Ratisfy their hunger. 1vfalnutrition 
predisposed them to disease, and the mortality fr"m fever and cholera was 
high. The census of 191] showed an increase of 9.4 per cent, the interven
ing years having been on the whole healthy and prosperous. The largest 
share of this increase fell to the south of the district, where the aboriginal 
tribes muster strong. Hazaribagh did Dot escape its Rhare of the misfor
tunes of 1911-21. An unhealthy year at the start of the decade was 
followed by a period of comparative prosperity, and up to 1916 the general 
course of events may he said to have been rather favourable than the reyerse. 
In the latter year, however, the birth-rate ,vaR already beginning to faU. and 
in 1917 began a series of cholera, epidemics which lasted for three years. 
The influenza epidemic of 1918, combined "\vith the Rerious crop failure of 
that year, caused acute distress throughout the whole diRtrict. The shortage 
of food grains during the early months of 1919 became alarming, al~d 
in additje)ll to the distribution on a generous scale of seed loans and loans 
f?r l?-nd improvement a considerable quantity of free food and cloth was 
dIstrIbuted to orphans and aged persons who could not emigrate in search 
of work. The winter rice crop of 1919 fortunately proved to be an excellent 
'One, and conditions were again approaching the normal at the close of the 
decade. The actual decrease in the popUlation during this period amounted 
to 0.91 per cent, but the whole of this may safely be put down to the balance 
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,of migrations. Even when allowance is made for wholesale omissions iIll 
reporting d~aths during the influenza epidemic, there seems to be no doubt: 
that there was in fact a slight increase in the natural population of the: 
district during the decade. 

The year ]921 was not particularly healthy, though it registered' 
a marked improvement on what had gone before. There was "an epidemic, 
not very severe" of cholera, and fever was much more prevalent than at any 
subsequent time. The birth-rate in that year was 37 per mille as compared 
with a death-rate of 32.4. But in 1922 the rate of survival shot up from 
4.6 to 14.8 and after that the district never looked back once. Except for 
some damage to the rabi crops in 1926-27 and an indifferent outturn or 
winter rice in the following year, the harvests ,were good throughout the.
decade. The people enjoyed a remarkable immunity from every kind of 
epidemic disease, and the high level maintained by the price of food grain I:; 
after all other commodities had begun to come down rendered the lot of the 
majority even more favourable. Such extracts as the following from the" 
annual administration report of the district tell their own story:-. c, The 
rice crop was extremely good. The material condition of the district was 
better than it had ever been before. The wages of the labouring class were 
high. There was no outbreak of epidemic disease." That was in 1923-24, 
and in the following year we have the following :-" There was a bumper
rice crop, and the agricultural and labouring classes were enjoying prosperity 
such as they did not dream of a decade ago. There was an Increase III the
wages of labo~rers. The result of the general pr.osperity ~as noticea?le. in 
a general activity in building new houses and III Improvmg the eXIstmg 
ones." The most severe outbreak of disease during the decade occurred 
in 1929 when cholera was responsible for something over 4,000 deaths
a figure' which exceeded the total mortality from this disease during the 
preceding eight years. In 1926 and 1927 there were epidemics of small-pox, 
in each of which the death roll was just over 1,000. Otherwise the public 
health was extraordin..arily good. After the first year the death-rate 
re:qla:ined consistently in the neighbourhood of 25 per mille, while the birth
rate was seldom below 40 and sometimes considerably higher. During the 
first lialf of the decade there was a progressive development of the coal-fields 
of the district, and considerable activity in railway construction. But the 
industrial depression was responsible for an abrupt cessation of these 
activities after the year] 925. At one time the price of lac rose very high. 
indeed; but here also there was a disastrous slump later on, and towards the 
close of this period lac hardly repaid the cost of cultivation. The mica. 
trade was under a cloud throughout the whole period. 

The popUlation of Hazaribagh district, as recorded at the present 
census, has increased by -as much as 18.83 per cent in the last ten years. 
During this period it has added nearly a quarter of a million to tlie number 
of Its inhabitants. The rate of natural increai::le (16.66 per cent) is more 
rapid than that of any other district in the province except Angul. The 
large splash of solid black in the middle o~ the map of the Chota Nagpur 
plateau shows that the growth of the population has been most pronounced 
in the south and south-east of the district. These aTe the colliery areas, and 
here the natur;;tl increase has been supplemented by a great influx of labour 

from outside. The 
lIAZARIBAGH DISTRICT. 

ACTUAL POPULATION. IMMIGRANTS. ElUGRANTS. statement in the 

1931 

1921 

Male~. Females. Males. Female8. Male8. Females. 

• • 751,956 765,401 32,373 33.736 
margin reveals an 
addition of about 

.. 624,021 652,925 18,166 18,139 85,684 61,851 30,000 to the number 
of immigrants in this 
district. Most of 

these p.ave f01!~d. their way into the thanas of Gumia, Mandu, Ramgarh. 
Dum~1 and GI~IdIh. T~ey come for the most part from Bilaspur (Central 
ProvInces), Ralpur, GUJrat and Sambalpur, while a certain number also 
ha",:"e ?rossed,the borders from the adjoining districts of Gaya and Monghyr 
ThIS Influx of outsiders is in itself sufficient to account for the whol;' 

Variation " +127,935 +112,476 +14,207 +15,597 
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difference between the natural increase and the actual increase in the popula
tion without ascribing any part ef this difference to a falling off in the tide 
of emigration. The growth of Chatra subdivision in the extreme north-west 
pf the district has not been on anything like the same scale as the growth 
elsewhere. Chauparan 18 the only thana in this subdivision which has beld 
its own with the rest of the district. The climatic and economic conditions 
in this thana approximate much more closely to those prevailing in the Sarl:r
and Giridih subdivisions. It is open, fairly high and healthy; the cultiva
ted area is more extensive than in the other Chatra thanas, and it has betteF 
irrigation facilities. The rest of the subdivision is largely covered with 
jungles, is very subject to malaria, and generally is not so well equipped fop' 
the support of a rapidly increasing population. In spite of all this, it is 
extremely difficult to account for the fact that in Runterganj thana there has 
actually been a decrease in numbers. Not only is this the only thana in the 
whole of the Chota Nagpur plateau to record a decrease, but there is not a 
single other thana in which the increase does not exceed 5 per cent. It win 
be noticed that Hunterganj was one of the few than as in the district which 
added to its popUlation during the previous decade, and at the censuses of 
1911 and 1901 it recorded a greater increase than anv other part of the 
district. The vital statistics for the last ten years tell of further steadv 
progress If those statistics are correct, we can only suppose either that 
there is some defect in the census figures for this thana or that there has been 
an exodus of its inhabitants on a fairly large scale to other parts of the 
district or to places beyond it. Outside the Chatra subdivision the smallest 
increase is recorded by Kodarma thana. The mica industry was responsible 
for a rapid expansion in this area during the previous decade, and the set
back sustained by that industry is reflected in the latest popUlation statistics. 

42. Ranchi district, which has an area of 7,102 square miles, is the Ranohi .. 
largest district in Bihar and Orissa. In size, total population and mean 

density there is very 

R.ANCHI· 

DISTRICT TOTAL .. 

Sad. Subdivision 

Lohardaga. 
Kuru .. 
"Bunnu •• 
Mandar 
Bero .' 
Lapnog 
Ranchi 
Onnanihl 
Silli 
Angara 

!Chunti Subdivision 

Karra 
TOJ:I>a 
Khuntl 
Bundu 
Sonahatu 
Tamar 

Gumla Subdivision •• 

Bishuopnr 
Chainpnr 
Ghagra 
Sesal 
Gumla 
Raidih 
Palkot. 
Basia 

Slmdega SubdiviSion 

Bano 
Kolebira 
Simdega 
Kurd(lg 

P}I]ROllNTAGJl OF VARIATION. MEAN little to choose between 
POPTTLATTON, DENSITY, 

1931. 1931. Ranchi and Hazari-

1,567,149 

581,639 

99,298 
32.,405 
2.7,475 
58,133 
43,010 
27,264 

194,007 
22,261 
43,349 
34'.'137 

373,800 

43,169 
60,468 
86,840 
32.882 
43,417 

107,024 

316,476 

18,370 
66,272 
38,(\37 
70.192 
56,891 
31,619 
33,081 
70,5H 

!l38,234 

40,349 
61,721 
87,689 
46,475 

1921 to 1931. 1911 to 1921. 

+17.44 

+17.49 

+13.21 
+14.49 
+18,(;6 
+11.13 
+18.83 
+14.19 
+20.49 
+22.60 
+19.39 
j-23.00 

+17_61 

+12.33 
+10.08 
+13.88 
_20.24 
+23.32 
+24.92 

+16.49 

-1-13.64 
-r 8.73 
+16.56 
+17.89 
+-22.82 
+17.76 
+21.70 
+14.75 

+18.56 

+22.31 
+21.28 
-r 111.04 
+16.74 

- 3.79 

- 5.84 

- 9.95 
- 9.60 
+ 0.52 
- 7.10 
- 9.02 + 2.69 
- 2.45 
- 9.82 
- 8·82 
- 5.45 

-8.09 

- 0.98 
- 0.69 
- 1.07 
-17.111 
-17.93 
-16.42 

-1.90 

--10.90 
- 4.87 
- 6.65 
- 3.14 
- 0.49 
+ 2.24 
-I- '1.50 + 3.22 

+ 8.80 

.... 3.36 
+11.27 
+ 8.37 
-r11.34 

221 bagh, but the 
283 cultivable area in the 

former district is 
about twice as exten
sive as it is in the 
latter, so that if we 
leave out of account 
those portions of both 
districts which are 

209 
331 
156 
291 
283 
233 
431 
253 
352 
198 

242 

217 
219 
256 
319 
297 
222 

unfit for cultivation 
we should find that 
Rauchi iR much more 
sparsely PQPula~ed 

183 than the neighbounng 
district. The density 
is comparatively high 
in the Sadr and 
Khunti subdivisions, 
the country becoming 

78 
138 
187 
260 
274 
159 
148 
238 

163 wilder and less adapt-
190 able to the plough the 
155 farther west one 
165 
150 travels I from the centre 

of the district. 
Ranchi is a great stronghol~ of t~e aboriginal tribes of Ohota N agpur, among 
whom the most numerous III thIS part of the country are OraoIls, Mundas 
and Kharias. 

Between 1881 and 1891 there was ...... an increase of 6.7 per cent in th~ 
population of Ranchi district, but (as in most other part~ _of the yhota 
!'lagpur plateau) the 1881 figure~ cannot be reg~rded as altogether rehable! 
'and it is probable that the real mcrease was somewh"3,t less than the figures. 
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indicate. The rate of expansion in th~ next decade declined slightly to 
5.2 per cent, largely owing to a series of deficient harvests which gave rise 
to a good deal of distress and encouraged the people to take to emigrat~on. 
IThe period from 1901 to 1911 was an exceptionally prosperous one, with 
only one partiaI faU'ure of orops, and the people grew and multiplied exceed
ingly. The increase recorded in this district at the census of 1911 was on~ 
of 16.8 per cent. The next ten years began quite well, and until 1917 steady 
progress was recorded jn spite of the occasional outbreak of- epidemics. But 
in 1918 the failure of the monsoon resulted in a winter rice crop whose yield 
was only 25 per cent of the normal, and in a few months the price of ric~ 
increased to just double what it was before. Meanwhile the influenza 
epidemio was at its height, and 72,000 deaths were reported in that year 
from fever alone. There was widespread and serious distress in 1919, and 
relief measures of the same nature as those adopted in Hazaribagh were 
found necessary. In addition, many thousands of emigrants made their 
way to the te~ gardenS' of Assam. The natural population of the district 
remained more or less stationary during the decade, but on account of the 
greater volume of emigration from this district the loss in actual population 
was pistinctly heavier than in Hazaribagh, amounting as it did to 3.79 per 
cent. Simdega subdivision alone recorded an increase, the migratory habit 
not having established itself so strongly in this remote area. 

The excess, of births over deaths in 1921 was very small. Fever and 
dysentery were prevalent in that year, and the lowered vitality of the people 
was reflected in a birth-rate still markedly below its normal level. Nor was 
the distribution of the rainfall altogether favourable to the crops in the first 
year of the decade. But in 1922 the new era of prosperity definitely asserted 
itself. This was indeed the healthiest year of the whole decade, with a 
death-rate of only 19.3 per mille. The crops were excellent, the price of 
food grains was high and the birth-rate began to soar. Progress in the 
following years was uninterrupted, and it is probable that the health of the 
people has never reached so high a level. Throughout the whole decade 
there were barely 2,00.0 deaths from cholera, and more than half of these 
occurred during the epidemic of 1929. Small-pox was responsible for 1,500 
deaths in 1926, and there was a further, but less severe, outbreak in the 
following year. It is stated that the distriot as a whole is becoming more 
;malarial, and this is undoubtedly true of Ranchi town. It may be true 
also of other partE! of the district, but the mortality from fevers of all kinds 
war extraordinarily low during this decade as compared with previous ones. 
Generally speaking, the annual birth-rate in Ranchi district was distinctly 
lower than in tIle neighbouring district of Hazaribagh, but the death-rate 
was lower too, with tlie result that there was little difference in the natural 
growth' of the two districts. The year 1925 stands -out as one in which the 
number of births was actually more than double the number of deaths. The 
outturn of the principal crops was remarkably consistent year after year, 
the two final seasons being among the best of all. Until the sudden fall in 
the price of food grains at the very, end of the decade, the only serious draw
back to the prosperity of the agricultural population of this district was 
the progressive decline in the value of lac, which had hitherto proved a 
fruitful source of profit. 

During these years of plenty the population of the district was increased 
by 17.4 per ceht. This increase was distributed very evenly between the 
-four subdivisions, and the variations in individual thanas call for little 
comment. Chainpur, in Gumla subdivision, is the only thana which did 
not record an increase of over 10 per cent. It is noticeable that Bundu, 
Sonahatu and Tamar, which were the heaviest losers in the previous decade, 
.are among those thanas--\Vhich now show the highest rate of increase. This 
is due to the fact that many of the inhabitants of this area who emigrated 
to Assam in 1918-20 have now come back to their native villages. In the 
thanas of the Simdega subdivision, where the same considerations do not 
apply, tEe large increases must be set down almost entirely to an amazingly 
rapid natural growth. 

The total number of births reported in the district 'during these ten 
years was 209,704 i11 excess of the total number of reported deaths, while. 
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the increase of actual 
AOTUAL POPULATTON. I}rMTGRANT~. E~rr(}RANTS. mopulation amounted 

RANeRI DISTRICT. '1:' 
Males. Females. Males. Females. Males. Females. to 232,676. As will 

]931 •. 777,063 790,086 13,126 15,557 be seen from the 
1921 •• 65R,591 675,882 11,820 15,632 181,035 167,137 ,marginal statement, 
Variation ., +118,472 +114,204 + 1,306 - 75 •• .there has been hardly 

any fresh immigration 
into this district, and the reason for the difference between the two figures 
quoted above must be sought in a substantial decrease in the number of 
emigrants. There is no doubt that this is the true explanation. At the 
time of the influenza epidemic nearly 90,000 persons left this district for 
the tea gardens of Assam. With the return of happier days at home, many 
of them found their way back. 

. 4? The density of the population in Palamau (167 persons per square Palamau. 
mIle) IS lo:wel' than in any other B~itish district of the province except Angul. 
The fertile valleys of the KOlI, the Son and the Amanat rivers attract 
a greater concentration of the people than is to be found elsewhere, so that in 
paltonganj a:n~ G~r~wa t~nas the density is relatively high. But even 
III these localItIes It IS possIble to travel far without seeing any human 

PAL.<\MAU. 

DISTRICT TOTAL .. 

Sadr Subdivision •• 

Daltonganj 
Garhwa 
Ranka 
Chhatarpur 
Patan 
Husaina.ba.d 

Latehar Subdivision 

l3alumath 
Latehar 
lIlahuadanr 

habitation or any land 
PERCENTAGE OF VARIATION. MJilAN under the plough. The 

poPy;ti.ION, D~~~i:Y' extreme south and 

818,736 

641.122 

149,760 
130,286 

47,262 
62,809 

107,528 
143,477 

171.614 

80,851 
63,804-
32,959 

1921101931. 1911 to 1921. 

+11.64 

+ 9.44 

+10'57 
+ 6'80 
-r 5'99 
+10'68 
-t 8'85 
+11'% 

+20.37 

+19'85 
+21'81 
+ 1R'90 

+ 11.04 

+10.43 

+ 8.47 
+13.29 

- 5.64 
+16.67 
+ 7.98 
+16.00 

- 8.14 

- 7.47 
+ 0.63 
-14.04 

south-western portions 
167 of the district, in 

which the than as of 
1fahuadanr and 
Ranka are situated, 
are the most thinly 
populated of all; here 
the soil is unproduc-

188 

265 
230 

77 
186 
213 
210 

108 

121 tive and there are 
1~~ extensive Government 

and private forests. 
There is plenty of land waiting for reclamation, but the lot of the agricul
turist in Palamau is not a very attractive one and enterprise is at a discount. 
The incidence of rent in this district is higher, relatively to the productive 
capacity of the soil, than in any other part of the province. A large p:copor
tion of the cultivated area is held directly by the landlords, and although 
attempts have been made in recent years by legislation and otherwise to put 
a stop to the begari and kamiauti systems which are prevalent in Palamau, 
the economic condition of the raiyat still compares unfavourably with the 
state of things in the adjacent districts. The rice crop here is not of such 
outstanding importance as it is elsewhere. Maize is cultivated on a gross 
area of about 69,000 acres and a patch of it at least is grown by almost 
every raiyat; in the hilly parts it is the chief crop. Barley and gram are 
also important. But lac counts for almost more than anything else in 
determining the fortunes of this district. The rice and other food-grains 
produced locally are not sufficient to feed the population, and supplies have 
to be imported from other .districts. The inhabitants look to the sale of 
lac to furnish them with money for this purpose; and, when the lac crop 
fa.ils or the market is dull, they are put to serious difficulty. 

The recorded increase of 8.3 per cent between 1881 and 1891 probably 
exaggerates the true growth of the popUlation during this period. In the 
next decade the rate of increase dropped to 3.8 per cent. There was famine 
in 1897 and again in 1900, and the latter year was one of much sickness. 
The decade 1901-11 was more prosperous j and during this period the 
population increased by 10.9 per cent. But for indifferent harvests and out
breaks of cholera in 1907 and 1908 the increase would have been a good deal 
greater still. The ten years immediately preceding the census of 1921 
witnessed a set-back in the growth of most districts, but Palamau managed 
not only to survive them without actual loss but even to increase its popula
tion by as much as' 6.6 per cent. This was due in part to a slight increase 
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in immigration coupled with a decrease in emigration; but there was also 
a substantial growth in the natural population of the district during this 
period. The achievement was the more remarkable because the suffering 
-caused by the influenza epidemic in Palamau was probably greater than any
where else in the province. The death-rate from fever alone in 1918 rose 
to 59.2 per mille, and many other deaths must have gone unrecorded. The 
.explanation seems to be that, although the monsoon of 1918 failed just as 
badly in Palamau as elsewhere, the inhabitants were better able to cope with 
the situation owing to the abnormally high prices that lac had recently been 
fetching. They had in this way accumulated a reserve of wealth, which 
now stood them in good stead. The mahua crop also counts for a good deal 
in Palamau, and the crop of 1918 was particularly good. 

The new decade did not open well for this district. The harvests of 
rice, maize and other food-crops were plentiful, but there was a serious 
-failure of the lac crop', the importance of which has already been pointed 
.Qut. Moreover, the general health in 1921 was very bad, fever alone account
ing for more deaths (24,000) than the average mortality from all causes 
-during the remainder of the decade. There were also fairly severe outbreaks 
-of cholera and small-pox. The death-rate in this first year was as high as 
42 per mille, while the birth-rate (32.5) was abnormally low. The next year, 
however, was exceptionally healthy, and the harvests were more plentiful 
than ever. Prices ruled exceedingly high in the lac market, one maund of 
stick lac fetching as much as Rs. 80 in Daltonganj town. The people 
prospered greatly in this year. The Son floods of 1923 did a good deal of 
damage in Bhaunathpur police-station, and there was some loss of life. 
Generally speaking, the conditions were favourable during the remainder of 
the decade, though the continuous fall in the value of lac detracted consi
derably from the prosperity which would otherwise have been enjoyed. The 
standard of public health, though high, was not equal to that prevailing in 
the other districts of Chota Nagpur. There were something over 13,000 
deaths from cholera, ,and fairly severe outbreaks of this disease occurred in 
1921, 1924, 1927 and 1929. Small-pox was also in evidence on several 
{)ccasions, particularly from 1927 to 1929. The annual death-rate for the 
.d_j strict worked out at an a vE'rage of 32 per mille, whereas for the whQle natural 
division the average rate was only 22.5; but the birth-rate in Palamau was 
also exceptionally high, being 45 against the divisional average of 36.5. The 
comIQ.unications _of the district were extended by the opening of the Central 
India Coalfield Railway in January 1929, but this .event occurred too recently 
for any estimate to be made of its influence on the movement of the 
population. 

The present census records an increase of 11..64 per cent in the population 
.of this district since 1921. Compared with the rest 'Of the Chota N agpur 
plateau, the increase is distinctly moderate. The growth was much more 
rapid in the subdivision of Latehar, whioh occupies the south and south
.eastern corner of the district, than it was in the Sadr subdivision. Latehar 
was engaged in making good the ground lost in the previous decade. The 
~atural increase in the population of the district was slightly greater ,than 
~ts actual increase, the difference amounting to about 2,000 only. In view 

ACTUA.L POPULATION. IlI!lfWRANTS. 

of the fact that there 
El!lGR.!NTS. was a decrease. of 

PALAMAU DISTRICT. b 7 . h 
Males. Females. Males. Females. Males. Females. a out ,000 In t e 

1931 409,778 number of immi-
16,986 18,817 grants, it must be 

assumed 'that the 
number of emigrants 

.also was -lower th~n iif'>1921, but not by such a wide margin. This is in 
accordance with what we should naturally expect. There is comparatively 
little in the way of migration either to or from this district, and even the 
disasters of 1918~19 did not lead many people to forsake their native villages 
in search of employment. The reasons why, in .spite of ,the light pressure 
.on the soil, outsiders have shown no an.xiety to settle in Palamau have bet:n 
indieatea in describing the agricultural conditions obtaining in this district. 

408,958 11,337 12,909 

366,023 15,562 15,796 

+ 42,935 -4,225 -2,887 

1921 367,371 

Variation ., +4,2,407 
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44. The mean density of the populatIOn in Manbhum district is 442 Manbbum. 

persons per square mile, or rather more than twice the average dcnElity i.n 
the Chota Nagpur plateau as a whole. To some extent of courbe thIS 
comparatIvely high figure is due to the thickly populated colliery areas; but 

MANBH"LM 

DISTRICT TOTAL 

Sadr Subdivision •• 

Jhll.ldll. 
Puruha 
Baghmundl 
Chandll 
BarahabhuID 
Manbazar 
Raghunathpur •. 
Gaurangdl 
Para 
Chaq 

.Dhanbad SubdiviSion 

Gobmdpur 
Jherrla 
Topchanclll 
Nrrsa. 
.rundl 

even in the Sadr sub-
l'ER~lllNTAGE OF VARIATIO"'f MJcAN division of the 

pOPi~~~~ON. DE~~VIY' district, '" here there 
1921 to 1931 1911 to 1921 are practically no coal 

1,810,890 

1,289,798 

1~W,3b9 
313,433 
47344 

123,115 
162,502 
109,1)90 
152,080 

63,441 
53,HlJ 

134,47tl 

521,092 

50,823 
211,966 
128,92] 

84,44J 
44,9JlJ 

+1692 

+1781 

+~4U 
+180] 
of 26 0& 
+2224 
+ 14.5ts 
+1240 
-+-1440 
+11118 
-+-Hl71 
!-20 01 

+1479 

+11.71 
+17.71 
+12.63 
-r 922 
t 22.80 

+ 008 

- 590 

-125g 
- 750 
-1771) 
- 1:128 
- 151 

- 240 
+ 024 
-'>% 
- 554 
- 4 q9 

+1818 

- 007 
+2907 
-r22.17 
+1211 
-r 05] 

442 

390 

422 
40b 
289 
321 
3111 
426 
507 
J67 
449 
419 

662 

427 
1,342 

689 
494 
296 

mines. the density is 
as much as 390 to the 

I3q uare mile. Coal is 
not the only important 
industry in Manbhllm. 
The manufacture of 
shellac is carried on 
extensively, and there 
are various engineer
ing works in the 
Dhanbad subdivision. 
In Purulia town there 
are a number of fairly 

large rice, 011 and flour mills, while Adra is a big railway centrl~ . 
.Nevertheless, the bulk of the population stIll reliet;, on agriculture for its 
lIvelIhood, and in thIS district the rice crop is r-cilatively of greater 
Importance than In most of the other Chota ~agpur districts. The soil is 
moderately fertlle, and the area occupied by forests is more restricted. 

DUrIng the last fifty years the population of this district has increased 
by over 70 per cent. It has devel~"ped more rapidly than. an.y other Briti':3h 
dIstrict in the province except Slllghbhum. Here agaIn It would he a 
mIstake to ascribe this altogether to the development of its industrial 
activities. Even in 1881-91, when tho Jherria coal-field had not yet been 

,opened up, the population of the district was described as "a prosperous 
people", and the recorded increase during that decade was as high as 12.8 
per cent. In tli')se days, moreover, the district was exporting fairly lm'go 
numbers of its 8urplus population to the Raniganj coal-field in Burdwan 
and the Giridih coal-field in I-Iazaribagh. It was in 1894 that the Jherna 
mi.nes started w()rk, with the result that the next cenSUR showed an increase 
of 25 per cent in the population of the Dhanbad (at that time known as 
the Gobindpur) subdivision For the district as a whole the increase during 
this decade was !:l.1, and it would have been appreciably greater but for the 
contmued emigration. The agriculturists of Manbhum suffered less from'the 
soarClty of 1897 than was the case in the neighbouring di.stricts. Between 
1901 and 1911 the development of the coal-field went on apace, and the tide 
of emigration now turned in favour of the district. The growth of popula
tion was of course more marked in tlie northern subdivision, where, in 
spite of an outbreak of cholera which cansed over 12,000 deaths in the coal
field in 1908, the rate of increase in this decade was as high as 38.6 per 
(}ent. But even in the Sadr subdivision there was not a single revenue thana 
which could not show an addition of more than 10 per cent to its numbers. 
Climatic conditions were specially favourable in this period, and the boom 
III the lac trade contributed materially to the prosperity of the people. 
It was not until the fateful year 1918-19 that the progress of the district 
received its first serious check. The new demand for lac created by the 
Great War had been a source of considerable profit to many of its inhabitants, 
and the course of the seasons up to 1917 was not unfavourable. But the 
fa:ilure o.f the monsoon in th~ following year brought down the yield of the 
~mter rICe crop to only a thud of the normal, and the agricultural popula
tIOn suffered gr~atly. The~ came the influenza epidemic, starting in 
November and !:S0mg on well Into the next year, when cholera also made its 
~ppe~r~ce.. Fortunately, the problem of agricultural distress is less acute 
III thlS dIstrICt than elsewhere. as the demand for labour in the coal-field will 
ordinarily provide at leas~ a .partial remedy. And in 1918-19 the price of 
.coal was hIgh and the collIerIes were only too anxious to take all the labour 
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they could get ~nd to pay good wages for it. J amshedpur also is easily 
accessible from this district, and migration to Assam furnished another 
means of escape from the distress at home. Consequently the census of 
1921 did not record any loss in the actual population of this district, though. 
the rate of increase (0.08 per cent) was negligible. 

As in so many other parts of the province, the least healthy year of 
the last decade was 1921. Manbhum is a district of low birth-rates and low 
death-rates, and the annual ratio of death per mille of the population during 
these ten years worked out at only 19.2; but in 1921 it was 27.2. 
There waS' no very severe epidemic, but the general standard of public: 
health as evidenced in the number of deaths ascribed to " fevers" was still 
unsatisfactory. Climatic conditions, however, were favourable and good 
harvests were obtained in this year. The result was that a marked improve
ment in the health of the people in 1922 sent up the " survival" rate with 
a jump from 3.3 to 12.3 per mille, and it maintained itself in the neighbour
hood of the latter figure for the rest of the decade. Crops generally, and 
the winter rice crop in partioular, continued to do well throughout this 
period, 1926 being the only year in which the outturn was distinctly below 
normal. To compensate for this lapse, a bumper crop was forthcoming in 
the following year. Mortality from cholera and small-pox was much less 
heavy than usual. In· the cholera epidemic of 1929 about 1,800 persons died~ 
but this was the most severe outbreak of the decade and the annual death 
roll from this disease did not exceed 700. Small-pox was responsible for 
only about 1,750 deaths in the whole of this period, nearly half of them 
occurring in the epidemic of 1926. The latter half of the decade' 
witnessed a serious depression in the coal industry, which became more and 
more pronounced as time went on. Nor did the lac industry fare any 
better. In 1923 the price of shellac stood at over Rs. 170 a maund, but at 
the end of the decade it had fallen as low as Rs. 30. Cultivators and 
manufacturers alike were hit very hard. During this period a new railway 
line was opened between Chandil in Manbhum district and Barkakana in 
Hazaribagh, and the J eenagorah-Golakdih branch of the East Indian 
Railway was extended. 

Since 1921 the growth of population in this district amounts to its. 92 
per cent. For the first time for many years the Sadr subdivision claims: 
a larger share of the increase than Dhanbad. This is due to the check, 
already mentioned, in the development of the coal industry. The biggest 
increase of all occurred in the Baghmundi and Jhalda thanas, which were
the biggest losers at the previous census. Their loss on that occasion was: 
ascribed principally to migration, and some part of their present gain may 
therefore be set down to the return of the emigrants. The natural growth 
of population in this district was not responsible, for the whole of the
recorded increase. If the vital statistics are to be trusted, the excess ot 

births over deaths: 
ACTUAL POPULATION. IMMIGRANTS. EMIGRANTS. during the decade waS' 

lIANBHUM DISTRICT. 
Males. Females. Males. Females. Males. Females. only 188,177, which' 

1931 940,009 870,881 105,178 65,7{16 ., leaves about 74,000 of' 
1921 799,405 749,872 95,221 fi8,lOS 54,449 68,224 the acquired surplus' 
Variation .. +-140,604 +121,509 +{),957 +7,683.. .. to be acoounted for by 

. the balance of migra-
tions. The statement in the margin reveal~ an increase of only about 17,500' 
in the number of immigrants, but when allowance is made for the fairly large
casualties that must have taken place since 1921 among outsiders residing
in the) district, t,he actual number of new immigrants must be, considerably 
in excess of that figure. There is little doubt, too, that there has been a: 
substantial fall in the number 'Of emigrants, though exact figures are not· 
available. But it is difficult to see how the balance of migrations could 
have benefited the district by so much as 74,000, and it is possible that, as 
so frequently happens, the vital statistics understate the natural increase' 
in the population owing to the tendency to be more lax- in reporting births
than in reporting deaths. The extent to which the flow of migration has' 
altered its direction during the last generation will be evident from the-
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fact that in 1901 the. emigr.ants outnumbered the immigrants by p_early 
74,000. To-day, if complete figures were available, it would probably be 
found that the immigrants outnumber the emigrants by just as large 
.a margin. It is the male sex only which has profited by this reversal of the 
former state of affairs, with the result that in Manbhum the proportion of 
male~ in the total population is higher than in any other district of the 
provmce. 

45. Singhbhum district has a density of 240 persons per square mile. Singhbbum. 
The revenue thana of Ghatsila, which is co-terminous with the new Dhalbhum 
subdivision, is more thickly populated than any other part of the district, 
but this is almost entirely dne to the location of Jamshedpur city in that 
thana. So far as the rural areas are concerned, the population is distributed 

SINGITBHl'M. 

.DISTRICT TOTAL .• 

Sadr Subdivision .• 

Chakradharpur .. 
Kolhan 
J.lanoharpur 

fairly evenly between 
PERCENTAGE OF VARIATION. MEAN Gha.t."l·la, Chakradhar-POPL'"I.lATION, TlENSTTY, .,. ,...., 

1931. 1931. pur .... nd the Kolhan. 1921 to 1931. 1911 to 1921. u 

Manoharpur in the 
197 extreme north-west 
224 corner of the district 
25tl 

929,8011 

5311,207 

133,335 
335,644 

66,228 

+22.43 

+20.81 

+20.63 
+20.62 
+22.15 

+ 9.37 

+ 0.99 

- 2.ll8 
+ 2.33 
+ 1.31 

240 

82 is a hilly tract of 
country, covered with 

Dhalbhu.m Subdivision 3~4,IID5 +114.70 +23.73 340 thick jungles. !lnd the 
GhatsIla •. .. 394,595 +24.70 +23.73 340 density here IS very 

lC?w. The mineral resources of Singhbhum are remarkable not only for.th~ir 
rIChness but also for their variety. As long ago as 1918-19 the provInClal 
Land Revenue Administration Report contained the following passage :-
'" It is being proved that the district contains very large mineral deposits of 
iron, manganese ore and copper, while gold, chromite, phosphoretic rock, 
phosphate of lime, yellow and red ochre, china clay, lime and lime-stone 
.also occur, and there are minor deposits of asbestos, mica, lead ore, soap
.stone and slate which attract labour and capital and help in the opening up 
()f t.he district." Not all of these resourceS' have yet been tapped, but the 
development that has already taken place amonnts almost to an industria] 
revolution, and it still remains to be seen how the aboriginal inhabitants of 
this district will adjust themselves to the new order of things. 

Since 1881 the population of Singhbhum has increased by more than 
100 per cent. No other part of the province, not even the Feudatory States, 
.can rival this achievement.- Even before the vast potentialities of the 
district from an industrial point of view had been realised, the population 
.of the district was growing at a phenomenal pace. There is indeed some 
reason to believe that the rate of increase recorded between 1881 and 1891 
(it was 20.2 per cent) overstates the progress made during this period, 
becal}-se the c~nRuR of 1.881 was not a very accurate one in this part of the 
provInce. StIll, there IS no doubt that a very large increase did take place, 
particularly in Manoharpur, where work was going on at high pressure in 
1891 to complete the last remaining gap in the main line of the Bengal
Nagpur Railway. The decade 1891-1901 was not a time of prosperjty for 
most districts, but Singhbhnm recorded a further increase of 12.5 per cent 
in these ten years, besides sending thousands of labourers to the tea districts 
in Assam. It was in the first decade of the new century that the mineral 
resources of the district began to be exploited, and the first blast furnaces 
at Jamshedpur were in course of erection when the census of 1911 was taken. 
In that year iron mines were already being worked in Dhalbhum and Kolhan. 
This new development may have been partly instrumental in quickening the 
rate of increase between 1901 and 1911 to 13.2 per cent. But it was in the 
next decade that real progress was made in the industrial sphere. 1Vlany 
new minps were opened during this period, and the little town of SakC'hi, 
-which had grown up round the works of the Tata Iron and Steel Company 
and was credited in 1~11 with 5,641 inhabitants, was transformed by 1921 
into the city of J amshedpur with a population of 57,041. In the agricultural 
world scarcity began to beJelt in 191~. T?e rainfall of the previous ye~r 
had heen deficient and untlmely, especIally lD the Kolhan, and matters dId 
Dot lmprove in either of the two following years. Famine relief operations 
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had to be undertaken to mitigate the distress. Fo:rtunf1:tely there was a 
bumper crop in 1917, and this did something to lessen the hardship cau~ed 
by the failure of the rains ~ year later. But the demand for labour at hIgh 
wages in the great industrial works now springing up in the district was 
more instrumental than anything else in tiding over the crisis. Nor was th~ 
influenza epidemic quite so destructive in Singhbhum as in other parts" 
though here also it sent up the death-rate of 1918 and 1919 to a figure which 
was well in excess of tIle birth-rate. The net result of these ten years was to 
augment the population of-the district by 65,044, or 9'.37 per cent. No othet
district did as well as this in the- census of 1921. About half the increase 
may be ascribed to natural growth, and the other half to migration, the flow 
of which had now completely changed its direction. 

The health of the district in the first year of the new decade was not 
good. The vitality of the people was still low, and the number of births 
recorded in 1921 was fewer than in any subsequent year. At the same time
the death-rate was easily the highest of the decade, with the result that the 
rate of survival in this year was only 1.5 per mille. Cholera was responsible 
for 600 dea'ths, but the bulk of the mortality was due to " fever "-an: 
indication of indifferent health generally rather than of the prevalence of 
any particular disease. After 1921 there was a sudden and mar_ked improve
ment in the public health, which maintained an exceedingly high level for 
the remainder of the decade. The death-rate never again rose above 17.7 
per mille. Cholera was practically unheard of, the aggregate number of 
deaths from this disease in six consecutive years being less than 100. Small
pox was rather more in evidence, and there were mild epidemics of it in 1924, 
1925 and 1926, but the heaviest death roll in anyone year was only just 
over 300. The outturn of the principal crops during this period was well 
up to the average, and there was no serious failure. In 1927 the district 
suffered from floods, which rendered several hundreds of people homeless, 
but did not do extensive damage to the crops. These floods invaded the 
towns of Jamshedpur and Jugsalai and are said to have caused a loss of 
Rs. 87,000 in buitding materials there. 

In Singhbhum the growth of' the population since 1921 has been more 
prooigious than in any other part of Bihar and Orissa, the rate of increase
being as high as 22.43 per cent. The rapid development of J amshedpur 
city contributes something to this astonishing figure, but relatively not very 
much. It win be seen that each of the four thanas in the district has. 
increased its popUlation by more than 20 per cent. In so far as this increaRe 
is the result of natural growth, as distinct from migration, it must be
attributed primarily to the excellent health enjoyed by the people during 
the past ten years. It is customary to apply such epithets as " prolific" 
to the aboriginal races which form the majority of the inhabitants or 
Singhbhum, but judging by the output of human lives in this district siIlre 
1921 the description is not altogether justified. It is more than a little
curious that the district which has achieved the greatest increase in its. 
numbers should have one of the very lowest birth-rates in the whole province. 
The annual rate for Singhbhum works out at an average of only 29 per mille .. 
whereas the average rate both for Bihar and Orissa and for the Chota 
Nagpur p~ateau wa~ 36.5 .. Ther~ is! however, some reason to suspect that 
here, as In the neIghbourIng dIstrict of Manbhum the record of vital 
occurrences does not do ~ull justice to the natural gro~th of the population. 
The excess ?f r~ported bIrths over reported deaths during the decade is only 
90,862, .whlch l~ nearly 80,OOP ~hort ~~ the figure. by which the actual 
populatIOn has Increased. T~IS IS. too WIde a margIn to be accounted for 
altogether by the balance of mIgratIOns. At the same time there has beyond 

" doubt been a great 
ACTUAL POPULATION. IIDIIGRANTS. ElIIIGRANTS. influx of settlers from 

SINGRBHUM DISTRICT. Males. Females. Males. Females. Males. Females. outside the district. 
1931 469,421 460,381 64,850 46,208 The marginal state~ 
11121 380,039 379,399 43,865 33,452 47,279 53,570 ment shows that 
VaTlUtlon +89,382 +80,982 +20,985 +12,756 immigrants are more-

numerous by nearly 
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34,000 than they were ten years ago. -The number, of emigrants on the. other 
hand is undoubtedly decreasing. The complete reversal of the tIde of 
migration in this district is even -more striking than in Manbhum. As 
recently as in 1911, there were over 105,000 natives of Singhbhum enumerated 
outside its borders, while the number of immigrants was at that time less 
than 50,000. Now the latter have increased theIr strength to 111 ,000, while 
it is probable that, if com_Elete figures were available, there would not be 
found more than about 75,000 emigrants. It is of course Jamshedpur city 
that chiefly attracts the outsiders, and rather more than half _the total 
number of immigrants into the district are concentrated there. But there 
i~ also a large element of foreign labour in the various mines scattered 
throughout Singhbhum, tlnd the marked development that has taken place 
in mining operations since 1921 is responsible to a great. extent for the rapid 
increase in the population. At the time of the pr~vious census work in the 
mines at Goa, .Jamda and Noamundi had scarcely begun. The census of 
1931 happened to coincide with a period of special activity at Noamundi. 
A number of other new mines in Kolhan of lesser importance were also 
brought under work during the last ten years, while the economic depression 
which has s~~ce led to the ~losing d?~n of certain mines at Manoharpur and 
to the reductIOn of output III others dId not take effect until after the census 
was over. The opening of the Amda-J amda bl'anch line of the Bengal
Nagpur Railway in 1923-24 facilitated the development of the district, 
and little colonies of traders and others have grown up round the various 
railway stations established on t.his line. 

46. The Santal Parganas, alone among the districts of the Chota Santal Pargaoae. 
Nagpur plateau, can boast of having more than two million inhabitants. 
In SIze this district it; smaller than Ranchi or Hazaribagh, but it is a good 
deal more thickly populated than either, having a mean density of 376 
persons to the square mile. The Damin-i-Koh, a vast Government estate, 

SAN TAL PARGANAS. 

DISTRICT TOTAL .. 

Deogt\ar Subdl'Vlslon 

Dool'thr.r 
Madhupur 

Dumka Subdlv'.'on 

Dumka •• 
Dumka Damin .. 

Godda Subdivision •. 

Godda " 
Godda 1lamin .. 

Jamtara Subdivision 

Jamtara 

Rajmahal Subdi'Vislon 

ltaimanal .. 
RaJmahal Damin 

Pakaur Subdivl.lon 

Pakaur .. 
Pakanr Damin .. 

occupies abo uta 
PERCENTAGE OF VARIATION. }fEAN quarter of... the total 

POPUlta'f°N, DEm~~' area of the district. 

11,051,412 

348.946 

161.422 
185,524 

488,151 

421.735 
44,422 

387,S01 

298,217 
89,584 

243,858 

243,858 

331,136 

131,S62 
109,274 

216.574 

197,177 
79,397 

1921 to 1931. 1911101921. Tn this tract the 
+14.211 - 4.46 316 aboriginals e n joy 
+19.3!1 - 5.13 364 .special protection. 
tg:~~ =~:~~ m The Damin is mote 

sparsely_ 'populated 
+17.t7 

+18.31 
+14.92 

+14.03 

+15.54 
+9.28 

+17.31 

+17.31 

+ S.48 

+7.97 
+8.80 

+ 7.75 

+5.51 
+13.8D 

-4.89 

-5.49 
+0.95 

- 0.76 

-6.94 
~.21 

+ 0.01 

+0.91 

- 8.03 

-7.01 
-6.88 

- 0.13 

-2.4 
+4.2 

319 than the rest of the 
i~~ district, consisting 'as 

it does largely of hills 
456 and jungles where the 
537 area available for culti-
304, 

vation is limited. The 
35~ density is highest in 
352 that portion of the 
413 Rajmahal subdivision 

which falls outside the 
~~~ Damin. - This is in the 

ext rem e north-east 
384 corner of the district 
455 1 
294 bordering on Benga. 

Rice is grown on about 
half the cultivated area in the whole district, and after rice the most 
important crop is maize. It is noticeable that the percentage of cultiv..ated_ 
to (',ultivable land is higher in :the Santal Parganas than in any oiher 
dist.rict of the natural division, the Santals being masters In- the' art of 
l'eelaiming land for the plough. ' 

The first reliable census of this district was that of 1891. Ten years
earlier the alarm excited by the prospect of being numbered had been' such 
thl\t an army of 4,500 men had to be drafted into the district to prevent 
a general rising. Consequently a great portion of th~ increase -in 
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population ascribed to the decade' 1881-91 should probably be discounted. 
Between 1891 and 1901 the rate of increase dropped to 3.2 per ceht. 
These years were on the whole a period of prosperity, an'd the population 
of thE' district would have shown a much more rapid. expansion but for the 
O'reat development of emigration. For many years past the Santals have 
~een steadily moving towards the east-a characteristic of this tribe which 
will be examined more fully in Appendix VI of this Report. Emigration 
was almost equally heavy in the next decade (1901-11) with the result 
that there was little acceleration in the rate of progress. 1\{oreover, there 
had been three consecutive years of bad crops, which almost led to a famine 
in 1908 in the Dumka and Godda subdivisions. From 1911 to 1917 
events followed a fairly normal course, good seasons aJternating with 
indiffE'rent ones and the general state of public health being fairly satis
factory except for one or two severe outbreaks of cholera. But in 1917 the 
sudden rise in the cost of Jiving was beginning to make itsel~ felt, and the 
peorle had little in reserve to fall back upon when the crops faI~ed ~ltogether 
in 1918. Famine had to be declared in Deoghar in 1919, wh~le In J?umka 
and Godda also the distress was acute. Nor was any effectIve reSIstance 
offered to the fierce onslaught of the influenza epidemic, whi~h raged 
without intermission in this district until well on in 1919. DUrlng these 
two years, out of 149,000 deaths reported, 130, 000 w~re ?ttribu~d. to 
fever. At the census of 1921 it was found that the populatIOn of the dIstrict 
had decreased by 4.46 per cent since the previous census. ~t is si~nifica~t, 
however, that in spite of the misfortunes which characterIzed thIS perIod 
the flow of emigration from the district was checked, the number of 
emigrants recorded in 1921 being less by 23,000 than it had been ten years 
earlier. 

The Santals and other aboriginal tribes inhabiting the district are 
hardy races, and, although they are apt to fall an easy prey: to c~rtain kinds 
of disease, they recuperate very rapidly. At the end of 1920 It looke~ as 
though the restoration of normal conditions would still take some tIme. 
The crops that year had been poor and the vitality of the people was s.till 
low. Yet in the very next year the birth-rate jumped up to 35.5 per mIlle, 
a figure which it was never again to reach during the remainder of ~ pros
perous decade. Public health in 1921 had not yet attained the ~xceptIOnally 
high level which it reached in the subsequent years, but it showed a distinct 
improvement over what had gone before. The outturn of both the principal 
crops-rice and maize-was well up to normal; so the new decade maJ be 
said to have qpened well. For the next nine years there was no serious check 
in the progress registered by the district. Bumper rice crops were obtained 
iIi 1922, 1924 and 1928. The only year in which the outturn of th1s crop 
was seriously deficient throughout the district was 1927, when it amounted 
to only half the normal yield. But an unusually good maize crop compen
sated to some extent for this disappointment. In the Godda and Rajmahal 
subdivisions the harvests of 1923 were poor. Fairly severe outbreaks of 
cholera were experienced for three successive years commencing in 1927, and 
small-pox was in evidence from 1926 to 1928. For the rest, the district 
enjoyed remarkably good health, and the survival rate was wen over ten per 
mille in eight out of the ten years. 

For the district as a whole the rate of increase recorded at the present 
census is 14.29 per cent. It is in the s6uth and the west that the growth has 
been most rapid. Deoghar .slibdivis~on sho-yvs the biggest inc!ease of all
nearly 20 per cent. One CIroumstance FhlCh probably contributed to this 
result was the progress of settlement operations in this subdivisIOn at the 
fim~ of ~he cen~ms, which led most people to stay at home in order t.o press 
theIr. Q~a.Ims before -the settleI?-ent authorities. The Rajmahal and Pakaur 
subdivIsH~ns, where (except III the Pakaur Damin) the increases were 
comparatIvely sml111, suffered much more from the deficient harvests in 1927 
than any other part of the district. In the former subdivision too a 
consi~erable number of inhabited villages were cut away by the in~oads' of 
the rIver Ganges. These two subdiyisions border on Bengal; and ~o lose 



Illore heavily by emigration than the other subdi,:isiops. It is n~ticeable that 
in Godda the increase was muoh mor~ marked In t4e non-DamIn area t~a:p. 
in the Damin. This is attributed by the District O±ncer to the introduc~lOn 
of legislation designed to protect the Santals in this area from oppresRlODs 
by the " foreign "landlords. Throughout the district there is DO dot:bt 
that the natural growth of the population was supplemented by a subst.antlal 
reduction in the number of emigrants. We have already seen that In the 
decade 1911-21 the tendency of the Santals to migrate always towards the 
east was checked for the first time. In the absence of complete figures of 
emigration at the present census, it would be too much ~o say t.hat this move
ment has now been definitely arrested, but everythmg pomts. to a mo:e 
pronounced check having taken place. A~art 3:ltogether from th~s, there IS 
in normal times a great deal of casual emIgratIon at about the tIme. of ~he 
census to the jute fields, coal m~nes, etc. This was very much less III 1~31 
than it had been ten years earher. The natural growth of the populatIOn 

of the district, re-
SANTAL PARGANAS 

DISTRICT. 
ACTUAL POPULATION. HrMIGRANTS. EMIGRANTS. presented by the 

Malll8. Females. Males. Females. Males. Females. excess of births over 
1931 24,1561 29,246 deaths, was 22] ,056, .. 1,025,921 1,025,551 

895,879 902,760 37,026 42,190 153,927 143,986 whereas the actual 1921 
increase amoun ts to 
256.564. Reduced 

emigration .supplie~ the clue to the difference between these two figures
~nd more stIll; for ~t m~st also cover the loss indirectly caused by a decrease 
III the number of ImmIgrants. As the marginal statement shows this 
decrease was appreciable. Indeed, immigration into the Santal Parganas 
has been steadily falling off since the beginning of the century. 

Variation ., +130,042 ;-122,791 -12,4(\5 -12,944 

, ~7. ,Angul is ?Yi a long way the sm~llest ,and most lightly populated Angul< 
dIstrICt m the provInce. Less than one-thud of its total area is fit for culti
vation, <;Lnd. in the Khondmals subdivision (,,:"hich is separated from the rest 
of the dIstrICt by the feudatory states of Baud and Athmallik) the proportion 

ANG~L. 

DISTRICT TOTAL .. 

Sadr Subdivislon •• 

Angul 

KhoJldmals Subdivision 

PJmlbani 

is smaller still. The 
PERCENTAGE OF YARIATI0N. MEAN T{"hond trI'b who h 

POPULATION, DENSITY, L",- e, lC 
1931. 1921 to 1931. 1911 to 1921. 1931. gives its name to this 

222,736 +22.00 _ 8,46 133 wild tract of country, 
forms a clear majority 

140,458 

140,458 

+29.68 

+29.68 

-13.51 

-13.51 

159 

159 
of tpe populatIon of 
the subdivision. Here 

82,278 +10.80 ;- 0.06 103 the densi ty barely 
82,278 +10.80 +0.06 103 amounts to 100 persons 

. . per square mile, but 
even. so t~e SOlI IS not _?apable of pr?ducing sufficient food for' the needs of 
the mhabltants, and nce has to be Imported from the neighbouring states. 

. I~cre.ases of 5,7 and 1~.9 per cent respectively in the population of 
thJS dIstrICt were recorded m 1891 and 1901. On the latter occasion the 
whol~ of the increase was confined to the Sadr subdivision and was probably 
due III part to more accurate enumeration. There had been scarcity in the 
district in 1900, but the earlier years of the decade had not been unfavou;able 
in the headquarters subdivision and a number of settlers had moved in from 
the adjoining states. In the Khondmals the scarcity was more acutely felt 
aJld relief operations had been necessary. A severe outbreak of cholera, 
also occurring in 1900, caused much loss of life in this part of the district. 
B~ween ]901 and 19]1 the rate of increase dropped to 3.9 per cent. On 
this occasion the Sadr subdivision showed a slight loss, whereas the increase 
in the Khondmals was as high as 15.6 per cent. Here again some of the 
increase should be discounted, for it is probable that the difficulties of 
carrying out an accurate census in this wild and remote subdivision were 
npt successfully overcome until 1911. The failure of the Sl}dr 8ubdivi§ion 
-to register any progress during ·this decade was mainly due to scarcity in 
1908 9ccasioned by the short rainfall of the preceding yeaI'. T)lis taught 
the people to emigrate in search of work, and at the eensus of 1911 the 
emigrants for the first time outnumbered ,the immigrants. The loss in 
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population sustained by this district in the decade 1911-21 amounted to 
8.46 per cent. The Khondmals remained stationary, but in the Sadr 
subdivision the decrease was very marked. Once more emigration was 
largely responsible for the apparent loss, but it is also true -that the distress 
caused by the failure of the monsoon in 1918 was more acutely felt in the 
Sadr subdivision than jn the Khpndmals, where the aboriginal population 
managed to find sustenance in the fruits and edible roots of theIr jungles. 
Famine was declared in Sadr and the whole land revenue demand for the 
year was suspended. Rice had to be imported from Cuttack and Sambalpur, 
and loans and gratuitous relief were given on a generous scale. Meanwhile 
the influenza epidemic caused much havoc throughout the district, and was 
particularly severe in the Khondmals) where the population was reduced 
by' nearly 5 per cent in the short space of three months. 

The years that have elapsed since 1921 have been remarkably healthy. 
Such sickness as there has been in this district is due almost entirely to 
malaria, which prevails in a malignant form in certain areas. During the 
whole of the decade there were only 24 deaths from cholera and 33 from 
small-pox. ~he immunity from cholera is specially gratifying in view of 
the fact that, for the last five years of the previous decade, this disease had 
been responsible for over 400 deaths annually. The birth-rate was excep
tionally high throughout. It never fell belpw 40 per mille, and in the 
year 1929 it actually exceeded 50. The average rate for the decade was 
45.5 against an aveI'ag~ death-rate of 28 5. the margin between these two 
figures being wider in Angul than in any other district. The outturn of 
the principal crops was generally favourable. In three out of the ten years 
bumper harvests were obtained from the winter rice and rabi crops, and 
in five of the remaining years their yield was within 25 per cent of the 
·normal. It was only in 1923 that the outturn of winter paddy was definitely 
short, and the reserve stocks of food grains' in that year were sufficient to see 
the people through without the pinch being felt too much. In 1929 there 
was flood in the Mahanadi river, which affected two or three villages in this 
district, but the. waters quickly receded. 

Out of the net increase of 22 per cent in the population of Angul since 
the last census was taken, the lion's ~hare goes to the Sadr subdivision. 
There. are three reason~ why this should be so. In the first place, during 
each of the two preceding decades this subdivision had fared much wprse 
than the Khondmals, and with the return of prosperous days it was only, 
,to be expectea that the process of recuperation would be more intensive. 
Secondly, emis-ration had been taking place .on fairly large scale from the 
Sadr subdiviSIOn prior to 1921, whereas this habit is still more or less 
unknown in the Khondmals; consequently the Sadr subdivision would reap 
the whole of the benefit from the return of the emigrants, which here as 
elsewhere was a feature .of the last decade. Finally, the opening of 1).he 
Tulcher Coalfield Railway in the year 1927 has contributed towards the 
development of this part of the district. 

The actual increase revealed by the census in the population of Angul 
is 40,162. Out of this, 31,343 is accounted for by the excess of reported 
births over reported deaths. Spme portion pf the balance is due, as the 

marginal statement 
Proves, to increased 

ANGUL DISTRIOT. 
Males. Females. Males. Female~. Males. Females. immigration, particu-

larly among' females. 
88,690 9,3884 5,376 10,974 10.628 14,861 The remainder may 

ACTUAL POPULATION. IMMIGRANTS. EmGlUNTS. 

1931 108,925 113,811 5,641 12,764, 

1921 

Variation .. +20,236 +19,927 +165 +1,790 safely be ascribed to 
a red uction in the 

volume of emigrati_on. It is interesting to note that i,? 1901 the number' 
of immigrants into this district was more than three tImes the number of 
emigrants. . By 1911 the latter had cOl::nple~ely wiped ~ut .this inequality and 
were slightly more nurh~r?us than the Imm~grants, whII~ III the course of the 
next ten' y~ars the ongmal order of thmgs was s~Ill furt~er. reversed. 
Now, for the time being at least, there has been a re-uctIOn, and It 18 p~obable 
that in 1931 tliere was little to choose between the numbers of emIgrants 



SAMBALPUR DISTRICT. 

;a~d ~mmigrants: So l~ng. as th~ law forbids the acquisition of land in. this 
dlstrICt by foreIgners, It IS unlIkely that ~ettlers WIll be attracted to It 'in 
1atge numbers. The slight influx during the last decade is due in part to 
the establishment of a business firm in Angul -for the purpose of 
manufacturing paper pulp from bamboos. 

48. ~he m~an density in the district of Sambalpur is 230 persons to the 
-square mIle. Of its two subdivisions Bargarh is distinctly the larger and 
·slIghtly the more thickly popUlated. This subdivision, however, still affords 
more scope for expansion than Sadr, where most of the land available 

SAMBALPUIL 

!DISTRICT TOTAL .. 

,sadr Subdivision •. 

Samhalpllr 
JharBugra 
Laikera 
Mura .. 
Rampella 
"Katarbagha 
Sason .. 
Dhama 
Mundher 

'8argarh SubdivIsion 

Bargnrh 
Attabira 
Sohel" 
Amhabhona 
Padampur 
Bheran 
Bijepur 
Melchhamunda •. 
-Gal.Hat 
.JagdaJpur 
Ilarpali 
~hatli 
Palkmal 

for cultivation has 
PERCENTAGE OF VARIATION. MEAN alread,v been taken up 

POPlTLATION, DENSITY" 

1931. 1931. d th tId 
880,945 

343,530 

57,553 
51,125 
51,043 
30.0R9 
32,385 
39,711 
32,388 
30,934 
18,311 

531,408 

60,956 
53,985 
44,660 
31.041 
41,974 
50,386 
43,455 
26,640 
29,251 
34,705 
47,434 
43,947 
28,972 

1921 to 1931. 1911 to 1921. an e was e an 
+11.58 

+13.11 

+11.30 
+21.89 
+18.84 
+10.18 
1- 7.42 
+12.16 
+ R,94 
+ 6.76 
+17.80 

+10.83 

-!- 9.17 
+ 9.97 
-!-12.33 
+ 8.47 
-I- 9.03 
+ 5.29 
+12.75 
+12'34 
+13.42 
+20.81 
+ 9.15 
+ 6.62 
+ 17.54 

+ 6.08 

+ 0.56 

+ 2.25 
+ 0.25 + 4.45 

- 2.41 
- 3.82 
+ 2.61 
+ 2.90 
- 3.82 
- 0.74 

+ 9.86 

+ 8.40 
+ 0.44 
+11.62 
+ 9.14 
+22.17 
+12.81 
+15.411 
+11.90 
+11.06 
+14.56 
+ 9.88 
+ 4.12 
-!-25.53 

230 

213 

400 
246 
187 
190 
294 
181 
263 
186 

87 

U3 

406 
209 
272 
152 
220 
329 
348 
213 
252 
143 
435 
239 
152 

still remaining outside 
the reserved forests is 
either set apart for 
grazing purposes or is 
too rocky to cultivate. 
The only crop of any 
importance in Sambal
pur district is rice, to 
which 85 per cent of 
the gross cultivated 
area is given over. 
Balasore and Puri are 
the only other districts 
in the province where 
the rice crop has such 
a monopoly. 

Between 1881 and 1891 the population of the district is said to have 
increased by 11.7 per cent. This is probably an exaggeration, as too much 
reliance cannot be placed on tbe accuracy of the 1881 figure~ .. In the ,n~xt 
decade the rate of increase slowed down to 3.3 per cent, but It IS surprIsmg 
that there should have been any increase at all, for in 1900, a year before the 
-census, a great famine occurred in which no less than 108 per mille of the 
population lost their lives. It was the south-west of the district that suffered 
most from this calamity. Then followed ten years of recuperation and 
-development. Harvests were for the most part plentiful, the health of the 
people was good, and the birth-rate maintained a high level. The result 
was that, in spite of adverse migration, the census of 1911 showed an increase 
of 16.5 per cent, the gain being most marked in those areas which previously 
i1ad been chiefly affected by the famine. During 1911-21 there was a 
further increase of 6.08 per cent in the actual population. At first sight this 
suggests that Sambalpur must have escaped much more lightly than many 
'Other districts from the disasters of 1918-19; but actually it was not so. It 
is true that at the end of the decade the district contained some 45,000 more 
inhabitant~ than it had at the beginning, but in the meantime the number 
'Of emigrants had fallen by 81,000, while the number of immigrants remained 
'Constant. It is not altogether clear why there should have been this 
tremendous decrease in emigration at a time when people elsewhere were 
leaving their homes in thousands in search of employment, but, whatever 
the reason, the fact is more than sufficient to explain why Sambalpur suffered 
no diminution of its numbers at the census of 1921. The first seven years 
<of the decade had been generally favourable, but in 1918 there was a severe 
·outbreak of cholera, followed shortly afterwards by the ravages of the 
influenza epidemic which raised the deaths from fever to about three times 
the normal figure. In the following year' cholera re-appeared with equal 
~everity and just at a time when the rliEitress causE'd by the, failure of the 
monsoon in 1918 was at its height.' The "final blow fell in 1920, when there 
-was a serious flood which caused damage in 60 villages of the 'district. 

It is not surprising that the first year of the new decade found the people 
'Of this district still struggling" 'against adversity. The birth-rate "in 1921 

Sambalpur. 
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did indeed" recover to its normal level, but the enfeebled condition of th,e 
population was apparent from the high death-rate. Fever, dysentery and 
diarrhrea were responsible for most of the mortality. But good harvests. 
in 1921 helped to put the people on their feet again, and the next year was. 
the healthiest of the whole decade. Steady progress was recorded in every 
subsequent year up to the census of 1931. -There was little fluctuation in 
the yield of the rice crop, which was well up to the normal until 1928. In 
that year it fell short by about 30 per cent, but a bumper crop twelve months. 
later went far to atone for this. In 1927 there were 1,850 deaths from 
cholera, but this was the only serious outbreak of the kind during the decade~ 
the aggregate mortalitv of the other nme vears being onlv about 1,750. 
Small-pox was responsible for about 2,000 deaths in the course of the ten 
years, the epidemic of 1926 causing one-tl1ird of the total casualties. Bowel 
complaints account for nearly 10 per 'cput of the deaths that occur in this. 
district, and in 1921.> 1924 and 1926 they were specially in evidence. But 
on the whole the decade was not an unhealthy one. The average annual 
death-rate was 27 per mille, which, though distinctly above the average rate
fur the rest of the Chota Nag-pur plateau, is almost exactly the same as the
provincial average. And the birth-rate in Sambalpur was several point!;. 
higher than in most districts. 

The present census shows an increase of 11.59 per cent in the populat~on 
of this district. Both the subdivisions have made considerable progress, 'Out. 
the rate of growth in Sadr is somewhat more marked. Jharsugra stan~s
out as having achieved a more rapid increase than any other thana. Thls.. 
is due to its growing importance as a commercial centre. In this district. 
the vital satistics are in very close accord with the census figures. The:-

recorded births were-
ACTUAL POPULAnON. IMAH<!l\ANTS. EMIGRANTS. 90,607 in excess of the-

SAMBALPUR DISTRICT. h'l Males. Females. Males. Females. Males. Females. recorded deaths, w 1 e-
431,460 449.485 18,554 ~8,758 the census shows a net.. 
387,895 401,571 19,244 24,477 43,513 48,502 increase of 91,479 .. 
+43,565 H7,914 -690 H,281 The difference is mQre 

1931 

1921 

Variation 
than accounted for by 

the influx of female immigrants, and the presumption therefore is that there, 
has been a very slight increase in the number of emigrants also. 

49. The Feudatory States are twenty-six in number, including the two
small states of Saraikela and Kharsawan which lie to the north of Singhbhum 
district. Over the whole area covered by these twenty-six units the average
density amounts to only 162 persons per square .mile. All the more thickly 

p.9pul~t_e<l states are-

FEUDATORY STATES. 

COMBINI::D T01'AL •• 

Orissa states 

Athgarh 
Taleher 
Mayurbhanj 
Nilglrl .' 
Keonjhar 
Pa!-lahara 
Dhenkanal 
AthmalJik 
Hindol •• 
NarsingnDuT 
Earamba 
Tigirla •. 
Khandpara 
Nayagarh 
RanpuT 
D~palla 
Band .. 
:BJImrB· .. 
Rairakhol 
SonllUl: 
l'atna ., 
Kalahandl 
Gangpur 
Bonal .• 

l'EltOENTAGE OF VARIATION. MEAN situated in the south-
POJ'Ul,ATIO~, DENSITY, • 

19:n. 1921 to 1931. Ifill to 1f121. 193i. eastern group, Qorder.:. 
4,652,007 +17.48 + 0.37 162 ing on the British. 

districts of Cuttack 
4,465,386 

50,148 
69,702 

889,60a 
68,59{ 

460,609 
27,'97(, 

284,326 
64,272 
48,896 
40,878 
46,688 
24,822 
77,929 

142,406 
47,711 
43,402 

135,2~fl 
1&1 .• 047 
3&,710 

237,920 
566,924, 
613,716 
356,674, 
So,186 

+17.29 

+18.41 
+36.63 
+17.94 
+ 5.17 
+21.37 
+17.59 
+21'67 
+ 7.57 
+26.62 
+23.87 
+20.86 
+27.(17 
+21.22 
+15.93 
+15.57 
+26.77 
+ 8.71 
+]2.]2 
+14.36 
+ 4.93 
+14.66 
+23.64 
+16.33 
+17.61 

+ 0.28 

- 9.53 
-22.94 
+ 3.44 
- 5.08 
+ •. 06 
- 7.36 
-13.60 
+11.13 
-22.52 
-17.42 
- 6.76 
-16.95 
-12.91 
"::::18.81 
-10.17 
-39.61 
+ 9.67 
-2.39 
~1.59 
+ 6.12 
+20.97 
- 0.$'5 
+ .1.79 
+lCMIS 

and Puri. Rere ifY 
299 
~rg found Tigiria, th~ 
247 tiniest of them alL 
149 - ' 

62 WIth 'an area of onlh 194 
l~~ 49 INuare miles, eae 
~~~, bf, which supports 54() 
~ig persons. The adj a-
242 cent state of Baramba,. 
2;~ which has a density of 
107 • 

76 348, comes second 11) 
43" 
~~ the list. It is between 
1117 the districts of Sam
'l,U _ 'o}tlpur and Angul 

159 

(Sadr) that most of th~ 
Chota Nagpur states 188,nlt + ..... 38 + 2 6" 310 I .... . .. 'very sparse y popu-
~~::~:~An .. .. Ifs',~~ t~ag :!:. H~ ~ lat~d areas lie. Ralra-

khol in this locality 
has only 4'3 persons to each S'qllare mile of territory w~ the neighbouring , 
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~tates of Athmallik, Bamra, Bonai and Pal-lahar a are not much better off. 
The only other state in which the. density figure is below 100 is Daspalla, 
which lies further south. 

There has been a huge increase in the recorded population of the 
Feudatory States during the last fifty years, but the earlier censuses in this 
part of the province were not reliable, and there is little doubt that, rapid 
..though the true growth of numbers has been, it has not been so rapid as the 
.figures suggest. In particular, the reported increase of about 25 per cent 
between 1881 and 1891 is in part unreal. During the next decade the rate 
.()f expansion declined to less than 10 per cent, but in this period there was 
.a good deal of emigration and the influx of persons from outside fell oli. 
In 1901-11 the rate of increase accelerated again to just over 19 per cent. 
With two exceptions (Dhenkanal and Ranpur) each state contributed some

.thing towards the surplus, and in Bonai the percentage of gain was 
actually as high as 52.3. In Bop_ai there is ample scope for exp.ansion and 
the population is a prolific one, but it is probable that some part of this 

-phenomenal growth is attributable to the higher standard of enumeration 
attained in the census of 1911. Patna state also recorded a remarkable 
increase of over 47 per cent on this occasion. It was during this period that 
the main line of the Bengal-Nagpur Railway was constructed across the 
north of the states and the east-coast section in the south. This brought 
.them into more direct contact with the outside world and provided an outlet 
for their produce. The prices obtainable for this produce consequently rose, 
while rents continued low; and this all tended to encourage immigration. 
'The population of the States at the census of 1921 was much the same as 
it had been ten years earlier, the. net increase of 14,460 being negligible. 
But there were marked variations among the individual units. Patna 
managed to increase its numbers by 21 per cent-partly by natural growth 
.and partly as a result of immigration, the conditions in this state during 
the last three disastrous years of the decade having been relatively better 
.:than in the a~jacent country. Substantial gains were also achieved by Bonai 
.and Athmalhk, which for some time past had been developing more rapidly 
than most of their neighbours. On the other hand, nearly all the states 
towards the south-east suffered heavy losses. In general, they were more 
.severely a~e?ted by the influenza epidemic and other diseases) and agricul
tura~ conditlons were particularly unfavourable in this area. Emigration 
too IS easy from these parts, and there is no doubt that it contributed 
.substanti8:11y to the loss of population. The biggest decrease (39.5 per cent) 
..()ccurred In Daspalla, where all the causes just mentioned were operative 
.and there were also Qisastrous floods in the year 1920. 

. Since 1921 the popUlation of the Feudatory States as a whole has 
lI~creased by. 69~,33~ or 17.48 pe~ cent. ~n considering the variations in the 
<llfierent umts It WIll be convement to dIvide the States into six territorial 
.gr'?Ups. Bll~ first the general effec~ of migration during this period may be 
brIefly exammed. The statement In the margin shows that there has been 

a substantial drop in 
ACTUAL POPULATION. IMMIGRANTS. EMIGRANTS. total number of immi-

FEUDATORY STATES. 
Males. Females. Males. Fema·les. Males. Females. grants into the States 

1931 ., 2,28",422 2,363,585 97,245 136,999 48,537 77,263 since
b 

1921£, w1;tile the 
nUll er 0 emIgrants 

1921 .• 1,946,186 2,0:3,483 118,037 145,096 45,166 63,646 • 

Var!a.t!on .. +342,230 +-350,102 -20,792 -8,097 +3,371 +13,617 is increasing. It IS 
among males that the 

.decrease in immigration is most marked, whereas females contribute much 
the larger share towards the growth of emigration; so that in the result the 
balance of the sexes in the actual population is much the same as before. 
The inference to be drawn from these figures is that towards the close of 
the previous decade many people (the majority of whom of cour~e would be 
males) residing in the adjacent British districts were constra.me~ by the 
greater distress prevailing there to cross the borders temporarIly lI~to the 
States. Later on, when conditions improved, they returned ~o theIr. own 
districts. The preponderance of females among the. fresh emIgrant? IS ~n 
indioation that the outward flow from the StateS' is stIll connected prImarIly 
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with marriages on the ~ther side ~f the b<?rder: ~ut the ,.figures probably 
obscure the extent to WhICh the habIt of emIgratIOn IS' growmg among maleS' 
in recent years. It must be remembered 'that, from the south-eastern group' 
of states in particular, a considerable number of men liad been compelled to' 
leave their homes in search of means of subsistence shortly before the last 
census was taken. For the most part they found their way back in due 
course, and it would not have been surprising if the number of male emigrants 
in 1931 had showed a substantial fall. The fact that it does not do so is 
an indication that, even when economic conditions are favourable, the spread, 
of education is encouraging the inhabitants of the States to seek their
fortunes further afield. There has indeed been a marked change in the
~irection of migration during the last twenty years. In 1911 over 300.00(}l 
Immigrants were enumerated in the Feudatory States and they were fully 
four times as numerous as the emigrants. Now they are less than twice as: 
numerous. 

50. The north-eastern group consists of the two large statet:i ot 
Mayurbhanj and Keonjhar and the small one of Nilgiri. The two first-named 
have both added greatly to their numbers since 1921. In Mayurbhanj, where 
the increase-amounts to 17.9 per cent, public health was good throughout 
the decade except for a severe outbreak of small-pox in 1926-27. The net 
excess of recorded births over recorded deaths was 106,478, and this accounts. 
for the greater part of the increase. In 1927, as the result of heavy rainfall, 
the state experienced the highest flood within living memory. More than 
14 inches of rain were recorded at Rairangpur on the 30th July, and heavy 
falls occurred at several other places. The distress caused by the flood 
necessitated the adoption of relief measures by the state authorities. For 
the rest. agricultural conditions were favourable throughout the decade. 
There have been many important developments within the state during this 
period. Road and railway communications have been extended and 
improved. Two new iron mines have been opened up, the timber resources. 
are being more effectively exploited, new rice mills have been established,. 
and lac cultivation has made such rapid strides that the annual export of 
lac increased from 10,000 to 25,000 maunds. In Keonjhar the population 
has increased by 21.37 per cent. This state also suffered from the floods. 
of 1927. but not so seriously as ~1ayurbhanj . The out-turn of the 
principal crops, notably rice and sugarcane, was consistently good, and there 
was a great improvement in the health of the people. In particular l" 
mortality from cholera was much less severe than formerly. The bulk of 
the increase in this state occurred in the Sad I' and Champua subdivisions~ 
where the pressure on the soil is light. In the more thickly-populated 
subdivision of Anandpur the growth was much less pronounced. The small 
state of Nilgiri, which lies between 1-fayurbhanj and the district of Balasore, 
was only able to show a comparatively small incr€'ase of 5.17 per cent. There 
was no scarcity, but the standard of public health was a good deal lower 
than in the neighbouring states. In five years out of ten the number of 
recorded deaths exceeded the number of births. Malaria and cholera were 
mainly responsible for the heavy mortality. 

51. Gangpur and Bonai form the north-western group of states_ 
Both of them recorded substantial increases at the present census. 
Exceptionally good health was mainly responsible for the increase of 15.33 
per cent in Gangpur. Save in the first year of the decade, the death-rate 
s€'ldom rose (and then only very slightly) above 20 per mille, and the net 
excess of births over deaths was exactly '50,000. This is slightly more than 
the actual increase in population, and it would therefore appear that the 
flow of migration here is in an outward direction. This state is a recruiting 
centre for. the tea gardens of Assam, but nowadays most_ of the recruitment 
is on a basis of, short-term contracts. Agricultural conaitions were mode
rately good through'OU~ and the last two seasons were the best of all. The 
limestone and manganese quarries in this state were further developed 
during the first eight years of the decade Bonai continued to make the 
rapid progress which has characterized it since the beginning of the century. 
and its population to-day ..is more than double the recorded figure of 1901._ 
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The rate of increase during the last ten years is 17.61. I f the vital stati sties 
-are to be trusted, the natural growth of the population does not account for 
quite two-thirds of this increase, the balance being due to the excess of 
immigrants over emigrants during the decade. There is still plenty of w.a~te 
land and jungle waiting to be reclaimed in this state, and the authorItIes 
encourage outsiders to come and settle there to help in the work. Except in 
1921, when influenza was still prevalent, the general health was good. and 
the only year in which poor harvests were obtained was 1926-27, when the 
rainfall was deficient. 

52. The five states of Bamra, Rairakhol, Sonpur, Patna and Kalahandi Western states. 
fall into the western group. These states were acquired from the Central 
Provinces in 1905. The greatest increase here (23.54 per cent!) was achieved 
by Kalahandi in the' extreme south-west. This state had suffered a slight 
set-back in numbers during the previous decade. Since 1921. when the deaths 
.outnumbered the births owing chiefly to a virulent outbreak of malaria, 
there has been a great improvement in the general standard of public health. 
Small-pox was prevalent in the hilly tracts of the state in 1921 and 1929, bnt 
.there were no other serious epidemics. A good deal of damage was caused 
by floods in 1927, and in the same year there was a had outbreak of cattle-

.disease. The harvests of 1923 and 1924 were below the average owing to 
capricious rainfall, and in the latter year a portion of the paddy crop was 
.destroyed by locusts. Otherwise agrIcultural conditions were favourable. 
It is reported that the economic condition of the people has been much 
improved by the abolition of the systems of begari and bahabandha (bond 
labour), and this has increased the demand for labour and has sent up the 
wages. The new Raipur-Vizianagram railway line at present under cons
,truction runs through this state and may be expected to assist materially in 
its development. Patna state, which was one of the few to emerge from 
the previous decade with a largely increased population, has again added 
substantially to its numbers. The authorities of this state report that public .. 
health since 1921 has been singularly good. In 1927-28 there was a fairly 
severe outbreak of cholera, but no other serious epidemic of any kind was 
experienced, Mortality from small-pox was practically nil. There was 
no flood or scarcity, and the outturn of the principal crops was normal. The 
natural growth of the population as deduced from the record of vital 
occurrences was slightly in excess of the increase actually recorded, from 
which it may be gathered that the state lost to some extent by migration. The 
acquisition of land by foreigners is not permitted in Patn~ anq there is 
-.consequently little to attract immigrants. The section of the Raipur
Vizianagram railway line which passes through this state was completed in 
1929. The increase recorded hy Sonpur (4.93 per cent) is Rmaller than that 
of any other state. But this figure does not do full jnstice to the true growth 
of the population. Since 1921 births have outnumbered deaths bv over 
24,000, whereas the net increase in population is less than half that amount. 
'The explanation is that the state rules prohibiting emigration have recently 
been relaxed, and there has consequently been a large exodus of the landless 
classes to Assam. Agricultural conditions and puhlic health were both 
favourable in Sonpur . Weaving of coarse cotton and tassar cloth is carried 
on extensively by the Bhulias of this state, and specimens of their work were 
..successfully exhibited at the Wembley Exhibition in London. The states 
.of Bamra and Rairakhol made steady progress, favoured hy good health and 
consistent harvests. In the former unit the rate of increase was 12.2 per 
cent, and in the latter 14.36. In neither case do the numbers appear to have 
been appreciably affected by migration. Both of these states are sparsely 
populated and afford plenty of scope for further expansion. 

53. The central group of states comprises Athmallik, Baud, Talcher Central states. 
and Pal-lahara. Athmallik and Baud, which had both succeeded in 
weathering the storms of the previous decade with marked success, were 
content with slightly reduced rates of increase on the present occasion. 
But in both these states emigration to Assam is increasing, and the full 
extent of the growth of their population is not apparent from the figures 
recorded. There were no serious epidemics in either area during this 
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perioo, and agricultural conditions were quite satisfactory. Both states 
are C'haracterized by heavy mortality among infants, and in Baud this is. 
ascribed partly to the prevalence of venereal diseases. The l"st decade 
witnessed a considerable improvement in the road communications of these 
~wo states,. partiyula:dy Athmallik, and th~re is no r~as~m to §ll.pR,~se t~~t, 
the expansIOn of these sp4rsely-poP"':llated tracts will not contin~e. The small 
state of Talcher distinguished itself l;>y achieving a m9r~ rilpid growth of 
population than any other state or any British distric<t in the province. 
1:he present cens~s shows that its'numbers have increa~~d by 36.63 per cent 
$lllCe 1921. It IS clear that the whole of this surplus cannot be due to
u~aid('d natural growth. It would require an anllual hirth-rate of 60 pe,r
nllllt and a death-rate of only 20 to accomplish such a result. Indeed, the
natural increase was exceptionally rapid, as is evident from the fact that 
the recorded births were almost twice as many as the recorded deaths; but 
at least half the actual growth must be set down to the balance of migra
tions. In the previous decade this state had lost very heavily, and it may
be safely assumed that a portion of the loss was due to temporary emigra
tion. 2'Tot only have many of these exiles returned, but the state has now 
issued rules prohibiting the recrq:itment of coolies to work outside itS'
borders, with the result t}:lat there has been practically no frE}sh emigration. 
On the other hand, the development of the coal-mines since 1921 and the
opening of the Talcher Coal-fields Railway has gi ven a great -stimulus to 
immigration and has been responsible in no smali measu-re for the rapid 
dev~lopment of the last ten years. The progress made by Pal-lahara is on 
a P[Lf with the general rate of progress for the :Feudatory States as a whole. 
This state has neither gained nor lost by migration. It sent a fair number 
of coolies to the tea gardens of Assam, but their place was taken by immig
rants (mostly Hos) from the district of Singhbhum, who appear to b~ 
making a permanent home in Pal-lahara with a view to the reclamation of 
jungles and waste lands. The construction of' the Talcher Coal-fields 

• ~ailway has given an impetus t<;> the gevelop:rp.ent 0,£ trad~ in Pal-lahara, 
and the export of rice, dry logs and bambbos to eu.t-tack and other places 
is much greater than formerly, 

54. There are ten states in the south-eastern group, namely, Dhenkanal". 
Na,yagarh, Athgarh, Hindol, Narsinghpur, Baramba, Tigiria, Khandpara,.. 
Ranpur and Daspalla. All of these, except Dhenkanal, are quite s~alL 
It was this group of states which suffered most severely in the preVlOUtl'
decade, their losses ranging from 9.5 to 39.5 per cent. As a considerable 
portion of these losses was caused by temporary emigration, it is only 
natural to find that with the return of prosperity the states in this group 
have recorded the most consistent and marked increase at the present 
census. DaspaUa and N ayagarh are the only two in which the whole or 
the former deficit has not been wiped out with a good deal to spare. 
N ayagarh has always been a recruiting centre for industriallal10ur in BurI!1.~ 
and elsewhere, with the result that, although during the past ten years It 
has Dl'obably gained slightly on the balance of migrations, it has not done 
so to the same extent as most of the other states in t.his group. The natur~l 
growth of the population was rapid, and would have been more rapid still 
but for the appalling rate of infant mortality in this state. About half the 
total number of deaths occurred among infants. As in Baud, this is. said to 
be largely' the result of congenital syphilis. In Daspalla the rate of mcrease· 
was as high as 25.77 per cent, but even this did not suffice to make up the 
whole of the ground lost during 1911-21. There was a large influx of .new 
8ettlers into this state, and emigration was much less common than before. 
Trade was stimulated by the opening up of road communications, and the 
agricultural population thrived. The large state of Dhenkanal converted 
a 11)5;8 of 13.50 in the previous decade into gain of 21.67. About one-quarter 
or this O'ain -Is attributable to migration, the remainder being the result 
of Tlatur~l growth. The material condition and the health of .the peop!~ 
of this state were good throughout the decade, and the establIshment of 
a road transport service, combined with the opening of the Talcher Coal
fields Railway, r~sulted in increased trade activity. The other states in this 
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. group registered increases varying from 15.9 to 27.1, and events followed 
much the same course in all of them. Some were affected by the floods 
whit h viRited the coastal distr'iets of Orissa, but the damage done was not 
g)'eAt, and in general these ten years were a period of much prosperity. 

,")5. Of the two Chota N agpur states, the growth of population in the Chota Nagpur 
la.::t decade was much more marked in Saraikela, where the percentage of states. 
inl'rease was 24.6. According to the vital statistics of this state, only 
-one-half of this surplus was due to natural increase, and the state apparently 
-derived a net gain of nearly 14,000 inhahitants from the halance of migra-
tions during this period. The health of the people was consistently good 
.throughout, and the outturn of crops is said to have averaged 75 per cent 
()f the normal yield. This state was affected by the heavy floods of 1927 
which originated in Mayutbhanj. and relief measures had to he adopted by 
the anthorities. Raraikela is fortunate in its rail and road communications. 
In Kharsawan, wherc the population increased by 15.33 per cent, 
the greater proportion of the increase was due to natural growth, but here 
3.1so fome part of it must be put to the credit of migration. Except in 1921, 
the people of this state enjoyed excellent health, and agricultural conditions 
were on the whole satisfactory. But a partial failure of the crops in the 
last year of the decade, coinciding with the sHelden fall in the value of 
f(jod-oTains, causE'rl considerahle emharrassment to the cultivatorR. 

L> 

. .5fl. The Chota Nagp.ur plateau fLS a whole had just managed to keep Chota Nagpur 
lts llean above water durmg the decade 1911- 21) and emerged from that pla.teau: Summary._ 
pE'rioci with a net addition of some 6,000 to its population. As the increase 
in the Feudatory States alone amounted to over 14,000, it will be a.pparent 
that the British districts sustained a slight loss. The new decade opened 
.quietly, the average rate of survival throughout the natural division (British 
territory) being only 4 per mille. Fever made this first year a comparatively 
unhealthy one in most parts, and ~\.ngll1 and the Santal Parganas were the 
-only districts to settle into their ,stride from the very start. In Palamau the 
deaths far outnumbered the births in 1921, while the other districtR showed 
but a modest credit balance. In the following year, however, there was a 
vast improvement in the public health and the birth-rate bf'gan to mount, 
so that the margin of survival shot up directly from 4 to 14 per mille- -and 
for the whole of the rest of the deca.de it maintained itself in t.he neighbour
hood of the latter figure. These nine years were n, time of almost unbroken 
prosperity. The principal crops yielded a cOllsistent, and occasionally an 
abundant, out turn ; wages and the price of food-grains were abnol'ma lly high, 
while the general cost of living was falling eyery year; and ppidemics of 
diRease were few and far between. .From 19.:26 to 1928 small-pox was in 
-evidence a good deal, and ill 1929 there was heavy mortality from cholera-
though not nearly so heavy as in the other three natural divisions of the 
province. The disastrous cholera outbreak which visited Bihar in 1930 was 
hardly felt at all in the Chota N agpur plateau. 

The actual increase recorded in the population of this division since 1921 
was uver two millions, or nearly half the total increase in the provincial 
population. The r.ercentage of growth was 16.7 for the division as a whole, 
and in individual districts it varied from 22.4 in Singhbhum to 11.6 in 
Palaman and Sambalpur. The growth of actual population in the 
Feudatory States was only slightly more rapid than in British territory, but 
whereas the natural increase in the States was to some extent obscm'ed by 
the outward flow of migration, the British districts were indebted for no 
small part of their surplus to a strong flow in the contrary direction. If it 
were possible to accept the record of vital occurrences as absolutely correct, 
we should have to eoncluoe that the balance of migr<ttions during this period 
was responsible for the addition of nearly a quarter of a million to the popula
tion of the f'ight British districts. But there are grounds for believing that 
in some cases the vital statistics under-rate the natural growth of the people. 
Although emphasis has been laid more than once in the foregoing pages on 
.the truth of the maxim that a high birth-rate does not necessarily mearr a 
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rapid increase in numbers, there is something vt:ry extraordinary about the
fact that Singhbhum district, which shows the biggest increase in the whole 
province, should have the very lowest birth-rate, whereas Palamau, where the 
increase was smaller than in any other district of Chota N agp'ur except 
Sambalpur, has almost the highest birth-rate of all. Nor is it easy to find 
any rational explanation on geographiaal, ethnological or sociological grounds
for such wide divergencies as are to be found in the average annual birth-

Singhbhum 
Manbhum 
Santal ParganaJ; 

Palamau 
Angul 

rates of the two groups of districts 
29.0 shown in the margin., In each ease-
31.5 the population is largely. made up of" 
M~ . 

aboriginal tribes, supposedly prohfic, 
and there is no obvious reason why the' 

:::~ Khonds of Augul, for instance, 'should 
be credited with a much greater' 

productivity than the Hos of Singhbhum. or why the fertility of the Santals-· 
should be so much inferior to that of the primitive and semi-primitive
peoples of Palamau. Indeed, in Palamau the aboriginal element is less· 

-strong than in the other districts. It is significant, too, that the t.hree 
districts in this division from which abnormally low birth-rates have been· 
:returned are those in which the greatest difficulty is found in reconciling 
the difference between the natural growth and the actual increase in
numbers; and in these districts defective registration of vital occurrences 
is the more likely to occur owing to the illiteracy and backwardness of t be 
reporting agency. (In Angul, which is also very backward, supervision is 
probably more effective.) It seems, therefore, to be a reasonable inference 
that in the Chota N agpur plateau the rapid increase of the population is-. 
due in a larger measure to natural growth than the vital statistics' suggest .. 
At the same time, there is no doubt that emigration was much less common 
tban in the previous decade and that the numbers were further sWt'lled by 
the return to their native districts of many persons who had migrated i.o. 
earlier years. Palamau was the only district which suffered a net 10s8 from 
migration during this period; it was very slight, and was caused not by 
increased emigration but by a falling-off in ·th~ number of immigrants. Tn 
Manbhum and Singhbhum industrial developments assisted in the expansion 
of the population. 

.SECTION VIII.-Houses and families. 

57. The census definition of a house is that it consists of " the buildings,.. 
one or many, inhabited by one family; that is, by a number of persons living' 
and eating together in one mess with their resident dependants, such as 
mother, widowed sisters, younger brothers, etc., and their servants who, 
reside in the house. In other words, the unit is the commensal family and 
not the homestead or enclosure". In Bihar and Orissa the principle 
embodied in the foregoing definition was first adopted at the census of 1891 
and has been observed ever since. It has the merit of being easily understood 
by the census staff, who work on the general assumption that there are as 
many houses as there are chulhas. There are of course a number or 
exceptions to the standard definition. Police lines, jails, hospitals, asylums 
and so forth were governed by special rules; in coolie lines each room was 
treated as a separate" house"; and any non-residential building in which 
one or more persons were actually sleeping on the night of the census was 
similarly treated. In Bihar it not infrequently happens that one family has 
houses in different parts of the village, all of which may be occupied at night; 
in such cases every house situated in a separate compound was regarded as 
a separate unit. Again, in some parts of t~e Santal Parganas there is a 
custom whereby married sons, although residing separately in their own 
houses, continue to take thejr meals with their parents. Here also the status 
of a " house" was ooIlG_eded to ·the son's establishment. In the case of 
Europeans and Anglo-Indians, the servants' quarters were ordinarily treated 
as constituting separate units. 

58. The total Dumber of occupied houses 'in Bihar and Orissa according 
to the present census is 8,174,899. This is an increase of 683,944 (or 9.1 
per cent) over the number recorded in 1921. Subsidiary Table VII at the--
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end of this chapter gives parti('1l1ars for each natural division, diRt~ict and 
city of the number of persons per house and the nnmber of. houses per square 
mile at each of the last fhe l·enSlHK'S. From 1891 untIl 1921 there was 
a steady-albeit not very marked - fall in the average nnmber of persons 
per house. So far as the decade 1911-21 is t'oncerned, a part at least of 
this fall would probabl)' be due to the dedinf' in the population and the 
conRequent reduction in the size of the averagt> family. For the rest, the 
inference seems to be that during those thirty years there was a. tendency 
for families to split up. In the InRt decade, although there h:1S been a SUbR

tantial increase in the number of houseR, it is not quite commensurate ~with 
the growth of the population. ,vith the result that the average number of 
persons per house has risen somewhat. In other words there nrc many more, 
and slightly larger, families than there were in 1921. The" family", be 
it remembered, is the commensal unit, which (owing largely to the prevalence 
of the joint-family system) does not necessarily consist only of one married 
couple and their children. It is diffieult, therefore, to say how far the growth 
in the numher of these units iR due to natural inereaHe. Rome light may be 
thrown on this <J.uestion hy comparing the ratio from time to time between the 
number of marrIed females aged 15 Dnd OV('f and the numher of how:;es; and 
this is done for the last fOllr cemmses in the following statement :-

Numbe'r of houses per 100 married females age.d 15 and O1;pr. 

1931 1921 1911 1001 

Bihar and Orissa 89 94 90 88 
North Bihar 84 86 86 84 
South Bihar 84 91 H7 85 
Orissa 96 102 96 !H 
Chota ~ agpur plateau 95 1 o:~ 01 \IF) 

59. It is tempting to use these ligures at> the haRiR for a discussioll of tbl' The joint.famIly 
joint-fumil)' system, and to exnminc how far they suppnrt the ('ommOll system. 
assertion that a disruptive process is constantly going on in the joint family. 
But the material n,vnilahle js not really sllfficlellt f(lr an e'xumilwtinn of this 
kind, and such conclusions as might' he' drawn would almost ('crtninl~' he 
unrelinble. Apart from other t'onRidE'ratiolls, divergenres in the system of 
house-numbering are bound to o('cnr from l'ensus to rcmms and even (at the 
same census) from diRtrict to d1Rtrict. nnd thiH introduces an incalculahle 
factor which might go far to vitiate the argument. An that can safely be 
said is that the statistics do little to ~mprort the view that t.here ha H been 
any radical change in the constitution of the familv ill recent years. A 
further proposition that may be aavan('ecl wit.h Rome fI~snrnnce is thflt, where 
diRruptive tendeneieR Ilrt' at work. the)· ,H'e strong'est in the edul'ated and 
professional classes. When one memher of the family sets up on his own 
as a lawyer, a doctor, or a Government official, it if; natural that he should 
d('Yclop an independent outlook and prefer to have his own separate m~tab-
li~hment. Among the agricultural ('laSHes, on the other hand, economic 
c()m,id~r(lt.ions tend to hold a family together, for in general they are likely 
to achIeve the b('st reRultR hy pooling an the Ilvailnhle lahnnr and re::;011rO(,8. 
In every stratum of society it is d()mestic cOIlsidcrationR that make chiefly for 
disintegration thE' inherent difficnlh' of preserving hnrmony among Rever;],l 
married co_uples under the same roof-:mrl the contrary nrge of eeonomic 
ndvantage IS less strong among the nOll agricu1tural claRses. 

60. It will he seen from Ruhsicliarv Table VII that the increase in th(' Variations in 
numht'r of houses is shared bv each natliral diyision, rind, as might have beell natnra{ idhrlsioDs 
experted, is most marked in the Chota N agpnr platpan, whC'Te the growth and 0 t es. 

of population has been most rapid. TIere the extra hmlSf'R have very ne(lrh 
kept paee with the extra population, with the result that there is litt1(l 
change in the average size of the " family". In Routh Bihar, hO\YE'ver, 
althoup;h the population increased IIluch more rapidlY than in North Rihar lW 

OriRRa, the number of new houses iR not c()rre8pondillg1~' ~Tcater. so that ill 
this natural division the average number of occupants to eacp hOlu,e has 
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risen more noticeably. Variations in individual distridts db ndt call fdr 
aily particular comment, but the statistics for cities f'urnish striking 
contrasts. til Jamshedpur the number of houses per square mile has 
increased during these ten years from 567 to 993-a rate of increase even 
greater than that achieved by its population. In cons~quence, the average 
Bouse now contains only 3.8 persons as against 3.9 in 1921. Conditions at 
Jamshedpur, with its up-to-date town-planning and methods of sanitation, 
are very different from those obtaining in the three cities of Bihar proper. 
In Bhagalpur the congestion is particularly g:r:eat, each house containing 
on an average 6.2 persons. There seems to have been practically ild additidli 
to the number of houses In Bljaga]pur sjnce the Jast census was taketi, with 
the res~lt that the largely incieased population is refl.~cted. in biggef 
" famibes ". The same thing applies in almost equal degree to the capitI:tt 
city of the province. In Gaya, on the other hand, the iI1crease in the number 
Of houses has been on an exceptionally heavy scale; and although the pbpula
tion of the city has grown by over 30 per cent the average number of persons 
to each house is less than it was. For cities as a whole, if Jamshedpur be 
excluded, the size of the commensal unit averages out at almost exactly the 
~f{I1le figure as in rural areas. 

SECTION IX.-Population and Economic Problems. 

61. The census schedules do not concern themselves with questions 
relative to the standard of living of the population of the province, and 
exact statistical information on this subject is not therefore available. 
A brief questionnaire was however iSSUE"d to representative persons in each 
district, and their replies, based on personal knowledge and observati011, 
contain much that is of interest. By common consent there has been 
a marked rise in the general standard" of living during the last ten years. 
This is evidenced in various ways. It is perhaps most apparent in the 
increasing use of articles which a short time back were regarded as being 
in the nature of luxuries. Dietz lanterns, for example, are nowadays looked 
on as absolutely indispensable by vast numbers of people who were formerly 
able to make shift with the earthen diya; and kerosine oi1 iIi the same way 
is taking the place of indigenous seE'd-oils of Clorhestic extraction. Not 
long ago, when one passed a long string of bullock-carts winding their way 
along the road at night, it wonld be cnstomal'Y to see a lantern swinging 
from the two carts at the head and tail of the procession only; now it is 
quite the usual thing for each cart to be provided with its own lantern. 
In slightly higher gra:des of society the electric tOTchli~ht h~s achieved 
a tremendous popularIty. Umbrellas, tob, are used habItually to-day by 
many persons, and classes of persons, who would not have aspired to' theIil 
ten yea·rs ago. Th~ old, types of umbrella, made of bamboo or palm--lea;veS', 
which in certain p31rts we:r:e' v~ry commons are lming repl3K)e'd mare and 
more by the cloth article. Bicycles are to be found now :in 1Ihe most remote 
villages, and. their OW-Bers are no1\- confined to the z-amnrciar and trader 
classes; a y"&lttivator who lias made a good p:tbfi~ on the gale af his lac crop 
may go off nbwadays and invest the proceeds in a Eicycle. Except in the 
most backward parts of the province, it i~ becoming difficult to find a village 
darzi without his sewing machine. This is' attributed largely to' the 
enterprise of the Singers' firm in popularizing the hire-purchase system in 
the mufassal, but it is none the less indicative of a g.reat adva:nce in the 
outlook of 'the darzi himseH. 

The clothes worn by all secfions of the popillation are more varied, 
and usually Of better quality, tlian they used fa be. The loin-cloth is 
exchanged for a dhCrti;_ the old-fashioned mirzai yj1eJdS' to the short coat 
and shirt or vest i the use of. " shoRs " by the yml:Hger gerretatron has 
become almost universal in towns, and iii villages it is no 10rrger uncommon. 
Shoes, too, are worn oy an ever-increasing mnnbB'r, and the oid-fashioned 
wooden shoes are being discarded in favour of canvas foot-wear-often 
with crepe rubber soles. A missionary with considera:bfe experience in 
Chota N agpur observes that. not so many years ago, " the paniwalla wa~ 
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ha.ppy with but a dhoti, the end of which he put round his shoulders when 
attending church. Shoes he thought only , babus' use~; Now for y~ars 
past he must have shoes and a coat, even when at work . For some tIme 
the tendency towards a higher standard of wearing apparel expressed 
itself i:p. a preference for more finely-woven mill cloths o_r cloths 
of foreign manufacture; but political considerations were responsIble lat.er 
on for a re-action in favour of the coarse hand-woven khaddar. ThIs, 
however, did not necessarily imply that a man's outlay on hjs wardrobe was 
reducea. In the matter of jewellery, the tendency among w?men of. every 
class is towards a greater refinement. Ornaments are fewer 111 numoer but 
more valuable. The wearing of ornaments by men is falling out of favour, 
but wrist-watches, fountain-pens and so forth are affected instead. 

As regards houses, the general opinion seems to be that there has not 
been much change in their size or in the general arrangement of the rooms. 
But it does really appear to be a fact that the ~mport~nce of light and air 
is beginning to be rea1ized in the mOFe modeI'n houses. Pucca buildings 
are undoubtedly more common than they were, but ~OFe noticeable still is 
the substitution of tiles for thatch, while in some parts of the province 
roofs of corrugated iron are beginning to find favour even in the villages. 
But the cost of these is still too great for the ordinary cultivator to aspire 
to them. A pronounced change has taken place in the character of domestic 
utensils. Even among the poorest classes metal utensils have lar?:ely taken 
the place of the earthen vessels formerly in use, and among all classes alike 
the popularity of aluminium ware--a very recent development--is parti
cularly marked. The raiyat has not yet acquired much furniture in his 
house, but the rather more well-to-do display a growi.ng partiality for 
chaukis, almirahs and the like. Such articles as tin trunks have increased 
in number enormously of recent years, and are now regarded as a sine qtla 
non where formerly they would have been classed as a luxury. 

With regard to developments, if any, in the kind and <lu,antity of food 
ordinarily consumed by d~fferent classes of the communitY,; it has proved 
more difficult to obtaii,l general agreement. 'J;'he view of the majority is 
that the last decade has seen little change in this respect, apart from a slight 
improvement in the quality of the food-grains consumed and a tendency to 
eat more vegetables. It does not appear that wheat or fish or meat is now 
taken by any considerable section of the people who did not formerly take 
them. Indeed," social uplift" movements have in -some cases resulted 
in the partial abandonment of meat as an article of diet among the lower 
castes and aboriginal tribes. Some C'orreRpondents, however, have detected 
more substantial changes in the gastronomic habits of the community in 
general, and I am indebted to a :Muslim resident of Puri district for the 
following picturesque account of such developments in his part of the 
world. "The red portions of the ordinary rice are usuaUy discarded. 
Except the sweepers, Haris, Sahars, etc., almost all classes have recourse 
to polished rice, which has resulted in serious loss of vitamin, as a result 
of which berri-berri is noticed -in places. The roti and paratta is held 
in greater demand. Loafs and biscuits have permeated the very nooks and 
corners of the locality, of course as far as the hiscuit hawkers can travel. 
Hotels in towns teach even mufassal people new methods of preparation of 
food. The itinerant confectioner hawks cakes' and other varieties of sweets 
prepared from badam oil or vegetable ghee in the mufassals, often in 
exchange for paddy, and has created a different atmosphere in the life of 
the children in the mufassals . . . The potato is universally demanded 
by almost all classes of people. Mangoes, generally dumped from the 
Madras Presidency, are sometimes resorted to by the average household. 
The hill of th~ fruit-seller is increasing, as ill-health prevails in the 
country. Barley and arrowroot form light beverage during fever . . . 
Wheat-flour is used hy fashionable people for tiffin purposes. Fish obtained 
locally by themselves are used by the lowest classes. Meat, except that of 
swin~, hare, etc., which they generally used, is nowadays used in ceremonial 
occaSIons even by the lowest classes. To quote the words of Goldsmith-
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, To boast of one splendid banquet once a year.' The Brahmans, Karans 
and other classes of orthodox Hindus, who generally did not use flesh, 
nowadays relish the same." There is complete unanimity of opinion 
regar~ing the rapid development of the tea-d~inking habit in every grade 
of sOCIety, and this is probably the outstanding feature of the period so 
far as questions of food and drink are concerned'. ' 

Another sign of the times, which testifies eloquently to enlargement of 
ideas and higher standards of comfort, is the extent to which passenger 
lorries arid motor services of every kind are now patronized by the rank a;nd 
file of the population. Ordinary cultivators and members of the labouring 
classes, faced with a journey of five, ten or fifteen miles, think little or 
nothing of jumping on to a lorry and paying their fare-for no stronger 
reason than to be quit of the trouble of walking. 

62. The position then is that in the course of the last ten years the 
population has been increasing at a rate almost-if not quite-unprecedented, 
and at the same time there has been a definite improvement in the standard 
of living. The question is, how has this come about 1 So far at least as 
the two natural divisions of Bihar proper are concerned, it was the generally
accepted point of view that the pressure on the soil had some time ago 
reached a point where any further increase was bound to lead to a deteriora
tion in the conditions of existence unless it was accompanied by a corres
ponding increase in the productive capacity of the soil-or of course by the 
development of alternative means of supporting life. It is no part of the 
purpose of this report to enter into a complicated discussion of what IS 

implied by the term I, over-population". Our consideration of the subject 
may be confined within the narrow limits of the following proposition*, which 
states the problem in its simplest form: "We may consider the relation 
between the number of the people of a certain defined tract at their present 
intellectual, moral and material standard of living on the one hand, and the 
average productivity of the area according to existing methods of exploitation 
on the other hand, and say that if this population continues to increase 
numerically at its present rate it cannot maintain its material standard of 
living 'under conditions as they exist at present." Has the productivity of 
the soil in Bihar and Orissa increased appreciably since 19211 The answer 
to this question must be in the negative. There may have been a few acres 
of waste land or jungle reclaimed here aRd th~re and brought under cultiva
tion, but this has not been done on such a scale as to add materially to the 
natural resources of the province. Indeed, accQrding to the official returns 
of the agricultmral department, the proportion of the total area under 
cultivation in 1931 was slightly smaller than in 1921. Nor can it be asserted 
that the yield per acre of the soil has been increased to any great extent by 
new and improved methods of exploitation. Is there any indication, then, 
of the development of fresh resources, apart altogether from agricultural 
produce, which would help to support the surplus population? Practically 
none. It is true that there has been a slight rise in the proportion of those 
who seek their livelihood in towns rather than in rural areas, but very 
slight; and the expansion of commerce and industry in Bihar and Orissa 
still proceeds at a painfully slow rate, despite the richness of her mineral 
resources. There has in fact been no appreciable change since 1921 in the 
percentage of the total population which relies directly on agriculture for 
the means of subsistence. Yet in the face /0£ all this the people of the 
province have multiplied and prospered, showing to all appearances 
a cheerful disregard for Malthus and his laws. 

63. But in truth the s01ution is not far to seek. The main clue to the 
prosperity of this periop. has been indicated more than once in the earlier 
paragraphs of this chapter-( ~rom about 1917 the price of all comm.odities 
began to rise rapidly and continued to do so until about the time when the 
last decade opened. Then they started to fall again. The fall was more 
or less steady and continuous throughout the whole of the intercensal period, 

* AJJ·India Oensus Report, 1921, pages 49·50. 
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and generally speaking it affected all commodities e.1Jcept food-grains. 
Obviously the lot of the agriculturist in these circumstances was an enviable 
one. That portion of the produce of his fields which he mnst set apart to 
pay his rent was smaller than before, and after feeding himself and his 
family he was in a position to realize good money from what still remained 
over and to purchase more with the proceeds-more cloth, more keroRene oil, 
more country liquor, better ornaments for his womenfolk, more frequent 
joy-rides in the motor lorry which had just started to ply up and down the 
main road near his village. Meanwhile, the monsoon n~ver failed once! It 
is not that the harvests during this period, taken as a whole, were abundant. 
There were one or two exceptionally good years, but on the average the outturn 
of the principal crops was below normal rather th:m ahove it. The invaluable 
thing about them was that they were consistent, and never once was there any
thing in the nature of a serious failure. So greatly do the agriculturists in 
this province outnumber every other section of the community tbat their 
felicity alone would be sufficient to account for the phenomenon 'of a popula· 
tion growing in numbers and prosperity at one and the same time. But it 
so happens that the wage-earner was equally well off. It might almost be 
said that wages had no sooner adjusted themselves to the high cost of living 
than the cost of living began to fall. But, aR invariably occurR, wages 
continued for some time longer at their new level. It is true that the price 
of rice in a tiresome way persisted in remaining much higher than it should 
have done, but everything else was coming down with a ~ush. The day
labourer, the domestic servant, the Government official, the factory employee. 
the shop-keeper's clerk--they could all afford to contemplate their growing 
famiTies with equanimity. 

64. So it came about that money, besides being worth more, was more Plentiful mono,. 
abundant. There are many indications of thjs, apArt from the common 
indulgence (already noticed) in .unwonterl luxuries. Take for example the 
remarkable expansion of the revenue derived by Government from exclRe. 
In the first six years of the decade receipts under this head rose from aho-ut 
11 crores of rupees to about 2 crores. This was ('nused not by an increase 
in the amount of drink consumed hut hy /'l progreRsive enhancement of the 
price. If money had not heen plentiful, it would never ha\e heen possible 
for Government to pm'sue with such ma rkcd success its policy of " maximum 
revenue combined with minimum consumption." The slump in excis8 
receipts which set in at the very end of the decade was in the first place 
due in no small part to political propaganda, but the propagandists were 
greatly assisted by the sudden and complete change in the economic situation. 
Take again the record of transactions in post-office five-year cash certificates. 

. . .. The statement in the margin shows the 
Transactzons ~n 5-ycar cll~h certificates m yearl,Y amrmnts invested and with-

Bzhar and ()n.~SI{, drawIl ever since 1917-18, when these 
D;;,ohrtr(fPd, certificates were first offercd to thc 

rear. IS8ued. in("u,(7tf~U 

interest. public. In the first year or two it was 
(OOO's o'!:ittel1l. (O(}(}'s~~ittel1l. o.nly natural that the purchase of cer-

1917-18 1l4,80 2,18 tlficates should be fairly heavy, but 
1918·19 15,93 11,25 it will be seen that from 1919-20 the 

11(l.g2109_-~;10 4,78 13,12 withdrawals were for four successive 
- 2,73 R,31 1 

H)21-22 3,22 4,79 years great y in excess of the new 
1922-23 3,09 11 ,fiB issues, and by the end of ] 922-23 there 
1923-24 28,2\l 10,4fl cannot have' been much left in the 
i~~i~~~ ~~::~ ;:!~ post-offiue vaults. Then came five 
1926-27 29,00 7,68 years on .end of solid buying. 
1927-28 26,02 9,27 Even supposmg that every rupee with 
192829 20,o.'J 1"91 d 
1029~30 20,38 2~:u7 rawn during this period was 
1930-31 llo,eD 33,44 immediately applied to the purchase of 
. fresh certificates, the new money 
Invested between J 923-24 and J 927-28 amounted to not less than a crore of 
rupee.s. And up to ~he very end. of the decade there was a comfortahle 
margm on !he rIght SIde between t~ issues and the discharges. Much the 
same story IS unfolded by the accounts of the post-office savings bank, which 
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are summarized in the margin for the last seven years of each decade. 
For some reason or other, there was a big drop in 1929-30 in the number 
Investments in Post Office Savings Bank of individual accounts maintained on 

in Bihar and Orissa. the books, but this did not operate to 

Year. 

1914·15 
1915-16 
1910-17 
1917-18 
1918-19 
1919-20 
1920-21 

1924-25 
1925-26 
1926-27 
1927·28 
1928-29 
1929·80 
1930-31 

No. oj 
a(Jcounts on 

April 1st. 

(OOO's omitted). 

108 
106 
106 
106 
108 
111 
117 

141 
150 
161 
173 
188 
132 
148 

Opening 
balance. 

Rs. 
(OOO's omitted). 

1,35,83 
1,00,94 

94,67 
94,71 
88,08 
90,89 

1,07,61) 

1,61,39 
1,70,77 
1,86,13 
2,0o,96 
2,26,11 
2,38,12 
2,52,96 

check the steady increase in the sum 
total of money invested, and at the 
time when the present census was taken 
this total was much more than double 
of what it had been ten years earlier. 
The substantial growth recorded 
during each year of the last decade 
contrasts strikingly with the uncertain 
fluctuations of the earlier period. 
Lastly, the sums remitted by money
order to post:-offices in Bihar and 
Orissa are not devoid of significance. 
These sums represent to a large 
extent the contribution towards the 
wealth of the province made by those of 
its people who have journeyed abroad 

in search of employment. The figures given here are not confined to money
orders despatched from places outside the province, nor of course would it be 

correct to assume that only the savings 
Total value of money-orders remitted to of emigrants are remitted by postal 

post offices in Bihar and Orissa. money-order. But it is noteworthy 
Year. Rs. (in laTchs). that, with very few exceptions, remit-
1915 
1916 
J!H7 
191R 
1919 
1920 

1925-26 
1\1'26-27 
1927·28 
1928-29 
1929-30 
1930-31 

'fatal 

Total 

421 
487 
450 
541 
608. 
666 

.31,73 

763 
796 
822 
857 
770 
698 

47,06 

tances are heaviest to just those 
districts from which emigration is 
known to be most common. It will be 
observed that the aggregate value of 
the remittances made during the last 
.six years of the decade 1921-31 was 
50 per cent greater than in the 
corresponding period of the previous 
decade: and this in spite of the fact 
that the emigrants were far less 
numerous. The reason is that, like 
the wage-earners at home, they were 
receiving higher pay and were spend
ing less of it on the bare necessit.ies of 

life. And it shQuld be remembered that these temporary exiles do not as 
a rule send home the whole of theil' savings through the post; they bring back 
an appreciable portion with them when they return. 

Future prospects. 65. So much, then, in explanation of the past. But what of the future 1 
From their very nature it is clear that the factors making for unusual 
prosperity during the last ten years were bound to be temporary. Economic 
condItions were unbalanced, price levels lars-ely artificial. Food-grains could 
not continue indefinitely to command a pnce relatively higher than that of 
other oommodities. Wage-earners could not continue indefinitely to enjoy a 
remuneration out of all proportion to the lowered cost of living. Ominous 
signs of the inevitable break became evident during the closing year of the 
decade. Industrial depression had indeed set in at an earlier date, but Bihar 
and Orissa was EttIe affected by this. Here the first serious blow took the 
shape of a catastro_phic fall in the price of agricultural produce. At the 
time' of the census the precarious Utopia of the wage-earner had not yet been 
shattered, but it grew clear that for him also the day of reckoning could not 
be long delayed. In the new order of things how would this province stand? 
It is obvious that it has added heavily to its commitments in the shape of 
over four million extra mouths to feed, and, so far as we have been able to 
see, its permanent resources have not been correspondingly augmented. 
Prophecy is dangerous and thankless, and the events of the Immediate past 
have falsified many anticipations; but it is hard to see how there can be 
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any further improvement in the standard of living during the coming years
or indeed how the existing standard is to be maintained. The Indian 
peasant is commonly said to be adaptable and to find less difficulty than some 
in cutting his coat according to his cloth; and it certainly looks as though he 
will have to do without some of the" luxuries" to which he has grown 
accustomed of late. But it is not easy to put back the clock even ten years, 
and a definite decline in the standard of living cannot be contemplated 
without misgivings. Moreover, the population as it now stands would appear 
to be exceptionally vulnerable. If, while it is attempting to adjust itself 
to the new conditions, it should be subjected to some sudden attack of famine 
or disease, things would surely go hard with it. And for how much longer 
can it count on the remarkable immunity from serious epidemics which it has 
recently enjoyed 1 How many more years will pass before the rice crop fails ~ 
Even apart from the possibility of such calamities, one thing seems tolerably 
certain. The outward flow of emigration from the province, which since 1921 
has dried up so noticeably, will receive a fresh impetus. But here again 
much depends on developments in the industrial world outside the province. 
Of recent years many would-be emigrants who made their way to Calcutta 
and other industrial centres in search of work were forced to return home 
because there was no work to be had. 

Finally, the future course of the birth-rate in the province is a matter 
of paramount interest. It has been seen that, comparatively speaking, the 
rate for the last decade was exceptionally low. The suggestion has been 
made that this was due in part to heavy casualties among women at the 
child-bearing age in the influenza epidemic of 1918. The effects of this 
shoulq by now have worked themselves out, and in fact the proportion of 
females between the ages of 15 and 40 is at the present time abnormally 
high. The question is whether the birth-rate will now begin to rise again 
to its former level. Modern methods of limiting the number of births--·-viz. 
postponement of marriage and voluntary birth-control-have not yet been 
l1dopted to any appreciable extent in India, and the old-fashioned methods 
of infanticide, abortion and abstention from intercourse have been largely 
given up. If therefore the birth-rate continues td decline, or does not, 
regain its old level, there will be some reason to believe that the march of 
civilization, with its more lavish expenditure of nervous energy, is gradually 
beginning to have its sterilizing effect on the masses of India's popUlation. 
But prima facie it seems premature to come to such!t conclusion !J,S t:h,i§. 
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I.-DENSITY, WATER-SUPpLY AND CROPS OF DISTRICTS IN 1930-31. 

(FOR BRITISH TERRITORY ONLY.) 

PEnOEMT.l.GE OF TMH PEROENTAGE OF Percentage PEROENTAGE OF Gl1.0S8 OULTIVATED ARB.!. 
Mean AREA.- CULTIVABLE AREA- of gross UNDER-

DISTElOT AND NATul1.AL density per cultivated Normal 
DIVISION, square mile area which rainfall, Other 

in 1931. Cultivable, Net Net Double· is Rice, Maize, cereals and 
cultivated, cultivated, cropped, irrigated, pulses, 

-
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

BIHAR AND ORISSA .. ' 454 70'9 46'9 611,9 111,1 17'6 0~'59 46'8 5'5 81'9 

JrOJlTll BIll!!1 .. , '" 
696 89'5 6$'5 69'8 ~:J'8 10'8 6l.'99 41'8 7'8 81'7 

Baran .. , .. , 927 91'3 70'2 76'0 24'1 15'S 45'76 20'S 13'0 46'4 
Champaran'" .. , .. , 60S 82'1 60'4 73'6 32'3 7'3 53'16 39'40 7'S 39'9 
M uz~ffllrpur , .. '" 

9UO 90'S 74'1 82'2 64'S 12'5 45'75 38'6 0'3 30'5 
Darbhangll .. , '" 

046 91'0 80'5 87'6 5'3 6'0 48'54 41'8 0'5 27'8 
Ehaga1lJllr ." , .. ,,, 529 90'0 67'8 64'2 11'7 lS'3 50'49 51'6 5'1 30'1 
Purnea .. , .. , .. , 440 01'4 44'5 48'7 0'6 1'6 68'24 58'6 2'1 16'2 

SoUTH BIHAB .. , .. , .. , 565 78'4 01'6 74'0 28'3 37'7 44'82 29'5 5'1 5!1,'8 

Pat,ns .. , .. , .. S03 88'1 73'5 83'4 27'3 51'5 42'38 27'2 5'3 5S'3 
Gays ... - .. , .. , 507 70'0 47'0 60'1 24'2 48'8 ""77 40'0 1'9 47'3 
Shahabad .. , .. , .. , 456 68'4 69'0 87'6 20'2 35'6 43'59 29'6 1'6 6S'O 
l!:ionghyr .. , , .. .. 582 80'5 68'2 72'3 22'7 18'6 , 4S'56 19'2 12'1 55'0 

0.1""A .. , , .. .. , 512 78'2 58'6 78'8 !I,'5 16'5 59'51 82'7 Q'Ol 6'3 

Cuttack .. , '" 
, .. 50n 72'S 62'2 71'8 8'6 18'0 ~!1'D7 77'7 , .. 10'6 

lIalasore , .. .., , .. 483 77'5 61'1 78'8 0'8 2'S 59'24 88'6 0'01 1'9 
Pnri .. , .. , .. , 415 70'3 49'5 70'4 l'S 27'0 59'34 85'0 0'02 3'4 

eliOT.< NAGPtl'R PLA~EAU .. , 258 07'1 30'4 58'2 4'4 10'2 54'32 56'1 5'3 ~1'4 

Hazaribagh .. , .. , 216 35'4 19'0 56'3 8'5 1'5 50'31 48'0 7'8 29'0 
Ranohi ' .. .., .. , 221 6\)'1 35'\) 50'6 0'8 0'2 5\)'17 60'0 1'2 25'2 
PlI1.man .. , , .. 167 4Z'1 20'0 44'3 8'5 11'6 40'67 22'5 8'6 51'3 
Manbhum .. , .. , .. , 442 67'0 27'8 41'5 2'5 26'3 51'77 70'9 4'0 8'5 
lIinghbhum .. ' .. , 240 51'7 26'8 51'9 2'0 14'8 55'51 67'9 3'4 18'7 
fanta1 Parganas , .. .. , 376 68'7 49'3 71'7 0'0 17'2 54'80 '16'3 0'5 15'3 
Angul .. , .. , , .. 133 30'1 21'2 70'5 5'9 7'5 56'90 57'6 2'9 15'7 
eambalpur , .. , .. ,-, 230 77'3 36'4 47'1 0'7 5'2 56'42 85'8 0'2 5'2 

" Cultivable area" means the arell fit and available for CUltivation, It does not include forests where cult.ivation is not permitted, 
" Gross cultivated area" lUeans the total area sown including double-cropped area, 
" ~et cultivated area" meanS the gross c,:ltlyated aren minus the double-cropped aren, 

II,-lf ARfAT10N IN RELA'rION TO DI!JNSITY Sl:NCE lS81. 

PEROENTAGE OJ1 'VHUTION : INOBEASE (+) OR NET 
MEAY DENSITY FER SQU.A.BB MILE. 

DIIl-r1l10t' AND N J.TURA.L DEOB"ASE (-), VA.RrA'.rrON. 

DIVISION. 
1921·1931. 1911-1921. 1901·1911, 1891-1901, 1881·1891. 1881-1931, 1931, 1921. 1911. 1901, 1891, 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 0 10 11 12 

lIIH.d.R A.ND ORISSA , .. +11'1$ -:J.of3 +1$'1 +1'8 +7'5 +26'8 879 340 344 327 821 

Ii onll jllHAli .. , , .. +8'3 -0'7 +1'9 +0'1 +5'9 +16'2 696 6£3 6£7 685 684 

Saran ,,, .. , +6'3 +2'2 -5'0 -2'3 +7'4 +8'3 927 872 853 898 919 
Chlllllparan .. , .. , +10'6 +1'7 +6'6 -3'7 +8'0 +24'6 608 650 540 507 527 
.III uzaffarpur .. , .. ' +6'8 -3'2 +3'2 +1'5 +5'0 +13'S 969 907 937 90S 894 
Darbhanga .. , .. ' +8'7 -0'6 +0'6 +3'9 +6'5 +20'4 946 670 875 870 837 
lIhagalpur .. , , .. +0'9 --4'0 +2'4 +2'8 +3'3 +13'6 529 481 506 494 481 
Purnea. .. , , .. +8'2 +1'8 +6'0 -3'1 +5'2 +18'3 440 407 400 377 391 

SovrH DIHA. .. ' .. , +12'4 -2'0 +0'7 -3'6 +~'7 +9'2 565 00,'3 515 512 581 

Patnll .. , , .. +17'1 -2'0 -1'0 -8'3 +1'0 +5'2 893 763 778 785 857 
GayI' .. .. , +10'0 -0'4 +4'8 -3'7 +0'7 +12'3 507 457 458 437 454 
Shahabad .. , .. ' +9'9 -,2'6 -4'0 --4,'8 +5'7 +2'4 456 415 426 448 471 
Monghyr .. , .. , +1~'7 -4 .. 9 +3'1 +1'0 +3'3 +16'0 582 617 544 527 519 

OllJSBA .. , .. , +0'1 -4,6 +0'9 +7'1 +6'8 +15'8 512 486 509 504 471 

Cuttack .. , .. , +5'4 -2'1 +2'4 +6'5 +7'9 H1'4 506 565 577 564 530 
Balasore .. ' .. , --tl'O -7'1 -l'7 +7'7 +5'2 +4'0 482 470 500 515 478 
puri , .. .., +8'8 -7'0 +0'0 +7'0 +6'3 +16'5' 415 382 410 407 378 

CIIOU. N AGPUJI PL.l.TBAU .. , +16'7 +0'1 +14'0 +6'4 +14'8 +62'1 217 186 186 163 153 

HMllri1:lllgh .. , .. , +18'8 -{)'9 +9'4 +1'2 +0'4 +37'3 216 182 184 168 166 
Ranchi .. , .. , +17" -3'8 +16'8 +5'2 +0'7 +48'1 221 188 195 167 159 
Pal.mau .. , .. , +11'6 +6'6 +10'9 +3'8 +8'3 +48'5 167 149 140 126 121 
Manbhum .. , .. , +16'9 +0'1 +18'9 +9'1 +12'8 +71'1 442 378 378 318 291 
Singhbhum .. ' .. , +22" +0'4 +13'2 +12'5 +20'2 +104'9 240 19a 179 158 141 

Bantal Pllrganlls .. , +14'3 -4'5 +"0 +3'2 +11'S +31'7 876 329 344 331 331 
Angul .. , .. +22'0 -8'5 +3'9 +l2'9 +5'7 +38'5 138 109 119 114 101 
Sam1:llllpur .. , .. , +11'8 ~ 6'1 +16'5 +3'3 +11'7 +50'0 230 206 195 167 162 
Orissa States .. , .. , +17'3 +0'3 +)9'6 +9'5 +25'9 +93'9 159 136 135 113 103 
C1wta Nagpur States .. , +22" +2'6 +5'4 +9'1 +19'5 +72'5 310 253 247 234 215 

Other 
crops, 

12 

16'8 

19'2 

19'5 
13'4 
21'6 
23'9 
13'2 
23'1 

11'1 

9'2 
0'0 

10'0 
13'7 

IN) 

11'7 
9'5 

11'6 

11'2 

14'3 
12'0 
17'6 
15'7 
10'0 
28'9 
23'8 
8'8 

1681, 

13 

299 

599 

855 
4oB8 
851 
786 
466 
872 

517 

849 
451 
445 
603 

441 

491 
4540 
856 

18~ 

157 
149 
112 
258 
117 

287 
98 
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IV.-VARIATION BY 'I'HANAS CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO DENSITY. 

(aJ ACTUAL FIGURES 

VARU.TION IN TH.A.N'A8 WITH A POPULATION PEl1 SQUARE MILE AT OOMMeNCEMENT OF D'EOADE Op-

NATURAL DIVISION DEOADE 

Under 150 150-300 300-450 450-600 600-750 750-900 900-1,050. 1,060 and over 

--I ;I 8 10 

BIHAR AND ORISSA { 1911-1921 +9,139 +63347 -189,001 -189,202 -55,904 -16,389 -77,811 -16,984 
1931-1931 +525,269 +1374315 +712,337 +&47,017 +538,208 +4<19446 +313418 +114486 

{ 1911-1921 -6919 +42616 -88,502 +22 140 +21,196 -71,468 -13,383 
NOlth Illhar 1931-1Jdl +7.:1 409 +133,255 +138133 +200,598 +293,929 +316,519 

f 1911-1921 -5610 -28439 -50350 -47694 -54,219 -3,736 -3,601 
South Elhal 1921-1931 +82338 +196,548 + 144,7U7 +.:100,173 +115,433 +19,695 +82,592 

1911-1921 -12009 -84026 -48,26. -30,449 -23,920 -2,607 
OrIssa 1921-1931 +47,791 +110452 +7,115 +22,982 +40,084 -32,796 

{)h~t" }lagpllt Plat",,';" t 1q11-1921 +9,139 +87,885 -119,122 -3175 -9901 +40554 
1921-1931 +025,269 +1,170,777 +212,082 +5\)\)72 +144.% +31,894 

(b) PROPORTIO~AL FIGURES 

VARIA.l'ION IN THANA!:. WITH A POPULATION PER SQUARE MILE A.T COMM'i:NOBMENT OF DEOA.DE OF-

N ATUBAL DIVISION DEOADE 

Under 150 150-300 300-450 450-000 600-750 750-900 900-1050 1 050 and o~er 

4 10 

BIHAR AND ORISSA S Inll-1021 +032 +0'40 -259 -413 -113 -029 -156 -180 
( 1921-1031 +1839 +1596 +11 15 +815 +10 56 +793 +678 +2500 

{ 1011-lnl -218 +229 -507 +114 +063 -169 -300 
l\ orth !llhar W21-W31 +1309 +797 +737 +1132 +739 +758 

{ 1911-1921 -085 -198 -310 -212 -4 DO -078 -131 Somh BIJra! 1921- 1031 +1261 +10b5 +12-10 +1177 +1190 "'1233 +2984 

f 1911-1921 -715 -602 -579 -440 -231 -089 
OrlsEa In21-1931 +943 +10 89 +097 +348 +5 03 -788 

{ 1911-1921 +032 +142 -439 -055 -729 +2976 
Chot~ N agpur Plateau 1921-1031 +1839 +1604 +1463 +1245 +1J 62 +177l 

V.-COMP ARISON WITH VITA.L STATISTICS. 

(BRl'lISR TERRITORY ONLY) 

I 

IN W21-1030 NUMEEE. PER OENT OP Exo.ss(+) OR DEFIOIENOY (-) 
fOTAL NUMlIBlI OP- POPULATION IN 1921 OP- OF BIR1HS OVER DEATHS Il'fCREASE OP 

DISTRIOT AND 'NATURAL .AC'.rUAL POPULA..TION 

DIVISION. 
Deaths Buths Deaths Actual number ProportIOna I OJ> 1931 OOMPAlI'En 

hllths figures WITH 1921. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7· 8 

RIHAR AND ORISSA 12,847,593 9,093,498 86'81 26'74 +8,254,095 +9'57 • +8,682,158 

NOATH BIHAR .. , 11,817,476 8,586,029 84:89 25'60 +1,281,447 +8'79 +1,155,848; 

Saran .. , ., 836,669 600679 35'76 25'67 +236,090 +10'09 +146,511> 
Cham&aran 712,249 480,719 36'70 25'23 +222530 +11'47 +204,846 
Muza u.rpur 1,000,766 775,271 3S'33 28'14- +225,495 +8'10 +186,080 
D.rbhanga 982,314 741,227 33'72 25'44 +241,087 +8'28 +252,56~ 
Bhagalpur 705,418 483,436 34'69 23 77 +221,982 +10'92 +200,863 
Purne .. 580,060 495,797 26'65 2449 +84,263 +4'16 +164,975-

SOUTH BIHAR 8,061,666 2,266,865 40'42 29'93 +794,801 +10'49 +941,676 

Patna 617,607 455,193 39'23 28'91 +162,414 +10'32 +269,595-
Ga,a 9&2,939 695,415 4387 32'30 +327,524 +lO'57 +2l\.,VA\~ 
Shah.had 697,456 560,099 38'39 30'83 +137,367 +7'56 +179,260 
Monghyr 823,654 556,158 40'57 27'40 +267,496 +13'17 +267,189 

ORISSA F 1,419,881 1,828,946 86'52 88'12 +95,886 +2'40 +206,62lJ 

Cuttack 753,,083 691,005 36'46 33'47 +62.078 +299 +112,029 
138,lasore 311,088 - 337,601 31"82 34'43 -25,6ld -2'61 +10096 
Pun 354,7bO 295,340 37'28 31'03 +59,420 +6'25 +83,503 

CHOTA N AGPUR PLATIIAU 8,048,620 1,916,658 8619 22'76 +1,181,962 +18'''4 +1,879,11I 

Hazanbagh 540,496 ~27 796 42'33 25'67 +212700 +16'66 +240,411 
Ranchl 611,030 301~26 38'29 2258 +209,704 +15'71 +232,676 
Paiaman l20,647 2~3,134 4372 31'79 +87,613 +11'93 +85,Q43 
Manbhum 486431 29B,264 31~1 19'26 +188,177 +12'15 +363,113 
Smghbhum 222,015 131,153 29'23 17'27 +00,862 +11'96 +170,364 
Santal Parganas 578,788 357,732 3218 19'89 +221,056 +12'29 +206,564 
Angul 83,411 52,008 45'69 - 28'52 +31,343 +17'17 +40,162 - Sarobalpur .. 305,802 215,195 38'74 27'26 +90,607 +11'48 +91,479 

• The mcrease In the natural populatIOn of the plonnce (BrItIsh Terntory) m 1931 over the natural popnlatIOn In 1921 was 3,357,269 



:BIHAR Al'ID ORISSA 

Bntlsh TeJrltory 

Feudatory States 

Actual 
populatIOn, 

42,329,583 

37,6i7,576 

4,052,007 

CHAPTER I,-SUBSIDIARY TABLES, 

Yl.-VARIATION IN NATURAL POPULATION 

POPlTLATION IN 1031 POPULATION IN 1921. 

ImmIgrants EmIgrants Natural Actual ImmIgrants Emlgl:.mts. Natural 
populatIOn, populatIOn populatIOn, 

-----__ 
4 

509,837 1,770,220 43,589,966 37,961,858 422,244 1,954,868 89,494,482 

53~,817 1,907,644 39,046,403 I 34,002,189 ~ 2,1l2,l0li 35,689,134 

234,244 125,800 4,543,563

1 

S,950,6RD 263,133 108,812 3,805,348 

79 

Inclcase 
per cent 111 

natural 
populatIon 

(1921-1931), 

10 

10'4 

94 

19 <I 

VI I.-PERSONS PER HOlISE AND HOUSES PER SQUARE lIILE, 

[\ATURAL DIVISIOli, DISTRIOT 
AVERAGE NUMDER OF PRRSON'S PBll HOUSE. AVEBAGE NUMBER OF nOUSES PEIl SQUARE MILE. 

OR CITl:-, 1931, 1921, 1911. 1901 1891. 1931, 1931. 1911 1901 1891 

3 4 7 10 11 

BIlIAR AND ORISSA 0'2 IrO 52 0'3 ,,'7 73 67 67 62 71 

1\ OTITH DIRAR 5'4 5'8 0'1 0'3 5'8 129 121 126 120 109 

S:nan 54 53 45 52 55 173 165 189 175 168 
Champoran 56 54 55 57 62 109 102 98 SO 84 
Muz.ff.rpur 0; J 51 55 53 59 183 170 169 174 153 
Darbhanga 53 51 49 50 01 180 170 179 173 1,,7 
Bhagolpm 55 68 53 55 58 96 83 96 Ul 83 
Purnea 54 53 64 54 54 81 70 74 60 72 

SOUTH BIHAR 0'4 0'1 0'2 $'3 o'S :10$ 99 98 M 92 

P.tn. 55 51 53 52 61 16J 150 146 150 140 
Gay. 63 52 51 I> 1 ti6 96 ~8 90 86 81 
Sbahabad 53 60 50 63 ,,7 b6 84 80 84 83 
monghyr 54 60 55 54 57 109 103 ~9 07 n 

QUSSA. 48 4'7 5'0 5'1 5'2 108 108 108 99 90 

Cuttock 4" 47 49 51 51 125 131 117 III 104 
Balasore 46 40 50 69 54 105 96 102 88 89 
PUTl 49 46 50 46 53 86 83 82 90 72 

CHOTA NAGPUll PLHEAU 0'0 4'9 5'2 0'8 5'7 48 38 86 81 34 

H.zarlbagh I> 1 49 5'7 53 60 42 37 32 32 28 
Ranchl 1i4 52 66 53 50 41 36 35 32 32 
Palamou 53 53 63 54 Ii 9 32 28 26 23 21 
Manbhum Ii 1 47 51 1i3 59 87 81 76 60 53 
Smgbbhum 48 61 1)0 52 I> 3 50 39 36 31 27 

S.ntol Parganas 52 53 57 58 61 72 62 61 57 52 
~ngnl 45 44 47 48 90 29 25 25 24 11 
Sambalpur 44 44 45 47 53 47 43 36 
Omsa States 49 48 51 51 33 28 27 22 
Chota N ogpur States 50 53 49 00 6J 48 50 30 

---- -----

~I'IIES-

IJtl.tna 19 40 48 41 2,170 2,013 3,n9 3,653 
Gay. 41 43 43 50 2,705 1,980 1494 1,782 
Bhagalpur 62 0; 2 53 52 1,235 1,218 1,556 1,619 
JamshedpUl 38 39 993 567 



Referenoe to 
statistios. 

Areas treated as 
urban. 

CHAPTER II.-Ut:ban and Rural. 

The main statistics relating to the distribution and growth of the 
population in urban and rural areas will be found in the following tables 
contained in Part II of the Report :-

Imperial Tp,ble I.-Area, houses and population. 

Imperial Table III.--Cities, towns and villages classified by 
population. 

Imperial Table IV.-Towns classified by population with variation 
since 1881. 

Imperial Table V.-To~n~ arranged territorially with population by 
relIgIOn. 

Provincial Table I shows the number of towns and villages in each 
revenue thana-of the province. 

Supplementary statistics are given in the four subsidiary tables 
appended to this chapter, viz. : 

I.-Distribution of the population between towns and villages. 

II.-Proportion of the total population and of each main religion 
who live in towns. 

III.-Towns classified by population. 

IV.-Cities. 

2. For census purposes al~ m.unicipalities and cantonments, irrespective 
of their size, are regarded as urban. With regard to the classification of 
other areas no hard and fast rule is laid down, but every continuous collec
tion of houses which, although not under municipal government, has a 
" distinctively urban character" is given the status of a town. The line 
is not always an easy one to draw. In considering whether a particular 
area should be treated as urban or rural, regard is had to the number and 
character of its inhabitants, the relative density of its awellings, its 
importance as a trade centre, its historical associations and so forth. The' 
numerical test ordinarily applied is that a town must have a population 
of not less than 5,000 person/'i, but even this rule is not invariable. Generally 
speaking, it may be taken for granted that the areas treated as rural are 
indubitably so, but several of. the small" towns" are on the border line. 
As far as possible the classification adopted at previous censuses has been 
left undisturbed, for by this means it is easier to arrive at a proper appre
ciation of the growth or decline of the urban population from decade to' 
decade. But it will sometimes happen that a place here and a place there
have made good beyond doubt their claim to inclusion in the list of townS' 
during the interval that has elapsed since the last census; and (lesS' 
frequentlv) it becomes necessary to hold that some other place has definitely 
lost such ~urban characteristics as it may once have had. Changes of this: 
kind that have occurred since 1921 are specified in par{Lgraph 9 below. 
Here it may be observed that just two-thirds of the places treated as urban 
on the present occasion are ~unicipali~ies: There a.r~ a few subur.ban areas 
which, though not actually mcluded withm the mumClpal boundanes, really 
form pa~t of the non-ru.ral uni.ts adjacent}o th~~. S,!-ch is t~e N~;V 
Capital area at Patna, WhICh has Its separate. a.dmIlllstratlOn c~m~l1t~ee. ' 
and such the" notified area" of Doranda lymg Just beyond the JurIsdICtIOn
of the- Ranchi munNipality. Other examples of the same kind are the
railway settlements at lihanbad, Katihar and Cha:kradharp.ur. In these
cases, the population of the suburban area has been mcluded m that of the' 
larger unit, but sub-totals have been give~ in Imperial. Tables IV and. V 
so that information may be separately avaIlable regardlllg t.he populatIon. 
of each constituent part. 

80 
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3. There is always a possibility that, at the time when the census is Normality of 
taken, some purely temporary and accidental influence may disturb the urban population. 
normal distribution of the population in urban and rural areas. Thus in 
1901 the panic caused by the plague in Patna and Arrah was responsible 
for a large exodus from those towns; and the same thing happened at Gaya 
ten years later. In Puri, on the other hand, the presence of an unusually 
large number of pilgrims in the town in 1901 made the population of that 
place appear larger than it normally was. Disturbances of this kind have 
been singularly few and unimportant at the last two censuses, and in 
<consequence it is possible not only to regard the statistics of urban popula-
tion in 1931 as being in themselves quite normal, but also to compare them 
with the statistics of 1921 without making any material allowance for 
-eccentricities on the previous occasion. There were of course minor 
-deviations from absolute normality in both years. Plague was in evidence at 
Muzaffarpur and Sahibganj ten years ago and had an appreciable effect on 
"the numbers recorded in those two places, but there was nothing like the 
panic caused elsewhere at earlier censuses. On the present occasion the 
-date on which the census was taken happened to be an auspicious one for 
marriages, and this was responsible for a number of assemblages in urban 
-areas which seem to have had a discernible effect on the population of two or 
·three of the smaller towns; the presence of a large settlement staff in Cuttack 
-and Dumka was another minor circumstance tending to exaggerate the real 
increase of numbers in those places. But these petty " disturbances" can 
safely be ignored when we consider the urban population of the province 
as a whole. 

4. The following statement shows the distribution of the population Distribution of 
between urban and rural areas in the province as a whole and in each of population 
. d" . dId' . . between urban Its a mInIstratIve an natura IV1SlOns :- - and rural areas. 

Bihar and Orissa 

_Administrative divisions-

Patna Division 
Tirhut Division 
Bhagalpur Division 
Orissa Division 
Chota Nagpur Division 
Feudatory States 

Natural divisions-

North Bihar 
South Bihar 
Oriso;;a .. 
Chota Nagpur plateau 

I 

1 
These statistics are illustrated 

ACTUAL POPULATION. PROPORTION 
PER MIl.LE. 

Total. Urban. Rural. "Grban. Rural. 

1--------

42,329,583 1,699,552 40,630,031 40 960 

6,228,425 535,560 5,692,865 86 914 
10,739,274 303,025 10,436,249 28 972 

8,759,801 313,532 8,446,269 36 964 
5,306,142 191,429 5,114,713 36 964 
6,643,934 310,291 6,333,643 47 953 
4,652,007 45,715 4,606,292 [ 10 990 

13,160,449 438,328 14,722,121 29 971 
8,515,579 661,568 7,854,011 78 922 
4,202,461 162,250 4,040,211 39 961 

14-,451,094 437,406 14,013,688 30 970 

-

(except in respect of the administrative 
divisions) in the marginal 

P~CENT r---r-___;:r:-..:.r---:r:--T-___:':""-.;.y:--=,::....-;,;:-...;.;;.," diagram, which also shows 
.BIHAR & ORISSA 

NORTH BIHAR 

SOUTH BIHAR 

ORISSA 

'C.NAGPUR PLATEAU 

the distribution of the 
rural population between 

lIa=m~~~~~~~~=:=J villages of different sizes. 
On the latter point more 

VILLAGES 
500- 2.000 

will be said in the closing 
paragraphs of this chap
ter. The predominantly 
rural character of the 
population of this province 
is at once apparent. 

~ ~~L~::;~O c:J There can be few figures 
so eloquent as the following 
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of the contrast between conditions of life in Bihar and Orissa and 
conditions in the industrialized countries of the West:-

NUMBER PER MTLLE LIVING IN-

Towns. Villages. 

Bihar and Orissa (1931) 
England and Wales (1921) 

40 
793 

960 
207 

But, even if comparison is limited to other parts of India, the urban element 
in the population of Bihar and Orissa is very small. At the time of writing 
complete figures for all India are not available, but in 1921 the percentage-

of the total population enumerated in 

Province. 

Bombay 
Madras 
United Provinces 
Burma 
Central Provinces 
N.·W. F. Province 
Bengal 
Bihar and Orissa 
Assam 

Urban population urban areas was 10.2, as against a 
1931. ' corresponding percentage of 3.7 in this-

Per cent. province. The statement in the margin 
gives up-to-date figures for most of the
provinces of India, including their 
associated states. With the single
exception of Assam, Bihar and Orissa 
has the smallest urban population of 
them all; and in Bengal, which comes 
next above in the list, the proportion of 
persons living in towns is nearly twice-

20.9 
.. 13.6 

11.2 
10.4 
9.7 
8.2 
7.3 
4.0 
3.4 

as great. 

DistrIbution of the 5. The towns of Bihar and Orissa (including cities) are 85 in number. 
urban populatIon. In Imperial Table IV they have been grouped together in six classes accord-

ing to the numbers of their inhabitants, thus:-

Class I.-Towns with a population of over 100,000. 

Class II.-Towns with a population of 50,000-100,000. 

Class III.--Towns with a population of 20,000-50,000. 

Class IV.-Towns with a population of 10,000-20,000. 

Class V.-Towns with a population of 5,000-10,000. 

Class VI.-Towns with a population of under 5,000. 

The diagram and statement show how the total urban population of the 
province and of each 

PER CENT r--r-_...;:r---'T--.....:.r--T----;:::._-T-~~~9 ~10C natural di visi on is distri
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0.4 of these 85 towns, account 
0.1 for over 60 per cent of the 
1.6 total urban population. 

South Bihar is much more urban in character than any of the other
natural divisions. The proportion of persons residing in towns in South 
Bihar is just double the proportion in Orissa, which comes second in this
respect. In each of its four districts the urban popUlation amounts to more
than 5 per cent of the whole, whereas outside South Bihar there is not a single 
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-district (except Singhbhum) of which this can be said. As regards the 
.actual number of its towns (27), South Bihar comes a little way behind the 
Chota N agpur plateau (31), but that is only because the latter division is 
1'30 much larger. In relation to its area and total population, South Rihar 
has far more towns than any other part of the province. Again, as regards 
the size of its towns, Orissa can claim an average population (27,042) 
·~omewhat higher than can South Bihar (24,503); but here the explanation 
IS that Orissa has no small towns at all. The proportion of large towns-i.e., 
those with more than 20,000 inhabitants-is much higher in South Bihar 
than anywhere else. " 

Orissa bas only six towns in all. but. as has just been observed, they 
-are none of them small, with the result that the proportion of persons living 
in urban surroundings in Orissa is distinctly higher than in North Bihar 
-or in the Chota N agpur plateau. The two towns of Cuttack and Puri 
-a9c~)l~nt for more than 50 per cent of the urban population .of this natural 
.dIVISIOn. 

There is little to choose between the two remammg divisions of the 
province. The towns of the Chota N agpur plateau are more numerous, 
but those of North Bihar are generally larger, and in the result the propor
-tion of the urban population in each area is almost identical. But for the 
:Feudatory States, where towns are as few as they are small, the proportion 
for the plateau would be a great deal higher than it is: in fact, it would 
be slightly in excess of the figure for Orissa. 

Among individual districts the urban element is strongest in Patna 
{153 per mille) and Singhbhum (123 per mille). These two districts are 
-quite outstanding, and Shahabad with 59 per mille comes a very bad third. 
Singhbhum owes its high position almost entirely to a single tOWIl
J amshedpur· -which contains about three-quarters of the urban population 
-of the whole district. In the case of Patna district the scales are of course 
weighed down heavily by the provincial capital, which is nearly twice as 
1arge as any other town in Bihar and Orissa; but there are several other 
towns of considerable dimensions in this district, and if Patna City were 
to be left out of account altogether the urban population would still be more 
-conspicuous than in any other district of the province except Singhbhum. 
Angul is unique among the British districts in that it possesses not one 
town of any kind. Next to Angul, the rural element p_red?minates most 
largely in Champaran and Purnea. In both of these dIstrIcts the town
dwellers comprise only 21 per mille of 'the total population. But, whereas 
in Champaran they arc concentrated in two towns of a reRpectable size, 
in Purnea they are distrihuted hetween four much smaller units. Among 
other districts where the actual number of towns is particularly short, 
mention may be made of Puri, which has only one (the district headquarters), 
.and of Bhagalpur, Palamau and Balasore, which have two apiece. 

6. It was observed by the Census Superintendent of Bombay in his Urban population 
report on the operations of 1921 by religion. 

PROPORTIONAL PERCENTAGE that: "Everywhere the country is 
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96.0 into and flourish in towns." The 
g6.~ general truth of this observation is 
91.2 strikingly exemplified in the 
~~:t marginal statement, which shows 
92.S the proportional strength of six 
:U religious communities in the total 

31.5 population of the province and the 
64.S distribution of each community 
lU between urban and rural areas. It 

will be noticed that among Hindus, 
who form the vast bulk of the native population of Bihar and 
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Orissa, the percentage residing in towns is only 3.6, which is distinctly 
below the percentage for all communities taken together. Contrast with 
this the proportion of town-dwellers among the Sikhs, J ains and ParsiS'. 
(Zoroastrians)-all strangers forming an insignificant minority of the 
pr<?vincial population. The Parsis indeed are essentially an urban people, 
livIng everywhere by trade. Their total number in Bihar and Orissa is 
only 264, and it is not surprising to find that 226 of these have settled in 
towns. But the Sikhs are on another footing. In their own country they 
a~e .tillers of t!!e soil, and i~ is only in. exile that they have acquired a 
speClal reputatlOn as mechanIcs and artIficers. There are altogether just 
under 6,000 Sikhs in the' province, out of whom more than half are 
co~cen~rate~ in the single town of J amshed;pur. Most of the immigrant
J alns In -thIS part of the world are MarwaTls, and although the " village 
baniya " is not infrequently a member of this community, the natural 
tendency is for them to gravitate towards the urban centres in order to 
carryon their favourite pursuits of trade and banking. 

Among the larger minorities of the province the predilection for town 
life is of course less marked, but the proportion of Muslims enumerated 
in non-rural areas is about two and a half times the proportion of Hindus. 
Moreover, the district of Purnea is sui generis in this matter, and a juster
appreciation of the normal position in the province as a whole will be 
arrived at by leaving this district out of account. The Muslims of Purnea 
can hardly be regarded as a " minority" at all. In fact, in the subdivi
sion of Kishanganj they are twice as numerous as all the other communitieS' 
combined. They are believed to be of aboriginal stock, and remarkably 
few of them are to be found in the towns of the district. In the rural areas 
of the province, excluding Purnea, there are nearly eleven Hindus to every 
Muslim: in the urban areas the ratio is barely three and a half to one. 
Muslims are in a more pronounced minority in Orissa than in any other 
natural division, and it is in Orissa that the largest proportion of Muslims
is found in towns. North Bihar" even without Purnea, is the area where
Muslims are most plentiful, and in North Bihar the percentage of Muslims' 
enumerated in urban areas is much lower than elsewhere. The same 
principle holds good for individual districts also. After Angul (where there 
are no towns at all), the two districts in which the Muslim community iff 
least numerous of all are Sambalpur (0.4 per cent) and Singhbhum (2.9 per
cent); and in these two districts they are concentrated in the towns to a 
far greater extent than anywhere else. 

On the Chota Nagpur plateau, where Christians muster strong, the
majority of them are aboriginals, who are not enamoured of town life. 
Consequen.tly, the proportion of Christians residing in the towns of Chota 
N agpur is not high. In the rest of the province more than half the total 
Christian population reside in urban areas. This is due in part to the fact. 
that foreigners, Anglo-Indians and immigrant Indian Christians contribute 
largely to their numbers, and the usual occupations of these classes require 
them to live in towns. 

The only material exception to the general rule that ;minority 
communities tend to " find their way to and flourish in towns" is provided 
by the primitive tribes of the provlllce. And here the exception is m,ore 
apparent than real. It is true that even in Chota Nagpur the adherents· 
of tribal religions are very much in the minority; and it is further true 
that, both in Chota Nagpur and in the province as a whole, only 0.3 per 
cent of these persons were enumerated in urban areas. But the primitive 
tribes are not strang~;s or immigr~nts in the provi~c~. They 3:re more 
native to it than any other communIty. They were. tl!hn~ thE? soIl ~efo!e 
there were any towns on the plateau, and they are ~Ilhng It stIll .. LIfe ~n 
towns has little to offer them by way of compensatIOn for forsaklng then 
ancestral fields and jungles. And there is another reason why "tribaI 
religions )' make such a poor. showing in, t~e stat~st~cs of. the urban. popula
tion. When a member of one of these tnbes does cut hImself adrIft froIfr. 
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his community and settle in a town, the odds are that he will very soon 
call himself a Hindu. 

7. The proportion of males to females is always apt to be greater in Sex proportions in 
the town than in the country. There are two main reaRons for this. The urban areas. 
first is the large foreign element present in urban areas: immigrants belong 
more commonly to the male sex than to the female. The second is the 
nature of urban occupations: women have little place as yet in the profes-
sions or in the business of trade. commerce, industry and the like. These 
two factors arc of course largely inter-rela.ted. It is the lure of a 
professional or business career that attracts male immigrants to these urban 
centres, and often their womenfolk and children remain behind in the native 
village. Sometimes there are other minor influences at work to disturb the 
normal proportions of the sexes. In the racial and religious composition 
of their population towns not infrequently differ from the adjacent 
countryside. Again, certain diseases are more prevalent in urban than in 
rural areas, and the selective incidence of such diseases may have an 
appreciable effect in increasing or (more generally) reducing the proportion 
of females. 

The marginal statement shows, for the province as a whole and for each 
of its natural divisions, the propor-

Number of femal.. Number of· f h '() h 1 
per 1,000 males femaleR tIOns 0 t e sexes In ate tota 

in total popula' per 1,000 l' ( d 
tion. males in !krban pOpU atIon town an country com-

populatton. bined) and (b) the urban population 
Bihar and Orissa 1,008 824 b 
North Bihar 1,001 802 Y itself. On the Chota N agpur 
South Bihar 983 831 plateau the two figures correspond 
Orissa 1,092 851 very closely with the provincial 
Chota Nagpur plateau 1,006 825 average. I n Orissa females account 
for a specially large proportion of the total population; in the towns 
also their number is relatively high. But in the towns of North Bihar 
there are fewer women than the regional figure would lead us to expect
and in South Bihar there are many more. There is no obvious explanation 
of this. The ,religious and racial composition of the urban population of 
these two natural divisions is very much the same. For instance, the 
proportion of Muslims in the towns of North Bihar is not less than in the 
towns on the south of the river, As for the nature of the urban occupa
tions in these two areas, the cities and towns of South Bihar are distinctly 
more "commercial" and less "resident" than those in the northern 
division, and the ordinary consequence of this would be to increase the 
proportion of males rather than to reduce it. Again, otlier things being 
equal, the larger the town the smaller the female element in it, and in 
South Bihar the proportion of large towns is higher than in any other 
part of the province. It may well be that the ravages of the plague in -
former years accounts in some measure for the paucity of women in the 
urban areas of North Bihar, for plague is more active in towns than 
in villages and the female mortality from it is heavier than the male; but 
in that case why is the same result not perceptible in the urban areas of 
South Bihar, where plague did even greater damage 1 

It has just been said that the Jargest towns usually have the smallest 
proportion of females, and vice versa. Confirmation of this statement is 
furnished by Subsidiary Table III at the end of this chapter, which gives 
the number of females per thousand males in the towns of each class. The 
number ranges from 731 in Class I (towns with a population of 100,000 
and over) to 906 in Class VI (towns with a population of under 5,000); 
and with only 'one exception the increase is strictly progressive from class 
to class. Even more striking is the evidence afforded by the four" cities" 
(see Suosidiary Table IV), which of course are the largest urban units in 
the province. The number of females per thousand males in these four 
places taken together is only 724. The proportion is lowest of all in 
J amshedpur, whICh, although slightly smaUer than any of the other cities, 
has a much stronger foreign element. Here there ate only 638 females to 
every 1,000 males. But it is worth pointing out that ten years ago the 
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proportion was lower still (621). Immigrants are relatively more numerous 
than they were in 1921, but now that many of them have settled down and 
made a permanent home in the city they have been joined by their women
folk. This of course is a very good thing. Socially and economically it is 
undesirable that there should be so large a disparity 6f numbers between 
the sexes. As observed in the census report of 1921 for all India, the result 
in such cases is that" most of the workers are leading an unnatural 
existence, missing the comforts of home life, exposed to the greatest tempta
tion towards intemperance, and ambitious, so far as they have any ambition, 
only to earn enough to take them home " . 

YarIations In urban 8. The following statement shows the variations III the urban 
r:c:.JatiOD since population of the province during the last fifty years:-
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----
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3 7 6 26 8 35 11 45 2 8 1 3 0.06 0.07 0.09 0.12 O.O~ 0.01 

It should be explained at once that the figures for 1881 and 1891 are 
somewhat misleading. In 1881 every place with a population of 5,000 
persons or more was treated as a town, whether it had any urban 
characteristics or not. As a result, the number of towns in that year was 
very high, particularly in Class V (5,000-10,000 inhabitants). In 
Muzaffarpur district, for example, there were sixteen " towns", thirteen 
of which had a population of less than 7,500 apiece. Ten years later the 
census authorities went to the other extreme in deciding which places should 
be treated as urban, and no place was so treated unless it was under 
municipal government. The total number of "towns" straightaway 
dropped from 89 to 51, the whole of the difference being accounted for by 
Class V. In 1901 a compromise was arrived at, and the criterion then 
adopted has been retained with little modification ever since, so that from 
190~ onwards the real growth OJ' decline in the urban population of the 
province is more readily discernible. 

We shall not, however, go far wrong if, for the purpose of comparing 
the urban population of to-day with that of 1881 and 1891, we confine 
ourselves to the towns in the first four classes---that is, those which have a 
population of not less than 10,000 persons. In 1881 the aggregate popula
tion of such towns amounted to 3.27 per cent of the total population of 
the province; in 1SH1 the corresponding figure was 3.22 per cent; and to-day 
it is 3.34 per cent, Another method of procedure is to take only those 
places which were treated as towns both in 1881 (or 1891, as the case may 
be) and at the present census, and to see how they have rared in the mean
while. T:.his is the method followed in Subsidiary Table III, which shows 
the variation from decade to decade in the population of the places which 
were treated as t()'Wu,s both at the beginning and at the end of each decade, 
and (on the same principle} the net variation from 1881 to 1931. It also 
shows the variations in the pop:ulation of the towns in each class, the 
principle .followed being to take t~e aggregate population of. the. towns 
included III each class at the p'revwus census and to compare It WIth the 
population of those same towns ten years later, irrespective of whether 
they have moved into a higher or lower class during the interval. Accord
ing to Subsidiary Table III there has been a net increase of 11. 9 per cent 
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onl;v in the population of all the towns common to 1R81 ana 1931. As the 
general increase in population during this period amonnts to 26.8, this 
means that the towns in question have not kept pace with the growth else
where; or in other words the urban population (so determined) is relatively 
more negligible now than it was fifty years ago. This conclusion, however, 
is not altogether justified; the new towns which have sprung up since 1881 
should not be ignored, and they easily outweigh, in numbers and importance, 
the places which were genuinely urban in 1881 and have since reverted to 
the status of villages. 

I,'rom 1891 to 1911 there is no doubt that the towns of this proviI ce 
were thoroughly decadent. Not. only did they fail to grow at the same 
rate as the rural areas: they (lId not grow at all. The reason why the 
actual number of towns was so much greater in 1901 than ill 1891 has 
already been explained. Leaving Classes V and VI out of account. the 
aggregate population of 37 towns in 1891 was 1.153,000, and ten years 
later the aggregate population of 38 towns was 1,090,000. In the mean
time there had been an increase of 1.8 per cent in the population of the 
province as a whole. During the next decade the general rate of increase 
accelerated to 5.] per cent; the number of towns remained constant, but 
there was a drop of 14,000 in the urban population. The tide began to 
turn in 1911- 21. ~t\.lthough the provincial population decreased by 1.2 
per cent, there was an addition of 87.000 to the population of urban areas. 
The recovery, however, was by no means general Three old to~ns 
disappeared and eight new ones were added, and this fact was respolls_lble 
for the accession of about 43,500 persons to the urban populatIOn. 
Jamshedpur alone increased its n~mbers by 51,688. Th~se two items 
explain away the whole of the acqUIred. surplus; so that. If ,J a:mshedpur 
be excluded, there was once again a fall m the aggre.gat.e populntlOn of the 
places which were treated as urban hoth at the hegmmng and at the end 
of the decade. 

9. Since 1921 the growth of the 1!-rban population.ha~ been more ~~~~:~ti~~ utu~~g 
substantial; it has also been more genu me and evenly dIstrIbuted. The the last deoade. 
number of towns has gone up from 81 to 85. but only a very small portion 
of the increase is due to this circumstance. Three places (Fatwa. ,Jugsalai 
and Bolangir), with an aggregate population of 24.587, have been promoted 
to urban status for the first time; while Olle place (Sherghati), which in 
1921 had a population of 4,271, has been relegated. At Dinapur the 
municipal and cantonment areas were formerly treated as constituting a 
single " town" between them; this time they have been split up into two 
separate units. In the same way, the diminutive cantonment at 
Muzaffarpur, which has come into existence since 1921, is treated as an 
individual town, although only 237 persons were enumerated in it. The 
actual increase in the urban population of the province ouring the last ten 
years is 289,482; the increase in the population of places treated as towns 
both at the beginning and at the end of the decade is 268,929. The 
difference between these two figures is not great. 

The po~ition then is that, while the popl_llation. of the province as a 
whole has flsen by 11.5 per cent, the populatIOn of Its towns has risen by 
20.5. In 1921 only 37 persons out of every thousand lived in urban condi
tions: now there are 40. The development cannot be called sensational 
but at least it is something -and something more -considerable than has 
been achieved on any previous occasion during the last half-century. The 
diagram overleaf il1ustrates the growth of towns of different size, showing 
for each of the six classes the population as recorded in 1921, the population 
of the same towns to-day (irrespective of the class in which thev now fall), 
and the population in accordance with the revised classification. A study 
of this diagram shows clearly that the development of the urban population 
has been shared by towns of all sizes and is not due to the mushroom-like 
growth of one or two isolated units. Perhaps the most striking feature of 
the diagram is the dimension of rectangle C in Class II. This is due in 
great part to the elevation of two towns (Monghyr and Ranchi) which were 
formerly in the class immediately ,below. As much as 38 per cent of the 
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total urban population is to be found now in towns containing more than 
50,000 inhabitants each; in 1921 the proportion was just under 30 per cent. 

Dia{lram showing the variations since 1921 in the population of towns il1 
each class. 

A = F opulation of towns as classified in 1921. 

B=Population of the same towns in 1931. 

C = Population of towns as classified in 19B1. 

(Actual population shown in thousands.) 

In every natural division of the province the urban population has not 
only increased, but has increased more rapidly than the rural population. 
R~latively, the Chota N agpur plateau has done the best of all, for although 
the general rate of increase in this division was much higher than anywhere 
else, the proportion of town-dwellers has risen from 27 per mille to 30. In 
South Bihar, which comes next, the proportion has risen from 72 to 78. 
It is in Orissa, where the general rate of increase was lowest, that the towns 
have developed least. Here there are now 39 persons living in towns out 
of every thousand, as compared with 38 persons in 1921. Among individua.l 
districts, the proportion of town-dwellers has increased most noticeably in 
Sin ghbhum , Patna, Muzaffarpur, Gaya and Cuttack. The only districts 
in which it is lower than it was are Monghyr, Hazaribagh 'and Puri. 
Actually there has been a marked inorease in the iUrban populations of 
Monghyr and Hazaribagh, but the rural areas in these districts have 
developed faster still. In Puri alone, which boasts but a single town, has 
there beeI_l a definite loss of urban population, and it will be seen later that 
there were special reasons to account for this. 

, 

The four cities 10. Before exa~lning- more closely, district by district, the fluctuations 
that have occurred in individual towns of the province, special mention may 
be made of the four cities, viz., Patna, Gaya, Bhagalpur and Jamshedpur. 
A " city H is any town with a population of not less than 100,000 and any 
other large town which it may be deemed proper to distinguish in this 
particular way. The practical result of treating a place as a city is -that 
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separate statistics are tabulated for it in some of the Imperial Tables, 
namely;-

V I.-Birthplace. 

VI I.-Age, sex and civil condition. 

X.-Occupation or means of livelihood. 

XII!.- -Literacy. 

Patna is the only town which hy virtue of its size must necessarily he 
treated as a. city. From Subsidiary Table IV at the end of this chapter, 
where certain miscellaneous information about these four special units is 
given, it will he seen that the other three cities have between 80,000 and 
90,000 inhabitants apiece. Out of the 1,699,552 perso~s who reside in 
the 85 towns of Bihar and Orissa, 415,280 -or nearly 25 per rent-- resiile in 
one or other of these four places. Towards the total increase of 289,482 
in the nrban population of the province since 1921, these four rities have 
contributed ] 0] ,504, or as much as 35 per cent. Each one of them has 
developed enormously, the rate of growth varying from 46 per cent in 
J amshedpur to 22 per cent in Bhagalpur. 

11. Patna City, the capital of Bihar and Orissa, has a great past, Patna. 
but its glory is long since departed. Once upon a time the premier city of 
India, it was still in the early sev.enteenth century the "chiefest mart 
town of all Bengala." It owed its pre-eminence in those days-and 
earlier-to its commanding position on the Ganges, within a few miles of 
the confluence with this river of the Son, the Gogra and the Gandak. Itg 
decline dates from the time when trade began to forsake the river. The last 
census report of this province contains an interesting account of an economic 
census of the Patna bazar, which reveals strikingly the extent to which 
this city has become the home of the petty trader and artificer. Among 
1,443 units investigated only nine wholesale dealers were fonnd, though 
some of the retail vendors supplied goods to smaller shops in the same line 
of business. Many of the shops were .little more t~an adj~ncts to the 
workshops of small artisans and mechamcs, the proprIetor bemg a manu
facturer first and trader second. The trade of the bazar appeared to be 
almost wholly local, very few cases coming to light in which Patna shop::: 
supplied customers at any distance. In not one case did the vendor obtain 
any part of his stock direct from abroad. Shops selling tobacco, betel and 
aerated water were more numerous than any other type. The industries 
of Patna were found to be conducted for the most part 011 the same primitive 
lines as were in vogue a hundred years ago. In the whole city there were 
only fifteen industrial establishments having ten or more employees, and the 
total number of persons employed in them was less than a thousand. 
Detailed information is not available regarding developments in the trade 
and industry of the city during the last ten years, but there has been no 
radical change. 

In 1881 Patna had 170,654 inhabitants; by 1921 this number had 
declined to 119,976. During these forty years its downward career was 
steady and unchecked, for the slight in~rease re~orded in 1911 was due merely 
to the fact that plague had temporarIly emptIed the town at the previous 
census. Indeed, plague, cholera and general unhealthiness have played 
a large part in accelerating Patna' 8 decline. It might have been sUPPQsed 
that the con8titution of Bihar and Orissa as a separate province in 19] 1 
and the establishment at Patna of the variou8 offices, institutions and 
residences connected with the headquarters of a local Government would 
have brought about some increase in its population. If conditions during 
the following decade had been normal, this would almost certainly have been 
the case; but they were not. There is, however, reason to believe that the 
accuracy of the enumeration in 1921 was to some extent affected by the 
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non-co-operatio~ movement, which was particularly aggressive in the Patna 
municipal area, and that the recorded decrease of 16,177 exaggerates the 
true loss of population during the last decade. 

According to the present census the inhabitants of the city number 
159,690. This represents an increase of 39,714, or 33.1 per cent, over the 
figure recorded in 1921. The expansion during these ten years may justly 
be termed phenomenal, and, broadly speaking, it may be attributed to the 
following causes, some of which are of course inter-connected :-(a) The 
rapid development of the New Capital area and the adj acent ward of 
Bankipore. (b) The extension of the University, with its associated colleges 
and schools, and the medical col!ege in particular. (c) A large influx of 
i~migrants and settlers from the mufassal. (d) An exceptionally high rate 
of natural growth among the resident population. With regard to the last 
of these items, it was only natural that the disasters of 1918.-19 should have 
been succeeded by a perIod of intensive recuperation, which was further 
stimulated by favourable economic conditions. Even more conducive to 
rapid increase was the vast improvement in the health of the city, and above 
all the virtual disappearance of the plague and the greatly reduced mortality 
from cholera. In view of the fact that the abnormal increase recorded in 
t.he population of the capital city of the province has naturally attracted 
special notice and has given rise to suggestions tb:),t the returns were 
manipulated for political and communal purposes, it may be worth while to 
analyse the fig-ure!:! somewhat closely. ~he statement in the margin gives 

~ particulars for each sex of the 

1931 
19~1 
Increase 

ACTUAL PO:>l1LATION. IMMIGRANTS. I I t' d h 
Males. Females. Males. Female.. actua popu a Ion an t e 
92,238 67,452 20,039 10,782 number of immigrants at each 
~g:m fgg: 1~::g: Z:~: of the last two censuses. By 

C C immigrants" is meant per
Bons born outside the district of Patna. It will be seen that the number of 
such p~rsons is now 11,500 more than it was in 1921. To this figure we may 
add at least 3,500 to cover the casualties that must have occurred alltOng 
the former immigrants, assuming a moderate rate of mortality in their ranks. 
This however does not take into account movements into the city from other 
parts of the district, which must have been on a considerable scale. Nor 
does it allow for the return to the city of persons who had emigrated in the 
previous decade or earlier. Statistics of emigration are not available, but 
it may be confidently surmised that the number of fresh emigrants during 
this period was less than the number of those who were attracted back to their 
native city by its improved healthiness and restored prosperity. It is notice
able that males contribute just twice as much as females to the -increase in 
the actual population since 1921. Immigrant.s from outside the district only 
.account for a small part of this disproportion. Most of the remainder must 
be due either to the return of former emigrants or to the influx of settlers 
(among \vhom Hlal~s would naturally predominate) from the mufassal. To 
ussume that theRe two factors between them were responsible for a net increase 
of 7.,500 in the city population is probably to under-estimate their effect 
rather 'than the reverse. With regard to the natural growth of the resident 
population, the vital statistics unfortunately give little ~ssistance. It h~s 
been pointed out in the ~ast chapter th~t the record of bIrt?S and dea~hs ~s 
ordinarily less accurate m urban than m rural areas, and III Patna CIty It 
appears ~ have been unc.ommonly d.efective in the last d~cade, particu~a.rly 
in. the closmg years. ThIs was possIbly dne to the confUSIOn then prevaIlmg 
in the municipal administration. The marginal statement shows the birth 

and death-rates per mille 
198!>. recorded during the last three 

Birtlls. Deatlls. Birth,. Death.. Births. Deaths. years of this period in the r.ural 
1928. 1929. 

311.8 2{.8 40.6 290 41
17 .. 85 81°1 .• 04 areas of Pattla district and in 15.9 10~ 15.4 11.2 

Rural area' 
Plttna <lity 

the city itself. Those relating 
to the city are obviously quite unreliable. If we suppose that the rate of 
natural growth in the city was equivalent to ~hat recorded in other parts 
of the district, the excess of births over deaths III the decade as a whole was 
in the neigllbourhood of 14,500. 
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The conclusions at which we have arrived may be briefly summarized. 
Towards the increase of just under 40,000 in the actual population of the 
city since 1921 the following factors are likely to have contributed :--

Immigration from outside the district 15,000 

Return of former emigrants and influx from rural areas ... 

Natural growth of resident population 

Total ... 

7,500 

14,500 

37,000 

This leaves only about 3,000 to be accounted for, and it would not 
be unreasonable to ascribe this balance to defective enumeration at the 
previous census, caused by the non-eo-operation movement. 

12. In point of size Gaya city, which now has a popUlation of 88,005, Gaya. 
(;omes a long way behind Patna and a short head in front of the other two 
eities. Pilgrim traffic and the railway are its two main interests, and 
from them its importance is derived. Between 1891 and J 911 it fell on 
evil days, and in the course of these twenty years its n1?-mbers were reduced 
by nearly 40 per cent. But the heavy fal1 recorded- 1Il 1911 waR largely 
unreal, as plague had spread panic in the town at the time of the census 
and there had been a general exodus of its inhabitants. Consequently the 
increase revealed by the next cenSHS should also be discounted, for, large 
as it was, it did not make good the whole of the apparent loss in 1911. 
During the last ten years, however, tho recovery has been more genuine. 
The population has risen since 1921 by 20,443 or just over 30 per cent. 
Immigration accounts for only a small fraction of this increase; indeed, 
the foreign element in Gaya is less conspicuous now than it was a decade 
ago, for there were at that time 97 persons born outside tho district in every 
1,000 and to-day there are only 94. The extension of the munieipal area by 
1,840 acres accounts for a substantial part of the Hllrplus, and the rest must 
be put down to natural growth, the return of former ('migrants and an influx 
iuto the city from the surrounding countryside. The District Officer states 
that the tendency to forsake the villages and settle in town has heen parti
cularly noticeable in Gaya in recent years. There has heen a marked 
increase in the number of petty shops, and several new rice, flour and 011-
mills have been started. In Gaya, as in Patna, the male sex has increased 
its number much more rapidly than the female sex. 

13. Bhagalpur, though included in the select company of " cities ", Bhagalpur. 
is little more than a large country town. The commercial and industrial 
elements are less strong than in any of the other three cities, and its chief 
industry -silk-weaving-js a cottage occupation. From 1901 to 1921 its 
population was falling away, largely because the health of the town was 
bad. Plague broke out from time to time, and cholera was very much in 
evidence, not to speak of the ravages of influenza in 1918 and the economic 
distress that followed. Since 1921 there has been a great improvement in 
the standard of health, and serious epidemics have been practically unknown. 
The increase of popUlation in Bhagalpur. if less sensational than in the other 
cities, is still very pronounced. Its numbers have gone up by about 22 per 
cent from 68,878 to 83,847. There have been several important develop-
ments in the last decade. The city ,vas supplied with electric power in 1929. 
New mills and factories have come into being and the number of grain gola.", 
has increased. Bhagalpur has many schools, and the students arc much 
more numerous than they used to be, with the result that a number of hostels 
have been constructed for the accommodation of those who come from a 
distance. The manner in which Bhagalpur is developing is evident from 

the figures given in the margin. 
1931. 1921. The proportion of females is 

No. of females per 1,000 males 789 851 still much higher than in the 
No. of foreign.born per mille 122 '15 other three cities, but it is 

considerably lower than it was 
ten years ago. And the number of personS' born outside the district (10,265) 
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is almost exactly double what it was in 1921 (5,166), so that Bhagalpur now 
has a stronger foreign contingent than Gaya. This' invasion by outsiders 
hag contributed materially to the growth of the city during the last decade. 

] 4. The industrial city of J amshedpur is quite unlike any other citv or 
t?wn .in the ~rovince---:-or indeed i:r;t the w~ole of India. The story of its 
bIrth m the wll~erness.m 1907 anrllts amazmg development during the next 
fourteen years IS toM III the last census report, and reads like a fairy tale. 
The progress made in the last decade is hardly less remarkable and the 
number of its inhabitants as revealed at the present census is 83,738. The 
credit for the creation of this modern city belongs to the Tata Iron and 
Steel Comp!lny. They have built it at a cost of over one crore of rupees, 
an~ th~y stIll. spend about. four lakhs annually on maintain~ng the services 
whIch It provIdes. To all mtents and purposes ,J amshedpur IS a proprietary 
town of the Company, owned and administered by them, and its people 
enjoy the benefits of this highly efficient municipal government without 
paying any rates whatsoever. The town is administered through a Board 
of Works, con-sisting of representatives of the Steel Company and subsidiary 
companies, with two members of the general public: and the funds required 
for maintaining" the municipal services, such as roads, water-supply, 
sewage. street lights, hospitals, schools, etc., are contributed by these 
companies in fixed proportions--about Rs. 40,000 by the subsidiary concerns 
and the rest by Tata's. It is true that Government have declared the town 
to be a " notified area" under the Municipal Act, and have appointed 
a committee for its administration. But the personnel of this committee is 
the same as that of the BOflI'd of Works mentioned above, and its functions 
are more or less confined to the realization and expenditure of pound fees, 
fees for the registration of carts and dogs, fines, and so forth; and this has 
not materially affected the almost complete control still exercised by the 
Steel Company over the upkeep and development of the town. Among the 
more important developments of the last ten years, brief mention may be 
made of the following. The pukka quarters built by the Company for its 
employees have doubled in number, from 2,756 to 5,483, while the houses 
and huts constructed by the employees and others have increased from 400 
to 8,150. The supply of filtered domestic water is three times as great as 
it was in 1921, and there are now 60 mjles of water-mains and 56 miles of 
drainage sewers. Provision for medical relief has been extended and 
improved, and in the main hospital there is at present accommodation for 
140 indoor patients as against 42 at the beginning o~ the decade. In addi
tion to the formerly existing high school and primary schools, three middle 
English schools and 22 other schools have been opened. 

Despite the grave economic ~epression in the industrial ~orld, the Steel 
Company itself has made consIderable progress. New mmes have been 
opened up, the plant has been impr~)Ved. and ext~nded, and production h~s 
increased. The following figures W_Ill.gIve some .Idea of the ~ro~th of thIS 
vast enterprise. The output of pig-Hon has I'lsen from 210,270 to~s to 
714329 tons' of ingots from 182,]07 tons to 624,539 tons; and of fimshed 
stee'l from 125,871 tons to 433,70,8 tons. D~lI'ing this period three Bessemer 
Converters have been installed for the makmg of steel; and for the produc
tion of finished steel in various forms (including sheet) five new mills have 
been opened and a sleeper press plant -established. :At the. beginning of 
1921 the leases held by the Company for th~ e~tractlOn of Iron or.e were 
confined-apart from certain unworked de_posits m the. Central Provmce.s
to the Mayurbhanj State, and the only mm~ act~allY.m work at ~hat time 
was Gorumahisani. In 1922 two other mmes m thIS state, Suhpat and 
Badampahar, were--op~ned "?-~. I_n 1926 desp.atc~es were commenc.ed from 
the new mines at N oamundl III Smghbhum dIStrIct, and the workmg here 
is gradually being .extended: In the same yea~ a lease was taken o~t for 
iron ore at J oda III KeonJhar State, but owmg to the lac~ of raIlway 
facilities this is not yet being operated. The total output. of H~n .ore from 
the mines during these ten years amounted to some mne milhon tons. 
Unfortunately this period was not free from labour trouble. There was 
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a small works strike in Septemher 1922, but labour at that time was not 
organized, and real leaders (as well as real grievances) were wanting; the 
strike collapsed after 35 days. But in 1928 the trouble was more serious 
.and the strikers better organized. After a protracted struggle lasting five 
months, which caused serious financial loss to the Company and was 
productive of little or no real benefit to the workers. a compromise was 
arrived at. 

Among the other industrial concerns estahlished at J amshedpur, the 
most important is the Tinplate Company of India. Ltd. This company 
started work in 1923, and tIle estimated capacity for which the plant was 
designed was 28,000 tons of finished tiTlplate per annum. But it has been 
found possible to increase this to 45,000 tOllS. The Company's main market 
-consists in the supply of tinplate to the various oil companies in India for 
·('anning kerosene and petrol, and this absorbs about 75 per cent of the 
yearly output. Many other industrial enterprises sprang into life at J amshed
pur during these ten years, but economic conditions were against them 
and the majority were compelled to close down. Rome of them were absorbed 
by the larger concerns. Mention may, however, be made of the Indian 
:Steel Wire Products Company. which. after an i.nitial failure, was bought 
.and re~tn.rted by Sirdar T ndra Singh, and is now working successfully. 

Since the previous census was ta.ken, th(' population of J amshcdpur has 
grown from 57,360 to 83,738-an increase of no less than 46 per cent. 
Mention has been made from time to time in the foregoing pages of various 
matters in respect of whi('h this city furnishes a striking contrast to other 
urban units of the province. There is no congestion tn .Jamshedpur, and 
special care is taken to prevent the growth of slums and unhygienic bazars. 
Although the number of houses has increased by 100 per cent since 1921, 
there are still less than] ,000 houses per square mile, whereas in the other 
three cities the average is over 2,000. And it has already been noticed 
that the number of persons occupying each hom~e is exceptionally low in 
Jamshedpur. Another point to which attC'ntion has been drawn is the 
disparity between the sexes (638 females to J ,000 males) which is more 
marked in this city than anywhere else, though not quite so marked as it 
",-as a decade ago. But it is the cosmopolitan charaeter of J amshedpur 
which above all else makes it unique in the province. Only one in every 
four of its inhabitants was born in the district of Ringhbhum, and less than 
haIf of them were born in Bihar and Orissa. Since 1921 the number of 
immigrants from other districts and from outside the province has risen by 
721,310, and this accounts for more than 80 per cent of the increase in the 
cjty's popUlation. 

J 5. The district of Saran has three towns- -Chapra, Riwan and Towns Of North 
Revelganj. Prior to the last decade, all these places had been steadily BIhar. 
losing population ever since 1891, and when the census of 1921 waR taken 
it was found that in the course of the preceding thirty yean~ the total urban 
population of the district had been reduced from 88,500 to 62,500-a decrease 
-of about 30 per cent. Plague and the decline in river-borne traffic were 
the two influences mainly responsible for this result. The present census 
reveals a striking recovery on the part of all these towns. The population 
of the district headquarters, Chapra, has risen from 42,415 to 47, 448-a rate 
of growth twice as rapid as that recorded in the rural areas of the district. 
The immunity of the town from plague, which had caused such havoc here in 
the early years of the present century, has drawn many people back from the 
mufassal. In Siwan the rate of increase is higher still, being about 20 per 
-cent. This town is growing in importance by virtue of its sugar mills. 
Revelganj, where the loss in the previous decade had been heaviest, is 
nowadays quite a small place. with some 8,800 inhabitants. Here the 
recovery has not been so marked as in the other two towns, but the per-
centage of increase is still somewhat greater than that achieved by the dis-
trict as a whole. In olden days the position of this town on the banks of 
the Gogra made it a thriving centre of trade, and it is hardly likely to regain 
,Its former importance. 
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Of the two towns in Champaran, Motihari, although it is the district 
headquarters, is a good deal smaller than Bettiah, the headquarters of the
northern subdivision. Both these places lost ground in the decade 1911-
~1, but they have made good the deficit with a handsome margin to spare) 
and are now more populous than at any previous stage in their history. For 
the district as a whole the rate of growth during the last decade was 10.()' 
per cent, whereas Motihari has increased its numbers by 26.9 per cent and 
Bettiah by 15 per cent. Development of trade is said to be primarily res
ponsible for this rapid expansion. Certain courts and educational 
Institutions have also been established during the last ten years. 

The number of towns in Muzaffarpur district has increased from four
to five. This is due to the advent since 1921 of the cantonment at Muzaffar
pur, which is treated as a separate town. But, as only 237 persons were
enumerated in the cantonment area at the present census, the new" town ,,. 
has not added appreciably to the urban population of the district. 
Muzaffarpur itself has been on the down-grade for many years. Its high
water mark was in 1891, when the inhabitants numbered over 49,000. 
During the next twenty years there was a gradual decline, but in 1911-21 
the loss of population amounted to no less than 25 per cent. Some part of this: 
loss, however, was unreal, being due to an outbreak of plague at the time 
of the census. It is not surprising therefore that there has been a marked' 
increase (+ 10,057) in the population of Muzaffarpur since 1921. It has 
almost, but not quite, regained the position it held twenty years ago, but 
it is still a long way short of the 1891 level. In Hajipur and Lalganj events, 
have followed very much the same course as in Muzaffarpur itself, except 
that the gradual decline of these two towns dates right back from 1881. 
Between that year and 1921 the population of Hajipur fell from 25,078 to 
16,760, and that of Lalganj from 16,431 to 7,14:8. During the last ten 
years each of these towns has just managed to recoup the loss' sustained 
during the decade 1911-21. :Muzaffarpur, Hajipur and Lalganj are all 
situated within the area in which plague established itself at the beginning 
of the century, and their decay up to 1921 is largely attributable to this fact. 
Sitamarhi is the only town in the district which has registered consistent 
progress during the last fifty years. The number of its inhabitants has. 
grown in this period from 6,125 to 10,701. During the last decade, how
ever, the increase was negligible, being one of 169 persons only. 

The similarity between the variations of popUlation in Muzaffarpur and 
Darbhanga districts has been poin~ed out in Chapter I : thiS' similarity extends. 
to the urban population also. With the exception of Jaynagitl'-, which only· 
achieved urban status ten years ago, all the towns of Darbhanga were losing 
population more or less steadily for several decades prior to 1921. In 1891 
the district headquarters boasted a population of- 73,561, but thirty years 
later this number had dwindled to 53,700. The loss in 1911-21 was parti
cularly. heavy (- 8,928), and although the last ten years have witnessed 
Ii substantial recovery, the population of Darbhanga to-day is still about 
2,000 less than it was in 1911. In Madhubani, the second largest town of 
the district, the decline in previous years was much less marked, ~nd, thanks 
to an increase of over 13 per cent in the population of this town since 1921, 
its numbers now stand higher than they ever did before. . T.h_e same applieS" 
to Samastipur, another subdivisional he~dquarter_s. Here the increase 
dnring the last d~cade amounted to something over 23 per cent, anti was more 
than sufficient to wipe out the. previous- deficits. Rosera rec0rqed a more 
modest growth of 8.4 per cent, which is approximately equal to the progress 
of- the rural areas of the district. But this town has a lot of-leeway to make 
up before it regains the position it held in the latter part of the nineteenth 
centl1ry. A small increase of 485 persons was recorded in the population 
of the new town of Jaynag.ar. 

. . 
Apart from tl}e city which is its district headquarters, Bhagalpur has 

only one town, and that a very small one. The population o'f Golgong has 
never been much above or much below 5,000. Between,191-l anel 1921 it 
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managed to increase its numbers by as much as 1,116, but the last decade has 
witnessed a slight set-back again. This municipality is in a small way a 

-centre of trade for the adjacent countryside. 

Purnea district has four towns, but none of them is large. The popula
tion of the district headquarters has remained more or less stationary for 
the last fifty years, with a slight tendency to decline. An ~ncreas~ of 1,372 
during the last ten years has, however, more than cancelled lts earher losses. 
Nevertheless, in view of the steady growth of the rural population of this 
district, Purnea must be regarded as a decadent town. The railway centre 
·Qf Katihar, on the other hand is markedly progressive. It was first treated 
as urban in 1901, when it had a population of 9,761. To-day its inhabitants 
number 15,864, of which rather more than 3,000 are contained in the railway 
settlement itself. During the last ten years this town has increased its 
numbers by 1,331. Situated at the junction of the Eastern Bengal and the 
Bengal and North-Western Railways, it is the focus of the whole of the 
railway system of the district, and various industries are springing up in the 
town for working up the raw material which passes through it. The growth 

-of the trans-fron6er trade with Nepal has added to the importanre of this' 
town. The other two urban nreas of the district, Kishangan,i and Forbes
ganj, have each added about 1,000 to their population since 1921. 
Kishanganj is the centre of the iute trade in Purnea district and has the 
reputation of being extremely unhealthy. 

16. In Patnn district there are now more towns than in any other 
·district. This was not so a decade ago. In 1921 Gaya had eight towns as 
.against only six in Patna. But Sherghati in Gaya has since reverted 
to the status of a village, while two new towns have made their appearance 
in Fatna. One of these is Fatwa, which has a population of 9,893 and is 
just as urban in charactf'r as many other places mcluded in the list of towns. 
'The sef'onci is the cantonment at Dinapur, which in 1921 was treated as it 
part of the Dinapur municipality but is now regarded as constituting 
·a separate unit. \Vith the exception of Mokameh, all the Patna towns have 
increased their population in the last ten years. Mokameh suffered a loss 
'()f 1,403, which -is believed to be partially due to a re-arrangement of the 
railway administrative centres in the district. There has been a concentra
-Lion at Khagaul of what were formerly three separate raihvay divisions, 
including the one at 11okameh. In these circumstances one would hav~ 
-expected a considerable increase in the population of Khagaul town, but 
.actually it has only risen by about 200. The greatest increase (apart from 
that recorded in the capital city) occurred in Bihar Sharif, where there was 
;an addition of 10,274, or 28 per cent, to the population of 1921. As a result 
of this effort, Bihar haR regained almost the whole of the ground lost since 
1881, when it waR nnmbered among the most important towns of the province. 
The other two subdivi:->ional headquarters at Dinapur and Barh have mltde 
steady progress during this decade, and the cantonment area at Dinapur 
has also contributed its share towards the expansion of th~ urban areas of 
-this district. 

All the towns in Gaya district, excepting the city itself, are quite small, 
the largest being Daudnagar which has a population of 11,699. But there 
have been some striking variations in the population of these towns during 
the last ten years. Nawada, which for some unexplained reason had 
ID!1naged to increase its numbers by 39.6 per cent in the previous decade, 
has lost the greater part of this surplus, the decrease amounting on this 
occasion 00 21.5 per cent. It is reported that this town was visited by several 
epidemics of cholera, small-pox and inflnenza in recent years; there· has also 
'been some emigration from Nawada to the coal-fields and industrial centres. 
On the other hand, Aurangabad has! increased its population by 53.7 per cent, 
Daudnagar by 37.5 per cent, and Jahanabad DY 26 per cent. The last-named 
place owes some of its rapid growth to the establishment there of a civil court 
in the year 1925; immunity from the plague has also helped considerably. 
Aurangabad and Daudnagar are said to have been markedly free from 
<epidemic diseases for the major portion of the decade, and there happened 

Towns of South 
Bihar. 
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to be several barats assembled in these two towns at the time when the cenSU81 
was taken. In the case of Aurangabad particularly, the normal population 
is so small that it would be appreciably affected by fortuitous gatherings of 
this kind. In the two remainiJfg towns of Hasua and Tikari the progress 
was less sensational, but so far as Tikari is concerned it is at least noteworthy 
that the decline which had been going on consistently since 1881 has at last 
been arrested. In the course of forty yeats the popu.lation of this 
municipality had fallen from 12,187 to 4,827. To-day it stands at 5,48L 

In each of the last three census reports the towns of Shahabad, whieh 
are six in number, have been described as decadent. In 1921 the only one 
which did not actually lose population was Arrah itself, and even then it 
only made good a small portion of the loss it has suffered in 1901-11. On 
the present occasion all these towns have recorded an increase, great OJ:' 

small. The population of Arrah had gone up by 20 per cent (from 40,769 to 
48,922), while that of Buxar has risen by as much as 33.2 per cent (from 
10,098 to 13,449). Dumraon, with an increase of 2 per cent, is the only town 
which has failed to keep pace with the general rise in population throughout 
the district. In Sasaram, Jagdispur and Bhabhua there have been increases. 
of over 10 per- cent. The virtual disappearance of the plague from the towns. 
of this district has :much to do with their striking recovery. For the rest,. 
the District Officer expresses the opinion that there has been a marked 
tendency on the part of landlords and others to leave their villages and settle 
in urban centres. He points out also that the number of lawyers and schoor 
students is considerably greater than it was. 

Of the six towns in Monghyr district, the four largest have increased 
their population substantially since 1921, and the two smallest have lost 
ground. Lakhisarai and Begusarai were .treated as towns for the first 
time in 1921, and it is in these two places that the numbers have fallen 
away. In Begusarai the loss amounts to 1,323, and is due to the fact that 
cholera and plague were raging there at the time of the census, and many 
of the inhabitants had taken 'up their abode temporarily in grass huts outside 
the urban area. The decrease in Lakhisarai is more difficult to explain. 
In view of its commanding position on the railway and its growing 
importance as a collecting and distributing centre, it was expected to develop 
fairly rapidly, but actually its numbers have dropped from 10,673 to 8,813. 
The district headquarters of Monghyr has had a chequered history during 
the last fifty years, its population rising and falling alternately at each 
successive census. But on the whole it lost more than it gained, and in 1921 
it had a population of 46,825 only as compared with 55,372 in 1881. This 
time it has achieved an increase-of 13 per cent, which goes a long way towards 
wiping out the deficit. Apart from the natural growth of the population. 
the District Officer attributes this increase to the better medical and educa
tional facilities now available for both sexes and to a marked improvement 
in the amenities of life, such as public gardens, play-grounds and cinema. 
houses. Most of these improvements have been effected during the last five 
or six years. The important railway centre at J amalpur continues to develop 
apace. Its population to-day (30,346) is more than dOD;ble what it was thirty 
years ago (13,929). Two new hostels and a new hospItal have been opened 
here during the last decade, and there has been a considerable expanSIOn in 
the railway stores department. At Sheikhpura the establishment of a large 
high school is one factor which has contributed to the expansion of this 
town (+ 2,080, o~ 17 pe:r cent) .since 1921; another is the metalling. of ~he 
Sheikhpura-BarbIgha road, !VhlCh enables pe~ple who would otherwI~e lIve 
in the country to manage theIr land from SheIkhpura town. Khagarla has 
steadily increased in. size a~d iI!lportance s~llce the openi.ng of the Sa~astipur
Khagaria branch raIlway hne III 1915, whIch rendered It a commerCIal centre 
for a considerable are::. At the census of 1921 it showed a fairly heavy loss 
of population, but thIs-must have been due to some temporary cause such 
as the prevalence of epidemic disease at that particul::r time. The large 
increase of 28 per cent recorded at the present census IS therefore to some 
extent unreal. and the population to-day represents the normal increase which 
might be expected over the figure of 1911. 
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17. All the six towns of Orissa lost population during the decade Towns of Orissa. 
]911-21. On the present occasion three of them have registered a further 
decline, two have remained almost stationary, and one has achieved a remark-
able recovery. This last is the headquarters statiem of Cuttack district. 
From 1881 to 1911 Cuttack made fairly steady progress and in the latter 
year it had a population of 52,528. The distress prevailing in Orissa at 
the time when the 1921 census was held must have caused many persons to 
leave the town in search of employment elsewhere, and this doubtless accounts 
for the drop of 1,521 recorded at the census. The numbers have now risen 
.sharply to 65,263, which is 28 per cent in excess of the 1921 figure, but may 
be regarded as representing little more than the natural growth since 1911. 
To S0l}1e extent the population of this town was temporarily augmented in 
1931 by the presence of a fairly large staff engaged in settlement work. The 
other two towns in Cuttack district are J ajpur and Kendrapara, the head-
quarters o_f the two mufassal subdivisions. They have been declining in 
-numbers and importance for many years, particularly Kendrapara. This 
town used to be a market of cana-l traffic, but the opening of the railway in 
1900 was a severe ... blow to it. The pilgrim traffic at Jajpur has also 
diminished with the advent of the railway. During the last ten years the 
population of Kendrapara has decreased by about 2,000, and that of Jajpur 
by 342. 

Puri district has only a single town, after which the district is named. 
The fluctuations in the number of its inhabitants irom decade to decade are 
governed to a very large extent by the volume of pilgri;m traffic that happens 
to be present in the town at the time when the census is taken. The recorded 
figures suggest that the population has been falling away steadily for the 
last thirty years, but they are somewhat misleading. It is true that 49,334 
persons were enumerated in this town in 1901, as compared with only 37,568 
at the present cens'us, but the following statement will show that in actual 
fact its permanent population to-day is appreciably larger than it was in 
1901:-

1891·1901. 1901-11. 1911·21. 1921·31. 1901·31. 

Actual variation +20,540 - 9,648 - 992 -1,126 -11,766 

Variation In number of +15,000 -12,000 -2,750 - 250 -15,000 
pilgrims. 

Variation In permanent + 5,540 + 2,352 +1,758 - 876 + 3,234 
population. 

At the time of the 1901 census it was estimated that no less than 17,000 
pilgrims were present in the town owing to the fact that the census happened 
to coincide with a big festival. In 1931 the number was only 1,995. Except 
during the last decade, the permanent popUlation of the town has been 
growing fairly steadily. This is due to the increasing popularity of Puri 
as a seaside health resort. But, when the present census was taken, money 
was scarce and most of the houses in the Balukhand area of the town which 
are wont to be occupied by health-seekers and holiday-makers were found 
vacant. 

The two towns of Balasore and Bhadrak, like the district in which they 
are situated, have remained more or less stationary in point of number~s 
during the last decade. Indeed, there has been no appreciable variation in 
the popUlation of Bhadrak town since 1901. Balasore, on the other hand 
is definitely smaller than it used to be; between 1911 and 1921 its number~ 
decreased by as much as 20 per cent, and it nas only recouped a very small 
fraction of this loss in the last ten years. .... 

1~. The. three towns ?f ~azaribagh district are- Giridih, Chatra and Towns of the 
H~zarlbagh ~tself. T~e dIstrIct headquarters is many miles from the nearest Chota Nagpur 
raIlw3:Y statIOn, but It has a pleasant climate and good schools, and is plateau. 
becomI~g more an~ more popul~r as a p.lace for retirement. In the previous 
decade Its populatIOn had remamed statIOnary, but since 1921 it has increased 
by about 4,000, or something over 22 per cent. Giridih also has added largely 
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to its numbers, though the increase is less marked than it was in 1911-21, 
when the coal industry was more prosperous. Since the beginning of the 
century the population of this town has risen from 9,433 to 21,122, and it is 
now slightly larger than the headquarters station. The third town, Chatra, 
has recorded only a very small increase (6.5 per cent) which is by no means 
commensurate with the natural growth of the district population. This is 
consistent with its previous history, for it has been on the down-grade ever 
since 1881. 

Apart from its district headquarters, Ranchi has only two small towns-
Lohardaga (7,577) and Bundu (6,487). Of these, the former had increased 
its population very slightly at the previous census and it has done the same 
again now. The extension of the narrow gauge railway line from Ranchi 
to Lohardaga does not appear to have led to the development which might have 
been expected. In 1921 Bundu suffered a loss of about 2,000 inhabitants, 
and in the last ten years it has wiped out three-quarters of this deficit. The 
prosperity of Bundu depends in a very large measure on the state of lac 
market. Ranchi town itself continues to expand in. a remarkable manner. 
As the summer headquarters of the local Government, it has gained much in 
importance during the last twenty years. Like Hazaribagh, which it closely 
r~sembles in climate, it is a ~avouri~e place for retirement. It is centrally 
sItuated on the plateau, bemg withm easy reach of the coal-fields in 
Manbhum and Hazaribagh and of the iron ore deposits in Singhbhum. 
The result of these natural advantages is that during the last half century 
Ranchi has developed from a comparatively insignificant place with only 
18,4-43 inhabitants into a flourishing town with a population of over 50,000. 
The increase recorded since 1921 is more striking than at any previous census, 
amounting as it does to well over 25 per cent. 

Daltonganj and Garhwa are the only two towns in Palamau district . 
. They are situated close to one another, Daltonganj on the east of the river 
Koil and Garhwa on the west. Each of them had a population just under 
10,000 in 1921, and in. each case this number has now risen to about 12,000. 
The development of these two towns since the beginning of the present 
century has been extraordinarily rapid. In the course of thirty years 
Daltonganj has increased its numbers by over 100 per cent, and Garhwa by 
about 230 per cent. The former town is the terminus of the only railway in 
Palamau and is the trade centre for the eastern half of the district. Garhwa 
commands the markets in the western half and is also the channel for 
a considerable volume of traffic with Mirzapur district in the United 
Provinces and Sarguja State in the Centra1 Provinces. 

Manbhum district has four towns, and all of them are markedly 
progressive. Dhanbad is the headquarters of the colliery area and was 
promoted to urban status only ten years ago. During this period its 
popUlation has risen from 11 ,973 to 16,356-.an ~ncr~ase of ab_out 36 pe:: cen~. 
Purulia, the headquarters town of the dIstrIct, IS steadIly growIl'!-g 1ll 
importance in spite of the fact that the extension of the broad gauge raIlway 
line to Muri has diverted a good deal of the ~raffic which formerly passed 
through Purulia on its way to Ranchi and Lohardaga. Half a century ago 
this town had only 9,305 inhabitants; now it has 25,974. The increase 
achieved by it during the last decade was one of over 17 per cent, or slightly 
more than the general rate of increase for the district as a whole. 
Raghunathpur and Jhalda are the other two towns in Manbhum. They are 
both quite small, the population of the former being just over, and that of 
the latter just under, 7,000; each of them has made good progress since the 
previous census was taken. 

In Singhbhum distr.iQ.t there are four towns, including the city of 
Jamshedpur, of which some aceount has alreadv been given. The combined 
population of the other three towns does not" amount to much more than 
one-third of Jamshedpur's popUlation. Jugsalai, with 8,721 inhabitants. 
appears in the list of town~ for the first time. Chaibassa, which is the 
headquarters of the district, added substantially to its nnmbers, but the 
increase here ( + 1,607) was not so marked as in Chakradharpur (+ 3,247) , 
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with the result that the latter place is now the second largel:lt town in the 
district. The growth of the railway settlement at Chakradharpnr is 
responsible more than anything else for the rapid expansion of this town. 

The urban population of the Santal Parganas is distributed among 
five towns, each of which has made some progress during the last decade. The 

Year. 

1881 

1891 
1901 
1911 
1921 

1931 

largest of them is Sahebganj, and the 
Population. statement in the margin will show the 

6,512 
11,297 

7,558 

violent ups and downs that have marked 
the history of this town during the last 
fifty years. Its original development 

14,783 between 1881 and 1891 was due to the 
11,880 construction of the railway, and ever 
15,883 since it has been growing in importance 

as a railway settlement and a centre of 
trade. Hut in 1901 and again in 1921 there was an outbreak of plague in the 
town at census time, which caused numerous deaths and indirectly reduced 
the population still more by driving many of the inhabitants out of 
the town. The numbers recorded at the present census are no higher 
than might reasonably be expected in view of the 1911 figure. Rajmahal 
town is nominally the headquarters of the subdivision in which Sahebganj 
is located, but it is no longer of any importance. With a population of 
only 3,685, it is the smallest town in British territory. It has increased 
its numbers by 231 during the last ten years, but this is far below the rate of 
natural growth for the district. Deoghar, which has a population of 14,217, 
is the second largest town in this district. Deoghar and Madhupur are 
favourite places of residence for Bengali gentlemen. Since 1921 both these 
places have added about 1,900 to their population, but in the case of Madhu
pur, which is much the smaller town of the two (8,965), the rate of growth 
represented by this addition is more considerable. The headquarters 
station of the district is Dumka, but it is quite a small place with only 
9,471 inhabitants. This, however, represents an increase of over 2,000 (or 
28 per cent) since the previous census was taken. The .presence in the town 
of a large settlement staff and their families in February 1931 accounts for 
some part of the increase. 

Rather more than half the urban population of Sambalpur district is 
to be found in the headquarters station. The remainder is shared between 
the two towns of Bargarh and Jharsugra. Each of the latter has increased 
its population by nearly 2,000 since 1921, and each of them has now just 
over 7,000 inhabitants. The rate of growth, therefore, has been 
exceptionally rapid in these two places. Jharsugra was treated as a town 
for the first time ten years ago, and its importance as a commercial centre 
is increasing. The population of Sambalpur itself has gone up from 13,594 
to 15,017, which is on a par with the general rate of increase in this district. 

In the whole of the Feudatory States there are but seven small toWns, 
with an average popUlation of 6,500 each. In 1921 the number of towns 
was six and their average population was just under 6,000. The newly 
promoted unit is Bolangir, the capital of Patna state, which indeed figured 
in the list of towns some decades ago but was rusticated for a while. The 
largest and the smallest towns in the States are both found in Sonpur, the 
inhabitants of the former (Nijgarh) numbering 8,506 and of the latter 
(Binka) only 3,326. Binka has been dwindling away steadily, and its claims 
to urban status would appear to be doubtful. The two towns of Dhenkanal 
state-Nijgarh and Bhuban-developed more rapidly than any others during 
the last decade, their combined population having increased by 2,580 or 
22.5 per cent. No other town kept pace with the growth of the rural areas. 
In the States as a whole 99 persons out of every 100 still reside in villages. 

19. The census village, in British territory at least, is the mauza theThe census 
boundaries of which have been demarcated in survey and settlement opera- tillage. 
tions. It may contain one group of houses, or it may contain many; on 
the oth!3r hand, there are not a few mauzas which contain no houses at alL 
The village, therefore, is not a residential unit, but a revenue unit. The 
history of the mauza in this province and the varying character developed.. 
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by it in ~i:fferent localiti.es were dealt with fully in the last report and 
t~le narratIve n~ed not be repeated here. It will suffice to say that the census 
vll1age approXImates most closely to the residential villaO'e in the Chota 
?"agpur div~sion (exclud~ng Ranchi district), and differs frn~ it most widely 
III Nor~h. BIh~r a:nd OrIssa. The average size of the census village in all 
the BrI~Is~ dIstr~cts take~ t<:>gether is almost exactly one square mile, but 
even withm a. smgle dIstrIct there may be extreme variations. Thus, 
Monghyr con tams both the largest and the smallest mauza in the province 
the former covering more than 72,000 acres and the latter less than on~ 
acre. 

Distributi~n of 20. In t~ese .circumstances ~t is ~lear that there is l_ittle to be gained 
:~~. rural popula- from an e~ammatIOn ~f the wa~ III whICh t.h~ rural popUlation is distributed 

between vIllages _ of different SIzes. SubSIdIary Table I appended to this 
chapter tells us that the average population of a vill~ge in Rihar and Orissa 
is 395, being hjghest in North Bihar (692) and lowest on the Chota Nagpur 
plateau (260)_ And the same table shows how large a proportion of the 
country f~lk l.ive ~n villages with a population of under 500 and how large 

- a proportIOn m bIgger VIllages. But these figures really mean very little. 
They cannot evell be used unreservedly for comparison with the corres
ponding figure of earlier censuses-for reasons which will now be explained. 

The mauza being a geographical unit. with boundaries more- or less 
permanently fixed, the number of such units undergoes little change. But 
the census tables show only the number of inhabited villages. and this number 
may and does fluctuate. The aggregate number of such villages in Bihar 
and Orissa in 1931 is given in Imperial Table I as 102,780, which is less 
by 1,459 than the corresponding figure ten years ago. Some part of this 
decrease may be due to the fact that villages which were formerly inhabit
ed have since been deserted, but it would not be correct to put down the 
whole difference to this cause. 'The districts in which the fall is most 

TIhagaJpur 

'Manbhum 
Monghyr 
Cuttack 

no~iceable are shown in the margin; 
No_ Of inhabited village8 in- in fact, these four districts account 

'1931. 1921_ for 85 per cent of the whole discre
3,080 

4,642 

2,610 
5,506 

3,829 

4,808 

2,768 

pancy in British territory. So fal' 
as Manbhum is concerned, the 
explanation is that only about half 

5,629 the district had been surveyed in 
1921, and in the other half the 

residential village was taken as the unit on that occasion. In the other 
three districts the reason must be sought in the failure of the local census 
staff to observe the instructions -as to what constitutes a single village. 
A comparison, thana by thana. of the number of mauzas sho'Yn as inhabited 
in 1921 in these particular districts with the complete list of mauzas in 
the thana jurisdiction lists revea1ed that in several thanas of each district 
the former number was in excess of the latter. In Bhagalpur, for instance, 
Katoria thana contains only 202 mauzas, inhabited or otherwise; but it 
was shown as containing 755 inhabited villages in 1921. Such mistakes are 
very hard to prevent altogether, .and Katoria thana furnishes a pal'ticularly 
glaring examp!e of the anomalIes of the mauza .sys~em. It IS the most 
jungly and s'parse~y populated_ part of the. dIstrIct and. bo~st~ few 
residential umts WIth a populatIOn of 500 aplece, but there IS m It one 
mauza Kadhar by name, which extends over 54.529 acres, contains no less 
than 226 separate hamlets, and has altogether 15,347 inhabitants_ There 
are two other mauzas in this thana whic:tJ- between them have almost exactly 
the same area and population as Kadhar and contain 119 seI?arate hamlets_ 
This explains why in Subsi~ia~y Tab~e I .we ~nd that ~7 per mIlle ~f the rural 
population in Bhagalpur dIstrIct re~Ide m VIllages WI~h a populatIon of over 
5 000 while in 1921 the correspondmg number was ml_ There undoubtedly 
h~s b~en a substantial increase jn the last decade in the proportion of persons 
living in the fairly large villages. viz: those with a _population of. n?t le~s 
than 2 000' and a considerable drop m the proportIOn of those hvmg III 

village~ with less tha~ 500 inhabit.ants. Bu~ th~ exact measure of these 
variations cannot easIly be determmed nor, III VIew of the nature of the 
census "village)', would the information be of great value. 
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I.-DISTRIBUTION OF THE POPULATION BETWEEN TOWNS AND VILLAGES . 

DISUXOT AND NATURAL DIVISION. 

BIHAR AND ORISSA 

NORTn BIllU 

Saran 
Champa"," 
Muzaffarpur 
Darbhanga 
Bhagalpur 
Purnea 

SOUTn BIlIAlI 

Patu" 
Gaya 
Shah.bad 
"MollgnJr 

Cuttack 
Balasor. 
Puri 

{luau NAGPUJI PLA~EAU 

Hazaribagh 
Ranchi 
Palamau 
Manbhurn 
Singhbhum 

Santal Pargana. 
Angul 
Sambalpur 
OIissa States , .. 
Chota N agpur States 

AVERA.GE 
POPULATION 

PER-

NUMBER PKR 
I MILLE RESIDING 

IN-

.NUMD:EB rEB MILLE OF URBAN l'OPU" NUMBE:R pER MILLB Oll' Jil.U1U.L PO fU" 
LATION R1i:SIDING IN TOWNS WITH LA.TION llEflIDING IN VILLJ..GES WI'rR 

A PQPUL!.TIO.N OF- A. POPULATIOlf OJl-

20,000 
Town, Village. Towns. Villages. and 

10,000 
to 

20,UOO. 

5,000 
to 

10,000. 

Under 
5,000. 

5,000 
and 
over. 

2,000 
to 

5,000. 

500 
to 

2,000. 

Under 
600. 

20,818 

23,492 
22,743 
16,448 
20,965 
44,540 
ll,651i 

24,508 

35,242 
19,428 
19,605 
21,001 

29,619 
18,O~3 
37,568 

14,110 

16,952 
21,527 
12,013 
14,098 
~8,009 

10,444 

9,7iili 
6,.31 

895 

692 

561 
824 
704 
976 I 
607 , 
515

1 

000 

676 
373 
306 
B~B 

379 
274 
334 

260 

241 
SOl I 
254 
37~ 
271 

~~~ I 
438 
236 
27~ 

40 

29 

28 
Zl 
28 
33 
40 
21 

78 

153 
57 
59 
!;() 

89 

41 
36 
36 

8u 

34 
41 
29 
31 

123 

25 

33 
10 

960 

971 

972 
979 
072 
967 
960 
979 

922 

847 
943 
941 
M5 \ 

961 

959 
964 
964 

970 

966 
959 
971 
969 
877 

975 
1,000 

967 
ij90 

1,000 

over. 

6 

61.'> 

599 

673 
6J4 
520 
579 
941 

720 

819 
647 
630 
1)61 

684 

737 

1,000 

462 

R28 
782 

461 
732 

fJ17 

25/j 

202 
386 
365 
179 

678 

186 

87 
86 

237 
2GB 

866 

263 
1,000 

246 

1,000 
290 
102 

576 

515 

8 

164 

125 

112 
242 

59 
322 

144 

94 
267 
133 
131 

276 

172 
218 

249 
76 

353 

48. 
927 

9 

4, 

1\ 
••• ! 

.. ~ I ... 

16 

71 

73 

10 

26 

54 

14 
94 
66 
59 
67 
20 

28 

27 
5 

15 
4~ 

8 

4 

5 

7 

16 

38 

11 

180 

220 

113 
254 
192 
316 
270 
159 

168 

177 
73 

128 
277 

48 

55 
10 
61 

40 

64 
48 
25 
72 
2. 

22 
29 
55 
27 
38 

466 

1$27 

598 
4>93 
649 
4.99 
479 
5441 

499 

574 
467 
470 
5()3 

489 

533 
437 
445 

878 

340 
497 
340 
458 
3S9 

263 
352 
545 
341 
189 

13 

879 

199 

276 
169 
193 
126 
184 
277 

815 

222 
455 
387 
174 

460 

408 
544 
489 

880 

580 
456 
635 
~32 
60S 

ni 
619 
394 
632 
773 

II.-PROPORTION OF THE TOTAL POPULATION AND OF EACH MA..IN RELIGION WHO LIVE IN TOWNS. 

Dt8T1UOT AND N A.TUltA.L DIVISION. 

---------------1-

BIHAR AND QRISSA 

NORTU llrnAn 

Saran 
Champ.ran ... 
Muzatrarpur 
Darbhanga 
llhagalpur 
Purnea 

SOUTn llrnAlI ... 

Patna 
Gaya 
Bhahabad 
lllonghyr 

ORISSA. 

Cllttack 
Balasore 
Puri 

{)uorA. NAGPVll PLA.T1UU 

Hazaribagh 
Ranchi 
Pa1amau 
Manhhum 
Singhbhum 

Santal Pargana. 
Angul 

~~~~:~;'~eB .. , 
Chota N agpur States 

--,----

Total 
Population. 

40 

29 

28 
21 
28 
33 
40 
21 

78 

153 
57 
59 
55 

.19 

41 
36 
36 

80 

3i 
41 
29 
31 

123 

25 

33 
10 

Hindu. 

86 

2~ 
16 
25 
3~ 
31 
24 

64 

126 
48 
43 
49 

38 

35 
26 
36 

81 

~o 
4.5 
20 
30 

170 

43 

30 
11 

Uuslim. 

4 

8S 

45 

GO 
40 
48 
r.3 

103 
16 

198 

354 
131 
205 
109 

tJ06 

190 
353 
21 

109 

7d 
2Vl 

58 
63 

733 

42 

541 
74 

NUMB"E"R l""Elt MILL'R WllO LIVE IN TOWNS, 

Christian. 

72 

440 

187 
497 
621 
714 
501 
170 

607 

779 
910 
18R 
713 

540 

843 
364 
130 

45 

3dR 
30 
In 

222 
280 

58 

133 
3 

Tribal 
religions. 

8 

"I 

1,000 

35 
0'33 

4, 

789 
1,000 

10 

23 
10 

8 

2 
9 
1 

0'47 
R 

0'85 

48 
0'15 

Sikh. 

7 

685 

28 

281 
611 

6 

670 

691 
410 
7~R 
125 

."l59 

160 
61)7 

1,000 

826 

86 
474 
273 

~51 

151 

700 
236 

Jain. 

414 

1,000 
600 

1,000 
145 
246 
715 

769 

3dS 
810 
901 
250 

614 

861 

276 

358 
lID 

1,000 

97ii 
1,000 

371 
3 

BUddhist. Zoroastrian, 

9 

61 

1,000 

1,000 

620 

D3d 
53 

1,000 
1,000 

8 

5 
1,000 

D 
308 

667 
409 

10 

856 

1,000 

1,000 
1,000 

90~ 

963 
1,000 

250 
1,000 

444 

1,000 

860 

1,000 

1,000 
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, 
CLASS OF TowNS. 

1 

BIHAR. AND 
QBISSA. 

1,-100,000 and over 

II.-60,OOO-l00,ooo 

III.-20,OOO-60,OOO 
, 
IV.-10,000-30,ooo 

V.-5,OOO-I0,ooo 

VI,-Under 5,000 

CITY. 

Patna. 

G&y" 

Dha.galpur 

.Tamshedpur 

.. , 

.. , 

CHAPTER H.-SUBSIDIARY TABLES. 

IlL-ToWNS OLaSSIFIED BY POPULATION. 

V Al<IATION PRR ORIIT'!!' 
VAlUATION PER CENT AT EA..Olt SUOOEEDING OENSUS IN THE FROM 1881 TO 1931 

Number Propor- POPULATION OF TOWNS AS OLASSED AT THE nr-
of towns tion to Number PRBVIOUS OENStrS. 
of eaoh total offema.les 'l'he The total 
olass in urban per 1,000 popul .... urban popu. 

1931. popula- males. tian of lation of the 
tion, 1931-21. 1921-11, 1911-01, 1901-1891. 1891-1881, towns as provinoe and' 

classed of each 
in 1881, class, 

2 3 4 Ii 6 7 8 I) 10 11 

85 :1.00 824- +:1.9':1. +3'3 -2'9 -6'S +6'6 +:1.:1.'9 +110'0 

1 9" 731 +33'1 -11'9 +1'0 -18'4 -3'2 --6'4 --6'" 

7 98'6 783 +37'8 -8'4 -9'5 -13'6 +6'2 +4'8 +52'7 

III 23'5 859 +17'2 +3'4 -4'3 +4'2 +8'1 +12'5 +3l"~ 

26 21'7 844 +10'6 +0'9 -2'2 -9'7 +6'0 +8'7 +1I2'7 

36 16" 877 +15'7 +21'3 +4'0 +0'2 +18'0 +63'3 -la'l) 

3 0'" 906 +19'3 +4lI'O +ll1'O +10'8 +37'4 +93'3 +112'1 -

IV.-CITIES. 

Number Number Number PBRORNTAGR Oll' VAlUATION IN POPULATION. 
of persons of females of foreign 

Po_pula- per 1 000 b tlon, square per, or_n per 
mile, males. mll1e, 1921-1931, 1911-1921,1901-1911, 1811:1.-1901. -1881-1891, 1881-1931~ 

a 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

, .. 159,690 10,646 731 1113 +33'10 -11'9 +1'0 -18'4 -3'2 --6'4.3-

... 88,005 11,001 738 94 +30'25 +35'3 -30'0 -Ira +0'2 +15'16 

.. , 83,847 -7,622 789 12:1 +21'73 -7'4 -1'9 +9'6 +1'3 +Jlli'87 

.. , 83.738 3,806 '638 749 +45'98 , .. ... .,. . .. ." 



CHAPTER ilL-Birthplace and Migration. 

Imperial Table VI gives statistics relating to the birthplace of all Referenoe to 
-persons enumerated in Bihar and Orissa, and it is from this table that statistios. 
lnformation is derived about migration from one part of the province to 
-another and immigration from places outside its borders. As regards 
-emigration to other parts of India, particulars have been obtained from the 
provinces and states concerned, while a few figures are also available in 
-respect of persons born in Bihar and Orissa and enumerated outside India. 
-The main statistics of both immigration and emigration have been 
:.Summarized in the following subsidiary tables at the end of this chapter :-

I.--Immigration. 
II.-Emigration. 

IlL-Migration between natural divisions. 
IV .. -Migration between the province and other parts of India. 

2. In the census schedules the unit of birthplace recorded for persons Record 
born in India was the British district or Indian State. For persons born place. 
in foreign lands the country of birth only was recorded. But, as explained 
in paragraph 24 of Chapter I, when the time came to extract and compile 
the j_nformation contained in the schedules, it was decided as a measure 
.of economy that, in the case of persons born in some part of India outside 
the province where they were enumerated, the province of birth (and not 
the individual district) should be taken as the unit. Consequently although 
we know approximately how many of the natives of Bihar and Orissa have 
,emigrated to other places, we have not the same knowledge about the natives 
·of any individual district; although we can say that 471,601 persons born 
in this province were enumerated in Assam, we cannot say what proportion 
of this number came from Ranchi district; although it is on record that 
24,004 natives of the United Provinces have found their way into Saran 
.district, it is not recorded how many of these have simply crossed the border 
-from so'me contiguous district and how mani.hail from more distant parts. 
This makes it difficult to estimate with confidence the direction and volume 
:of the various currents of migration into and away from the province. 

3. It is usual to distinguish five different types of migration, as Types 
follows :- tiOD. 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

Casual.-This covers the minor movements between neighbouring 
villages. Such movements do not appear in the census returns 
at all unless the villages in question happen to lie on opposite 
sides of the line which divides one district from another . 

. Females usually figure prominently in migration of this type 
owing to the very common practice amongst Hindus of taking 
a wife from another village. 

Temporary.-Journeys on business; visits to fairs and places of 
pilgrimage, the temporary demand for labour when new roads, 
buildings or railways are under construction- -these and similar 
causes are responsible for migration of this type. So also is 
the temporary displacement of population resulting from out
breaks of plague ~nd other diseases in a particular area; and 
the prevalence of sc:t-I'city or distress for a limited period. 

Periodic.-This is really a special form of temporary migration, 
associated more particularly with the seasons of the 
agricultural year. When work is slack in the fields, labour 
moves away to find temporary employment elsewhere; and 
conversely at the busy harvest season it is often attracted from 
other parts. The seasonal movements of pastoral nomads 
would also come under this category. Periodic migration is of 
great volume and importance in Bihar and Orissa. 
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(4) Sem.i-perm:anent.-The native~ of o:r~e place re~ide a_nd earn their 
hvmg III another, but retaIll theH connectIOn wIth their own 
homes, where they maintain and from time to time visit their

. families, and to which they return in their old age. 
(5) Permanent.-This type of migration occurs when over-crowding 

drives people away from an area or the superior attractions of 
another area induce them to settle there for good. 

It may be observed that periodic migration not infrequently tends to 
become semi-permanent, and semi-permanent migration to become 
permanent. 

The cens~s returns do not differentiate between the various types of 
migration, but there are various factors which make it possible in some 
measure to estimate their respective importance. One such factor is the 
distance between the birthplace and the place of enumeration. But here it 
must be borne in mind that, while casual migration is confined to the shorter 
movements from district to district, these same movements cover a consider
able volume of migration of the more important types. The proportion of" 
the sexes among migrants will often furnish a helpful clue to the nature 
of the movement. It has already been mentioned that females are ordinarily 
in excess in casual migration. This would be even more marked but for 
the fact that young married women often return to their parents' houses: 
for their first confinement; and this practice has the further consequence 
that the child's birthplace will frequently be in some district ether than 
that where he is brought up and subsequently resides. In migration of 
the periodic and semi-permanent types the male sex predominates very 
largely; but when the movement becomes permanent there is as a rule little 
difference between the number of males and females. 

4. The first statement inserted below in the margin shows the nuniber
of immigrants in Bihar 

PBRSONS BNUMERATBD IN THB PROVINCB WHO Number PeTcentage 0/ and Orissa and th 
WBRl BORN IN- (OOO's omitted). Actual e prop or-

Population. tion which they bear to the. 
Bihar and Orissa- 41,820 

District or state-group 0:£ enumeration 40,592 
Contiguous districts or state-groups ... 1,031 
Elsewhere in the province 197 

Other parts of India-
Adjacent provinces or states 
Elsewhere in India 

Outside India-

467 
414 

53 

42 

98.8 " actual " population, 
95.9 that is to say, the p01.:mla-
2.4 tion enumerated wIthin 
"0.5 the province. The next. 
1.1 statement shows the num-
1.0 ber of emigrants and their 
0.1 proportion to the 
0.1 " natural" population, or 

the population born within 
the province .. Three broad conclusions suggest themselves from a considera
tion of these figures. The first is the general immobility of the population. 

As many as 959 persons in 
BNUMBRATBD I1i- (OOO's omitted). Natural V OUS re or PERSONS BORN IN THE PROVINCB WHO WBRB NumbeT Percentage of e er

h 
th and we b n 

Population. in t· e district where they 
Bihar and Orissa-

District or state-group of birth 
Contiguous districts or state-groups .•• 
Elsewhere in the province 

Other parts of India-
Adjacent provinces or states 
Elsewhere in India. 

Outside India-

41,820 
40,592 
1,mn 

197 

1,770 
1,273 

497 

.047 

95.9 
93.1 
2.4 
0.5 

4.1 
2.9 
1.1 

were enumerated; and 931 
in every thousand wer8' 
enumerated in the district 
where they were born. The
pursuit of agriculture, 
which is and has ever been 
the main occupation of 
the vast majority of the 
people, does not foster the· 

spirit of adventure or furnish much scope for its gratification. The caste 
system and other social customs help to tie a mail down to his own narrow 
circle, and the diversity, 'Of languages is another obstacle in the way of him
who would break away to seek his fortune further afield. 

The second main point emerging from these two sets of figures is that 
on the balance Bihar and Orissa loses heavily by migration. For some 
1,770,000 persons whom the province has sent out to other parts o~ India, 
it has received only about 467,000 in exchange. (No useful comparIson can 
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be made in respect of migration to and from placeR outRirip India, as the 
statiRtics for emigrants of this daBS are hopelessly incomplete.) The net 
loss thuR amounts to 1.303,000 persons. and is far greater than that sustained 
by an~' ot.her province in India.* If we cOllfine oUl'selvC's to migration 
between the BI'itish dist.rict.s of this province alld other parts of India, the 
lOfls ifl heavier fltill, for the emigrants numher l. 90R,000 and the immigrants 
496,000. The Feudatory States receive nearly twice as many migrants as 
they send out. But it should be explained that the loss sustained by Bihar 
and 01'1ssa on the balance of migrations is not a permanent one-- at least, 
a great part of it is not. It has already bee11 mentioned that the periodic 
type of migration is of great volume and impOl'Lance in this province. The 
slack season in the fields begins after the winter rice crop bas heen gathered 
in, and it ifl then that the labourers embark on their nllIllHll pilgrimage 
in search of temporary E'mployment abroad. In some places they return 
for the harvesting of the spring crops; elsewhere they wait for tho monsoon 
to break before starting on the homeward journey. Thus it happens that 
the tide of seasonal emigration is at the full in February, and the normal 
population of the province is reduced to its lowest figure at about the time 
when the census is taken. On the present occasion, as observed elsewhere, 
this was even more true than u::::ual, because the date of the census (the 
26th Febrmtr~T) was s1ightly earlier than it ordinarily is. 

Large as is the disparity between the number of emigrants and the 
number of immigrants at the present census, it was still larger ten years 
ago. In 1921 the net loss sustained by the province as a whole (including 
the States) as the result of exchanges with other parts of India was 
1,568,000. In the eourse of these last ten years the emigrants have 
decreased by 185,000 and the immigrants have increased by 79,000. The 
fall in the number of emigrants is due to the fact that in 1921 economic 
conditi.ons were particularly unfavourable, and this not only intensified 
the normal flow of periodir emigration hut also led to a considerable amonnt 
of temporary migration which was not directly connected with the season 
of tIl(' year In 1931 conditions were much more favourable; the volume 
of periodic migration was probably below normal and certainly much less 
than in 1921, while the industrial depression in Bengal and elsewhere had 
dri yen back many would-be emigrants to their homes. On the other hand, 
there are several factors which may be held responsible for the increase in 
the numher of immigrants -an increase, be it noted, of well over 20 per 
(·ent. (a) Some of the returned emigrants ·would have brought with them 
wives and children acquil'ed during their sojourn abl'oad. (b) Tho 
development of the urhan and industrial al'eas in this province during the 
last ten years has attracted. many settlers from outside the province. 
(c) The economic conditions in Bihar and Orissa towards the end of the 
decade cmnpared favourably with those prevailing in other proyinces whiC'h 
had been more seriously affected by depression in the industrial world. 

The third and last general uonclu~ioll that w? may draw fro~ t~e 
summarized figures on the previous page 1S that the dIfference betweC'n ImmI
gration and emigration is not merely quantitative: it extends also to the 
character of thE' movemE'nt. We have sepn that out of every thousand 
persons enumerated in the province only 41 had been born outside the district 
in which they were residing. Of these 41 immigrants no less than 24:-or 
well over half-had been horn in contiguous districts of Bihar and Orissa, 
and a fairly hjgh proportion of the remainder must have been born 
in contiguous districts of the adjacent provinceR. Only 5t per cent of the 
total number of immigrants come from places further afield tha.n the neigh
bouring provinces and states of India, and nearly half of this handful come 
from. foreign countries. It is clear, therefore that immigration to this 
proVlllce from the more djstant parts of India is almost negliO"ible. 
C~ntrast wi~h this the record of the emigrants. Only about °one_ 
thud of theIr total number were found in districts C'ontiguous to their 

. * Complete figures for 1931ar;-~ot~'ailabl;-;;-t the time 01 writing, but in 1921 Bih~d' 
OrIssa lost 1,567,968 persons by migration, whill' in the {Tnitpd Provinces, which came next, th~ 
loss was only U74,G42. 
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birthplace, and the proportion would be still smaller if particulars of 
emigration to places outside India were available. Among the natives of 
Bihar and Orissa enumerated in other provinces and states of India, nearly 
5 -lakhs of persons (or 28 per cent) had penetrated to the non-adjacent 
territories; whereas only 53,000 persons (or 11 per cent of the corresponding 
class of immigrants) had found their way into Bihar and Orissa from an 
equal distance. It must, however, be admitted that the greater degree of 
adventurousness which appears to characterize the emigrants from this 
province is attributable entirely to the heavy recruitment for the tea gardens 
III Assam. That small province absorbs nearly 95 per cent of the persons 
who were born in Bihar and Orissa and enumerated in non-adjacent units. 

5. The following table shows the number and proportion of immigrants 
in the various districts of the province, and these proportions are illustrated 
in the map opposite:-

]\'umber of Number per 
Di8trict. imrn igran ta. mille of actua' 

population. 
North Bihar-

Saran 50,306 20.23 
Champaran 73,160 34.10 
Muzaffarpur 77,176 26.24 
Darbhanga 72,566 22.92 
Bhagalpur 86,378 38.65 
Purnen 187,404 85.70 

South Bihijr-
Patna 123,535 66.90 
Gn.ya 50,491 21.14 
Shahabad 67,320 33.77 
Monghyr 73,171 31.99 

C),issa-
Cuttack 44,572 20.48 
Balasore 37,224 37.58 
Puri 37,152 35.89 

Chota Nagpur Pfateau-
Hazaribagh 66,109 43.57 
Ranchi 28,683 18.30 
PaTamau 24,246 ~9.61 
Manbhum 170,914 94 . .38 
Singhbhum 111,058 119.44 
Santa,l Parganas 53,807 26.23 
Angul 18,305 82.18 
Sambalpur 47 ,B12 53.70 
Orissa States Q23,592 50.07 
Chota Nagpur Stat~s 12,130 65.0 

The only district where outsiders account for 10 per cent of the population 
is Sin ghbhum , and more than half the total number of immigrants into 
that district are concentrated in Jamshedpur city. Here, as in Manbhum, 
it is the i.ndustrial activ~ty .that attracts: in Purnea it is the light pressup~ 
on the SOlI and the low lllCldence of rents. In Angul, too, the pressure is 
light, but foreigners are not made weloome to its fields, and the high propor
tion of immigrants in this case is due rather to the fact that the total 
population of the district is very small, and comparatively few strangers 
therefore make a conspicuous showing. Patna district has a relatively 
large percentage of immigrants; this is because it contains the capital city 
of the province, where there are ,Qommercial and industrial interests, many 
educational institutions, and a laf.'ge number of Government officials: the 
cantonment at DinapuF' also contributes substantially to the foreign element 
in the district. Immig;ration is rarest of all in llanchi, where less than one 
person in 50 was born outside the district; and the proportion would be 
even lower were it not for the fairly large number of outsiders to be found 
in the town of llanehi itself. In this district the aboriginal cultivators cling 
jealously to tneir ownership of the soil and resent the intrusion of strangers. 
The alienation of their lands is also made more "difficult by special legislative 
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provisions. There are only three districts in which the number of immigrants 
is less now than it was ten years ago. These are Purnea, Palamau and the 
Santa~ Parga~as. In the Orissa States, which for this purpose are treated 
as a smgle umt, there has also been a marked decrease, apparently owing 
to the fact that in 1921 there was ~ good deal of purely temporary migration 
from the neighbouring .British districts where the prevailing scarcity was 
more acutely felt than III many of the stq_tes. It has been suggested in the 
first chapter of this report that the decrease in Purnea is probably unreal, 
and mAy be due to defective r~('ording of birthplaces in that district. Ther:e 
are several other districts where the number of immigrants, while 
appreciably larger than it was a decade ago, has not increased so rapidly 
as the rest of the population, so that the proportion is samew-hat lower than 
before. But ill nine districts of the province, as well as in the Chota 
N agpur states, the growth of immigration has more than kept pace with 
the general increase. In Hazaribagh, for instance, the number of 
immigrants has nearly doubled itself in this short period (from 36,305 to 
66,109) and the proportion of these persons per mille of the actual population 
has risen from 28.4 to 43.6. In Singhbhum and Patna there are about 50 
per cent more immigrants than tnere were in 1921. In the former district 
~he number has shot up from 77,317 to 111,058 and the proportion from 
101.8 to 119.4; in the latter the number has gone from 86,012 to 123,535 
and the proportion from 54.6 to 66.9. In Shahabad and Balasore the 
figures are only slightly less striking. Indeed, it was largely owing to 
increased immigration that Balasore did not record an actual loss of 
population. 

6. As already explained, the number of emigrants from individualEmIgl'atfon 
districts is not known. But the growth in the actual population of any ~ofi !ndhlfduaJ 
given district, when scrutinized in conjunction with the vital statistics for s r 08. 

the decade and the variation in the number of immigrantl:;, will usually give 
some indication whether the emigrants from that district are more, or less, 
numerous than they were in 1921. This procedure has actually been 
followed in Chapter I when the fortunes of the various districts during the 
last ten years were under examination. As a result, it -is possible to say 
with some confidence that the only districts whose emigrants have. increased 
in number to any marked extent are Saran, Muzaffarpur and Champaran. 
All these districts li!3 in the densely peopled tract of North Bihar, and it is 
not at all surprising that the additional strain imposed on the resources-
of the soil by the growth of popUlation since 1921 has been in some measure 
relieved by a quickening of the stream of emigration. In the case of all 
other districts the number of emigrants would appear either to have 
remained more or less stationary or to have fallen away. The drop has 
been particularly heavy for Patna, Purnea, the three coastal districts of 
Orissa; and five out of the eight districts on the Chota N agpur plateau. 
(Hazaribagh, Palamau and Sambalpur are the three districts on the platea·u 
where the drop is least noticeable: Sambalpur indeed may have registet'ed 
a small increase.) In 1921 there were as many as eight districts which had 
sent abroad over 10 per cent of their natural population. The number and 
proportion of the emigrants from these districts. as then recorded, is shown 

Ranchi 
Santal Parganas 
Angul 
Singhbh uIfi. 
Cuttack 
Sambalpur 
Haztlribagh 
Monghyr 

ActtLal 
number. 

348,172 
297,913 

25,489 
100,849 
255,821 
92,015 

147,535 
223,544 

Per. 
centage. 

21.0 
14.8 
13:3 
12.9 
11.2 
11.0 
10.6 
10.2 

ip. the margin. It will be observed that 
six out of the eight are situated in the 
natural division of Chota Nagpur. 
During the last ten years the fall in the 
number of emigran ts or the growth of 
the natural population (or, more usually, 
a combination of these two causes) has 
lowered th~ proportion of emigrants 
from e_ach one of these districts, with the 
result that it is now almost certainly 

below 10 per cent in the case of Angul, Binghbhum, kazaribagh and 
Monghyr. For Ranchi the percentage has probably dropped to somewhere 
in the neig:hbourhood of 15 ~ and for the Santal Parganas, Cuttack and 
Sambalpur It would be very lIttle more than 10. Saran is now close on the 
heels of these four districts in respect of the proportion of its emigrants, 
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whi~e in point of actual numbers it possibly comes second to RanchL 
EmIgrants from the Feudatory States, taken as a single unit, have risen in 
number from 10~,S12 to 125,800, but the percentage remains unchanged 
at 2.7. 

. 7 .. It has Been seen that the province as a whole loses heavily by 
mIgratIOn. The same is true of most, but not an, of the individual districts. 
Te~ years ago there were three dist~icts .(in addition to the Sta~es) where, 
owmg to a favourable balance of mIgratlOns, the actual populatIOn was in 
excess of the natural population. ~hese districts were Champaran, P.urnea, 
and Manbhum. It can now be definltely asserted that Patna and Singhbhum 
have been added to this select company, while Puri and Angul neither lose 
nor gain appreciably by the exchange. In the Feudatory States there has 
always been an excess of immigrants over emigrants, but during the last 
decade this excess was reduced from 154,000 to 10S,000. It has been 
mentioned above that in 1921 the number of immigrants into the states 
from neighbouring British di~tricts was abnormally large. This number 
ha~ now fallen, and at the same time there has been an increase of emigration, 
whICh appears to be largely the result of greater enterprise. 

S. It is natural that immigrants should figure more conspicuously in 
towns than in the country, and more conspicuously in the larger 
towns than in the smaller ones. Most of all are they in evidence in the four 
" cities" of the province, and this has already formed the subject of 
eomment in the preceding chapter. But it is perhaps worth while to exhibit 
the figures in somewhat greater detail here. The following statement gives 
information for the cities corresponding with the information given for the 
province as a whole in the first statement on page 104:-

ALL FOUR CITIES. PATNA. GAYA. BHJ.GALPUR. J AlISHEDPUR. 

0; 0; g 0; 0; 
PERSONS ENtJ:IrERATED E E E ::l 

13 ..., 
c:> co " c:> 

IN CITIES WHO .,; .,; .,; .,; .,; 
WERE BORN ... .... ... ... .... o . o. o. o . o . IN- Number. ",13 Number. i~ Number. ",13 Number. ",13 Number. ,,<=I 

bI)._ bI)._ "".- .5~ ";"" .,;"" ,;'" 
~~ ~S 1:j;S ...,,; =- ~"S. ",::l ",::l ,,::l "'::s 
c:>"" c:>"" c:>"" e~ .. 0 filo .... 0 [;>0 

~"" 1'4"" ~"" ~I>o , ""Po 
--

Bihar and Orissa I 53,603 85.1 I 150,240 94.1 84,659 96.2 80,606 96.1 38,098 45.5 

District of enu- 303,237 73_0 128,919 80.7 79,736 90.6 73,582 87.8 21,000 25.1 
meration. 

7.5 I 5.1 I tJontiguous dis- 31,082 17,638 11.0 3,819 4.3 4,267 5.358 6.4 
trict's or state· I 
groups. 

Elsewhere in the 19,284 4.6 3,683 2.3 1,104 1.3 2,757 3.3 11,740 14.0 
province. 

Other parts of 60,115 14.5 8,969 5.6 3,179 3.6 3,158 3.8 44,809 53.5 
India. 
Adjacent pro- 47,299 11.4 7,691 4.8 2,413 2.7 2,270 2.7 34,925 4.1.7 
vinces or states. 

EIsewheI'e in 12,816 3.1 1,278 0.8 766 0.9 888 1.1 9,884 ll'S 
India. 

Outside India .. 1,562 0.4 I 481 0.3 I 167 0.2 83 0.1 831 1.0 

These four places between them contain }~st one per cent of the total 
provincial population. But they have approJ?rIa~ed 6.4 per ce~~ of the t?tal 
number of immigrants, 12.8 per cent of the l:nm1grants from other .parts 
of India" and just under 25 per ce.nt of the lmI!l1grants from non-adJace~t 
provinces and sta~es; ,:!,he geometrl?al J;>rogresslOn of these .three figures IS 

as significant as It IS slng~lar. AlIke In the volume ar:d III ~he range of 
immigration, Jamshedpur IS of cour~e b~yond all. comparIson WIth the other 
cities. - Since 1921 -th~ _ _p.llmber of ImmIgrants In these four places taken 
together has grown by as ~uch as 40,000 (fr.om 72,~00 to 1J2,000), the 
increase varying from 2,000 In Gaya to 21,000 In Jamshedpur. 

9. Migration within the province, although it covers a large proportion 
of the movement of the popul~tion, is of lit~le real _importance. Five-~ixt.hs 
<)f it consists simply in crosslng over the hne whICh separates one dIstrIct 
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from the next. Most of this migration is of the" casual" type, as may 
be seen from the fact that females preponderate so largely in the statistics. 
()ut of 1,031,000 persons who were enumerated in districts contiguous to 
those in which they were born, only 394,000 are of the male sex. Purnea 
..and Manbhum are the only two districts in the province in which the !lla~e 
immigrants from contiguous districts outnumber the females. Thls IS 
because the movement into these particular districts from adjacent parts 
partakes more of the semi-permanent. type of migra0-on. T_?e influx into 
Purnea is largely for the purpose of takmg up land, .while t~at ~nto Man.bhum 
is connected with labour in the coal-fields. Hazanbagh dIstrIct contrIbutes 
41 large number of the Manbh~l~ immigran~s, and this explai~s why ;Hazari
bagh is one of the few locahtles from whlCh more males emlgrate mto the 
..adjacent districts than females. During the last decade there has been 
a remarkable increase of immigration into Patna district from the 
immediate vicinity. The number of persons born in contiguous' districts and 
.enumerated in Patna has gone up from 71,000 to 101,000. The two sex~s 
.have shared equally in this increase, which indicates that the movement lS 
,by no mean~ confined to the casual type. 

There is very little migration between non-contiguous districts of the 
province. ~lanbhum (57.000), Purnea (46,000) and 8inghbhum (20,000) are 
between them the destination of more than 60 per cent of the migrants in 
this class. The main source of supply for Purnea is Monghyr and 
Darbhanga, supplemented by Saran and Muzaffarpur. 11anbhum is fed 
(lhiefiy from Monghyr and Gaya, while minor streams emanate also from the 
other two South Bihar districts of Patna and Shahabad. Be it remembered 
that we are at present considering only the currents of migration between 
non-contiguous districts of the province; but it is noteworthy that Manbhum 
gets between five and six times as many immigrants from Monghyr and 
Gaya as it does from the adjacent districts of Ranchi and Singhbhum, which 
appear to provide practically no labour at all for the coal-fields. The flow 
towards Singhbhum from other parts of the province is much less in volume 
than that towards Purnea or l\1anbhum, and is more widely dissipated; but 
Cuttack, Sambalpur and the four districts of South Bihar may be distin
guished as the origin of the larger part of it. It will be noticed 
that Monghyr district figures prominently as a source of supply in each 
of these movements. This is largely due to its geographical situation 
and the special railway facilities that it enjoys. Gaya, which comes second 
in this respect, also enjoys a favourable position on the railway. Migration 
between the coastal districts of Orissa and other British districts of the 
province is practically non-existent, apart from the minor current (already 
noticed) flowing from Cuttack to Singhbhum. Out of 197,000 persons born 
in the province and enumerated in non-contiguous districts of it, less than 
3,500 were enumerated in Orissa. The Chota Nagpur districts, as we have 
.seen, attract plenty of immigrants from a fair distance, but they send out 
-very few in return. There are no half-measures about the primitive tribes 
when it comes to leaving their native village. Either they decline to go any 
further than the district next door, or else they are up and away to Assam, 
Calc?-t~a and such-like p.laces. The only exception worthy of notice is a 
subsHiIary current of mlgration from Sambalpur to the districts of 
Hazaribagh and Singhbhum. 

10. Migration between the province and other parts of India is of Migration to and 
°d bl' t B'h dO' . h . from other parts ,conSI era e lmpor ance. 1 ar an rlssa gIves muc more than It of India. 

receives, but this is wholly due to the acquisitiveness of Bengal and Assam. 
In our traffic with these two provinces we suffer a net loss of 1,451,082 
p.ersons, while our dealings with all other parts of India yield a net gain 
()f abo,ut 1~7,500. Among the other provinces with which there is any 
appreCIable mter?hange, ~he only one which t~kes more than it gives is 
Burma. The 1!mt~d Provmces, the Central Provlllces, Madras, the Punjab, 
Bombay-the lmmlgrants from all these areas- are well in excess of the 
emigrants. In this part of the world, therefore, the general trend of 
migration is from west to east. 

o 11. Subsidiary Table IV gives statistics of the immigrants from and the Immigration from 
.emlgrants to all provinces and states in India, as recorded at the last two other provinces. 
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censuses. The statement in the margin shows the percentage contributed by 
each important unit towards the total 

Bengal 
Umted Province'! 
Central Provinces 
Madras 
Rajputana Agency 
Punjab 
Bombay 

1931. 

33.8 
27.1 
19.1 

8.7 
4.4 
3.3 
1.6 

1921. number of immigrants into Bihar and 

30.2 
30.0 
20.0 
9.3 
4.9 
2.0 
1.8 

Orissa. (The Bengal states are included 
with Bengal, the Madras states with 
Madras, and so on.) There has been 
a net increase of 79,495 in the number of 
immigrants since 1921, and all the units 
shown in the margin have contribut~d 
something towards that ·inctease. The 

growth in immigration from Bengal is, however, much the most noticeable. 
The number of persons born in that province and enumerated in Bihar and 
Orissa has risen from 116,922 to 157,524. Four-fifths of this number were 
enumerated in districts which are in direct contact with the Bengal border, 
and it is difficult to determine how much of the movement in these cases was 
casual and how much of it was due to economic causes. The difficulty is 
enhanced because, in the first place, the part of Bengal from which the-se 
immigrants came is not known, and, secondly, the districts of this province 
which would in any case be most likely to attract immigrants-such as 
Manbhum, Singhbhum and Purnea-happen to lie on the boundary. It is 
~ignificant, though, that the influx into these particular districts during the 
last ten years has been much more marked than in the case of the other 
bordering districts of Balasore and the Santal Parganas; also that, whereas 
in the two latter districts female immigrants are in the majority, the propor
tions of the sexes are about equal in Purnea and 1!anbhum, while in Singh
bhum male immigrants are slightly in excess. Patna and Hazaribagh are 
the only two districts not adjacent to Bengal which contain a goodly number 
of Bengalis, and in both these places it has risen sharply since 1921. In 
Patna there are now 6,545, as compared with 4,250 a decade ago; and in 
Hazaribagh 4,203 against 2,402. 

Immigrants from the United Proyinces number 126,539, which is 10,745 
more than they numbered in 1921. Well over half are absorbed by the 
contiguous districts of Shahabad, Saran and Champaran. Manbhum 
(10,000) and Patna (6,000) are the most important centres of attraction else
where, and the current is quickening towards both these districts. The open 
spaces of Purnea, and the easy terms on which they may be appropriated, 
have drawn over 5,000 immigrants across the whole breadth of Bihar, but 
their number is now decreasing. 

The districts which border on the Central Provinces can claim no share 
in the increased number of immigrants from that area. Hazaribagh, 
Manbhum and Singhbhum, none of which touches the provincial boundary 
line, account for as many as 45,000 natives of those provinces, or just over 
half the total number enumerated in Bihar and Orissa. So far as Manbhunl. 
and Singhbhum are concerned, the movement is not a new one, though it has 
gained impetus in the last ten years. But Hazaribagh had only about 4,000 
immigants from the Central Provinces in 1921; now it has about 15,000. 
The coal-fields are the attraction. No other stream of immigration from 
outside the province has developed to such a marked extent during this 
period. 

Three-quarters of the immigrants from Madras are to be found in the 
districts of Orissa or in the Feudatory States. Nearly all the rest have made 
their way to Singhbhum or Manbhum. The increase in Singhbhum (from 
3,500 to 8,000), is striking, and covers practically the whole of the increase 
in the volume of immigration from Madras to this province. 

Rajputana and the Punjab provide most of the immigrants from the 
more distant parts of India. Those from the P'unjab are just twice as 
numerous now as they were in 1921, thanks mainly to the special attractions 
of Jamshedpur city. 'The settlers from Rajputana are more widely dis
persed over the province. Manbhum and Singhbhum have rather more than 
any other districts, but elsewhere on the Chota Nagpur and throughout the 
administrative division of Bhagalpur a fair sprinkling of them is to be 
found. 
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12. The marginal statement shows the distribution per cent of the Emigration to 
~migrants from this province between the various principal units of desti- other provinces. 

nation. The overwhelming importance 

Bengal 
Assam 
'United Provinl'es 
Central l'rovinC'es 
Burma 
Madras 

1981. 19rn. of Bengal apd Assam, which between 

U4.3 
2ti.r. 
3.9 
~I 

1.1 
0.7 

62.8 
2U.2 

4.0 
1.7 
1.1 
0.9 

them take 9 emigrants out of every 10, 
iR immediately apparent. The outward 
flow from Bihar and Orissa to each one 
of the uIlits here shown, excepting 
tho Central Provinces, has diminished 
since 1921, and. the net decrease in the 
total number of emigrants to other parts 

'Of India is 184,695, or nearly 10 per cent. With regard to the Central 
Frovinces, the explanation is that ten years ago tFiere was acute scarcity in 
Chattisgarh which completely dried up the normal stream of migration to 
that area from the Chota Nagpur plateau. In 1911 the number of persons 
born in Bihar and Orissa and enumerated in the Central Provinces (including 
the associated states) was about 128,500; at the t~me of the following census 
there were only 32,500. The number Jlecordeq on the present occasion 
{52,000) must therefore be regarded as still very much below the normal. 

Apart from Assnm, Burma is the only province not in immediate contact 
with Bihar and Orissa to whic>h there i::; a perceptible current of migration. 
At the present census lR,732 emigrants from this province were enumerated 
there, which is nearly 2,000 below the 1921 figure. 8hahabad ordinarily 
,supplies the largest quota. Some forty years ago two estates in the Pegll 
and Toungoo districts respectively were granted to Shahabad landlords to 
stimulate migration, and the colonists are still there. The Orissa districts
and Puri in particular--send a fair number of their people to Burma, and 
there are minor currents in the same direction from Saran and Patna. 

Emigration to the United Provinces is confined almost entirely to the 
-districts of Bihar proper and consists of little else than JIlinor movements 
of the casual variety. In 1921, for example, the two border districts of 
Saran and Shahabad furnished two-thirds of the total number of the 
emigrants. Saran alone contributed over 28,000, out of whom 27,000 were 
enumerated in contiguous districts of the United. Provinces, and 23,DOO of 
these were females. Nor does the Madras flow call for any special I},otice. 
It is very limited in volume, and only the districts and states in th_e extreme 
south contribute anything towards it. 

The extent of the migration from Bihar and Orissa to Bengal may be 
~auged from the fact that, home-loving and firmly rooted in the soil as 
Its people are, one person out of every 30 born in the province was found to 
be residing in Bengal when the present census was taken. The actual number 
was about 1,139,000, which represents a drop of nearly 89,000 as compared 
with the previous census. The great bulk of this migration is periodic, 
though of course matrimonial alliances and other "casual" movements 
account for a good deal of the traffic between districts on the border, and 
there is an appreciable amount of semi-permanent and permanent change of 
residence. It is of interest to note that in 1931 Calcutta and the neigh
bauring industrial districts of Howrah, Hughli and the 24-Parganas were 
the destination of almost exactly half the emigrants to Bengal from 
this province. In these four districts male emigrants outnumbered females 
by about 5 to 1, whereas in the rest of Bengal the ratio was about 3 to 2. 
It is largely on account of the depression in the industrial areas of Bengal 
that there has been such a substantial fall in the sum total of migration 
to that province. For reasons already given it is not possible to determine 
with any great accuracy the locCLlities in Bihar and Orissa which contributed 

most towards this great host of migrants. In 1921 
10 the four natural divisions sent out their emissaries 
~ in approximately the proportions noted in the 

15 margin. We know that from North Bihar alone 
emigration in general has increased during the 

decade, while in Chota Nagpur it has diminished more markedly than in 

North Bihar .. . 
South Bihar .. . 
Orissa 
Chota Nagpur plateau 
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any other part of the province. Among individual districts the Santal 
Parganas at that time topped the list with the colossal figure of over 200,000. 
The movement from this district, however. was largely of a special nature, 
connected with the general te:gdency of the Santals to gravitate in an easterly 
djrection, and more will be said of this movement in Appendix VI. Ranch! 
with 164,000 emigrants to Bengal, and Saran and Cuttack with something 
over 114,000 each, came next in order, each one of them well removed from 
the boundary line dividing the two provinces. 'J;he number sent out from. 
Saran is now doubtless greater than before, but from the other two districts: 
it wO'uld be less. Towards the end of Chapter I figures have been quoted 
showing the sums of money remitted to post-offices in Bihar and Orissa. 
during the last six years of "the decade, and it has been observed that these 
represent to a large extent the contribution made by emigrants towards the 
wealth of the province, though they do not cover that~ortion of an emigrant's 
savings, substantial as it usually is, which he may bring with him on his; 
person when he returns home. It will be seen from the figures just mentione~ 
that the yearly average of remittances by money-order was in the neighbour
hood of eight crores of rupees. Most of this comes from Bengal and Assam,. 
and of the two provinces Bengal's share was much larger. During the three 
years immediately preceding the census remittances to the single district 
of Saran averaged well over one crore per annum, and those to Cuttack 
averaged about 80 lakhs. And it has just been noticed that these tW(N 
districts supply a very high proportion of the emigrants to Bengal. 

This province is the most important recruiting ground for labour in the 
tea-gardens of Assam. In fact, it supplies the tea industry with about twice. 
as many labourers as all the rest of India put together-excepting, of course,. 
ARflam ·itself. Emigration to the gardens is not periodic except in th~ sense
that recruits are most plentiful <f.uring the slack season of the agriculturaTI 
year. Also, the introduction of short-term contracts does make it possible 
now for a man to get back home again before the busy time in the fields 
begins. But formerly (and to a lesser extent this is still the case) the more 
usual thing would be for a labourer to stay and work in the gardens for at 
least a year or two. If he liked the life, he wO'uld probably go and fetch 
his family, and in such cases he would as a rule remain on for anything 
from two to five years, or he might even settle down permanently there. 
The aboriginal tribes of Chota N agpur are specially sought after for this 
work and in 1921 nearly three-quarters of the total number of emigrants 
to A~sam were born on the plateau. Of the remainder, rather more than 
half came from the three coastal districts of Orissa, and Bihar proper 
supplied a relatively small proportion. At the present census 471,786 
emigrants from this province were enumerated in Assam. This is nearly 
100,000 less than the number found there in 1921, but in that year the condi

tions were quite abnormal. The statement in 
the margin shows the number of persons recruited 
each year since 19]7-18 under the Assam Labour 
and Emigration Act. The figures include 
uependants, and the year runs in each case from 
the 1st July to the 30th June. It is probable 
that a fair number of the persons recruited in 
1930-31 left their homes after the census. For 
the decade ending on the 30th June 1930 the total 

1917-18 
1918-19 
1919-20 
1920-21 

1921-22 
1922-23 
1923-24 
1924-25 
1925-26 

12,462 
178,918 

68,466 
10,537 

5,428 
4,968 

11,044 
9,238 

13,705 

1926-27 16,475 number 6f recruits (169,043) was less than for the 
~~;~~~ !~:~~i single year 1918-19, when the scarcity and distress 
1929-30 34,595 was responsible for a rush of emigration unlike 
1930-31 33,092 anything that had been known before. It is 

said that the increase of emigration from 1927-28 
onwards was dlfe Ja;rgely to the popularity of the system of recruitment for 
short terms of SIX, nme or twelve months. 

13. One in every thousand per-sons enumerated in the province was born 
outside India. The actual number of these immigrants from foreign 
countries was 42,000, out of whom about 36,500 come from Nepal alone. 
Great Britain and Ireland account for another 3,000 and Afghanistan fol'" 
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1,500, which leaves barely a thousand for all other countries combined. 
Further mention ie:; made below of immigration from Nepal. For the rest, 
a battalion of British infantry at Dinapur is mainly responsiblo for the 
f[Lct that Europeans in Patna district just run into foul' figures. Ranchj 
has many foreign missionarit's, and in the indm~trial centres of .:\ianbhum 
ana Singhbhum Europf'ans :1,re fairly numerous; so that these three districts 
between th£'lll contain about half the natives of Europe that arc not to be 
found in Patna. Immigrants from Afghanistan are almost exclusively 
males. less than 3 per cent of their number belonging to the tender sex. 
They arc most numerous in Purnea (372). "M:mbhum (147) and Singhbhum 
(138). Jamshedpur city is the meeting place of all races and nationalities 
found in the province. 

. . Statistical information regarding emigration to places outside India is 
hmIted to the fact that 44 natives of Bihar and Orissa were enumerated 
in Ceylo~ (Colombo) and 3 in Hongkong. Emigration from the province to 
the co_lomes was never on a large ~ca~e. and is probably more restricted now 
than It used to be. In Great Bntam and other European countries there 
are doubtless a number of Indian students, visitors and the like from Bihar 
and Orissa, while the children of European Government officials. born 
during the residence of their parents in this country, are not a few. But 
mo.:;t of the emigration to places outside India is directed to othPI' Asiatic 
countries, and in particular Nepal 

As is natural, the districts of North Bihar which border on Nepal 
contain most of the immigrants from that country. In Purnea and 
Bhagalpur they are not very numerous. but the three districts of Champaran, 
MuzaffarpUl and Darbhanga account for 29,000 between them. Outside 
North Bihar there are only 4,000 all told. In the three districts just 
mentioned the female immigrants outnumber the males by as much as 3 to 
1, while in the rest of the province males are in a substantial majority. 
This again is not un natura 1. Thl:' fact that ~epalese subjects who settle 
in India forfeit their ancestral lands tends to discourage the movement of 
males across the frontier, but this would not apply equally to women, who 
frequently find husbands (particularly among the lower castes) in the adjacent 
British territory. ~\_ wife from ~epal bas the great advantage that one 
does not have to pay any ('humauna for her. The WOIDt'n of that country 
are also in demand as maid-servants, ayahs and so forth. Although there 
is a good deal of movement across the frontier in the opposite direction
from Bihar to Nepal-it is of a very different kind. Nearly all of it is 
temporary, and nearly all the emigrants belong to the male sex. Alliances 
between Indian wompn and NepalesE' men do not seem to find favour on 
eithCl' side. The lands in '\ epal are genernlly more fertile than in the 
adjacent districts of Bihar, ann the pressure un t1w Roil ie:; light. There 
are lnrg~ areas of jungle and waste land a;waiting rccln11lation; no sfllami 
has to be given for such land.;:;. and 110 rent -is dt'mandcd for tlwTIl for tllC 
fi1'st two or three .veal'S; living, too, is ('ompal'ativply cheap. Thus the 
Terai offers many attractions to the residents of the highly-cuTtivated, over
crowded areas on this e:;ide of the border. But it haR its disadvantages, too. 
The climate is particularly unhealthy, and there is little in the way. of 
medical aid. Wild animals cause great damage to the crops, and there 1S a 
feeling that neither property nor person commrmds quite the same resp('ct as 
at home. The system of produce rent llhtains widely m Nepal, and this is not 
popular. So, although people do cross over to that country for purpos~s 
of cultivation, they do not as a rule settle down permanently. There IS 
a good deal of temporary emigration among the labouring ol.asses a:t h:;rvest 
time, which is stimulated by the somewhat higher 'Yages obtamable m ~?I?aL 
]ylerchants go there in large numbers to purchase nce and other commodlt1es, 
and the faot that there are no trading classes among the ~('palc<:;f' has led 
a number of petty shopkeepers to establish themselves in the hat:., and 
vlllages across the frontIer. But t~ey seld?m make. a p~rmanent home m 
NepaL nor do they penetrate any d1stance mto the mterIOr. 
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CHAPTER IH,-SUBSIDIARY TABLES. Ill, 

II.-EMIGRA'l'ION (AC1'UAL FIGUHES). 

DISTRICT AND NATURAL 
DIVISlO:-I OF BIRTH, Dibtrict or Natural Division, 

ElWMERATED III" (OOO'H OMI'fTED) , 

Contiguous districts in rrovince. Places outside the Province. 

Females. _____ ,.-_____ I_
p
_e_r7."o_I1_S_' __ M-,;a:,-e_S' __ F_e_m--::,le_B_'I~:OI1S' ::II:8S, Females, 

Other parts of Province, f 

Persons, MAles, Feulale •• 

8- -9--10 
Persons. Males. 

U 12 13 

BIHAB AND OBISSA 

:NORTH BIHAR 

Slu'an , .. 
()hamparan 
lIluzafl'arpur 
Darbhanga-
llbagalpur , .. 
Purnea -

Pama 
,Gaya 
1!babubad 
Mongbyr 

Cuttaok 
Balasore 
Puri 

-eliOT.!. NAGPUl! PLATEAU 

Hazaribagh 
Ranchi ... 
Palamau 
Manbhum .. , 
Slnghbbnm 

Santal Parganas 
Angnl .. , 
Sambalpur .. , 
Orissa Slates ", 
.:Jhota Nagpur St .. tes ," 

· .. 1 

"'1 
... 

, 

I 
... I 

41,820 20,824 20,996 

14,898 

2,436 
2,073 
2,86~ 
3,094 
2,1~8 
1,999 

8,352 

1,'723 
2,338 
1,926 
2,214 

4,182 

2,132 
953 
998 

18,9'15 

1,451 
l.538 

794 
1,6i1O 

819 

1,998 
204 
834 

4,242 
17~ 

7,458 

1,204 
1,050 
1,420 
1,550 
I,OUI 
1,024 

4,219 

BOD 
1,173 

974 
1,116 

1,981 

1,014 
166 
~7 

6,9151 

719 
7d4 
398 
e35 
405 

1,002 
103 
413 

2,104 
87 

7,485 

1,2S2 
1,023 
1,444 
1,544 
1,057 

075 

824 
1,165 

952 
1,008 

2,151 

1,118/ 487 
511 

7,
024

1 

732 
77' ' 
306 
805 
414 

996 
101 
4n 

2,138 
87 

96 

32 
2~ 
82 
66 

117 
9 

104 

56 
77 
23 
84 

1>7 

53 
24 
27 

98 

!l8 
40 
12 
19 
43 

53 
16 
44 
80 
'8 

41 

17 
6 

25 
21 
54 
5 

42 

20 
20 
10 
28 

18 

19 
6 
6 

88 

26 
17 
4 
7 

18 

24 
6 

19 
25 
'4 

55 

15 
18

1 

67 
45 
63 
4 

36 
48 
13 
06 

89 

34 
18 
21 

60 

22 
23 
8 

12 
25 

20 
10 

I 

!~ \ '4 

12 

15 
3 

14 
18 

5 
2 

88 

11 
32 
1'1 
43 

12 

9 
2 

1'9 

8 

3 
3 

1'1 
3 
4 

11 
'6 
7 

'115 
'071 

9 

12 
2 

10 
12 
3 
1 

59 

8 

6 
1 

1'4 

2 
2 
'7 
2 
2 

'7 
'4 
4 

'072 
'023 

1,770 1,146 624 

8 

3 N.B,-Illformation regarding the 
1 district of birth of tbe above 
4 persons is not available. They 
g ;:;~~~i~:~~~~ated in the following 

1 I 
29 

4. 
10 
5 

16 

4 

3 
1 

'5 

1 

1 
1 
'4 
1 

'4 
'2 
3 

'043 
'048 

Contiguous Pro1l'''ee. and State •• 

1,2'13 855 

Other part. of I.dia. 

&9'1 901 206 

Out,ide I.di •• 

'047 '04.1 '006 

rU.-:}lIGHA'fION BE'rWEEN NA.'l'lJRAL DIVISIONS (ACTUA.L FIGURES) COMPARED 

WITH 1921. 

NUMBER ENUMERATBD (OOO'S 'OMITTED) IN EAOK NA.TUBA.L DIVII;tON, 
N.A.TUlIA.L DIVISION IN WHIOH EOXM. Chota N .gpur North Bibar, South Bihar, Orissa. Plateau. Total, 

4 6 

{ 1931 267 163 70 477 9'17 
Total 

1921 268 134 52 439 893 

.N orth Bih .. r C031 P4,8031 80 '394 27 107 
1921 13,740 68 '327 27 96 

South Bihar P031 87 t8,352] '602 1M 192-
1921 101 • 7.440J '405 112 214 

Orissa { 1931 '293 '807 [4, 132J 68 69 
1~21 '264- '515 [3,9405) 73 74 

Chat .. Nagpur Plateau e931 43 21 36 E13,975] 100 
1921 46 19 23 n,N4] 87 

Outside Province p93l 137 61 83 278 509 
." 1921 121 47 29 22Q 422 
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IV.-MIGRA'fWN BErWEEN 'rHE PROVINCE AND OTRbR PARTS Ol! INDIA (ACIUAL FIGURES). 

. ~ . 

PlIOVINOE OR STATE 

1 

TOTAL 

Br.tish Xerritooy 

Ajrner·Merwara 
Andarnan. and NlCobars 
Assam 
BaluchIstan 
Bengal 
Bombay (."clud •• ~ Aden) 
Burma 
Central ProVIllces and Berar 
Coor~ 
Del!>, 

I 

Madras 
North-West FrontIer Provlllce 
PunJab 
Umted ProVlllces 

Iruhan States 

Assam States (Man 'pur and Trlb,l are 18) 
BalUoJustan States 
Baroda State 
Bengal States 
Bombay States' 
Central India (Agency) .. 
Central Provlllces States 
GwallOr State 
Hydeubad State 
Kashmu State 
Madras States (.oo/ud .. O Coohm hila 

Travancore) 
Mysore State 
N orth-West FrontIer 

a"d Tubal areas) 
Provmce (AgellO!e' 

l'unJab btates 
RaJputana (A.ge"oy) 
Slkklm,State 
Umted l'rovlllces States 
Western Indi' Agency' 

Frenoh and POTt"guesc Settlements 

India, .... specified 

PBOVINOE Oll STATE 

1 

TOTAL 

Brittsh Xe. '1',tOTY 

AJrner-Merwara 
Andamans and Nloobars 
Assa.m 'OJ 
Baluc]nstan 
Bengal 
Bombay (,"01 ,d"9 Aden) 
Burma 
Central PrOVlllces and Berar 
Coorg 
DelhI 
lIJadras 
N orth-West FrontIer PrOVince 
PunJab 
Umted PrOVInces 

Ina.an Stutes 

Assam States (Ji impw" and Tribal ar/!<ls) 
Balucblstan States 
Baroda ~tate 
Bengal ~t.tes 
BIhar and Onssa States 
Bombay States' 
Centlal Ind", (dgeHcy) 
Central ProvIllces States 
Gwahor State 
Hyderabad State 
KaBhmlr State 

a~l' Madras States (.nclud.ng COChlll 
Ir.vancore) 

Mysore State 
ProvIne; (.dr"(1IC8 North-West Front,"l 

and Tr.ba I are •• ) 
PunJab ~tates 
RaJPutana "t agency) 
Slkklm State 
Umted t'rovlllces States 
Western IndIa Agency' 

Frenoh and POTtuguose Settlements 

India, unspeoified 

PARr I -IllRAR AND ORISSA (INCLUDING FEUDATORY S rATES) 

IMMIGRANTS FBOl[ PBOVINOE DB STA.TE 

I ~MIG.lU.NT8 TO PBOVINOB DB bTA..'l'E 
NAMED l:.N OOLUMN 1 N A.MED IN COLUMN 1 

1931 1921 VanatlOll 10.n. 1921 VariatIOn. 

2 3 4 0 6 7 

466,563 387,068 +79,495 1,770,173 1,954,868 -1,84,695 

427,635 344,809 +82,826 1,723,27i 1,912,504 --189,280 

123 132 -9 105 335 -230 
4 4 620 1,473 -853 

2,024 892 +1,132 471,601 670,642 -99,041 
11 44 -33 44 160 -106 

157,504 116,860 +40,644 1,124,930 1,207,268 -82,338 
6,876 4,227 +2,649 1,167 3,065 -1,898 

298 217 +81 18,732 20,616 -1,884 
81,573 62,817 +18,756 25,488 14,666 +10,923 

5 1 +5 
.:JiB Ull 541 -18.2 715 -H$9 

36,457 35,927 +530 t12,047 17,032 -4,985 
824 281 +543 136 129 +7 

16,051 7,278 +7,773 l,161l 651 +505 
126,525 115,588 +10,937 00,533 76,382 -9,849 

37,4.57 41,852 -4,395 46,899 42,314 +4,685 

6 57 -51 185 +185 
6 3 +2 - 03 153 -90 113 43 +71 

20 62 -42 13,920 20,839 -6,419 
440 2,850 -2.410 333 866 -533 

2,075 2,158 -83 985 708 +277 
7,744 14,506 -6,702 I 26,431 17,874 +8,557 

184 1,246 -1,062

1 

102 95 +7 
468 849 +119 564 5S0 -16 

92 364 -272 23 32 -9 
4,329 99 +4,230 1 5 -4 

403 347 +56 58 101 -43 
475 48 +427 23 H3 

279 579 -300 125 28 +97 
20,750 18,812 +1,944 452 333 +119 

26 13 +13 305 +305 
14 206 -192 3,200 1,311 +1,889 
78 +78 79 +79 

285 125 +160 

1.186 282 +904 

PART Il_-BIIlAR AND ORISSA (BRI1ISR TERBIrOll.Y ONLY). 

IMMIGIlANTB PBOM PROVINOE OR STATE EMIGRANTS TO PROVINOE OR STATE 
NA.MED IN COLUl'dN 1 NA.MED IN OOLUMN 1. 

1931 1931 VanatlOTI 1931 1921 

2 3 4 5 6 

496,876 890,088 +106,788 1,907,697 2,112,106 -
386,316 1198,947 +87,369 1,682,462 1,864,643 

121 129 -8 100 335 
4 4 683 1,473 

1,794 883 +962 443,412 535,565 
7 42 -35 44 150 

149,396 107,180 +42.216 l,lH,260 1,200,7151 
6,140 3,825 H,315 t778 1,065 

253 146 +107 18,344 20,189 
63,223 45,885 +17,338 24,457 10,083 

6 1 +5 
309 509 -200 710 245 

26,006 19,238 +6,768 tll,968 17,032 
782 256 +526 129 129 

13,28b 0,272 +7,014 1,150 645 
124,989 114,628 +10,361 06,527 76,381 

108,089 90,822 +17,267 zz:;,135 247,463 

6 65 -49 185 
5 3 +2 

47 107 -60 110 42 
19 62 -43 12,842 19,675 

79,015 56,546 +23,369 183,309 209,604 
360 :1,'68 -:1,lIS f:?ZZ 167 

1,902 1,790 +112 953 708 
5,128 9,806 -4,678 22,635 14,885 

173 1.176 -1,003 102 95 
431 327 +104 564 580 
78 3U -233 23 32 
il8 96 -58 1 5 

372 333 +39 58 101 
476' ~ 33 +442 23 

" 89 446 -357 125 28 
18,987 17,059 +1,928 436 330 

28 13 +13 305 
4 196 -192 3,200 1,311 

44 +44 t52 

285 121 +164 

1,186 198 +988 

, 
*In 1921 the West .. n ["dla Agency was llloluded 111 Bombay States. 
t ApprOXImate. Exact figures are not aVallable 

Varlatloll 

7 

-204,609 

-18l1,181 

-235 
-890 

-92,153 
-100 

-86,491 
-287 

-1,845 
+13,774 

+465 
-5,004 

+605 
-9,854 

-Zll,328 

+185 

+68 
-6,833 

-20,105 
+66 

+245 
+7,740 

+7 
-16 
-9 
-4 

-43 
t-23 

+97 
+108 
+305 

+1,889 
+52 

EXOEBB (+) OB DEllIOIl<Jl[OY 
(-) OF IMMIGIlANrS OVER 

EMIGIU.lfTS. 

1931 1921. 

8 9 

-1,308,610 -1,667,800 

-1,1195,639 -1,567,7i5 

+18 -203 
-616 -1,469 

-469,677 -669,760 
-33 -106 

-967,426 -1,090,408 
+0,709 +1,162 

-18,434 -20,399 
+66,085 +48,252 

+6 +1 
---3[Jl} -fWD 

+24,410 +18,895 
+688 +152 

+13,8U5 +6,627 
+59,002 +39,206 

-9,442 ---462 

-179 +57 
+6 +3 

-50 +111 
-13,900 -20,277 

+107 +1,984 
+1,090 +1,460 

-18,687 --3,368 
+82 +1,151 
-96 -231 
+69 +332 

+4,328 +94 

+345 +246 
+452 +48 

+154 +551 
+20,304 +18,479 

-379 +13 
-3,186 -1,105 

-1 

+285 +125 

+1,186 +282 

ExoRss (+) OB DEFIOIENCY 
(-) OF IMMIGRANTS OVER 

EMIGRA..NTS 

193!. 1921 

B 9 

-1,41/,721 -1,722,018 

-1,Z96,146 -1,665,6961' 

+21 -206 
-579 -1,469 

-441,618 -534,733 
--37 -lOS-

-964,864 -1,003,571 
+5,362 +2,760 

-18,091 -20,043 
+38,766 +35,202 

+6 +1 
-401 +264 

+14,038 +2,206 
+653 +127 

+12,136 +5,627 
+58,402 +38,247 

-117,046 -156,6U 

-179 +55 
+5 +3 

-63 +65 
-12,823 -19,613 

-103,394 -152,958 
+128 +2,296 
+949 +1,082 

-17,497 -5,079 
+71 +1,081 

-133 -253 
+55 +279 
+37 +~1 

+314 +232 
+458 +33 

-36 HIS 
+18,551 +16,729 

-279 +13 
-3,196 

-8 
-1,115 

+lI85 +l1l1 

+1,186 +198 
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IV -MIGRA'l'ION BIHWEEN rHE PROVINOE AND OTHhH PARTS OF INDIA. (ACTUAL FIGUREs)-conc6uded. 

PROVIN'OE OR STA.TE 

1 

TOTAL 

B ... tuh Xt! ..... tory 

Almel-Merwara 
Andamans and NICobars 
Assam 
BaluchIstan 
Bengal 
BIhar and Orissa 
Bombay ( •• clud •• g Adell) 
Burma 
Central ProvmceB and Berar 
Coorg 
DeIhl 
Madras 
North-West FrontIer Provlllee 
Punjab 
Umted ProvInces .. 

Ina.an S'a'es 

ASBIIIIl States (Mampur ana T"bal.re.s) 
BaluchIstan States 
Baroda State 
Bengal States 
Bombay States • 
Central IndIa (AgencY) 
Central ProvInces States 
Gwahor State 
Hyderabad State 
KashmIr ~t"te 
Madras "Itates (,nclud .. u Coohm and 

Travaneore) 
Mysore State 
North-West FrontIer ProvInce (Agencu8 

"na Trwa! areas) 
Punjab States 
RaJPlltalla (Agency) 
SIkk,m State 
Umted ProVIllees States 
Western IndIa Agency' 

F .. enoh and Fo .. tuguese ,settlements 

Inaia, .... speo.jtea 

PAR.T Ill-BIHAR A'ID 0 RISSA STATES 

IMMIGRANTS FROM FRovnrCR OR STATE EMIGRANTS TO PEOVINOE OE SUTE 
NAMED IN COLUMN 1 NAMED IN COLUMN 1. 

1931 1021 VarIatIOn 1931 1921 

2 3 4 6 6 

238,911 268,080 -29,115 125,800 108,812 

22',628 255,366 -30,73' 120,727 104,457 

2 3 -1 5 
37 

230 60 +170 28189 35,077 
4- 2 +2 

8,108 9,680 -1,572 10,670 6,517 
183,309 209,504 -26,195 79,915 56,546 

736 402 +334 t389 2,000 
45 71 -26 388 427 

18,3DO 16,932 +1,418 1,031 3,882 

50 32 +18 5 1 
10,451 16,689 -6,238 t79 

43 25 +17 7 
1,765 1006 +769 6 6 
1,536 960 +576 6 1 

9,283 '1,576 +1,707 5.0'13 4,355 

2 -2 

1~ 46 -30 3 
1 +1 1,078 664 

90 387 -297 tIll 699 
173 368 -195 32 

2,616 4,700 -2,084 3,806 2,989 
11 70 -59 
37 22 +15 
14 53 -39 

4,291 3 +4,288 

31 14 +17 
15 -15 

190 133 +57 
1,769 1,753 +16 16 3 

10 10 
34 +34 t27 

4 -4 

84 -84 .. 

• III 1921 the Western I na,a A9fflCY was lllcluded -ID Bombay Statu 

t ApprOXImate Exact figures are not available 

VarIatIon 

7 

+16,988 

+16,2'10 

+5 
+37 

-6,888 

H,153 
+23,369 
-1,611 

-39 
-2,851 

+4 
+79 
+7 

+5 

+718 

+8 
+414 
-588 

+32 
+817 

+13 

+27 

EXOESS (+) OR DEl1IOIBNOT 
(-) OF IMMIGUnS Oln 

EMIGRANTS. 

1931 1921 

8 9 

+108,111 +154,218 

+103,901 +150,909 

-3 +3 
-37 

-27,959 35,017 
+4 +2 

-2,562 +3,163 
+103,394 +152,958 

+347 -1,598 
-343 -856 

+17,319 +13,050 

+45 +31 
+10,372 +16,689 

+35 +25 
+1,759 +1,000 
+1,530 +959 

+4,210 +3.221 

+3 

+13 +'6 
-1,077 -66' 

-21 -312 
+141 +368 

-1,190 +1,711 
+11 +70 
+37 +22 
+1' +53 

+4,291 +3 

+31 +H 
+15 

+190 +133 
+1,753 +1,750 

+10 +10 
+7 

+4 

+84 



..Beierence to 
Itatistics. 

CHAPTER aV.-Age. 

The age statistics are contained in Imperial Table VII, where they 
are combined with statistics relating to sex and civil condition. Part I 
of that table is a provincial summary, showing the distribution by age of 
1,he total population and of each religious community. In this part 
separate figures are given for each year of life up to- the fifth; thereafter 
they are arranged in quinary age-groups up to 70, all persons of 70 and 
over being comprised in a single group. The age-groups are shown as 
5-10, 10-15 and so on, the second figure of each group being exclusive. 
For instance, the group 5-10 includes all persons aged 5, 6, 7, 8 or 9 years, 
but not those aged 10. Parts II and III of Imperial Table VII give 
statistics in detail for districts and cities respectively, but in these parts 
fewer age-groups are shown. Up to the age of 20 no change is made, but 
persons between 20 and 60 are distributed between four decennial groups, 
and a single group is allotted to all those aged 60 and over. In these two 
parts separate. figures are given for the religions which are locally 
Important. Imperial Table VIII contains age statistics of selected castes 
and tribes. 

At the end of this chapter the following subsidiary tables will be 
found :-

I.-Age distribution of 10,000 of each sex in the province and III 

each natural diVlsion. 

II.-Age distribution of 10,000 of each sex in each main religion. 

IlL-Variation in population at certain age-periods. 

IV.-Proportion of (1) children to persons aged 15-40 and to married 
females aged 15-40; (2) persons over 60 to persons aged 
15-40; and (3) married females aged 15-40 to total number 
of females:-

Part I.-By natural divisions and districts. 

Part rr.-By religions and natural divisions. 

V.-Age distribution of 1,000 of each sex in certain castes. 

VI.-Proportion in certain castes of (1~ childl'en tD persons aged 
14--43 and to married females aged 14--43; (2) persons over 
43 to persons aged' 14--43; and (3) married females aged 
14--43 to total number of females. 

VII.-Reported birth-rate by sex and natural divisions. 

VIII.-Reported death-rate by sex and natural divisions. 

IX.-Reported death-rate by sex and age in decade and m selected 
years. 

X -Reported deaths from certain diseases in each year of decade. 

Accul'acy of tbc 2. The enquiry into the ages of the population ~s one of the most 
return.. important and interesting a~pect~ s:>f the. census operatlOn~; unf?rtunately, 

however the statistics whICh It provldes are proverbIally Illaccurate. 
For thi~ ignorance and superstition are- largely responsible. As pointed 
out by Mr. Marten in the al~-rndia censu~ report of 192~, "there i~ a 
traditional reticence regardmg the mentlO~ of a person s . age whIch 
probably has its origin in the same class of. Ideas as that .whICh . causes a 
taboo on the mention of names. The age, lIke the name, IS conSIdered to 
be an intimate part, oLa; man's persona_lity ~hich;, if given away, ~igh.t ~e 
used in some ma-gical means to cause hIm IllJury.. Ap:;trt from thIS., It IS 

the exceptiQn rather than the. rule for. any person III I ndIa ~o know hIS o~n 
nge or that of his wife or chIld. It]s true that the practIce of preparmg 

118 
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a horoscope whenever a child (and particularly a male child) is born is 
supposed to be widespread among the Hindu population, but how far it is 
really observed, even among the better classes, is open to some doubt. In 
any case the horoscope is seldom consulted for the benefit. of the enumerator, 
and the record of age is in consequence mainly the result of guess-work. 
T t is usual, however, for the author of a census report to fortify himself
and, as far as may be, his pUblic-with the theory that__, while little reliance 
can be placed on the recorded age of any particular individual, it is never
theless possible to extract from the mass a reasonably accurate estimate of 
the age constitution of the population as a whole; also that, the types of 
error being more or less constant, periodic changes in the age constitution 
from one census to another can be traced with some approach to confidence. 
Mention is made below of some of the more important tendencies towards 
error observable at every census. 

3. Tendency to exaggerate age.-This is very common in the advanced Common type. 
age-periods, and is more marked among females than among males. It is of error. 
a more or less natural phenomenon in a population which matures early 
and has a short expectation of life. Another class in which exaggeration 
is habitual is that of young married women, the psychology of the East in 
this matter being in strong contrast to Western experience. There is 
perhaps a feeling that added years confer dignity and importance, and to 
this 'extent the exaggeration would be conscious; but marriage and 
motherhood may often cause a girl or young woman to appear genuinely 
older than she is. 

Tendency to understate age.-The obloquy incurred by Hindu parents 
who fail to marry their daughters before puberty frequently causes the 
age of unmarried girls who have attained this age to be understated. This 
affects the age-period] ().-] 5. On the part of males there is a tendency 
for persons on or beyond the threshold of middle age to indulge in chrono
logical inexactitudes, particularly if they are contemplating matrimony. 
Hence the tendency is strongest among bachelors and. widowers. 

Preference for particular numbers.-Lack of knowledge of a person's 
exact age commonly leads to the use of round numbers in making an 
approximate estimate. For this reason numbers ending in ° and 5 are 
much in evidence in the census returns. ·In 1921 the ages of 400,000 
persons were tabulated by annual age-periods for the use of the actuary 
b) whom the age statistics are always subjected -to expert analysis, and it 
was found that about 25 per cent of these persons had returned an age 
ending in 0, and about 18 per cent an age ending in 5. The order in which 
t.he remaining digits are favoured is as follows :-2, 8, 4, 6, 3, 7, 1, 9. It 
will be noticed that, excepting the digit 5, odd numbers are very much at a 
discount. Observation of the results of this preference for particular 
numbers, which is well-established an'd fairly constant in all parts of the 
country, induced the Government actuary to devise a new method of grouping 
the population by age-periods, which has been put into effect at the present 
census for the first time. This method calls for a brief explanation. 

4. In the past the practice has been simply to assemble together the Ne\ll method of 
age statistics, as actually recorded, in quinary groups without any adjust- grouping by ages. 
ment. By this means the distortion caused by the habit of plumping on 
multiples'of 5 and ot?er favourite digits was to some extent reduced; ~mt 
the result was not satIsfactory. Persons whose age was recorded as endIng 
in 0 or 5 figured at the hottom of each group 1 and many of them should 
in reality have been included in the next younger group: It was accord-
ingly decided that in the first place the sta:tistics should be assembled in 
groups of which 0 and 5 should be the central digits, so thS1t persons whose 
real age was slightly above or below that aetually recorded should as far as 
possible be accommodated in the appropriate group. Moreover, instead of 
baving uniform groups comprising five years apiece, those containing the 
digit 5 should consist of three years only, and those containing the digit ° 
of seven years-thus: 4-6, 7--13, 14--16, 17-23, and so on. The digits 
which figure in the ternary groups are therefore those which come second,_ 
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fifth and ~ixth in ord.er of frequency; t~e. septenary groups have (in addition 
to the prIme favo"';lrIte, 0) the fou~ dIgIts which are least frequently used 
and the two whlCh, after multIples of five, are most popular. Having 

assembled the population 
Smoothed age- by ages in this manner, the Unsmoothed age-group. 

o 
1 

2 
i) 

4-6 
7-13 
14-16 
17-23 
24-26 
27-33 
34-36 
37--43 

44--46 

47-53 
54-56 

57-63 
64-66 

67-73 

A 
B 
c 
D 

E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 

K 

L 
M 
N 

o 
p 

Q 
R 

Formula. 

A+t B= 
t B+t c= 
't C+t D= 
t D+t E= 

t E= 
t F+t E= 

t G+t F= 
t H+t G= 
t I+t H= 
t J+t 1= 

t K+t J= 

t L+t K= 

t M+t L= 

t N+t M= 

t O+t N= 

t P+t 0= 
t Q+t P= 

t R+t Q= 

group. next step was to convert 
0-1 the ternary and septenary 
1-2 groups back to the quinary 
2-3 groups formerly- used. 
3-4 This was done by means of 
4-5 the formula given in the 

5-10 margin. The actuary's 
10-15 expectation that this new 
15-20 method will produce results 
20-25 appreciably more accurate 

-25-30 than the old one may well 
00-35 prove, as a general rule, 
35-40 to be justified. But it is 
40-45 important to bear in mind 
45-50 that the greater the effect 
DO-55 (whether for good or for 
55-60 ill) of the change thus 
60-65 introduced, the less reliable 
65-70 will be any inferences that 

70 and over. may suggest themselves 
from a comparison of the 

present age distribution of the population with that exhibited at previous 
censuses" 

S+t R= 74 and over s 

5. Another innovation by which the present census is characterized is 
that the age of each person is reckoned from the nearest birthday instead 
of from the number of completed years. In view of the approximate nature 
of the returns, the practical effect of this modification would generally be 
negligible, and, in so far as it made itself felt at all, it would probably tend 
towards greater accuracy. But in the case of very young children it does 
make a considerable difference. Under the old system an infant of eleven 
months was supposed to be shown as aged 0; one of 23 months was shown 
as only a year old; and at these very early ages there is some chance 
that the exact date of birth is still remembered. Nevertheless, it had always 
been found difficult to induce enumerators to enter 0 as the age of a child 
in the first year of life, ,even though it' might not even be approaching the 
completion of that year. To get over this difficulty, they had been instrllcted 
to enter the word" infant" "for all persons below twelve months of age. 
But this in its turn led to a serious over-statement of the number of children 
in tlie first year of life, because the vernacular equivalents of "infant" 
are usually employed in a loose or ambiguous sense to describe any child 
still at its mother's breast, and in actual practice many children in their 
second, or even in their third, year were so recorded. On the present 
occasion the entry of " infant" was discontinued and 0 was restored, but 
of course it was confined to persons whose age did not exceed six months. 
When, however, the formula given above came into play, the age-group 
0-1 included all p"ersons up to six months of age and half the number of 
persons between six and eighteen months. Theoretically, the combined 
number thus arrived at should not differ greatly from that formerly included 
in the lowest age-group-namely, of persons who have not yet completed 

.... twelve months-but in fact, as the 
DISTllIBUTION PER c'ENT .... OF THE P_OPULATION marginal statement shows, it is vastly 

INCLUDED IN TlIE TWO L<lwlilsT AGE-GROUPS. different. The 1921 distribution, 
1931. 1921. 1!Jll. indeed, cannot be regarded as normal, 

0--1 48 75 72 seeing that the group 1-2 was depleted 
1-2 !i2 25 28 by the influenza epidemic and agricul-

tural scarcity, but there was no such 
abnormality in 1911. 
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6. It has been stated that the age statistics compiled at the census are ActuM!lal 
subjected to expert dissection and analysis by the Government actuary. His examination of 
report will be published separat~ly, and will deal inter alia with such matters the statistics. 
as the average expectation of life, a subject which is left severely alone by 
tbe author of the present report. In other respects there is bound to be 
some overlapping in the two reviews, and the following paragraphs do not 
claim to do anything more than contain a layman's interpretation of, and 
('omments on, the figures presented in the census tables. Statisticians may 
apply for enlightenment elsewhere. 

7. In the two diagrams below a comparison is made between the age Comparison 
constitution of the people of this province and those of two Western beTe~ni BIha.r d 
countries and one Eastern. Both diagrams illustrate the same facts, but :~her :o~:tr:. 
in t he right-hand one the proportion of the population falling within each 
age-period in other countries is shown as a percentage of the corresponding 
proportion in Bihar and Orissa. A key to these diagrams is furnished in 
tbe statement beneath them. 

Diagram ~ornp~ring the ~ge d~stribution oj 1,000 -'Diagram showing the proportional number oj persons 
'l!ersnn_s t~L B~har ~nd Onssa wtth the correspond- in various age-periods in (a) Japan, (b) England 
mg dtstnbutwns tn Japan, England and Wales and 'Wales and (c) France, expressed as percen-
and France. tages of the corresponding proportions in Bihar 

and Orissa. 
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20-80 176 158 161 164 89.8 91.5 93.2 
30-40 144 120 146 139 83.3 101.4 96.5 
40-50 97 105 132 133 108.2 136.1 137.1 
60-60 57 74 96 114 129.8 168.4 200.0 
60 and over 40 77 94 140 192.5 235.0 350.0 

Bihar and Orissa on the one hand and France on the other may be 
regarded as exemplifying two extreme types of population. In the former 
the birth-rate is to all intents and purposes uneontrolled. The practice of 
abortion indeed is not unknown, particularly when the object is to prevent the 
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birth of illegitimate children; but among the people generally deliberate 
contraception has made no headway. This circumstance, coupled with the 
universality of marriage, is responsible for .an abnormally high birth-rate, 
the effect of which would be even more pronounced were it not for the heavy 
mortality among infants. At the same time, the expectation of life is very 
low, and visitations of famine and epidemic disease are apt to cause consi
derable fluctuations in the adult age-categories. In France, on the other 
};land, birth-control is practised on an exceptionally wide scale, there is .1; 
much longer expectation of life, and violent fluctuations are comparatively 
rare. The conditions prevailing in this province are for the most part 
reproduced in a less extreme form in Japan; while England and Wales 
differs from France in that contraceptive practices are less universal and 
have been in vogue for a shorter period. The diagrams bring out very clearly 
the operation of these main factors on the age constitution of the four 
different populations. In the left-hand diagram the line by which France 
is represented comes perilously near to being a straight horizontal. The 
number of persons in that country aged 60 and over is approximately the 
same as the number below ten years of age,while in Bihar and Orissa (despite 
the tendency already noticed to exaggerate the age of elderly persons) the 
ratio is one to seven. Contrast again the abrupt fall in the second age
category out here with the distinct rise recorded by both the Western 
countries-a rise which, in the case of France, is continued even into the 
third age-category. Of course it should not be forgotten that in this 
province the disasters of 1918-19 are responsible for an abnormal depletion 
in the number of persons aged 10-20, but even when allowance is made for 
this the contrast will be sufficiently striking. 

8. Another method of examining the age constitution of the popUlation 
of this province and comparing it wIth that found elsewhere is by applying 
Stin~btirg' s theories as to the balance of the popUlation at different age
periods. His contention was that half the total population is always made 
up of persons between 15 and 50 years of age, while the fluctuations in the 
lower and higher categories respectively indicate whether the popUlation 

Progressive 
-Stationary 
Retrogressive ... 

r 1931 
"Bihar and Orissa ~ 1921 

l1911 

Japan (1925) 

Italy (1921) 

England and Wales (1921) 
France (1926) 

is progressive, station~ry 
Number per mille aged- or retrogressive. The 
0-15. 15-50. 50 and typical groupings are 

given in the marginal 
statement, together with 
the figures for Bihar and 
Orissa at each of the last 
three censuses and for the 
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500 300 

502 96 other countries to which 
496 107 .attention has already 
488 110 been directed, plus Italy. 
482 151 Stindbtirg's calculations 
495 195 were based primarily on 
532 190 conditions prevailing in 
521 254 the West, and we have 

already seen that these 
are very different from Oriental con,ditions, which might well operate to 
destroy the equilibrium postulated by him. But actually it will be seen 
that this province conforms more nearly than any of the Western countries 
(or Japan) to his theory that half the P9pulation is contained in the middle 
group. Indeed it approximates with singular exactitude-and more so at 
the present census than at either of the previous ones-to his conception of 
a typically progressive population. All- the Western countries shown in 
the statement tend to be retrogressive-Italy less so than the others'. England 
and Wales and France both show a hea"y piling-up in the middle group. 
This appears to be a legacy from the time when birth-control was less general, 
and the children of those days have not yet filtered through to the advanced 
group; in course of time, if present tendencies continue, the equilibrium will 
doubtless be restored, and there will be a resultant increase in the proportion 
of old persons. Already France has progressed much farther in this 
direction than her neighbour. 
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9. The distribution of the population by age in each natural division Age distribution 
is given in Subsidiary Tables I and IV at the end of this chapter. In the by natural 

margin the results are summarized in dhrJsloDS. 
Number per mille aged- • accordance with Sundbtirg's age-cate-
0-15. 15-50. 50 and gories. The outstanding feature of 

North Bihar .. . 
South Bihar .. . 
Qrissa 
C. N. Plateau ... 

400 
390 
351 
424 

501 
499 
542 
494 

oyer. 

99 
111 
107 
82 

this statement is the large ex.cess of 
persons aged 15-50 in Orissa. This 
is due to a consistently low birth-rate 
for many years, coupled with a heavy 
mortality in the exposed age-periods 

due to unfavourable agricultural conditions. Balasore has suffered more 
than either of the other districts. On the Chota N agpur plateau the 
proportion of children is exceptionally high, not so much because more of 
them are born as because fewer die. It is noticeable that in Ranchi, 
Singhbhum and the Chota Nagpur States, where the proportion of married 
women at the reproductive ages is smaller than anywhere else in the province, 
the average size of the family is largest. On the other hand, the low standard 
of comfort among the aboriginal tribes shortens the span of their life, and 
the number of persons aged 50 -and over is in consequence abnormally low. 
North Bihar diverges very little from the proportions recorded in the 
province as a whole. The average for this division is affected by a shortage 
of elderly people in Purnea district (where malaria is not conducive to long 
life) and by a high proportion of children in Purnea and Bhagal plIr. In 
South Bihar, and more especially in the district of Patna, persons of an 
advanced age are more numerous than in any other part of the province; 
the middle group is to some extent depleted by emigration to other parts 
of Bihar and Orissa as well as to places further afielq.. 

10. Except for the four cities of the province, separate statistics are Age distJ:lbutlon 
not available of the age constitution in urban areas. But the distinction In cltles. 
between urban and rural is for the most part so slight in Bihar, and Orissa 
that little of value would emerge from the presentation of such statistics. The 
more rapid spread of education in towns may, indeed, be not wholly without 
its effect, and it might sometimes be possible to trace the-influence of certain 
diseases, such as plague, which are felt more severely in urban areas and 
prove specially fatal to persons at particular ages. But in the smaller towns 
it is likely that the differences so caused would seldom be perceptible. Even 
in the cities of Patna) Gaya and Bhagalpur, the three largest urban units 
in the province, the age distribution follows that found in rural areas a good 
deal more closely than might have been expected. The main reason for this 
is that they are not important industrial towns, and the foreign element in 
their population is relatively small. In Jamshedpur, on the other hand, 
the presence of a large proportion of immigrants has a marked effect on 
the age statistics. The following table shows the distribution by age-periods 
of the population of (a) the province as a whole, (b) the three cities of Patna) 
Gaya and Bhagalpur, and (c) Jamsbedpur;-

NUMBER FEB MILLE IN EACH AGE'l'ERIOD. 

AGE-PERIOD. 

Bihar and Orissa. P&tna, Gaya and J amshedpur. 

Male8. Females. 
Bhagalpur cities. 

Males. Females. Males. Females. 

0-5 ... . .. 148 154 105 136 103 156 
5-10 ... ... 141 129 105 118 78 102 

10-15 ... ... 123 109 lQ6 108 70 87 
15-20 ... ... 83 86 104 95 98 130 
20-30 ... ... 172 182 211 187- 318 270 
30-40 144 144 158 145 --.... 

211 127 ... . .. 
40-50 ... ... 98 95 111 101 ! 79 69 
50-60 '" ... 56 57 60 5~ 29 35 
60 and over ... ... 35 44 40 52 

J 

14 24 
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In the next table the above proportions for Jamshedpur and the othel;' three 
cities are shown as percentages of the proportions for the province as a 
whole. and the figures thus arrived at are illustrated by means of a diagram. 

AGE-PERIOD. 

0-5 
5-]0 

10-15 
15-'20 
20-30 
30-40 
40-50 
50-60 
60 and over 

Patna, Gaya and 
Bhagalpur cities. 

Males, Females. 

70.9 88.3 
74.5 91.5 
86.2 99.0 

1'25.3 110.5 
122.7 102.7 
109.7 100.7 
113.3 106.3 
107.1 101.8 
114.3 118.2 

J amshedpur. 

Males. Females. 

69.6 101.3 
55.3 79.1 
56.9 79.8 

118.1 151.'2 
184.9 148.4 
146.5 88.2 

80.6 7'2..6 
51.8 61.4 
40.0 54.5 

J>iagram showing the proportional numbets of males and females in various age-periods 
in (a) J amshedpur and (b) other cities, expressed as percentages of 
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The main point to notice is that in the cities the proportion of persons III 

the early and middle working age-periods is specially high. This 
phenomenon is common to all the four cities, but is much more marked in 
Jamshedpur;, it is common to both the sexes, but is much more noticeable 
in the male sex. Up to the age of about 40 Jamshedpur exhibits (in a more 
extreme form) 'much the same characteristics as the other three cities; but 
whereas in Patna, etc., the proportion of the population in the more 
advanced age-periods continues in excess of the provincial average, in 
J amshedpur -it sinks far below The shortage of old people in- J amshedpur 
is. more relative- t~n apsol-.ute, and results from the extremely high 
proportion of th~ early---/mi~ale-aged; also, it must be remembered that 
J amshedpur is itself but a few- years old, and its original population, 
starting young, has not yet- had time to grow many grey hairs. With 
rpgard to young children in Jamshedpur, although there is a vast difference 
in tHe proportion of males and females below five years of age, there is. 
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practically none in the absolute numbers. The female proportion is so 
much higher because the number of adult women is immensely less than the 
21umber of men. 

11. Subsidiary Tables II and IV (Part II) show the age distribubon Age distribution 
OV religion. As the great majority of Christians in this province are by religion 
aboriginals, the proportion of persons at different ages is in their cage and caste. 
much the same as with the adherents of tribal religions. Normally an 
. aboriginal does not marry before attaining puberty, and there is nothing 
to prevent a widow from marrying again. The average size of their 
family is distinctly larger than among Hindus and Muslims, and the 
proportion of children and young people is consequently higher; the 
.,average duration of life is a good deal shorter. As between Hindus and 

Age. 

1l)_5 
..5-10 
10-15 
15-20 

-:20-40 
40-60 

..v0 and over 

ProportionaL number of Muslims 
expressed as a percentage ~f 

the corresponding propor
tion of Hindus. 

Muslims, the latter are more nume-
rous in the early age-periods, as the 
marginal statement shows. This sub-
.iect is further discussed in Chapter 
XI, where a comparison is made 

Males. Females. between the natural rates of growth 
105.7 104.4 of the two communities. Proportional 
110.0 108.3 statistics for selected castes are given 
105.9 104.9 in Subsidiary Tables V and VI. 
962 100.3 . 
95:0 98.9 Among the hIgher castes, such as 
92.8 90.0 Brahmans, Rajputs and Babhans, the 

102.8 92~2 number of children is relatively low, 
and there is a much larger proportion 

of elderly people. This position is reversed with the castes at the other end 
·()f the social scale, e.g., Chamars and Musahars. Goalas, Koiris and the 
like come midway between these two extremes. 

~2. W. e may now consider the variations in the age constitution qf the Variations In 
-prOVInce SInce the last census was taken. These are illustrated for each age distribution 
.sex in the diagram below, the key to which will be found in Subsidiary since 1921. 
'Table I at the end of the chapter :-
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Diagram showing the age distribution in Bihar and Orissa oj 1,000 persons of 
each sex at the last two cen.s'Uscs. 
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The variations are more clearly brought out in the following diagram and 
statement, where the proportion in each age-period at the present census. 
is expressed as a percentage of the corresponding proportion in 1921 :-

Diagram showing the proportional numbers of 
males and females in -various age-periods in Age-period. 
1931, expressed as p.eroentages of the oorres-
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13. The factors which usually operate in this country to cause marked 
fiuctuations in the distribution of the population between the different 
age-periods are (1) famine and agricultural scarcity; (2) the selective 
incidence of certain diseases, such as plague and influenza; (3) migration, 
and (4) varying birth-rates. The last tvw factors are usually oonnected 
with one or other of the first two. In times of economic distress not only 
do the very yo"\!ng and the very old die off in large numbers, but the birth
rate automatically falls and there is an exodns of able-bortied men to places 
outside the province in search of work. Again, a serious outbreak of 
influenza, such as that experienced in 1918-19, is instrumental not only in 
destroying life but also in preventing new lives from coming into the world. 
The past decade has been free from economic catastrophes and severe 
epidemics of disease, b"gt the previous decade was not; and the main reason 
for the fluctuations exhibited in the foregoing d,iagrams must be sought in 
the aftermath of the disasters which preceded the census of 1921. The 
casualties directly due to the influenza were heaviest among infants and 
younger adults (i.e., persons between 20 and 35 years of age); children and 
adolescents suffered less, and old people-·particularly males-do not seem to 
have been so seriously affected. The acute scarcity which followed on the 
failure of the monsoon in 19]9 was, as usual, specially fatal to persons in 
the exposed age-periods, and led to mueh emigration. And both these 
visitations combined to bring about an abrupt fall in the birth-rate of 1919, 
from which it was slow to recover. 

14. At-this point the note of warning sounded at the end of paragraph 4 
may be recalled and emphasized. The new method adopted at the present 
census of. groupipg tne"'- population in age-periods makes it necessary to 
display extreme caution and diffidence in attempting to analyse and explain 
the apparent variations. The first step, however, is comparatively plain 
sailing, for it consists in noticing the marked increase in the proportion of 
persons aged 0-5. This increase is exactly the same iIi either sex and 
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.amounts to 28 per cent. The explanation of course is that the appalling 
infant mortality caused by the influenza and scarcity in the closil}-g years 
~f the previous decade, combine~ with the abnormal fall i~ th~ blr~h-rate 
during those years, was responsIble for a very low proportIOn III thIS age
period in 1921. Our difficulties begin at once with the second step, where 
we are confronted with a substantial decline in both sexes in the proportion 
'of persons aged 5--10. There appears to be no valiQ_ reason for this. 
It is true that the birth-rate du:ring the first. half of the decad<: 1921-.31 
was distinctly lower than the bIrth-rate dUI'mg the correspondmg perIOd 
-of the previous decade. But at the same time the death-rate also was much 
lower, and-which is the important point-the fall in the death-rate among 
jnfants was (as will be seen in a subsequent paragraph) even more pronounced 
than among.the rest of the population. Prima facie one wo~ld ~ave expecte.d 
the proportIOn of children aged 5-10 to be at least as hIgh III 1931 as It 
had been ten years earlier. But this difficulty is completely overshadowed 
by the problem presented by the 10-15 group. Obviously the proportion in 
this group, which represents the survivors of the few unfortunate children 
born during the latter part of the 1911-21 decade, should be much lower 
than it was at the previous census. But we find that in the male sex it 
is only very slightly below the former proportion, while in the female sex 
it is actually 1 per cent higher. Nor is this the worst. \Ve are asked to 
believe that, whereas in 1921 there were 4,482,163 persons aged 0-5, there 
·are now 4,893,370 persons aged 10-15. Making a reasonable allowance 
for casualties, the latter figure represents a departure from normal expecta
tions of about one million persons. The explanation of this ~iscrepancy 
appears to be two-fold. On the one hand, the returns of the preVIOUS census 
under-stated the number of children below five years of age owing to the 
partiality for the round number 5, which was commonly given for children 
who in reality were slightly below or above that age; all such children were 
included in the 5-10 group, whereas many of them should have been credited 
to the lower one. On the other hand, the method of grouping adopted at 
the present census has undoubtedly resulted in an over-statement of the 
persons aged 10-15. It will be recalled that this group is made up of 
~ClJf the persons whose ages were actually returned as 14-16 plus half those 
!J'f)turned as 7-. 13. Now, in ordinary circumstances this might yield 
.approximately accurate results; but it so happens that on the present 
-occasion there was a quite abnormal shortage of persons aged 11, 12 and 13. 
fot these are the persons who were born during the disastrous years 1918-2l). 
There can therefore be little doubt that far more than half the population 
between the ages ~f 7 and 13 shoul~ by rights have been credited to the 5-10 
group. Herem lIes the explanatIOn (i) of the unreal fall feat,ured by the 
diagrams in the proportion of persons aged 5-10, and (ii) of the failure OIl 

the part of the diagrams to register the fall which has undoubtedly taken 
pl~ce in the proportiop. of persons aged 10-15. 

15. Variatio:q.s at other ~ge periods must be dealt with more summarily, Variations at 
but· enough has been said to show that they cannot be taken at their .face oth~rd age
value. In the period 15-20 there has been a slight reduction in the JIlale per 0 8. 

proportion and a substant.ial incre_ase in the female. These fluctuations do 
'Dot seem to be connected to any great extent with the aftermath of the 
influenza and agricultural scarcit,y. They are due to a change in the sex 
ratio at this period of life, for which the explanation is not immediately 
apparent. It may be that the revised method of grouping ages has operated 
-differently with the different sexes. The variations from 20 to 45 are largely 
attributable to the balance Qf migrations and the selective incidence of the 
influenza epidemic. It has been mentioned that persons between 20 and 35 
years of age were hit specially hard by this disease, and after a lapse of 
te~ years or;te would naturally expect to trace the dep1'es~ing influence of 
thIS factor m the age-groups 35-40 and 40-45. This expectation is 
tuInned, but it is noticeable that the depr('ssion is more marked in the female 
than in the male sex. The principal reason for this is that the losses 
sn~tained by the male sex at these ages have b('en partially reconped hy the 
l'~turn to their homes of persons who emigrated in large number's shortly 
,before the last census was taken. One would also expect to find a sharp 
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recovery in the proportion of persons between 20 and 30 years of age, 
but the diagrams suggest that the recovery is confined to the first half of 
that. period, where jt is very pronounced. Here we become involved once
Il1'.)re in the complications introduced by the new method of grouping ... 
Acr..ording to actuarial calculations the net effect of the errors resulting 
frl)m the old method "vas to under-state the number of persons in the-
20··-25 group and to exaggerate the number in the 25-30 group. These
e!TOrS have now been eliminated, with the result that the gain in the 
former group has been magnified beyond its true proportions, while in the 
latter group it has been obscured. Finally, the violent fluctuations in the
two most advanced age-periods should be discounted altogether. The: 
returns indicate that there has been an increase of 39 per cent in the pro
portion of females aged 55-60 and a decrease of 23 per cent in the (much
larger) r.roportion of females aged 60 and over; among males the variationI'> 
are simIlar but slightly less pronounced. But with elderly persons the age;, 
60 is a prime favourite in the census schedules; so much so that the actuary 
reports that, in order to rectify the resultant error in the 1921 grouping~. 
it was necessary to transfer 44 per cent of the persons aged 60-65 to the
next younger group. On the present occasion half the persons included iIt 
the " unsmoothed " group 57-63 have been taken to the 55-60 category,. 
and this has led to a heavy (but quite unreal) increase in that category. and' 
to a heavy (but equally unreal) fall in the number of persons aged 60 and 
over. In actual fact the indications are·that the proportion of persons between 
-55 and 60 years of age is almost exactly the same now as it was in 1921, 
while there has been a slight rise in the proportion of persons whose true age
is not less than 60. This is much more what we should expect to find, seein{5 
tbat old people suffered so severely in the previous decade from the general 
economic distress. 

16. Shahabad and Palamau are two districts in which the influenza. 
epidemic raged with special virulence, but which were affected comparatively 
little by the agrioultural scarcity of 1919-20. It will therefore be of interest 
to examine the age fluctuations in these localities. In Shahabad the decade 

1911-21 witnessed a decline of 2.6 pel" 
Variation per cent in cent in the total popUlation of the-

actuaL population. district. The loss was very severe in 
1921--31. 1911~21. the age-periods 0-5 and 20-40, which-

it will be remembered were those singled 

SHAHABAD. 

All ages + 9.9 -2.6 out by the influenza scourge as the-
0--5 +32.5 -9.8 obj ect of special attack; the inter-
5-10 ... - 8.3 +5.8 mediate age-periods suffered no loss at 
10-15 ... + 9.4 +1.9 all. In the following decad~, when the-
15-20 ... +32.9 +2.5 1 t f' 9 9 
20-30 ... +19.4} genera ra e 0 Increase was . per 
30--40 ... + 2.9 -9.1 cent, we should naturally look for (a) fit 

40-50, ... + 2.9 much slqwer rate of growth in the age-
periods 10-15 and 30-50, and (b) a 

marked recovery in the periods 0-5 and 20-30. All these conditions are
in fact satisfied, except that (here as elsewhere) the 10- -15 group belies. 
expectations, having obviously appropriated a large slice of the population:. 
which should properly be included in the 5-10 group. In Palamau events. 

PALAMAU. 

All ages 

0-5 
5-10 .. . 
10-15 .. . 
15-20 .. . 
20-130 .. . 
30-40 .. . 
40-50 .. . 

fonowed much the same course. During
Variation per cent in the decade 1911-21 the number of 
actuaL population. persons below 5 years of age decreased,.. 

1921-31. 1911-21. while the increase in the case of persons. 

+11.6 

+40.3 
- 6.9 
+ 6.4 
+28.5 
+18.9 l 
+ 6.4 j 

..J.. 5.3 

+ 6.7 

- 3.3 
+17.1 
+13.1 
+12.9 

+ 4.6 

aged 20-40 was very much smaller
than in the other age-periods. The 
following decade saw a rapid growth 
in the 0-5 and 20-30 groups, and 
a distinct lag in the 10-15 and 30-5o. 
groups. Here again there has clearly 
been some confusIOn between the second 
and third categories at the present. 
census. 
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17. So far no attempt has been made to go further back than the decade Legacies of the 
1911-21 in search of an explanation for abnormalities in the age constitu- ~~~ remote 
tion of the population. But more remote events have of course played a very . 
large part in determining the prese!lt sta:te of affairs. Owing to t~e 
inaccuracy of the age returns and the wter-play of many cross currents, It 
is not often possible to trace clearly through several successive decades the 
influence of any particular event, but occasional glimpses may be obtained. 
Thus, the years 1896-97 witnessed a famine in North Bihar, the effect of 

NORTH BIHAR. 

All ages 

0-10 

10-20 

.20-30 

80--40 } 

which is still clearly 
Variation per oent in aotual population. discernible in the relative 

dearth of persons who to-
1891-1901. 1901 -11. 1911- -21. 1921--31. day are comprised in the 

+ 0.1 + 2.1 

- 3.0 + 4.0 

+ 5.7 - 3.0 

+ 1.3 + 3.9 

-0.7 

- 3.5 

+ 3.0 

- 1.0 

+ 8.2 

+10.2 

+13.8 

r +15.5 
( + 4.1 

age-period 30-40. To 
some extent, however, the 
effect of this famine is 
merged in the two last 
censuses with the selective 
incidence of the influenza 
epidemic. 

18. Variations from census to census in the proportion of young Variations in the 
children and old people to persons in the middle age-periods are usually ~!f:::~e:ge 
held to afford a fairly clear indication of the progressive character (or <> • 

otherwise) of the population as a whole Something has already been said 
on this subject in comparing the population of Bihar and Orissa, when 
distributed between Sundburg's age-categories, with the population of other 
countries. In Subsidiary Table IV the line of approach is not quite the 
same. Sundburg's three periods embraced the whole of the population, 
whereas this subsidiary table concerns itself particularly with persons 
between 15 and 40 years of age and shows how, at each of the last four 
censuses, the number of such persons compares with (i) the number of 
children below 10, and (ii) the number of persons aged 60 and over. It 
also shows the varjations that have occurred in the proportion of children 
to married women aged 15-40, and in the proportion of such married 
women to the total number of females. Unfortunately, the new method 
of age-grouping renders most of these comparisons m~re or less without 
value. For example, there appears to have been a marked decrease (not 
only in the province as a whole but in every natural division) in the 
proportion of old persons, which now stands lower than at any previous 
period since the beginning of the century. This is probably not in 
accordance with the facts. Again, in relation to per SOIlS aged 15-40 the 
prop9rtion of children below 10 years of age is shown as only very slightly 
higher than in 1921 and distinctly lower than in 19]]; while in relation 
tCJ married women at the reproductive ages the proportion is even below 
that of 1921. This again is quite misleading, being due to the unreal 
decline at the present census in the 5-10 age-period. The table is, 
however. undoubtedly correct in giving prominence to the marked increase 
in the proportion of married females at the reproductive ages, which has 
never previously been so high, and from this it follows that more families, 
not bigger families, is the main reason for the substantial increase that has 
undoubtedly taken place in the proportion of young children. For the 
rest the chief value of Subsidiary Table IV lies not so much in the 
comparison it exhibits with previous censuses as in the local variations at 
the present one. But in this connexion it is unnecessary to traverse again 
the ground that has been briefly covered jn paragraph 9 above. 

19. The causes which are responsible in this country for an Infant mortal1ty. 
exceptionally high death-rate among infants and very young children are 
wf'll-known and need not be discussed in this report. It will suffice to set 
forth the facts and the more recent developments. Out of 9,093,498 deaths 
reported during the last decade in the British districts of the province, no 
less than 1,760,802 related to infants below one year of age, and 1,777,874 
r-elated to children between the ages of 1 and 5 years. That is to say . 
llearly one death in five occurred during the first twelve months of life ana l 
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nearly two deaths in five occurred before the age of 5 was attained. 
Actually it is probable t~at these statistics. fail to convey t~e whole truth, 
for there is reason to beheve that many chIldren w~o are stIll-born or :vho 
die after one or two days do not figure at all In the record of vItal 
occurrences. Dreadful as the figures wre, they yet represent a substantial 
improvement over the returns of the previous decade. The comparative 

PERIOD. 
Death·rate per mille. Percentage on 

column 2 0[-

rates are given in the 
margin. For purposes of 
comparison a truer picture 
will be obtained by neglect-

All ages 0-1 1 5 Column 3. Column 4. 
-----1----·--·----· ing the years 1918-20, 

1 2 3 4 5 6 during which the havoc 
1921--30 27 180 59 667 219 wrought by the influenza 
1911-20 35 221 78 631 223 epidemic not only upset 
1911-17 32 226 74 706 231 the normal proportions 

- --_ -- - _ ---- altogether but caused a 
serious dislocation in the whole system of recording vital occurrences, with the 
result that a large number of births and deaths went unreported_ It will 
be seen that, as compared with the first seven years of the previous decade, 
the infant mortality rate has fallen from 226 per mille to 180, and among 
slightly older children the rate has fallen from 74 per mille to 59. It is 
true that the all-round improvement in public health is reflected in a 
general drop in the death-rate for all ages, but columns 5 and 6 of the 
above statement show that the decline is more pronounced amonp' infants, 
etc.) than among older persons. Statistics in greater detail, and for each 
sex separately, will be found in Subsidiary Table IX at the end of this 
chapter. It is noticeable that, in spite of the greater care and attention 
which is undoubtedly bestowed on male infants, the mortality among them 
(197 per mille) is much higher than among females (163 per milleO. Once 
again this phenomenon is not confined to the early age-periods, but the 
disparity is a good deal more marked in the first year of life than at any 
subsequent period with the possible exception of the very old. 

It should be explained that the mortality rates so far quoted are 
calculated on the total population below one year of age (or, as the case 
may be, between 1 and 5 years) according to the census of 1921. Another, 
and on the whole a more accurate, method of arriving at the death-rate 
among infants is to base the calculations on the number of live births 
reported each year. In a rapidly increasing population such as we have 
had during the last decade the resultant figures will obviously be lower, 
and a less gloomy picture will emerge. For the decade as a whole the 
mortality rate given by the latter method is 143 per mille for both sexes 
('ombined, instead of 180: for males' alone it is ] 52 and for fer;nales 132. 

In comparison with the rest of British 
Infant mortality peT 1,000 children born. India, this province has nothing to be 

Bihar and Orissa* 143 ashamed of. The rates given in the 
India * 
Mexico 
Ceylon 
Hungary 
Japan 
Italy 
Germany 
France 
England and Wales 
United States ... 
Switzerland 

Norway 

179 margin relate in each case to the decade 
198 1921-30 and are calculated on the 
182 number of live births per annum. One 
180 cannot fail to be struck by the varying 
148 standards in different. European coun-
124 tries-from Hungary at one end of 
108 the sCELle (where conditions approxi-

92 mate very closely to those in British 
72 India as a whole) to Norway at the 
71 other end. Japan furnishes the 
59 nearest equivalent to conditions in this 
51 province. It may be stated that in 

every single one of these countries 
mortality among infants was less heavy 

in the latter half of the decade than in the first half; and in this respect 
India generally and Bihar and Orissa in particular conform to the general 
rule. 

* British distriots only. 
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20. It is a truism that a high birth-rate does not necessarily lead to 
a rapid increase of population. An eloquent, commentary on this ~s 

furnished by the margina 1 
BiTth StlT'Uivnl statement. n·uring the 

Bihar and Orissa 

England and Wales 

1901-11 
1911-21 
1921---31 

1901-11 
1911-21 
1921-31 

rate. rate. last decade the bjrth-rate 
41 6 in this province has been 
39 ]40 lower than at any pre-

36.5 d' h vious perio smce t e 
27 
23 
19 

12 
S.5 
6.5 

beginning of the century, 
but owing to a. yet greater 
fall in the death-rate the 

populat.ion ~as increased far more rapidly. Even so, the. rate of survival 
IS stIll mfenor to that recorded in England and vVales (wIth a much lower 
birth-rate) in the decade 1901-11. Tn the next chltpter it will be seen that 
a high birth.-rate does not even imply a specially high standard of fertility 
among marrIed women. 

Suuival fate. 
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I.-AGE DISTRIBUTION OF 10,000 OF EACH SEX IN THE PROVINCE AND IN EACH 
NATURAL DIVISION (FIVE OENSUSES). 

: 
1031, 1921. 

AGE, 
1911, 1901, 1891. 

Males, Females. Males, :Females. Males, Females, Males, Females, Males. Females, 

1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 9 10 11 

BIHAR AND ORISSA, 

0-1 .. , ... ." 255 268 290 284 333 327 '\ 1-2 '" ... .., 266 282 96 96 130 131 

I 
2-3 '" ... .., 305 335 203 217 263 275 3-4 '" .. , .. , 328 344 283 315 316 343 4-5 '" ... .., 326 322 286 200 290 299 

5-10 .. , .. , .. , 1,408 1,292 1,641 1,666 1,593 1,408 10-15 .. , ... .., 1,226 1,086 1,310 1,077 1,241 1,009 15-20 '" , .. '" 834 863 856 787 80B 751 20-26 .. , .. , .. , 853 923 713 822 726 851 
25-30 '" .. , .. , B62 802 844 890 876 926 

r Not available, 30- 35 '" ' .. .., 802 808 798 851 826 844 

I 35-40,., .. , ... 642 635 668 603 644 609 40-45 ... .. , .. , 653 541 602 618 576 587 45-50 '" .. , .. , 429 408 417 383 369 368 

I 
50-55 .. , .. , ' .. 337 328 ~89 401 383 407 
55-60 .. , ... .. , 221 246 175 181 174 185 60-65 .. , ... .., 169 203 225 303 240 323 65-70 ... 

'" ... 74 92 71 89 71 90 

J 
70 and over ... '" 110 142 134 179 134 187 

I 
1Ilean Age .. , .. , 23'0 23'6 23'6 24'6 23'3 24,'4 

No:rtll Bihar, 

0-5 .. , .. , 1,381 1,458 1,149 1,195 1,286 1,810 1,274 1,309 1,298 l,B?4. 6-10 ::: .. , .. , 1,470 1,337 1,651 1,550 1,619 1,498 1,563 1,453 1,616 1,488 10-15 '" ... .., 1,266 1,096 1,237 980 1,211 945 1,261 987 l,2l4o 057 15-20 ... ... ..' 787 805 827 719 786 692 824 749 764 680 

20-40 '" .. , ,., 3,141 3,287 3,043 3,283 3,053 3,2D3 3,008 3,321 2,D61 3,196 40-60 .. , ,., .. , 1,581 1,557 1,619 1,636 1,556 1,598 1,589 1,619 1,654 1,642 60 and over .. , .. , 374 460 474 637 4S9 665 481 662 493 663 
Mean Age .. , .. ' 23'4 24'0 24'1 25'3 23'S 25'2 23'S 25'1 24'1 25'2 

South Bihar. 

0-5 .. , .. , 1,439 1,527 1,127 1,203 1,283 1,330 1,259 1,393 1,301 1,363 
5-10 ::: .. , .. , 1,358 1,246 1,580 1,475 1,515 1,411 1,378 1,251 1,525 1,386 10-16 ... .. , .. , 1.,186 1,057 1,334 996 1,187 947 1,218 975 1/~62 1,000 15-20 ... .. , .. , 833 846 805 727 742 675 835 759 769 688 

20-40 .. , .. , .. , 3,114 3,190 3,000 3,238 3,150 3,342 3,157 3,324 2,952 3,160 
4~-60 '" .. , .. , 1,643 1,602 1,724 1,679 1,628 J,629 1,647 1,696 1,673 1,699 60 and over ... .. , 438 532 530 682 496 666 511 702 518 704 
Mean Age ... .., 24'0 24'5 24'7 25'7 24'3 25'4 24'6 25'9 24'3 25'7 

Orissa, 

0-5 
'" .. , 1,340 1,375 1,062 lI78 1,252 1,214 1,306 1,305 1,246 1,268 5-10 ::: ... .. , 1,209 1,063 1,502 1,344 1,438 1,323 1,319 1,247 1,438 1,348 10-15 ... ... ... 1,159 992 1,424 1,201 1,317 1,123 1,273 1,083 1,370 1,164 15-20 .. , .. , ... 974 D59 935 888 876 854 9.2 941 1,020 947 

'20-40 .. , ... .. , 3,236 3,492 2,980 3,273 3,116 3,198 3,048 3,033 2,863 2,884 40-60 .. , .. , .. , 1,739 1,791 1,707 1,780 1;501 1,673 1,665 1,747 1,614 1,689 .60 and over .. , .. , 353 4~9 400 536 450 615 437 644 449 700 
Mean Age .. , ... 24'3 25'4 24'1 25'6 23'9 25'3 24'1 25'4 23'7 25'3 

Chota Nagpur Plateau. 
, 

0-5 .. , .. , 1,655 1,717 1,219 1,288 1,470 1,534 1,416 1,5t4 1,4.04 1,605 5-10 .. , .. , .. ' 1,427 1,340 1,709 1,682 l,6M 1,616 1,660 1,630 1,770 1,686 10-15 .. , .. , .. , l,t28 1,122 1,404 1,194 1,282 1,083 1,382 1,144 1,373 1,126 ]5-20 ... .. , , .. 845 905 895 866 844 834 894 887 823 814 

20-40 .. , ... . .. 3,184 3,104 3,027 3,135 3,029 3,006 2,802 2,989 2,763 2,D41 40-60 .. , ... .., 1,383 1,360 1,417 1,396 1,350 1,361 1,399 1,35d 1,395 1,324 60 lind over 
'" , .. 278 362 329 439 361 476 357 470 382 504 . 

Mvall AUf' .. , ... 22'1 22'4 22'4 23'0 22'2 22'S 22'1 22'6 21'9 22'0 
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n.-AGE DISTRIBUTION OF 10,O(JO OF EACH SEX IN EACH MAIN RELIGION' 
('l'HREE CENSUSES). 

----------------------------
1031, 1921, ]911. 

A,,", 
Males, Females, Males, }'emaleB, Males, Females. 

3 4 5 6 

I1indu. 
, 
I 

0-5 ::: I 1,451 1,514 1,134 1,180 1.310 1,345 
5-10 1,384 1,270 1,619 1,537 1,563 1,474 

10-15 
",I 

1,214 1,072 1,20B 1,069 1,229 1,000 
15-20 838 850 I 866 781 1 

~06 746 

20-40 ::: I 3,180 3,270 3,053 R,Z,U 3,117 3,257 
40-60 1,568 1,568 1,606 1,010 I 1,628 1,667 
00 and over ... I 366 44~ 4:34 681 448 011 

I 
23" 24'0 Mean Age '''I 23'S 24'9 23'6 24'S 

Muslim. 

0-5 ..,I 1,533 1,580 1,245 1.276 1,403 1,414 
5-10 1,523 1,376 1,730 1,611 1,718 • 1,61)3 

10-15 ::: I 1,286 1,125 1,304 1,014 1,255 960 
15-20 .. , 806' 862 821 753 76'- 697 

20-40 '''I 3,03! 3,242 2,891 3,234 2,B97 3,236 
40-60 .. ' 1,465 

1,
402

1 
1,538 1,520 1,474 1,:~~, 60 and ovel 366 413 471 592 489 

Mean .Ago ' .. I 22'6 23'0 23" 24" 23'1 24'11 

Christian, I 
O-Ii 1,700 1,822 1,430 1,447 1,714 1,744 
6-10 1,543 1,459 l,nS 1,732 1,658 1,674. 

10-15 1,345 1,276 1,533 1,403 1,4.59 1,254 
15-20 866 94.5 937 882 81~ 816 

20-40 2,888 2,907 2,776 2,882 3,779 2,851 
40-60 1,266 1,24.3 1,285 1,256 1,24.5 1,244 
60 and over 296 348 322 396 331 417 

21:71 
" 

Mctln.4ge 21'1 21'3 21'4 21'1 III'S 

Tribal religions, 1 
0-5 1,701 1,810 I 1,317 1,364 1 1,587 1,633 
5-10 1,531 1,427 1,780 1,688 1,774 1,688 

10-15 1,287 1,190 1,~56 1,251 I 1,345 1,162 
15-20 ", I 821 904 896 001 86; 884 

20-40 ,:: , 2,990 3,026 2,849 3,020 I 2,796 2,938 
40-60 1,327 1,288 1,374 1,358 1,270 1,250 
60 and over 

J 
283 355 32B 4\8 363 445 

M6anAge 21'" 21'7 21'S 22'61 21'S Sl'S 

1 I 

III.-VAliIATION IN POPULATION AT CERTAIN AGE PERIODS (THREE DECADES). 

N ATUUA..L DrnSlON. 

-11---

1

-

Period, 
All.ges, 

V ABIA.TION :PEIl CEN!' 1N POI'ULA.TIOlf. 

0-10, 10-15, 15-40, 40-60, 60 and over, 

~ -----1----- - 2 -3- - -4,----5 -----6 ---7 --B --

.. ,{ 1901 to 1911 +S'l +11'5 +4'6 +S'3 +"'S +6'1 
lUbal' and Orissa , .. 1911 to 1921 -1'2 -6'5 +4'9 -0'8 +2'8 -5'5 

191U to 1931 +11'0 +U'S +8'S + H'G +'1'9 -!z'2 

.. ,{ 1901 to 1911 +2'1 +4'0 -2'2 +2'3 '1-0'2 +2'9 
North Bihar 1911 to 1.21 -0'7 -3'5 +2'3 -0'1 ... a'5 -4'6 

1921 to 1931 +8'3 +10'3 +15'6 +10'2 +4 .. 3 -18'9 

.. ,{ 1901 to 1911 +0'7 +7'7 -2'0 -1'4 -1'9 -3'7 
South Bihar 1911 to 1921 -2'5 -5'2 +2'1 -4'2 +1'9 +1'5 

1921 to 1931 +IN +16'1 +13'1 +15'0 ... 7'2 -10'2 

.. ,{ 1901 to 1911 +0'1) +1'8 +4'4 +1'8 -4'6 -0'5 .. Orissa. 1911 to 19a1 -4'6 -11'1 +2'5 -4'0 +3'2 -15'9 
1921 to 1931 +5'1 +5'5 -13" +12'7 +6'1 -12'6 

.. ,{ 1901 to 1911 +25'6 +26'7 +17'6 +27'9 +23'6 +27'S 
Chota Nagpur PlAtealf ;" lUll to''l921 +0"1 -6'1 +0'9 ~1'6 +3'8 -8'3 

I 
1921 to 11131 +16'1 +21'5 +5'6 ' +19'7 T13'S -!l'9 

--- - --- - ----- ------- --_ 
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IV.-PROPORrION OF (1) CRILDRFN TO PERSONS AGED 15-40 AND TO MARRIED FEMALES 
AGED 15-40; (2) PERSONS OVER 60 TO PERSONS AGED 15"'_40; AND (3) MARRIED
FEMALES AGED 15-40 TO TOTAL NUMBER OF FEMALES (FOUR CENSUSES). 

PART I -BY NATURAL DIVISIOKS AND DIST:BICT~ 

NUM}!Jjm OF PEESONS OVEE 60 PEE 100 
1\ UMBER OJl' OHILDRB"i' UlfDEB 10 (noTJ{ BEJt..ES)- AGED 15-40 NUMBER OF MA:u.BIED 

NATtJ]U.L DIVISION AND 
lI'EMALES AGED 15-40 
PER 100 "FEMALES OF 

DISTEIOT Per 100 persons Per 100 marrIed females ALL AGES 
aged 15-40 aged 16-40 1931 1921. 1911 1901. 

1931 1921 1911 1901 ID31 Will 'Oll 1901 .M J; M F. 111 F M F 1931 192! lPll 1901 

1 2 3 4 5 G 7 8 I) 10 Il 12 13 14 15 Ib 17 18 19 20 21 

BTHAB AND ORISSA 71 70 78 7:1 :168 :167 270 :164 9 :11 :J.l 24 U 15 22 26 85 88 88 88 

NOIITl[ BIllAII 70 70 73 72 :160 :162 264 :16'J :10 U :12 :16 :18 27 :18 n .a5 J4 84 84. 

Baran 69 75 73 73 l55 173 159 153 19 13 15 19 15 19 15 19 35 32 .i3 33 
ChamWaran 69 69 60 67 159 163 157 157 8 10 11 15 12 16 12 16 36 340 35 340 
MuzIO arpllr '10 70 73 70 158 157 159 154 11 14 14 19 15 20 15 20 34 33 :l4o :l4o 
Darbhanga '10 60 73 74 156 152 157 162 10 11 13 17 14 17 13 17 35 35 35 34-
Bhagalpllr '13 69 73 73 165 159 168 166 9 11 11 14 10 15 11 15 36 35 35 35 
Purnell '12 70 76 71 I'll 173 190 187 8 'I I) 10 9 12 10 12 36 35 83 32 

SOUTH nIHA,. 70 69 70 64 :1OS 262 260 :147 n 18 24 17 18 27 28 27 85 88 ~84 84 

l'atna 66 64 M 57 156 154 153 133 13 15 17 20 15 18 15 10 35 33 :l4o 35 
Gaya '11 71 71 65 160 164 161 150 11 12 14. 16 13 16 13 16 36 34 34- 34 
Shahabad 66 60 65 U4 154 166 154 150 8 IS 11 17 10 15 10 16 36 33 34 83 
MonghYl '15 71 78 60 163 160 169 154 19 14 15 17 I4. 18 13 17 35 33 84 34 

O:aISSA 56 60 65 65 :l8d 142 2;'2 :151 8 :19 20 28 U. 25 U 26 85 82 88 88 

Cuttaok 5'1 63 67 G6 135 141> 155 154 9 11 11 15 12 17 11 17 34 32 33 33 
Balasore 51 52 61 64 IS6 128 145 1<18 '1 8 8 10 {) 13 10 15 36 34 33 34 
PUrl 60 63 65 63 136 150 153 149 9 9 10 12 12 14. 11 16 36 32 :l4o 34 

OBOU. N AGPUII PLATE .. U 76 74 81 88 :179 285 292 297 7 9 8 :l:1 ~ 22 20 22 8-$ 82 82 8:l: 

Haz:lrlbagh 80 79 83 77 1'19 183 190 174 6 8 8 10 10 11 {) 11 36 33 33 33 
Ranchl 86 85 93 ~d 20S 210 21~ 218 8 10 9 13 11 14 10 la 32 21) 30 211-
l'alamau 82 83 83 83 185 193 195 191 6 8 9 11 8 12 7 10 35 33 33 33 
Manbhum 65 65 73 75 160 170 181 180 'I 9 8 10 10 13 10 13 36 33 :l4o 33 
Singhbhnm '12 70 71l 77 202 208 216 218 6 8 7 10 \) 11 8 10 30 28 118 118 

Santal Parganss 80 73 85 8!!. 191 130 200 210 8 9 10 12 11 13 lJ! 15 33 32 3ll 31 
Angul 713 b9 76 75 169 180 188 186 '1 9 7 10 8 11 8 11 3t 30 32 32 
Sambalpur 64 68 70 142 155 155 9 19 11 15 10 15 36 :l4o 36 ... 
Orl_States '1G 75 79 17'1 188 188 6 8 7 10 8 11 34 31 33 
Chota Nagpllr States 79 78 78 202 214 201 7 10 9 13 10 13 31 28 30 

PART II -BY RELIGIONS AND NATURAL DIVISIONS. 

NUMBEII OF PERSONS OTlI" 60 PEa 100 
NVMBEJI OJ! OHILDREN UliDXJI 10 (BOTH S"XXS)- AGED 15-40 NUMBER OF MA.1UIIlI:J) 

FUULXB AGED 15-40 
RELIGION AND NATURAL P Ell 100 lI'EM" LEB 0:1' 

DIVISION Per 100 persons l'er 100 marlled females ALL A.GES 
aged 15-40 aged 15-40 1931. 1021 1911. 1901 

1931 1921 1911 1001 1031 1921 IOn 11101 M :r." lI. F. M. F M F 1031 1921 1911 1901 

1 2 3 4 5 b 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 .10 21 

-
BIHAR AND OBISSA 7:l 70 78 71 2G8 :161 :170 264 9 2:1 :l1 14 21 :15 22 :16 85 88 88 88 

Hmdu 69 69 72 69 1119 163 165 159 9 11 11 14 11 15 12 16 35 33 :l4o :l4o 
MusUm 76 76 80 76 1G'I 171 176 169 10 10 13 15 12 16 14 16 36 33 33 33 
Trlbal 84 80 89 1311 212 220 '1 9 9 11 10 12 31 29 29 

N OllTl[ BIBAII 70 70 78 72 :160 :162 164" 262 10 :u 12 26 28 27 18 :1.7 85 84 84 U 

Hmdu 69 69 72 71 1&9 160 161 160 10 12 12 16 13 1'1 12 17 35 34 34 34 
Muslim 75 76 80 76 166 172 177 173 9 10 12 14 11 16 14 16 36 :l4o 33 33 
TrIbal 95 87 194 S23 223 254 8 7 11 9 13 12 33 31 29 

s OUTl[ I1IRAII 70 69 70 64 2lf8 262 160 :147 :l1 28 24 27 28 27 28 27 35 88 84 8C 

Hmdu 69 69 79 63 IG8 161 160 14.7 11 13 14. 17 12 16 12 17 36 33 34. :l4o 
Muslim '1'1 77 79 71 164 164 162 14.7 13 .14 18 19 18 19 17 20 35 33 33 33 
Tribal 91 77 105 199 167 235 8 '1 12 14 12 10 35 36 31 .. 

o aISSA 56 60 65 65 188 24~ 152 152 8 10 :10 28 U 20 U 26 85 82 88 88 

Hmdu 56 60 64 65 133 143 151 151 8 10 10 13 11 16 11 16 35 33 33 33 
Muslim 59 72 79 71 lao-- 157 172 162 8 8 12 14 12 16 11 16 3'1 32 33 33 
'fribal '13 74 90- 1'12 180 208 4 6 5 9 9 10 36 32 32 

c B01A NAGPUa PLATEAU 76 74 82 88 :179 285 192 297 7 9 8 U 9 22 :10 :z:J 84 82 82 8:1 

Hindu 73 73 78 79 172 B'9 183 184 7 9 8 11 9 12 I) 12 35 32 33 32 
:iilusUu. 79 77 83 84 183 184 190 18l) 7 8 10 12 10 12 10 13 36 34. 34. ~ 
Tribal 84 80 8D 211 212 22:1 7 9 9 11 10 12 31 28 29 
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V.-AGE DISTRIBUTION OF 1,000 OF EACH SEX IN CFJRTAIN CASTES. 

I MALES. FEMALES. 

CASTE. I 44 44 
0-6. 7-13. 14-16. 17-2a. 24-4:1. and O-G. 7-13. 14-16. 17-23. 24-43. and 

I)ver. oyer, 

--- _-
4 6 0 

--8--
9 

-10-- 11 12 13 

Babhan 140 163 62 114 312 200 , 163 140 51 108 alll 219 
Brahman 160 165 OR 121 SOH 181 160 152 55 123 312 193 
.chamar 21 'l 197 64 101 285 137 213 1M 5U 114 30:1 147 
Gaura 182 171 ~3 121i 2RB 153 IG8 151 55 129 317 1'<0 
Goala 180 lSr, 62 102 31'3 15h 202 165 57 10H 305 162 

I 
15a Karan ... i 1«1 116 132 295 1V3 1:11 138 57 120 334 212 

Kayasth 164 16d 65 116 295 192 IM1 159 54 112 2U~ }l14 

Kb.ludait loa Hid 77 148 266 181l 15:1 14n hb 14& 290 177 
Koiri 18& 1713 60 :02 305 169 19" 157 54 111'-; ~10 173 

Munda Hindu 227 1&2 115 101 ann 127 233 116 ;'7 113 2/',7 144 
Do. Ohri8tian .. 2311 2U8 7:1 100 25" 131 2:17 179 72 1lt1 35,) 1:,7 
Do. TrilJal 

"'1 
243 1~r, 71 9] 2b2 137 237 1~2 71 104 2u9 137 

?I1usnh.r ... 31. 193 HI U2 291 14~ 2&8 107 ll7 lIn 3(16 1:i3 
I 

Oraon Hindu 270 18~ 57 91' 263 13:i I 241 161 59 IJ4 284 lUI 
Do. Ohristian 24R UlU 7:1 102 21i4 124 254 ]80 6H 113 252 133 
Do, Tribal 245 1m fl4 93 365 140 250 167 vI 104 269 aD 

Rajput 15U lOU U·:I 115 30U 1»4 IBO 151 iiI ll:l ~12 205 

,Sanml Hindu 2:8 IOU 70 llfi 290 117 , 233 1uJ 72 133 !j;S 124 
Do. Ohristum ::: 214 3u(l 7:1 112 271 125 IIlJ 3tH 70 117 2711 1.31 
Do. TrilJal 233 JOS L4 lUI 20:1 1~0 237 171 65 ll~ oJ71 136 

Tanti 1\)0 1~6 62 102 3(H L'jtl 1~7 HIll 5:1 11" 'Ill. 167 
Teli 197 1 btl 03 1~ III 3JD 14\) ~O4 1U7 57 110 2U'J 154 

VI.- PHOPOR'l'ION 
1-l,-4:) "~~D TO 

r:ERSONS AGED 

IN CERTAIN CASTE~ OF (1) CIlILUREN 1'0 PERSONS AGED 
MAR RTED FEMALES .AGED 14-43; (2). PERSONS OVER 43 1'0 

1·1-43; AND (3) MARRiED FEMALES AGED 14--1,3 TO 'J:OTAL 

Babl13n 
Brahman 
Cha'Ilar 
GnuI'D. 
Gnnla 

Knran 
K.ynsth 
Khand.it 
Koiri 

Munda 
Do. 
Do. 

Musahnr 

·Oraon 
Do. 
llo. 

Rajput 

Santal 
Do. 
Do. 

'['auti 
.Teli 

1921 
-1922 
1923 
1924 
'1925 

1926 
'1927 
1928 
1929 
1.930 

NUMBER OF FEMALES. 

I NUMl1En OF CHILDREN UNDlO" NUMDKR OT<' PERflONf; nVhl1 N"'£'"MBER OF 
14 (BOTH SEXESj- 43 FE It lOn AGElJ 14-4.3. M.\}lRIED 

ll'"R"'M"-L R 

CASTB. AGED 14-43 
Per luo IJer 100 PER 100 

per6(H15 aged married f emaIpl:! Male •. Fel".les. FEMALES 01<' 

14-43, ngrrl 14-43. ALL AGES. 

----- 3 4 6 u --

G5 lR3 41 ~7 'lG 
n5 175 a7 au 37 
A5 I'll 30 31 43 
(17 167 :n 36 ,q, 

7D 187 34 34 41 

f,7 156 3~l 41 35 
73 WA 40 43 ,6 
1>3 153 a7 34 39 
76 17!) 36 37 41 

Hindu 88 222 27 32 3U 
Ohristian ::: 97 job 30 31 a2 
Tribal no 21'1 32 31 B! 

90 197 33 29 J,l 

Hind" 1(11 226 3.1 :-Ii 31 
C hri8tian ::. 102 2fiU 2n 31 33 
Tribal 100 228 33 34 a~ 

117 }VO 38 43 M 

Hindu H5 219 25 26 ,Q7 
Christian ... 87 ~41 27 2~ :14 
Tribal 93 224 39 30 37 

76 170 34 24 41 
"I) Ib5 32 32 41 

-----------------~ 

V 11--REl'OR'fED BIRTH-RA'fE BY SEX AND NA.TURAL DIVISIONS. 

NL"MEBR OF BIRTH;; PER 1.000 ()j<' EACH SEX (CE~SUS OF 1921\ 

YEAl!. PnovlNOE. ~OJITH BIHA..:R. Sourn BIHAn. ORISSA. I CnOTA N "Gpun 

Ferna1es·1 

PLATR..A.U. 

Males. Males. }'emales. 1 Males. }~emnle8. Males. }~ema:e8. Males. Females. 

----I --1------ -2---
3 4 5 I 6 'i- S 9 10 11 

I 

3U 33 36 33 
I 

~n 36 35 29 34 33 
37 34 34 31 

, 
3D 37 4~ 36 35 34 

39 36 36 33 , 
41 39 42 36 3f> 36 

37 34 35 33 42 39 39 32 37 35 
37 34 35 32 40 38 37 31 39 ::l7 

30 ~6 a7 35 44 43 34 28 38 37 
30 36 38 36 , 44 42 37 30 37 35 
40 37 37 85 43 42 43 a5 39 lJ, 

... I 37 35 :16 63 40 39 39 32 a5 H4 
37 35 34 32 , 43 40 43 35 3k 36 

, 
Average of decade ... i 38 35 36 33 41 39 39 32 37 36 

-'-
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D,SEASE AlI'D 
YBA.~, 

1 

Cholera ... 
1921 , .. 
1922 ... 
1923 ... 
1924 ... 
1925 ... 
1926 ... 
1927 ... 
1928 ... 
1929 ... 
1930 ... 

-rever ... 
1921 ... 
1922 ... 
1923 ... 
1924 ... 
1925 ... 
1926 ... 
1927 ... 
1928 ... 
1929 ... 
1930 ... 

-

CHAPTER IV.-SU,BSIDIARY TABLES. 

VIII.-HEPORTED DEATH-RATE BY SEX AND NAT.URAL DIVISIONS. 

NUMBER OF DEATHS PER 1,000 OF EACH SEX (CENSUS OF 1021), 

YJI,UI, PROVINOE, NORTH BIH!.B. S01lT1I BI1!AR, ORISSA.. CHOTA. N A.GPUR 
_PLA.TEAU. 

Males, Females. Males. Females. Males. Females. Males. Females. Males. Females. 

1 -2 3 40 5 6 7 8 9 10 • 11 

1921 ... ... ... 35 31 29 24 49 45 39 3~ 31 28 
1022 ... ... ... 26 22 26 22 26 24 34 28 '22 19 
1923 ... ... ... 26 24 24 21 29 27 35 30 24 21 
1924 ... ... ... 31 27 31 27 88 31 41 S$ -24 21 
1925 ... ... ... 25 22 23 20 25 23 40 36 22 19 

1926 ... ... ... 27 24 25 n 80 28 40 35 24 21 
1927 ... ... ... 26 24 25 22 30 28 88 28 22 20 
1928 ... ... ... 27 24 27 24 27 26 32 28 23 20 
1929 ... ... ... 28 26 29 25 29 28 83 30 240 21 
1930 ... ... ... 31 28 35 31 32 30 29 26 25 22 

Averago of docade ... 28 25 27 24: 31 29 36 31 24 21 

I 

IX.-REI'ORTED DEA'l'H-RA'IE BY SEX AND AGE IN DECADE AND IN SELECTED 

YEAllS. 

Number of deathB per mille living at the 8ame age according to the cenSU8 of 1921. 

AVERAGE OF 1921. 1925. 1927. 1930. 
AGE. DEOADE. 

~!ales. }'emnles. Males. Females~ li ales. Females. Males. Females. Males. Females. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

All ages ... ... ... 28 25 35 31 25 22 26 24 31 28 

Under 1 year ... '" -197 163 209 174 187 154 190 1f9 190 156 
1-5 ... ... 64 55 68 60 55 47 67 58 79 68 
5-10 ... ... ... 13 11 19 17 10 9 11 10 15 13 

10-15 ... , .. ... 10 8 U 12 8 7 8 7 10 9 
15-20 ... ... ... 12 12 16 14 10 10 11 11 13 12 

20-30 ... ... ... 16 14 21 18 13 12 14 13 17 16 
30-40 ... ... .. 18 15 24 20 16 13 16 14 19 17 
40-50 ... ... ... 23 18 30 23 20 16 20 16 25 20 
50-60 ... ... ... 38 33 49 42 35 31 33 29 43 38 
60 and over ... ... 73 59 94 76 69 56 66 64 81 66 

-

X.-REI'ORTED DEATHS FROM CER1'AIN DISEASES IN EACH YEAR OF DECADE. 

-:BIHA.R AND OBISSA. AOTUAL NUMBER OF DEATHS IN-
DISEASE A.ND 

BI1!A.R AIID ORISSA., AOTUJ..L :NUMDEs OF DEATllS Ilf-

Actual no. No.per C. Nagpur YEAR. Actual no. No. per C. Nagpur of deaths. mille, N. Bihar. S. Bihar. Orissa. Plateau. of deaths. mille. ·N. Bihar. S. Bihar. OriBsa. Plateau. 

2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4. 5 6 7 

633,149 1'9 313,632 205,969 68,171 45,377 Small-pox ... 132,098 0'4 37,979 35,028 36,700 lI8,391 
90,688 2'7 10,776 68,325 5,821 5,766 1921 ... 7,836 0'2 2,531 3,112 5140 1,679 26,805 0'8 15,365 1,640 9,205 595 1922 ... 2,560 0'1 1,019 661 433 447 B,198 0'2 2,266 2,148 2,056 1,728 1923 ... 3,161 0'1 1,447 402 1,068 244 77,480 2'3 42,964 21,751 5,878 6,897 1924 ... 6,932 0'2 4,021 6740 1,602 635 17,336 0'5 11,617 2,114 2,412 1,193 1925 

'" 14,382 0'4 3,542 1,283 8,013 1,544 

27,268 0'8 11,166 8,266 6,270 1,566 1926 ... 34,873 1'0 6,066 7,788 15,859 5,660 49,022 1'4 17,263 17,784 7,853 6,132 1927 ... 34,001 1'0 10,967 1],767 6,993 4,934 77,103 2'3 42,100 19,179 11,409 4,415 1928 ... 13,567 0'4 4,439 3,874 1,655 3,599 104,034 S'l 42,814 35,101 13,285 12,834 1929 '" 6,671 0'2 2,221 2,385 195 1,870 155,215 4'6 117,321 29,66l 3,982 4,251 1930 ... 7,455 0'2 1,726 3,082 868 1,779 

6,120,565 18 2:555,3\15 1,\181,142 602,381 1,481,697 Plague ... 112,552 0'3 84,048 28,258 ... m 
~60,871 _ 23 278,4.31 218,514 71,699 201,227 1921 ... 16,504 0'5 9,236 7,034 ... 234 
578,656 17 249,879 134,695 68,016 136,076 1922 ... 15,066 0'4 12,091' 2,975 .. . 
599,840 18 240,233 145,477 63,590 150,540 1923 ... 28,911 0'9 20,410' 8,499 ... 2 
660,635 19 281,421 162,461 72,183 144,570 1924 ... 10,792 0'3 7,792 2,996 ... 4 
1157,224 16 224,366 128,817 69,084 134,957 1925 ... 6,788 0'2 5,752 1,036 ... ... 
584,444 17 235,712 143,4.340 62,548 142,750 1926 ... 8,381 0'2 6,570' 1,79B .. . 4 
559,360 16 242,525 136,796 50,038 130,001 1927 ... 6,112 0'2 5,322 789 .. . 1 
584,979 17 247,055 128,160 52,231 137,533 1928 ... 7,627 0'2 6,436 1,190 .. . 1 
602,038 18 270,10S 133,359 52,641 146,035 1929 ... 8,266 0'2 6,969 1,297 .. . . .. 
643,518 19 285,620 149,439 56,4051 158,008 1930 ... 4,105 0'1 3,46l 644 .. . ... -



CHAPTER V.-Sex. 

The distinction of sex is maintained in almost all the census tables, Referenoe to 
but for the purpos~ of t~is chapter Imper~a~ Tabl~. :VII, wher~ t?e s~x statistios. 
statistics are comhmed wIth those for age, CIVIl condItIOn and relIgIOn, IS 
the most important. In Imperial Table VIn si~ilar statistics are giyen 
for selected castes and tribes. At the end of thIS chapter the followmg 
subsidiary tables will be found :-

I.-General proportions of the sexes by natural divisions and 
districts. 

II.-Number of females per 1,000 males at different age-periods by 
religions. 

IH.-Number of females per 1,000 males at different age-periods by 
religions and natural divisions. 

IV.-Number of females per 1,000 males fO.r certain selected castes 
and tribes. . 

V.-Actual number of births and deaths reported for each sex
(a) in the whole province during each year of the last three 
decades, and (bD in each natural division during the decade 
1921-30. 

Vr.-Actual number of deaths reported for each sex at different ages. 
2. The. actual population of the province, as enumerated at the prese~t Bihar and OrlSB& 

census is made up of 21,082,560 males and 21,247,023 females. That IS OOthmpared....l~ith 
, h d 1 Th 0 el' proUlloes to say, ther~ are 1,008 femal~s for every ~ ousan rna es. . e . statement and oountrles. 

in the margm shows how BIhar and Onssa compares m thIs respect 
with India as a whole and with 

Females per 1,000 males. 

Bihar and Orissa (1931) ... 

India (1931) 

England and WaleR 
Germany (1925) 
Japan (1930) ... 
United States (1930) 
Australia (1921) 

(1931) 

certain other countries. With the 
1,008 exception of Madras, Bihar and 

Orissa is the only - province in India 
940 where the female sex is in a majority. 

1,087 
1,067 

990 
076 
_967 

In Madras there are as many as 1,025 
females to every thousand males; 
while in the Punjab, at the other end 
of the- scale, the proportion sinks as 
low as 832. 

3. Migration is responsible for the fact that the sex proportions in this Effeot of 
province do not conform to the general rule elsewhere in India. If we have migration. 
regard to the natural, as opposed to the actual, population of Bihar and 
Orissa-or in other words to the persons born within its borders as opposed 
to the persons enumerated within them-males out-number females in the 
ratio of 1,000 to 984. As explained in Chapter III, this {3l'ovince loses 
more by emigration than any other Indian province, and since the niajority 
of the emigrants belong to the male sex the inevitable result is to swell the 
proportion of females in the resident population. It is customary to 
t~bul!lte figure~ showing the sex ratio in the natural population of each 
chstrIct, but thIS cannot be done on the present occasion as the birth-district 
of persons enumerated outside the province is not known. * 

. ~. ~he rrop~rtion o~ ~emales to males in the actual population of each Sex proportions 
dIstrIct IS gIven III SubSIdIary Table I at the end of this chapter and is in different 
illustrated in the map overleaf. The same facts are exhibited in a slightly localities. 

?ifferent f?rm in the following .diagram, where the ~istri.cts are arranged 
m descendmg order of mascuhmty. The sex proportIOns m the four cities 
are shown separately in the diagram, and are markedly- different from the 
proportions elsewhere. This matter, however, has already been discussed 
on pages 85-86 ante as being one of the distinguishing features between 
urban and rural popUlations. 

* See paragraph 24 of Chapter I ante. 
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MALES 

PE~ 1000 

CHAPTER V.--SEX. 

Diagram showing the proportions of the sexes in the actual population 
of districts and cities. 
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There are ten districts with an excess of males and ten with an excess 
of females. In the remaining district (Santal Parganas) the balance is 
a.lmost exactly even; actually there is a surplus of 370 males in a total 
population of over two millions In the Feudatory States as a whole there 
are 1,033 females to every thousand males; as between the individual states 
ther~ is a good. d~al of variation, but Athmallik is the only one wg.ere males 
are III the maJorIty. Generally speaking, the map shows that the female 
ratio* is high in the south of the province and much lower in the north. 
The two principal exceptions to this are the districts of Manbhum and 
$inghbhum, where immigration on an extensive scale into the industrial 
al'eas has' operated to disturb the normal proportions more than usual. 
!hese. however, a:re not the only districts in which the influence of migration 
IS clearly perceptIble It has been seen in paragraph 7 of Chapter III that 
there are tiYe districts in the province of which it can be definitely stated 
that the n umber of' immigrants is greater than the number of emigrants. 
These districts are 1vfanbhum, Patna, Purnea, Singhbhum and Champaran; 
and it i8 significant that each one of them ngllres prominently in the list of 
districts where the male sex predominates. Again, Saran loses much more 
by emigration than any other district in Bihar proper; and of all the Bihar 
districts Saran has the highest female ratio. In Orissa, Cuttack sends 
,abroad a greater number of its sons than either B~lasore or Puri and in 
exchange receives a lower proportion of settlers from outside-with the 
resnlt that the excess of females is more pronounced in that district than 
in the neighbouring ones. On the other hand, although the balance of 
migrations is responsible for a good deal, it does not by any means account 
for the general tendency of females to preponderate in the south and males 
in the north of the province. It does not. for instance, explain why Ranchi, 
which suffers a much greater net loss from migration than any other district 
in Bihar and Orissa, should have a far lower female ratio than Pu:ri, which 
neither g5tins nor loses appreciabl.y from the exchange. It does ~ot ~xplain 
why there is an excess of females III the Feudatory States, where ImmIgrants 
h:tve always ou.tnu~bered emigrants, while in Monghyr, where the outward 
flow of migratIOn IS very marked, the sex proportIO~s are reversed. The 
statistics compiled at the previous census showed that III ~he natural P?pula
tion of the two 13ihar--d.ivisions females were in a minOrIty, whereas In the 
)~est of the province (but particularly in the 90astal districts of Orissa) they 
were more numerous than males. One factor which has doubtless contri
buted towards this state of affairs is the prevalence of plague in the Bihar 
districts during the first two decades of the century: this ,disease is 

* This expression is used, here and elsewhere in the chapter, to denote the proportion of females 
to males. 
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particularly fatal to women. Again, the same unfair discrimination 
characterized the influenza outbreak of 1918-19, which was felt with much 
less severity in Orissa than in other parts of the province. :Famine, on the 
other hand, and acute agricultural distress usually differentiate against the 
male sex, and since the beginning of the century Orissa has had far more 
than her due share of such pri vationl:>. The combined effect of these 
influences may be held to be responsible to some extent at least for the 

remarkable transformation in the sex 
proportions exhibited in the marginal 
statement. The Chota Nagpur 
plateau haS' remained comparatively 
immune from plague, but did not 
escape the onslaught of the influenza 

Females per 1,000 males in natural population. 

North BIhar 
South BIhar 
Orissa 

1921. 1891. 

996 1,030 
962 1,041 

1,047 1,031 

epidemic; on the whole it is not nearly so liable to floods and crop failures as 
Orissa. The result is that the fluctuations in the sex ratio during the last 
thirty or forty years have not been so pronounced as in the other natural 
divisions, but on the whole the preponderance of females has been growing 
less and less marked. It will be seen in paragraph 7 below that racial 
considerations play their part in determining the sex proportions in this 
part of the province. 

5. The outstanding feature of the last decade is the relative decline in Variations 
the proportion of females in the actual population. While the male popula- sinoe 1921. 

tion has increased since 1921 by 2,375,849 persons, the increase in the 
number of females is only 1,998,647. The general tendency is ob~ervable 

in all the four natural divisions, but, 
FemaLes per 1,000 males in actual population. as the marginal statement shows, it i::; 

1931. 1921. most conspicuous in Orissa and least 
Bihar and Orissa 
North Bihar 
South Bihar 
Orisqa 

1,n08 1,029 conspicuous on the plateau. In part 
1,001 1,029 this change in the sex ratio is due to the 
1,~~~ ~:~~~ return to the province of a large number 
1,006 1,014 of persons (mostly males) who had been 

compelled to emigrate during the 
closing years of the previous decade. But this explanation doe~ not in reality 
carry us very far. The total number of immigrants into the province and 
of emigrant's to places outside it, in 1931 and in 1921, is given in the 

margin for each sex 
separately. While the 

1921. net loss caused to the 

C. N. Plateau 

Male8. Females. 

1931. 1921. 1031. 

1,146,361 1,246,900 623,859 707,968 mbale s
l
ex

5
by mligrathion is 

258,348 204,254 251,489 217,990 a out 5 ,000 ess t an it 
EmIgrants 
ImmIgrants 

was ten years ago, the 
Excess of Emigrants 888,013 1,042,646 372,370 489,978 loss to the female sex has 

. also been reduced by some 
118,000. The dlfiereIl:ce betwe~n these two figures obviously cannot account 
for the fact that the .lUcrease :1.U the male population since 1921 is greater 
by 377,000 than. the .1llcrease In the female population. Or, to put it in 
another way, mlgratlO~ cannot explain why the proportion of females to 
every thousand males In the natural population has declined from 999 to 
984 .. ~or an explanation of this phenomenon we naturally look to the vital 
statlstlCs, but unfortunately we look in vain. 

6. Indeed, the vital ~tatist,ics definitely suggest that during the last Comparison with 
decade the rate of naturalmcrease has been more rapid among females than yital statistics. 
~mong males. For the Feudatory States the record of vital occurrences is 
lncomplete, so they must be left out of. ~ccount .. The relevant figures for 

I . "" f BrItIsh terrItory are given in the ncreaS6 In ",:tcess 0 • • 

actual reported btrihs margI.n. TakIng both sexes together, 
population. O1)er reported the dIfference between the two sets of 

deaths. figures (after allowance has been made 
Persons 3,682,158 3,254,095 for the effect~ of migration) is as 
ife~:les... i;~~~:~!~ ~:g~g,~~g point~d. out on pages 14-15 ~nte, 

. '. surpnsmgly small; but, when the sexes 
a re consIdered separately, the dIfficulty of reconciling the discrepancies becomes 
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insuperable .. It is only in ~he natural. division of Orissa that the figures 
are roughly III accordance wIth expectatIOn. The excess of male births over 
male deat~s in that locality is 63,846, whereas in the case of females the 
correspondmg figure is only 32,039; in order to bring these statistics into 
agreem~nt ~lth the recorde~ growth of actual population, we must assume 
that mlgratIOn was responslble for a further addition of some 70 000 to 
the mal~ population and some 40,000 to the female. Nor is s~ch an 
a.ssumytlO.n al~ogether. unreasonable, for we know ~hat the rever~al in the 
tIde 0 mlgratIOn durmg the last decade was speclally marked m Orissa. 

Increase in Exces8 of The North Bihar figures reproduced in 
actuaZ reported births tb-e margin, are the most int,ractable of 

population. over reported all. Here again there is nothing to 
death8. cause surprise in the statistics for both 

Persons 1,155,843 1,231,447 sexes combined. It has been seen on 
~~:les ~~g:!~~ ~~:'~~! page 31 that in North Bihar, unlike the 
.. 'rest of the province, the flow of migra-

tIOn durmg the last decade has continued to be in an outward direction 
wIth the result that the census returns do not reflect the full extent of th~" 
n8:tura~ increase in population. But it is preposterous t.o ,suppose that 
mlgratlOn has operated to cause a net reduction of 174,000 in the female 
population of North Bihar and a net addition of nearly 100,000 to the male 
popu~ation. .T~ere appears to be no doubt ~hat, in recording sex, either 
the VItal statIstIcs of the census returns are maccurate. It is not easy to' 
see why the village chaukidar should report that the deceased A. B. was 
a male when in reality she was not; still less why he should report that 
a girl has been brought into the world when the proud parents are rejoicinfl' 
over the birth of a son. But something of this kind must actually hav~ 
happened fairly often unless we are to fix the blame on the census enumerator 
or (which is more likely) on the copyist 

Here it should be explained that all the particulars recorded in the 
census schedules were copIed out on to " slips", a separate slip being 'used 
for each person. IIL the top right-hand corner of each slip there was 
.a printed symbol, which t,ook the form either of a circle or a square. The 
.circle denoted male and the square denoted female, and the first thing the 
copyist was supposed to do was to ascertain the sex of each indiviaual and 
to select a slip with the appropriate symbol. Having done this, no further 
-entry was made on the slip in regard to the sex of the individual concerned. 
It is clear that a negligent c;opyist, unless Iiis work was very carefully 
'checked, might easily make a mistake in this matlter. It is less clear why, 
.assuming such mistakes to have occurred, the female sex should on the 
balance derive so much advantage from them. In this connexion it is 
relevant to observe that the present difficulty is not a new one. Subsidiary 
Table V shows that in the decades 1911-20 and 1901-10 the rate of natural 
increase was distinctly more rapid among females than among males, and 
yet both those decades witnessed a decline in the proportion of females in 
the census returns. Moreover, on each of the former occasions there 
had been a proP'ressive increase in the volume of emigration, which would 
tend to enhanceOthe discrepancy between the two sets of figures. If we are 
to presume that the vital statistics are on the whole more accurate than the 
census returns it must necessarily follow that the proportion of females 
in the actual p~pulation has been steadily increasing for the last thirty years, 
and that if in 1~01 there were 1,047 females to every thousand males, there 
must no~ be something like 1,100 instead of 1,008, which is the figure 
actually returned at the present census. It seems quite unreasonable to 
suppose that there has been a consistent :;tnd c~mul!1tive error of this nature 
and extent In- the census returns, especIally m Vlew of the fact that the 
progressive decline in. the female ratio si;nce the b~ginning of the cen~ury 
is a feature- common to the whole of IndIa. One IS therefore constramed 
to make a scapegoat of the chaukidar after all. 

Sex proportions 7. The whole world over, more boys are always born than girls. 
at birth. According to the vital statistics, the ratio in this province during the last 

decade was 954 female births to 1,000 male births, which djffers but little 
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from the ratio (950 :1,000) recorded in 1911-20. In the reports on the last 
census it was noticed that the period of the Great War coincIded with a rise 
in the degree of masculinity. This was the experience of most Western 
<countries, belligerent and non-belligerent, and it was also the experience of 
.most provinces in India. For India as a whole the number of female births 
_per 1,000 male births decreased from 936 in the quinquennium 1911-15 to 
.930 in the quinquennium 1916-20; for Bihar and Orissa it decreased from 
.955 to 946 .. So far at least as this country is concerned, it is difficult to 
,attach any particular significance to the coincidence. At all events, there 

Diagram showing thp, numbrr of jcma_Le births peT 
Z ,000 male birt,hs during the decade m the whole 
province and in each natural division. 
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1927 963 961 967 940 973 This is borne out by 
1928 961 958 969 937 969 previous experience also, 
1929 961& 965 968 940 970 as the next marginal state-
1930 964 066 965 945 971 ment shows. The inference 
llsually drawn from this circumstance is that, among the abo.riginal tri~es 
which are so numerous on the Chota Nagpur plateau, there IS some raCla) 
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and the evidence furnished by the vital statistics in this respect are 
corrob0rated by the relativ~ly high pr?J?ol'tion, of fem~le. childrer: under one 
_year of age in these partlcular locahtl'es'. 1 he statistics of birth do not 
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distinguish between religiolls, races or castes, so material for the further 
investigation of this subject is not available. 

Sex proportions 8. In Bihar and Orissa, as elsewhere, if male babies are more numerous 
at different ages. than female babies, they are also more delicate. Wherefore, in spite of the

greater care and devotion which is undoubtedly lavished on them, their 
numerical superiority quickly disappears: so much so that even among' 
infants less than a year old there are more girls than boys. The proportions! 
of the sexes at different ages are shown in the two following diagrams, the 
first of which relates to the province as a whole, while the second deals with 
the different natural divisions. The first diagram exhibits the percentage
of the total population claimed by each sex at each age-period; in the second 
the same facts are illustrated by a somewhat different method. The key tc> 
the second diagram will be found in Subsidiary Table III. 

Diagram showing the proportions of the sexes in the whole province at each 
age-period. (Departure of the numbers of each sex from 50 per cent 
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In considering these proportions it is necessary to bear in mind the common 
types of error', intentional or otherwise, which characterize the age returns 
in an Indian census and which (as explained on page 119) differ at 
different age-periods for the two sexes. For example, the great prepon
-derance of females in the most advanced periods is largely the result of 
tbe tendency to exaggerate the age of elderly women. Once a woman is past 
-child-bearing, she will commonly become" 60 " in a surprisingly short 
:space of time; hence the relatively small number of females in the 45-55 
-categories. For the rest, the curves in the male and female lines respectively 
-can usually be interpreted more rationally. The constitutional delicacy of 
male infants is responsible for a progressive decline in the relative strength 
of the male sex until the age of three is reached Then comes a sharp 
-reaction. It is the general experience in other countri'es also that, after the 
first critical years are safely negotiated, the male death-rate is lower than 
the female in childhood and adolescence. Probably the female ratio at the 
10-15 period is still further reduced by mortality among immature girl
wives. In the early middle-age periods the hard work, exposure and risks 
of various kinds to which a man is liable in his daily avocations cause the 
pendulum of mortality to swing in the opposite airection, and the female 
ascendancy is re-established; to this result the greater prevalence of the 
emigration habit among males would also contribute. A striking feature of 
the second diagram is the way in which the Orissa line soars above all the 
other lines between the ages of 20 and 55, and in this respect it conforms to 
the 1921 precedent. Emigration from the Orissa districts is not actually 
more common than from other parts of the province, but it has certainly 
developed more rapidly in recent years; this may have something to do with 
it. But the main explanation doubtless lies in the privations to which the 
ordinary cultivator is subject in that land of flood and famine-privations 
which tell more heavily on the male than on the female sex. 

The general distribution of the sexes from age to age is on much the 
same lines as in 1921, but of course the decline in the- female ratio as a 
whole is reflected in a lower proportion of women at most of the individual 
a.ge-periods. Thus, in 1921 the only adult period at which males were not 
in a minority was 40--45, whereas now they achieve equality at the 35-40 
period and are in excess for the next fifteen years. The ages at which the 
proportion of females is actually higher than it was at the last census are 
(i) the first three years of life, (ii) thE' two periods from 10 to 20, and 
{iiil) the 55-60 period. The most striking change in this respect occurs in 
the 15-20 age-group. In 1921 females of this age were less numerous 
than males in the province as a whole and in every natul'al division except 
Orissa; now they have a clear majority in every part of the province except 
:South Bihar, where the balance is almost even, It will be recalled that 
-this is one of the periods chiefly affected by typical errors in reporting a 
woman's age. On the one hand, unmarried girls who have attained 
puberty are returned as younger than they really are; on the other hand, 
the age of married girls is frequently exaggerated, It may be that the 
latter type of error was less common at the present census, for the rise in 
the female ratio at 15-20 is balanced by a particularly heavy fall at the 
20-25 period. It is also possible that the new method of age-grouping 
(see pages' 119-20 ante) has somehow brought about a change in the sex ratio 
at this period. Such a result might be caused if the age of 20 was 
distinctly more popular with women than with men. There is little doubt 
that this is the explanation of the apparent rise in the proportion of females 
aged 55-60, for this group now includes for the first time a share of the 
large company of young--Dld women who were returned as exactly 60 years 
of age. The increase in the female ratio during the first,t)nee years of 
life appears to be more genuine and derives some corroboration from the 
vital statistics; it has already been seen that the proportion of female births 
rose steadily towards the end of this decade, whereas in, the previous decade 
it was .at its lowest point during the years immeaiately preceding the 

-census. 
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9. The r~tio. of female ~eaths to male deaths during each year of the 
past decade IS Illustrated III the marginal diagram. Once more it is 

Diagram showing the number of female deaths per 
1,000 male deaths during the decade in the whole 
province and in each natural division. 
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As compared with the previous decade, the marginal statement shows: 
that there has been a substantial decline in the proportion of female deaths r 

which is common to every part of the
province except Orissa. Here again 
is no matter for surprise, seeing that:, 
Bihar and Chota N agpur were quit 
of the influenza epidemic, which had 
proved speciallv fatal to women in 
1918-19, while Orissa, though 
debarred from participation in the 
general economic prosperity, was at 
least spared a repetition of the acute 

Fema[e death8 per 1,000 mare deaths. 

Bihar and Orissa 

North Bihar 
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agric,!ltural distress. which had swelled the male death-roll in 1919-20. 
For the province as a whole the decline III the proportion of female deaths 
since 1921 is not necessarily inconsistent with a simultaneous decline in the 
proportion of females in the actual (or indeed in the natural~ popUlation. 
The inconsistency arises when we find that during the past decade the ratio> 
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of female to male births was' much higher than the ratio of female to. male 
'deaths, and still the proportion of females in the natural populatIOn is 
considerably lower than it was ten years ago. 

10. Subsidiary 'fables II and.III s~ow the sex pr.op?rtioTIs in ~he ~ain ~;\!l~f~~~jons 
religious communities by age and lo?altt_y. .The statIstIcs are sUIDl!larl7:ed . 
in the marginal statement, from whICh It WIll be seen that the. prOp?rtIOn 

of females IS hIghest 
)f~!8Tim. Tribal. among adherents of the All religions. Hindu. 

Bihar and Orissa 1,008 1,005 

999 

1,018 1,027 trihal religions. We have 
already ohserved' that, as 
the result apparently of 
some racial characteristic, 

:North Bihar 
South Bihar 

'Orissa 
'c X. Plateau 1,028 female births are specially 

numerous in the areas 
inhabited by aboriginal tribes I t is therefore natural to fin~ that among 
" tribal" infants iIi the first year of life there are 1,04:8 gIrls to every 

-thousand boys, as compared wIth the provincial average of 1,020 girls per 
thousand boys of that age. But it would seem that the greater delicacy 
by which male infants are commonly distinguished from female infants is 
not found so markedly among the primitive tribes, for by the time the third 
year of life is reached the proportion of females is actually lower than the 
pl'ovincial average. From 5 to 25 years of age i~ is again muc? higher, ~nd 
most of all between the ages of 15 and 20; this must be attrIbuted mamly 
to the fact that child-bearing does not begin so early fer aboriginal women. 
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As between Hindus and Muslims, the general rule is that the female 
ratio is higher among Muslims. But the religious factor is less important 
than the regional. Thus, when each natural division is considered 
separately, the proportion of Hindu females is always (except on the Chota 
Nag-pur plateau) lower than the proportion of Mushm females; but the 
proportion of Hindu females in Orissa is higher than the proportion of 
'\fuslim females in any other part of the province. On the Chota ~agpur 
plateau the main reason for the shortage of Muslim women iR that male 
immigrants figure so largely in the :Muslim population of Manbhum and 
Singhbhum. On the other hand, the proportion of Hindu women in this 
natural division is higher than it would otherwise be, because Hinduism is 
the adopted religion of many aboriginals. It is noticeahle that, although 
the female ratio for all religions combined is distinctly lower in South Bihar 
than in North Bihar, the reverse holds good for the followers of Islam. 
Here the primary reas~)ll is that the Purnea M1U~lims, who are exceptionally 
numerous, are racially quite distinct from the other Muslims of Bihar, and 
in this particular community the females are heavily olltnumbered hy the 
males. It is somewhat curious to find that, in all parts of the province 
except Orissa, the proportioTl of female infant~ is higher among Hindus 
than among Muslims. The disparity gradually disappears, but up to the 
age of 15 there is no clear indication of a contrary movement. It is between 
tIle ages of 15 and 40 that the proportion of Muslim females is definitely 
higher, and this lends strong support to the belief that many more Hindu 
girl-wives perish during the early years of married life. The 'Hindu widow, 
however, relaxes her hold on life less readHv, and in the advanced aae
periods the proportion of women is higher L among Hindus than nrn;ng 
]\.{ uslims. 

11. The sex proportions in selected castes and tribes are shown in Sex proportIons 
~ubsidi.ary Table IV. Here agai~, h<?wever, the influence of the regional by caste. 
factor IS very strong, and makes It dIfficult to draw anv useful inference 
from th~ statistics. The. female ratio iR highest of all ainong the Karans, 
Khanda1ts and Gauras, lD that order All of these are Orlva castes but 
it is a little surprising to find the Karans at the head of the list. In Bihar, 
for example, the Kayasths have a lower female ratio than the Goalas and 
most ot?-er IIindu castes. Lower still is the proportion of females among 
ihe RaJputs and Babhans, whereas among the ehamars and Tantis it is 
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relatively high. For the aboriginal tribes separate statistics are given for 
Hindus, Christian,s ~nd those who still adhere to their tribal religions. In. 
each case the Christians have a much lower proportion of females than 
either of the others] while the proportion is highest among those who have: 
remained faithful to their ancestral gods. 

12. It is commonly supposed that the birth-rate in t.his country is high 
because it is uncontrolled, and that for this reason the average married woman 
in Bihar and Orissa must give birth to more children than the average 
married woman in, say, England and Wales; But this apparently is not. 
so. The 'statement in the margin shows that, although the crude birth-rate 

. in this province is far 
No. of births Crude Births per higher than in the Western 

(000'8 omitted). birth. 1,000 married country, it i~ a great deaf 
Tate. women aged 

f 1930 
Bihar and Orissa 1920 
England and Wales 1920 

1,231 
1,113 

958 

36 
32.5 
26.5 

15~5. lower when the calculation 

151 
159 
209 

is based 'on the number of 
married women at the re
productive ages. In spite
of the extensive use 01 

contraceptive methods in England and Wales, the women of that country 
are apparently the more fertile. It may be conceded that the record of' 
births in India is not absolutely complete, especially when the child is: 
still-born. But the real reason why the birth-rate is so high out here is 
that marriage is more universal. And this leads to the subject-matter of 
t be following chapter. 
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I.-GENERA.L PROPORTIONS, OF THE SEXES B~ NA.TURAL DIVISIONS AND 
DISTRICt'S (AOTU AL POPULATION). 

DISTBIOT8 J.liD NJ.Tl1liAL DIHSIOliS. 

BIHAB AND OBISSA 

Natural population 

;lI'OliTll BIllAR 

Saran ..• 
Ch .. mparan ... 
.III uzalfarpur ... 
Darbhanga 
BhagaJpur 
Purnea 

-SOUTH BIllA" 

Patn .. 
GaYB 
Bhahabad 
M'Onghyr 

o()XIBSA 

Cuttack 
BaJaBore 
Puri 

elIOTA NAGPUli PLATllAU 

Hazaribagh 
RIlnchi 
p"laman 
Manbhum 
Binghbhum 

Santal Pargo.uaB 
Angul .. . 
SambaJpur .. . 
Orissa State ... . 
Chota Nagpur states 

1931. 

I,008 

984 

I,OOI 

1,038 
985 

1,037 
1,015 

977 
936 

983 

931 
1,001 

995 
996 

1,092 

1,117 
1,062 
1,069 

1,006 

1,018 
1,017 

998 
926 
981 

1,000 
1,045 
1,042 
1,033 
1.034 

Nl1MlIE" 011 IIBMALBS PER 1,000 .lULES. 

19.21. 

3 

I,029 

999 

1,066 
1,004 
1,079 
1,051 
1,005 

941 

I,002 

949 
1,003 
1.029 
1,019 

I,lSB 

1,168 
1.104 
1,089 

1.,014. 

1,046 
1,026 

996 
937 
998 

1,008 
1,059 
1,035 
1,034 
1,052 

1911. 

1,151 
1.026 
1,092 
1,0740 
1,022 

957 

9SB 
I,OS" 
1,062 
1,044 

1,081 

1,107 
1,092 
1,020 

1,019 

1,048 
1.050 
1,012 

963 
1,035 

1,017 
1,028 
1,036 
1,011 
1,049 

1901. 

5 

~,O!l.7 

l,O:n 

1,06<1. 

1,200 
1,02:2 
1,089 
1,01>6 
l,g~ 

1,050 

1,020 
1,037 
1,096 
1,045 

1.,055 

1,072 
1,070 
1,007 

1,066 
1,058 
1,023 

1l02: 
I,Oall 

1.011l 
1,000 
1,036 

_1,003 
1,027 

1891. 

6 

1.,040 

1,032 

1,176 
986 

1,071 
1,044 
1,023 

958 

1,043 
1,04.6 
1,082 
1,063 

1,060 
1,065 

991 

1,012 

1,053 
1,04.5 
1,028 
1,012 
1,010 

1,015 
983 

1,005 
984. 

1,007 

1881. 

7 

1.,026 

1,105 
977 

1,04.0 
1,032 
1,008 

973 

1,0«. 
1,036 
1,1)68 
1,03:1 

1.,082 

l,D'5 
1,04.8 

11811 

999 

1,027 
1,022 
1,016 
1,014-
1,002 

997 
96E 

I,OOS 
967 
993 

1r.-NuMBER OF FEMALES 'PER 1,000 MA1.ES AT DIFFERENT AGE-:PERIO))S 'BY RELIGIONS 
(THREE CENSUSES), 

ALL lrELIGlON 8. 

I 
HINDl1, lIIl1BLIH. TUBAL. 

AGE. 
1931. 1921. lOll. 1931. 1921. 1911, 1931. 1921. 1911. 1931. 1921. 1911, 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 I) 10 11 12 13 

0-1 ... ... . .. 1,020 1,006 1,022 1,018 1,006 1,021 1,007 990 1,030 1,04.8 1,038 I,OSO 
1-2 ... ... .. . 1,071 1,036 1,051 1,072 1,033 1,054 1,066 1,04.2 1,0240 1,083 1,065 1,057 
1-3 ... ... ... 1,106 1,100 1,090 1,108 1,103 1,088 1,109 1,101 1,107 1,091 1,079 1,088 3-' ... ... ... l,~~t 1,145 1,298 1,065 1,146 1,12S 1,068 1,174 1,166 1,052 I,ll' l,U7 '-5 ... ... . .. 1,046 l,OM 992 1,047 1,063 1,001 1,043 1,058 I,OH. 1,04.1 1,050 

Total 0-5 ... . .. 1,049 1,069 1,069 I,049 1,069 1.,067 1,049 1,073 1,088 I,056 1,069 I,070 

IS-I0 ... ... ... 925 975 981 92S 975 1181 920 ll7' 972 958 979 990 
10-15 ... ... ... 893 846 8i8 888 8406 84.6 891 813 S211 949 887 89B 
15-2:0 ... ... . .. 1,OU 946 972 1,031 9S7 IlS3 1,089 960 979 1,131 I,OS8 1,063 
20-25 ... ... .. . 1,0"91 1,186 1,223 1,080 1,175 1,207 1,165 1,271 1,351 1,136 1.218 1,266 
2G-80 ... ... .. . 1,042 1,096 1,121 1,036 1,089 I,On 1,107 1,206 1,2211 1,034- 1,044 1,086 

Total 0-30 ... . .. 998 l,OOl 1,016 998 998 1,OIl 1,015 I,018 1,038 1,031 :1,01.6 1.,0/17 

00-60 . ,. ... ... 1,007 1,056 1,030 1,005 l,OM 1,024. I,OSB 1,103 1,112 986 1,060 l,OOS 
-50 ... . .. . .. 97\1: 1,011 1,041 976 1,012 1,041 968 1,02:0 1,074 961 989 997 

60-60 ." ... . .. 1,037 1.061 1,110 1,039 1,060 1,108 1,005 1,059 1,151 1.062 1,077 1,071 o and over ... / ... '" 1,252 1,365 1,407 1,264 1,375 1,421 1,1408 1,315 1,381 1,385 1,316 '1,272 

~otal 30 and over ... . .. 1,028 1,082 1,095 I,029 1.,081 1,09<1. 1,025 1,10r- 1,I<l.7 1.,020 1,070 1,046 

2'OOIl all agu (actual population) 1,008 1.,029 1,043 1,005 1,027 1,0",,0 1,018 1,0<1.6 1,07"" 1,027 J.,032 J.,O'O 

~., all aliBI (nlJturaZ population) 984 999 1,013 Not available. Not available. Not available, 
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IlI.-Nu~fBER OF FEIU.:tJ1!1S PElt 1,ODO-JltAL&! A.T .DIFl!'l<.REN'r AGE-PERIODS. BY RELIGIONS A.ND NA.TURAL 
DlVnUQNS. 

-
NoIlTII BmAlI 

-
SOUTII Bmu OllrSSA CIIOTA NAGPUII PLATJlAU. 

AGE. 
All All All All - RelIgions IImdu :Mus1lm RelIglons amdu Mushm RehglOns Rmdu ~Iushm nelIglons Jlmdu Mdlihfi:J 1JIU"lstlan, Trtbal. 

1 2 3 4 r; 6 

1

7

021 I 
8 0 J.O 11 12 13 14 15 

0-1 1,015 1.011 998 1,026 1.027 1,01'1 1.016 1.045 1,025 1.020 1.012 1.037 1.048 
1-2 1,0'14 1.0740 1.040 1,086 1,086 1.079 1.050 1.061 1.037 1,067 1.066 1,047 1,037 1,081 
a-3 1,191 1,123 1.109 1,19'1 1.125 

1.1400 I 1,081 1.082 1,052 1,089 1,091 1,086 1,051 1,089 
3-4. 1,868 1,068 1,064 1,050 1,046 1.089 1,049 1,049 1.014 1,047 1,050 1,011 1,021 1,051 
4-5 1,008 1.006 1,016 966 961 1.013 992 992 988 996 996 940 9S4 1,014 

Total 0-6 1,057 :I.,OIJ7 :l.IQIJ8 1,01J0 :1.,047 ,,",069 :1.,039 :1.,039 :I,O{n :1.,044 1,044 1,017 :1.,026 :1.,055 

6-10 1110 909 918 902 898 938 959 909 933 945 945 908 953 958 
10-15 86'1 804 865 8'1'1 871 929 935 934 928 919 913 893 956 950 
15-:10 1,OtH 1011 1.088 998 985 1,128 1,07t 1069 1,239 1,0'17 1,068 1.022 1.114 1.133 
20-25 1,086 1.068 1,172 1,029 1014 1196 1,1'15 1.169 1379 1,106 1,106 1.019 1,120 1,136 
26-30 1,065 1054 1,122 1,Oot 985 1,222 1,194 1,192 1,259 1,001 999 929 1,008 1,034, 

Total 0-30 981J 983 :1.,015. 972 964 1,058 1,051 1,049 1,096 I,QO~ :1.,006 962 I,Q16 1,081 

80-40 1,1)1'1 1,014 1.032 995 976 1,202 1,1'12 1,171 1,212 95'1 956 876 973 988 
40-50 9K 967 953 94'1 935 1,081 1,130 1.130 1,199 952 956 847 963 967 
50-60 1,026 1,032 998 9'16 966 1,066 [ 1,13S 1,132 1,147 1,060 1.068 912 1,165 1.067 
60 and over 1,230 1,251 1,125 1,195 1,184 1.239 1,399 1,331 1,260 1,311 1.338 1,066 1,185 1,289-

!l'ota, 80 ana 0Il81 1,026 1,029 1,018 1,008 989 1,147 :1.,167 1,167 :1.,202 :1.,008 1,007 891 1,008 1,02~ 

Total aU alles 
populalwn) 

(actual 1,001 999 :1.,0:1.4 988 973 :1.,084 1,092 1.,091 :1.,180 1,006 1,(J06 941 1,014 1.028 

- -

IV.-NU:MBER OF FEMALES PER. 1,000 :MALES FOR CERTAIN SELEOTED CASTES 
AND TRIBES. 

CASTE All ages 0-6 7-13 14-16 17-23 24-43. 44 lind over 

--2-- 3 4 6 8 

BAEIIA.N 896 980 815 732 855 892 979 

llRAIIMAN 964 1.001 887 789 978 983 1.027 

CXAMA.1I 1,100 1.088 913 1,011 1,253 1,167 1,176 

G.!.UIIA 1,126 1,0401 992 754 1,159 1,246 1,32(; 

GOALA. 957 1,019 8150 894 1,022 961 985 

KAnAN 1,145 981 978 - 999 1,108 1,395 1,360 

K.l.YASTR 991 1,029 874 750 887 931 933" 

gIIAND.!.IT 1,138 1,067 1.028 1,294 11097 1,242 1,119 

KOIJIl 967 1,018 S64 871 11023 981 9~:r 

MU~DA Hw4u 1,041 1071 946 914 1,133 1,011 1,181T 

Do Christ.an 1.014 1,04' 8'7 992 t,l'" 1,017 1,058 

Do Tnbal 1,0:sa 1,029 980 1,063 1,202 1,079 1,049 

M'UBAIIAll 991 1,097 857 92~ 1,11n 1.008 885-

OBAOJr H .. tdu 1,069 94' 912 1,097 1,107 1,150 l,2b6 
Do ahnst~an 1,015 1.040 915 955 1,129 1,006 1,089 

Do Trl-bal 1,067 1.092 923 1.029 1,188 l,OB1 1,132' 

BulllT 905 958 806 nt S89 915 1.009 

S.U!f.!.L Hmdu -....Y1.00S 1.0~2 880 1,019 1,1S2 943 1,069 

Do ahnst~an 991 909 992 i,OaS 1.037 1,004 1,Q44, 

Do T"bal 1,00'1 1,070 879 1,013 1,178 962 1.053 

'l'ANTI 1,0'11 1,()51 919 955 U06 t,i1l5 1,130 

T~LI 99$ 1,026 893 900 1.116 994 1,OBI'" 

"------~_".__... ______________________ .. _______ __________ -.J _____ 
--- "'""--
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V. -AC'l'UAL NUMBER 01<' BrRTHS AND DEA'l'HS REPORTED FOR EACH SEX--

YE.lR OB 
N.UUIUL DIVISION 

1 

1901 
1902 
1903 
190~ 
1905 ., 

1906 
1907 
1908 ., 
1909 
1910 

Total 1901-1910 

1911 
1912 
1913 
1914. •• 
1915 

1916 
1917 
1918 
1919 
1920 •• .. 

Total 1911-1920 

1921 
1922 
1923 
1924 
1925 .. .. 
1926 , •• 
1927 
1928 
1929 
1930 ... ., 

Total 19Z1-19iJO 

North BIhar 
South BIhar 
OrISsa 
Chota Nagpur Plateau 

(a) IN THE WaOLE PROVINCE DURING EACH YIl'AR OF THE LAsT 'I'HREE DECADES; 

(6) IN EACH NATlJRAL DIVISION DURING THE DECADh 1921-1930 

Number Number 
NUMBRB OF BIRTHS NUMBEB OIl.DEATHS Excess of ' Excess of Excess (+) of female of female 

Innie bIrths male deaths or deficIt (-) bltths deaths 

'rotal 
over female over female of bJrths per 1,000 pelf,OOO 

Males }~emale8 ?'l&les Females Total bIrths deAths over deaths male male 
bIrths deaths. 

2 3 4 6 6 7 8 0 10 11 12 

678,55{) 643 954. 182l!,504 543,880 514,900 1,061,780 • 34,596 31,980 +B60,7240 949 9402 
708,721- 676,756 1,885,480 543,616 491,550 1,085,175 31,938 52057 +350,306 955 904. 
715,729 684 733 l,400,4611 594,263 6G3,45{) 1,147,713 30,996 40,813 +252,749 957 931 
764,078 731,830 1,495,908 537,372 508165 1,045,587 32,248 29,207 +450,371 958 946 
705,287 674.,287 1,879,574 660,508 633,154 1,293662 31,000 27,354 +85,912 956 959 

683,570 653,945 1,337,515 628909 587,210 1,1I16,119 29,625 41699 +121,396 957 934 
074,894 644,360 l,319,1I54 629,117 6U,540 1,240,657 30,534 17.577 +78,697 956 972 
64.6,203 614,565 l,1I60,768 697,651 650,496 1,348,04-7 1 31,638 47,055 -87,279 951 933 
658,301 625.692 1,281.993 551,407 522,769 1,074,176 30,609 28,638 +207,817 953 Il'8 
701,288 669,352 1370,640 612,200 569,960 1,182,160 31,936 42,240 +188,4080 954 931 

6.934,624 6,619,474- 13,554,098 6,001,823 5,643,203 l1,645,O1l6 315,150 358,620 + 1,909, 0711 955 Mo 

750,453 719,864 1,470,317 619,462 584,940 1,1I04,401l 'lO,589 34,522 +20.3.015 959 944 
743,245 712,050 1,458,1I95 551,145 512 283 1,063,428 .J4 195 38,862 +3Q4,867 954 929 
788,893 704 896 1,443,789 52177'1 477 605 999,38.2 3&,997 44,172 +444,407 954 916 
747,825 714,054 1,461,879 501,265 476,578 976,843 33,771 25,687 +485036 955 949 
716,243 680,562 1,396,80~ 574,100 537,825 1,111,925 35,681 36,275 +284,880 950 937 

650,633 613,204 l,1I63,837 585,277 543,098 1,131,375 37,429 39,179 1-132,462 942 933 
715,711 679443 1,395,157 622 851 591,700 l,lI14,551 36266 31151 +180606 949 960 
665,830 628,211 1,294,041 1001,462 954,751 1,956,1I13 37,619 46711 -662,172 944 953 
540,648 510,225 1,050,873 719,871 659,786 1,879,657 ao 423 60,085 -328,784 944 

Cii 571,131 542,337 1,113,468 555,411 511,721 1,067,132 28794 43,690 +46336 950 

6,843,612 6,504,849 13,348,461 6,252,621 5,852,287 12,104,908 338,763 400,334 f 1,l343,663 960 936 

607,198 570868 1,178,066 587,203 529,220 1,116,423 d6,330 57,983 +61,643 940 901 
612,652 578,773 1,191,425 43b,277 384,297 820,574 33;879 51,980 ... 370,851 945 881 
646,010 612,781 1,1I58,800 444,110 407,642 $51,752 33,238 36,468 +407,048 949 1)18 
623,391 590,755 l,lI14,146 515,990 473,773 989,763 32,636 42,217 +224,383 948 918 
621,315 590,432 1.1I11,747 422,622 383,107 805,729 30883 39,515 +406,018 950 907 

647,527 620,297 1,267,824- 457,688 416573 874,261 27,230 41,115 +393,563 968 910 
652,156 627,961 1,1I80,117 443,520 409,504 853,024 24,196 34,016 +427,093 963 923 
663,705 637,824 J,301,529 447,214 412,979 860,193 25,881 34.,235 +4.4.1,336 961 933 
617,377 695,247 1,1I111,624 475,598 439,795 915,393 22,130 35,503 +297,231 964. 925 
626,847 604,468 1,231,315 524,140 462,246 1,006,386 22,379 41,894 +224,929 964 920 

6,318,187 6,029,406 111,34',593 ~,754,3611 4,339,136 9,093,498 288,781 415,226 +3,254,095 11M 913 

2,470,411 2,347,065 4,817,476 1,895,728 1,690,301 3,586 boo 123,34.~ 205,427 +1,231,44.7 950 892 
1,565,899 1,495,767 3,061,666 1,172,781 1,094,084 lI,266,865 70,132 78,697 +794801 956 933 

730,697 089,234 1,419,831 666,751 657,195 1,323,946 41,363 9,555 +95,885 943 986 
1,551,280 1,497,340 3,048,620 1,019,102 897,556 1,916,65! 63,940 121,54.6 +1,131,962 965 881 

VI.-ACTU AL NUMBER oEl DEATHS REPORTIllD FOR EACH SEX AI' DIFFERENT AGES. 

AGE. 

ALL AGES 

0-1 
1-5 
5-10 

10-15 
15-30 

20--30 
30-4.0 
4.O-li0 
50-60 
60 and over 

AGE, 

1 

.ALL AGES 

0-1 
1-5 
5-10 ... 

10-15 
15-20 

20-30 
3tl-4O 
40-00 
50-60 
60 and over 

/ 

-

1921 

Males Females Males 

4 

&87,203 529,220 436277 

102,142 
97,263 
53,122 
30995 
22,559 

53,687 
58,832 
51,450 
408,952 
70,201 

86,202 
93702 
44 607 
21961 
19,441 

52,323 
51,54.2 
39,832 
43,268 
77,26Q 

OJ,Z02 
70997 
dJ 788 
20965 
16,377 

39,195 
42 JOO 
36958 
34 OM 
49529 

--~-------

1923 1925 

Fem;{]ee Males Females - Males Females Males Females. I 
N24 I 

5 ----,6=-----=-7 --1--8- --- -9 --1--10-----1-1--

384,297 j 444,110 407,642 515,99Q 473,773 422,622 383107 

74,4Q3 I 100,4Q6 8& 945 I 104 879 87,7141 
65305 77,186 73 551 102 152 98040 
28,4B2 32,000 27,044 40,683 33;-828 
15,7~2 20,455 15,283 24098 17,754 
13,91>7 15,393 14,6402 18,371 16,637 

37,888 36,856 
36,2402 40,111 
28,6M> 35,740 
30,OB8 34 375 
53,485 51,498 

38,065 
36441 
29,196 
31937 
56,639 

42,611 
46,738 
41,633 
38419 
56,706 

43,965 
41,562 
33,300 
36,485 
64,488 

91,297 75 615 
79.287 73,715 
27,264 23,223 
16,834 12,485 
14,084 13,218 

34,754 
38,631 
35,020 
34,069 
51,382 

35232 
33,867 

-27,333 
314.114 
57,045 

1926 

Males Females 

12 13 

457,688 416,573 

102,489 84,784 
94,973 89,586 
3Q,306 25,273 
18,257 14 036 
15,415 14,833 

37,260 
39,682 
35,739 
34,130 
49,437 

37,778 
35,568 
28,583 
31,548 
54,584 

1927 1928 I 1929 

II 

1930 ')'ota! 
Avera,e lIum-
ber 0 female 
deaths per 
1,000 male 

Males Females 'fales ]ema'es. Males Females Males Females Males Females deaths 

i' 15 - 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 

439,'1'951 443,520 409,504 44'1',214 412,979 475,598 524,140 482,246 4,754,362 4,339,186 913 

92,805 77,956 93,862 77,672 89,198 74,593 "92,986 76,692 962,156 'los,G46 830 
95,745 91,063 89,878 85346 93,102 87,342 112,833 106,807 913,416 864,458 946 
30,049 25,422 • 30643 28,O~1 3d,690 28036 41,363 34,041 3511,808 296,867 841 
17,530 13,1i840 17,932 14,0$3 19,401 14430 21,926 15,698 208,398 -l54,966 744 
15,061 14,636 15 b49 15,298 16,525 16,439 18,098 16,685 167,532 155,726 930 

36,774 39,000 38500 40,893 42,246 45808 44,416 47,861 406,299 418,756 1,031 
39,383 35,623 41,077 37,378 45,288 41,263 47,720 43,837 439,662 393,313 895 
34.,44.6 27339 36606 29,495 40,800 32,604 43,393 34,869 391,785 811,194 794 
32,073 29,666 33,81Q 31,890 38980 36,317 40,94.6 38,590 867,820 341,273 928 
409,654 55215 49,257 65,0$4 56,368 02,963 60,459 67,166 1144,491 603,938' 1,109 



Reference to 
statistics. 

Nature of the 
enquiry. 

CHAPTER VI,-Civil condition. 

Statistics relating to the civil (i.e., marital) condition of the population 
are contained in Imperial Table VII, and similar information is given for 
particular castes and tribes in Imperial Table VIn. The subsidiary tables 
at the end of this chapter, which contain proportional figures, are as 
follows :--

I.-Distribution by civil condition of 1,000 of each sex religion 
and main age-period. ' 

IT.-Distribution by civil condition of 1,000 of each sex at certain 
ages in the main religions and in each natural division. 

Il1.-Distribution by main age-periods and civil condition of 10 000 
of each sex and religion. ' 

IV.-Proportions of the sexes by civil condition at certain ages for 
religions and natural divisions. ' 

V.-Distribution hy civil condition of 1,000 of each sex at certain 
ages for selected castes. 

2. The enumerators were instructed to describe each person in column 6 
of the schedule as unmarried, married or widowed; divorced persons who had 
not re-married were to be dfscribed as widowed. Previous census reports 
have given detailed accounts of the customs and rites connected with marriage 
among the various communities of the province, and it is only necessary to 
touch here very briefly on one or two matters for the purpose of removing 
any po'>sible ambiguity which might otherwise attach to the statistics 
themselves. 

Marriage.-It was explained to the enumerators that persons who were 
recognized by custom as married were to be entered accordingly, even though 
they had not gone through the full ceremony. This had particular reference 
to the re-marriage of widows and divorced wives by the rite known as sagai. 
But even this form of marriage is usually marked by some kind of religious 
ceremony, the most important part of which consists in the placing of the 
sindur mark on the bride's forehead in the presence of assemblfd friends 
and relatives. Generally speaking, marriage is now everywhere regarded 
by Hindus as a sacrament which must be attended by certain religious 
observances. Among Muslims it is primarily a civil contract, requiring only 
a proposal and acceptance before witnesses to establish the marital agree
ment, but the civil ceremony is almost invariably accompanied by religious 
and customary rites. Similarly with ChriS'tians a religious' ceremony, 
though legally not essential, is in practice more or less universal. The 
primitive tribes also have their special rites and ordinanres for validating 
matrimonial relations. There is therefore little scope for uncertainty 
whether a particular person is married or not, and from this point of view 
the rensu.;; returns may be accepted with some c:onfidence. Deliberate mis
statements were doubtless made occasionally. For example, although it was 
impressed on the enumerators that prostitutes and persons living in 
ullregulated relations with men should be shown as unmarried, such persons 
probably succeed cd now and then in getti.ng themselves returned other~~se. 
A few widows may have concealed theIr unpopular status by descnhmg 
themselves as married, and some Hindu fathers would endeavour to secure 
a similal' entry in respect of unmarried daughters who have a lready attained 
puberty. But the effect of such incorrect returns on the statistics as a whole 
can hardly be appreciable, and in the case of rna.les it c~n safely be ignored 
altogether. It is necessary, however, to emphaslze one Important aspect of 
these statistics which might otherwise convey an entirely false impresslOIl 
to persons unfamiliar with Indian conditions. After the first wedding 
ceremony has been performed, a Hindu girl-wife does not as a rule live in 
the same house as her husband; she returns to her parents and lives with 
them until she reaches the age of puberty, when a second ceremony takes 
place and she goes to her husband and enters on the real duties of wifehood. 
Although returned as " ~arried " after the fi.!,st ceremony, these ve~y young 
wives therefore are not wlves at all for practIcal purposes, except III so far 

150 
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as their future is irrecoverably committed; and from the eugenic point of 
view what is objectionable is not so much infant marriage itself a.s the very 
early age at which effective union takes place, girls becoming mothers before 
they are fit to do so. 

Divorce.-As already mentioned, divorced persons are included in the 
census ta.bles among the widowed, and the question arises how far the 
recorded number of widowed persons is affected by this circumstance. 
Hindu Jaw does not recognize divorce at all, but it is sanctioned by custom 
in certain localities and amonl:{ certain castes-usually in the lower strata 
of Hindu society. Divorce is permitted by Muslim law, but in practice it 
is believed to be rare. Among the aboriginal tribes it is generally recognized. 
But in all such cases divorce is nearly always followed by re-marriage, and 
its influence on the statistics of widowhood may be taken as negligible. 

3. The sensational increase revealed by the present census in the number AcouraoJ of the 
of married persons, especially at the very early ages, may well give rise to statlstlos. 

doubts regarding the reliability of the figures. Some indication has been 
given in the last paragraph of the extent to which errors, intentional or 
unintentional, are likely to have crept into the census schedules. It has 
been seen that their effect must have been very small indeed; nor is there any 
obvious reason why they should have operated on this occasion more than at 
previous censuses to exaggerate the real number of married persons. 
Rather, the contrary result might have been anticipated. It would not have 

. been surprising if parents, whose infant children had been married just 
before the Sarda Act was passed, had sought to conceal the fact from some 
idea that they might render themselves liable to prosecution; but there can 
have been no inducement for a father to state that his infant daughter was 
married when actually she was not. If the census tables are seriously 
inaccurate, the fault must lie not with the enumerator but with the copyist 
or the sorter. And it is just possible that the method (adopted for the first 
time at the present census) of recording civil condition during the slip
copying process may have been responsible for material inaccuracies. In 
the p,receding chapter it has been explained that a printed symbol was used 
on each slip to denote a person's sex. Formerly it had been the practice to 
have six different symbols-three for males, according as they were married, 
u.nmarried or widowed, and thl'ee othel's for females. This time a circle 
was used to signify males of every kind, and a square to signify females; 
if a person was married the symbol was not touched by the copyist, but for 
an unmarried person a dot or a tick was inserted in the centre of the circle 
(or square, as the case might be), and for a widowed person a cross was 
super-imposed over the symbol. A careless copyist might sometimes omit 
to make the appropriato modification, and in such cases the person would 
be treated automatically as married; or he might insert such a faint dot that 
it would escape the notice of the sorter at a later stage, with the same result. 
As most adults in this country are married, the effect of such irregularities 
would be most noticeable in the early age-categories. But, though honesty 
compels the advertisement of this possible cause of error, there are circum
stances which suggest that it was not in fact primarily responsible for the 
striking variations recorded at the present census. For example, in almost 
every district the number of married males bears very much the same relation 
to the number of married females as was formerly the case, and sins of 
omission on the part of the copyist are hardly likely to have been 
characterized by such consistent impartiality. Again, in localities where 
infant marriage was formerly rare, it is still comparatively rare; the greatest 
increases have occurred in areas where it has always been common. But, 
if the copyist had been the culprit, the natural result would bave to reduce, 
not to enhance, the disparity between different localities. . 

4. The manner in which the total population of the province is DistributlOJl of 
distributed between the three civil conditions is shown in the margin. Just unmarried, 

h If . d mal'l'led and 

Total 
Unmarried 
Married 
Widowed 

Persons. 
42,329,583 
15,492,620 
22,332,g09 
4,504,064 

MaZe •• 
21,082,560 

8,864,449 
11,145,652 
1,072,459 

FemaZu. 
21.'l47,023 
6,628,171 

11,187,257 
3,431,595 

over a are marr~e, widowed. 
males and females alIke. -
Of the remainder, nearly 
one in four is widowed, 
but here the prop'ortions 
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are markedly diff~rent for the two sexes. The following diagram. and table 
show the prOpOl'tlOn of the unmarried, married and widowed of each sex 
at different ages. 
Diagram showing the distribution by civil cundition of 1,00a of each ,~ex at various 

age-periods. 
MALES FEMALES 

UNMARRIED C=:J MARRIED ~ WIDOWED I:[iiJ 

UNMARRIED. MAhRIElJ. \VIDOWED. 

Ape Male8. Female8. Males. Female8. Male~. Femal<l.~. 

11-- ·5 968 948 31 50 1 2 
;) -- 10 833 719 163 27:~ 4 8 
10-15 718 519 275 467 7 14 
15-20 396 105 586 860 18 35 
:2(1-25 239 38 734 910 :27 52 
~5--30 86 14 871 879 Ml 107 
00-40 47 10 889 778 64 212 
10-50 26 6 858 570 1 Hi 424 
;)(\-60 20 5 792 367 IRS 628 
60 and over .. 18 5 678 207 304 788 

Comparing these figures with those of any Western country, one is at once 
struck with three distinguishing features in the condit.ions out here, viz. 
(a) the universality of marriage, (b) the early age of marriage, and (c) th~ 
large proportion of widows. Consideration of the last-named feature may 
be deferred to the concluding portion of this chapter, but we will here glance 
briefly at the other two outstanding chnracteristics. 

Universality of 5. The table below compares the proportion of unmarrl('d males and 
marriage. females in the province with the corresponding proportions in Irtdia as 

a whole and in England n,ud 'Vales. 
N"CMBER OF FNM ,\RRIED PER ClIlLLR. 

ALL AGES. AGED 15 AND OVER. AGED 50 AND OVER. 

Males. I-'t!male.. :\[alos. Fel/lale~. },fales. Females. 

Bihar and Orissa (1931) 4~() al:2 B2 "27 19 [) 
India (1931) ... 00' 479 ;35~ 186 J4- ;3:3 10 
England and Wales (192]) 5GO 53ii 365 :1f18 10:2 149 

It is the Western and not the Ea~tern figures that al'£' abnormal. Marriage 
is a natural condition fOf hoth men and women; celibacy and postponement 
of marriage are the result of artificial circumstances and are rafe in Asiatic 
countries. In India the natural instinct to marry nnd b('get chi'ldren has 
been encouraged by the tea0hings. of religion. To the Hindu, marriage is 
a sacrament and a religious duty incumbent on all, and a man must marry 
and bring children into the world for the salv!\,tion of his own soul and his 
'ancestors' . The ~luslim also is taught to believe that" when a man marri~s 
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verily he perfects half his religion". Christianity, on the other hand, has 
always tended rather to lay st~ess on the virtues of sexual abstinence, a:nd 
the Council of Trent anathematIzed any person who declared that the marned 
was better than the unmarried state. Religious teaching apar.t, ~he advance 
of civilization always produces conditions which are more. artlficl~1 and. less 
in accordance with nature; instinct gives way to -prudentu~,l conslderatlOlls, 
and not least is this true in regard to the procreatlOn of chIldren. 

6. The earlier age at which marriage takes place in this country is Early age of 
'11 d' h t d' marriage. 1 ustrate III t e nex Iagram. 
Diagram shou1ing the number of 11,nrnan'ied p~: ~iHe oj each sex at various age-periods 

(i) in Bihar and Orissa, 1931, and (11) tn England and Wales, 192]. 
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968 1,000 
833 1,000 
718 ] ,000 
396 996 
239 822 
86 446 
47 197 
24- 122 
18 92 

OVER 

In England and Wales 
FEMAU;S. 

Bihar and England 
no person of either sex ever 
marries below the age of 
15, by which time more 
than half the female popu-

Orissa. and 

948 
719 
519 
105 
38 
14 
10 

6 
5 

Wales. 

1,000 lation of this province 
1,000 have not only gone through 
1,000 

982 the original marriage 
726 ceremony but have already 

started living with their 
410 husbands. At the age of 
232 20 not one woman in ten is 
167 
142 unmarried in Bihar and 

and Wales the prop'ortion is almost 
1isparity is not quite so great. 

Orissa, whereas in England 
nine out of ten. Among males the 

. . 7. The proportion of unmarried males is much higher at every single Marriage by sex. 
age-period than the proportion of unmarried females. In spite of the 
religious duty imposed on a man in this country to marry, the social obloquy 
to which a bachelor is exposed IS not comparable to that incurred by 
a spinster. Few Indian women live to an advanced age without getting 
married unless they are afflicted with some infirmity or are prostitutes or 
concubines; but there is a considerable number of male ascetics· and mendi-
cants who remain unmarried till they die. It may at first seem curious that, 
in a population where the sexes are almost equally represented, the number 
of un~a~ried males sho~ld exceed the n~m?er of unmarried females by over 
two mIllIons. The mam reason for thIS IS that, when a man's first wife 
dies, he. is at liberty to take another, whereas a widow can seldom marry a 
second tiPle. The disparity of over two millions between the unmarried of 
each sex is balanced by a still larger excess of widows over widowers. It is 
not therefore necessary to attribute any appreciable part of the former 
disparity to the fact that, while the custom of polyandry is practically non-
existent in this province, there is nothing to prevent a Hindu or a Muslim 
from having more than one wife at the same time. Although polygyny is 
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actually countenanced in both these religious communities, in practice it is 
extremely rare. This is clear from the fact that the number of married 
women in the province is only 41,605 more than the number of married men, 
the ratio being 1,004 females to every thousand males. It should further 
be remembered that the balance of migrations is responsihle for a net loss of 
more married men than married women, while the ranks of the latter 
undoubtedly include a few prostitutes and other single women who for one 
reason or another were wrongly described in the census schedules. These 
two circumstances would account for nearly, if not quite, the whole of the 
difference between the figures. Owing to the fact that men marry later than 
women and are usually a good deal older than their wives, the proportion of 
married females is much higher in the early age-periods than the proportion 
of married males. By the time the age of 30 is reached, however, the tables 
have already been turned and at all subsequent periods the male proportion is 
higher. 

Comparison with 8. The comparative figures of civil condition for the last three censuses 
predoua censuses. are given by age and religion in Subsidiary Table I at the end of the chapter. 

The following statement shows the variations in the proportion of the 
unmarried in this province anG. in India as a whole:-

NUMBER UNMARRIED PER MILLE. 

Males. Fem.ales. 
1931. 1921. 1911. 1931. 1921. 1911. 

Bihar and Ori ssa 420 454 444 312 328 317 
india 479 498 490 352 358 344 

Throughout India the census of 1921 registered an increase in the number 
of the unmarried and a tendency to postpone the age of marriage. Comment
ing on these figures in the all-India report, Mr. Marten wrote: "The 
circumstances of the latter part of the decade have been exceptional, and 
until we have the evidence which the figures of another census will supply 
it would be rash to attribute to any radical change of custom a variation 
which is possibly the outcome of special economic conditions." These 
words have received striking, if melancholy, justification. There was 
indeed some ground for hope, ten years ago, that the spread of education 
and increasing contact with Western ideals were gradually leading towards 
an abandonment of the custom of child marriage. Among the higher classes 
there is little doubt that the evils attendant on this custom were gaining 
wider recognition. With regard to the lower Hindu castes the position 
was more obscure, for their anxiety to improve their social status sometimes 
took the form of resolving to postpone the age of marriage and sometimes 
showed itself in an exaggerated orthodoxy which had precjsely the opposite 
effect. But it was realized that, whatever the direction and force of the 
influence exerted by social developments. the economic factor had undoubtedly 
pl~yed its part-and possibly a preponderant part-in reducing the number 
of marriages and discouraging marriage among the very young. The return 
of prosperity in the new decade has naturally reversed this state of affairs. 
But, so far as child marriage is concerned, an even more potent influence 
was the passing of the Sarda Act in the year 1929. 

The Sal'da Act. 9. What the effect of this Act will be in the long run it is impossible 
to say, but during the few months before it was passed into law the appre
hensions to which it gave rise led to an unprecedented rush of early 
marriages. A subdivisional magistrate doubtless indulges in some 
exaggeration when he states that during this period" all girls from a few 
days old upwards were given in marriage to avoid t~e restriction imposed 
by the p.ew legislati.on ", ~)Ut there. is. eno~gh .of truth in this sta~e~ent to 
make it -absolutely ImpossIble to dIstmgUlsh m the present statIstIcs the 
operation of any otl?-er factor th~t may have been at w?rk during the last 
decade- to postpone of' accelerate tne normal age of marrIage. It may be of 
jnterest to quote here further views expressed by various correspondents on 
the reception given to this Act and the manner in which it has hitherto 
operated. The magistrate referred to above is of the opinion that in his 
part of the province (Singhbhum) it is unpopular, " not because t~e people 
consider it is an offence to their religion, but chiefly on account of the extra 
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expenses involved over marriage of grown-up daughters and sons". On 
the other hand, a lawyer residing in Puri states that in his district" there 
was extensive movement and agitation against the Sal'da Act, and the 
Brahmans especially opposed it as a thoroughly anti-religious and heterodox 
measure". He goes on to say, however, that since the measure became law 
the failure to enforce its provisions strictly and the absence of any prosecu
tions under the Act have" led or misled people into the belief that the Act 
will practically remain a dead letter". In the opinion of this rorre~pon
dent there is ., a gradual tendency to postpone the age of marnage, 
especially among the higher Gastes. But this tendency is more the result 
of economic, educational and sociological conditions than of any fear or 
awakening consequent upon the passing of the Sarda Act ". O~e ~)ep.uty 
Magistrate takes the view that the measure has not only proved meffectlve, 
hut has indirectly done more harm than good. He attributes such progress 
as has been made in this sphere to " thC' reluctance of educated young men 
to marry before settling down in life", but holds that " in the mujassil, 
where education has not spread at all, early marriage is stiH the order of 
the day. and the majority of mlljassil people are quite in the dark about 
the provisions of the Sarda Act. }~ven i.n towns, ,vhere people are aware 
Gf the Act, child marriage takes place ,vithout the least fear of prosecution 
under the very nose of the police and the executiVE'. As the prosecution 
under the Act depends on a complaint before the magistrut0 and a security 
deposit for the purpose, such prosecntion is not feared except in ('ases of 
enmity, rivalry and the like. Where antagonism and feud exist, this Act 
gives an additional weapon to the litigants, and thus it has been a menace 
to the peace and security of the people instead of remedying the evil of child 
marriage to any considerable extent." A Christian missionary in 
1\1anbhum district writes of a village, regularly visited by him, in which it 
is openly stated that marriage arrangements are still mad? even he fore 
birth. He cites also the case of a nine-months-old girl who was married in 
19:31 within 200 yards of the Distrid 1\.fagistrute's house. Another girl of 
tender years \vas married ahout the same time, and "her fathPI' who is 
n respectable merchant said he understood the Sarda Act was not yet put 
into force by Government ". From another magistrate comes the story of 
a dispute which arose between the bridegroom's party and the bride's in the 
course of a wedding procession and led to an exchange of hlows. The 
aggrieved bridegroom, six years of ago, brought his tale of woo to court. 
\Vhen it ,vas pointed out to him that, in vipw of the Sard8 Act, his position 
was a some",hat equivocal one, he effected a gra~eful withdrawal. The 
attitude of the orthodo'\" Mw;;lim towards this piece of legislation is sumllled 
up by a correspondent from Puri, whose views on certain other social and 
economic questions, always pungently expressed, are quoted elsewhere in 
this report. After affirming that" in this area child marriage is no custom 
among the Muhammadans, and marriage until the age of maturity is seldom 
held", he states that " maturity occurs even previously to the age-limit of 
the Sarda Act. In such cases the parents of the couple think twice before 
embarking upon marriage, due to the faint fear instilled into their minds 
by provisions of the Sarda Act. Several cases of prosecution in Bengal 
have caused some consternation among the educated public." But comfort 
is derived from the reflection that" the provisions of the Rarda Act are 
rend~red ineffectual when one thinks of an united village performing the 
marrIage ceremony of nnder-aged couple harmoniously without any 
impediment or hitch. Even if there be opponents III a village their idea 
of t.he security deposit of Rs. 100 is 'another troublesome facto~." 
. 10 The fluctuations ~hich hav~ occurred i!l the Rtn,tistics of marriage Large lnorealle 
III the very early age-perIOds are Illustrated m the fol1owing diaO'ram, in Ohiilgd 
G 1] k · . '11 b 1 h l' h marr a es. enera. y spea mg, It WI e seen ~ lat t e me representing the condition 
of affaIrs twenty years ag.o falls mIdway between the lines relating to the 
two later censnses. Even If there had been no Sardn Act, it is fairly certain 
that the swing of the economic pendulum since 1921 would have produced 
so:r_ne reaction, but it would have been interesting to see how far the effect of 
thIS wo~ld have been coun~ered by the growth of more enlightened ideas on 
the subJect of early marrIage. When, however, the general apprehension 
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excited by the introduction of the Act joined forces with the economic 
factor, enlightenment suffered a total eclipse, and the pendulum's swmg 
was exaggerated to a length that could hardly have been foreseen. 

Diagram showing for certain early age-periods the number 
of unmarried per mille of each sex at each oj 

the last three censuses. Age. 
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The actual number of girls married before they are even twelve months old 
has "increased tenfold since the last census-from 507 to 4,959; and the latter 
number includes 150 unfortunate infant-widows! The proportion of girls 
below the age of five who are either married or already widowed has risen 
during the same period from 19 to 52 per mille; in the 5-10 age-category 
it has risen from 154 to 281 per mille. Among boy~, while the proportIOns 
themselves are not so high, the relative increase in those proportions is 
equally striking. 

11. It is fair to point out that the new method of age-grouping adopted 
at the present census is probably responsible for some distortion of the facts. 
The procedure actually followed has been explained in paragraph 4 of 
Chapter IV. Now, whatever may be the merits of this procedure for the 
purpose of arriving at a more accurat,e estimate of the age distribution of 
the population as a whole, it is scarcely appropriate when ap'plied to the 
age distribution of the married and unmarried For example, 1,265,778 
girls, whose ages were stated to be somewhere between 7 and 13, were 
returned as married, and the probability is that the great majority of these 
were 10 years old or more; but half of them have been taken to the age-group 
5-10, which is supposed to include only persons below the age of ten. In 
order to enable the reader to form his own impression of the extent to which 
this factor may have operated to exaggerate the prevalence 'of early marriage, 
a statement is appended below giving for certain ages the actual and 
proportional statistics of the married and widowed population, first by 
unsmoothed age-groups, and then as they actually appear in the final tables 
after adjustment:-

MARlUED. WIDOWED. 

Age. Actual number. Number per mille. Actual number, Numher per mille. 

Persons. Males. Females. P. M. F. Per8ons. Male8. Females. P. M. F. 

Unsmoothed. 

4-6 \ 360,693 131,019 229,674 88 63 112 

! 
12,132 3,795 8,337 3 2 4 

7-13' 2,105,252 839,4 7 ~ 1,265,778 288 217 368 56,322 19,546 36,776 8 5 11 
14-16 1,!l72,199 583,066 889,126 593 448 753 43,328 15,984 27,344 11 12 23 
17-23 3,7!l2,710 1,478,972 2,263,738 796 667 910 148,560 48,242 100,318 32 21 40 

~moothed. 

4-5 I 120,231 43,673 76,558 87 64 112 

1 

4,044 1,265 2,779 3 2 4 
5-1,0 1,232,973 485,247 747,726 216 163 273 34,227 11,670 22,557 6 4 8 

10-15 1 1,788,722 711,270 1,077,452 366 275 467 49,825 17,765 32,060 10 7 14 
15-20 2,607,f51 1,031,019 1,576,432 726 586 860 95,944 32,113 63.831 2'1 18 85 
20-25 ,3,103,157 1,319,723 1,783,434 826 734 910 151,277 48,810 102,467 to 27 62 
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12. The next diagram illustrates the prevalence of marriage at different Marriage by 
.ages in each of the four natural divisions of the province. locality. 

Diagram showing jor each natural division the number oj unmarried per mille 
oj each sex at various age-periods. 
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The relative positions occupied by the different localities as regards the 
proportion of unmarried persons in the total population are determined more 
by the age at which it is customary to marry than by th~ number of pers~ms 

who go through lIfe without gettmg 
married. Thus, the marginal state
ment suggests that marriage is more 

NU~IBER UNMARRIED PER MILLE: ALL AGES. 

1931. 1921. 

Males. Females. Males. Females. universal in the two divisions of Bihar 
North Bihar ... 383 276 
South Bihar ... 37U 276 
{)rissa .. , 501 319 
C. N. Plateau 461 B68 

408 
419 
536 
502 

2R3 
292 
349 
396 

proper than in the rest of the province. 
This is because the proportion of young 
married people in Bihar is incom
parably higher than in, say, Orissa. 

But, when we look at the advanced age-periods, we find that the proportion 
of unmarried females in Orissa is just as low as in Bihar while in the case 
of males it is very much lower. The next statement shows for each natural 

NUMBER UNMARRlJED PER MILLE: ArtED 0-5 

1931. 1921. 
Males. Females. Males. Female« 

North Bihar .,. 949 920 979 965 
:South Rihar .,. 968 951 988 980 
Orissa ... 999 998 1,000 1,000 
C. N. Plateau 978 961 998 995 

division the proportion of unmarried 
persons of each sex below the age of five 
at each of the last two censuses. It 
brings out clearly (i) the different 
customs prevailing in different parts of 
the province, and (ii) the enormous 
growth of infant marriage since 1921. 
As regards the first point, it shows that 

in Orissa to-day only one boy and two girls in every thousand are married 
before reaching the age of 5, while in North Bihar the proportions are 51 boys 
and 80 girls. As regards the sE'cond point, it shows that in both the Bihar 
-divisions the number of these early marriages is more than double what it 
was ten years' ago, and in the Chota Nagpur plateau the jncrease is still more 
phenomenal. The map on the opposite page shows the proportion of 
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married girls below 5 years of age in each district of the province. In n(} 
other subject treated in this report are the local variations so pronounced. 
Darbhanga is, as it always has been, the home of infant marriages, with, 
whose unenviable record no other district in India can compete. In this 
district there were at the last census 15,965 married girls below 5 years of 
age, b-qt now there are 34,779; the number of brides less than a year old 
has risen from 25 to 340. 

13. The influE2nce of religion on the customary age of marriage appears 
to be subordinate to the influence of locality. One might expect that in 
Orissa, where the popUlation is almost exclusively Hindu, and where more
over Hinduism is more orthodox than in any other part of the province, early: 
marriage would be particularly prevalent. The facts are exactly the reverse. 
Even after the'age of puberty-between, let us say, the ages of 15 and 40-
the proportion of unmarried women in Orissa (317 per mille) is more than 
twice as high as it is in the rest of the province. Again, one would certainly 
expect to find that the proportion of girl-wives and boy-husbands was far 
lower among the Muslim population of the province as a whole than among 
the Hindu popUlation: but even this expectation is falsified. The com
parative statistics illustrated in the diagram below are perhaps among the 
most surprising that the present census has to offer. 

Diagram showing jar the main religions the number oj unmarried per mille 
of each sex at various age-periods. 
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MALES. FEMALES. 
Age. Chris- M r Chris-Hindu. Muslim. tian. Tribal. Hindu. us 1m. tian. Tribal. 

0-5 ... '" 968 956 994 ·979 949 920 992 97ij 
5-10 .. - ... 826 807 981 943 710 658 953 903 

10-15 ... ... 708 683 959 877 504 443 882 772 
15-20 ... ... 388 342 698 543 91 63 436 313 
20-25 ... . .. 236 194 411 336 30 21 199 163 
25-30 ... ... 85 65 110 136 11 9 62 70 
30-40 ... ... 47 29 48 76 8 8 31 49 
40-60 ... ... 25 11 20 41 4 6 18 35 
60 and over ... ... 17 13 15 37 3 3 22 32 

Among Hindus, 51 girls in every thousand below the age of 5 are either 
_married or widowed: among Muslims the corresponding number is 80. 
Between the ages of 5 and 10 the proportion of Hindu wives or widows is 
290 per mille, while the Muslim proportion is 342 per mille. At first sight, 
therefore, we -ar~ apparently asked to believe that infant marriage is 
pr~ctised mQre com:Il~~mly oy Muslims than by Hindus, but in actual fact 
It IS not necessary to Impose so great a strain on the credulity of the reader. 
This case, indeed, affords a striking instance of the importance of carefully 
examining statistical data before proceeding to build up theories upon them. 
The reason why there are rel~tively more married infants in the Muslim 
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population of the province than in the Hindu population is that the great 
majority of Muslims are to be found in localities where the eustom of early 
marriage is more or leso Ulli V£'l'sa1. The following sentence OCCLlrs in a later 
chapter of this report: _" If the province were divided into two approxi
mately cqual parto by a linc traver:-;illg the southern houlldary of Palamau, 
Hazaribagh and 1Ianbhum, no less than 94.5 per cent of the Muslims in the 
province would be found on the northern ~ide of the line and only 5.5 per 
cent to the oouth of it." "\Vhen this sentmwe is read with an eye on the 
map facing page 157, the mystery of the foregoing statisticH will be 

largely solved. The marginal state
ment bears on the same point. In 
both the divisions of Bihar proper the 
proportion of married persons below 
5 or 10 years of age is considerably 
higher among Hind us than among 
Muslims. In Orissa. too, where child 
marriage is very rare, the same pro
position holds good, On the Chota 

North Bihnr .. . 
South Hihfll' .. . 
'Orissa 
C. N. Plnt('uu " 

Number of 
:\IllRlim3 1ler 
mllie nf the 

tutal 
population. 

174 
!)H 

29 
48 

f.,'umber 
married PPT 
mille of girl8 

aged 0-5 lall 
rdigions. 

77 
48 

2 
:ltl 

Nagpur plateau it does not; but here again the explanation IH that the 
1v1nslims of the Chota ~agpur plateau /1rc for the most part eOllc£'ntrated 
in IIazaribagh and the Santal Parganas, where iufant marriage is very 
prevalent. In Ranchi and fSinghLhum--still more in the Feudatory States, 
Sambalpur and Angul -a, Muslim is a rara avi~> and it is these localities 
which are responsible for the comparatively low proportion of young married 
children on the plateau. Moreover, in this natural division a great many 
Hindus are aboriginals, who ordinarily marry much later than the Aryan 
races, and this circumstance tends to accentuate the disparitv between the 
Hindu and Muslim figures on the Chota Nagpur plateau. . 

Nevertheless, as compared with previous censuses, the present statistics 
,of early marriage in the Muslim community must be chara.cterized as 
ex~raoI'd~nar,y T~king ~he p~ovince as a "vholE', wher('as the proportion of 
IhruZu gIrl-WIves (mcludmg w1dows) helow the age of 10 haR incrl"ased since 
]921 from 105 to 160 per mille, the Muslim proportion has incI'('a:-;ed from 
76 to 202 per mille. The marginal diagram illustrates the proportion for 
.each sex in these two communities at the last three censuses. It will he 

Diagram showing for each of the last threc censuses 
the number of 1mmarried Hindus and MtLslims 

per mille of each sex below the age of 10. 
~----~------~1000~------r-----~ 
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\ 

MALES 

HINDU 
MUSLIM ___ _ 

noticed that for both sexes 
the decline reeorded in 1921 
in the number of married 
children was more marked 
among Hindus than aIllong 
:Muslims, while the latest 
reaction has affected 
Mm:;]ims v£'ry much more 
than IIindus. The local 
distribution of the two 
communities is not suffi
cient to account altogether 
for this phenomenon. It 
is' perhaps I'('levant to recall 
that the introduction of the 
Sarda Aet evoked more 
uncompromising opposition 
from the followers of 
I slam than from any other 

'1....9-11---'-192-1---'-93 ..... ' 800 \911 1921 '931 quarter, and it may be that 
M ~LES. FF:MAY,ES. this attitude caused them 

Year. Hindu. :\Iuslim. Hindu. Muslim. to forestall it~ provisions 
:1.931 flg0 RR2 840 7~H on a rorrE'Rpondingly 
1921 \;;19 \165 805 024 larger scale Rut it is 
1911 ... .,. mil 958 fl:l8 910 also prohahle that throngh 
close association with their Hindu neighbours they are gradually assimilating 
more and more the social customs of the major community. 
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As might be expected, marriage at a very early age is practically 
unknown among Brahmos, whose superior education and generally advanced 
views would militate against such a custom. No Brahmo boy or girl below 
5 years of age was returned as married at the present census, and only one 
girl below the age of ten. Among Aryas, on the other hand, the custom is. 
not so rare as their tenets would lead one to suppose. The proportions are 

given in the margin, and the curious 
Number oj Aryas married or widowed per thing about them is that the male 

mille aged- proportions are higher than the female. 
Relatively to the strength of their 

Males. Females. community, there are rather fewel~ 
0-5. 0-10. 

Males. Females. 
girl-wives among Aryas than among 
other Hindus, but there are consider

ably more boy-husbands. This proposition is eq_ually true whether the
comparison extends to the statistics of the province as a whole or is confined 
to those localities where Aryas are chiefly found. But, as pointed out in 
Chapter XI, the label "Arya" does not now mean so much as it did" 
formerly, and the census figures probably give little indication of the real 
prevalence of child marriage among persons who subscribe tu the views; 
generally associated with the Arya Samaj. 

57 27 121 118 

It is commonly said that marriage before puberty is rare among the
primitive tribes, and the statistics of previous censuses went far to confirm 
this theory. But here again the present returns are surprising. The
diagram and statement on page 158, do indeed show that at the early age
periods marriage is still less common among the adherents of tribal religions 
than among Hindus or Muslims, but the contrast is not nearly sa great as. 

it was ten years ago The marginaf 
statement shows the increases that 
have taken place in the proportions of' 
the married and widowed below the age 

Number married or widowed per mille 
aged 0-10. 

MALES. FEMALES. 

1931. 1921. 1931. 1921. of 10, and they are even more striking 
than in the case of the Muslims. At 
the present census over 500 infants of' 

either sex, less than twelve months old, were returned as married, whereas in 
1921 there were only 2 males and 4 females of that age. Increasing contact 
with Hinduism is doubtless having its influence on the primitive tribes, and 
the effect of the Sarda Act must once more be taken into account; but, if' 
these figures are accurate, they are very depressing. A conspicuous: 
characteristic of the aboriginal races is the comparatively high proportion 
of unmarried persons of both sexes in the advanced age··periods. In this: 
respect the latest returns conform to previous experience. 

37 9 57 13 

14. Subsidiary Table V at the end of the chapter gives particulars of 
civil condition by age for selected castes and tribes. Here again the 
influence of locality is often paramount. For instance, in the matter of early 
marriage (or rather, the avoidance of it) the Oriya castes are in a class by 
themselves. Of the non-Oriya castes (excluding aboriginals), young brides. 
are least numerous among Rajputs, Babhans, Brahmans and Kayasths-in 
the order just given. The last-named caste, however, are really 'less prone 
to early marriage than the Brahmans in those areas where both communities 
are found together. The proportion of' married girls below 6 years of age
is much higher among the Tantis than in any other caste for which statistics. 
have been compiled. Then come the Chamars, Goalas, Musahars, Telis and 
Koiris. ,It will be seen that, as a general rule, the lower the caste the
greater tne prevalence of infant marriage. But the Goalas occupy a much 
more unfavourable IJQ~i~ion in the gradation list than they should. Probably 
thIS is because they are educationally backward, and it may be that they ,also
have misguided notions on the subject of social uplift. The three aborlginal 
tribes for which particulars have been exhibited are the Mundas, Oraons and 
Santals. Early marriage is still much less common with them than with any 
of the non-Oriya Hindu castes. Statistics are shown sep'arately in the case-
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of these tribes for the Hindu, Christian and tribal religions, and the only 
remarkable feature about these comparative figures is that among the Santals 
who have adopted Hinduism the proportion of young married children is 
lower than among those who have not. The explanation here is that in the 
Santal Parganas themselves, where infant marriage is common, practically 
no Santals were returned as Hindus by religion; in other districts of Chota 
Nagpur and in the Feudatory States, where early marriage is the exception, 
the number of Hinduized Santals is large. 

15. In the whole province 51 males in every thousand are widowers and The widowed. 
] 61 females in every thousand are widows. The corresponding proportionS' 
in England and Wales in 1921 (the latest date for which statistics are 
available) were 36 males and 82 females. The disparity is most marked in 
the female sex, and would be still more so, had not the Great War led to 
an abnormal increase in the number of English widows ten years ago. The 
early age of marriage in this country and the circumstance that husbands 
are usually much older than their wives are responsible to some extent for 
the great excess of widows, but the prejudice against their re-marriage is 
a much more potent factor. This prejudice is of course much more acute 
among Hindus than among Muslims, so that in the province as a whole and 
in each natural division the proportion of Hindu widows is higher than the 
proportion of Muslim widows. But in this matter also local influence 
usually out-strips the influence of religion, so that the proportion of Muslim 
widows in Orissa is higher than the proportion of Hindu widows in any other 
part of the province. The diagrams below (keys to which will be found in 
Subsidiary Table II) illustrate the relative prevalence of widowhood in the 
province by locality and religion;-

Diagram showing the number of widowed 
peT mille of each sea; by locality. 

25 

MALES D 
FEMALES ~ 

Diagram showing the number of widowed 
per mille of each sex by religions. 

00 
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16. The census of 1921 registered an increase in the proportion of the Variation in the 
widowe.d in ~a~h sex, and this. was ascribed principally to the adverse number 0\ 
economIC condItIOns of the precedmg decade and the selective incidence of widowed. 
the i?fluenza mortality. Now the pendulum's swing has travelled back to 
a pOInt far beyond the 1911 position, and again the change in the economic 
sphere must be held partly responsible. There is however some reason to 
b~pe that the la~est returns do indicate a weakening of the prejudice against 
w.Idow re-marrIage a?d a wider recognition of the injustices and social 
dlsa:dvantages thereby mvolved. The following diagram shows the variations 
durmg the past twenty years in the number of Hindu widows at various 
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age-periods up to 35, and the substantial decline recorded at the present. 
census, particularly in childhood and youth, is at 1east encouraging ,:_. 

Diagram showing for each of the last three censuses the 
number of Hindu widows per 1,000 females at certain 

ag e-periods. 
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17. The statement III the margin shows the proportion of widows in' 
Number of widow8 peT 1,000 females, certain Hindu castes at each of the last. 

1931. 1921. two censuses. The influence of the> 
Karan 258 256 Orissa tradition is evident from the-
Brahman' 242 268 place occupied in this list by the Karans.. 
Babhan 240 255 on the one hand and the Kayasths on 
~:~~t " ;~~ i~~ the other; also from the respective' 
Kayasth 215 247 positions of the Gauras and the Goalas. 
Khandait 194 240 Apart from this, the proportion of 
Tanti 175 190 widows is usually greatest in .. the higher-
Koiri 159 183 castes, and vice versa. The only caste 
~Zl~la i:~ i~: in which the proportion has risen 
Chamar 138 159 appreciably since 1921 is the Gauras,.. 
Musahar 104 129 and this may have some connexioll with. 
thei r desire to be recognized as Kshatriyas. 
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I.-DISTRIBUTION BY CIVIL CONDITION OF 1,000 OF EACH SEX, RELIG;ION ANB 
MAIN A.GE PERlOD (THREE CENSUSES). 

UNMA"R:BIED .. MA.I<RU:D. WIDOWED. 
RELIGIOli. SEX Alin AGE. 

1931. 1921. 1911. 1931. 1921. 1911. 1931. 1921, 1911. 

-4- 5 6 --'-7 8 \) 10 

.ALL B1!JLIGIONS. 

::II.ALES 420 4/;4 444 529 486 504 1;:1 60 52 

0-5 968 989 982 31 10 17 1 1 1 
l>-10 833 915 885 163 82 110 4 3 5 

10-15 718 766 724 275 223 264 7 11 12 
15-20 396 627 498 586 450 479 18 23 23 
20-40 109 128 117 843 807 830 48 65 53 
40-60 24 27 ~~ I 834 826 845 142 147 128 
60 and o'V~~ 18 25 678 661 688 304 314 287 

_FEMALES 312 828 317

1 

527 488 505

1 

161 18" 1'18 
o -5 

'''1 
948 9Rl 96~ 50 18 32 2 1 2 

Ii-If) ... 710 846 795 273 146 194 8 S 11 
10-15 519 mo' 472 4fi7 441 503 14 24 .. 25 
16-20 105 162 130 860 792 823 35 46 42 
21J-4,f, 19 21 19 843 824 841- 138 155 ·140 
40-60 6 9 \) 493 489 494 501 502 497 
60 .l11d oyer 5 8 8 207 176 175 788 816 817 

Hindu. 

J\1ALEB 412 448 428 $35 494 516 58 68 '86 
0'-5 

· .. 1 968 98R 980 31 12 W 1 
'4 1 5-10 ... 826 904 868 170 92 126 4 6 10-15 ... ! 708 746 ft96 285 242 290 7 12 14 1l>-20 ... 388 607 474 593 468 501 19 25 25 20-40 108 125 114 842 808 ~~~'I 50 67 55 40-60 25 28 28 828 819 147 153 '}~4 60 and oye~ 17 25 27 669 653 677 314 322 296 

Al'EMALES 80.'<1 815 800 581 495 516 167 190 184 
0-5 949 980 962 49 19 36 2 1 2 5-10 710 829 769 281 162 219 \) 9 12 10-15 504 506 434 481 468 539 15 lI6 27 15-20 91 138 104 873 813 851 36 49 45 20-40 15 16 15 843 824 841 14.2 160 144 40-60 4 7 8 487 481 490 509 512 502 60 and oyer 3 '1 7 201 168 171 796 '825 '822 

Muslim. 

.MALES 412 474 <174 547 477 481 41 49 45 
0-5 956 092 988 43 8 12 '1 

"Ii 1 5-10 807 945 933 189 53 65 4 2 10-15 683 704 776 311 199 217 6 .. " ... 7 
15-2U 342 5114 540 642 428 143 16 IB 17 8Q-4IJ ... , 84 118 

114/ 
'tJ76 830 838 40 '52 48 40 -60 ." ." 11 20 18 878 862 874 III 11B 108 60 and oyer 13 21 17 727 704 725 260 275 258 

.FEMALES 296 889 828 555 489 491 149 172 281 
0-6 920 983 979 78 15 19 2 2 2 5-10 658 878 847 335 116 147 '1 6 6 10-15 443 531 469 545 451 612 12 18 19 15-20 63 123 91 906 840 872 31 37 31 2(}-4Q 12 21 15 857 837 844 131 Hi! 141 40-60 6 10 8 497 607 479 497 483 - 513 60 and oyer :I 10 7 223 201 171 774 7S9 82a 

Christian . 

.:MALES 571 591. 587 898 871 888 81. 8S 25 
0-5 994 999 997 6 1 ~I 5-10 ObI 997 994 19 3 10-15 

... J 959 975 971 40 24 28 I 1 "i 15-20 ... 698 813 754 297 181 23R 5 6 2 20-40 169 171 15U 800 '779 b15 31 50 29 40-60 20 25 
29 I 868 857 H94 112 118 77 60 and ove-; .... 15 19 2U 738 724 769 247 257 205 

.FEMALES 503 $19 508 402 876 892 I 95 10/f 100 
• 0-5 992 999 998 8 1 2 5-10 953 994 992 46 5 7' 1 1 I 10:-15 

'''1 
882 923 893 116 74 104 2 3 3 15-20 ... 436 530 104 552 455 851 12 15 45 ,20-40 91 73 15 820 830 841 83 97 144 40-60 18 27 7 613 605 490 369 368 M3 60 and over 22 23 

71 
'306 244 171 672 .733 -822 

TribaL 

403 r :MALES 5S0 560 567 484 896 86 44 8t) 
0-5 979 999 906

1 
21 I 4 6-10 943 DB5 990 56 14 

10 1 
"i " 

10-15 877 932 933 I 120 tl5 66 3 .3 1 15-20 543 701 689

1 

443 2$6 1!02 14. 13 9 20-40 163 173 158 797 706 806 ~ 61 36 40-60 41 29 23 843 850 888 116 121 89 60 and Oy~~ 37 23 18 716 705 766

1 

2~7 272 216 
Jl'lDMALES. 458 477 482

1 
438 897 403 109 126 11.5 

0-5 975 996 905 24 4 

,: t 
1 1 l>-10 903 979 979 93 20 4 1 • .. 2 ~10-1~ 772 8aS 808 220 166 185 8 8 7 ,1l>-30 313 442 393 660 52;0. 580 27 30 27 '20-40 88 all 74 813 788 827 Ill) 123 99 40-(10 ... 35 32 26 673 663 oRO 392 405 -394 ,60 and ()ver 32 28 21 276 257 250 - 692 715 729 
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n.-DISTRIBUTION 'BY CIVIL CONDITION OF 1,000' OF EACH SEX AT CERTAIN AGES IN THE MAIN 

RELIGIONS AND IN :EACH NATURAL DIVISION. 

:K:aLIGION A.ND N.lrlJ'lIAL D,V,SION. 
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10 

105 

110 

245 

18 

66 

273 

281 

335 

4.6 

93 

10 

" 

II 12 13 140 15 16 11 18 J9 

4 718 275 

4. 708 285 

4. 683 311 

959 40 

817 120 

'1 169 789 4.2 23 605 17a 

7 167 700 43 23 799 178. 

6 138 821 85 13 S43 14.0 

291 684. 25 

3 24.4. 721 85 4.1 820 13~ 

6 639 350 11 137 813 50 23 BOO 111 

7 630 358 12 137 810 63 2& 791 184. 

4. 678 316 6 132 831 37 10 8&2 139' 

5 616 376 8 139 800 65 33 74.6 IU 

5 603 388 - 9 136 807 57 15 7311 22& 

.2 732 264. 4. 164. 799 31 16 8111 161> 

965 38 317 661 22 13 840 148-

965 35 317 661 22 13 838 15() 

977 22 1 324. &5S 18 8 902 90< 

2 797 200 8 177 791 82 19 84.2 139' 

.2 785 212 3 164. 804 32 15 845 140 

4 600 392 8 102 866 32 15 861 124. 

961 38 ,I 274. 701 25 15 841 13S 

1 877 laO 3 245 720 35 41 820 139' 

8 519 467 14 37 847 116 6 4.29 5660 

9 504 481 15 31 849 120 4 4.23 673-

7 4.43 54.5 12 23 861 110 5 435 560-

882 116 176 759 65 19 M6 435 

4. 772 220 8 140 778 83 85 508 4.57 

346 12 4.32 550 18 20 861 119 

346 13 432 54.8 20 20 860 120 

350 4.28 559 13 20 8640 116 

SS5 

34.4. 

273 

96 

98 

61 

9 4.04. 582 l4. l' 878 108 

9 392 593 15 13 819 109 

3 743 24.9 

3 741 261 

3 765 228 

& 612 377 

6 578 4.11 

8 374. 612 

1 882 116 

-4. 773 219 

9 29 871 100 

8 49 787 164 

i! 49 786 166 

'I «B14 142 

1l 

11 

65 833 102 

43 S44. 108 

Ho 2' 885 91 

2 168 167 65 

8 14.1 m 52 

323 67' 

823 674 

325 673 

\ 

12 4.42 54.6 

8 4.23 569 

6 4.79 615 

15 660 435 
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IlL-DISTRIBUTION BY MAIN AGE PERlODS AND CIVIL CONDITION OF 10,000 
OF EACH SEX AND RELIGION. 

MALES. FEJoIALES. 

RELIGION AND AGE. 
Unmarried. Married. Widowed. Unmarried. Married. Widowed. 

2 4 6 

.ALL RELIGIONS 4,204 5,287 509 8,12Q 5,265 1,615 

0-10 2,605 276 7 2,391 439 13 
10-15 BBI 338 B 5G4 507 15 
li)-!D 675 3,150 168 154 3,488 479 
4Q and over 43 1,523 326 11 841 l,10B 

mudu ... "',128 5,8451 588 8,015 ol8Il 1,674, 

0-10 2,548 280 7 2,339 4032 l40 
10-15 859 3406 9 5401 515 16 
1~ 671 3,181 174 127 3,516 495 
40 lind over 45 1,537 343 B B48 1,149 

HusUm 4,126 5,468 406 2,961 5,0515 1,494 

0-10 2,696 353 7 2,360 583 13 
10-15 879 400 7 498 614 l40 
15-40 530 3,173 136 94 3,559 451 
4Q and over 21 1,543 256 9 789 1,016 

Chrlstla.n 5,709 8,982 809 1$,081 4.020 949 

0-10 3,297 41 1 3,198 81 3 
10-15 1,290 54 1 1,126 148 3 
15-40 1,092 2,569 93 677 3,923 253 
40 and over 30 1,318 214 30 868 693 

-Trlba.l ... 6,294 4,844 862 4,579 4,880 1,091 

0-10 3,168 121 2 3.0540 177 G 
10-15 1,129 1540 3 919 261 10 
15-40 932 2,7'8 133 5409 3,057 32' 
40 and over 65 1,321 224 57 B35 761 

IV.-PROPORTIONS OF THE SEXES BY CIVIL CONDITION AT CERTAIN A.GES, 
FOR RELIGIONS AND N A.TURAL DIVISIONS. 

(Number oj femaZes per 1,000 maZes.) 

ALL AGES. 0-10. 10-15. 15-40. 40-AN)) OVllB, 
~ 

N ATUBAL DIVISION 
i .,; AND .g .g i RELIGION, .z .,; .,; .,; '" .,; '6 .z '0:: .,; 

'" 11 ] '" .~ ai '" 'il ai " ~ :. .~ I< ~ I< .. I< .. os .. 'il .. ·s s s 0 

~ ~ S .g S 0 
~ '" ~ .. 

~ " 
.. 

~ ~ " 
d 

~ " p ;:q ~ ::s p ~ ~ p ;:;; p :ol I!= 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

BIHAR AND 
ORISSA, 

All religions .,. '148 1,004 3,200 925 1,666 1,980 646 1,515 1,805 229 1,116 :,aBO 257 657 3,~6 
HiDdu ... ... '135 999 3,1115 923 1,550 1,961 633 1,499 1,769 191 1,111 2,B52 178 655 3,371 
Muslim ... ... 'l31 1,032 3,'lt6 891 1,681 1,890 577 1,562 1,866 ISO 1,142 3,390 ~ 521 4.04.1 
Christian ... ... 891 1,020 3,109 981 1,982 3,462 882 2,776 3,200 627 1,151 2,736 1,037 666 3,269 
Tribal .. , ., . 889 1,024 3,095 991 1,497 3,561 835 1,741 2,892 606 1,143 2.511 899 650 3,440 

NOBtH BIHAB. 

All religIOns ... '120 999 2,920 901 1,451 1,763 585 1,362 1,484 150 1,105 2,4081 139 565 3,265 
Hindu ... ... '1S1 993 2,798 906 1,397 1,737 592 1,325 1,441 147 1,099 2,344 1111 579 3,14.6 
Muslim ... ... 'l16 1,029 3,791 878 1,740 1,963 5540 1,5400 1,866 16~ 1,136 3,4.55 3840 501 40,106 

SOU111 Blll.LB. 

All religions ." 'l15 1,000 2,309 913 1,438 1,726 575 1,358 1,4092 103 1,094. 1,983 62 612 2,'91 
Hindu ... ... '108 988 2,225 910 1,412 1,710 566 1,329 1,470 89 1,075 1,907 35 613 2,403 
Ml1Illim ... ... 'f61 1,1Z5 3,52l IIS2 1,775 1,967 633 1.732 -1,926 208 1,296 3,220 681 GOO 3,687 

OllIBSA. 

.111 religions ... 695 1,089 6,069 961 7.137 17,300 720 6,668 16,2240 179 1,375 8,599 286 449 5,287 
Hindu ... . .. 6M 1,081 6,018 960 7,225 18,10B 718 6,589 16,64.4. 178 1,371 B,5B3 281 4409 6.232 
Muslim .. , .. , 'f09 1,195 9,318 961 4,846 1,050 726 9,414 12,250 174 1,564. 10,195 28~ 430 8,926 

CIIOT.L NAGI'VB 
Pr.AT1I.LU. 

.All religions ... 804 990 3,780 943 1,826 2,878 706 l,73B 2,823 376 1,077 3,2740 68S 54.8 4,092 
Hindu ... ... '181 987 3,974 972 1,933 3,027 672 1,772 -2,962 299 1,071 3,494. 569 526 4,269 
Mnslim ... ... '145 961 3,269 B81 1,439 1,561 556 1,394 1,700 n9 970 2,733 390 503 3,762 
hristian ... ... 896 1,029 3,0'19 979 2,067 3,077 878 2,912 3,000 G4.2 J 14.40 2.677 1,031 67' 3,258 

Tribal ... ,,- ... 889 1,OSG 3,103 990 1,502 3,633 837_ 1,736 2,928 610 1):43, ,2,511 900 6540 3,452 
c 

- ~ 

-- , 
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V.-DISTRIBUTION BY CIvIL CONDITION OF 1,000 OF EAOH SEX AT CRRTAIN AGES FOR SELECTED 
CASTES. 

CASTE. 

1 

BABHAN ••• 

BRAHMAN 

CHAMAR ... 

GAURA 

GOALA 

KARAN 

KAYASTH 

KHANDAIT 

KomI 

lIWNDA 
H,.du .. 

. Ohristian 
Tribal religion 

MUSAHAR 

OBAON 
B,ndu ... 
Ohristi:JfZ 
TribJ 1 religion 

JUJPUT 

SAN TAL 
B"du ., 
Christian 
Triba Z reZigion 

TAlITI 

TELl 

BAllHAN ... 

BRAHMAN 

CHAlI!AR ~ 

GAURA 

GOALA 

KARAN 

KAYASTH 

KHANDAIT 

KOIRI 

VUNDA ... 
Blndu ... 
Ch .... tian 
TribaZ r'ligion 

llUSAHAR 

OB.AON 
Bind" ... 
Christi,," 
Trio. 1 religion 

RAJl'UT 

BANTAL 
Bi .. du ." 
Chrisf'l.an 
Trwal •• 1'$;0. 

ALL AGES. 

] 
.::: .g 
" '5 S 
" p ::a 
2 3 

464 450 

457 471 

361 597 

517 442 

359 571 

534 415 

484 440 

522 429 

349 577 

547 
523 
567 
550 

415 
433 
399 
414 

855 599 

I 
0-6. 

ii 
~I .~ ii 

:1 
.;:; 

IS .... 

" 
.. 

p ;!'l 

6 6 

86 977 22 

72 981 18 

42 928 71 

41 999 

70 943 55 

51 1,000 

76 983 16 

49 999 

74 946 52 

38 994 
44 988 
34 996 
36 996 

6 
11 

" " 
46 922 76 

I 
13 

7-13. 14-16. 

.,,; ] .,,; " .,,; .,,; 
~ '§ .g ~ ::: ~ ~ 
0 .;:; 0 " 0 IS IS :s ;; '" :. :s 

" ~ " e: p ::'1 p ::. e: 
7 8 U 10 11 12 13 

MALES. 

896 100 4 621 369 10 

916 82 2 705 286 10 

605 386 292 686 22 

965 32 3 BOO 184 16 

664 327 9 352 627 21 

990 10 966 3, 

925 73 754 234 12 

991 921 78 

2 653 337 10 336 639 25 

964 
936 
981 
971 

35 
62 
1~ 
29 

792 203 
634 357 
914 84 
812 183 

6 
9 
2 
6 

2 625 364 11 261 704 35 

599 391 494 
470 
563 
468 

455 
474 
400 
475, 

51 987 
56 981 
37 990 
57 990 

18 1 
910 89 
874 12. 
979 21 

422 665 
10 
13 

!l90 435 

504 
526 
546 
!1M 

461 
445 
41!7 
469 

341 607 

10 
10 .. 

75 981 fa 

85 983 
2.9 989 
27 984 
37 981 

17 
10 
Iii 
19 

52 919 79 

896 1.92 

1 -911 85 

OOi 
930 
948 
939 
921 

69 
51 
vI 
77 

912 88 
~ 482 14 

4 682 303 -f5 

700 281 
804 101 
865 143 
669 328 

10 
6 
2 

13 

2 581 405 14 367 GOo 33 

366 575 59 948 60 2 674 319 357 624 19 

FEMALES. 

290 470 240 970 28 783 208 196 766 38 

275 483 242 972 26 674 313 13 127 821 52 

274 588 138 8m 106 451 633 16 91 878 31 

321 449 280 998 2, 823 171 384 663 63 

271 578 151 002 9<1 473 611 16 104 862 34 

330 412 258 998 961 37 777 215 

344 441 215 974 25 870 124 365 61' 21 

85'7 449 194 999 966 33 499 494 

2114 577 159 010 78 3 1>62 519 19 93 876 31 

469 
420 
512 
4'1'1 

416 
436 
895 
414 

992 7 
986 13 
995 5 
994 t Ii 

1 
2 

J. 

303 593 104 905 90 

416 
3'73 
502 
401 

463 
496 
404 
471 

ut- 985 
131 980 

94 987 
128 987 

14 1 
19 1 
12 _ 1. 
]2 -1 

922 76 
860 136 
977 22 
928 4'a~ 

3 
4 
1 
a 

a.S7 519 14 
i 

814 183 
~40 255 
967 " 32. 
773' 223 
'> 

3 
5 
1 
4 

690 396 
416 557 
787 210 
569 415 

15 
27 

11 
16 

80 883 37 

358 628 
176 804 
712 284 
265 719 

14 
20 
4 

16 

ii 
.~ 

IS 
" p 

14 

406 

419 

137 

634 

184 

820 

521 

652 

178 

473 
460 
527 
449 

110 

238 
130 
470 
163 

474 

377 
440 
566 
348 

227 

165 

20 

21 

26 

150 

43 

91 

21 

203 
131 
265 
216 

26 

87 
42 

186 
64 

302 460 288 968 BO -2 779 211 10 251 712 37 40 

427 
483 
488 
424 

457 
434 
415 
469 

'116 983 
133 990 

97 996 
107 979 

16 
9 
6 

20 

281 594 175 853 142 

275 575 150 908 90 

861 135 
882 114 
057 43 
850 146 

4 
4 

6 

379 598 
385 694 
761 235 
372 604 

23 
21 
4 

24 

387 589 24 103 860 37 

466 510 15 100 869 31 

130 
145 
262 
121 

20 

31 

17- 23. 

.,,; 

.~ 

~ 
;:; 
16 

670 

561 

835 

363 

779 

178 

454 

329 

789 

612 
520 
464 
636 

860 

738 
837 
520 
810 

503 

603 
644 
433 
636 

738 

802 

892 

885 

942 

914 

930 

796 

891 

1170 

940 

770 
(836 
719 
256 

936 

880 
Dl2 
798 
912 

878 

825 
806 
no 
836 

936 

934 

j 
.g 
~ 
16 

20 

28 

13 

37 

26 

19 

38 

15 
20 
9 

15 

40 

24 
33 
10 
27 

20 
16 
12 
21 

36 

33 

74 

95 

37 

64 

66 

39 

39 

27 
$4 
16 

,80 

38 

33 
46 
16 
34 

82 

45 
49 
28 
43 

45 

35 

~ 
1I 
S 
" p 

17 

222 

136 

25 

78 

48 

164 

153 

99 

52 

82 
126 
63 
66 

20 
17 
28 
17 

214 

60 
72 
78 
58 

.34 

36 

6 

6 

6 

6 

5 

9 

8 

10 

~4-43. 

ii .§ 
::'1 
18 

692 

792 

927 

869 

802 

774 

861 

870 
816 
906 
888 

923 

909 
903 
923 
906_ 

710 

894 
889 
873 
897 

909 

892 

736 

705 

846 

724 

837 

704 

748 

760 

836 

32 830 
26 ... 804 

,,440 843 
30 841 

6 

13 
9 

28 
jJ 

10 

23 
26 
40 
21 

6 

883 

842 
838 
856 
838 

721 

838 
802 
850 
856 

809 

832 

.,,; 
'" '" 0 

'" ~ 
19 

86 

72 

48 

38 

83 

73 

87 

4S 
58 
41 
46 

50 

71 
80 
49 
78 

76 

406 
39 
49 
50 

67 

72 

259 

289 

148 

270 

168 

287 

244 

240 

158 

138 
171 
113 
129 

112 

145 
163 
116 
154 

269 

139 
172 
110 
124 

185 

161 

44 AND OVER. 

.,,; 

.~ 
IS 
" p 

20 

88 

50 

13 

13 

17 

18 

66 

6 

18 

15 
22 
9 

13 

14 

8 
7 
6 

10 

86 

10 
15 

8 

15 

15 

2 

3 

3 

3 

10 
12 
11 

8 

6 
6 
8 
6 

6 

7 
10 

8 
6 

II 

'ii 
.~ 

:;;; 
21 

636 

692 

823 

812 

745 

787 

671 

815 

744 

814 
792 
820 
824 

827 

770 
764 
B03 
756 

660 

844 
854 
900 
839 

821 

775 

324 

296 

422 

423 

270 

317 

417 

464 
370 
639 
486 

637 

482 
490 
62a. 
447 

306 

466 
363 
616 
509 

372 

3GO 

.,,; 
~ 
0 :s 
Ii: 
22 

276 

258 

164 

175 

238 

195 

263 

180 

238 

171 
186 
171 
163 

159 

222 
229 
191 
235 

256 

146 
131 
100 
153 

164 

210 

674 

701 

675 

751 

674 

728 

680 

663 

679 

526 
618 
459 
606 

461 

512 
Ii04 
470 
547 

688 

527 
627 
477 
4.85 

626 

606 



CHAPTER VI I.-I nfirmities. 

. The statistjcs of infirmities compiled at the present census will be found Referenoe to 
III Imperial Ta~le IX, whic~ shows the distribution of infirm persons by statistios. 
age ~n~ by lo~ahty. At prevIOUS censuses it has been customary to tabulate 
statIstIcs of lI?-firm persons by caste, but as a measure of economy this 
tab I.e . was. omItted on. the pl:es.ent occasion. Proportional figures are 
exhIbIted III the followmg subsIdIary tables at the end of this chapter :-

I.-Number afflicted per 100,000 of the total population. 
11.-(0) Number afflicted per 100.000 1 . . 

(b) Females afflicted per 1,000 males sat certam age-perIods. 

IlL-Distribution by age of 10,000 infirm persons of each sex. 
. 2 .. ~J?-sanity, ~e~f-~utism. total blind~ess and leprosy are the four Nature of 
lnfirmltles of whICh the census takes cogmzance. The instructions given enquiry. 
to the enumeration staff were as follows;-

" If any per:son be blind of both eyes, or insane, or sufIering from 
corrOSIve leprosy, or deaf and dumb, enter the name of the 
infirhlity in this column (18). Do not enter those who are 
blind of one eye only or who are suffering from white leprosy· 
~mly. " 

thes~ instructions were exactly the same as those given in 1921. 
3. Of all the information recorded at the census, it is probable that Acouracy of the 

the information regarding jnfirmities is the least reliable. This applies returns. 
not, only to the pr~sent census and to the province of Bihar and Orissa, 
but to every populatIOn . census the world over. There are many reasons why 
this should be so. Intentional concealment by or on behalf of the persons 
afflicted is probably the most powerful of these, .and here the degree of 
inaccuracy,: will vary roughly with the nature of the affliction. Blindness, 
for example, provokes charitable sympathy rather than repulsion, and th_ere 
is little deliberate s-q.PPTession of the facts so far as this infirmity is 
concerned. But the head of a househo~d will naturally be reluctant to admit 
that he' himself is a leper or that his child is an idiot. Particularly will 
he be anxious to avoid any such compromising admission in respect of a 
child who is approaching the marriageable age. In rural areas the existence 
of certain infirmities I,ll certain famili,es may be more or less common 
knowledge, but ·an enumerator is supposed to record the answers actually 
given to his questions, and he will seldom take the responsibility of entering 
an infirmity in the· face of a direct denial by the person questioned. Super-
VIsing Qfficers ,are in a position to exercise very little check over the 
cor.rectness of the entries in this column. which 'in 99 cases out of 100 is, 
and probably -should be, left blank. Moreover, the correct diagnosis of 
these iriiirmities .often presents difficulties to the expert; how then can the 
villag.e enumerator- be expected to grapple with the problem 1 Many lepers 
do not know themselves that they are suffering from the disease, and more 
advanced: leprosy may easily be confused with other ailments of the skin. 
There are different degrees of insanity, as well as different forms. Total 
blindness, one might think, should be recognized without any great difficulty, 
but in practice it is no_t easy to draw the line (especially among the aged) 
between defective sight and complete iI_lability to see ~nything. Such 
entries 'as kana (one-eyed), Which always appea;r with some frequency in 
the schedules, testify to the imperfect grasp of their instructions by the 
census staff. Ba'Udh is a term which is sometimes used to describe a 
true deaf-mute, but does not always bear' this, signification. 

Even in~ more. advanced cou~tries ~he ~~~culties of pbtamin~ reasonably 
accurate informatIOn about phYSICal dIsabIlItIes through the ordmary eensus 
agency have been found so grave that in Englanp and Wales the attempt' 
was abandoned' altogether ten years ago. In the United States of America 
the same step had been virtually taken even earlier. The question of 
alsc~)lltinuing such- enquiries ill the India!l ce~sus -has ~een s~riously' 
considered, but there are few other ways III thIS country III WhICh any 
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168 CHAPTER VII.-INFIRMITIES. 

statistics bearing on this subject can be obtained, and so for the present 
at least it was decided to continue the former practice. It was also felt 
that, although the absolute accuracy of the figures leaves much to be desired, 
the errors from census to census are to some extent constant and information 
?f int~r~st i~ the~efore forthc?~ing in regard to the preval~nce of the various 
IllfirmltIeS III dIfferent localItIes and their variation from one decade to 
another. 

~. The state:r:nent below shows the number per 100,000 of the population 
of BIhar and Onssa recorded as suffering from each infirmity at each of 
the last six censuses:-

-

Insane 

Deaf-routes 

li~d B 

L epers 

Total 

· . 
· . 
· . 
.. 
· . 

1931. 1921. 

Males. )!emales. Malts. )!emales. 

28 15 14 7 

77 49 66 40 

i21 131 82 82 

79 29 48 17 

301 224 210 1'6 

1911. 1901. 1891. 1881. 

Malts. Females. Males. Females. Males. Females. Males. Females. 

16 8 17 9 I 20 10 29 16 

90 55 95 56 139 78 192 109 

III 104 112 104 122 123 160 184 

71 23 76 24 82 26 103 29 

288 190 300 193 383 237 484 338 

The first point to be noticed is that at each census the number of males 
afflicted is very greatly in excess of the number of females. This is 
conspicuous in the case .of every infirmity except blindness. To a limited 
extent it may be true that men are more susceptible to some of these diseases 
than women, but the real explanation lies much more in the fact that 
with women concealment of the presence of the infirmity is much easier, 
as they are not produced before the enumerator. Hence it is that in the 
case of blindness, where the desire to conceal is wanting, the proportions 
of the sexes are more or less equal._ 

The second remarkable feature of the above statement is the continuous 
and marked decline in the number of all infirmities from 1881 to 1921, 
succeeded by a very sharp rise at the present census. It has been the fashion 
to attribute the previous decline in some part to more accurate enumeration
in the sense that erroneous entries have been progressively eliminated. One 
is equally tempted to claim more accurate enumeration as the cause of some 
part of the present increase-'-in the sense that the record of genuine infirmi
ties is less incomplete. In neither case is the explanation very convincing, 
though it may contain an element of truth in both. It is probable, for 
instance, that the comparatively high proportion of male lepers returned 
in 1881 included many who were suffering from leukoderma, and almost 
certainly the number of deaf-mutes in that year was overstated, possibly 
owing to the tendency to include persons whose hearing only was defective. 
A progressive improveme:o.t in the diagnosis of these infirmities is very likely 
to account for some part of the fall recorded at the succeeding censuses. 
But I am not aware of any grounds for supposing that on the present occasion 
there was a general tendency to rela}?se to the more indiscriminate 
standards of 1881. Other influences whICh are regarded as contributing to 
the diminution in the prevalence of infirmities in time past are the gradual 
improvement i:r: ~he materi~l condi~ion of t~e people, better. sanitation, ~nd 
increased prOVISIon of medIcal rehef. It IS worthy of notlce that, takmg 
India as a whole, the proportion of infirm persons fell heavily from 18B1 
to 1901 but in 1911 there was a marked increase and a further increase 
(albeit t'nucP. less marked) in 1921. The record of this province therefore 
sinCE? the beginning of the century is in sharp contrast w~th experience else
where. Mr. Tallents. in the last report gave two speCIal reasons for the 
drop in 1921 in the number of the affiicted in Bihar and Orissa. One 
was the period of distress and scarcity which immediately preceded the 
census: in such times as those the weakest naturally go to the wall, and 
the fountains of charity on which they" so largely depend for their support 
are apt to dry up. The seco?-d reason was the feeling: of host~lity engender
ed against t.he ce~sus op_er~tlOns as a whole at t~at tIme, 'YhlCh apparently 
manifested Itself ID a partICular resentment agamst questIOns regarded as 
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inquisitorial and a greater unwillingness than ever to disclose information 
on such matters. These two faotors would account for a lot, and the 

remarkable difference between the two 
PERSONS AFFLICTED sets of figures shown in the margin 

PER 100,000. indicates that their effect in this province 
1921 1911 was much greater than in the rest of 

India .. , 272 267 India. It follows from this that a 
Bihar and Orissa ..• 177 237 considerable rise in the proportion of 

. infirm persons in Bihar and Orissa was 
only to be _expected m 1931, the more so because economic conaitions in the 
last deca~e have been unusually favourable. Charity once more unloosed her 
purse-strmgs, and the chances of survival for the unfortunates of this world 
were B're~tly increased. Finally, it may be pointed out that, striking as is 
the r.Ise III t~e reco.rded numb~r of in~rmi ties since 1921, the proportion 
now IS very lIttle hIgher than It was thIrty years ago, whereas this period 
has seen a very marked increase in the proportion for the rest of India. 

5. Before examining, for what they are worth, the statistics relating Double inllrmf· 
to each separate infirmity, brief mention may be made of persons returned tie •. 
as suffermg from more than one. The total number of such persons was 
494, of whom 320 were males. The most common combination was insanity 
and deaf-mutism, which occurred in 199 cases. These two infirmities are 
not infrequently associated, particularly in localities (such as Champaran 
and other North Bihar districts) where cretinism is prevalent. There were 
131 persons recorded as both deaf-mutes and lepers, and the remaining 
combinations in order of frequency were blmd and lepers (69), deaf-mutes 
and lepers (43), insane and blind (34), and insane and lepers (15). One 
woman was afflicted with a combination of three infirmities out of the four, 
blindness being the only one she had escaped; and there was one unfortunate 
man who was said to be suffering from all four at the same time. 

At the previous census there were only 50 reported cases of double 
infirmities, and none of more than two together. It is somewhat curious 
tnat the combination of insanity and deaf-mutism was noticed in only six 
cases in 1921. 

6. No attempt is made in the cell:;US returns to distinguish between InsanitJ. 
insanity proper, i.e. serious mental derangement, and "idiocy. Entries such 
as adhpaqal (half-witted) were ordinarily eliminated, b:ut the exact stage 
at which weak-mindedness becomes so acute as to merit the 'full-blovvn epithet 
of pagal was perforce left to the discretion of individual ennmel:ators, and 
doubtless they adopted many different standards. Altogether 9 045 persons 
were returned as insane at the present census, or 21 per 100.000 of the 
total population, as compared with only 10 per 100.000 in 1921. Apart 
from the reasons already given for the gene.ral incI:ease in infirmities, the 
number of insane persons enumerated on thIS occaSlOn was to some extent 
affected by the development of the two large mental hospitals at Kanke in the 
district of Ranchi, one of which caters for European patients and the other 
for Indians. These two hospitals contained 1,430 inmates on the night of 
the census. There is, however, no doubt that even now the returns of 
insanity are still quite incomplete. Contrast the proportions of persons 
returned as suffering from certain infirmities in England and Wales in 1911 

(the last occasion on whjch statistics of 
NUMllER PER 100,000. thIS kind were collected) with the corres-

Insane. RI' a ponding proportions in Bibar and Orissa 
Deaf·mute. In. to-day. It is no doubt true that insanity 

England and Wales 440 42 73 is less pl'evalent in India than in the 
BIhar and Onssa 21 63 126 countries of the West, where the nervous, 

stra·in of life is so much greater, but the 
disparity between the figures is too great to be accounted for entirely by 
such an explanation. Incorrect diagnosis and wilful concealment are largely -
responsible for the low proportion in this country. In this connexion it is 
significant that the number of females shown as insane is only about half 
the number of males, whereas in reality mental derangement is probably 
more common among women than among men. The comparative neglect of 
female infants among certain classes, the effects of early child-bearing and 
the circumstances commonly attendant on confinement would all tend to 
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hring about such a result, while the fact that men are more addicted to 
drink and drug-taking would h:trdly suffice to turn the scales in the other 
direction. 

The local distribution of the insane is illustrated in the map. The 
reason why Ranchi district stands out so prominently is that it contains 
the two mental hospitals mentioned above. If we exclude persons 
enumerated in these hospitals but born outside the district, the proportion 
falls from 120 to 33 . Next to Ranchi come the three coastal districts of 
Orissa and one or two of .the small neighbouring states. Insanity and 
leprosy have alway~ been specially prevalent in Orissa, but a special feature 
about this census is the great increase in the number of females returned as 
insane in this locality. Balasore and Manbhum are the two districts which 
(excepting Ranchi) record the most startling growth of insanity; Patna 
and Champaran are the only two to record a decrease. In the case of 
Patna this is due simply to the abolition of the mental hospital formerly 
located there and the transfer of its patients to Ranchi. 

The following diagram shows the distribution of the insane by age ai. 
each of the last three censuses:-

Diagram showing the number oj the insane per 100,000 at each age-period: 
1911 to 1931. 
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Idiocy is usually a congenital defect, and one would have expected a much 
higher proportion of insane persons in the earlier age-periods. The 
contrary fact suggests that idiocy is much less common in the returns than 
is mental derangement; but it is likely that the statistics are influenced to 
a still grea.ter extent by the reluctance. of parents to admit that their 
eh] Idren are insane until thev are absolutely forced to. The continuous ris'e 
ill the proportion of the insane in 1931 up to a comparatively late age--
45 for males and 55 for females-is a noticeable feature of the diagram, 
and constitutes a departure from the results recorded in the previous 
censuses. Attention has. already beerr drawn to the very marked disparity 
between the sex proportIOns. 

7. Prior to 1921 the instructions issued to the census staff were that 
only those persons should be entered as deaf-mutes who had been so afflicted 
fr-om birth. "-At, file last two censuses these words were omitted, the chief 
reaSOR being that;.. however the instructions might be phrased, many 
enumerators insisted on supposing that this particular qualification applied 
to the. other three infirmities also. True deaf-mutism is nearly always 
congemtal, or at least haS' developed before the power of speech is deter
mined. The omission of these two words, therefore, ought not to have 
affected the returns appreciably, but it will be seen later that it did. As 
compared with the statistics of insanity and leprosy, it is probable that the 
statlstirs of deaf-mutism are much more accurate in the sense that they 
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do not under-state to anything like the same extent the number of persons 
suffering from this infirmity. But they are probably much more inaccurate 
in the sense that they include a large number of persons who are not really 
deaf-mutes at all. On the one hand it is certain that many cases of senile 
deafness are shown under this head; and on the other there is reason to believe 
that a fair proportion of persons who were really suffering from insanity 
were euphemistically described as deaf-mutes. The Superintendent of 
Yeravda asylum pointed out in 1911 that India was the only country in 
the world where deaf-mutism was (apparently) more prevalent than 
insanity: in Bihar and Orissa at the present census the ratio is about 3 to 1 

The total number of deaf-mutes recorded in this province is 28,475, 
or 63 per 1UO,000 of the population. At the previous census the proportion 
had been 53 per 100,000, and the increase in this infirmity is much less 
marked than in any of the others. There have, however, been very pro
nounced variations in the different localities. The map shows that 
Champaran district still has the highest proportion of deaf-mutes, but here 
the number has fallen from 198 per 100,000 to 157. Mention has already 
been made of the fact that cretinism is found extensively in Champaran and 
other districts of North Bihar, particularly those comprised in the adminis 
trative division of Tirhut. In 1921 the four Tirhut districts between them 
furnished more than half the number of deaf-mutes recorded in the whole 
province, but this time they account for little over one-third. The fall is 
particularly marked in Saran, where the number per 100,000 has decreased 
from 85 to 46. Other localities which have shown striking decreases are 
Puri, Sambalpur, Singhbhum and the two small states of Seraikela and 
Kharsawan which adjoin Singhbhum. Gaya, Hazaribagh, Ranchi, the 
Santal Parganas, Manbhum and Balasore have all recorded very large 
increases, and in the two last-named districts the figures are extraordinary. 
The proportion 'of 'deaf-mutes in Manbhum has shot up from 34 to 89 and 
in Balasore from 12 to 114. It will be remembered that these were the two 
districts which also showed a startling growth in insanity, so the figures 
can hardly be explained on the assumption that there has been a wholesale 
t.ransference from one head to the other. It is only fair to point out that 
in both these districts the returns of deaf-mutism and insanity in 1921 were 
much lower than at the previous censuses, but even so the statistics now 
returned-partic~Jlarly from Balasore-are far in excess of anything tha i 
has gone before. 

The distribution of deaf-mutes by age and sex, as depicted in the 
following diagram, has several points of interest. -

Diagram showing the number of deaf-mutes per 100,000 at each age-period; 
1971 to 1981. 
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leprosy. This may probably be taken as an indication of the degree of 
disrepute attaching to the respective infirmities. The next point to notice 
is that, whereas the lines of 1931 and 1921 follow approximately the same 
course, the 19111inc is entirely different. Some part at least of the explana
tion of this is to be found in the modifi.t'G instructions to the census staff, viz., 
the omission after 1911 of the words from birth. Deaf-mutism is more or 
less a congenital defect, and persons suffering from this affiiction are short
lived. Consequently the maximum prevalence should be in the lowest 
age-period, and thereafter there should be a progressive decline. TIle fact 
that, in 1911 as well as in the subsequent years, the line starts so low down 
and mounts sharply until the age of about '20 is reached is conclusive proof 
that the statistics up to this point are quite untrustworthy. Deliberate 
concealment here is doubtless mingled with a despairing hope on the part 
of parents that their child may be suffering only from arrested development; 
though it is probable that even before the age of 20 cast's of acquired deafness 
have crept in to vitiate the returns. But at least we do fmd that in 1911 
the line, having started on its downward curve after that age, continues to 
drop steadily until the end. This does not orcur at the later censuses. 
There is indeed some tendency in the male line to fall between the ages of 
25 and 55, but from middle age the fall is much less pronounced than it 
should be, and the sharp upward move in the last two age-periods is wholly 
unrelated to the truth. In the female line there is practically no decline at 
all after the age of 30. 

8. Whatever may he the degree of accuracy or of inaccuracy achieved 
by the record of blindness, there is no reason to suppose that it is seriously 
vitiated by deliberate suppression of the facts. With the other three 
infirmities the motive for concealment may vary in 'intensity, but it is 
indubitably there; in the case of blindness it is almost entirely absent. 
There are doubtle~s many unintentional omiRsions, and on the other hand 
there are many persons shown as totally blind who are merely suffering 
from defective vision. Whether in the result the prevalence of this 
infirmity-viz. total blindness-is exaggerated or the reverse it would be 
difficult to say. But the violent fluctuations that may be produced by the 
imperfect observation or the erratic diagnosis of our friend the enumerator 
are fully brought out by the statistics recorded in this province at the last 
three censuses. In 1911 the number of blind persons per 100,000 of the 
total population was said to be 107; ten years later this figure dropped to· 
82; now it has soared again to 126. It is impossible to suppose that there 
has really been an increase of over 50 per cent in the incidence of blindness 
since 1921. Meanwhile, it is perIiaps relevant (or again it may not be 
relevant, but it is at least of interest) to note that, while there was such 
a marked fu'}l in the record of this province between ] 9] 1 and 1921, the 
proportion of blind persons in India as a whole rose during the same period 
from 142 to 152 per 100,000. 

A dry, hot climate and a dusty soil are conditions favourable to the 
prevnlent;e of blindness. The glaring sum;hine and the dUl:5t-laden winds 
of the hot weather quickly cause inflammation of the ryes; this, heing 
neglected or mishandled, will result in ull:eratioll and permanent injury. 
In Bihar proper one would therefore ('xpect to find many more blind persons 
than ill the rest of the province. The atmosphere of Orissa is damp; and 
Chota Nagpur, though drier even than Bihar, has hills and forests which 
intercept the flying clouds of dust. In actual fact we find that, so far 
as South Bihar is concerned, our expectations are fulfilled. Blindness is, 
and always has been, much more common here than in either Chota Nagpur 
or Orissa, hetween which there is little of choose. But for some reason 
which is not clear the districts of Bihar on the north side of the river are 
comparatively immune. In] 921 the proportion. of blind .persons in these 
districts, whIle much lower than in South Bihar, was very slightly in excess 
of the proport.ions recorded in the other two natural divisions. ~ow, 
owing to a big inrrease in Orissa. and Chot<l Nag-pur and a compnratively 
small one in ~orth Bihnr, the position is reven;ed. It will be Reen from 
the map in which the local distribut.ion of blindnef's is iUustrat{'d that 
Sh:;t~abad.ret~ins the unen~ial!le pre-eminence that it has always had among 
BrItIsh du,trwts, though It IS outdone by the small state of Athmallik. 
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Not a single district except Saran has recorded a decline in the proportion 
{)f blind persons, and increases of over 100 per cent .are recorded by 
Hazaribagh, Singhbhum, Manbhum and Balasore, But m all ~hese four 
.districts the 1921 figure was quite abnormally low, The persIstent re
.appearance of Manbhum and Bala,sore in this co~tex~ suggests t~at at the 
previous census the enumerators III these two dIstrIcts must either have 
been extremely unobservan~ or hav~ met with the most uncompromising 
refusal to answer embarrassmg questlOns. 

The distribution of blindness by age and sex may now be briefly 
.examined with the aid of the following diagram:-

Diagram showing the number of blind per 100,000 at each age-period: 
1911 to 1981. 
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It would seem that the number of persons born blind is relatively small. 
The proportion increases fairly gradually in both sexes up to the age of 45, 
.and thereafter. the upward curve is very. steep-and much steeper with 
females than WIth males. For the age-perlOd 60 and over the 1931 lines 
h~ve bee~ left in the air. It would require a diagram more than half as 
hIgh agam as the one above to enable the female line to terminate. "Gp to 
the age of 30 there are more blind males than blind females, but after that 
females predominate greatly. This is usually put down to the fact that 
women spend much of their lives in the smoky atmosphere of their houses, 
and are more reluctant to seek medical and surgical aid from the nearest 
dispensary when their eyes are affected. 
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9. The actual number of persons returned as lepers in Bihar and Orissa Leprosy . 
.at the present census was 22,794, which is equivalent to 54 persons in every 
100,000. In 1921 the number was 12,269, or 32 in every 100,000. It so 
happens that on the former occasion the proportion of lepers in this province 
was exactly the same as in the whole of India, and Sir Leonard Rogers 
,expressed the opinion at about that time that in actual fact there were at 
least five times as many lepers in India as were 8hown in the census returns, 
while Dr. E. Muir went still further and proposed to multiply the census 
figures by ten. The views of these eminent authorities on leprosy have since 
received striking confirmation from a number of surveys carried out in 
different parts of the country by doctors who had received special training 
in the diagnosis of this disease. In the year 1930 some 453 villages in Puri 
district, covering an area of 328 square miles, were surveyed in this manner, 
,and 72 per cent of the villages were found to be infected. The number of 
cases found in this area was 1,474, or no less than 1,344 per 100,000 of the 
total population. Now the census returns for these particular villages 
cannot be separately'extracted, but before the expert party started work 
there was a preliminary CenSll::3 taken by the local cha,ukidars, the results of 
which would probably correspond fairly closely with those recorded by the 
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?fdinary census staff, Th.e p~oportion of lepers detected in these villages 
III the course of the chaubdan census was 179 per 100,000; and it is note
worthy that for the whole of Pu..ri district the proportion recorded at the 
r~gular census in ~he fo~lowing year was 168_ In other words the experts 
dIscovered nearly eIght tImes as ~any lepers as the untrained agency, The 
r~s~lts of another s~rvey carned out in Muzaffarpur district were very 
slmllar, qut of 652 VIllages surveyed, 75 per cent were found to be infected. 
The chauk2dars detected 374 cases of leprosy in this area, and the doctors 
detected 2,455. One therefore feels a certain lack of confidence in drawing 
any conclusions from a detailed analysis of the census figures, 

The local distribution of lepers among the various districts, as illustrated 
in the accompanying map, follows very much the same lines as in 1921. 
T.h~ proportion in Orissa is more than twice as great as in any other natural 
dIvIsIOn; then comes the Chota Nagpur plateau, then South Bihar, and 
finally North Bihar. In other words the disease is most prevalent in the 
south of the province and becomes less and less common the further north 
one goes, This, however, is only true if we take the averages for large tracts 
of country tugether. The four Chota N agpur districts of Singhbhum, 
Ranchi, Hazaribagh and Palamau in the centre of the province comprise 
a solid block of territory which is far less affiicted with leprosy than any 
other block of comparable size, But the figure for the plateau as a whole 
is distorted by the concentration of many lepers in Manbhum and the Santal 
Parganas, and to a lesser degree in the Orissa states. In districts such as 
Manbhum, Puri, Cuttack, the Santal Parganas and Gaya there are leper 
asylums which contain a certain number of non-local inmates, but the foot
note below Subsidiary Table I at the end of this chapter will show that, if 
such persons are left out of aC0ount, the adjusted proportion of lepers 
enumerated in these particular districts will not be appreciably lower than 
the unadjusted figures, The fact is that, except at the pilgrim centres of 
Puri and Gaya, these asylums do not attract many lepers from a distance
and even at Puri and Gaya the attraction unfortunately is not t.he asylum, 

In each natural division of the province the proportion of lepers to the
total population shows an increase of more than 50 per cent over the 
proportion recorded in 1921. Among individual districts Saran is the only_ 
one to show a decline and the fact that the returns of deaf-mutism and 
blindness from this 'district are also much lower than before, while the 
increase in the case of insanity is very slight, lead~ one to suspect ~hat the 
record of infirmities in Sayan on the present oecaSlOn was not partIcularly 
successful. In Hazaribagh there has been an increase of several hundred 
per cent in the number of lepers, but this is only because the 1921 figure 
(50 persons out of Ii millions) was incredibly small. 

The diagram below shows how great is the disparity between the number
of male lepers gathered into the census net and the number of female lepers .. 

Diagram showing the number of lepers per 100,000 at each age-period: 
1911 to 1931. 
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For every 1,000 males there are only 369 females. It is doubtless a fact 
that men are more liable to develop this disease than women are, but the 
.extent to which this is true bears no relation to the disproportion exhihited 
in the census figures, which can only be due to systematic concealment. It is 
noticeable that up to the age of 15 there is not much difference between the 
numbers afflicted in each sex. The excess of males over females then becomes 
progressively greater at each age-period up to 50, after which there is 
a slight reaction. In both sexes the prevalence of leprosy among infants 
_and young children is extremely low; and, although suppression of the facts 
must again be taken into account here, it is probable that the number of 
,-congenital victimR iR not large. Among males the proportion of lepers at 
different ages ranges from :2 per 100,000 in the first five years of life to 229 
per 100,000 at the period 55 60. Persons suffering f['Om leprosy do not 
survive very long as a rule, and the fact that the proportion is so high in 
the advanced age-periods suggests that this disease is freqnently developed 
quite late in hfe. It will be remarked that at the previous cVensuses the 
downward curve of the line for both sexes began after the age-period 50- 55, 
'but on this occasion it does not start to fall until five years later: the decline 
then, however, is pronounced. Another point of interest that emerges from 
the diagram is that, among males, there iR no very marked differonce hetween 
the number of lepers recorded in 1911 and in 1931 until the age of 45 is 
-reached; among females, however, the t,vo line:s begin to di" erge noticeably 
from the age of 20. 

Some allusion had already been made to the leper asylums of the 
'province. They are eight in number; or, more correctly, there are six 
,asylums and two colonies. The places where they are located and the number 

of inmates enumerated in each on the 

Muzaffarpur 
Bhagalpur 
Gaya 
Purulia .. , 
Deoghar (S. P.) 
Saldaha (S. P.) 
Cuttack 
i)?uri 

Total 

Persons. Males. Females. night of the census are shown in the 

48 
138 
231 
69H 

60 
271 
108 

(\0 

.. 1,615 

42 
no 
162 
3M 

43 
155 

72 
45 

990 

5 marginal statement. Of the lepers 
28 enumerated in British territory, about 
59 8.4 per cent were accommodated in one 

338 h f h . .. b h' 17 or ot er 0 t esc mstltutlOns; ut t IS 

116 probably means that, of the trne number 
36 of lepers, only one in a hundred are 
15 accounted for in this way. The leper 

625 colony at Saldaha in the Santal Parganas 
has been started during the last decade. 

Like the large asylum at Purulia, it owes its existence to the enterprise of 
missions, and it is worthy of note that in these mission asylums there IS a v~ry 
high proportion of female patients. Apart from the asylums and colomcs, 
there were at the close of the decade 28 leprosy clinics in the province, which 
provided treatment for out-patients only. Leaving on Oile sid~ those ('as~s 
in which treatment was started and then discontinued (and theIr number IS 

very considerable), as many as 5,960 lepers in the province received Tf'gular 
.tre3tment during 1930 either as in-patients or as out-patients. 



176 CHAPTER VII.-SUBSlDIAR Y 'fABLES, 

r._'NUMBER AFFLlCTED PER 100,000 OF THE 'fOTAL POPULATION (FIVE CENSUSES). 

INSANE l 

\ 
DEAP"MUTES, 

DIS'flIOT A,N1) NATUBAL 
DIVISION. MlLles. }'ema,les. Males. Females. 

1031 1921 1911 1001 1891 1031 1921 1911 1901 1891 1931 1921 1911 1001 1891 1931 1921 1911 1901 1891 

1 2 . 3 4 5 ij 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 
\) 

BIHAR AND ORISSA ... 28 14 16 17 20 15 7 8 9 10 77 a6 90 95 139 49 40 55 56 78 

NORTH BIHAR ... ... 19 12 12 13 19 10 6 6 6 8 98 107 132 150 210 61 66 80 85 116 

Saran .•• ... .. . 18 16 16 16 22 7 7 7 8 7 59 105 127 135 195 33 65 70 67 129 
Champaran ... ... 18 24 9 9 21 9 14 4 B 7 188 236 20'; 275 434 125 155 130 173 23(> 
Mnzaffarpur ... ... 20 8 9 10 15 10 3 3 3 6 118 130 144 145 156 63 74 81 78 77 
Darbhanga. ... ... 25 12 11 9 12 11 5 5 5 5 98 83 121 117 155 61 60 70 62 7(} 
Bhagalpur ... ." 11 8 10 13 16 6 2 6 7 6 43 31 66 127 180 28 18 43 73 99 
Purnea ... ... 20 9 18 25 29 16 6 13 13 20 86 64 139 130 189 64 44 96 84 130 

SOUTH BlHA.R ... . .. 20 17 20 17 21 14 7 9 8 9 52 41 67 63 91 33 24 40 85 5()O 

Potna ... ... . .. 25 26 38 38 40 10 12 14 12 12 41 39 64 61 62 28 23 42 34 37 
(laya ... ... 17 11 13 12 18 19 6 9 6 B 65 37 57 49 104 41 22 37 26 66. 
Shahabad ... ... 28 15 16 12 28 19 10 7 5 8 69 51 59 54 136 39 26 30 27 402 
Monghyr ... ... 13 8 17 13 14 9 3 7 7 9 33 36 86 88 110 25 24 48 61 fl.(> 

OnsS.!. ... ." ... 43 22 2' 27 27 21 8 10 12 12 76 40 72 64 116 36 17 33 29 1Jt; 

Cuttaok ... ... 44 25 23 27 23 22 9 10 13 9 67 32 87 69 115 26 15 39 29 6:1. 
BalaBore ... ... 38 11 23 34 24 22 Ii 11 13 10 153 17 65 86 109 76 6 30 38 67 
Puri ... ... ... 43 26 27 28 41 20 7 8 14 19 41 78 51 60 124 10 34 23 21 sa-

CHOTA. N AGPUR PLA.TRA.U ... 38 11 15 18 17 18 7 9 11. 11 69 43 63 60 65 48 29 44 43 4()o 

Uazaribogh ... .. , 19 26 11 13 12 12 2 8 8 6 86 29 62 54 73 55 18 36 40 406. 
Ranchi ... ... 179(a) 26 20 21 } 26 

62 (a) 19 14 17 ) 16 
89 46 65 60 } 77 70 36 47 ~J 61 

P"lllmau ... ... 24 17 10 12 16 10 5 13 J 57 56 49 63 43 45 41 
Manbhum ... ... 30 7 10 24 27 19 6 13 14 16 106 43 86 83 90 71 26 60 408 62 
binghbhum ... ... 12 8 14 19 17 9 4 11 16 24 20 44 82 66 86 14 31 69 52 60 
Santal Parganas ... ... 19 7 14 17 12 11 5 7 11 8 63 28 72 82 49 44 18 50 69 28 
Angul ... .. , 9 8 4 16 23 3 Ii 3 3 8 58 65 69 66 101 41 33 40 49 44 
Sambalpur ... ... 17 15 19 16 . " 10 7 8 6 ... 33 76 63 57 ... 23 54 60 41 .., 
Orissa i:it"tes ... 2t 10 15 18 ... 13 6 7 I} ... 65 43 51 40 ... 45 27 33 26 .., 
Chota N agpnr States ... 15 4 8 10 ... 6 9 3 7 ... 13 47 46 63 '" 7 36 36 36 . .. 

(a) If those inmates of the Mental Hospitals at Ranchi who were born outside the district be left out of account, the figures for 1931 would be ,- Mal68, 42; Femalu. 26. 

DISrBIOr .um N.ol'l'17.U.L 
DIVISION. 

BLIND, 

Males. Females. 

19~1 1921 1911 1901 1891 1931 1921 1911 1901 1891 

22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 

L:EPEllS, 

Males. Females, 

1931 1921 1911 1901 1891 1931 19a! 1911 1901 1891 

32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 41 

BIHAR AND ORISSA- 121 82 111 112 122 131 82 104 104 123 
concluded. 

79 018 71 76 82 29 17 23 24 26 

NORTH BmA.R 

Saran ... 
Champaran 
Mnzaffarpur 
Darbhanga 
Bhagolpur 
Purnea 

BourH Bmu 

P.tna ... 
Gaya ... 
Shahobad 
Monghyr 

OltIBS.A. ~ •• 

Cnttack 
Bolasore 
l'~ri ... 

CHOl'.!. 1'1 AGP17R PLA.TEAU 

Hazaribag h ... 
Ranchi .. . 
Palaman .. . 
Manbhum .. . 
Singbbhnm ... 
Santal Parganas ... 
Angul .. . 
Sambalpur .. . 
Orissa States .. . 
Chota N agpnr States' 

98 

80 
110 
128 
121 

66 
69 

76 1Q2 105 121 94 

96 
95 
80 
89 
40 
51 

132 
83 
92 

118 
91 
88 

127 
94 

102 
101 
112 

90 

178 76 
114 117 
105 116 

98 112 
137 68 
93 59 

72 

91 
92 
64 
84 
48 
45 

84 

103 
78 
69 
91 
77 
84. 

86 112 46 

100 
86 
68 
81 
96 
85 

148 30 
103 52 
97 62(b) 
83 44 

128 52 
115 31 

In 
37 
31 
26 
25 
27 
20 

48 

64 
37 
43 
40 
50 
56 

47 

49 
33 
47 
33 
liB 
70 

65 

85 
53 
52 
41 
70 
94 

7 

4 
8 

6(b) 
6 

12 
8 

... 177 116 171 162 170 201 126 162 151 175 66 40 74 77 95 14 

134 
226 
24'1 
107 

117 
122 
105 

04 

186 
163 
193 
144 

187 
145 
181 
141 

173 171 
152 257 
329 282 
161 97 

122 
137 
190 
59 

172 
159 
187 
138 

194 
138 
152 
130 

181 54 
161 120(b) 
198 47 
159 36 

34. 
71 
28 
23 

64 
105 
52 
68 

77 
102 

57 
73 

69 7 
127 30(b) 
130 8 
103 7 

6 

6 
6 
4 
6 
8 
7 

9 

9 
5 
4 
6 

17 
17 

9 13 

6 
16 
7 
7 

11 
19 
8 

12 

10 

7 
4 

10 
4 

16 
21 

9 
16 
9 

13 

1:1 

10 
10 

I> 
7 

2& 
as 

1~ 
27 
13 
2'1 

... 117 71 92 82 89 99 53 69 68 93 200 129 159 170 168 65 35 48 49 59-

4S 
59 
81 

133 
79 

120 

84 
36 
81 

107 
63 
£4 

." 113 70 91 

'" 104 
... 146 
... 198 
... 165 
... 69 
... 08 
... ,,93 
... 83 
... 113 
... 28 

43 
B6 

138 
70 
29 
64 
02 
74 

'74 
42 

100 
100 

05 
150 
55 
88 
96 
83 
69 
S9 

97 
43 
89 

891U3 62 72 
117 93 

59 
34 
60 

80 
56 
61 

73 
44 
63 

95 184( b) 132 
60 182 103 

119 260(b) 148 

97 • 88 138 78 102 109 101 88 50 

94 85 
122} 148 
140 
148 
67 

105 
96 
79 
65 
80 

145 
74 
42 

123 

116 
176 
234 
223 
60 
85 
86 

117 
134 
48 

49 
97 

158 
80 
40 
60 
86 

100 
76 
60 

93 
109 
115 
212 
63 
07 
90 

113 
67 
37 

90 
141 1 
145 ) 
205 
81 

123 
95 
84 
65 
67 

100 

148 

190 
89 
46 

127 

22 
26 
31 

200(bl 
19 

131 (b) 
55 
59 

101 
19 

4 
10 
18 

101 
10 
87 
50 
48 
58 
1 

148 
159 
180 

153 
187 
185 

128 57 (b) 
185 60 
229 80 (b) 

33 
27 
47 

43 
45 
60 

66 75 51 50 80 37 

16 
13 
13 

158 
30 

100 
84 
60 
64 
12 

15 
35 
23 

186 
47 

123 
77 
37 
64 
23 

20 

} 37 

107 
48 
57 
73 

10 
12 
22 

133(b) 
14 

70(b) 
19 
35 
53 
13 

3 
5 

16 
85 
6 

41 
16 
25 
30 

8 

7 
10 
14 

106 
17 
47 
35 

~: \ 
3 

44 
53 
58 

40 "I 

9 
13 
18 

120 
32 
60 
89 
29 
3a 
17 

13 

} 20 
139 
24 
25 
38 

(b) If inmates of leper asylu,ns anel 'l)lonies. I>orn outside the district in which they were enumerated, be left out of account, thc 1931 figures would be modified as follows:

Males. Females. 

}I uzaffllrpur 
Gaya ... 
Cutt.ck ... 
Purl ... 
.Manbhum .. 
Santa] Pargal1llS 

60 
112 
181 
24~ 
193 
123 

5 
25 
56 
83 

130 
65 
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II.-(a) NlIMBER AFFLICTED PER 100,000 

(b) ~'EMA.LES AFFLICTED PER 1,000 MALES 
} AT C"R'rAIN AGE-PERIODS, 

NUMBER AFFLIOTED PER 100,000. 
NUMBER OF FEMALES A.FFLIOTED PER 1,000 MALES. 

AGE. Insane, Deaf-mute. Blind. 

Males. Females. Insane. Deaf-mute. 

J 
Males. Females. 1I1ales. Females. 

---C --I--'""2,----'"C3O----4.,..---~·------C6O-----=--

Lepers. I 
Males. ~'emales , _ 

11 

ALL AGES 

0-5 ." 
5--10 .. . 

10-15 .. . 
15-30 .. . 
20-25 .. . 

35-30 .. . 
30-35 .. . 
35-40 ... 
40-45 ... 
45-50 ... 

50-55 ... 
55-60 ... 
60 and over 

I 

... 1 

.. , J 

... 1 

28 15 

2 1 
8 5 

13 8 
34 13 
27 14 

39 
45 
53 
56 
54 

5& 
45 
56 

18 
31 
26 
27 
30 

32 
30 
28 

77 49 

H4 27 
77 51 
91 61 

103 R2 
100 54 

86 
77 
73 
75 
69 

65 
7q 

1')0 

49 
49 
47 
46 
46 

45 
50 
57 

121 131 

41 29 
65 44 
75 51 
87 61 
80 65 

85 
87 

113 
136 
189 

32~ 
375 
810 

81 
04 

130 
154 
228 

283 
505 
94, 

79 29 I 

2 2 
7 5 

11 11 
42 25 
56 26 

90 
116 
163 
192 
319 

226 
229 
208 

31 
38 
53 
60 
70 

73 
74 
63 

I 
533 

588 
546 
5tJO 
572 
567 

491 
458 
493 
481 
528 

596 
746 
620 

------------------~-~---~ ~ ~ 

640 

831 
612 
606 
637 
594 

594 
648 
644 
603 
632 

685 
766 
711 

Blind. 

12 

1,090 

739 
~23 
602 
730 
795 

994 
1,097 
1,151 
1,122 
1,150 

1,329 
1,511 
1,456 

IlL-DISTRIBUTION BY AGE OF 10,000 INFIRM :P~RSO~S OF EACH SEX (THREE CE~SUSES). 

r,rsANE. DEAF-MUTE, 

AGE, 

1931, 

::Utlles, 

1921. 1911. 1931. 

Female •• 

1921, 1911. 1931. 

Males. 

1921. 

-r 
1911, 1931, 

Females, 

1921. 

Lepers, 

13 

1911. 

369 

012 
668 
678 
623 
506 

356 
329 
321 
311 
304 

317 
363 
380 

1 3 4 -;----"6-----;;7-- --,-------,9---~10--· -11,-----;17.~-----c1;-;3;---

ALL AGES 

0-5 .. . 
5-10 .. . 

10-15 ... 
15-30 ... 
30-25 ... 

25-30 .. . 
30-35 .. . 
35-40 .. 
40-45 ... 
45-50 ... 

50-55 .. 
55--60 ... 
60 and over 

AGB. 

ALL AGES 

0-5 ,., 
5-10 ... 

10-15 ,., 
15-20 ." 
20-25 ... 

25-30 ... 
30-35 .• , 
35-40 .. . 
40-45 .. . 
45-50 ... 

50-55 ... 
55-GO ." 
60 and over 

::: I 
"'J ... 

10,000 

115 
407 
554 
708 
833 

1,208 
1,332 
1,223 
1,110 

822 

6&4 
354 
700 

1931, 

14 

10,000 

566 
761 
760 
600 
627 

609 
579 
598 
610 
672 

629 
683 

2,367 

10,000 10,000 

164 80 
835 437 
681 754 
078 807 
823 937 

1,134 
1,4ry7 
1,033 
1,049 

749 

tin 
312 
764 

1,247 
1,584 
1,120,1 
1,010 

657 

10,000 

127 
417 
582 
760 
888 

1,114 
1,145 
1,129 
1,002 

hI;) 

710 
496 
~15 

BLIND, 

Males. 

10,000 

218 
511 
766 
796 

1,021 

961 
1,051 

991 
I,Ot)r, 

60b 

Females, 

10,000 110,000 

90 658 
483 1,406 
863 1,449 
882 l,ll2 

1,017 1,110 

979 
1,056 

863 
1,017 

5bll 

747 ! 
3jlU I 

1~114 l 

972 
803 
fl09 
039 
389 

211fj 
209 
459 

10,000 

341 
1,258 
1,492 
1,095 

955 

995 
895 
tJ94 
632 
.129 

ar.2 
1£:i 
657 

JI{"les. 

1921. 

15 

1911, 1 1011. 1921. !VII. I 1931. 1921. 

10.000 

401 
803 
869 
616 
611 

64~ 
696 
636 
680 
510 

717 
369 

2,441 

16 1--17.----,.,lb,-----1;-;9---
1
--2il'---21 

10,000 

479 
862 
842 
636 
896 

764 
755 
570 ' 
64~ , 
472 

603 
367 

2,225 

10,000 

343 
434 
420 
402 
457 

555 
583 
6a2 
tJ38 
709 

700 
948 

3,170 

10,000 

288 
fi21 
456 
377 
440 

534 
655 
577 
739 
497 

809 
562 

3,605 

10,000 

331 
621 
483 
483 
407 

639 
688 
667 
709 
541 

81I 
443 

3,288 

10,000 

41 
12(1 
21B 
446 
605 

984 
1,175 
1,329 
1,342 
1,194 

H6S 
641 
930 

10,000 

95 
132 
316 
452 
G08 

894 
1,325 
1,297 
1,430 

947 

1,030 
452 

1,022 

. 10,000 

449 
1.558 
1,642 
1,272 
1,121 

1,160 
~09 
556

1 

4GS 
268 

22ii 'I 

11)0 
31,2 I 

10,000 

855 
1,346 
1,373 
1,107 
1,030 

903 
814 
613 
508 
386 

305 
251 
510 

LEPERS. 

1011, 1031, 

22-- --23-

10,000 

27 
80 

243 
411 
613 

929 
1,197 
1,279 
1,530 
1,039 

1,123 
427 

1,102 

10,000 

101 
233 
400 
753 
830 

948 
1,048 
1,155 
1,131 

083 

830 
630 
958 

10,000 

473 
1,365 
1,405 
1,017 

859 

857 
873 
574 
596 
400 

391 
1,,8 

1,003 

Females. 

1921. 

24 

10,000 

138 
264 
566 
707 
740 

965 
1,270 
1,072 
1,321 

761 

821 
332 

1,043 

10,000 

558 
1,572 
1,596 
1,254. 
1,151 

1,036 
800 
487 
483 
264 

290 
118 
391 

1911, 

25 

10,000 

93 
200 
477 
775 
784 

959 
1,208 

981 
1,252 

762 

1,019 
355 

1,135 



Be{e~nce tq 
statistIcs. 

Nature of tJ;l.e 
enquIry. 

CHAPTJ;B YI, I.-Ocpup'!tiql). 

SECTION I.-General Survey. 
~t-l ~'t'" 

. The m~in stati~ti9~ of o.9~mpatio!l ar~ cOJ,ltained in lmperial Taple X, 
whll"h comnsts f)f two parts. Part 1 shows the total number of persons in 
the province. following each occupation, the figures for British territory an<! 
!,eudato.ry Stat~s b~i~g given. serarately. Part I~ ~ives similar information 
III detaIl for IllqJvIdual dIstrIcts, states and cItIes, but does not include 
occ\lpations which" are numerically unimportant. Despite sucih omissions, 
the second part of the table runs to nearly 800 column~ and covers 33 pages 
of closely printed matter. Imperial Ta"9le XI deals with the occ~pations 
of selected Icastes. These are the only two occupational tables which hav~ 
been compiled at the present census. In 1921 there were further tables. 
showing occupations by re\igion, the subslqiary occupations of agriculturists, 
and so forth-not to mention a long and complicated table setting forth the 
results bf a spedal industrial census. Considera:ticms of economy were 
respo:r:sible for the omission to tabulate corresponding figures on this. 
occaSIOn. 

At the end of this chapter the following subsidiary tables will be 
found:-

I.-General distribution by occupation. 

II.-Distribution by occupational sub-classes in natural divisions 
and districts. 

lIt.-Occupations of females. 

IV.-Selected occupations, H131 and 192+. 

V .-N umber of persons employed on railways and in the postal and 
irrigation departments. 

VI.-Occupations of selected castes. 

VII.-Unemployment of educated persons. 

2. The nature of the enquiry into occupation has varied considerably 
from census to census. In 1881 nothing was recorded save the occupation 
of actual workers. Ten y~ars later it was decided to record the means pf 
subsistence rather than occupation, and workers and dependants were 
included without distinction. In 1901 the two methods were combined; 
workers were distinguished from dependants, and in the case of the latter 
the princIpal occupation of the person by whom they were supported was 
entered in the schedule. This practice was maintained without substantial 
change at the censuses of 1911 and 1921. But on the present occasion there 
has once more been an important modification, involving to some extent 
a reversion to the original procedure of 1881. No attempt has been made to 
record the means of subsistence of the non-working population. Workers, 
however, have been divided into two categories, (1) earners, and (2) working 
dependants, the significance of which tertns will presently be discussed. The 
change thus introduced has one obvious advantage, in that it greatly reduces 
the labour_of sorting and classifying the returns. All entries relating to 
non-working dependants, who number more than half the total populatIOn.,.. 
are SImply put on one"sj..de and call for no further scrutiny. On t~e oth~J! 
hand, it is no longer possibie to say exactly how many person~ derIve th~H 
support, or means of subsistence, from any particular occupatIOn. As WIll 
be seen later, however, there is no great difficulty about arriving at an 
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~pproximate estimate in such raseR, and for practical purposes this 
estimate is likely to be almost, if not quite, as reliable as the supposedly 
exact figures previously exhihited. It was observed in the last all-India 
censns report that, while it is undoubtedly dC'sirable to know how 
many workers and how many nOll-workers there are in the population as 
a whole, the value of this information when taken out into particular 
occupations iF; more doubtful. Where two or more male memhf'rs of a family 
follow different punmits, difficulty must always arise in deeidillg what is the 
means of subsistence of the women and children, and the same difficulty is 
present when the family contains only one earner whose income is derived 
from more than one source. Again, a boy who earns a few [lIlIlaS monthly 
.as a cowherd is not shown as being dependant on his fathC'r's occupation at 
.all, whereas a woman who labours most of the day over domestic duties will 
be shown as deriving her means of subsistence from coal-mining, public 
.administration, or whatever her husband's work may be. Professions 
peculiar to men will ordinarily support a much larger number of persons 
than profesRionR in which women and children engage, for the latter are 
seldom credited with supporting anybody but themselvcs. 

Four columns in the census schrdules werE' spt asidr for til" return (if 
occupation. J n co1umn [I e\'ery perRon W[lS described as eithel' an ., earrWl' " 
or a " dependant". An earner was defined as one who .. help~ to augment 
the /umil) '8 income by permanellt aUlI regular wOi'k for which 11 return is 
obtained in cash or in kind". Thus it was laid down by way of illustrati.on 
that a woman who looks after the house and cooks the food is not an carner 
but a dependant; but one who habitually colleds and sells firewood or row
dung is thereby adding to the family income and should be shown as an 
earner. A boy who helps his father in the fields or tends his father's cattle 
is a dependant; but one who receives wages, in money or otherwise, for look
ing after somebody else'R cattle is entitled to regard himself aR an earner. 
Boys at school or college are dependants unless they are in receipt of 
a scholarship or stipend. On the other hand, pensioners and persons in 
receipt of unearned increment, house rent, etc., are classed as earners. In 
column 10 the principal occupation of earners had to be entered, and in 
column 11 their subsidiary occupation, if any. The latter column was also 
charged with the function of recording the occupation of working dependants .. 
A working dependant is one who ,. assists in the work of the family and 
contributes to its support without actually earning wages ". Only the mos~t 
important occupation of such a person was to be entered in the schedure.
Column 12 was designed to secure a return of persons employed in " organized 
industries ", but the information collected in this column was not actualJy 
tabulated. A further reference will be made to this matter later. 

3. It is agreed without a single dissentient voire that the occupational Difficulties of 
returns were more complicated, and gave infinitely more trouble, than any the occupational 
other part of the operations. Apart from the infirmity statistics, which are census. 
to a large extent vitiated by deliberate concealment and mis-statement, it is 
probable that the statistics of orrupation are 1ess arcurate than any others. 
Previous census reports have borne testimony to the difficulties encountered 
in resolving subtle distinctions between workers and dependants; still more 
complicated was the present task of drawing the line (or lines) between 
earners, working dependants and non-working dependants. At what stage 
does the average boy or girl in a cultivator's household begin to " contribute 
to the support of the family" 1 As a rough and ready means of cutting this 
particular knot, it was ruled that after the age of ten, if they actually did 
any kind of work in the fields, etc., they should be regarded as rendering 
material assistance toward", the family'8 upkeep. A8 regards women, the 
position was still more obscure. It was at first prescribed that a woman who 
keeps house for her husband is a working dependant, and an entry of ., house-
keeping" should br made in column 11 for all such persons. But as there 
are few wives (or, for that matter, daughters either) who do not employ 
the.ltllselvcs in this way, there was found to be littk variety in the returns of 
female occupatioll, and it wa:::; apprehended. that information of real i.nterest 
and value in regard to other work performed by women during the intervals 
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in their domestic duties would be crowded out of the schedules. "House'
keeping " was therefore barred altogether-with the result that the number 
of working dependants underwent a sudden slump and the great majority 
of women were included among those who had no occupation at all. The 
joint family system was another fertile source of perplexity in classifying
the working and non-working population. 

The instructio]ls issued to the enumeration staff laid stress on the 
importance of describing each occupation precisely, and of avoiding such 
vague and indefinite terms as naukari, majd-uri, kirani, dukandari and the 
like. In the case of service, for example. it was necessary not only to 
distinguish between Government service, service in a shop, etc., but also to' 
particularize the Government department, the shop-keeper's business, and 
so on. Agriculturists had to be returned specifically as non-cultivating
owners, cultivating owners, cultivating tenants or field labourers. It cannot 
be said that these and similar instructions were always carried out. Under 
the hea~ " insufficiently described occupations" no less than 1,174,390 
persons (mostly labourers) have been brought to account. So long as the' 
task of filling in the schedules is entrusted to the present agency and their 
work is not supervised by a responsible, paid staff in far greater detail than 
is possible under the present system, it is doubtful whether much improve
ment can be looked for in this matter. 

But it would be unfair to lay at the door of the humble enumerator alI 
the defects and inaccuracies which characterize the occupation tables. After 
the columns in the schedule had been filled up, the difficulties were scarcely 
half over. The next stage was the copying out on to separate " slips" of 
the entries relating to each individual, and the copyist, whose pay depended 
on the number of slips he could turn out daily, was not likely to appreciate
lengthy and involved entries relating to occupation. It required close super
vision to ensure that these entries were not curtailed or mutilated in the
course of transcription. Then came the sorting of the slips, a complicated 
and difficult process as far as the occupation tables were concerned, and one 
in whil'n_ the system of piece-rate remuneration was once more conduciye 
to impetuosity rather than discriminating care. Finally came the classifica
tion of the entries under their appropriate heads, and the task of posting 
and compiling the results in voluminous intermediate registers before they 
were ready to issue in their final form in Imperial Table X. 

4. The scheme of classification adopted on the present occasion differs 
but little from that used at the last census. In 1881 the English scheme had 
been taken over with a few minor modifications, but it proved unsuitable to' 
Indian conditions, and an entirely new scheme was devised and substituted 
in 1891, which included in all 478 groups. This scheme was overhauled and 
amplified in 1901, with the result that the number of groups rose to 520. 
Experience, however, showed that such an elaborate classification was not. 
really required by Indian conditions, and was moreover apt to be misleading_ 
Accordingly, a complete revision took place in 1911, and a practically new 
scheme based on a system devised by Dr. Jacques Bertillon and approved 
by the International Statistical Institute was introduced, consisting of four
classes, twelve sub-olasses, fifty-five orders and 169 groups. With 'minor
variations this scheme, although it has been subjected to a considerable 
amount of criticism, has held the field since. The number of groups, 
however, now stands at 195. At the end 'of this chapter the complete scheme 
is reproduced. 

5. To assist in the correct classification of the various entries made ill 
the sohedules~ an elaborate alphabetical index of occupations was prepared 
and/circulated by t:Q.e C~nsus Commissioner. This list was in English, but. 
supplementary lists or -transliterated vernacular words were also compiled in 
the provincial office, and these included local terms which were not likely to 
find place in the all-India index. A brief explanation may be given here of 
the general prinoiples on which occupations were olassified. The work on 
which a person is engaged may. usually be regarded from two points of view, 
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the personal and the economic. Thus, a clerk may be employed in a 
Government office or in a landlord's cutchery or in a goods shed at a railway 
station or in a hundred other different kinds of office His personal 
occupation is in every case that of a clerk: and for certain purposes that is 
the important fact; from the point of view of public health, for instance, 
or for calculating a man's expectation of life his personal occupation is of 
greater importance than the nature of the office or business in which he 
works. But, where the object is to obtain a general synopsis of the economic 
distribution of the population or to ascertain the number of persons 
dependant on a particular industry, it is the natllre of the office or business 
that primarily matters; the clerks in the office of the Tata Iron and Steel 
Company tit Jam'lhedpur arc ,>upported hy thc iron and Rteel indu~try no 
less than the furnace helpers or the general manager. The entries in 
cGlumns ]f) and 11 were supposed to indicate both personal occupation and 
industry, but in classification the latter was followed as far as possihle: 
derks, contractors, coolies, mechanics, managers and so forth were allocated 
to their proper industries, and order 53 (general terms which do not 
indicate a definite occupation) was ca]]ed into use only when the entry in 
the schedule was too vague to admit of such allocation The following note 
explains the other main principles of classification:-

(1) Whore a persoll Loth m,lkes and sell':>. he IS cla'lSlfied under the manufactunng 
or mdu'ltnal head, the commercIal one bemg re'lerved for trade pure and 
sUDple. 011 the 'kLme prmciple, where J, person extracts some substance 
(such as saltpetre) from the ground and also refines It, he is shown under 
the mmmg and not under the mdustnal head. 

{2) Industnal and tradmg occupatlOus are dIVIded mto two main categones :-

(a) those where the occupatlOn IS classIfied according to the materml 
worked in, and 

(ll) those where it IS classIfied accordmg to the use it serves. 

OrdmanJy, the first category IS rcsen ed for the manufdcture or sale of 
artIcles the nse of willch Ib not finttlly de:ermmed, bnt It also mclndee; that 
of specIfied articles for ",hlCh thf're Ib no appropnate hf>ad m the second 
category. Thus, whIle shoe-makmg (group 82) IS clase;f'o wlth other 
mdnstnes of dress and tOIlet, the manufacture of certam leather artICles 
such as water-bags, baddlery, etc, would fall wlthm group 51, " workmg 
In leather ". 

(3) As a general rule, wherever a man's personal occupatlOn IS one whICh mvolveg 
qptx'lal trammg, e g. th,lt of a doctor, engmeer, surveyor, etc., he 1" 

c]d<,,,ed unlier tLe hedd n''leived [or thclt occupatIOn. ThuQ a railway 
doctor is bhown as a doctor .md not l),<, ,t ra llwll) employee. Only thore 
Government ..,erV,1nts are bho", n m group 139 (Rervice of the State) who 
are engaged m general adlllllllstration. Officers of the medIcal, irrigation, 
form,t, post office and other SImIlar 'lerVlCeS are classed under the special 
heads provIded for these occupatwns. 

6. In 1901. a~ att~mpt had heen made,. on the b~sis of the entries in the Abol'tlve Gensu$: 
schedu~es, to ~IstmgUlsh between workers m factOrIes and those engaged in ~f organized 
hand rnduRtrres. The attempt was unsuccessful, but at the following mdustrles. 
census a sepa~ate return waR pre~cribed for factories, mines, tea-gardens 
and other SImIlar concerns employmg not less than 20 persons, and in 1921 
this return was amplified in variouR particulars and extended to all 
establishments "wherein or within the precinct"} of which ten or more 
persons are employed on separate remuneration in any process for making, 
repairing, ornamenting, finishing or otherwise adapting for use. for 
transport or for sale any artic1e or part of an article". Industries which 
were "carried on hy members of a household in their joint interest with less 
than ten hired labourers" were excluded from the enquiry. On all 
industrial establishments covered by this definition two forms were served 
containing various questions relative to the nature of the business, th~ 
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Rwnership, the ,supervising" technic~l and clerical staff, the labour -force 
(Doth skilled ahd unskilled), ~lie number and nature of the power-engines in 
~lse, etc., etc. These forms were filled up by the agents or managers and 
thereafter returned to the census office, tlie information thus obtained. being 
exhibited in Imperial Table XXII of the 1921 report. On the present 
occasion no separate form was preseribed, but, as previously mentioned, 
an extra column was inserted in the general schedule. The instructions 
were that an entry was to be made in this column for all persons who" are 
employed by other persons or by a . company or firm and who are paid wages 
for the work they do and who work in company with others similarly p.aid "" 
Thus, for a carpenter employed by a furniture manufactory an ~ntry of 
" fu,rniture-making " was requ~red in this column, while it would remain 
blank in the case of a jobbing carpenter :worl}:i~g fot hi~ own beneflt. 
Agricultural labourers were oniy to be entered thereih , wnen they' \vefe 
employed "in some special branch of agriculture such as dairy-farming, or 
by some person or company practising agricUlture on a very large scale". 
;No minimum number of employees was prescribed, and it was even held 
that three. persons-an owner or manager and two paid ,workers-might be 
sufficient to constitute an " organized industry" for the purpose of this 
enquiry. It proved to be quite impossible to explain to the ordinary 
enumerator how to deal with column 12. Many questions were posed which 
the District Census Officers (and, it may be added, the Provincial Superin
tendent) found it impossible to answer satisfactorily, but apart from such 
border-line cases the general idea was never properly grasped. One village 
wit provided a little welcome relief by entering" sleep" as the industry in 
which an infant aged a few months was enga~ed, but there were few other 
redeeming factors about this particular enquIry. From its very nature it 
would not of course have been possible to specify the number or size of the 
various industrial esta:blishmeIl:ts, but the form below will indicate the 
nature of the information which it was hoped to obtain. 

Total popula- r 
tion _ 

Directional, supervising and clerical staff. 

engaged. 
Industry. Managers. 

Supervising 
and 

technical. 

P. M. F. Indian. Other. Indian. Other. 

1 r;:-~-4 I 5 6 7 8 

Olerical. 

Indian. Other. 

M. F. 

9 10 111 

Welfare doct9Ts, 
compounders, 

school masters. 

Indian. Other. 

12 13 

Operatives. 

Adult Imma. 
Jure" 

M. F. M.F. 

I 
;14 15 13 17 

In the end this particular table was one of those abandoned at the 
dictates of financial stringency. So far as this province is concerned, 
1 am convinced that the tabulation of the results would in any case have been 
devoid of any value. As it was, the insertion of this column merely served 
to vitiate the ordinary returns of occupati0Il:.' Column.s 10 and 11 of the 
general schedule/ which should each have been ?elf-c<;m~amed, had. to be read 
in conjunction wlth column 12 before they were mtelhglble, and thIS rendered 
the task of the sorters much more complicated. 1\!oreover, in the cas~ of 
~ person W{lO had two occu~ations, it was sometimes imposs~bl~ to say whet:tier 
tIre I'eparate "industrial ' e~try had :r;ef,erence to the'1?rIQclpal_ occupatIOn 
or the subsidiary one. Certam doubts were expressed m 1921 whether the 
procedure of carrying out a special industrial census in conjunction with the 
general operations was altogether s~tisf.actory. Those doubts mayor may 
not have"been well-founded, but I thmk It may safely be asserted that under 
present conditio~ ~he genera~ schedule .wi~l nev.er be us~d succ~ssfully as a 
~ediull1 for obtamlItg the hIghly speCIalIzed mformatlOn whICh such an 
enqttiry demands. 

7. It has been explained that, where an earner has more than one 
means of livelihood, his subsidiary occupation'is recorded in a separate 
column of the schedule; should he have two or more subsidiary occupations, 
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the most important only is recorded. No high standard of accuracy is 
claimed for the entries in this column. For one thing, a blank entry may 
mean either that the person concerned has only one means of livelihood or 
that the enumerator has not bothered to enquire about a second, and a 
supervising officer can seldom find out which of these alternatives is true. 
Even when the enumerator is not guilty of actual slackness, he may often 
be genuinely puzzled to decide whether some minor avocation, which perhaps 
serves to eke out the principal business in which a man is engaged, is 
sufficiently prodllctive to be regarded as a cenSllS occupation; still more 
I)l1zzling it sometimes is to deeide which of two or three subsidiary occupa
tions is the mORt important. Nevertheless, for what they are worth, 
complete statistics have heen shown in Table X of persons following each 
occupation as a subsidiary means of livelihood, so that it is now possible 
to state the total number of persons engaged in any particular occupation, 
whether as earners (principal or subsidiary) or as working dependants. 
This represents a departure from the procedure followed in 1921, when 
figures were not tabulated for the subsidiary occupations of workers except 
in cases where agricnltllre was one of the two pursuits followed. 

The total number of persons returned at the present census as having 
a subsidiary occupation was 1,829,465. This is to say that one earner out 
of nine has a second string to his bow. It is probable that the proportion 
is really higher than this. In 1921 there were as many as 2,48] ,500 workers 
who combined agriculture with some other pursuit, apart from dual 
occupations in which agriculture did not figure at all. Tn the vast majority 
of cases. where there are two means of livelihood, agriculture will be one 
of them; but there are various other combinations which by nature and 
custom. have come to be a special feature of Indian mufassil life, such as 
money-lending and grain-dealing, fishing and boat-keeping, sheep-breeding 
and blanket-weaving, cattle-breeding and dairy-farming. 

Another point worthy of notice in this connexion is the difficulty 
experienced in deciding which of two occupations should be recorded as the 
princi palone and which the subsidiary. The instructions issued were that 
a rnaIT's principal occupation is " that on which he relies mainly for his 
s11pport and from which he gets the major part of his income" . In actual 
practice, however, it is not to be supposed that there was any very careful 
scrutiny of domestic accounts (where such things existed) to decide the 
superior claim of two rival occupations. The more general rule was to be 
guided by the nature of the occupations rather than by their productivity, 
and precedence was given to the one which was more dignified. The 
notorious eagerness of the average Indian to be associated in some way with 
the soil led in many cases to the automatic return of agriculture as the 
principal occupation. Thus, in 1921, out of the 2,481.500 workers who 
,ver.e recorded as being partially agriculturists, cultivation was shown as 
the principal occupation of 2,161,500 and as the subsidiary occupation of 
only 320.000. The ratio, be it noted, is nearly 7 to 1, which is considerably 
higher than that of agriculturists pure and simple to the rest of the popUla
tion. At the present census the tendency just remarked seems to have been 
mnch less general In spite of a large fall in the total number of dual 
occupations, agriculture was returned as the subsidiary means of livelihood 
of 721,617 persons, or more than double the number recorded ten years ago. 
Particulars of the cases in which agriculture was returned as the principal 
of two occupations are not available. but, allowing for combinations in which 
it does not figure at all, the total numher ('annot have been much in cxc("ss 
of 750,000. None the less it is important to bear this factor in mind when 
c0nsidering the proportion of the working (or total') population which is 
dependant for its support on industry, trade, public administration and the 
like. In analysing the figures for this purpose, it is customary to leave 
sllbsidiary occupations out of account and to base the calculations entirely 
on the principal means of livelihood, but it will appear later on that such 
9alculations are apt to be misl~ading. 
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8. The following statement shows the distribution of the working and 
non-working popul~tion at each of the last two censuses :-

PERSONS. MALES FEMALES. 

Actual No. per Actual No. per Actual No. per 
number. mille. number. mille. number. mille. 

1931. 

Total population 42,329,583 1,000 21,082,560 1,000 21,247~023 1,000 

Earners 16,911,148 399 11,933,820 566 4,977,328 234 

Working dependants 699,023 17 305,133 14 393,890 19 

Non-working dependants 24,719,412 584 8,843,607 420 15,875,805 747 

1921. 

Total population 37,961,658 1,000 18,710,052 1,000 19,251,806 1,000 

Actual workers 18,756,913 494 12,007,073 642 6,749,840 351 

Dependants 19,204,945 506 6,702,979 358 12,501,966 649 

If the earners plus working dependants of 1931 are taken to correspond 
roughly to the actual workers of 1921, it will be seen that there has been 
a heavy fall in the ranks of the workers, who now represent only 416 per 
mille of the total pDpulation as against 494 per mille formerly. The fall 
has been much more marked among females than among males. It is 
common to almost every important group of ocoupations. No economic 
explanation can be offered, and it is almost certain that the true reason 
consists in the fresh instructions issued for the classification of " earners " , 
" working dependants " and so on. The tests laid down to enable a person 
to qualify for one or other of these categories are undoubtedly capable of 
being more stringently applied than those formerly in force for actual 
workers, and their complexity would also tend to the relegation of many 
border-line cases to the company of non-workers, for in c~ses of doubt one 
naturally inclines towards a negative solution as affording the easiest way 
out of the difficulty. So far as females are concerned, there is no doubt 
that, when it was decided to eliminate" house-keeping" as a census occupa
tion, the number of workers was reduced by a stroke of the pen to less than 
half what it would otherwise have been. It may be of interest to note here 
that in other parts of India there has been a similar decline, though less 
pronounced, in the proportion of the working population-from 460 to 438 
per mille. Ten years ago Sihar and Orissa was distinctly above the average 
as regards the number of its workers; now it is somewhat below. 

In this connexion it is relevant to call to mind that the number of persons 
in this province aged 15-50, which is roughly the working period of life 
in the Indian population, is 502 per mille, being 497 for males and 507 for 
females. Judged by this criterion, it would even now appear, not only that 
there must be SIngularly few U drones" among the men who are of an age 
to work, but that there must also be a very considerable number of boys and 
elderly men bringing grist to the mill. It may be remarked that in Orissa, 
with /its enervating 'c1iJpate, the proportion of workers (376 per mille) is 
lower than in any other natural division; in South Bihar (452 per mille) 
it is highest. Extremes meet on the' Chota Nagpur plateau, which contains 
the only two districts in the province (Angul and the Santal Parganas) 
where the workers comprise more than 50 per cent of the total population, 
and at the same time in Ranchi aM Singhbhum it is distinguished by the 
only two districts in which the proportion falls below 35 per cent. . 
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9. The general distributi~p. by occupat~on~· ~f the working population ~~:e~~ :!~~~~~ .. 
of the province is illustrated In the followIng dIagram: - tions . 

.Diagram showing the proportional distribution oj the working population of the province 
between the main occupations. 

AGRICULTURE 
77·8 INDUSTRY 
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1·2 Public 
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Public 
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of ",in9'.'~ 
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OTHER 
OCCUPATIONS 

COMMERCE 
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For the purpose of the atiove diagram, the 12 occupational sub-classes have 
be~n grouped together 
under 5 main heads in the 
manner indicated in the 

Main head. 

Agriculture 

Industry 

Commerce 

Professions 

Other occupations 

Sub-cla8s. 

J. Exploitation of animals ana margin. Thus Agriculture 
vegetation. I d' 

f II. Exploitation of minerals. 
(. III. Industry. 

f IV. Transport. 
V. Trade. 

comprises not on yor lnary 
cultivation, but the cultI
vation of special crops, 
fruit, lac, silkworms, etc.; 
also stock-raising, forestry, 

t 
VI. Public force. fishing and hunting. 

VII. Public administration. Industry covers the extrac-
VIII. Professions and liberal arts. tion of raw minerals from 

r IX. Persons living on their the ground as well as the 
I income. industrial occupations in-

{ X. Domestic service. eluded in sub-class III. 
J
t XI. Insufficiently described Transport and trade have 

oecupations. 
XII. Unproductive. been bracketted together 

under the head Commerce; 
:while Government servants, other than those who by reason of the special 
character of their work are allocated to different heads, are here shown under 
Professions. Among Other occupations the most important single item is 
IDomestic service, but in this category ar~ also included the formidable array 
of occupations which were described too vaguely to permit of their correct 
classification. 

8·9 

10. No exa.ct comparison of the figures illustrated in this diagram with VarIations 
those of 1921 can be made owing to the different methods employed for since 1921. 
arriving at the "working population". Nor are statistics available on 
the present occasion of the proportion of the total population (including non-
workers) supported by each of the main heads of occupation given above. 
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But the statement below will serve to give an approximate idea of the 
position as regards both these points :-

Occupation. 

AU occupations 

Agriculture 
Stock-raising 
Fishing and hunting 

Industry 
Exploitation of minerals 
Textiles 
Food industries 
Dress and toilet 

Oommerce .. 
Transport 
Trade in food stuffs 

Professions 
Public force 
Public dministration 

Other occupations 
Domestic service .. 

NUMBER PER MILLE. 

1931. 1921. 

Earners r---"--~ 
(principal Actual 

occupa- workers Persons 
tion) and (principal support-
working occupa- ed. 
depen- tion). 
dants. 

1,000 1,000 1,000' 

778 796 814 
16 21 13' 

3 3 3; 

77 80 71 
7 8 5-

12 14 13 
12 13 10 
15 15 14 

44 49 46 
8 7 8 

21 27 23' 

12 12 14 
2 2 3 
1 2 2' 

89 63 55 -
12 16 15 

As already explained, the earners cum working dependants of the present 
census may be taken to correspond roughly with the actual workers of 1921., 
,and the ratio between -the working population and the total number of 
persons supported ,is not likely to differ materially from that previously 
recOl'ded. For it is apparent that this ratio conforms in the main to what 
are obvious social and economic facts. Thus, under Industry and Commerce, 
the percentage of dependants is markedly low, because the workers consist 
largely of male immigrants unaccompanied by their families. Under
Agriculture and the Professions, occupations in which the foreign element 
is very small, the percentage of dependants is correspondingly high. One 
reason for ,the relatively small number of persons supported by " other 
occupations J l is that this head includes begg'ars, vagrants, inmates or 
asylums and jails, and the poorer class of landless labourers, etc. Thus it. 
would be a comparatively simple matter, on the basis of the 1921 figures,' to
calculate the proportion (or the actualnUillber) of persons who at the present 
time derive their main support from any particular occupation or group of 
occupations-though for the reasons given in paragraph 2 the value of the 
information thus arrived at is open to question. 

It will be seen from the foregoing statement that there has been an 
appreciable declihe in the proportion of the working population engaged 
in Agriculture, Industry and COlr...merce. Professions have remained 
stationary, while Other Occupations account for a much higher proportion 
than they did in 1921. Of the various sub-heads shown in the statement 
transp_ort is the only one to register an a<lvance; the others have either stayed 
where £hey were or have fallen off. The reasons for the variations under
irrdividual heads.. will be examined more closely in the latter part of this 
chapter, Imt hare It"may be observed that the general impression given by 
the compar.ativE' statement is to some extent misleading. The heading
" other occupations" conceals over a million workers who should by rights 
be distributed among the other four heads, but whose business was not. 
described with sufficient exaotitude to enable this to be done. The substantial. 
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increase that has occurred in the number of these insufficiently described 
.occupations must mean that, as compared with 1921, the other main heads 
have been more severely mulcted. The loss sustained by commerce, for 
.example. is certainly exaggerated; and the same also applies to agriculture, 
in the case of which it will be seen later that there were other factors at 
work to make the decline appear greater than it really is. 

11. The statistics so far given take into account only the principal Analysis of 
.occupation of earners and the occupation (for thev are not al10wed more than SUbSldi:? 
.one) of working dependants; they ignore the sub"sidiary occupation of those OCQupa ons • 

. earners who have more than one means of livelihood. It haR already been 

All occupations ... 

Agrieulture 
Stock.raising ' ... 
Fishing and hunting 

observed that such calculations are apt 
1,000 to give a wrong impression. the more so 

because it is often caprice or considera-
445 tions of prestige which decide the 
i~ priority of the dual occupations. In 

the margin all earners returning a sub-
,Industry 231 sidiary occupation have been distributed. 

Exploitation of minerals ... 20 . 
Textill'S 36 proportIOnately between the main and 
Food industTiNl 19 sub-heads previous1y exhibited. and this 
Dress and toilet fl.7 djstribution is very different from that 

Commerce 145 of the principal occupations. Agricul-
Transport 27 ture has decreased by nearly 50 per 
Tradr in food stuffs 6'7 cent, and every other head wjthout 

Professions 63 exception has gained in importance. 
Public force '" 12 This is striking testimony to the fact 
Public administration 5 that. where agriculture is one of f;wo 

,Other occnpations 116 pursuits followed, the other one js 
Domestio service 19 usually relegated to the background. 

. . Perhaps the best, way of arriving at 
·a faIrly accurate estImate of the respective importance of the various main 
occupatio~s would b~ to giye ~alf value. to each of two joint. occupations; but 
the materIal for domg thIS IS not avaIlable. As the next nest alternative, 
the man who has two separate means of livelihood has been counted twice 
.over in ~he following s~atement, and the revised distribution of the working 
populatIOn thus obtallled has been shown alongside of the original 
,distribution :-

OCCUPATION. 

A II occupations 

Agriculture 
Stock-mising 
Fishing and hunting ... 

Industry 
Exploitation of minerals 
Textiles .,. 
Food industries 
Dress and toilet 

Commerce 
Transport 
Trade in food stuffs 

l">rofessions 
Public force 
Public administration 

NUMllETh PER M'tL:E.E OF WORKING POPULATION. 

Eat'net8 (prinoipaZ 
occupation only) 

and working 
dependants. 

1,000' 

778 
16 
a 

77 
7 

12 
12 
15 

44 
8 

21 

12 
2 
1 

Earners (principal and 
subsidiary o6oupatioTls) 

and working 
dependants. 

f, lOa 

824 
18 

5 

100 
9 

16 
15 
20 

59 
10 
28 

19 
3 
fJ 

Other occupations R9 101 
Domestic service 12 14 

'The difference between the two sets of figures is interesting, While the 
oroDortion supported by agriculture has only risen by something less than 
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6 per cent, there have been increases of 30 per cent and more under Industry 
and Commerce, and in the case of Professions the increase exceeds 50 Her 
cent. 

12. The distribution of the working population in each natural division 
of the province is illustrated in the next diagram. 
Diagram showing th-e distribution of the working population of each natural division 

between the main occupations. 
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The width of the section allotted to each division is in proportion to th~ 
total (i.e., not the working) population it contains. The key to this diagram 
is given in the following statement, which also shows the corresponding 
distribution of " actual workers" in 1921 ;--_ - - - .- - - - - --

OCCUPATION. North Bihar. South Bihar. Orissa. Ohota NagpuT 
Plateau. 

193!. 1921. 1931. 1921. 1931. 1921. 1931. 1921. 

----
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

All occupations ... 1,000 ',000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 
-

Agriculture ... 852 865 662 714 696 624 799 803 
rndustry ... - 41 45 84 94 139 161 90 92 
Commerce ... "82 89 55 67 76 101 42 37 
Professions ... 8 8 16 18 25 31 10 11 
Other occupations 67 43 183 107 64 83 59 57 

North Bihar is, as it always has been, the most purely agricultural part 
of the province-a natural corollary of the circumstance that the proportion. 
of rural inhabitants in this division is greater than in any other. On the 
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same analogy it is not surprising to find that South Bihar, where the urban 
population is outstandingly large, is according to the present returns less 
dependent on agriculture than any other tract. In this respect, however, 
the latest figures differ substantially from those of 1921, when Orissa had 
a much lower proportion of agriculturists than South Bihar. Two possible 
explanations of the changed position suggest themselves. The decade 
1911-21 witnessed a very abrupt, and not altogether convincing, decrease 
in the number of agriculturists in Orissa, and there has now been a swing 
back to something like the state of affairs recorded in 1911, which possibly 
is more in accordance with the actual facts. On the other hand, the present 
returns for South Bihar almost certainly under-state the agricultural 
element in that divisiO"Q., owing to the exeeptionally high proportion of 
workers relegated to the category of " other occupations", which appears 
to conceal many field labourers, pJ.rticularly in the district of Monghyr. In 
industry, commerce and the professions Orissa retains the pre eminence 
which she enjoyed ten years ago. On the Chota Nagpur plateau the con
tribution to industry made by certain highly developed areas is to a great 
extent obscured by the backward character of the rest of the division; . even 
so, the proportion of persons engaged in industrial occupations on the plateau 
as a whole is slightly higher than in South Rihar and more than twice as high 
as in X orth Bihar. 

As before, the figures so far quoted for the various natural divisions do 
not take into consideration the subsidiary occupations of earners. The main 
heads between which these are distributed are shown in the statement 
below:-

OCC"CPATION. North BIhar. South BIhar. OTl8sa. Chota Nagpur 
PlateatL. 

All occupations 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 
Agnculture 464 520 391 43<3 
Industry 194] 26 273 269 
Commerce 144 109 177 141 
ProfessIOns 58 61 9:2 56 
Other occupatlOns 140 184 67 10 [ 

13. A great co~trast is naturally to be expected between the occupations Oooupatlonl' in 
commonly pursued III rural areas and those prevalent in towns. The larger oities. 

the town, the more striking the contrast 
Earners (prw- W. ill ordinarily be, and the figures given 
cwal ocpupa- Earner8 

OCCUPATIO"! tton) and (sub"dwTY) In the margin show the distribution of 
worhn(J occupalwn 

dependants. the working populatioIl in the four 
All occupations 1,000 1,000" cities" of Bihar and Orissa, namely, 
AgrlCultur(' 156 404 Patna, Gaya, Bhagalpur and J amshed-

Stock ra18inq 3 (3 p~r. A comparison of these figures 
FIQhzng and hll1lfinq 1 wIth those relating to the province as 

Indm+n 271 102 a whole is of considerable interest but 
ExploltatlOn of 1 the variations are not such as to cail for 
Te':;I~;;al8. 80 fJ any particular comment. It may, how-
Food mdustnes 12 6 ever, be noticed that the proportion 
Dress and tOIlet 42 20 of" other occupations" is quite 

Comm£'rl'e 16.3 138 aTbhIlormally high in the four cities. 
TranR[Jort 30 29. i~ is due to the greater variety and 
Trade 111 food stuffs 4.'J 32 mtncacy of the entries found in the 

PrOieqSlOnf! 70 48 urban schedules, which are therefore 
Publze force 10 5 ?orrespondingly more difficult to 
PublIC adml11lstration 3 1 Interpret and classify. In rural areas 

Otner occupatIOns... 340 308 the v?-st rna jority of the" insufficiently 
/JomestlC 8CT1'lce." 44 !J descnbed occupations " are labourers 

, of one kind or another, and as a rule 
they should probably have been shown as agricultural labourers. But in the 
~~ties .two-thirds. of these vague entries come under the heading of 

cash~ers, accountants, book-keepers, clerks and other employees in 
uns.peClfi.ed offlCes, warehousf's. and s~ops ". In J amshedpur the technical 
desIgnatIOns of the employees III Tata s Company and other industrial firms 
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completely defeated the slip-copyist and sorter alike, and all the enumeration 
books of that city had to be called in to the provincial office and the occupa
tions re-classified under my personal supervision. But in Patna, Gaya and 
Bhagalpur most of the unidentified wo~ke!s wereyrobabJ:y: clerks or servants 
employed in shops and so forth, and It IS certam that, If they could have 
been allotted to their proper groups, the proportion of persons engaged in 
commerce would be much higher than it is. Industry also ,has doubtless 
suffered to some extent for the same reason, while a fairly large number 
of.clerb:. in Government offices appear to have been inadequately described. 

14. Subsidiary Table III at the end of this chapter gives statistics of 
the number and proportion of male and female w-orkers in each order and 
larger unit as well as in certain groups, tbe groups selected being those in 

which- either the total number of 

Rope, twine and string making 
Basket making 
Rice pounding and flour 

grinding 
Grain parching ... 
Furniture industries 
Scavenging 
Trade in dairy products .. 
Trade in fodder for animals ... 
Trade in :fuel 
Midwives, vaccinators, com· 

pounders, nurses 

Females per workers is large or the proportion of 
1,000 males. females is specially high. Taking all 

3,121 
1,117 

0,610 
2,250 
'2,542 
1,069 
1,448 
1,818 
2,816 

'1,527 

occupations together, there are 411 
female workers to 1,000 males. 
Certain tasks, such as rice pounding 
and husking and the parching of 
grain, seem to fall naturally to a 
woman's lot. A list is gi ven in the 
margin of all important occupations in 
which male workers are outnumbered 
by females, and none of them is such 
as to occasion surprise. Domestic 

service and selling wood are other pur-suits in which women are specially 
prominent. It has alre~dy been remarked that the decline in the working 
population since 1921 is much more marked among females than among 
males. At the last census there were 562 female workers to every 
thousand males. The statement in the margin gives the comparative 

1. Exploitation of animals 
and vegetation 

II. Exploita.tion of minerals 
ill. Industry .. . 
IV. 'l'ransport .. . 

V. Trade 
Vl. Public force 

VII. Public administration 
VIII. Professions and liberal 

arts 
IX. Persons living on their 

income ... 
X. Domestic service 

XI. Insufficiently described 
occupations 

XII. Unproductive 

proportions in each of the twelve 
1931. 1921. occupational sub-classes. It will be 

379 
332 
532 
156 
(01) 

0.02 
23 

131 

614 
511 

521 
577 
843 
230 
961 
0.1 
106 

267 

539 
fl72 

841 
698 

seen that Domestic service is the only 
one of these units in which there has 
not been a fairly pronounced fall. To 
a very slight extent the general decline 
in the number of women workers. as 
compared with men, may be attributed 
to the change in the sex ratio since 
1921; but the main factor is the 
perennial difficulty of determining in 
what circumstance a woman should be 
treated as contributing towards the 
upkeep of her family. On this subject 
the fair sex found more than one 

doughty champion among the authors of the last census reports. 
Mr. Marten, in the all-India volume, asserted that " tbe economic dis
tinetion between the' work' of a man who assists nature to produce the raw 
material of food in the field and the ' dependence' of the woman who con· 
verts that raw material into edible food in the house is when analysed not 
sustainable." More downright was the Provincial Superintendent of the 
Punjab, who attributed the apparent shortage of female workers to the 
fact th~t the scheme of occupations was the product of the male brain, 

. and .roundly ~eclared that it would have to be completely revised before 
a faIr comparIson could be drawn between the sexes. "Many women" 
he wrote ~ appear as unemployed when they should be classed as actnal 
wor1sers engaged- in. domestic duties, in cooking, grinding of grain, drawing 
wate~ from wells, ta1O:ng food to their families in the field, preparing and 
men~l.ng c~ot?es, and last out certainly not least in child-bearing". The 
sentlment IS Irreproachable, but one rather shudders at the prospect of COID

p:Uin§ an. ocCUpttt~0nn.l ta!hle based on StI-eh vrinciples as these . 
. l~. The extent. to w:hrch castes ar~ .gtaduaIIy abandoning their old,. 

tradrtIOnal occupatIOns IS a matter on \yhlCh a few words may be said here. 
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A correspondent from Orissa, who holds emphatic-but always interesting
yiews on a variety of subjects, writes as follows in regard to this particular 
question:-

With the advancement of education and growth of cosmopolitan views the 
tendency to stick to traditional occupations has totally disappeared in towns) 
where at present the profession of a, man is purely one of his choice or of 
his guardians. But in distant mufasils adherence to such traditional 
occupations has boon determined more by the economic necessity of the 
villages and their inhabitants than by any sanctity of custom or restriction 
or caste government or opposition from other castes and communities. Thus 
though It son or two of a washerman or a barber or a carpenter may stick 
to the traditional occupations of their forefathers, the other sons generally 
go away to Calcutta or some such distant parts for their livelihood and take 
to any profession that they can t:oDveniently lay their hands on· Annual 
exodus to distant parts of country is an outstanding feature in Orissa village;;, 
and, as their supply of work is regulated by the demand for the same) 
fonowing the traditional occupation is almost obsolete except on very broad 
lines. As for example, a Brahmin or a I{aran may choose to work as coo11 
or millhand at Calcutta, but will not condescend to take up work as a domestic. 
servant washing utensils, etc. 

In Imperial Table XI statistics are given of the various occupations 
returned at the presen.t cens.us. by .eleven H~ndu cast~s which ~re commonly 
regarded as havmg faIrly dlstlllctlve pursUIts of theIr own; slmilar figures 
are also given for the European and Anglo-Indian communities and (amont), 
Muslims) for the Jolap-as. These statistics are summarized in Subsidiary 

Table VI at the end of this chapt~J'. 
The statement in the margin gives 

BARIII

Bihar 
Orissa 
Hazaribagh 

CHAMAR

Bihar 
Chota N agpur 

Plateau 

DIIOBI

Bihar 
Orissa 
Chota N agpur 

Plateau 

HAJJ AlIl-

BIhar 
Hazaribagh 

KAMAR

Orissa 
Cliota N agpnr 

Plateau 

KUMHAR

Bihar 
Orissa 
Chota N agpur 

Plateau 

TANTI

Bihar 
Orissa 
Orissa States 

1931. 

253 
367 
61 

I:er mille. 

84 1 
90 5 

479 ") 
543 ~ 

446 ) 

396 
126 

289 

3:35 

421 ") 
586 ( 

361 ) 

.53 
510 
455 

1921. comparative figures for 1931 and 1921 
of the proportion of earners in some of 
these communities who still follow 
their traditional occupation as the 
principal means of livelihood. The 
first comment suggested by these figures 
is that there is no longer a single one 
of these functional castes in which 

261 
509 
80 

92 

539 

395 
138 

413 

391 

454 

112 
585 
528 

(taking the province as a whole) 50 per 
cent of the members rely for a living 
on the special occupation with which 
their name is associated. The Dhobis 
indeed approach most nearly to this 
proportion, and after them 'come the 
Kumhars. It should, however, be 
remembered that in a fairly large 
number of cases the traditional occupa
tion is returned as a subRidiary means 
of livelihood by persons belonging to 
these castes; and, if this be taken into 
consideration, the proportion of Dhobis 
in the province who are still. engaged in 
the business of laundering will be as 
high as 69 per cent, while 57 per cent of 
the Kumhars are still whole-time or 
part-time potters. Another noticeable 
fact emerging from the marginal state

ment is that conditions in this matter vary greatly in different parts of th.e 
province. In Orissa, for ~xampl~, the. pro.portion of T~ntis who have 
remained faithful to the busllless of weavmg IS nearly ten tImes as great as 
in Bihar' in Hazaribagh carpentry retains its hold over the-Barhis to a very 
much sm~ller extent than elsewhere. In view -of the extract 'just quoted, 
it is of interest to find that on the whole traditional occupations are still 
followed in Orissa more generally than in other parts of the province; on 
the other hand it is in Orissa tbat the widest divergence occurs between the 
figures of 1931 and those of 1921. And this leads to the third noticeable 
feature of the above statement, which is that the tendency to break away 
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from traditional occupations has developed very considerably during the 
last decade. The Hajjams of Bihar are the only community in which at 
first sight this tendency has not manifested itself, but the reason here i.s 
that in 1921 the number of Hajjams who returned hair-dressing, etc., as 
their subsidiary occupation was much larger than on the present occasion. 

Among Brahmans, about one worker in ten follows some priestly 
vocation as his main business in life; with an almost equal number religious 
duties are subordinated to some other ocoupation. Agriculture in some 
shape or form is the principal means of support of three Brahmans out of 
four. There has been but little change since 1921 in the statistics relating 
to this caste. The proportion of Kayasths in Bihar and Karans in Orissa 
returned as "writers" by profession is substantially less than it was ten 
years ago, but clerical duties can be carried out in almost every walk of life 
and' cannot always be identified as such in the census returns. The following 
statement is of some interest as indicating the extent to which Brahmans 
and Kayasths are now beginning to take to occupations involving manual 
labour. The figures represent the actual number of earners (principal 
occupation) :-

Agriculture. Mines. Industries. Transport. 
Labourers, 

Field·labour- Artisans boatmen, Unspecified 
ers, wood Labourers. and other carters, labourers. 

cutters, etc. workmen. palki-bearers, 
etc. 

{ 1931 16,166 2,077 3,204 1,714 3,820 
Brahmans 1921 4,470 1,312 3,024 899 3,793 

{ 1931 1,749 119 410 127 749 
Kayasths 1921 716 13 367 105 318 

An interesting report comes from Palamau. district to the effect that 
a small community of Muslim mehtars in police-station Hussainabad, known 
either as Halalkhors or as Lalbegis, have given :up almost entirely the occupa
tion of scavengIng and " have now largely taken to the darzi's occupation 
and are doing successfully with hired Singer sewing machines. They are 
well off and appear neat and clean, but Muslims in general do not still eat 
_;:tnd drink with them although some pirjis have done so." 

16. More than half the workers in the Anglo-Indian community are 
employed in transport, mostly on the railways. "Public force", which 
means either army or police, accounts for 30 per cent of the European and 
allied races; industries (including mining) absorb another 20 per cent. 
Other oC0upations in which Europeans specialize are transport (17 per cent) 
and the professions (15 per cent), the latter of which would include 
missionaries, doctors, educationists, lawyers, etc. The total number of 
Europeans employed in Government service is not on record, as specialist 
officers are distributed between the various appropriate heads, but the number 
credited to " general administration" is only 148 (including 16 females), 
or 4.5 per cent of the European working popufation. 

17. It is not possible to isolate as a distinct class the " labourers II of 
the province and treat them as a separate subj ect of statistical enquiry, 
for the term covers a multitude of persons performing different kinds of 
work, sometimes skilled and sometimes not, but usually merged in the 
cen$US returns with other persons f01lowing the same occupations in what 
may be called a non-labouring capacity. There are, however, in the scheme 
of occupations a few groups m which labour is specially distinguished, and 

- the number of persons clas,· 
Group. 1931. 1921. sified in each of these groups 

7. Agricultural latxmrezy ... 3,970,963 3,313,253 at the last two censuses 
104. Labourers "in harbours, (excluding subsidiary occu-

rivers, canals, etc. 02 128 pations) is noted "in the 
106. Road labourers 35,575 42,834 margin. There are many 
113. Railway labourers 13,596 12,067 other groups in which 
191. Unspecified labourers 1,041,580 711,310 labour figures prominently, 

Total 5,061,806 <1,079,592 such as wood-cutters and 
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-charcoal-burners; mining and industrial occupations; palki bearers and 
-owners; owners and drivers of pack animals; and so forth. Again, the petty 
agriculturist and the agricultural labourer are oftcn hard to keep separate, 
and aL the present census there would seem to have heen a suhstantial transfer 
from the former to the latter head. Group 191 contains a fairly large 
proportion of persons who were so classifipd hecause their ol'cupation was 
inadequately described, but a still larger number would probably answer 
to the designation of ,. general labourers". As observed in the last report, 
there is a considerable local demand for the miscellaneous labour \vhich calls 
for no special skill or experienee beyond what a ('ooli may expect to acquire 
in the ordinary course of his eareer in ('onnexion, say, with the construction 
or repair of roads for Government or the local hodies, or with railway works 
or with the thousand and one minor activities of the loeal contractor. 
Lahourers of this kind emigrate in large Ilumbert'! to BengaL but openings 
for them a.re fairly plenti ful in t.his province also. The demand and supplv 
is regulated to a very great extent by the seasons. The contractor requires 
lahour from July to October for consolidating p1lkka roads, and from 
November to February for repairing kutcha roads and other forms of earth
work; bridges are repaired and buildings erected most conveniently in the 
cold or hot weather, rather than during the monsoon. On the other hand, 
labourers are not easily obtainable in the cultivating and harvesting seasons, 
when the demand for and price of agriculturallabonr rises. ft is probable 
that, if the census were held in or ahout the month of July, a large number 
.of persons now shown in group 191 would figure in group 7. And the same 
thing applies, though in a smaller degree, to various other forms of labour. 

The marginal statement shows the 
proportion of female labourers in each 
of the groups already mentioned, 
excepting the miIlor OIle concerned with 
harbours, rivers and canals. In the 
three most important groups the pro-

Group. 

7. Agrillulturru labourers 

1 no. Roan labourprs 

11::1. Railway lflbourers 

Female8 peT 
1,000 males. 

745 

653 

portion is high, specially when it is 
horne in mind that, for all oecupations 

taken together, there are only 411 female workers to every thousand males. 

66 
798 19]. CnRpel'itied labourers 

18. A special enquiry was lmdertaken at the present census with a view Unemployment 
to asuertain the extent of ullC'mployment among the educated classes. For among edu6ated 
this purpose a separate schedule was issued, to be filled in by " male persons persons. 
who are literate in English and who are wishful for employment but have 
tried in vain to obtain any employment for which their education has fitted 
them". ~o person was treated as ,. literate in English " for the purpose 
of this enquiry unless he hnd past'!ed the Matriculation or some higher exami-
nation. Unfortunately the re-turns obtained ,,,pre hopelesRly incomplete and 
the enquiry mnst he wri~t~n ~()wn as a failure. P-ubRidiarv Tahle VIr at the 
end of this chapter exlulnts Its meagre results. Onl:v 4(j2 educated persons 
between the ages of 20 and 40 are shown as nnemployed, and this numher 
includes only ahout 60 graduates. Ahout one in every fonr is a Brahman 
by caste, the depressed classes being entirelv without representation. 
Rather more than half of the unemployed are th'e sons of cultivators. But 
indeed no vC'rv useful purpose is served by an analysis of the figures, as they 
obviously reprt'5t'nt only an in(,Ol~sidel'a,ble fraction of the young men who 
have passed through the hig'h schools and ('olleges of the provin('e and have 
found themselves unable to ohtain work for which "their educatjon baR 
fitted them". For this reaRon it haH not been thonght worth while to tahulate 
particulars of the local distrihution of these persons. Various reasons hHve 
heen advanced by the district authorities for the failure of this eensus of 
" educated unemployment", as it came to be (·alled. The task of dis-
tributinO" the special schedules waH entrusted to the ordinary enumerator:'>, 
who (ex~ept in urban areas) would ordinaril~T have full knowledge of an.y 
persons within their " heat" coming under this partiC'ular category; they 
were, moreover, enjoined to make cnquiri('s at every household in the course 
of the preliminary enumeration and leave one of those sehpdules to be filled 
in bv anvbodv who rlaimf'd to satisfy the prescribed conditions. Yet it is 
the (lpinlon of most census officers that this method of distrihution proved 
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ineffective, and that a fairly large proportion of unemployed graduates, etc., 
were not aware of the enquiry at all. It is generally agreed, however, that 
many who knew all about it did not take the trouble 'to fill up the schedules. 
Apathy is said to have b~en chiefly responsible for this; unless the enquiry 

- meant that there was some immediate prospect of getting a job, they did 
not see why they should fill in a special form on the subject. Some appear 
to have been vaguely mistrustful of the motive behind this curiosity on the 
part of Government, and one District Census Office.r speaks of a rumour 
that it Letokened a general round up of the goondas ! 

I.-ExploItation 
of anImals and 
'llegetation. 

SECTION ".-Statistical analysis by 'sub-classes. 

N .B.-Unless otherwise specifically stated, figures of workers engaged in any 
pl1riicular occupation exclude persons following that occupation as a subsidiary means of 
livelihood. 

19. The occupations comprised in sub-class I represent Agriculture in 
the widest sense of that term--the sense in which it has heen used in 
paragraphs 9 to 13 to this chapter. Two orders and 28 groups are included 
in t.his sub-class, the first order being divided into five sub-heads. The 
main divisions are shown in the margin. Out of a total working population 

1. Pasture and Agriculture-

(a) Ordinary cultivation. 

(b) Cultivation of special crops, fruit, etc. 
(0) Forestry. 

(d) Stock raising. 

of 17,610,171 persons, no less than 
13,702,355 (or 77.8 per cent) follow 
one or other of these occupations as 
their sole or principal means of liveli
hood. At the previous census the 
proportion was slightly higher still, 

(e) Raising of small animals and insects. viz. 79.7 per cent, but it is doubtful 
2. Fishing and hunting. whether the difference between these 

two figures is an accurate index of the 
extent to which agriculture is being ousted by industrial, commercial and 
other pursuits. Three separate factors combined to reduce the returns of 
agricultural workers to a lower figure than that recorded in 1921. 
(1) There is little doubt that an appreciable number of persons classified 
as field labourers at the previous census were shown on this occasion as 
" labourers unspecified", and have therefore been lost to this sub-class. 
(2) In 1921 agriculture, when combined with some other occupation, was 
almost invariably returned as the principal means of livelihood; at the 
present census there has been an increase of over 400,000 in the number of 
persons who returned it as their subsidiary occupation, and these persons 
also are excluded from the total figure given above. (3) There has been a 
general decline in the number of female workers, but it is very much more 
marked under the head " agriculture" than under any other head. As 
already explained, the classification of the female population into workers 
::tnd non-workers is largely capricious, and the sudden drop (it is one of no 
less than 33 per c~ntl) in the number of female agriculturists is for the most 
part unreal. Allowing for the cumulative effect of these three factors, the 
decrease in the proportion of the working popUlation engaged in agricul
tural pursuits must-if it exists at all--be almost negligible. For reasons 
explained in paragraph 10, the percentage of the total population dependent 
on agriculture for its support is always somewhat greater than the 
percentage of agricultural workers. In 1921 it was estimated that 81.4 
per cent of th~ people of Bihar and Orissa were wholly or mainly dependent 
on agriculture for their daily bread. The percentage to-day cannot be less 
than 80, nor the actual number less than 33,864,000. 

Order l(a).-Ordinary cultivation.-This is incomparably the most 
important of the divisions in sub-class I, accounting as it does for over 
97 per 'cent of work~s, included in the whole unit. At the previous census 
the bulk of the persons contained in this orde~ were clas~ified as (1) rent
receivers or landlords, (~) rent-payers or ordmary cultIvators, (3) farm 
servants and (4) field labourers. On this occasion a slightly different 
classification was made. Farm servants and field labourers were lumped 
together under the designation of "agricultural labourers", while the 
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other classes were distinguished as (1) non-cultivating owners, (2) cultivating 
owners and (3) tenant cultivators. As usual, much difficulty was 
experienced in keeping these classes separate. Vernacular ter~ns were 
prescribed, hut it was not easy to choose terms which would be umversally 
understood in the villages, where the local nomenclature varlE's considerably. 
Moreover, many persons qualified for incluRion in at least two of the 
separate classes, and the distinction between cultivating owners and tenant 
cultivators in particular gave rise to much scratching of heads. The 
tendency of enumerators to resort to such vague terms as kheti did not make 
matters any easier. The results finally achieved are set forth in the 

lCJ31. 

X on.cultlyatlll~ proprIetors 
CultIvating OWTIPTE! 

Tenant cultIvators 
AgrIcultural labourers 

Total 

Rent reCOlvcrs 
Rent payers 
Furm IabollrE'rS 
FIeld labourers 

Total 

1921. 

1H),\)u(i 
:375,12G 

8,842,420 
3,970,963 

margin, along with those recorded in 
1921. There is a fairly close corres
pondence between "non-cultivating 
proprietors" and "rent-receivers". 
" Cultivating ownerR " and "tenant 
culti vators " between them are far less 

13,308,484 numerous than "rent-payers" were 

114,942 
10,011,il··t\) 

tl2,722 
3,230,531 

ten years ago; this is due partly to the 
operation of the three factors 
mentioned in the previous paragraph, 
and partly to the fact that petty 
cultivators are frequently more or less 
indistinguishable from agricultural 

14,339,544 lahourers. On the present occasion 
the- majority of these seem to have been 

placed in the latter category, with the result that there haR heen a substan
tia,} increaRe in the number of agricultural labourers ill spite of the transfer 
from this head to " labourers unspecified " . 

Order l(b).---Culthlation oj special crops.-There has bE't'n little 
fluctuation since 1921 under this head, which is composed for the mORt part 
of market gardenerR. Indigo has ceased to he of an~T practical importaure 
in Bihar. The few persons "\vho still cultivate it uRually do so in ('onjnnrtion 
with other CfOPS, and the tabulation of separate btatistics for inrligo~ 
growers has therefore been dic;continued. Pan is the only otlwr special L'rop 
which calIR for mention; the cultivation of this vint' constitutec; tht' m;=tin 
source of livelihood of some 1,500 workers alld the Ruhsidiary oecupatiol1 of 
nearly as many more. 

Order l(c).--Forestry.-The number of workers has decreased from 
16,358 to 11,448, but this is almost entirely due to the unchivalrous exclusion 
from the category of "workers" of several thousand females formerly 
shown as wood-cntters and collectors of forest produce. Group 20 is 
re8E'Tved for ('ollectors of lac, and this opportunity may he taken of referring 
lyridly ~o the part p~ayed by lac i.n the .economiu life of the province. There 
are varIOUS occupatIOnal groups III WlllCh lac figures, thE' more important of 

which are shown in the margin, 

GROUP. 
~~;~r~cc.r:;~: Earner~ together with the number of workers 

t~g~~k~::: ~:~!~':t~~0. contained in each. Groups 70 and 125 
dependants. do not relate exclusively to lac, but (in 

20. Cnl:ectors of lac lR1 140 the .case. at least of the fo~m~r group) 
26. CllltIVoltr)ff; (If I,ll' 1,170 14,2(1IJ ~ac IS WIthout ~oubt the prmClpal item 
70. Manu fad Ilren; qf nm- iHIll LRBI Included thereIn. There are various 

cellaneOl.s (>h,m.Ical other groups concerned with the mallU~ 
(and anal()gou~) (Jro- f d 1 f 
ducts. acture an ~a e 0 articles (such aR 

125. DealerR m chc'mical 3,501) 1,1)2() bn,ngles) made from lac. But the 
prodll!'b. cel~sus ~eturns, as usual, completely 
. . . fal~ to gIve any. adequate impression of 

the Importance' of the lac busmess In BIhar and OTlf'sa. There are ind{'ed 
very. fp"\y agricultu:is~s who derive t~eir li~ing solely, or mainly. from thl' 
cultlVatI<?ll .of bc;. It IS usually eombmed WIth ordinary cultivation. More
over, as It 18 carr.led on only at certain seasons of the year and ofton on a 
very s~all scale, It generally seems to have been thOll~ht not worth mention 
at all III the census schedules. In 1921 the experience was the same, bllt 
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on that. ?ccasion an independent form was issued with the object of 
a8certammg the number of lac-growers and the number and variety of trees 
?(lltiva~ed. As a rcsul.t it was found that 311,866 persons were engaged 
m rearmg lac on over SIX million trees. The districts in which lac-growers 
were most numer~:ms were (in the order here given) Manbhum, Singhbhum, 
Palamau, Ranchl and the Santal Pn.rgana,s. These five districts between 
them accounted for about 260, ()()O , the share of l\1anbhnm being 83.651. 
According to the special industrial census of 192 I, the number of workers 
~mployed in lac factories was 4,363. Some account has already been given 
In C~apter I, when relating the history of the Chota N agpur districts 
(partICularly ~anbhum and Palamau), of the violent fluctuations in the 
lac market durmg the last decade and their effect on the prosperity of the 
people. 

Ordpr 1(d).-Stock-rais1·ng.-Under this bead there has heen a marked 
dt'crE_'ase i~ the Dum_ber of workerfl- from 394.2:35 to 284,317. The greater 
portIOn of It occurs In group 23 (herdsmen, eLe.) and may be ascribed in part 
to the fact that boys tending their fathers' catile in the fields were for the 
mo~t pa.rt treated as non-working dependants. It iR not easy, however, to 
account for a decline of about 19,000 in the numher of cattle and buffalo 
breed('I's. The line of distinction between this occupation and that of trade 
in cial ry product (group J 31) is apt to become blurred, but the fact that there 
has bern a drcrease under hoth the::;e heads rules' out the possibility of any 
consicierllblC' tram,fer from one group to the other. rattle breeding is of 
cour . .,e (Jften comhined with C'ultivabon. and it may be thnt there was a more 
general tendency in such cascs to relegat(' it to the huckground. 

Order 7{e).--Raising of small fl17imnZs and insPf'ts -Apart from the 
cultivation of lac, which ha.;; already b(,(,ll d('alt WIth, there is no occupation 
of any importance in this l'ategory. Bee-keeping and the rearing of 
sjlkworms provlde emplo~7ment for a small hancl ful of persons only. 

OrdPr 2.-F'ishing and hUHting.-The number of persons engaged in 
the primitive pursuit of hunting is steadjly growing less. Ten years ago 
there were some 2,000 of them hut the latest returns show a decrt'asp of 
25 per rent.. }1'i::;hermt'n alsl) aro hecoming less numermlS--Dr rather fisher
'VUlDen. for the decline is confined to the femFlle St'X. helIlg specially 
prononnced in Orissa an(l the Chot::t Nagpur plrtteau. Tn ~orth Bihar, 
whele the decnde 1911--21 had witnes:-led a heayy slump in this occupation. 
there has now been some r<:covery. Fishing not infrequentlr forms a 
flupplomentary means of Suhsistence. 

20. According to the present census the total number of persons 
employed in tho exploitation of minerals is 119,614. This is less by 22,947 
than the number returned 10 years ago, thp main reason for the decrease 
beinO' Lho depresRion in the C()LLI and mica. industries. The labour employed 
in n~nes is largely foreign, with the result that the proportion of the non
working populntion :mpporLed hy occupations in this suh-rlass is relatively 
very small. In 1921 there wa:'i on Lhe an'rage only onc dependant to two 
adllal workers. In the seheme of occupations minerals haye been -classified 
as either mEi'tallic or non-metallic. one order heing reserved for each of these 
clasges. 

Ordrr 8.-Jt[ptallif' minprrLls.--The most impoltant mineral in this 
class is iron, in the extmctiml of ,ybil~h 7,()GO prrsons arc engaged. The 
iron mines of the province are located in ~ayurbhan i ~tate and the south 
of Singhbhum diRtrict, and their development during the last decade has 
been rapid. It ifl worthy of remark that the numbpT of female worke~s 
(·rnployed in .these mines is as larg~ as the nu~ber of males. Other metallIc 
minerals whICh figure to a very rnmor extent m t)1e census ret~uns arc gold. 
lead. zinc, manganese. tin and copper all of whIch are pract]cally eonfined 
to the district of Singhbhl1m. Between them. they prOVIde employment for 
enly about 2,000 persons. 
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Order 4.-Non-metallir. minerals.-The principal coal-fields of the 
province are to be found in the districts of Manbhum and Hazaribagh. 
The statement in the margin gives the outstanding statis6cs relating to this 
industry. If we assume that the ratio hctween workers and dependants is 

o the same now as it was at the time of 
1931. 192]. the last census, the total population 

-"------, supporting by coal mining may b~ 
Workers. Workers. Dependants. . 1 1 00 Th taken as apprOXImate y 40.0. e 

Locality. 

Manbhum 
Hazaribagh 
Elsewhere 

Total 

72,298 
16,714 
10,210 

99,222 

87,766 
18,6Hl 

5,885 

112,270 

29,253 
13,209 
2,042 

45,104 

slump in the eoal trade has led to the 
closing do-vm of many mines producing 
second-class eoal. The number of 
females employed in t.hf'se mines is 
22,969, which means that there are 

about two women for every seven men. 

During recent years mica has fared even more disastrously than coal, 
and the numher of employees in mica mines to-day (4,562) is less than 
half the number recorded at the last census (11,600'). It is noticeahle, 
however. that as many as 4,579 other persons have on this occasion returned 
mica-mining as a subsidiary occupation-a procedure which does not 
appear to have been adopted previously. But this in itself fu.rnishes 
evidence of the declining importance of the mica industry. It is ('ommonly 
stated that more than half of the world's mica supply comes from India, 
and more than half of the Indian p.upply eomes from Bihar and OrisRa. 
In Bihar and Orissa the distrirt of Hazaribagh has a virtual monopoly. 
But the demand for mica has fallen off steadily evcr Hince the end of t IH' 
War, and at present there is little inrlil'ation of nny reyi val. 

The extraction of saltpetre is another industry to which fI temporary 
fillip was given by the War, but which iH now i-iuffel'ing a readion. It is 
carried on by the Nuniyas of Bihar proper, and in the old days saltpetre 
was one of the chief articles of trade in the Company's factory at Patna. 
The conditions for its manufacture are eminpntly favourahle in Rihar, 
especially in the Tirhut division. Rut the total numher of personR 
engaged in the extraction of this suhRtance has f:ll1en from 15,124- to 
5,292. As with mica, an almost equivalent number combine this occupa
tion with some other work of greater importance. Women workers are as 
numerous as men in the saltpetre industry. 

21. The variouR industrial occupations included in sub-dass III IlL-Industry_ 
provirle employment for 1.226,C(f)9 persons, as compared with L~f)7, 74:£l 
at the previous ('enRUR. The occupations an~ split up into 13 separate 
orders, and (with two quite im:;ignillcH,llt exceptionI') each of tlle~f' has 
recorded a greater or leRR dedinG. ('omparative fi,gureH for till' more 
important orders art' given in the mar?in. In ('onsidering theRe figtu'C's 

it should be borne in mind that, 

5. Textiles ... 
7. Wood 
8. Metals '" 
9. Ceramics 

10. Chemical products 
11. Food industries 
12. Dress and toilet 
14. Building 
17. Miscellaneous 

1931. 1921. despite the large increaRe in the iotal 
population .since 1921, there has been 

~Ol:l,!l()1> 2fi(),O~2 1l fall of over 1,000,OO() (or roughly 
1~~:~~~ 19~:~:!{ () per eent) in the number of actual 
115,564 125,36'1 "workers" in the province Tt 

81,888 84,301 follows from this that the proportion 
;~~:;~~ ~~~:~~~ of the vwrkjng popUlation employed 

RO,6'j'O R3,7113 ill most of these industries is approxi-
76,558 77,321 matelv the same as it was ten years ago, 

while in the case of rhemical products 
it is appreciably higher. Textiles FLlld food industries are the two main heads 
under which therf' has been a real loss. 

Order 5.-Te(J'tilps.-Cotton is outstanding among the textiles and 
absorbs 90 per cent of the workers contained in this order. Group 42 is 
concerned with the ginning, cleaning and pressing of cottOll. and group 43 
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with the processes of spinning, sizing and weaving. The marginal state
m('nt shows the distribution between the sexes of the persons included in 

these two groups in 1931 and in 1921. 
Males. Females. This particular industry furnishes a 

1931 115,841 71,688 good illustration of the difficulty of 
1921 130,164 101,970 classifying workers and non-working 

dependants in separate water-tight 
compartments. For the weaving unit is not the weaver, but his family. 
When the yarn is purchased, the women and children do all the winding 
and warping and often assist in the sizing of the warps; but whether they 
get any credit or not for the substantial labour which this involves depends 
on the view taken by the enumerator. The number of persons engaged in 
textile factories in this province is negligible, and it may be assumed that 
practically all of the 187,529 workers in these two groups are persons whose 
primary occupation is the manufacture of cotton cloth in their homes. 
There are in addition something over 56,000 persons by whom it was 
returned as a subsidiary occupation. Cuttack, Sambalpur and the Feuda
tory States are the localities in which cotton weavers are most numerous. 
Gaya is another centre of some importance, but in this district the number 
of persons so employed has fallen from about 18,000 to below ]0,000. There 
has also been a marked decrease in most of the Chota N agpur districts. 

Order 8 .-M etals .-The village blacksmith is the most conspicuous 
member of this order, and the statistics of group 59, to which he belongs, 
mdicate that things are not what they were in his line of business. But 
?roup 57, though numerically less important, has a greater bearing on the 
industrial development of the province. It is concerned with the" smelting, 
forging and rolling of iron and other metals ", and the number of workers 
recorded in this group is 23,049, all of whom (excepting only 758) were 
enumerated in Jamshedpur city. Some account of the development of this 
centre of industry has peen given in Chapter II. The census returns suggest 
that there has been an increase of over 100 per cent in the employees of the 
iron and steel companies working there, but this is not actually so. The 
H)21 figures under-stated their number, doubtless owing to the extreme 
difficulty (which, as already mentioned, was experienced on this occasion 
also) of classifying the technical entries of occupation in the Jarnshedpur 
schedules. 

22. ~ransport by water, road, rail and post are the four components 
of this sub-class, to which it may be presumed that transport by air will 
have to be added before the_next report is written. From the marginal 

Transport 

19. Transport by water 
20. Transport by road 
21. Transport by raIl 
22. Postal, etc., services 

1931. 
statement it will be seen that there has 

1921. been a net decrease of about 2,000 in 
133,660 135,892 the number of persons following these 

11,892 
85,764 
33,653 

2,351 

12,238 
82,748 
37,365 

3,546 

various occupations: nevertheless they 
represent a somewhat higher propor
tion of the total working population 
than was the case in 1921. Transport 
by road is the only department in 

which there has been an actual increase. In group 107 (owners, managers 
and employees connected with mechanically driven vehicles) the number has 
gone up from' 65 to 2,941, which reflects in an exaggerated form the rapid 
development that has ta~e.n'place· in mot~r transport du~ing the last decade. 
There is always a possIbIhty of confUSIOn bet,,:een ~hls group a.nd gr~up 
186 which relates to motor drivers and cleaners III prIvate domestlC serVIce. 
It ~ay be 'remarked that the census version of the num~er of pe~s6ns 
emptoyed in the irrigatjpn, railway and. postal d~part:ments ~I~ers conSIder
ably froin the departmental figures, whICh are gIven III SubSIdIary Table V 
at the end of this chapter. 

I 

23. The p~oportion of the working population engaged. in trade has 
fallen from 42 to 36 per mille. ComparatIVe figures for thIS sub-class as 
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a whole and for the more important of the 17 orde!s whi?h it contains ~re 
gIVen III the marglll. 
Trade in articles of food 
accounts for more than 

Trade 

23. Banks, credit exchanges, etc. 
25. Trade in textiles 
26. Trade in skins, etc. 
27. Trad e in wood 
29. Trade in pottery. etc. 
30. lrad~ in chemical products 
31. H otelll, caft'\\, ('te. 
:32. Other t"a<le in food-hh;ff~ 
SR. 'f'-ad" in I'luthing, dr .... 
36. Trade in JIl\'unf' nf trhllspnrt 
37. Trall", in fud 
38. Trade ln artic1eR nf luxury, etc. 
39. Tradp of other surts 

1931. 

642,937 

'1,()l8 
20,290 

5,915 
12,638 

3,061l 
3,501l 

2(\ ,8&7 
3-W,2G;~ 

-l,H26 
3,220 

4:.l.431 
14,4]() 

147,21)9 

19:21. 

778,221 half of the grand total, 
and it is this head which 
is primarily responsible 
for the heavy decrease 
Rince 1921. One of the 
few orders to show an 
increaHe is " 39.-Trade 
of other :-iorts", ,yhich 
I:vllsists for the most parL 
of general store-keepers 
and shop-keepers other
wise unspecified. The 

16,072 
22,804 

3,5!J2 
13,!J92 

6,114. 
3,1"155 

2.1i ,R1M 
474,375 

fi,1l0n 
2.,788 

54,741:; 
17 ,:~5'j' 

121,189 

large dimensions of this order are due to the fact that most shop-keepers 
sell a wide al::lsortment of artic1es, which are not sllsceptihle of more exact 
classification. T ndeed, in the case of many who have actually been allotted 
to particular heads, the classification is more or lesH urhitrary, and for 
this reason alone a detailed scrutiny of the comparative figureH ,,'oulcl be 
of little value. But there are more fundamental reasons why the census 
returns fail to do justice to the part played by trade and commerce in the 
economic life of the province. In the fir8t place, it has been explained that 
a person who both manufactures and sells any article i8 brought to account 
under the industrial head, and in India goods are more often than not sold 
by the person who makes or produces them. Ahove alL the trafficking that 
takes place in the greatest indm;tl'Y of all, agrjculturc, passe;:; almost 
unnoticed in the census tables, ,vhere only some' 67.GOII peI'HOnS arc shown 
as dealers in grain, etc. Agriculture apart, most of the buying and selling 
that goes on in the provi.nce takes place in t,he rural markets or hats, and 
by far the greater part of this traffic eludeA tho census enumerator completely. 
Even in urban areas, such as Patna, the artizan and trader are often 
combined in one and the same person, with the result that the latter aspect 
of his aetivities is given no credit in the tRbles. Again, in respect of urhan 
areas, it has been mentioned that the number of workerR in group 189 
(cashiers, clerks and other employees in unspecified offices, warehouses and 
shops) is disproportiona~ely high. This grou~ falls entirely outside sub
class V, though the maJonty of the persons mcluded in it are probably 

employed in some commercial occupa-
All occupations 

I. J~'xploitati()n of anlma:s and 
Vt'getation 

III. f1ldustrv 
IV. Tran8pn~t 
V. Trade 

67,024 tion. The analysis given in the margin 

9,040 
10,67:1 

3,251 
ll,4Rl 
6,484 VIII. Professions 

XI. Insufficiently 
occupations 

of the working popUlation of Patna 
City, which it; essentially a stronghold 
of the pett.v shop-keeper and trader, 
affordH a t:'triking illustration of the 
manner in \vhich the real prevalence of 

described d . b d b h fi 21,48B tra e IS 0 scurp y t ~e census gures. 
All other occupations .,. 6,009 It will be noticed that "insufficiently 

described occupations" (whil'h does not 
include unspecified shop-keepers) ahsorb m{)n~ than 30 per cent of th(_l whole 
working population. 

24. Of the four unitR ,,,hich Ql)mpose the "public force" of the YI.-Publio foroe. 
country-viz. army, navy, air force and police-the second and third are 
unrepresented in Bihar and Orissa. The army can boast a strength of but 
1,026, contributed almost entirel.v by the British regiment at Dinapur and its 
detachment at Muzaffarpur. Under the head ., police" there has heen 
a decrease of some 6,000, but this is due to a substantial reduction in the 
number of village chaukidars, who often combine this duty with Borne other 
occupation. The members of the regular police force have inereased from 
13,111 to 15,230. 

25. ':l'here has been a drop of more than 50 per cent (from 37,611 to YII.-PubIlo 
17,385) In the number of workers returned under the head "Public administration. 
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VIII.-Pl'Ofesslons 
a.nd liberal arts. 

!X.-Persons 
living on their 
income. 

X.-Domestic 
servIce. 

administration". It has been explained elsewhere that this l;tead is 
reserved mainly for Government servants whose work does not. reqUlre that 
they should be separately classified as .doctors, profess?r~, engmeers, forest 
officers, judicial officers and so forth; ~n oth~r words, ~t mclud~s only those 
employed in the work of general admmistration. It wIll be easIly supposed, 
however, that. " Government service" !lOt infrequently figures as ~n entry 
in the census schedules and such entrIes are perforce taken to thIS head. 
Hence there are bound to be considerable fluctuations from census t? censu~. 
Moreover, clerks working in Government offices do not always specIfy th.ml' 
employer and a part of the present decrease may well be due to the relegatIOn 
of such persons to group 189. Another point to be observ~d is that 9,117 
persons considered their work as publIc servants .to be III ~he nature of 
a subsidiary occupation, and these persons are not Illc1u~ed III the figure 
given above. In addition to .the serv~ce ?f Gov~rnment, thIS. sub-class deals 
with service under local bodIes, serVIce III IndIan and foreIgn states, and 
village officia1s other than chaukidars; and these three groups between them 
contain just over 5,000 employees. 

26. The statistics relating to the chief professions are summarized in 

Professions 

45. Religion 
46. Law 
47. Medicine 
48. InstructiOD 
49. Letters, arts and sciences 

1931. 1921. 
the margin. This is one 
of the few sub-classes to 
record a definite advance, 

161,967 146,523 and it may be that the 
81,811 

8,129 
19,518 
31,064 
21,445 

70,122 
5,797 

24,603 
24,523 
21,478 

figure,s reflect a gen uine 
tendency towards the 
more common adoption of 
a professional career. 
The increase is shared by 

nearly all the professions except that of medicine, in which case the reduction 
is \vholly due to the circumstance that fewer women have been returned as 
village midwives. Religion is the most favoured profession of all, ancl 
accounts for just over half of the "professional Classes". In this 
connexion it may be pointed out that in Imperial Table XI about 70,000 
Brahmans are shown as priests by occupation. Lest the somewhat high
sounding title of order 49 (letterS', arts and sciences) give rise to a false 
impresslOll, it should be explained that it is composed for the most part of 
musicians, drummers, actors, dancers and the like. 

27. The number of persons returned as "living on their income" 
was not large (2,292) ten years ago; to-day it is smaller still (1,922). One 
can only suppose that most pensioners have a second string to their bow; 
especially when it is remembered that this class is supposed to include also 
students in receipt of scholarships and persons whose main source of income 
is house-rent or « unearned increment" of any other kind. The only 
districts in which tp.ese gentlemen of means and leisure run into three figures 
are Cuttack (390), Hazaribagh (340) and Shahabad (223). In the Feudatory 
States also they number 192. 

28. Little reliance can be placed on the statistics of Domestic Service. 
Genuine domestic servants often return their occupation as naukari, but, 
as this term may apply equally to a hundred other forms of service, they 
cannot be classified properly. Variou~ other expressions are used which 
mayor may not denote service in a private household. The number of 
domestic servants, as actually recorded, has fallen from 307,654 to 206 888 
but it i12 probable that even the previous figure was an under-state~ent~ 
Some idea of the vagaries that occur from census to census may be gathered 
from the fact tha-t, w.hereas in Darbhanga district male domestic servants 
have increased-in numoer from 8,859 to 15,514-and in ChamparaIf from,2~852 
to 7,485, they have decreased in Monghyr from 24,262 to 1 157 in Gaya 
from .31,329 to 4,713 and _in Bhagalpur from 11,436 to 831. 1;he'only class 
of prIvate servant for whICh separate figures are tabulated is motor-drivers 
and cleaners, and the number of these has risen from 1 483 to 2 052. The 
increase in this case is pr,obably genlJine. " 
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29. This residuary sub-class comprises three groups, for which details XL-Insuffl
are given in the margin. alently descrIbed 

I h d · occupations. 
1931. 1921. n t e prece mg para-

graphs reference has been 
Insufficiently described occupations 1,265,975 760,529 made more than once to 
188. Gnspec-itied bllbineBsmen, contractors, the nature of the occupa-

etc. 13,150 4,403 tions which are for the 
189. "l u"pecifil'd clerks, etc. 208,338 41,002 most part concealed under 
H!O. Cnspecified labourers .. , 1,041,580 711,310 these vague terms, and 

unspecified labourers have 
been dealt with more particularly in paragraph 17. The five-fold increase 
in group 189 is specially noticeable, and probably accounts in large measure 
for the loss sustained by the commercial occupatIOns. Most of these clerks, 
etc., were of course enumerated in urhan areas) and it is significant that th0 
four cities alone, although they contain only l.O per cent of the total 
population of the province, are responsible for 14:.3 per cent of the persons 
in group 189. 

30. There has been an appreciable increase in the jail population, which XII.-Unpro
is more than counterbalanced by a drop in the number of beggars, etc. It ducthre. 

should be explained that 
persons undergoing rigo-
rous imprisonment in 

111,861 . 
Jails were treated as 

1931. 1921. 

Unproductive 93,787 

11,538 8,11)2" working dependants" 
81,()43 103,27() and thus figure in the 

306 3\)0 working popUlation of 

fl3. InmateE. of jails, as.\lums, etc. 
54. Beggar~, vagrant~, prostitutes 
55. Otte: non.pruductive industries 

. the province, though no 
record was made of the occupatIOnS' followed by them in ordinary life. 
Under-trial prisoners and persons undergoing simple imprisonment were (in 
~~mmon wi~h inmates of l~rer a.sy~ums, almshouses and so on) treated as 

non-workmg dependants .' and m consequence ~o not appear at all in 
figures quoted above. TheIr number, however, IS separately shown in 
Imperial Table X, and amounts in all to 5,457 persons. 
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SCHEME OF OCCUPATIONS. 

GrolllP no OCCUPATION. 

CLASS A.-PRODUCTION OF RAW MATERIALS. 

SUB.CLASS I.-EXPLOITATION OF ANIMALS AND 
VEGETATION. 

ORDER l:---PASTURE AND AGRICULTURE. 

(a) Ordmary cuLtIVatIon. 

1. Non.cultlvatlllg propnetors taklllg rent III money or 
kmd. 

2. Estate Agents and Managers of owners. 

3. Estate Agents and Managers of Government. 

4. Rent collectors, clerks, etc. 

5. Cultlvatmg owners. 

6 

7. 
8. 

(b) 

Tenant cultIvators. 

Agncultural labourers. 
Cultlvaton, of Jhum, .taungya and shlftlllg areas. 

CultIVatIOn of special orops, fruit, etc. (Planters, 
managers, clerks and labourers). 

9. Cmchona. 

10. Coconut. 

11. Coffee. 

12. GanJs. 

13. Pan-Vllle. 

14. Rubber. 

15. Tea. 
16. Market gardeners, flower and frUlt growers. 

(c) Forestry. 

17. Forest officers, rangers, guards, etc. 

18. Wood cutters and charcoal burners. 

19. Collectors of forest produce. 

20. Collectors of lac. 

(d) Stock ralBlng. 

21. Cattle and buffalo breeders and keepers. 

22. Breeders of transport ammals. 
23. Herdsmen, shepherds a~d breeders of other ammals. 

(e) RaISIng of small ammals and insects. 

24. BIrds, bees, etc. 

25. SIlkworms. 
26. Lac cultlvatlOn. 

ORDER 2.-FISHING AND HUNTING. 

27. Flshmg and Pearhng. 

28. Huntlllg. 

SUB.CLASS ll.-EXPLOITATJON OF MINERALS. 

ORDER 3.-METALLIC MI~ERALS. 

29. Gold. 

30. Iron. 
31. Lead, SlIver and ZInc. 

32. Manganese. 

33. Tlll and wolfram. 

34. 

35. 
36. 

37. 

38. 

39. 

40. 

41 

Other metalllC ~lllerals. 

ORDER j.-NON ·METAL:J;.IC MINERAL. 

Coal. 
Petroleum. 
Bmldmg matenals (mcludmg stone, materials for 

cement manufacture and clays). 

M1Oa. 
PreClOUE, and semI preCIOUS stones. 

Salt, saltpetre and other salmc bubstances. 

Other non·metallIc llnneral'l. 

I GrolljP no OCCUFATION. 

CLASS B.-PREPARATION AND SUPPLY OF 
MATERIAL SUBSTANCES. 

SUB·CLASS lll.-INDUSTRY. 

ORDER 5.-TEXTILES. 

42. Cotton glllnmg, cleaning and pressmg. 

43. Cotton spllllllng, selzlllg and weavmg. 

44. Jute pressmg, spmnmg and weavmg. 

45 Rope, tWllle, strmg and other fibres. 

46. Wool cardmg, spmnmg and weavmg. 

47. SIlk splnnmg and weavmg. 

48. HaIr (horse. haIr) , etc. 

49. Dyeing, bleachmg, prmtmg, preparatlOn and 
sponging or textIles. 

50. Lace, crepe, embroldenes, frmges, etc. and 
msufliClently deSCrIbed textIle mdustrles. 

ORDER 6 -HIDES, SIUNS AND HARD MATERIALS 
FROM THE ANIMAL KINGDOM. 

51. Workmg m leather-

52. FurrIers and persons occupIed WIth feathers, and 
brIstles; brush·makers. 

53. Bone, Ivory, horn, shell, etc., workers (except 
buttons). 

ORDER 7 -WOOD. 
54 Sawyers. 

55 Carpenters, turners and lamers, etc. 

56. Basket·makers and other llldustnes of woody 
materIals, lllcludlllg, leaves and thatchers and 
bmlders workmg WIth bamboo, reeds or Slmllar 
materIals. 

ORDER B.-METALS. 

57. Smeltmg, forgmg and rolhng of lIon and other 
metals. 

58. Makers of arms, guns, etc. 

59. BlacksmIths, other workers III Iron, makers of 
Implements. 

60. Workers m brass, copper and bell metal. 

61. ·Workers m other metals (except preClOUs metals)~ 

62. Workers m mmts, dle.smkers, etc. 

ORDER g.-CERAMICS. 

63. Potters and makers of earthen·ware. 
64 Bnck and tIle makers 

65. Other workers III ceramICS. 

ORDER 10 -CHEMICAL PRODUCTS PROPERLY SO· 
CALLED AND ANALOGOUS. 

66 Manufacture of matches, fire·works and other 
exploslVes. 

67. Manufacture of aerated and mmeral waters and lOe. 

68. Manufacture and refinmg of vegetable Olls. 

69. Manufacture and refinmg of mllleral 011s. 
70. Others. 

71. 

72. 

73. 
74. 
75. 

76 

77. 
78. 
79. 

80. 

SI. 

ORDER 11.-FOOD INDUSTRIES. 

RICe pounders and huskers and flovr grmder'i. 
Gram parchers, etc. 

Butchers. 

:'fakers of sugar, molasses and gur. 

Sweetmeat and condIment makers. 
Toddy drawell.'_ 

Brewers and dlstIllms. 

Manufacturers of Tobacco. 

Manufacturers of 0plUm. 

l\IanufacturelS of Ganja. 
Othl:r ..... 
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GroU41 no. I GroUJI no. OCCUPAtION. 

CLASS B.-PREPARATION AND SUPPLY OF 
MATERIAL SUBSTANCES-continued. 

SUB-CLASS IlI.-lNDUSTRY.-concluded. 

ORDER 12.-INDUSTRIES OF DRESS AND 
TOILET. 

82. Boot, shoe, sandal and clog makers. 
83. Tailors, miHiner8, dress-makers a~d darners. 

84. Embroiderers, hat-makers and makers of 

THE 

other 

CLASS B.-PREPARATION AND SUPPLY OF 
MATERIAL SUBSTANCES-continued. 

112. 
113_ 

SUB-CLASS IV .-TRANSPORT .-concluded. 

ORDER 21.-TRANSPORT BY RAIL. 

Railway employees of all kinds other than coolies. 

Labourers employed' on railway construction a.ad 
maintenance and coobeso..and porters employed on 
railway premises. 

articles of wear. OR-DER 22.-POST OFFIOE, TELEGRAPH AND 

85. Vlashing and cleaning. 
86. Barbers, hair-dressers and wig-makers. 
87. Ot.her industries connected with the toilet. 

ORDER 13.-FURNITURE IN1)USTRIES. 

88. Cabinet-makers, carriage.painters, ek. 

89. Upholsterers, tent-makers, etc. 

ORDER 14.-BUILDING INDUSTRIES. 

90. Lime-burners, cement workers; excavators and well 
sinkers; stone cutters and dressers; brick layers 
and masons; builders (other than buildings made 
of bamboo or similar materials), paint.ers, 
decorat.ors of houses, tilers, plumbers, etc. 

ORDER 15.-CONSTRUCTION OF MEANS OF 
TR-ANSPORT. 

91. Persons engaged in making, assembling or repairing 
motor vehicles or cycles. 

92. Carriage, cart, palki, etc. makers ~d wheel
wrights. 

93. Ship, boat, aeroplane builders. 

ORDER IB.-PRODUOTION AND TRANS~IISSION OF 
PHYSICAL FORCE. 

94. Heat, light, electricity, motive power, etc., gas 
works and electric light and power. 

ORDER 17.-MISOELLANEOUS AND UNDEFINED 
rNDUSTRIES. 

95. Printers, engravers, book-binders, etc. 

96. Makers of musical instruments. 
97. Makers of clocks and surgical or scientific instru

ments, etc. 
98. Makers of jewellery and ornaments. 

99. 

100. 

101. 

102. 

103. 

104. 

105. 

Other miscellaneous and undefined industries (toy
making, taxidermy, etc.). 

Scavenging. 

SUB-CLASS IV.-TRANSPORT. 

ORDER lS.-TR-ANSPOR-T BY AIR-. 

Persons concerned with aerodromes and aeroplanes. 

ORDER- 19.-TRANSPORT BY \VATER. 0 
Ship-owners, boat-owners 

officers, mariners, etc. 
and tow men. 

, 
and their employees, 
Ships brokers, boatmen 

Persons (other than labourers) employed in harbours, 
docks, rivers and canals, including pilots. 

Labourers employed on harbours, docks, rivers and 
canals. 

ORDER 20.-TRA~SPORT BY ROAD. 

Persons (other 
construction 
bridges. 

than labourers} employed on the 
and maintenance of roads and 

106. Labourers employed on roads and bridges. 

107. Owners, managers and employees (excluding 
personal servants) connected with mechanically 
driven vehicles (including trams). 

108. Owners, managers and employees (excluding 
personal servants) connected with other vehicles. 

109. Palki, etc.. bearers and owners. 
110. Pack elephant, camel, mule, ass and bullock, owners 

and drivers. 

111. Porters and messengers. 

TELEPHONE SERVICES. 

114. Post Office, T'elegraph and Telephone services. 

SUB.CLASS V.-TRADE. 

OR-DER 23.-BANKS, ESTABLISHMENTS OF CREDIT, 
EXOHANGE AND INSURANCE. a 

115. Bank managers, money-lenders, exchange and 
insurance agents, money-changers and brokers 
and their employees. 

ORDER 24.-BROKERAGE OOMMISSION AND 
EXPORT. 

116. rJrokel's, commission agents, commercial travellers, 
warehouse owners and ewployees. 

ORDER 25.-TRADE IN TEXTILES. 

117. Trade in piece.goods, wool, cotton, silk, hair and 
other textiles. 

ORDER 26.-TRADE IN SKINS, IJEATHERS AND 
FURS. 

118. Trade in skins, leather, furs, feathers, horn, etc., 
and the articles made from the.se. 

119. 
120. 

l'21. 
122. 

123. 

ORDEH 27.-TRADE IN WOOD. 

Trade in wood (not fire-wood). 

Trade in barks. 
Trade in bamboos and canes .. 
Trade in thatches and other forest produce. 

ORDER 28.~TRADE IN METALS. 

Trade in metals, machinery, knives, tools, etc. 

ORDER 29.-TR-ADE IN POTTERY, BRICKS AND TILES. 

124. Trade in pottery, bricks and tiles. 

ORDER 30.-TRADE IN CHEMICAL PRODUCTS. 

125. Drugs, dyes, paints, petroleum, explosives, etc. 

ORDER 31.-HOTELS, OAFES. RESTAURANTS, ETC. 

126. Vendors of wine, liquors, aerated waters and ice. 
127. Owners and Managers of hotels, cook shops, 8a1'ais, 

etc. (and employees). 

128. Hawker3 of drink and food-stuffs. 

OHDER 32.-0THER TRADE IN FOOD-STUFFS. 

129. Grain and pulse dealers. 

13G. Dealers in sweetmeats, sugar and spices. 

131. Dealers in dairy products, eggs and poultry. 

132. Dealers in animals for food. 

133. Dealers in fodder for animals. 

134. Dealers in other food-stuffs. 

135. Dealers in tobacco. 

13G. Dealers in opium. 

137. Dealers in ganja. 

ORDER S3.-TRADE IN CLOTHING AND TOILET 
.A.HTICLES. 

138. Trade in ready-made clothing and ot.her articles of 
dress and the toilet (hats, umbrellas, socks, ready
made shoes, perfumes, etc.). 
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Group no OCCUPATION. ) GrolJdl no OCCUPATION. 

CLASS B.-PREPARATION AND SUPPLY OF 
MATERIAL SUBSTANCES-concluded. 

SUB-CLASS V.-TRADE.-concluded. 

ORDER 34.-TRADE IN FURNITURE. 
139. Trade m furlllture, carpets, curtams and bedding. 
140. Hardware, cookmg utensils, porcelalll, crockery, 

glassware, bottles, articles for. gardening, etc. 

ORDER 35 -TRADE IN BUILDING MATERIALS. 
141. Trade Jll bUlldmg materials (other than brwks, tiles 

and woody matenals). 

ORDER 36.-TRADE IN MEANS OF TRANSPORT. 
142. Dealers and hll'tlrs III mechalllcal transport motors, 

cycles, etc. 
143. Dealers and hners III other carnage carts boats 

etc. ' , , 

144. Dealers and hIrers of elephants, camels, horses, 
cattle, asses, muleg, etc. 

ORDER 37.-TRl\.DE IN FUEL. 

CLASS C.-PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION AND 
LIBERAL ARTS-ooncluded. 

SUB-CLASS VIIl.-PROFESSlONS AND LIBERAL 
ARTS.-conduded. 

ORDER 46.-LA W. 

167. Lawyers oi all lnnds , lilcludmg QazIs, Law Agents 
and Mukhtlars. 

168. Lawyers' clerks, petltlOn-wnters, etc. 

ORDER 47.-MEDICINE. 
169. Registered medICal practitIoners mcludlng oculIsts. 
170. Other persons practlsmg the healmg arts without 

bemg registered. 

171. Dentists. 
172. MidWives, vaccmators, compounders, nurses, 

masseurs, etc. 
173. VeterInary surgeons. 

ORDER 48.-INSTRUOTION. 
174. Professors and teachers of all kinds. 

175. Clerks and servants connected With educatwn. 
145. Dealers m firewood, charcoal, coal, cowdung, etc. 

ORDER 38.-TRADE IN ARTIOLES OF LUXURY AND 
THOSE PERTAINING TO LETTERS 
AND THE ARTS AND SCIENCES. 

ORDER 49.-LETTERS, ARTS AND SCIENCES (OTHER 
THAN 44). 

146. Dealers in precIOus stones, Jewellery (real and 
ImitatIOn), clocks, optical mstruments, etc. 

147. Dealers m common bangles, bead necklaces, fans, 
small artICles, toys, huntmg and fishmg tackle, 
flowers, etc. 

148. PublIshers. book-sellers, stationers, dealers III 

mUSIC, pICtures, musICal lllstruments and 
curwSI tws. 

ORDER 39 -TRADE OF OTHER SORTS. 

149. Dealers m rags, "table refuse, etc. 
150. General store-keepers and shop-keepers otherWIse 

unspeCified. 
151. Itlllerant traders, pedlars, and hawkers (of other 

than food, etc.). 
152. Other trades (lllcludmg iarmers of pounds, tools and 

markets). 

CLASS C.-PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION AND 
LIBERAL -ARTS. 

SUB-CLASS VI.-PUBLIC FORCE. 

ORDER 40.-ARMY. 

153. Army (Imperial). 
154. Army (IndIan States). 

ORDER 41.-NAVY. 

155. Navy. 

ORDER 42 -AIR FORCE. 

158. AIr Force. 

ORDER 43.-POLICE. 

157. Pohce. 
158. VIllage watchmen. 

SUB-CLASS VII.-PUBL!C ADMINISTRATION. 

ORDER 44.-PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION. 

159. Service of the Staie. 
160. Service of Indl~n and Foreign States. 
181. MUUlClpal and other local (not VIllage) serVIce. 
162. Village offiCIals and servants -ether than watchmen. 

SUB-CLASS Vlll.-J>ROFESSIONS AND LIBERAL 
ARTS. 

183. 
164. 

165. 
166. 

ORD-P;R 45.-RELI<;HON. 
Pnests, mlUlsters, etc. 
Monks, nuns, rehglOus mendicants. 

Other l'el1glOus workers. 
Servants m relIgIOUS edifices, bUrIal and burning 

grounds, pilgrim conductorS, ClrcumciseIs, etc. 

176. PublIc scnbes, stenographers, etc. 
177. ArchItects, surveJors, engmeers, and their 

emploJees (not bemg State servants). 
178. Authors, editors, journalists and photographers. 

179. ArtIsts, sculptors and Image-makers. 
180. SCIentIsts (astronomers, botamsts, etc.). 
181. Horoscopo casters, astrologers, fortune-tellers, 

WIzards, WItches and medIUms. 
182. lI1usiClans (composers and performers other than 

mIlItary), actors, dancers, etc. 
183. Managers and employees of places of publIc 

entertamments, lace courses, SOCietIeS, clubs. 
184. Conjurors, acrobats, rerItors, exhibitors of curIOSItIes 

and WIld ammals. 

CLASS D.-MISCELLANEOUS. 

SUB-CLASS IX.-PERSONS LIVING ON THEIR INCOME. 

ORDER 50.-PERSONS LIVING PRINCIPALLY ON 
THEIR INCOME. 

185. Proprietors (other than of agrIcultural land), fund 
and scholarship holders and pensioners. 

SUB-CLASS X.-DOMESTIC SERVICE. 

ORDER 51.-DOMESTIC SERVICE. 
186. Private motor-drIvers and cleaners. 
187. Other domestic service. 

SUB-CLASS XI.-INSUFFICIENTLY DESCRIBED 
OCCUPATIONS. 

ORDER 52.-GENERAL TERMS WHICH DO }tOT 
INDICATE A DEFINITE OCCUPATION. 

188. Manufacturers, bUSllless men and contractors 
otherWIse unspeCIfied. 

189. CashIers, accountants, book-keepers, clerks and 
other employees m unspeClfied offices and 
warehouses and shops. 

190. Mechamcs otherwise unspeCIfied. 
191. Labourers and workmen otherwise unspeC1:fied. 

SUB-CLASS XIl.-UNPRODUCTIVE. 

ORDER 53.-INMATES OF JAILS, ASYLUMS AND 
ALMS HOUSES. 

192. Inmates of jails, asylums and alms houses. 

ORDER 54.-BEGGARS, VAGRANTS, PROSTITUTES. 

193. Beggars and vagrants. 
194. Procurers and prostitutes. 

ORDER 55.-0THER UNCLASSIFIED NON-PRODUC
TIVE INDUSTRIES. 

195. Other unclassified non-productIve industries. 
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I.-GENERAL DISTRIBUTION BY OCCUPATION. 

N,B.-I. "Non-working dependants" number 5,840 per 10,000 of the total population, Out of this number 0'9 per cent were recorded 
in cities and 99'1 per cent elsewhere, 

2, The aggregate population of the four" ci ties" (Patna, Gaya, Bhagalpur and J amshedpur) is 415,280 persons, or I'D pel' cent 
of the total provincial population, 

CLA!lS, SUB,CLASS AND ORDER, 

ALL OCCUPATIOllS '" 

A. Production of r .. W materials 

.I, Eroploitation oj' '''''mals und vegetation 

1. Pa.ture ana Agriculture .. , 
(a) Ordinary Oultivation .. , '" 
(b) OuUi'vation of spec;al crops, fruit, etc, 
(0) Forestry 
(ri) Stock raising , ", 
(0) Raising of small animals anr}, inaects 

2. ]!-'ishing a.lld hunting 

.II, EropiQitatioll oj'minerals 

3. Metallic minerals ... 
4, Non-metallic mineral 

B, Prepara.tion and s<1pply of material substances 

III, Indllst,I'Y 

5, Textiles .. , '.. .., '.. .., 
6. llides, skins and hard materials from the animals kingdom 
7, Wood 
8, Meta;s ," 
9. Ceramics... ... ... .., ... 

10, Chemical products properly so,called and analogous 
11, Food industries .. ' ' .. 
12, Industries of dress and the toilet 
13. Furniture industries ... 
14 • .Builuiug industries ... 
15, Construction of means of transport .. , 
1G, Production and tr.nsmission 01 physical forces 
17, Miscellaneous and undefined industries, , 

LV, Transport 

In, Transport by water , .. 
20, Transport by road , .. 
21. Transport by rail ,.. , .. 
22, Post office, Telegraph and Telephone sen ices 

Y. Trade 

23, B;mksl establishments of cretlit. exchange and insurance 
24, Brokerage commission and export ... . .. 
25, TmJe in textile..., .. , 
20, Tr.de in skins, leather and furs 
27, Trad e in wood 
28, Trade in metals.. .., 
20, Trade in pottery. bricks and tiles 
30, Tmde in chemical products .. , 
31. Hotels, cafds, restaurants. etc, 
32, Other trade in food stuffs , .. 
33, Trade in e:othing and toilet articles 
.34. Trade in furniture ... . .. 
35, Trade in building mat Oti.,s ," 
36, Tl'udf:' in ID..Jallb of transport .. , 
37, Trade in tUJI .. , .. , .. 
<l8, Trade in articles of luxury and those pertaining to leUers and 

and ~cience6. 
3D, 'Iraae 01 oth or sorts 

G. Public administration a.nd Uberall1.rts 

VI, Publio j'a,'oe 

40, Army 
43, Police 

YJ.!., Publio administration 

VIII, P'l'o!e •.• ion. and liberal "rts 

45, Religion .. , 
4'L Law ... 
47, Medicine , .. 
48, Instruction ,.. ,.. .., 
4Q, Letters, arts ""d sciences (other than 44) 

D, Miscella.neous 

IX, Pe'l'sons living on their inoome 

X. Domestic servioe 

XI, Ins"ffioientl!! desoribed oootipations 

XII, Unprodltotive 

53. Inmatzs of jails, asylums and alms houses 
54, Beggars, vagrants, prostitutes .. ' 
55, Oth~r unclassified nOll· productive industries 

.. ,I 

.. , "'I 

.. ,I 
I 

, .. I 

.. , I 

EARNERS (PRINCIPAL OCCUPAi'ION) 
A~D IVOJ{KI:'G DEPENDA.."'TS, 

NU:M:BEH PEn 
10,000 OF 

TOTAL 
POPGLATIOY, 

4,160 

3,265 

8,28, 

3,223 
3,149 

3 
3 

67 

i4 

28 

2 
26 

4~8 

290 

49 
1 

33 
211 
27 
19 
!lS 
64. 

7 

iii 

82 

3 
20 

8 
1 

15~ 

2 

5 
1 
3 

1 
1 
6 

82 
1 

1 
10 
3 

35 

lil 

9 

's 
4 

8S 

19 
2 
5 
7 
5 

871 

49 

299 

22 

3 
19 

PEllOENTA.GE nE001DED-

In cities, 

3 

1'0 

0'2 
0'3 
3'4 
1"9 
0'2 

0':4 

0'2 

4'0 

4'1 

1'7 
S'l 
1'8 

25'2 
l'S 
1'2 
1'1 
2'0 

6'9 
2'0 

59'0 
6'1 

5'5 

2'1 
4'5 
0'2 
5'4 

8'6 

4'6 
1'0 
3'1 
0'9 
1'7 
I'S 
0'9 
3'9 
2'5 
2'1 
5'0 
2':] 

0'7 
0':] 
1'5 
2'6 

8':] 

5'9 

4'9 

0'3 
5'1 

6'5 

3'2 
14'4 
5'2 

15'7 
3'6 

4'0 

4'1 

8'9 

4'0 

4'7 

30'8 
1'0 
2'9 

Elsewhere, 

4 

99'0 I 
99'S 

99'S 

90'8 
90'8 
00'0 
98'1 
90'S 

100 
W6 

99'S 

100 
W8 

96'0 

9;;'9 

98'3 
90'0 
98'2 
74'8 
98'2 
98'S 
08'U 
U7'1 

100 
9Wl 
07'1 
40'2 
93'9 

94'5 

97'9 
95'5 
9J'S 
04'0 , 

96'4 

95'4 
9S'1 
96'9 
99'1 
9S'3 
9S'2 
99'1 
96'1 
97'5 
07'0 
95'0 

~~:~ I 09'0 
9~'5 
97'2 

91'S I 

94'1 

95'1 

99'7 
94'9 

96'S 

93'5 

00'8 
85'0 
94'S 
84'3 
96'4 

I 

96'0 I 

95'9 

96 l 

960 

95'3 

69'2 
Q9'0 
9i'1 

EARNERS (SUBSIDIARY OCCUP A HON), 

NUMBER PER 
10,000 OF 

TOtAL 
POPULA.tION, 

48:4 

!J01 

192 

l8!l 
170 

2 
1 
7 
4 
8 

9 

1 
8 

158 

91 

16 

i'i 
6 

10 
8 
8 

20 

'2 

12 

1 
9 
2 

51 

3 

'1 
1 
5 

'I 
28 

1 

28 

5 

21 

13 

1 
2 
!l 

50 

S 

40 

2 

';;; 

PEIiCENTAGE liEconDED-

In cities, 

0'4 

0'3 

U'3 

0'3 
0'3 
1'0 
0'0 
0'1 

0'2 

0'2 

0'1 
1'0 
0'1 

0: i.' 
0'2 

i:i 

3'0 
0'1 

0'4 

0'4 
0'4 
2'9 

0'8 

0'7 

0'4 
0'2 
0'1 
0'5 
0'0 
0'7 
0'2 
0'2 

0'1 
0'6 

1'1 

0'3 

0'2 

0'1 

0'8 

0'3 
4'3 
0'2 
0'2 

1'0 

0'1 

0'2 

1'2 

0'1 

0'1 

Elsewhere, 

99'0 

99'7 

99'7 

99'7 
90'7 
9b'4 
90'1 
99'0 

100 
100 

100 

100 
100 

99'S 

99'S 

100 
100 
99'9 
99'0 
99'9 

100 
W9 
99'8 

100 
98'0 

100 
97'0 
99'9 

99'6 

100 
99'6 
99'6 
97'1 

99'7 

99'3 
100 
99'0 
99'8 
99'9 
99'S 
99'1 
99'S 
99"S 
99"8 

100 
100 
100 
100 

99'9 
99'4 

98'9 

90'" 

99'S 

100 
99'S 

99'9 

99'7 

99'7 
95'7 
99'8 
99'S 

100 

99'0 

09'9 

99'S 

9S'S 

99'9 

09:9 
100 
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OCCC'P ,I.'l''tON. 

-1 .-

ALL OC(,C P·I TrONS 

A.-Produotlon of Raw Materials 

I.-Emploitation of animals and \ 
"egetation ... 

1. P ASTUBE AND H'RlaVLfURE I 
(a) OTdinaTlI cultivation ..• 

1 X on .. culth atmg proprieton; 
5 Cultivating owners ... I 
R 'J'enant cultivutoTA 
7 A~ricultural lubourprs 

(b) Oultivation oj 8pecial crop8 .. '\ 
16 :Market gardeners, flower and fruit growers 

(o) For.strv .. 
18 Wood cutter. and charcoal burners 

(d) Stock ra1'sinu 
2J Cattle and hntfalo broJders and keepers .. . 
23 Herdsmen und breeders 01 other animals .. . 

(8) Raisin(J oj 8mall animal8 and 
in8ects 

2. FU'HING AND JItTNTniG 
37 -Pu,}ung nnu pearling 

ll.-Exploitatlan of .Uine'1'als 

3. l\h~ rALLIC MINER.n.'l; 

4. NON-MEL \.I.LIe MINEllALS 
35 (Jonl 
3S Mica... ., . 
40 Sal t, saltpetre and otller ""line sUbstances 

B.-Preparation and supply of I 
material substanoes 

III.-Industry .. 

5 rrHXTIT,E~... . •• 
43 Cotton .pinl1ln~, sizmg and weaving 
44 .Jute -pressing_ spl1lning and weaving 
45 Rope, twine, strip~ and other fibre, 
46 Wool carding, 'pinning and weavmg 
47 Silk spinning amI weaving 

6 IIIDE8_ ((KINS AND HARD :MA.rEnr..lL8 
),RI)'I THE A1HMAL XING-DOllI 

7. WOOD ... 
56 Basket makers and other indu.tries 

woody materials 

R. METALS 

\). CERAMIOS ... 
63 Potters altd makers of earthenware 

10. CHEMICAL (AlfD AlfALOGOt1') 

n. FOOD IND1!STRI'E6 '" 
71 Riee poundprs and hUSKers :mJ 

g:mders ... .. 
72 Hrain paJ.'cherR, etc. ... . .. 
75 Sweetr'}cat and condiment makers 

flDur 

.. I 

'''1 
12. IN'lH!S'lRIES Oll' DRESS AND rRK I 

TOILET ••. • .. 
83 Tailors, milliners, dressmakerb and darners 
85 Washing and cleaning ... 
86 Uarbers. ha.irdressers a.nd wig"makers 

98 
l()O 

13. FVR1'H'IURE INDUBTBIJJS 

.. , \ 

... 
14. BUILDING IND't"BTRIBR •• , 

15. COlfSTRUOfION OF MEANs 
TRANSPORT •• , 

16. "RODUCTION AND 1::3A.'NBMlSSlOli I 
OF PHY&IOA L l1'OBCXB ... ... 

+7. MISOELLA.NEOUS AND tTNDUIllBD 
IlfDUSTRIES.. • •• 

Mukers of jewellery and ornaments 
Scavenging '" . 

lV.-X",ansport 

19. Tl ... NSPOU BY WATER ... 

20. TUNS PORT EY ROAD... ... 
106 Labonrers employed on roads and bridges ... 
III Porters and messengers. I 

21. TUNSPORT BY RAIL 

CHAPTER VIII.-SUBSlDIARY TABLES. 

ILI.-OCCUPATIONS OF FElIALES 

BY CLA~SES, "UIl·CLAS~E8, ORDERS AND SELECTED GROUPS. 

N'VMBER OF ACfLAL 
WORXE~B.* 

13,'1'12,574 

10.640.574 

10.522,815 

10,44J,072 

10,127,,>64 
149,329 
3&7,064 

7,11&,072 
2,474,~16 

10,6R4 
13,480 

n,031 
7,:139 

271,030 
HU,~31 

201.570 

15,463 

01),743 
78,672 

1l7.759 

7,7lu 

IlO,U4U 
95,010 
6,967 
7,006 

1,745,115 

1,051,978 

102,652 
lM41U 

4;239 
OJ "4;) 
4;313 
!?,u54 

4,027 

122,')54 

55,653 

102,282 

104,554 
g8,669 

71,421 
66,294 

77,027 

9.605 
:-lJ,lK5 
7,804 

251,413 
27,010 
7".M79 

103,941 

72 

29,472 

791 

430 

104,283 
M5,315 
10,37~ 

16'1,903 

15,164 

1(\1,132 
2<;,,6& 
10,129 

Females 

--4-

5.667.062 

4,031.947 

3,992,825 

3,9~4,227 
23,065 
~ti,703 

2,011,101 
1,042,614 

4.425 
4,030 

5,912 
4,461 

44,RIO 
23,704 
21,106 

757 

13,694 
12,4011 

39.122 

5,277 

3:1,845 
27,296 
~,174 
3,920 

907,926 

559,649 

U:,34& 
75,:109 
2,~:2 
7.0117 
1.403 
1,84') 

l,,j97 

65,273 

62,162 

16,346 

lil,998 
50,031 

42,5~4 
41 J 060 

H2,fl99 
72.Rr,1 
2t29~ 

11l3,li10 
9,lnU 

61,(1"6 
24,681 

183 

9,(137 

G 

16,447 
3,5t5 

11,092 

24,'109 

637 

22,753 
18,R51l 
3,171 

~lll11bdr 
of fema:es 
1)e,I,'100 

mtl.d"8. 

411 
I 
I 

379, 

I 
379 ! 

381 I 
387 
154 
131 
283 
745 

265 
299 

536

1 

608 

165 
342 I 
105 , 

, 
49 I 

15'1 
159 

332 

684 

308 
28'1 
312 
561 

520 

532 I 

500 
458 
687 

3,121 
322 
899 I 

34.5 

535 

1,11'1 I 
160 I 

497 [ 
507 

596 
619 

2.070 

8,610 

2'~i~ 

4121 
328 
774 
237

1 2542 

307 

14 

158 ' 
30 

1,069 I 

I 
156 

42 

225 : 
653 ' 313 

38,721 1,234 33 

3:t. POR'!' OFFICE, TEL&G.lt.A.l'H AND 
:rET.EPHONE fo1E&VIOE8 

JT.-T-rade 

23. B.A.NJ{t;. EB'tABLIBHMENl'fl 0]' ORL.DIr, 
ll:xCllANGE AND INSlta.A.liCE 

24. IhlO!(JlRAGE 
"EXPORT 

COMMISSION 

26. TRADE I"'i TE"'[1'ILER 

AND 

20. TRADE IN bKINR, LEAl1tER AND 
ll'uns 

27. TR.ADE IN WOOD 

28. TRADE IN METALS 

39, TRADE IN l'OTrERY, BRIOKS 
'fILES 

BO. TR-\DE IN CR8MIOA.L PRODUC1."I 

... i 
AND I 

31. HO'lkoLH, C.A.1!E~. REST.A.UBAN IP, Bro. 
126 Vendnrs of wire, a.erated watrfl"' alld ice 

32. OrRER TRADE IN 'E'OOD~RTttFFf' 
129 Hrain aI'd :pulbe dt alerB ... 
130 n~a]e1"s in HweetmflatF, sugar and spioeF ... 
lJl Dealers in dairy pr' )duct, egg. auu poultry I 
133 Dealflfs 111 fCldder for anima'!,! .. 

, 
33. TRADE IN OLO'l'HI~G AND rOILET I 

AJllIDLHFt 

34, '!'RADE IN" FURXITURE ••• 

35, THADH IN E 1."rLDING 'IATERIAI,t.. 

30, TXIlD.E IN' .MEANS Ol!' TRA.NSPORT ... 

37. 'I HADE IN F'Vll:L 

:-H:~. TRADE IN ARTICLES OF LUX'VRY 
A..ND 'l'KORR PERTAINING TO LliIl''TE]UI 

AND fHE ART~ AND bCIENOER .. 
147 Dealers in CuImrH'll bangles~ bend l1ecklaces~ 

bus, toys. flowers, etc. .. .. 

30. !['DAnE 011' O'I'HER f"ORTB • 
150 General stor€-'keeperb and shop-kt.-cpers 

otherWIse ullspecifird 

C.-PUblic Administration and 
Liberal Arts 

VI.-Public Foroe 

VII.-Publio Administration 

VIII.-P'1'ofessions and Liberal 
Arts ... ! 

45. RELIGION 

43. T,AW 

4.7. MEDIaINE... ... .. 
169 Regbtered medical practitioners, including 

nculibts ... ..... 
172 Miuwi"vefl, vlU'cinators, compoundert', 

nnrbeB ... 
173 Vetermary surgeons 

48. llI'F1RUCTIOlf ... 

~O. LETT::ERB, ARTS AND SCIENCES 
182 Musicians, actof.f!, Jan('ers, etC'. 

·.·.1 

189 

191 

D.-Miscellaneous 

Ix.-per.o~s I~Vin.g on thew "n .. ome I 
X.-Damest'tll Set"vtotl ... .. 

XI.-InsujJioi.mtly desoribed 
Qoltupations I 

Clerks and other employees il1"~nbPecifi~~ 
offices, shops, etc. ... ... 

Labourers and workmen .)therwbe nnspeci
Jieu 

XII.-C'nproauotive 

03. INM.h.'lES O'P JA.IL~, A_SYL'G'1~, 1tTO. 

54. BEGGARS.. VAGRANTS. PROSTITUTES 

55. OTHB:R l!:N'or.ASFIFIFD NON-PBODUC~ 
TIVE INDt'"SfRIES 

*ff Actual worktlrs" includes: 

(a) Earners following the occupation in q_uest.ion as their principal means of livelihood; 

(b) Earners following the occupation as a subsidiary means of livelihood; and 

(e) Working dependants, 

.8 UMB£R Ol!' AOTr AL 
WORlt.ERS.* 

Maleo. 

3."06 

635,234 

1R,S72 

964 

22,355 

17,411 

805 

2,552 

4,386 

20,129 
18,791 

250,294 
51,b3~ 
22,.<23 
47,06. 

1,%0 

4,450 

1,902 

479 

4,":0 

]5,(\20 

11,51\6 

143,897 

16R,oob 

303,783 

57,937 

25,895 

219,951 

125,326 

9,G8S 

ll,037 

4,Pfi9 

l,7R9 
471 

30,601 

35,299 
29.502 

1,083,102 

2,382 

124,457 

888,3U 

218,013 

653,084 

67,922 

11,235 

56,143 

541 

Females. 

4 

25 

323,668 

1,116 

3,865 

1,433 

16,407 

240 

2,056 

646 

1l,9fl1 
10,656 

205,298 
:14,005 

6,374 
Rfi,865 
3,41& 

1,617 

441 

437 

262 

39,297 

5,717 

o,J06 

32,592 

31,2114 

29,466 

1 

607 

28,858 

10,707 

46 

13,761 

234 

lR.316 
17 

l,li65 

2,779 
2,470 

697,723 

474 

116,809 

545,'147 

22,771 

521,326 

34,693 

3Q3 

34,374. 

16 

207 

Number 
of ferns!es 
)ler 1,000 

males. 

-1\--

9 

605 

59 

253 

1'13 

205 

I)4g 

298 

806 

14'1 

583 
56'1 

'195 
6'13 
286 

1,448 
1,818 

363 

226 

912 

5!l 

2,616 

495 

632 

226 

226 

9'1 

0'02 

28 

131 

85 

5 

1,24'1 

58 

7,52'1 
36 

41 

'19 
81 

199 

939 

614 

104 

798 

511 

27 

611! 

30 
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IV.-SELECTED OCCUPATIONS, 1931 AND 1921. 
N. B -No exact comparIsOn IS possIble between the figures of 1931 and 1921, as the method of olasslfymg the workIng populatlOn was not the 

same at the two censuses. 

OCCU.A.TION. 

ID31 W21 

Earners 
(prmcI~al Earners Actual workers 
occupation) (Subsldlar~ (prmclpal 

and working occupatIon) occupatIon) 
dependants 

4 

ALL OCCUPATIONS 17,610,171 1,829,465 18,758,913 

A.-Production of rllW materials 13,821,989 850,552 15,065,463 

I.-Explodation of an.mala and 
vegetatwn 

1 PASTURE A.ND AGRIOULTURE 

(a) Ord.nary culhvatwn 
1 Non cultIvatmg proprIetors 
2 Esta.te agents 1l.11d mana.gers of owners 
3 Ie.tate agents and manag.rs of Govern' 

ment 
4. Rent collectOl S, olerks, etc 
5 lultlVatmg owners 
6 Tenant eultlYators 
7 AgrIculturallaboarers 

(b) Cult.vatlOn of 8pec.al crops 
16 :II .rhet gardeners. flower and frmt 

growers 

(c) Fore8try 

(d) Stoek rats,ng 
Zl Cattle and bullalo breeders and keepers 
23 Herdsmen and breeders of other amm.ls 

(e) Ra",ng of 8mall an,mals and 
.n8ects 

2 FISHING AND HUNrIl\ G 
27 FI"hm g and pe.rlmg 

II.-Explo.tat.on of .,,,,nerals 

3 METALLIO MINERALS 

4 1\ ON METALLIC MINER1LS 

35 Coal 
38 Alle" 

B.-Preparation and supply of 
materlpl substances 

III.-Indll.try 

5 TEXTILES 
43 Cotton spmLmg, "ltlllg and we. vmg 
44 Jnte presBlDg, spInnIng and weavmg 
47 SIlk splDnll1g and weavmg 

6 HIDES, SKINS AND HA.RD MA.TER
IALS P ROM THE A.NIMAL KINGDOM 

7 "DOD 
55 Carpenters, turners and Jomers, eto 
56 Basket makers and other mdustrles of 

woody materIal s 

8 YtETALS 
07 Smeltmg, forgmg and rolllng of Iron and 

other metaJB 
59 BlacksmIths, other workers In Iron 
60 W 01 kers III brass, copper and bell metal 

9 Cn AMICs 
63 Potters ",nd makers of earthen-ware 

10 ClIEMIOAL (A.ND .NALOGOUS) 
I'RODUOTS 

68 Manufacture and refimng 01 vegetable 
011s 

11 FOOD INDvsnuES 
71 RlCepounder', huskers and flour grmders 
72 G,aIll rarchels etc 
73 Butchers 
75 Sweetmeat and condimeDt makers 
76 Toddy dIawers 
78 Manufactnrers of tobacco 
79 Manufacturers of oplUm 
80 Mallruu.ctUl ers of ganJa. 

13 INDUSTRIES OF Dl'ESa AlfD TUB 
TOILET 

82 Boot shoe, .andal and clog malers 
83 '1 allors, IDlllmers, dress makers and 

darners 
85 "ashlDg and CleanIng 
86 Barbers, haIr dressers and WIg makers 

13. FURNITU1.E INDU'srlIRS 

14 BUILDING INDVSTlnns 

15 COl>STnUOrION OP MEANS 0:0 
TltA.NSP01.'l' 

::'6 PRODUCTION' AND TRJ..N'SMISSl:o.li 
OF PHYSICAL FonCES 

1'7 M180ELLANEOUS A-i'"n UNDEFINED 
INDUSfRIES 

98 Makers of J6welJelY And ornaments 
100 bcaveDgmg 

106 
107 

108 

109 
110 

111 

112 
113 

IV.- TTan.port 

19 TBANsponT DY W.A.TEn 

20 Tr ANSPOR T BY BOAD 
Labourers employed on ronds and bndges 
0" nelS managers and employees connec~ 
ted Volth mechanlcally dnven vehIcles 

Owners m:.mngels and employees connec~ 
ted wlth o1her vehwles 

Pallt, etc. bearels and ownelS 
Pack elephant, camel, mule, ass and 
bullock owners and drIvers 

Portels and. messengers 

21 TRANsporT BY BAIL 
nail" oy employees other than coolles 
Laboulers employed on laIlway works, 
coohes and porters 

13,702,355 

13,641946 

13,330,474 
119,966 

1,OB7 

251 
20,502 

375,126 
8,842,439 
3,970,963 

14,329 

12,357 

11,448 

284 317 
81,190 

J03,163 

1,378 

60,409 
58,905 

119,614 

9,636 

109,978 
99,222 
4,562 

2,003,486 

1,226,869 

208,995 
184 207 

3,320 
3,280 

4420 

14(),749 
44,843 

95,145 

9~,014 

23,049 
53,759 
15,178 

1155e4 
109,411 

81,888 

77,208 

204466 
79346 
88131 
5130 
9,oQ7 

15256 
6.019 

33 
12 

269,333 
36,791 

30,829 
1066840 
92,708 

226 

30,670 

584 

403 

76,558 
46,938 
19963 

133,880 

11,892 

85,7C4 
35,575 

2,941 

17,223 
9,621 

7,899 
12,224 

33,653 
20,057 

13,596 

813,285 

780,257 

721,617 

52'~a! } 

10,3~ 
2Q,440 J 

282,244 
346.366 

6,780 

5153 

6,4U5 

31,523 
11945 
19,519 

14842 

33,028 
32,097 

37,267 

3351 

33,916 
23,084 
4,579 

849,575 

384,758 

65,(05 
55,521 
3,831 

620 

1,804 

46,578 
23,005 

22,670 

25,6140 

352 
22,623 
2,219 

40988 
39,279 

32127 

30,146 

34,"66 
12,958 
16395 

662 
1,005 
2660 

851 } 
25 

2 

85,591 
9,870 

6090 
33.281 
35,914 

29 

7,839 

212 

33 

44172 
40,90ll 
1,507 

<18,959 

3,900 

38121 
12.149 

774 

10,111 
12,171 

1,786 
1,076 

6362 
2,893 

3,469 

li,922,902 

14,858,616 

14,433114 
114.942 

93,570 

10.911,349 

3,313,253 

14,658 

14,106 

16,358 

394,235 
100,052 
292,815 

353 

64,286 
62,223 

142,561 

2,060 

140 501 
112,270 
11600 

2,281,882 

l,367,7i9 

260 n22 
22b,722 

3,876 
5,279 

9,752 

150,145 
44,373 

103,229 

97431 

11 372 
67,196 
18,264 

125,367 
116413 

84301 

78736 

245,889 
97,484 

112,873 
5376 

12,474 
13,428 

I 424 

282 636 
27,809 

34,060 
121,314 
96,928 

4C4 

33,793 

300 

388 

77,321 
50,808 
14,404 

135,892 

12,233 

&2,748 
42834 

65 

19,851 
5,095 

11.365 
3,279 

37365 
25298 

12,067 

i 
! 

OCCU.ATION 

22 Posr OFFIOE, TELEQILlPH AND 
TELEPHON.& BE1VIOEB 

V.-Trade 

23 BA.NKS, E8TADLISHMENTS OB 
OR EDIT • EXOIU.li GB AND 
INSURA.NCE 

24 BROKEUQE OOMMISSION AND 
EXPORT 

25 TUDE IN TEXTILES 

26 '1 BADE IN SKIlfS. LEATHER AND 
FUltS 

27 TRADE IN WOOD 

28 TBADE IN METALS 

29 rXADE IN POl'TE:BY, BRICES AND 
TILES 

30 TlIA.DE IN OllEMIOAL PlIODUCTS 

31 HOTELS, OAFES, RESTAURANTS, 
10.0 

126 Vendors of WIne, nerated waters and Ice 

32 OTHEB TRADE IN POOD ST'[1FPS 
129 Gram and pulse dealers 
130 Dealers In sweetmeats. sugar and spIces 
131 Dealers In daIrY product, eggs and poultry 
135 Dealers ll1 tobacco 
136 Dealers In OpIum 
137 Dealers m ganla 

33 rrRADE IN CLO'l'HING AND 'IOILET 
ARTICLES 

34 TRADE IE FURNITURE 

35 TRADE IN llUILDINQ MATERIALS 

36 TRADE IN M.A.lI S Oll' TlU.NSPORT 

38 TllADE IN ARTIOLES OF LUXURY 
AND TROSE PERTA.INING TO 
LETTERS AND THE ARTS AND 
SCIENOES 

147 Dealers m common bangles, bead neck· 
laces, fa.ns, toys flowers, etc 

39 TRADE OF OTlIER SORTS 
150 General store-kee~crs and shop-kcepers 

otherwIse unspeclfied 

C.-Public administration and 
liberal arts 

VI.-Pub/.c Foroe 

4() ARMY 

43 POLIOE 
157 Pollee 
158 VIllage watchmen 

vrC.-pubU(J admin •• watwn 

VIII.-Professions and Liberal 
Arts 

46 RELIGtoN 

46 LAW 
167 Lawyers of all kmds lllcludmg qazls, 

lawyers and mukhtlors 

47 :lTEDICI]> R 
169 Reglstered medlcnl prnctltLOners lDOludll1g 

oculIsts 
170 UnregIstered medlCal practItIOners 
171 DentIsts 
-:'ill Vetermary surgeons 
172 MIdWIves vaoomators compounders, 

nurses, etc 

48 INsTRucnoN 
174 Professors and teachers of aU kmd5 

49 LETTER. .RTS AND SOIEEOES 
182 MUSICIans, actors, da.ncers etc 

188 

189 

191 

193 

D.-Misoollaneous 

ZX.-Persotls hvtng on the",,,. 
tnOQme 

XI.-I nsuffio.c·ntly desonbed 
oC(Jupat 10118 

ManufactnrerR, busmessmen a.nd contrno~ 
tors otherWIse uDspecified 

Clerks and other employees In unspeClfied 
offices etc 

Labourers and workmen otherwlse ur .. 
speCIfied 

XII.- Unp .. odu(Jttvo 

53 I:to.MA.l'ES OP J'AILS, ASYLUMS, ETO 

54 DEGGARR VA. GRANTS AND PROST! 
TUTE'l 

Beggars and vagrants _ ..... 
..... --

55 OrnER UNCLA.SSIFIED NON·P:ao· 
DUCTIVE INDUSTRIES 

1931 1931 

Earners 
(prmclpal Earners Actual worker 

occupatlOll) (subsIdiary (prmelpal 
and worklllg occupation) occupatIOn) 
dependants 

2,361 

642,937 

7,918 

940 

20,290 

5,915 

12,638 

839 

3,065 

3,505 

26,867 
24,535 

346,253 
67,606 
23795 
85,231 
3,469 

113 
873 

4,926 

1,888 

567 

3,226 

42,481 

14,410 

11,265 

147,259 

142,136 

216,184 

36,812 

1,026 

35,786 
15230 
20,556 

17,385 

161,967 

81,811 

8,129 

5,216 

19,518 

3,540 
2,514 

72 
402 

12,990 

31,064 
26,694 

21,445 
17,236 

1,588,572 

1,922 

206,888 

1,265,975 

13150 

208338 

1,041 580 

93,787 

11,538 

81 943 
79,983 

306 

4 

660 

215,865 

12,069 

268 

5,930 

2,513 

21,180 

206 

1,643 

1,626 

5,463 
4,911 

117,339 
19,198 
4,902 

d1,199 

1,~} 
106 

1,149 

505 

349 

1,846 

11,BB6 

2,863 

3,441 

29,230 

27,726 

117,085 

111,126 

8 

21,118 
2,521 

18,597 

9,117 

86,842 

54,222 

1,605 

839 

5.280 

2,~g~ l 
865 

2,095 

9,102 
8,836 

16,633 
14,741 

212,~ 

934 

34,378 

168,113 

2,545 

32448 

132,81Q 

8,828 

8577 
8,330 

2ii1 

5 

778,291 

16,07:1 

2,103 

22,804 

3,G9a 

13,992 

2,858 

6,114 

3,851; 

25,818 
26,421 

474,37& 
119,961 

14,782 
112,750 

8 Iii(} 

5,590' 

3,743 

1,22~ 

2,788 

54,748 

17,357 

15,343 

121,189 

105,796 

297,252 

43,11& 

1,408 

41,710 
13,111 
28,699 

37,611 

148,523 

70,122 

6,797 

3,018 

24,603 

6,629 

17,974 

24,523 
23,760 

21,478 
18,084 

2,292 

307,65i 

780,529 

4,403 

41,90!! 

711.310 

111,861 

8,192 

103279 
101,115 

390 
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V.-NUMBER OF 'PERSONS E'MPLOYED ON RAILWAYS 

AND IN THE POST OFFICE AND TELEGRAPII 
AND IN THE IRRIGATION DEPARTMENT 

DEPARTMENT ACCORDING TO THE DEPARTw 

MENTAL RETURNS. 

Cuss or PERSOM EMPLOl"XP 

Europeans 
and 

Anglo
IndIans 

IndIan, 
CLAPS 01' P"RSO~S L/olPLOYllD. 

1---

---,-
POST Ol'FICB. TELEGIU.PR 

DXPJ.llTM£Nr. 

i>uropeans 
4'lri 

Ang 0-
Indlllns 

- ---:--------
I Europeans 

and 
An!!']o- IndIan •• 

I IndIans 

3 ---4 --6-

RAILWAYS 

--,-
I POST OFFICE AND TELEGRAPH DEPARTMENT. 

I 
1,048 75,334 I Tota.l persons employed Total persons employed 

Officers 

SuborJllla(es nn ELJ]PS nf pay rIb1l1~ to 
Rs 2&0 per mouth "r IlHf 

Subordmate. on scale. of pay rl'm g from 
Rs. JU to Rs 240 per mont h 

Subordmates on benIes of pay nnder Rs 30 
per month 

.u" 

G.,o 

10 

IRRIGATION DEPARTMENT. 

Total persons employed 

PCf'sons dl .. eetl!! employe't 

Officers 

Upper Subordmates 

Lower Subordmatcs 

Clerks 

Peons and other ~nl\nta 

Coohes 

Pe .. sons indflr6ctly employed 

ContrMtOlS 

CLntrnetols' regr,'nr emploY~B 

CoolIes 

4 

4 

3~ I 
I 

(1) Po,t Ilnrl Telegraphs 

Snper\1",lIg officers (lllduJI1 g probatlOnar, 
lor! Supetll1'oUdentR and IllslJLctors of pOb! I 

I office, awl \sb"taut and Depnty Rup"llI- ) 
tClIoIPnts of fel<'gr'phs and .til uffioers 

15, '55 I of hIgher ralll thau th~seJ 

50777 

6,349 

2,289 

21 

75 

335 

4,060 

268 

124 

3068 

Po&tm.<ters (II1C udmg Deputy. AssIstant 
Sub dnd bunch I'o.tma,teraj 

'llgllallll1g e,tabhshmellt (mcludmg w,rrant 
offiCetfo non~cOlflnnBsloned OffiCClb Hull .. 
tnrJ t~le~raph'bts and other emplOyeb) 

1I-hfcf'llnnelotl& ngflut". ~ch! 01 masters, Elta
hun mUbtlrs, etc 

, 

I Clcl k, of a 1 kwua 

Pu"tn en 
I 
'll '<I 'ahour est ab I.hment (mclnamg-

I 
foremen, lll~trnr lflnt mll.l'o.t.rs, carpenters 
black"llth8 rneLhanws 81lb-mspector&, 
llrernen and llle-r1d~r8 and other em-I 
!olDy,!,) 

1.11Bk,lloJ abum e.tabhbhment (mcludm,; 
me coolIes "h. I;'uards batterymen, 

tBlcgl.rh n ebbergers, peons, and other I 
etllployp~) 

R, ad e.tah.18hment (COI1SlS(llg of nver
.. eer> '<111 11 rrs, rler"s ,1llU hoo1.lrg 
'gents" mtmen, oyee., coachmen, bearer. 
~1I(1 ollie,,) 

(tJ Ra~l Wrtl/ 11 ,Itt Se .... ee 

~npenl.lI g' offirers (Ire udm;r buper nten-
I 

del t..tn 1 I I~pector~ of sortmg) I 
Cler,_ 0111.1 klnil.. 

borlcr. 

:lIdII guard < mal] al!'enl S. V~ll peon~, porters, 
etc 

SIgnallers 

:lIe~sengel8 and other .ervallts 

3 8,661 49 464 
I 
I 

3 7,414 49 

J 
I 

10 10 

659 ' 

26 

1,107 

1)06 41 

2,137 

2 
I 

320 

737/ 
I 

1,775 

694: 

I 
14 

I 
11\ 

406 

2b3 

553 

174 [ 

379 
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CASU .lND OOOUPATION. 

1 

Anglo-Indian. 

WHOLE pnOVINOR ... 
Income from rent of land ... 
Cultivators of aU kinds 
Agents and managers 'Of 

landed estates, etc. . .. 
Exploitation of minerals .. . 
Industries... ... .. . 
'l'ransport ... '" 
Public force ... '" 
Public administration ... 
Arts and prof~Bsion8 ..• 
Persons living on their income 
Domest,ic servioe ... . .. 
Contrllctor6~ clerks. etc,. 

unspeeified ... . .. 
Others .. , ... 

Barh! rVishvakarma Brahman) 
Hindu. 

EIHA.n... .., ". 
Carpenters .. , '" 
Cultivator. 01 all kinds ... 
Field·labourers, wood·cutters, 

ete. ." ... 
Z..bourers nnspecified ..• 
()ther3 ... ... 

~llIflBA. ", ... .. . 
Carpenters ... .. . 
Cultimtors of all kinds ... 
)!"1ield-lllbourel's, woOd-cutters. 

etc. ... . .. 
Industries ... ... 
Others ... . .. 

-lLI.ZAnIDAGU ... ... 
«Carpeuters .•. . .. 
.cultivators ofaU kinds ... 
_J4"ieJd-labourers, WOOd-cutters,. 

eto. ... .., ... 
'Labourers unspecified ... 
.other. ... ... 

Brahman Hinrlu. 

BUUR .... .. 
Priests ." .. . 
Inoome from rent of land .. . 
Cultivators of all kinds ... 
},'ield-labourers, wood-cutters,: 

etc ... , ... ... 
Arts and professions ... 
Domestic service ... ." 
Contractors. clerks. etc .• 

unspeeified ... .., 
Others ... ... .., 

DBI58.1. .. , ... .. . 
l'rle.ts ... .. . 
Income from rent of land ... 
Cultivators of all kinds ... 
~"ield-labourers, wood·cutters, 

etc. ... ... 
Industries ... '" 
Trade ~r- "- ••• 

Arts and professions ... 
Domestic flervioe ... ... 
Beggars and 'Prostitutes ... 
Others ... ... '" 

CUOTA N.l.GPUB PLHEAU ... 
Priests ... . .. 
Income from rent of land '" 
Cultivators 01 all kinds ... 
Agents and managers of landed 

estates. etc.... .., 
Field-labourers, wood·eutters, 

E:!i~it;t'ion of mi~eralB ::: 
Industries .. , ... 
'fransport .. , ... 
Trnde .. , ... 
Public admiuistration ." 
Arts and professions (" 
Domestic service ... . .. 
Contractors. clerks. etc., un .. 

specified ... , .. 
Labonrers unspecified ... 
Beggars and prostitules ." 
Others ... . .. 

Cbamar Hindu. 

BnaR... ... .., 
Hide-dressers ... .. . 
Cultivntors of all kinds ... 
Field.labourers. wood·eutters,' 

etc. ... . .. 
Exploitation of minerals ... 
Labourers unspecified ." 
Others ... .. . 

CHOU l'IAGPU" PLA"EAU .. . 
Hide-dressers... . .. 
Cu:th'ators 01 all kinds ... 
Field.l:Ibourers, wood-cutter .. 

etc. ... . .. 
EXjlloitation of minerals .. . 
Labourers unS'pccificd .. . 
Others ... .. . 

Dbobl [Dhob.) Hindu. 

BIn .. " ...... 
.. lVasbexmeD .. , .,. 

Cultivators of an kinds ... 
Field-labourers, wood·cntters, 

etc.. ", ... 
Labonrers unspecified ... 
Others... ... • .. 

CHAPTER VIII.--SUBSIDIARY TABLES. 

VI.-OccupATIONS OF SELECTED C!SH1;S. 

Number 
per 1,000 

earners 
en gaged Numb er of 
in each females per 

oecu~ation 100 ma.les. 
as prmoipal 

means of 
livelihood. 

1,000 
15 
11 

16 
26 

U3 
618 

13 
41 

101 
29 
12 

89 
16 

1,000 
253 
491 

144 
66 
57 

1,000 
367 
4TV 

69 
35 
50 

1,000 
61 

802 

87 
18 
32 

1.000 
108 

4.5 
755 

24-
11 
13 

15 
67 
16 

19 
2 
7 
1 

i'i 
29& 

26 
317 

12 
27 

32 
9 
3~ 

77 
87 
16 

'1 
1 

"" 
I) 

73 
84 

60 
5 

66 

375 
77 
27 

10 
11 

8 
II 

20 
4 
7 

CASTB .lllD <>OCUPATION. 

1 

D ho bi-concluded. 

ORISSA ..... . 
Washermen ... '" 
Cultivators of all kinds ... 
Field-labourers, wood·cutters, 

etc. ... . .. 
Raisers of Ii ve-stDCk, mi~kmen 

and herdsmen ... ... 
Others... ... . .. 

CnoTA NAGPUR PLATEAU ... 
Wa8hcrmcn ... .. . 
Cultivators of all kinds .. . 
!'ield·labourets, wood'eutters, 

etc. ... ". . .. 
Rai,ers of live·stock, milkmen 

and herdsmen. ... 
Exp!oitation of mineral s '" 
Labourers unspecified ... 
Others ... ... . .. 

Europea.n and 
raCeS. 

alUod 

WHOLE P1l0VIXOE 
Agents and managers of 

landed CBroWS, etc. 
'Exploit1ltion of minerals 
Industries ... 
'l'ransport .. . 
'frade .. . 
Public foree ... 
Public administration 
Arts and prolessions 
persous living on their 

Come , .. 
Contractors, clerks. etc .• 

specified •.• 
Others... ... 

un· 

lIaJjam [Nai, Napit, Noi Iimh· 
man) Hindu. 

BIRAlI... ... .. . 
Uarbers ... .. . 
l ultivators of all kinds ... 
}'ield·labourers" wood-cutters ... 

etc. '" ... 
Domestic service .•• 
Labourers unspeoified . to 

Others... ... ... 

HAZARIlU .. GR ... .. . 
Ilarbers ... .. . 
Cultivators of all kinds .. . 
Field-labourers, wood"outters. 

Number 
per 1,000 
earners 
engaged N umber of 
in each females per 

ocoupation. ]00 roBles. 
as prineip~l 
means of 

livelihood. 

1,000 
li4J 
341 

83 

10 
23 

1,000 
440 
344 

127 

13 
23 
16 
31 

1.000 

30 
73 

132 
172 

10 
300 
~5 

152 

13 

61 
Ii 

1,000 
806 
415 

124-
o 

37 
19 

1,000 
126 
718 

46 
113 

5 

5 

4 
~ 

59 
100 
22 

78 

4. 
45 
75 
32 

13 

7 
4 
3 
1 
9 

12 
120 

38 

11 
50 

46 
41 
37 

97 
70 

l3S 
26 

63 
23 
45 

CA.STE AND OCCUPATIOY. 

1 

Karan-conclUded. 

Industries .. . 
Trade ... .. . 
Public force .. . 
l'ublie administration 
Arts and professions 
Domestia service, .. 
J.nbourers unspecified 
Others.. ... 

Kal'asth Hindu. 

l31UA.R... ... .. . 
Writers ... .. . 
Income irc..m rent of land .. . 
Cullh.tors of all kinds .. , 
AgentH and manngers of 

landed estates. etc. ... 
~·ield·labourers, WOOd-cutters, 

etc, '" .,. 
'trade ... ... 
(Jublic administration 
A.rts a.nd professions 
Domestic service , .. 
Contractors, clerks, etc., uii: 

spfcified .. 
Others ... 

Kumhar Hindu. 

DIHAR ••• 
"'otters _ .. 
Cultivators of all kinds 
}'ield-labourersJ wood-cutters. 

etc. ... . .. 
Labourers unspecified 
Others ... '" 

OnISSA.. '" ... 
Pott.ers '" .. , 
Cultivators of all kinds ... 
}'~ield·lnboureI's. WOOd-cutters, 

In~~st':ie. ::: ::: 
Others ... ... 

CHOTA N.lGPUR l'LATltAU '" 
1) otters ". ." 
Cultivators of all kinds '" 
b·ield·labourers wood·cutters, 

etc. ... ... '" 
Trade ... .. . 
Labourers unspecified 
Other •... 

Rnmber 
per 1,001) 
earners 
engaged Nnmber .f 
in each females per 

OCcupation 100 males. 
as principal 
means of 
livelihood. 

19 
21 
11 
17 
fo4 
28 
12 
ao 

1,000 
220 

70 
4.87 

16 

10 
13 
11 
4.9 
19 

73 
30 

1,000 
421 
414 

III 
33 
21 

1,000 
586 
334 

4.9 
11 
30 

1,000 
361 
403 

88 
11 
13 
35 

103 
11 

"Ii 
U 
77 
17 

'1 
3 

12 
9 

7 

H 
6 

3 
3 

1 
11 

63 
SO 
37 

87 
119 

37 

40 
711 
(; 

18 
431 

71 

'9 7. 
27 

125 
88 
89 
33 

12 
32 

2 
16 

etc. ... .. . 
Exploitation of minerals .. . 

100 
12 
22 
22 

3~~ Tantl [Tatw"l Hinau. 

1,000 
95 
37 
7~B 

23 
o 

18 
25 
23 
10 
32 

1,000 
va 
51 

615 

17 

25 
17 
16 
13 
26 
12 
37 
25 

13 
12 
15 
13 

l;0~~ 
297 

4G8 
D 

115 
27 

1,000 
90 

408 

303 
103 

47 
40 

1,000 
479 
343 

130 
29 
19 

Labourers unspecified '" 
Others... '" ... 

: Jolaha. [Sheikh 
MUBlim. 

1I1omin] 
25 
7 

7 
212 
17 
o 

10 
33 
23 

10 
U 

21 
o 
4 

28 
6 
8 
3 

12 

2 
14-

2 
18 
35 
12 

76 
68 
56 

93 ' 
66 

107 
.j,() 

71 
32 
53 

130 
61 

133 
27 

61 
83 
37 

64 
77 
31 

BIBA.& .,. • •• 
Weavers ... . .. 
Income from reut of land ... 
CUltivator. of .11 kind. ... 
~'ield-labourer8, wood-cutters, 

eto. ... . .. 
Industries ... .., 
]'r.de ... ... ... 
Domestio service ... .., 
ContractoJ's, clerks. etc., un .. 

specified ... .., 
Labourers ullspecified ." 
Others... ... .., 

CnOTA. N A.QPU U I'LATEA..U .. , 
Weavers ... .., 
Cultivators of all kinds .. , 
l!'ield-laboul'ers. wood-cut..terst 

etc. ... .., 
Exploitation of minerals ... 
rrrade . ., ... ..' 
Domebtic service ... ", 
Labourers untipecificd .. , 
Others ... .., .. , 

Kamar [Lohar. VishvakarmB 

ilranman] Hinrlu. 
ORIs.... ... ..' 

Illacksmiths ... .., 
Income from rent or land ... 
Culti.ators of all kinds .. , 
}'ield~laboul'ers, wood .. cutterB. 

ete. ... . .. 
Industries ... .., 
Trade .. , ,.. ." 
Labourers unspecified ... 
Others ... ... ." 

Cno'l'A ). AGPUR PLATEAU .. . 
JHackBmithi3 ... .. . 
Cultivators of all kinds .. . 
}'ield-labourerB, wood-cutters. 

etc. ... ... .., 
Raisers of live· stock, milkmen 

and herdsmen ... ... 
Exploitation of minerals ... 
Industries ... .. . 
Trade... ... .. . 
Labourers unspecified ... 
Others ... ... ... 

Karan Hirnlu 

ORISSA.. ... 
Writers ... .. . 
Income frorn",€nt of Jand .. . 
Cultivators of all kinds 
Agents and managers 'of 

landed estates, ete. . .. 
}!'i£lld-labourers, wood-cntters. 

ete. ... '" ... 

1,000 
14.9 
II 

470 

210 
24 
23 
20 

14-
58 
26 

1.000 
CB 

660 

121 
38 
13 
12 
21 
37 

1,000 
280 

15 
405 

85 
64 
10 
II 
31 

1,000 
38. 
381 

104-

12 
24 
18 
11 
29 
2G 

1,000 
134 
57 

5G7 

20 

4J. 

!!OB 
1~ 

49 
34 
U 
42 

8U 
31 
19 
28 

7 
188 .2 
49 
:lO 
43 

178
1 3~ 

29 
13 
75 
16 

7 
2 
7 
4 

13 
37 

108 
i2 
54 

43 
34 
35 

134 

12 
61 
47 
9D 

131 
30 

10 
2 

26 
8 

6 

BltUR... '" '" 
Weavers '" '" 
Cultivators of aJ 1 kinds ... 
Fi:i~~!n.~Qurers, ~~.Od.cutte~~: 
Exploitation of minerals ... 
Llidustries .. 
Labourers unspecified 
Others ... 

OnlRSA ... .. . 
Weavers ... .. . 
Cultivators of ail kind. . .. 
}'ield· labourers, wood-cutters, 

etc. '" ... ... 
riaisera of liVe-Btock. milkmen 

and herdsmen .•. '" 
Industries ... 
'1'rade ... '" 
Others ... '" 

ORISSA S'l'A..TER... • .. 
\\' eavers '" .. . 
Cultlvators of ail kinds .. . 
},I'ield-lnbonrers .. wood-cutters. 

ete. ... '" ... 
Raisers of lhe-stock, milkmen 

and herdsmen ... ... 
:Bxploitation of minerals .. , 
'l'rnde '" '., .•• 
Others... ... ... 

Toll Hindu. 

DinAR... '" ... 
Oil-pressers ,.. .., 
Cultivators 01 all kinds ... 
Field .. labourers, wood"cutters, 

etc. ... .., .. . 
Transport ... .. . 
'l'rade ... ... .. . 
La bourers u llspecifled ... 
Others ... ... ... 

OBISSA... ... ... 
Oil·pressers ... . .. 
Cultivator. of all klnds ... 
Field-l.bourers, Wood·cutters. 

eto. .. . 
IlJdustries .. . 
·]t·ade ... . .. 
Labourer~ UllSuecified 
Others... . .. 

CnOTA. 1\AG!'UR PLAlEA.U ... 
Oil-oressers ... .. . 
Cultivators of an kinds .. . 
Field-labourers. wood-cutters, 

etc. .., ... .. . 
Exploitation of minerals .. . 
1 ndustries .,. .. . 
~\rade ... ... .. . 

- "'Labourers unspecified .. , 
Others ... ... .., 

1,000 
ua 

316 

~6 
17 
10 

135 

" 1,000 
1>10 
314 

87 

10 
3~ 
15 
32 

1,000 
455 
31~-

125. 

11 
18 
26 
IiO 

1,000 
250 
502 

110 
12 
GO 
27 
33 

1,000 
146 
567 

114 
23 
90 
12 
48 

1,000 
170 
5~9 

97 
16 
10 
4B 
2Q 

~ 

56 
36 
35 

73 
131 
31 
97 
16 

27 
36 
6 

13 

10 
982 
111 

05 

46 
66 
10 

64 

17 
131 
243 
109 

41 
71 
29 

58 • 23 
88 
27 

17 
67 

6 

4. 
238 

30 
407 
37 

41 
106 
2. 

82 
46 
26 
46 

12S 
19 
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Reference to 
statIstics. 

Nature of the 
..enquiry. 

CHAPTER IX.-Literacy. 

The main statistics of literacy are contained in Imperial Table XIII. 
The table has three parts, the first of which is a provincial summary giving 
statistics by age-periods for all religions combined and for each religion 
separately; the other two parts give similar information for individual 
districts and cities, but here separate figures are only shown for those 
religions which are numerically important in the respective localities. 
Imperial Table XIV contains statistics of literacy for certain selected castes 
and tribes. 

Proportional and supplementary figures will be found in the following 
subsidiary ta"Qles at the end of this chapter:-

I.-Literacy by age, sex and religion. 

II.-Literacy by age, sex and locality. 

IlL-Literacy by religion, sex and locality. 

IV.-English literacy by age, sex and locality: 1931-1901. 

V.-Proportion of literacy at certain ages. 

VI.-Progress of education since 1881. 

VII.-Literacy in certain selected castes. 

VIII.-Number of educational institutions and pupils. 

2. The census test of literacy is the ability to " write a letter to a friend 
:;tnd read the answer to it ". Tb_is criterion was adopted in 1911, and it 
1~ therefore onlJ: in respect of the last three censuses that the returns of 
h~e~acy .are strIctly compar~ble. In. 1.881 and 1891 the population was 
dIVIded mto three classes-l~terate, ~ll'lterate and learning. Persons who 
were under instruction either at home or at school or college were recorded 
as learning; those who, not being under instruction, were able both to read 
and to write any language were shown as literate; and the remainder were 
illiterate. This classification, however, was found to be unsatisfactory in 
practice. The census returns of learning bore no resemblance to the 
departmental statistics of persons under instruction, because children who 
had only rece'ntly started going to school were wrongly classed as illiterate, 
and the more advanced pupils were shown as literate while still pursuing 
their studies In 1901, therefore, the learning category was dropped, and 
the population was divided simply into the literate and the illiterate. But 
at that census no special instructions were given as to the degree of pro
ficiency in reading and writing required to satisfy the test of literacy, and 
considerable local variaqons resulted. In general, it is believed that many 
persons who could read sufficiently to decipher the sacred texts but could 
not write at all (except perhaps to sign their own names), and others who 
could read and write a very little but were not capable of conducting a 
private correspondence, were treated as literate in 1901, with the result 
that the exclusion of such persons from the retu:pls of the following census 
obscured to some exte]lt the true growth of literacy in the decade 1901-11. 

At the present census, - while there has been no change in th~ .general 
criterion of literacy laid down in 1911, the returns were comphcated by 
two new factors. In the first place it was desired to obtain a record of 
persons whose education had progressed beyond the primary stage and who 
had completed successful.ly the "middl~". course.. The .main. object in 
view in making this enqUIry was to obtam InformatlOn whICh mIght be of 
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-value in deter!llining the educational qualification required for the exercise 
-of the franch~se. T~e question of adopting some lower standard for the 
purpose of thIS ~nquiry-such as the completion of the upper primary 
.()ourse--was consIdered by the local Government but it was felt that the 
margin of I difference between the achievement ol such a standard and the 
acquisition. of si~ple literacy which would not relapse into illiteracy before 
years of dIscretIOn were reached was so small that it would not be worth 
while to collect separate figures. The instructions issued to the census staff 
in this connexion were that in the literg_cy column of the general schedule 
an entry of middle should be made for all persons who had successfully 
-completed the middle school course of education (including middle vernacular 
.schools) or had progressed beyond that stage; the entries of literate should 
be confined to persons who could read and write a letter but had not succeeded 
in passing the middle standard; and. as usual, a cross should be used to 
.signify persons who did not fall within either of the above categories. 

The other circumstance which complicated the returns on the present 
occasion was that it had originally been intended to obtain a record of 
the vernacular language or script in which each person was literate, and 
in the printed forms of the general schedule the heading of the literacy 
column and the instructions for filling it in were drafted with this object 
in mind. The proposal was subsequently abandoned and revised i.nstruc
tions were duly circulated, but there is no doubt that this modification in 
the original plan, together with the supplementary directions about the 
record of " middle" qualifications (which were also issued at a somewhat 
late stage of the proceedings), tended to give rise to some confusion and 
may have affected adversely the accuracy of the figures. 

From the nature of things a child under the ag~ of five years cannot 
be expected to have acquired literacy, and infant prodigies of this kind, 
where they figured in the returns, were left out of account. Moreover, in 
co_nsidering the proportion of literate person~ to the total population, it 
is probably better to confine the calculatJOn entll'ely to persons aged five and 
over, for it not infrequently happens that the percentage of the population 
in the first five years of life varies markedly from census to census (as indeed 
it has done on the last two occasions) and it is undesirable that such fluctua
tions should have the .effect of exaggerating. or obscuring the progr~ss of 
literacy in the populatIOn as a whole. In thIS report, therefore, as III the 
last all the proportional figures have been based on the total exclusion of 
per~ons below five years of age except where the contrary is expressly stated. 

3. The total number of persons returned as literate in Bihar and Orissa General extent 
at the present census was 1,853,094, or 52 per mille of the population aged of literacy. 
five and over. The vast majority of these literate persons are males, who 
out-number the females by about 12 to.1. For the. sexes separately the 
proportions are 95 literate males per mIlle and 8 lIterate females. The 

- statement in the marg-in shows how 

Bihar and Orissa 
United l'rovinces 
Punjab 
Central Provinces 
Assam 
Bombay 
Madras 
Bengal 
Burma. 

No. literate backward this province IS in comparison 
per miLle. with the other provinces of India. At 

52 this point it may be stated that ten 
~! years ago Bihar and Orissa had a 
60 distinctly higher proportion of literate 
91 persons than anyone of the three 

102 provinces which are now immediately 
i~~ above it in the gradation list. But in 
368 this province the proportion is still 

almost exactly the same as it was at the 
last census, whereas th~ other three units have each shown a remarkable 
increase, varying from 30 to 40 per cent, over their previous figure. The 
apparent ~ailure of B~har and Orissa to make any advance at all will be 
discussed III more d.etaIllater on. 

4. The following diagram shows the distribution of the literate Distribution by 
population of each sex between the four natural divisions of the province. locality. 
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The figureS' which it illustrate~ will be found in Subsidiary Table II at the 
end of the chapter, along wIth the figures for each individual district. 
The d~strict dist:r.:~bution is .illustrated in the two accompanying maps, one 
of whICh deals with male lIteracy and the other with female. 

Diagram shO'luing the n'llmber of lite1'ate persons per mille aged five and over 
by sex and natural divisions. 

BIHAR c1 ORISSA 

NORTH BIHAR 

50lJTI-i BIHAR 

ORISSA 

FU.AL£S_ 

~aking both sexes together, Orissa-where 85 persons in every thousand 
3:re hter.at?--is easily the most advanced division. In point of female 
lIteracy It IS on exactly the same footing as South Bihar, but among males 
the proportion is about 40 per oent nigher. North Bihar and Chota N agpur 
oome a long way be~ind the others in every respect; but of the two, although 
~he plateau can claIm a superiority in the standard of female literaoy, it 
IS more than counterbalanced by the larger proportion of literate males in 
North Bihar. The pre-eminence of Orissa in this sphere is of long standing; 
and in the days when the test of literacy was less strict than it IS supposed 
to be now the di.sparity was even greater. Two reasons for this were 
suggested in the last report. The Orissa districts occupy the coastal strip 
of land which connects Bengal with Madras-and these are, with the excep
tion of Burma, the most highly educated provinces in India. Moreover, 
priests are many in Orissa and its traditions are clerkly rather than 
martial. In South Bihar the relatively high" standard of literacy 
is ·probably due in the main to the much larger proportion of town-dwellers 
in this division; for urban conditions are far more conducive to the 
acquisition and spread of literacy than life in the yillages. Chota Nagpur, 
" the Boeotia of the province", is the home of numerous primitive tribes 
who are educationally backward. But it has its bright spots nevertheless, 
for in three of its districts the proportion of literacy IS above the provincial 
averaO'e and distinctly higher than that found in any district of North 
Bihar~ while the standard of female education js conspicuously advanced 
in certain parts of the plateau--for reasons which will presently appear. 

Among individual districts, Patna alone can boast that one out of every 
ten of its inhabitants is literate. Here the proportion for both sexes 
cotnbined is 113 per mille, which is more than twice as high as the average 
for the province. Patna is, and has always been, much more urban than 
any other district. Next in order come the three coastal districts of Orissa, 
where the number of literate per mille ranges from 94 (Balasore) to 75-
(Puri). There are -five otJ;ler districts which are better thar: the average. 
Thev are, in ord~r of merIt, Shahabad, Gaya, Manbhum, Smghbhum and 
Sambalpur. The first two, it will be noted, fall within the fairly advanced 
tract of South Bihar, and the other three ill the backward division of Chota 
N agpur. In ManbiiilIn.~and Singhbhum the growth of modern industrial 
conditions is responsible for the purplish patch, while in Sambalpur the 
influence of the Orissa tradition is clearly traceable. In the Feudatory 
States as a whole, as well as ~n .An9'ul district, th~ Oriya's love of learning 
is overshadowed by the aborIgmal s neglect of It; but there are certain 
states-notably Dhenkanal, Khan~para, ':falcher, Narsinghpur, DaspaUa 
and Athgarh-where the proportIOn of lIterate persons of both sexes is 
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exceptionally high. All these outstanding states are grouped together in 
the south·eastern corner, quite close to Cuttack and Puri. In the five most 
backward distrjctH of the province the proportion varies from 30 to 35 per 
mille. In ordel' of demerit thest' five districts are Palamau, Hazaribagh, 
Ranchi, Champaran and the Santal Parganas. All of them except one arc 
situated on the plateau. 

If we were to prepare a gradation list of districtR on th(' haRls of 
literacy among males only, it would differ hardly at all from the list for 
both sexes cOlnhined, since thE' number of literate females is seldom 
suffiCIent to exercise a determining influence. But there would be some 
notable re-shutfliug' in a li~t ~\Yhi('h ('onfined itHelf to litern,cy among females. 
Patna indeed would ~til1 hE' nIl C'aRV firRt. Lut imnH'diately aftcl' it would 

<come Ranchi, which is ve1'y nearly at the bottom of the combined list. This 
is largely due to the edueational work carried on by the Christian missionR 
among the female converts of tbat locality. Fully half the literate girls and 
women in Rnn<:bi :1 1'e T ndian C'hristians, although not more than one-sixth 
of the' female population of tIle district belong to the C'hristian community. 
Nor is the activity of the mis1->ions eonfmed to their own people. rnder the 
head" tribal religions" there are only 1 ,307 literate females in the whole 
province, and 748 of these are found in Ranchi district. Bracketted second 
with Ranchi in the sphere of female education is Singhhhum, which has to 
be content with ninth place so far as males are concerned. Here the explana
tion is to be found in the high proportion of literate women in ~TamRhedpnr 
city. where their number is about twice as great as in the whole of the rest 
of the district. ~1ore will be said on this point later. The three Orissa 
districts follow next, and then YIanbhurn. The peven districts so far 
mentioned are the only ones in which one woman out of every hundred is 
literate, and nfter them there is a big gap. ="orth Bihar shows up very 
'badly in the matter of female educntion, particularly the districts of 
Purnea, Muzaffarpur and Saran, where tIle disparity between the number 
of literate personR of E'ither sex is greater than in any other part of the 
:province. Another district which iR above the average in respect of male 
literacy and below it in respect of female literacy is Sambalpur. Palamau 
..and Hazaribagh rank at the bottom of the list for males, and occupy the 
same unenviable position in the female list also. 

5. The more rapid spread of education in urban areas 1S demonstrated Literaoy In 
clearly in the marginal statement, which gives particulars for the four places ciUes. 

·treatE'd as "cities". The figures for females are particularly striking, 
.and it will be noticed that the proportion of literate women in Patna and 
,3 amshedpur is actually higher than the proportion of literate men in the 
province as a whole. To a limited extent this is doubtless due to the 

Bihar and Orissa 

Cities 
Patna 
uajll. 
Bhagalpur 
J alIlshedpur 

presence in the larger towns of a rela
No. LITLH\TJ: ppn ~lIL1E. tively large number of EurOpr'l1nR, 

Persons. MaTes . .F'cmrtlp8. Anglo-Indians, etc.; but, except possibl~T 
in tJ amshedpur, thiR factor is not really 
of outstanding importance. For the four 
cities combined, not more than about 7 
per cent of the literate females are 
foreigners; for J amshedpur alone the 
proportion would be about 10 per cent. 
It has been seen in an earlier chapter 
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that the female population of tf amshedpur is relatively small. owing to the 
fact that many of the male immigrants into the city leave their womenfolk 
at home. This would apply more especially to the um;killed, casual 
employees, and the men with higher qualifications who come to Jamshedpur 
on a contract for several years would be more likely to hring their families 
with them. Hence it is that the proportion of educated females in 
J amshedpur is so large. Patna city has the advantage not only of a long 
urban tradition behind it but also of a number of educational institutions 
to which persons of both sexes, who have commenced their stuuies elsewhere" 
come to pursue them further. 
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Distribution by 6. The proportional figures of literacy by religion, on which the 
religIon. following diagram is based, will be found in Subsidiary Table I at the end 

of the chapter. 

Diagram showing the number of literate persons per mille aged 5 and over 
by sex and religions. 

ALL. RELIGIONS 

HINOUS 

MUSLIMS 

CHRISTIANS 

TRIBAL 

FEMALES _ 

Among Christians, if both sexes are considered together, the percentage 
of literat~ persons is ~ore tha~ twice as high as al1!0ng the members of any 
other maJor commumty. It IS naturally much hIgher among non-Indian 
Christians (785 per mille) than among Indian Christians (96 per mille), fOl~ 
in the nature of the case most of the foreigners in this country would not 
be here unless they were educated; but even among Indian Christians 
literacy is much more prevalent, especially in the case of females, than it is 
among their compatriots. This again is due primarily to the educational 
fervour of the Christian mi~sionaries in Chota N agpur. As is only to be 
expected, the standard of lIteracy among the adherents of tribal religions 
is very low. Not only is the aboriginal generally backward, but the more 
advanced aboriginal is usually to be found under some other religious 
designation. Either his thoughts turn to Hinduism after he has acquired 
education, or hi""8 thoughts turn to education after he has embraced 
Christianity. Separate figures have been given in the subsidiary table for 
those Hindus who returned themselves as Brahmos or Aryas, and naturally 
the proportion of literate p~rsons in these communities is high. The appeal 
of the Brahmo Samaj is to the enlightened of both sexes; and, although 
many of the Aryas are recruited from the lower Hindu castes, education 
is frequently the cause-or the result-of their zeal for reform. It i~ 
noticeable, however, that, whereas with the Brahmos the ranks of the literate 
contain practically as many women as men, with the Aryas there are nearly 
five literate men to every literate woman. As between Hindus and Muslims, 
Muslims have a slight advantage. Among males there is practically nothing 
to choose, the proportion of the literate per mille being a shade under 100 
Hindus and a shade over 100 Muslims; but in the same number of females 
there are 11 literate Muslims to only 7 Hindus. It would seem that the 
Muslims owe their superiority in this matter largely to the fact that they 
are more addicted to town life than the Hindus. This of course does not 
necessarily mean that the urban Muslim is more literate than the urban 
Hindu. Indeed, Subsidiary Table II shows that in the cities of the province 
the proportion of literate Hindus of either sex is higher than the proportion 
of literate lv,[uslims; and the same probably applies to most other towns also. 
In urban areas taken by themselves the Hindus are the more literate, and in 
rural aTeas taken by themsel'Des they are again the more literate; but the 
general standard of literacy is so much higher in the towns than in the. 
country, and the proportion of town-dwellers is so much greater among the
Muslims than among the Hindus, that when urban and rural areas are taken 
together Muslims can show the better results. In this connection it may 
be notic'ed that -in_ North Bihar, where the relatively large Muslim popula
tion is not concentrated in towns to anything like the same degree as else
where, the standard of literacy among the male members of the community 
is exceptionally low; and this has a depressing effect on the provincial 
a· ... erage. The Muslim women of South Bihar are particularly advanced. 
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7. Statistics in regard to the prevalence of literacy in particular castes Literaoy fA 

and tribes are contained in Imperial Table IX. while Subsidiary Table VII certain castes, 
at the end of this chapter gives the proportional figures for the more etc. 
important of these communities at each of the last two censuses. An attempt 
was made on this occasion to extract complete statistics of literacy among 
the "depressed classes", and the only material omis8ion (due to an 
unfortunate oversight) was that no such statistics were compiled for the 
Musahar caste.* For the rest, a few castes and tribes representative of the 
different strata of society have been selected for this special treatment. 
The more advanced castes, six in number, fall into three pairs. Of these. 
as is onlv meet and proper, the Kayasths and Karans-the writer castes of 
Bihar and of Orissa respectively -easily take the highest place. There are 
372 literate Kayasths and 318 literate Karans in every thoUi'land; and in both 
these castes the standard of education among- women is relatively high, there 
being one literate female to about six literate males. In the matter of 
English education the Kayasths greatly excel. The next pair are the 
Brahmans and Babhans (or Bhumihar Brahmans), among whom the number 
of literate persons per mille is 195 and 136 respectively. It will be seen that 
they come a long way behind the writer castes. and the disparity lS twice 
as great in the female sex as it is in the male sex. Among 14 literate 
Brahmans we may only expect to find one woman. TheR come the Rajp1.lts 
of Bihar with 120 literate persons in every thousand, and the Khandaits of 
Orissa with 97. 

After these three pairs there is a very noticeable gap, and of the other 
castes for which statistics have been tabulated the only one which can show 
a slightly higher proportion of literacy than the provincial average of 52 per 
mille is the Teli caste. Their dealings in trade have led R, fair number of 
their menfolk (about one in ten) to acquire some familiarity with the three 
R's, but their females are still very backward. After the Telis come the 
great agricultural classes of the province: the K urmis and Goalas of Bihar, 
and their opposite numbers in Orissa -the C hasas and Gauras. In all these 
communities, except the Goalas, the number of literate persons per mille 
is between 40 and 50; but among the Goalas the proportion drops right down 
to 20. 

Of the" depressed classes " the least illiterate are the D hobis and Pasis. 
There is no other important caste in this category which can produce one 
literate person in a hundred, while among females the average is less than 
one in a thousand. Male literacy is at its lowest among the Dams (7 per 
mille), and female Ijteracy among the Pans (3 per 10,000). 

The primitive tribes of the province, other than those which have been 
almost completely absorbed in Hinduism and have lost their distinctive 
characteristics, are not included among the" depressed classes". Separate 
statistics of literacy have been shown for the different religious categories 
under which the members of these tribes were returned. Among Christians 
the proportion of literate persons is generally high- -higher indeed than in 
any of the Hindu castes except the really " advanced" group; among 
Hindus the proportion is as a rule slightly above that found in the depressed 
classes; but among the adherents of the old tribal religions it is very low 
indeed. It is interesting to note, however, that in the case of the Oraons 
the " tribal" contingent has exactly the same proportion of literate persons 
as the Hindu contingent; so far indeed as the males are concerned, literacy 
is more common among those who have embraced Hinduism, but this is 
countered by the greater illiteracy of the Hinduized females. The Santal 
tribe is as a whole mOT'e impervious to the onslaughts of education than any 
of the other great aboriginal tribes of the province. 

The only Muslim " caste" for whirh statistics of literacv have been 
extracted are the J alrlkas. In respect of the male sex, this community 

* In Provincial 'fable II, where lIteracy figures are given separately lor Rrahmans, Depressed 
classes and other Hindus in each district and revenue thana of the 'Province. it has heen aSf'llmE'cI 
that the proportIOn of literate MU8ahar8 at the present census was the same as in 1921. 
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ranks midway between the Ku~mis and the ,?-?alas, b~t a~?ng. its women 
literacy is more prevalent than m any of the mtermedlate Hmdu castes. 

EngUsh literacy. 8. The number of persons returned'at the census as literate in English 
was 178,701, or just 5 per mille of the total population. Of these, a~l except 
13,059 were males. Leaving out of account Europeans, Anglo-IndIans and 
the like, the number is reduced to about 160,350 males and 9,230 females. 
To this number the community of Indian Christians, although it represents 
scarcely 1 per cent of the whole population, contributes 6,240 males and 
2,306 females. In other words, out of every four women in this country 
(excluding foreigners) who are literate in English, one is a Christian. 
Among Muslims 13 males per mille are literate in English, and among 
"Hindus the' corresponding figure is 9. In hoth these communities the 

The middle 
standard of 
education 

VarIation In 
literacy since 
1921 

proportion for females is only 4- in 10,000. Of the small band of Brahmo'3 
nearly 50 per cent of those aged 5 and over are literate, and in this respect 
the women are not far behind the men. In the Arya community the 
proportion in the male 'Sex (61 per mille) is rel,atively high, but English 
literacy is rare among Arya females. 

The local distribution of English literacy is shown in Subsidiary 
Table IV. The natural division of Orissa is more advancpd than anv nther, 
so far as males are concerned. \Vith regard to females, the preponderating 
influence of Patna district gives to South Bihar the palm which would 
otherwise have been more genuinely earned bv the Chota Nagpur plateau. 
Among individual districts, Singhbhum and Patna stand out in a class by 
themselves, with Manbhum following at a respectful distance. The only 
other districts where the proportion of males who are literate in English 
is not less than 10 per mille are the three Orissa units and one representative 
from each of the other divisions, viz., Bhagalpur, Shahabad and the Santal 
Parganas. In English literacy, as in literacy of other kinds, Palamau 
lags behind all other localities. 

9. Proportional figures are given in Subsidiary Tables I, II and V of 
persons who were returned as having successfully completed the middle 
school course of education. For the province as a whole the ratio is 4-2 per 
]0,000; for males only it is 79 and for females 4. It would appear that, 
out of every twelve males who claim to have acquired literacy. only one has 
pursued his studies- with success up to this stage. Generally speaking, 
there is a fairly close correspondence between the numbers of those who are 
literate in English and of those who have passed the middle standard, the 
latter being as a rule slightly fewer than the former. In both classes the 
distribution by religion and by locality follows much the same lines, though 
there are certain districts, such as Gaya, where the returns of "middle 
pass" are obviously incomplete, while in a few others, of which Angul is an 
example, they are unexpectedly high. 

10. Since 1921 there has been an increase of 151,605 in the total number 
of persons returned as literate. Literate males are more numerous hy 
122,257, and literate females by 29,348. But the growth in literacy has 
barely kept pace with the growth in population; in fact, in respect of t,he 
male sex it has failed to do so, with the result that the proportion of literate 
males is now actua11y lower (albeit very slightly) than it was ten years ago. 
The proportional figures are given below:-

1921 
1931 .. ~ 

NUMBER LITERATE PER 10,000 
AGED 5 AND OVER. 

PeT801l,8. Male8. Female8. 

508 
516 

962 
954 

~4 
77 

Tn view of the common belief_ that education in this country is making 
rapid strides forward-a belief which certainly appears to be borne out hy 
t.he departmental statistics of schools and pupils-this result must he 
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accounted surprIsmg, and the more so because it is at variance with the 
general experience elsewhere in. India .. How far it may h~ ascribed. to 
inaccurate returns, either on thIS occaSIOn or on the last, IS a questIOu 
difficult to answer; though some incidental light may be shed on this point 
in the course of our ana1ysis of the variations by age and hy locality. At 
the beginning of this chapter mention was made of two special circumstances 
which complicated the returns of literacy at the pres{'nt census, and it is 
possible that in some cases the enumerator, having failed to grasp what hp, 
was really required to enter in column 16, solved the problf'm by the simple 
expedient of entering nothing at all. In other cases the entry may have 
been so recondite that the ingenuity of the sEp-copyist or the sorter failed to 
interpret it and it was accordingly eonsigned by one or other of those 
functionaries to the limbo of illiteracy. Apart from the8e pm"sibilities, it 
should he borne in mind that the census definjtion of literacy-the ability 
to write a letter to a friend. and read. the answer to it-may be much more 
strictly applied by one enumerator than by another. By some the enquiry 
would not be pursued beyond a simple likh parh sakte !win? and there are 
undoubtedly many persons returned as literate at every census who can do 
little more than sign their own name and decipher a few ,vords in print. 
I know of no particular reason why it should be supposed that the test was 
on the whole more rigidly interpreted on the present occasion than formerly, 
except perhaps that, as the enumerators themselves become more literate 
they might be expected to be more exacting in admitting the claims t~ 
literacy advanced by others. 

11. The diagram helow shows the proportion of literate persons of each Variation by age. 
sex in certain age-periods at the two last. censuses. 

Diagram plIowing the v(J,riatioTls in literacy since 1921 by {'[~7e-qrO'lJps. 
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At the present census literacy inereas('s with increasing ftge np to the third 
period, but in the fo~rth there if'. a .dr.oP' This d;"op is much more mark~fI 
with females than wlth males. but It IS present WIth both sexes, 1Dherefls 'm 
1921 the proportion of lit:f'ratp males went on 'incr(>a,-:ing up to the very end. 
Herein lies the~ 'whole expla,nati(:m of tbe apparent rleeline in male litemc) 
during the last ten years. It IS of course natural that the standard of 
literacy among adult women should be very nmch lnw£'r than the standaro 
among girls aged 15-20. The spread of female education is a phenomenon 
of fairly recent growth, &'nd some time must elaps£' before it penetrates 
into the advanced age-periods. It is also possible that, as the necessity for 
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practising the arts of reading and writing is less in a woman's life than in 
a man's, she may more frequently forget the knowledge acquired in her 
youth. In the case of males these considerations have not equal force, but· 
at the same time, so long as education is steadily advancing and the number 
of pupils attending schools and colleges is rising year by year, one would 
normally expect to find a distinctly higher proportion of literate males nt 
the period 15-20 than among older persons, many of whom passed the 
school-going age at a time when the opportunities for learning were far less 
than they are now. This difficulty was recognized at the census of 1911. 
when almost all parts of India returned a higher proportion of literate!? 
among adults than at any other age-period. The explanations then offered 
were three in number, but none of them is very convincing. First, it was 
suggested that even at the age of 15 a boy's education is sometimes not 
sufficiently complete to enable him to conduct a correspondence with a frienfl. 
Secondly, in the case of youths the enumerators might investigate more 
strictly than they would with oldpr persom; the validity of claims to literacy. 
Lastly, it is possible that among the trading classes the knowledge how to 
read and write is somC'times picked up in the course of business at a fairly 
advanced age. However this may be, at the census of 1921 a different state 
of affairs developed. Some provinces (including Bihar and Orissa) continued 
to show a progressive increase in literacy right up to the fourth age-period. 
but others did not; and for India as a whole there was a slight decline after 
the third period was passed. This province has now come into line with 
the majority! and. whether the present returns are complete or incomplete, 
they appear m thit; rCspl'ct at least to he more in accordance with the inherent 
probabilities than the previous returns. T f we confine the comparison with 
1921 to persons below the age of 20, it will be seen that the result is verv 
different from that shown at the beginning of paragraph 10. " 

1921 
1931 

NIJ!>rm:R LITEnATE PER 10,000 AGED 5-20. 
Persons. Males. Females. 

327 
377 

569 
655 

64 
82 

For both sexes combined, instead of remaining more or less stationary. the 
proportion of literate persons has risen by over 15 per cent. The gain 
recorded by the female sex is a good deal more pronounced than it was 
formerly represented to be. \vhile the slight decline in male literacy is 
-converted into a substantial increase. 

It is usually held that the truest index of the progress of education is 
furnished by the growth of literacy in the age-group 15-20, for the 

statistics relating to this group give 
NUMBER LITERATE PEn 10,000 some indication of the number of 

AGED 15-20. children who have been under effecti't'l~ 
Males. F'cmalclI. instruction during the preceding 

quinquennium. The preceding dia-
~921 1,113 104 gram will show that both sexes can at 
~931 1,177 114 least show some improvement in this 

age-period over the proportions return
ed in 1921. The figures are given in the margin. The increase in the 
absolute figures is of course much greater than in the proportional figures. 

Some comment is perhaps called for on the variations since J 921 in the 
proportion of litera~e persons in :the two earliest age-periods. Among 
males a remarkahle mcrease of nearly 100 per cent at the ages 5-10 is 
followed by a slight decline at the ages 10-15. Among females, although 
there is no actual ~rop in th~ se~ond perioo! the rate of increase falls very 
sharply. The mam reason m eIther case IS probably to be found in thf.:' 
method adopted at the present census of "smoothing" the age-groups. 
:It has been explained in Chapter IV that half the persons who returne,i 
their age as somewhere between 7 and 13 were adjusted in the 5-10 group 
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and the other half in the 10 -15 group; fl,S the influenza and scarcity of 
191 8- -20 had depleted to a qllite abnormal extent the numher of thosp whose 
actual age waR 11, 12 or 13 years, the reRult of thiR adjustment was thn t. the 
group 10-15 indlldes a large number of pPTsons who by rights should have 
found pllwe in the ,\'Olmger grnnp. Most of thesp errant persons of course 
are illiterate, and the in{'vitahle consequence of thiK was to exaggerate the 
prevalence of illiteracy in the ageR 10 -] 5. ~ot only this: when the time 
came to allocate the perRon') returned as literate to their reRpective 
age-periods, the 5 -10 gron}) waR ('TC'dited witl1 half the literate persons 
between the ag-es of 7 and 1:~ Now it mav rem:;onablv be assumed that hy 
far the grp3 tel' nllmhE'r of t heRP prrHOnl'; ~:('r(' rE':1 lly over 10 .vearR of ago, 
ann a nlllt'h l:lrf~{'r sharp of fhem mi~ht ju;;tly h3ve hpen claimeil hv the 
~0-1:> group. 'The 11E't rp:mlt of the'S£' tw~ cu(justments, tlH're'forr, is that 
In the prese'nt tahlrs the proportion of persons shown as literate in th(~ 
age-period 5--10 is hidH~r t11nn it should hp, and the proportion in the 
age-period 1 0 --1;) is 1 mVE'r . 

12. North Bihar _is the o?ly natural c1ivi~i()n in "\vh;(,11 , tn,king hoth sexes '!lariatlon by 
together, the proportlOil of ht('rate persons IR lesR than it was ill 1921. Inlooality. 
this division the increase in female literacy is almost imperceptible, while 
the male ratio has fallen frolll Rfl per millE' to 82.5. South Bihflf has recorded 
a distinct anvance in f{'male litprau.y (from 9 to 11 per mille) and a slight 
·decline on the male sidl' (from 12::2 to 1::21 per mille); on the balance there 
is one more literate person in every thousand than there was at tIle last 
census. In the other two natural divisions the proportion for hoth sexes 
has increased. Among individual districts there are ten (to which number 
the Feudatory States should also be added) in 'which the standard of 
literacy among males has risen; two in which it has remained stationluy; 
and nino in which it has deteriorated. The mORt yiolent fludua.tiouH a1'e 
those which have occurred in Purnea, ]\{ onghyr and Bhagalpllr. In PUl'll{'a 
the proportion of literate males has shot up from fl6 to 94 per mille; it is 
llOW the' mORt advanced district in North Bihar, whereas in 1921 it :::;ha1'ed 
with Cha11lparan the' ]owrst placr ill that divi~ion. There can be little doubt 
that literacy in Purnea has not really made such rapid strides during the 
last ten years as the figures suggest. On the other hand, the 1$)21 re'tUl'IlS 
for this district, when compared with those of tllO previous eemnlR, ~h()w 
a h(,llvy fall which in its turn c~n hardly have he en genuine. ThE' marg-illal 
stntpment gives the proportion of literate males aged 10 and over in Purllea, 
MOllgh~T and Bhagalpur, as recorded at each of the last three cenSllses. 

In :\loughyr there baR heen an appalling 
LITFnITF M\TF,> pm "'rTI.T~F. (hop Rince ]921, actnnJly mnount-

Furrea 
Monghyr 
BhassalllUr 

MILD III A:-.n OUR. illg to ovcr 33 per cent, while 
lOS1 111'':1 I'IJi Hhagalpur hal" not fnre'd much better. 

]()() 

8:1 
89 

78 
12fi 
127 

97 
106 
104 

TInt hoth thrse distrids bad recorded 
an a(hance at the previous cpnSllS 
which was more tban double the rate 
for the province aR a whole, and some 

part of this may reasonably be discounted. At the RaUl{' time it. iR nlrnost 
certflin that the present returns for these two districts art' defective. It is 
worth pointinO' out that, despite their disastrous Rhowing ill th(' sphere of 
male literacy,D both Monghyr and Bhagalpur record all increaRe in. t_?e 
proportion of literate females Rinl'e 1921. Apart from PUI'IlC'a, the localitIes 
which have registered a noticeable advance in literacy so far as malrs are 
eoncerned are Patna, Balasore, Singhbhum, Angnl, Samh:1lpur and the 
Feudatory States. Those distridR in which.' after ~~onghyr and Bha~~lpurJ 
the decline is mORt marked are 8:1ran. Rallchl, llantnbagh and (Rurpnslllgly) 
Manbhum. 

13. Only three districtR, namely, Saran, Gaya and the f3antal Pnrg:1Ilas, Progress in 
have a smaller proportion of literate females than 11](')' had ill ] m21: It is female educatl()n. 

-curious to find that in the Santal Parganas, where the' relapse IS most 
pronounced, it is combined with a fntbRtantial iI1CreaRe in male literacy. 
Particularly striking progress has been made in Patna, where the number 
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of literate females per mille has risen from 16 to 24; in Singhbhum and 
Ranchi (from 9 to 13 each) ; in Balasore (from 8 to 11) ; and in Angul (from 
4 to 6). The rapid spread of women:s education in .Bihar and Orissa is 

eVIdent from the fact that at the 

Bihar and Orissa 
Vlllted Provmces 
Central ProvInces 
Punjab 
Assam 
Bombay 
Madras 
Bengal 
Burma 

L.terate b .. f 1 f)\ 
jemalesper eglnnlng 0 t le century, out 0 10,00u 
m:~d ~~e::.. 5 females aged 10 and over, there were 

8 
11 
11 
15 
23 
29 
30 
82 

165 

onlv 34 who could read and write 
a simple letter; now there are 81. 
The increase is one of nearly 140 per 
cent in thirty years, whereas among 
males during the same period the pro
portion has only risen from 104 to 107 
per mille-an increase of barely 3 per 
cent. Nevertheless, the marginal 

~tat~n;tent shows that, rapidly as the women of this province are now 
In;tbIbmg education, in comparison with the other provinces of India they 
stIll have even more lee-way to make up than the men have. 

14. The Muslims are the only major religious community in which the 
standard of literacy among males is higher now than it was at the last census. 
I n the province as a whole the number of literate Muslim males has risen 
f~o~. 99 per mille to 100. There has been appreciable progress in both the 
<1JVlSIOns of Bihar proper and in the Oriss'a division, but in Chota Nagpur 
tbere has been a decline. Among Hindu males the proportion has fallen 
from 101 per mille to just below 100, but in the case of this community it is 
the two Bihar divisions that are responsible for the deterioration, while the 
rest of the province has advanced. With regard to females, the progress 
achieved in the course of the decade is common to both these communities, 
but is more marked in the caoSe of the Muslims. The education of Indian 
Ghristians has not kept pace with conversions, so that although the actual 
number of literates' has increased substantially -since 1921 the proportion in 
each natural division is lower than it was then. The decrease, however, is 
confined to the male s~x. Among the followers of the various tribal religions 
the proportion of literate persons in either sex i~ practically unchanged. 

. 15. Progress in English literacy since 1921 ha~ been more gener?-l. t?-an 
III other departments. It is common to both sexes III each natural dlvls1~m, 
and to the adherents of every religion except "tribal" and non-IndIan 
Christians. Details may be seen in Subsidiary Table IV at the end of the 
chapter. 

)6. It is never an easy matter to correlate the census returns of literacy 
with the number of .pupils attending educational institutions according to 
the departmental returns. Subsidiary Table VIII gives the number of 
institutions of various kinds and the number of pupils receiving instruction 
in them in 1931, togeth~r with the corresponding figures for the three 
preceding census years Ten years ago the total number of pupils in 'British 
t.(-'rritory was just about double the number of literate persons below the age 
of 20. Since then there has been an increase of about 254,000 (or over 30 
per cent) in the number of pupils, while the number of literates under 20 
years of age has risen by about 70,000 (or just under 17 per cent). 

17. The Auxiliary Committee appointed by the Indian Statutory 
Commission to enquire into the progress Qf education in India observed in 
their repQrt (published in 1929) that: "We think it justifiable to assume 
thnt, on the average, no child who has not completed a primary course of at 
least:four years will become permanently literate." Bya course of four years 
it would appear from the context that the Committee meant a period of study 
extending up to (and including one year in) Class IV, and in actual practice 
this usually covers at least five years and sometimes lopger. The Committee 
further remarked: "In Bihar and Bengal, owing to the immense prepon
derance of lower primary schools with only three classes, vast numbers of 
boys have no chance of reaching Class IV........ In boys' schools only 14 per 
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cent in Bihar, and in girls' schools only 3 per cent, of the pupils reach it." 
The statement in the margin shows the distribution of Indian boys attending 
primary schools in Bihar and Orissa during the year 1930-31. It will be 

Cla<;<; I 

Class II 
Class III 
Class IV 
Cla.ss V 

~l.'ot!11 

seen that more than half the total 
Number. Percentage. number are in the" infant clas'S." and 

441,606 

167,146 

120,880 
49,607 

39,1i82 

818.B21 

53.9 

20.4 

14.8 
6.1 
4.8 

100 

most of these never get any higher. 
Even if we adopt a somewhat lower 
standard than that postulated by the 
Auxi liary Committee, and allow that a 
child who has satisfactorily emerged 
from Class ITI before discontinuing his 
studies has a fair chance of remaining 
~iterate, the.. outlook is not greatly 
Improved. For we find that in 1927, 

out of 125,000 pupils enrolled in Class III, only 57,000 succeeded in passing 
the lower primary examination. Indeed, the Committee is driven to the 
gloomy conclusion that "the losses due to wastage prevent all but a few 
pupils from becoming literate." ~ot only so, but" even of those few it is 
not possible to say with any confidence that many will not relapse into 
illiteracy ......... Retention of initial literacy acquired at the early age of ten 
or eleven depends largely on environment, and the environment of the great 
majority of Indian pupils who leave sehool at the primary stage is not 
conducive to such retention. The parents in the village home are usually 
:Hliterate, they are too poor to buy books, and attractive vernacular literature 
and periodicals suitable for children are not available, though there are 
vernacular books which might be read by children under religious impulse." 

Some idea of the dreadful wastage involved in the present system may 
be gathered from the fact that in 1925-26 approximately SOO.OOO boyS! between 
t.he ages of 5 and 10 were under instruction in recognized institutions in this 
province--apart from pupils in unrecognized institutions and those receiving 
tuition at home. All these boys would fall within the age-period -10-15 at 
the present census, but tbe total numoer of literate boys in that period in 
British territory is little over 150,000, and this number undoubtedly includes 
a fair proportion who began tbeir studies after the year 1925-26. Perhaps 
the nearest approach we can get to correspondence between the census returns 
of literacy and the de-partmental returns of scholars is along the following 
lines. Excluding pupils reading in Classes I to III, there were about 
215,000 boys under instruction in recognized institutions in British territory 
at the time when'the census was taken. Nearly aU of these would have been 
returned as literate and nea~ly all of them would be between the ages of 
10 and 20. The actual number of literate males between those ages (excluding 
the Feudatory States) is~ according to the census, S'omething over 342,000. 
This leaves only about 127,000 literate youths out of the vast number below 
the age of 20. who must have already l~ft sc~ool.' to .say nothing of those who 
acquired theIr knowledge at unrecog~l1.zed lllstItutlOns or at l:ome. On ~he 
whole it is' not perhaps so very surprIsmg that the growth of lIteracy durmg 
the p~st decade has been less rapid than might at first have been supposed. 
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I.-LITERAOY BY AGE, SEX.AND RELIGION. 

--- ----- ----- ------- - -
""UMBER PIcR 10000 AGbD S Al\D OVFR. WlIO-

) 
HA.VE PA.J)SXD THE ARE LITERATE 

I RRLIGIOlf, All"B ILLUKRA l'E MIDDL"R (OX 80ME A RlI: Llt''ERA.TI 
lIIGIIER) SUlfD.!.RD IN ENGLI"K 

lotal 5-10 1(1-1. 15-20 20 and over 

I 
OF ltDUOA.TION' 

l' hi F 111 F M F 'II F. 'VI F P :.! I' 

I 
l' M F P M F 

1 3 3 4 5 G 7 8 9 10 11 1a 13 14 15 16 17 18 10 20 21 

All reUglODS 516 954 77 856 55 643 88 1,177 114 1,160 75 9,484 9,046 9,928 41' 79 4 50 92 7 

Hilldl1 IS8S GOS 69 372 49 673 78 1,225 103 1,203 67 9,468 0005 0,031 40 77 3 45 86 <Ii 

Brllhmo 7,13Q 7,387 6868 6,538 5556 8148 5,714 7,391 6,599 7,398 7,1596 9861 9,613 
3,

132
1 

4,226 4,693 8,79! 4803 5397 4,981 

Arva 11,241 3418 770 1,738 795 2880 1 137 4,162 1,192 3833 619 7759 6,582 9930 393 539 50 317 613 811 . . 
MuslIm 55f 1004 109 362 77 653 118 1225 150 1261 108 9,446 8,906 9,801 47 92 3 66 130 4 

Christian 1,198 1578 821 74.9 085 1,288 932 2189 1 105 1,834 806 8,80S 8,4il2 0,170 8lS 424 200 518 679 358 

EurDpBllA'l', etc, 7,850 8048 7,595 211ilJ 1952 9,40b 4,623 1$,880 8,646 7,/595 7817 7,808 

IOO.an, 955 1,310 607 9045 8690 9,393 165 919 91 1I1ilJ 38» IIJg' 

Tribal religIOns 64 115 13 49 10 91 13 160 14 136 H 9,986 9,885 9.987 5 9 04 !l 7 03 

I 

II -LITERACY BY AGE, SEX AND LOCALITY 

-- - - -- -- -------
NUMBER PER 10,000 AGED 5 AND OVER" HO 

DISTllIOT AliD NATURAL 
ARE t.ITERAT1i: 

HAVE P.!8SGl) THE MIDDLE DIVI8I01, 
(on SOMM lCIGHEB) 

TDtaJ 5-10. 10-15 15-20 JU .. md over 81'ANDADD OP EDlTCATION. 

Persolls Males Females Males -Females Males Females Males Females ]llate" Females Persolls Mules Females 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1H 11 n 13 14 15 

BI BAB AND OBISS.l 516 954 77 356 55 643 88 1,171 114 1,16IJ 75 ;&2 19 4< 

NORTH BIH.!.R 441 St!5 55 323 39 568 60 1,036 81 1,001 1$3 34 65 8" 

SatOll 425 817 47 318 3:J 579 50 1,055 b9 989 48 84 69 1 
Cha~atan 340 621 50 255 38 436 57 752 78 744 4.7 811 61 3 
Muza .rpur 469 881 71 360 44 603 70 1,097 109 1,067 73 44 86 4. 
Darbhanga 455 866 49 343 36 586 64 1,053 7I 1,059 48 19 36 2 
Bhagalpnr 431 789 61 :l9i 51 .31 73 I,OM. 89 959 56 8S 60 4. Pnrnea 512 937 47 854 35 049 57 1,176 68 1,141 44 " 82 3 

SOUTlI BIHAR 667 1,206 112 519 79 949 102 1,662 164 1,371 109 51 96 6 
Patnn 1,125 1,036 236 953 186 1,617 284 2,524 342 2,136 222 98 176 12 
Gaya 595 1,106 71 438 40 932 84 1,817 127 1,208 79 9 16 1 
Shahabod 621 1,164 81 528 53 924 84 1,405 110 ·1,:~ 81 51 110 3 
l\toll!:hyr 400 733 75 275 54 48~ 79 043 III 74 53 OS 8 

OnIBu 85a 1,67.1 112 497 85. 888 138 1,634 167 2,115 108 62 123 IS 

Cattack 86S 1,710 113 505 90 905 14.5 1,70~ 174. 2,178 101 69 140 G 
llalasore 940 1,826 lOB 569 83 1,009 135 1,719 160 2275 100 5$ n2 "" Purl ,7M 1,440 113 4.14 80 739 126 1,398 159 1,831 110 1)7 101 Ii 

ClIOT. NA.GPttR PL.l.TEAIl 402 188 70 266 62 434 88 883 101 90S 67 38 10 
\ 

l> , 
"45 191 702 62 718 Hazarlbagh 805 M7 32 361 51 43 3!l 63 5 

Ranah, 339 552 1S7 :14.2 108 «42 163 743 100 650 111 87 61 10 
Palaman 297 54.6 4. 209 34 394 53 673 59 673 43 S3 44 1 
Manbhum 551 9G5 07 356 66 650 92 1,132 130 1,157 101 6S 113 a 
Smghbhnm 531 na3 127 341 80 589 126 1,123 100 1,138 127 95 173 14-

Santal Parganas 3'9 636 60 217 45 397 73 761 82 810 57 S7 49 5-
Angu.1 41S 777 b3 439 62 779 101 1,082 94 814 51 49 98 3 
Samba~1lI 523 1,002 63 259 50 629 76 1,135 83 1,269 60 50 98 " Onsea tatea 388 737 49 281 39 496 64 860 69 911 44 it 41 1 
Ohota Nagpur States 867 668 74 221 38 394 64 776 76 868 89 33 04 4 

Cl7:IES 2,116 a,OIB 824 1,495 673 S,36G 974 :1,681 1,078 8,P59 779 405 627 86' 

--- -- - -----
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CHAP'fER IX.-SUBSIDIARY TABLES. 

IlL-LITERACY BY RELIGION, SEX AND LOCALITY. 

NUMBE'l. PER 10,000 AGED 5 A ... D OVER WHO ARE LITERATE 

])ISTBIOT AND N ..... UBAL DIVISION I HU1DU MUSLIM 

Females Males Females \ lIIales, 

----------------,--------------- ----·2------~3~-1----4~----·5--

BIHAR AND ORISSA 

NORTH BIHA.R 

Salan 
<Jhamparan 
M uzafl'arpur 
.Darbhanga 
Bhagalpur 
J'urnea 

ilOUTH BIH.U' 

Patn" 
Gaya 
Shahabad 
Monghyr 

Cuttack 
Balasore 
PUrl 

-CROU NAGPUB PLATEAU 

Hazanbagh 
Banchl 
l)nlamau 
l\Ianbhum 
Slllghbbum 

Santal Parganas 
Angul 
Sambalpur 
OrISsa States 
Chota N agpnr States 

995 

827 

814 
626 
898 
890 
785 
922 

1,153 

1826 
1,074 
1,106 

710 

1,666 

1,692 
1,855 
1,430 

830 

587 
563 
580 

1,006 
1,243 

1,056 
982 
988 
781 
871 

69 \ 

48 

37 
36 
68 
43 
63 
50 

1,004 

801 

823 
563 
740 
700 
789 
962 

1,651 

2,706 
1,365 
1,712 

906 

101 1,796 

101 
98 

105 

:: I 
79 
40 
90 

163 

2068 
1,445 
1,547 

894 

677 
842 
638 
917 

1,997 

109 

74\ 
111 
90 
85 
78 

105 
37 

2341 

627 
131 
172 
119 

169 

166 
203 
131 

75

1 27 
91 
75 

102 
343 

72 772 64 
76 5 125 737 
69 3,453 416 
50 I 2,359 160 
99 1.941 2351 

OITIES 

-1- [I 

_________ ...L_ 2,966 ___ 7_6_2_L..1 2,842 592 

CHRISTIAN 

MaJes Females. 

6 

1,578 

4,'26 

8,306 
3,903 
MOO 
7,561 
5,508 
2,698 

7,464 

9,333 
8,649 
2,180 
8,641 

6,800 

7,386 
6,218 
6,354 

1,280 

5,Q57 
993 
993 

4488 
3,799 

3,192 
6,691 
2,259 

629 
2,752 

8,661 

8::1 I 
8,3lS9 

7.568 
2,645 
4,663 
7,037 
3,525 
2,482 

5,588 

7,779 
7815 
1,114 
7,229 

6,406 

7,049 
6,126 
5,221 

569 1 

4,372 1 
406 
497 

2,518 
1,641 

2,455 
4,796 

657 
142 

1,284 

TllIBAL IIELIGIONS 

Males Females. 

-8 9 

115 18 

182 44 

3,333 

434 142 
40 30 

99 

8,824 

63 

71 

344 
57 

118 

56 
143 
2S 
61 

249 

89 
162 

86 
43 
94 

'194 

2 

13 

8 
49 
2 
4 

10 

9 
2 

'2 
6 

99 

IV.-ENGLISH LITERACY BY AGE, SEX. AND LOCALITY 1931-1901. 

NUMBER PER 10,000 AGED 5 AND OVER WHO ARE LITERATE IN ENGLISH. 

DISTlliCT urn N UURAL DIVISION 1931 

10-15 I 1921 1911 

TOTAL 5-10. 15-20 20 AND OVEll, TOTAL. TOTA.L, 

225 

1001 

TOTAL 

Males Females. 'IIales ]emales Males Females M~leb ~emales Males Females \ Males Females Males Females Males. Females. 

BIHAR AND ORISSA 

NOErR BIRAlI 

Saran 
Champaran 
Muzafl'arpur 
Darbhanga 
Bhagalpnr 
Purnea 

SOUTH BIHAll 

Patn. 
Gaya 
Sluihabad 
Monghyr 

01l188A 

Cuttaok 
Balasore 
Purl 

CHOU NAGPUll PLATEAU 

Hazanbagh 
Ranchl 
Palamau 
Manbhnm 
Srnghbhnm 

Santal Parganas 
Angul 
Sambalpur 
Onssa States 
Chota Nagpur States 

--2-- 6'--'4,-

92 

70 

67 
51 
68 
56 

101 
82 

:1.19 

248 
63 

101 
83 

121 

138 
105 
1&.1 

91 

84 
74 
41 

1M 
250 

115 
51 
66 
43 
85 

7 

4, 

2 
4 
4 
3 
8 
4 

11 

31 
3 
6 
S 

6 

6 
4 
6 

9 

10 
15 

9 
17 
32 

19 
3 
2 
1 
3 

21 

18 

14 
14 
14 
14 
29 
25 

80 

63 
18 
26 
22 

21 

21 
21 
20 

20 

22 
19 

6 
36 
64 

32 
26 
8 
4 

22 

3 

1 
4 
2 
2 
6 
2 

8 

27 
1 
3 
4 

8 

40 
2 
3 

4 

5 
8 
1 
6 

15 

7 
1 
1 

2 

---7-- --8-- 9 ---10 

62 

43 

39 
30 
39 
33 
64 
59 

74 

164 
42 
69 
48 

67 

69 
54 
56 

48 

52 
51 
21 
82 

125 

67 
59 
26 
15 
47 

7 148 

4 118 

2 115 
7 76 
4 122 
3 95 
8 170 
3 141 

12 198 

43 433 
3 95 
5 157 
6 133 

6 168 

8 196 
5 131 
4 143 

8 128 

9 125 
16 122 
1 58 
1~ 194 
24 32~ 

11 152 
2 105 
1 99 
1 64 

122 

1.1 113 

6 85 

3 83 
6 67 
7 82 
5 69 

10 121 
6 96 

16 UO 

48 280 
5 75 
8 119 
9 101 

10 ISO 

11 173 
7 128 
9 126 

12 116 

14 105 
25 90 
3 64 

22 191 
41 323 

11 148 
40 46 
3 84 
2 58 
3 108 

-1-1-1 
,I 

" 2 
3 
3 
4 
8 
4. 

.ll I 
2~ I 

9 

78 

61 

72 
440 
62 
58 
98 
32 

:1.02 

206 
68 
95 
61 

6 105 

5 118 
4. 87 
7 07 

10 75 

10 75 
16 93 
2 41 

10 150 
36 101 

14 53 
3 42 
2 65 
2 34 
5 46 

6 

t 
3 

3 
2 
3 
3 
4. 
2 

, 
20 
3 
3 
6 

5 

7 
3 
5 

(] 

5 
8 
2 

15 
23 

3 
1 
3 
1 
1 

14 

47 

88 

46 
25 
40 
35 
64 
25 

64 

116 
37 
69 
47 

69 

68 
52 
48 

48 

61 
67 
32 
78 
65 

48 
22 
32 
15 
28 

15 

3 

2 

2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
2 

6 

12 
1 
3 
6 

" 4. 
2 
4 

3 

3 
3 
6 
8 
8 

3 
1 
2 
1 
1 

16 

40 

32 

41 
27 
45 
17 
27 
36 

57 

10 
37 
62 
35 

44 

53 
35 
35 

34 

41 
33 
21 
50 
38 

25 
11 

17 

2 

1 
1 
2 
2 
1 
3 

4 

10 
1 
2 , 

:4 

3 
1 
2 

3 

4 
2 

1 
5 

3 
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VE.-LITERACY IN CER1'AIN SELECTED CASTES ('rwo CENSUSES). 

NUMBER PER 10,000 WHO A&F-

LITI:IU_ Tn IN ENGLISH. 

CA.STE. LOdALI'lY 

:UJ 1921 193' 
(aged 7 and oter). (aged 'i und u,ef). (aged 7 and over) 

1921 
(uged 5 and over). 

P ~1 r )' }! P Y F p ~f F 

llAJllIlN 
BBARMA.N' 
KARAN 
K.A.YAlo!lH 
K {.ANDATT 

RAJ~U' 

ClIA.A 
GAUR! 
GOA-LA 
KURMI 
TELl 

BH'G"IYA 
CRAMAlt 
DHOBI 
DOM 
DOSADJI 

1'A" 
PARI 
RJ.JWJ." 

MUNDA
Do 
Do 

ORA-ON 
Do 
Do 

S"NUL 
Do 
Do 

JOLJ,HA. 

--1----

\ 

II hu 
"hoe IJ.lvllCe 
f)J b"& 
Ph .. 
(ITI1:'l"l. 

Bl&'r 

Onl'<f.,il 
OrlSS.1 

H har "1\1 C"-ota Na,!lI1U Platc&1l 
I H hUl and v IOta \ a~pur PlnteRol 

BIhar :tUft ("'llOtt.1. "ng"·nI.T IIJ.tt.J.u 

I 

t\ h()ir PI nl111 e 
Plla" 
1\ hole Prnv <ICe 
\\ h ~ e .Prunllu .. 
R 1Mr Dnd Ch It" N,g~ur Plateau 
UrlS.,a 
11 har alltl eh ta Nagpm }'].ltrau 
South (I,har ~lld (,uuu NlI.Il;pm I 1 ,tea" 

H tndu I Chota N agpur DIVIBIOU 
Ohr,attan Ranchl 

Trtbal I Chota Nagpur DIVIBIOn 
H tndu 1 Chota ~ agpur D,vISIOn 

Ohrtst!Un Ranchl 
TnbaZ Chota Nagpur Dlrmon 
Hindu Chota N'gpur Platean 

Ohnstwn Chota !'I.~pur P.ateau 
Tnbal Chota N agpl1r Plateau 

BIhar and Chota l' agpur Plateau 

1,356 
1,953 
3,175 
3720 

967 
1,203 

405 
462 
200 
487 
5"1 

66 
47 

155 
40 
64 
82 

141 
88 

174 
809 

62 
102 
775 
102 

65 
2,466 

43 

'U4 
952 
37U 
CJ3 

1,()~J 

~2' 
1,244 

107 
183 

1 l~l 
137 
122 

1,O~3 
81 

364 667 

h 

::. 387 
1.797 
2835 
3820 

229 
!Ll 
f24 
"~5 
7" 

27 
a4 
lU 
41 
4;; 

4 
, 
7 

~ I 
I 

Qd 
12 

'l6 
37" 

20 I 
28 ( 

418 ) 
~9 

k 
1,90b 

5 

81 

861, 
1,239 

395 
315 
156 
437 
.194 

65 IJI 
45 'll 

76 .5' 
~ vt c'Hu'.lolf\ 

Q" 

r, 
5 

13921] 111 
Not , •• , able I 
60 lJo \) 

Not available 81 
70 137 
61 118 J

51 Not Mailable 
40 74 

314 578 

9 

78 
197 
466 

1,000 
38 
84 

7 
13 

9 
20 
17 

2 
1 
3 
1 
2 

04 
6 
7 

3 
1M 

3 
2 

120 
6 
2 

460 
1 

20 

10 

141 
171 

1 O( > 

1,7&1 
~3 

106 

14 
28 
17 
jJ 

"I 

j 

2 

" 2 
4 
1 

11 
li 

6 
2~f> 

6 
4 

108 
12 
4 

785 
2 

3 
lR 
1 

154 
" , 

J 

01 
o~ 
06 

01 
U4 

I 

241 
01 
01 } 
42 

04 
02 
14(1 
01 

40 09 

__ I 

70 
150 
381 
903 

29 
105 

8 
7 
6 

12 
12 

13 

17 
15 
11 
71 
24 

1 2 
08 2 

1 2 

1 
\) 

10 
51 

06 
2 

03 
01 
02 
05 
O~ 

02 
02 

07 
Not aVailable. 

2 1 
Not avaIlable 

2 4 06 
Not aVailable. 

S 5 09 
2 <I 03 
Not avaIlable 

2 4 0 S. 

26 49 

VIII.-NUM:BER OF EDUCATIONAL INS'l'ITUTIONS AND PUPILS ACCORDING TO TilE RETURNS OF THE. 
EDUCA.TION DEPARTMI<.Nr (FOrR CENSUSES). 

(URlTISH TER&ITORY ONLY.) 

1931 In1. 

CUBS OF INSTITUTION No of 

ImBtI~:hon8 
~o of 

pupIls 
No of 

InstItutIOns 

" 

A.-Recognized Institutions 

Arts and SCIence 

Law 

COLL:EGllS 

MedICine 
EducatIOn 
Engmeermg 
AgrICulture 
Vetermary 
Intermed!3te and Second grade Colleges 

SOHOOLS--GRNE~AL 

HIgh Schools 

MIddle EnglIsh Echools 

MIddle Vernacular Schoo,s 

Prilllary Schools 

Law 
MedIcal 

SOHOOLS-SPEOUL 

Normal anu I ralllmg 

EngmeerIng 
fechmcal and IndustrIal 

CommerCial 
A grlcultmal 
Reform"tOlY 
Schools for defectIves 
Schools for adults 
Other Schools 

fOT males I 
" female8 

maws 
males 
males 
male8 
maZes 
male8 
malps 

" females 

• fm males 
.. females 

male. 
" females 

maws 
u females 

males 
" females 

jm male. 
males 
males 

n females 
maZes 
malps 

" females 
maZes 

I 

" femules 
males I male. 
males 
males 

B -Unrecognized Institutions 

" female81 

) 

31,488 1,081,96" 

29,59'J 1,(}81,322 

18 

1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
~ 
1 

29,018 

102 
h 

547 
23 

135 
10 

25,664 
2.481 

556 

2 
J 

123 
12 
1 

37 
11 
10 
1 
1 
2 
2 

353 
1 

1,896 

4.,558 

3,371 I 
346 

233/ 7~ 
21)6 
18 
4q 

209 
{ 

1,007,314. 

~~ ~17 
1,5"3 

bO.(, 2 
1,700 

142!9 
1,387 

8.7495 
b2,J~2 

19,450 

121 
372 

2,20J 
210 
114 

2,101 
~91 
26~ 

50 
261 

79 
1011 

12,957 
1~7 

50,64.5 

28,129 

14 

9 
1 
d 

25,804. 

118 
4. 

201 
12 

l6R 
11 

22,591 
J,649 

487 

2 
137 

8 
J 

27 
8 
7 
1 
1 
1 
1 

250 
1 

1,874. 

1911. 1901. 

No of 
pupils 

No of 
m.tltlltlOns. 

5 

828,019 

78{/',860 

2,
593

1 
2,26~ } 

287 

37/ 

769,10fJ 

25269

1 

651 
22,105 

1,010 
11,815 

1.;QO 
644,367 
62479 

13,165 

308 
271d 

134 
163 
98. 
233 
170 

86 I 
41U 

61 5 67 
7,492 

2Sd 

43,159 

27,281 

23,588 

11 

23,148 

91 
2 

182 
4. 

136 
9 

21.352 
1,372 

424 

2 
118 
10 

3 

36 

262 

8,6{/'8 

No of I No of 
PUPI1S_. __ l1l8~~tlOn8. 

715,898 

671,970 

1,811 

1,202 

98 

11 

I 
659,220 I 

22,&28 
25~ 

14,~54 
396 

8,967 
b16 

677,742 
34,059 

1.1.,439 

223 
1,923 

67 
25~ 

833 

2q I 
467 

7,63~ 

48,428 

8 

28,091 

1.7,886 

11 

17,722 

87 
1 

151 

153 
7 

16,817 
50G 

153 

J 
8 
1 
3 

16 

122 

5,205 

No of 
pupils. 

9 

{/'78,194 

480,14:t 

95() 

B65 

85 

424.,979 

18,060 
33 

9,118 

7,817 
448 

37&,665 
10,838 

246 
200 
12 

307 

347 

2M 

2,996 

{/, S, 058 



CHAPTER X.-Language. 

Imperial Table XV. in which the statistics of language are exhibited, Reference to 
h Th fi" d' h tl tId statistics. as two parts. erst IS concerne WIt mo 1e1'- ongues on y, an 
corresponds with the language table in previous census reports; the second, 
which is new, deals with bi-lingualism. At the end of this chapter three 
subsidiary tables will be found, viz:-

I.-Distribution of total populat Ion oy mother tongues. 

lr.-Distribution by mother-tongues and subsidiary languages of 
the population of each district. . 

III.-Comparison of tribe and language tables. 

2. Prior to this census the schedule contained only one column relating Nature of the 
to language. In it the enumerators were directed to enter" the language enquiry. 
which each person ordinarily speaks in his own home", while for infants 
and deaf-mutes the language spoken by the mother was to be recorded. 
The returns thus obtained were not altogether satisfactory owing to the 
fact that a considerable part of the population, especially among the 
primitive trib~s, is virtually bi-lingual. A Santal may speak his tribal 
language in the bosom of his family, but in the bazar or in every-day 
conversation with non-Santals he will often speak Hindustani or whatever 
happens to be the lingua franca of the countryside. It not infrequently 
happened that in such cases his language would incorrectly be recorded as 
Hindustani. Again, though more rarely, an enumerator would doubtless 
enter a person's language as Bhumij or Gondi simply because the person 
concerned happened to be a Bhumij or a Gond by race, although in actual 
fact he might have completely lost the use of his tribal language. It was 
partly to overcome these defects and partly in view of the intrinsic interest 
of an enquiry into the prevalence of bi-lingualism that an additional column 
was inserted in the schedule on the present occasion. Column]4 was 
reserved for the" mother-tongue", i.e., the tongue spoken from the cradle, 
and any other language or languages" commonly used in daily life" were 
to be entered in column 15. 

The record of bi-lingualism thus obtained is of considerable interest, 
but the figures must be accepted with a certain amount of reserve. To a 
census staff consisting largely of veterans new departures are unwelcome 
and give rise to much puzzlement; and many of the enumerators, to say 
nothing of more highly-placed officials, found difficulty in understanding 
what they were really supposed to do with column 15. It sometimes 
happened, for example, that Hindustani would be shown as the mother
tongue of a Munda and Mundari would appear as his second language. 
Precocious infants, less than a year old, were occasionally returned as speak
ing two different languages. Some of the persons enumerated were anxious 
to seize this opportunity of displaying their linguistic proficiency, and 
secured an entry of all the languages, including French, Greek and so on, 
with which they scraped some acquaintance at school or college. Obvious~ 
mistakes were corrected as far as possible in the process of compilation, 
and the more exotic entries disappeared automatically, seeing that no 
language was tabulated as a subsidiary language unless it was spoken as 
mother-tongue by a large proportion of the local popul{Ltion. But it is not 
possible to guarantee that all the entries which escape'd the blue pencil 
represent languages in common daily use by the persons concerned. On 
the other hand, it is quite certain that the column of subsidiary languages 
was often left blank when it should re~lly have contained some entry, and 
the final table probably under-states the prevalence of bi-linguali8m rather 
than the reverse. 
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230 CHAPTER X.--LANGUAGE. 

Classification of 3. In Imperial Table XV the languages of India have been grouped 
languages. together under the four following heads:-

DIHtcultles 
enoountered. 

(1) Indo-Aryan languages. 

(2) ~1:unda languages. 

(3) Dravidian languages. 

(4) Other languages of India. 

This classification, though convenient, is not strictly logical. According 
to Sir George Grierson's Linguistic 

Austric. Man. Survey the languages and dialects of 
Tibeto-Chinese. Dravidian. India1 872 in number, are (with the 
Karan. Indo-European. exception of a few "unclassed" 

. '. languages) divided among the six main 
falmhes shown III the margin. Most of these families contain a number 
'Of ~ub-.families, branches, sub-branches and groups. Thus, the languages 
whICh III Table XV are. described as Indo-Aryan form a particular branch 
of the Aryan sub-famIly of the Indo-European family. Similarly, the 
Munda languages form a particular branch of the Austro-Asiatic sub-family 
of the Austric family. The Dravidian languages, on the other hand, 
repres.ent ~ whole family to themselves. In Bihar and Orissa no languages 
compr.lsed III the Karan and Man families are spoken at all. Five languages 
(~~otIa, Bur:mese. Murmi, Tha.do, and Magari) belonging to the Tibeto
Chmese famIly are found, but they are spoken by only 42 persons in all. 
Pashto (1,579 speakers) and Kashmiri (16 speakers) are the only two 
languages of the Indo-European family' which fall outside the Indo-Aryan 
branch; and Khasi (12 speakers) is the only language of the Austric family 
which falls outside the Munda branch. These minor languages have been 
grouped together in Table XV, along with the gipsy dialects, under the 
head " Other languages of India". Altogether, 49 Indian languages are 
spoken in the province, to which should be added 5 Asiatic languages foreign 
to India and 15 European languages. In Subsidiary Table I at the 
.end of this chapter all the languages and dialects spoken by not less than 
.500 persons each have been classified ip. accordance with the scheme adopted 
in SIr George. Grierson's Linguistic Survey. 

4. -Difficulties invariably arise in securing an accurate return of 
languages at the- census. Obscure local terms are apt to be entered in the 
schedules, and the task of interpreting them is complicated by the fact that 
they may be either spelt incorrectly by the enumerator or mutilated at 
a later stage by the copyist .. Even ~he n.ames of well-known languages. are 
sometimes rendered unrecogmzable m thIS way. The us~ of unauth?rlzed 
abbreviations, such as 0, which may frequently stand eIther for Onya or 
Oraon, is another obstacle to correct classification. Then' there are various 
indeterminate or ambiguous-entries which cause much trouble. The term Farsi 
comes in this category. Properly it means Persian, but investigation nearly 
always shmved that persoJ_ls so returr:ted w:ere n?t sp~akers of the g~nu~ne 
Persian language. Sometlmes, especlally III Onssa, It was used to slgmfy 
Urdu owing to the admixture of Persian words in that language. But 
more frequently still it was applied to members of the aboriginal tribes, in 
which case it might either deno~e their speci~l tribal language (for the ter~s 
Parsi and Farsi often carry wlth them the ldea of some secret argot) or It 
might refer to the form of ?industani spoken by t~em in sup~rsession of 
their tribal language. It wlll thus be clear that thls term, whICh was not 
uncommoncy met with, presented a .peculiar1y ~ompl~x problem. ~noth~r 
unwelcome intruder was the expreSSIOn Kol, :whlCh mIght crop up ~Ith~r 1ll 

the language column--or.jn the caste column or m both. Its presence III eIther 
context implied- that th~ person enumerated was a non-Aryan, and when 
it was used only of his caste or of his language the other .entry would usually 
assist in a correct classification of the term; but when It was used of both 
the only course possible was to rely on local kno!yledge. and probabilities. It 
may be mentioned, however, that the use of thIS am.bIguous t~rm was mu~h 
less genera] at the present census than on preVIOUS occaSIOn. Kora IS 
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a genuine tribal language spoken by the Kora tribe, but unfortunately there 
is a tendency to extend this term to earthworkers belonging to other 
eommunities, and sometimes the language entry follows suit. I n general, 
Kora has been tabulated as a separate language in localities where the tribe 
is actually found. K1trmali and Karmali were very troublesome entries. 
The former is a corrupt form of Hindi spoken principally by the Kurmi 
Mahtos of Chota N agpur (see appendix V) while the latter is a Santali 
dialect. The two words were almost always confuserl, and had to be sorted 
out as best they could be with rE'ference to local circumstances. Tamaria 
is a name sometimes given to the language of tbe Bbumij tribe and sometimes 
it is s.vnonymous .with Pancll. !argania, a. dialect spo~en. mainly i!l the 
distrid of RancbI and cont.ammg an admlxture of Hmdl, BengalI and 
occasionally Oriya. Panch Pargania is classified by Sir George Grierson 
as a form 'of Eastern Magahi (Hindi), and this classification was followed 
on the present occasion. 

There are other dialects which are difficult to classify because they are 
composed partly of one languagt' and partly of another, so that even an 
expert might be at a loss to say which is the preponderating element. Among 
these, mention may be made of K ishanganjia or Siripuria, a dialect spoken 
in eastern Purnea. According to the Linguistic Survey it is a form of the 
Xorthel'n dialect of Bengali, and the number of speakel's is estimated at 
something over 600,000. The table bplow shows the totaillumbel' of persons 
III Purnea distl'ict returned as speaking Hindustani and Bengali respectively 
a.t each of the last four censuses :-

Variation 
1931. 1921. 1911. 1901. 

1021·31. 1911-21. 1901-11. 

Uindustani . . .. 1,980,123 1,874,971 1,202,568 1,773,455 1+105,152 +672,403 -570,887 

Bengali 147,299 102,005 749,018 91,877 I +45,294 -647,015 +657,141 

---- -

These figures suggest, first, that the estimate given in the Survey of the 
number of persons speaking this borderline dialect is approximately correct, 
and, secondly, that in 1911 they were all returned under the head Bengali, 
but in each of the three remaining censuses they were all, or nearly all, 
returned under the head Hindustani. (On the present occasion, allowing 
for general increase of population, it would seem that a small proportion 
of these persons, say 33,000, have reverted to the Bengali classification.) 
In 1921 the' Subdivisional Officer of Kishanganj expressed the view that 
a pure Hindi speaker would be more at home in this area than a speaker of 
pure Bengali, and that therefore the record of this dialect as Hindi (or 
Hindustani) was in his opinion correct. Another example of the same kind 
of difficulty is furnished by the language spoken by many of the inhabitants 
of the Dhalbhum subdivision of Singhbhum. It has no recognized name, but 
is a cross between Bengali and Oriya. At any time an enumerator might 
we11 be genuinely perplexed how to describe it in the schedule, but on the 
present occasion the controversy regarding the inclusion of Singhbhum in the 
potential province of Orissa introdueed complications which were not 
calculated to assist him in arriving at an unprejudiced decision. This 
matter is further discussed ill Appendix VIr. 

5. According to the Linguistic Survey, Hindustani is a dialect of What is meant 
Western Hindi, which is a language falling in the Central group of the by Hindustani. 
I?ner sub-branch of the Indo-Aryan branch of languages; and Urdu is 
slIuply one form of the Hindustani dialect. On this Hhowbg, if speakers 
of Urdu be left out of account, genuine Hindustani itl spoken by yery few 
persons in Bihar and Orissa. The language spoken bv the majority is really 
flihari, which falls in the Eastern group of the Outer sub-branch of tlie 
Indo-Aryan branch. Bihari again is sub-divided into three main dialects--
Maithili, Magahi and Bhojpuri -and these in their turn have various forms 
and sub-dialects. But it is useless to look for scientific differentiations of 
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this nature in the census returns. The term Hindustani has been used in 
the present report to coyer both Hindi and Urdu, both Western Hindi and 
Bihari, and no attempt has been made to tabulate separate statistics for the 
various sub-divisions of these languages. The linguistic experts are in 
a far better position to arrive at an approximately accurate classification 
on the basis of region and race than the untrained census staff is. On 
previous occasions an effort has indeed been made to distinguish " Hindi " 
from" Urdu ", but the resultant figures are of little value. In 1911, when 
there was considerable agitation among the Muslim population on the 
subject, 387,621 persons were returned as speaking Urdu. Ten years 
later the agitation had died down, and the number dropped to 293,638. 
This represented less' than 8 per cent of the total Muslim community, the 
percentage varying from 2.3 in Bhagalpur division to 43.9 in the 
administrative division of Orissa. As pointed out in the last report, it is 
naturally easier to preserve the purity of the Urdu language in a land of 
Oriya speakers than in a land of Hindi speakers, where there is a constant 
tendency to lapse into the local idioms; nevertheless the Urdu of Orissa is 
commonly written in the Oriya, and not in the Persian, script. Very little 
interest was manifested in this matter at the present census, though some 
of the Oriya Muslims were insistent that their language should be shown 
as Urdu in the schedules, and a less vehement protest on the same lines was 
reported from Bhagalpur. 

6. In this report those languages have been treated as " tribal" which 
are comprised in the Munda branch of the Austro-Asiatic languages and in 
the Intermedi,!1te group of the Dravidian languages. The following 
Dravidian languages, which fall within other groups of the same family, 
have not been so treated: -Telugu~ Tamil, Kanarese and Malaya1am. 
A list of the tribal languages tabulated at the present census is given 
below:-

Munda -languages. Dravidian languages. 

Agaria. Kharia. Gondi. 

Asuri. Kora. Kandhi (Kui). 

Bhumij. Korwa. Malhar. 

Birhor. Mahili. Malto. 

Birjia. Mundari. Oraon (Kurukh). 

Gadaba. Santali. 

Ro. Savara. 

Juang. Turi. 

Karmali. 

It. should be mentioned here that, according to Sir George Grierson. most 
of the Munda tongues specified above are not separate" languages". but 
merely dialects of wha.t he calls the Kherwari language. The only ones 
which are treated by him as distinct languages are Kharia, Juang, SavaI"a 
and Gadaba. But, in accordance with precedent, separate figures have 
been compiled for each unit at the present census. 

The anthropologist recognizes no fundamental differe~ce betw.een the 
speakers of the Munda and Dravidian languages; despIte consIderahle 
variations Of physical type, he would usually hold that they al~ come from 
much the same stock_ To ,the philologist, however, the two maID groups of 
languages~are ess~ntianJ"disslmilar. In his ~ntroducti~n to Vo.lum~ IV of 
the Linguistic Survey, Sir G. A. Grierson ~:scusses thIS .questIOn IJ?- some 
detail and comes to the conclusion that they only agree III such pomts as 
are common to most agglutinative languages, a!l~ the,~e is no philologi~al 
reason for deriving t~em . from the same . oJ'l~mal . The ex. planatIOn 
commonly given for thIS umtv of race and dIversIty of language IS that at 
some remote date an original' Dravidian stock received an admixture of 
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blood from the ancestors of the peoples who are now f011ll0 in further India, 
~nd of the mixed offspring some uontinued 10 speak the Dravidian tongHt' 
while others adopted a }Vf unda language. 

Tn addition to the MuneIa and Dravidian languages there are a number 
of distinctive dialects spoken by various primitive tribes, which in one 
sense might be called "tribal languages". But they have not been 
included in the present list, because they are little else than corrupt forms 
-of the main Aryan languages.current in the. locality. Kurrnali and Panch 
Pargania are examples of thIS type, to whICh some reference has already 
been made. Both of these have been treated as Hindustani. So also bas 
Kharwari, a form of Bhojpllri spoken by the Kharwar tribe in Palamau 
and southern Shahabad. (This dialect is not to he confused with the 
1I1unda language, Kherwari, mentioned above.) Another important 
example is Mal Palwr~a,. the di.alect of the Mal Paharias residing in the 
Santal Parganas. ThIS IS classIfied as " a form of the Western dIalect of 
"Bengali" and has been treated accordingly. 

7. The statement in the margin shows the proportion of the total General summary 
population at each of the last two of language 

k · h " 1 returns. 

Hindustani 

Oriya 
Bengali 
Tribal languages 

Total 

No. '[leT 10,onn oj censuses spea lng t e prmClpa 
population. Jangnages. It will be seen that about 

19r1l. Hl21. 998 persons in every thousand are 
6,595 6,644 accounted fOT in this statement. 
2,017 2,042 During the last ten years there has 

4.')8 

907 
437 been a slight decline in the propoTtiol1 
859 of persons speaking Hindustani and 

9,977 9,982 Oriya and a corresponding increase in 
thp use of Bengali and the tribal 

. languages. The localities in \vhich 
these variations have chiefly occurred will be particularized in the following 
paragraphs. But first a brief reference nlay be made to the linguistic map, 
for which search should be made in the pocket of the front eover. 

8. This map illustrates by means of coloured rectangles the local The Ungulstic 
distribution of the main languages spoken in the province. At least one map. 
rectangle is allotted to each district, and, where there is an appreciable 
variation in the languages spoken in different paTts of the same district. 
a_ separate rectangle is allotted to each subdivision. The larger states are 
given a rectangle apiece, and the smaller ones are clubbed together in pairs 
Dr groups. A statistical key to the map will be found in Appendix T r. 
Hindustani (greeIlj), Oriya (blue) and Bengali (sepia) each ha:ve thrir 
dj~tinctive colour, and tribal languages (wht>ther Munda or Dravidian) are 
.shown in red. ~fother-tongues othf'r th[ln those just mentioned are shown 
in ""hite, but UR the map dt'als nnl,V with laugnages which are spoken by at 
least 1 per tent of the local population, there are but two subdivisions in 
the whole province in wl1ich these" other " languages figure at all. They 
are Dhanbad (Manblmm) and Dhalhh LIm (Sing-hLhum). The prevalence of 
hi-lingualism in the different local units is indicated by means of coloured 
hatching supeT-imposed un the haRic tints, but it is only in localities where 
bi-lillgualism ohtains OIl a fairly extensive scale that the map can portray it. 

A cursory gbn('e at t11e liIlguiqtie map will suffice to show that Bihar 
proper is a one· language traet; so, to an almost equal extent, is the natural 
division of Orissa. But in most of thE' Chota X agpur districts and in many 
of the Feudatory fltates a great diversity of languages is found. The habel 
.of tongu~s rises most loudly from the eastern balf of Singhbhum district. 
In some degree this is due to the cosmopolitnn character vf the population 
.of J amshedpur city, but tho chief explanation lies in the fad that the 
Dhalbhum subdivision of this district is the meeting place of many races and 
.cultures. From north, east and south the Bihari, the Bengali anfJ the Oriya 
overflow the borders of this distriet, which none the less is still essentially 
the home of the Ho tribe and other primitive races. ~ 
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9. Hindustani, used in the sense already explained, is the mother-tongue-
of 27,921,455 persons, or almost exactly two-thirds of the population of the

No. per mille speaking Hindustani. 

province. The statement in the margin 
shows the proportion of persons speak
ing Hindustani in each of the natural 

North Bihar 

South Bihar 

Orissa 

Chota N agpur Plateau 

983 divisions. In Bihar it has what 
996 virtually amounts to a monopoly. There-
so are five Bihar districts in which 999 per

S05 s'Ons out of every thousand speak this. 
language. In the south of Monghyr 

and Bhagalpur a little Santali is spoken--enough anyhow to secure
represen tation in the linguistic map; but Purnea is the only' district of Bihar 
in which other languages figure at all prominently. The Araria subdivision 
of that district knows nothing but Hindustani, out in the two remaining 
subdivisions some 12 per cent of the population speak either Bengali or some
tribal language. There are two districts on the Chota N agpur plateau 
(Hazaribagh and Palamau) where Hindustani is spoken by not less than 90" 
per cent of the inhabitants; in two other districts (Ranchi and the Santal 
Parganas) the proportion is somewhat below 50 per cent; but after that 
it drops right down to ] 8 per cent in Manbhum, and 9 per cent in 
Singhbhum. Of the coastal districts of Orissa, Balasore has a slightly 
higher proportion of Hindustani speakers (3.3 per cent) than either of 
the others. For the Feudatory States as a whole Hindustani is the mother
tongue of 4 per cent of the population, Gangpur being the only state in 
which it is spoken by not less than one person in ten. 

It has been seen that, taking the province as a whole, the proportion 
of persons speaking Hindustani is slightly lower than it was in 1921. 
The loss is confined to North Bihar, and by far the greatest part of it has 
occurred in Purnea. In that district the number of Hindustani speakers 
has declined from 9,261 per 10,000 to 9,056. Bengali, Santali and Oraon 
have all gained at the expense of Hindustani. So far as Bengali is 
concerned, the explanation is probably to be found largely in the classifi
cation of the border-line dialect, Kishanganjia, to which reference has
already been made. In South Bihar the proportion of Hindustani speakers 
has remained constant since the last census, and in the other two natural 
divisions there has been a very slight increase. It is on the Chota N agpur 
plateau that the fluctuations are of particu1ar interest, for it would be 
natural to suppose that in this area the tribal languages are gradually 
dying out and being replaced by the Aryan tongues. But this does not 
appear to be the case. The gains and losses recorded by the various tribal 
languages will be analysed later on, but here it may be noted that in those 
parts of the plateau where Hindustani is spoken more commonly than. it 
was a decade ago, the corresponding decline occurs for the most part in 
Oriya and Bengali, and not in the languages of the primitive tribes. On 
the other hand, where Hindustani has lost ground, it is the tribal languages 
which are mainly responsible. Over the whole of the Chota N agpur 
plateau the proportion of Hindustani speakers has risen from 3,025 per 
10,000 to 3,051. The most important gains are in the Feudatory States, 
the Santal Parganas and Singhbhum, but these are negatived to a large 
extent by losses sustained in Palamau, Hazaribagh and Manbhum. 

10. The Oriya language is confined 'almost entirely to the five districts 
of the Oris'Sa'(administrative) division, the Feudatory States and Singhbhum. 
Out of 8,535,805 persons returned as speaking Oriya at the present census, 
only about 10,500 were residing outside the above area, and almost all of 
these were in Ranchi or Manbhum. In the three coastal districts of Oris'sa 
953 perspns in every 1,000 are Oriya speakers. Sambalpur comes next with 
A83 per mille, while in Angul and the Feudatory States Oriya is the mother
tongue of 3 persons out of 4. As the linguistic map shows, there are
a number of small states in which practically no language but Oriya is. 
spoken, and in the large state of Patna the percentage is as high as 95. 
But the average for the states as' a whole is brought down by such units as. 
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. Mayurbhanj and Gangpur, where less than half the population speak Oriya 
as their first language. 

The decline in the proportion of Oriya speakers since 1921 (from 2,042 
to 2,017 per 10,000 of the provincial population) is not marked, but it is 
common to all the Oriya-speaking tracts' except Angul and Sambalpur. In 
Sambalpur the use of Oriya has been growing more and more widespread 
ever since 1905, when it replaced Hindi as the court language of the district. 
But during the last decade the rate of growth slowed down considerably. 
ln view of the feeling aroUF~ed in Singhbhllffi over the langua~e r('turns at 
thE' present census, it is interesting to fino that the proportil ill of Oriya 
speakerK in that district (1,84!) per 10.0(10) is almost exactly the snme as it 
was in 1921 (t,R54 per 10,000). . 

11. Bengali is the mother tongue of 1,937,587 persons in Bihar and Bengali. 
Orissa. There are only five districts in which it iR spoken hy 1 per cent or 
more of the totHI population, and these are the fiv(' distt'll'ts whie!l lie ,.m the 
Bf'ng-aJ border, v£z. Purnea, the SantaJ PargmwK. -:\fHIlhhnm. Singhhhum 
and Balasore. To the~>c may he allderl the stnteR of ~ayurbhan.i ~:uaikela 
and Kharsawan The strongholrl of the Bengali languagp is the sadr 
subdivision of 'Manbhum. where Rl per eent 'If the inhabit<1l1tc; speak it. 
In the Dhalbhnm subdivision of Singhhhl1m the perl'P]1tagC' jq' 3f} Next in 
order come the Jamtara and Pakaur sllhrlivisions of the Santal Parganal-l, 
where the proportions are 30 per eent and 25 per cfmt respectively. DistrictR 
in which Bengali is found to a small extent are Ranr'!1i, Hazaribagh, 
Cuttack, Patna, Puri, Bhagalpur ana Monghyr . Tn these If Icaliti(,R the 
nnmber of Bengali speaken; ranges from 9 prT mill£' (in R:ml·1Ii) tl') 2 per 
mi11e (in Monghyr). 

In Manbhum, Purnea and Ralasore (as wpll IlS in most of 4he distrirts 
vlhich do not border on Bengal) the Bengali language is snqken more 
commonly than it was a decade ago; in the Rantal Parganas. Sin,:.thhhum and 
tbe Feudatory States it has experienced. a set· back. On th(' hn lance the 
propol'tion of BengA.1i Rpeakers in the \Yh )le province Pas risel' sim'(' Ul21 

from 437 pel' 10,000 to 458. 

12. Taking all the tribal langmlges together. and using the term in the rriballanguages. 
sense explained in paragrl]_ph 6. the total number of speakers 11:( approxiP1ately 
3,838,000. Of these 2,975,000 speak Munda languages and 81)3,000 speak 
Dravidian. Subsidiary table III at the end of this chapter shows I he 
actual strength of the more important tribes which possesl:> languaf.!'cs of 
their own and the number of persons jn each of these tribf'8 \vho shU speak 
their original language. In the following stat('mcnt prnportiOIwl fignree; 
are given, together with the corre8ponding- proport.ions in 1921. 
-----

Nmnlwr per mill,-, .\Tnmbpr per milTe 

Strenqth vf 
8peaking trihal 

b'trength of 
8peak?'ng tribal 

Tribe. tribe (1931). 
language. Tribe. tribe (1931). 

lang1tnge. 

lflR 1 1921 1931 1921 

Asur 2,024 1,368 ] ,029 KO)l'wa 1:-1,021 !) i'i;-) * 
Bhumij 274,0:18 428 JoGl ':\[,thli fi9,K~~ ! ~29 4ii6 
Birbor 2.350 311 171 ::\lunda 549,71)4 9H) 942 
Birjia 1,550 40ii * 8r.ntal 1,712,1:-3:3 931 941 
Eo 523..J,..l58V"" 1,OQ6_ Wlli8. Tllri 54,573 22 40 
Juang In,024 971 1,007 Gond 25n,752 'J~ 

~n 2 
Karmali 8,632 1,164 * Klwnd :::1 ii, 709 423 ;·HH 
Kharia 146,037 778 849 Oraon ~j37, 111 1,030 %5 
Kora 49.036 11Hi 71 { Sw,nlh 59,891 1,12f1 1,106 

Pilharia. 

" '" ot availd ble. 

It is noticeable that in ~ertain cases the Dum bel' of persons speaking a 
particular tribal language is actually greater than the number composing 
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the trihe' in (]u3stioTl. ~\ R far a" possible. the e.\.planations of this f'ln'um
Rtalll'E' are givell in the remarks ('olnmn of Subt>idiary Tahle III. In this 
connexlon the diflkulty of rla~·\t.,if.\'ing ilmbigu:lllK entrics in thl' Ct'IlSUS 

schedules, to whieh referc>nee has heen made in paragraph 4 ahove, should 
alsfJ be borne in mind. It is quitt' posRihle'. Jor tllRtancl', that~) few C'nLries 
which should have been treated as ~fulldari ur Snnt:lli have been treated aR 
no or Orao11. On the other hand, it is significallt that nearly aU the 
languages which show a surplus of speakers at the present census showed 
a gi~!ilar surplns in 1$)21 and thi::; suggests that the surplus is probab1y 
genUlne. 

One person In overy four op the Ch(,t:1 Xagpur plateau speaks some 
triha 1 InngnagIJ. In the districts of 

T':;~:ti~~/e Ringhhl111Ill ami Ranehi the proportion 7Jisfri('f. 

trillal' riseR to just over 50 per ccnt. The 

... Sadr 

Ram·hi ... Khullti .. 
nlllnla ana RimdE'ga 

Angul ... Khoudmah, 

11!11[1U'Ige.,. statement in the margin shows the
n\) localities in which tribal languages are 
62 most pl'evalcnt. Tn the states of 
50 ~layurhhanj, Gangpul', Bonai, 8arai-
0(1 kela and Kharsawall between 40 and 
50 :,)0 T,er cent of the population speak 
~~) these primitive dialects. Outside the 

Chota ~agpur plateau they are seldom 
met with, the only areas in whieh they are sufficiently strong to justify 
their representation in the linguistic map being the Sadr and Kishanganj 
subdivisions of Purnea. the Banka subdivision of Bhagalpur, the .Jamul 
subdivision of :Ylonghyr, and the district of Balasore. 

Santi'll Parganas .. PakUla 
Dllmka 
Ra;mahal 

Language is an index not less valuable than religion of the extent to 
which a primitive race is preserving its separate identity and itl'> tribal 
characteristies. The returns of religion suggest that the great l'aces of 
the Santals, Oraon8, Mundas and Hos have already been largely absorbed 
in the Hindu polity, and the fact that among all these races the lU:;e of 
their old, ol'iginallanguages survives practically cent per cent (although 
they may not infrequently have been compelled to acqUlre knowledge of a 
secondary language also) seJ:.:ves tn correct an impression which is somewhat 
misleading. Again, among the smaller tribes the ~'\.surs (including Birjias) 
and the .luangs are among the most truly primitive communities in the 
provinoe. although more than half of them were returned as H induR at the 
present. census... The Korwas are a smal1 tribe to whose unimpaired primitive 
character the returns of language and religion alike testify. On the other 
hand, the Khonds of Angul furnish an unusual example of an aboriginal 
race which is: abandoning its tribal language more rapidly than its tribal 
gods. 

Theil' continuing 13. ~ince 1921 there hn,s heen an increase of nbout !'l77,OOO or 17.7 per 
llitality. cont, in the numher of persons spPflking' these tribal languages. They have 

in fact morc than kept pace with the general innease in population, with 
the result that the proportion of the total population accounted for by them 
has risen from SI19 to 907 per 10,000. T\vo principa1 rt'asons may be 
advaTleed to explain this somewhnt remarkable ('~reumstance. The first is 
that the aboriginal peoples themse1ves have multiplied more quickly than 
most other communities--partlv because their natural rate of growth is 
superior. and partly because inany emigrants have returned during the 
last decade from the industrial centres of Bengal and the tea gardens of 
Assam. The second reason is that the procedure adopted at the present 
census of re~or ling ,. mother tongue" and "subsidiary language)' 
separately, instead of the single language "ordinarily spoken", has un
doubtedly led to a more complete return of tribal languages as the mother
tongue of persons who art' bi-lingual. To this hItter cause mu~t dearly he 
attributed t~e fact that in the district of Champaran 5,511 persons are 
shown as speaking Oraon at the present census. out of whom 5,308 speak 
Hindustani as a suhsidiary language. In 1921, although there were nearly 
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10,000 Oraons in that district, not a single one was returned as speaking his 
tribal tongue. Similarly, in Balasore the number of Santali speakers has 
g~me up abruptly from 9.655 to 15,120, and more than 10,000 of the latter 
are now shown as speaking a &econd language (Oriya). Exceptionally heavy 
increases in Oraon and Santali in the district of Purnea should be ascribed 
mainly to the same cause. 

The statement at the beginning of paragraph 12 suggests that very 
few of the tribal languages are falling into disuse. The only ones in which 
the proportion of speakers is appreciably lower than it was ten years ago 
are Rhumij. Juang. Kharia, Mahili and Turi. In the case of Mahili the 
decrease probably has not much significance, for this dialect· (like Karmali) 
is little more than a variant of Santali, and it is probable that Santali was 
entered fairly often as the mother-tongue of persons speaking Mahili. The 
decline in Bhumij is most noticeable in the districts of Manbhum and 
Singhbhurn. where the" Hinduization " of this tribe is proceeding apace; 
in Mayurbhanj state. although Hinduism is now returned as the religion 
of the great majority, the tribal feeling persists, with the result that 
the tribal language too is still vigorous in that area. Speakers of Juang 
have increased in number since 1921 from 10,n3] to 14.583, but'during the 
same period the strength of the Juang tribe has increased from 10,454 to 
15,024. To all intents and purposes, this language is as full of vitality 
as ever it was. Nor is the loss sustained by the Kharia language material, 
though the proportion of speakers has fallen off slightly both in Ranchi and 
in the Orissa states, the two localities where this particular tribe is numerous. 
Turi. however, is definitely on the wane. In 1911 it was spoken by 2,701 
persons, in 1921 by 1,808, and now it is spoken by only 1,215. Ranchi, 
Sambalpur and the States are the only areas in which the language survives. 
It differs very little from Mnndari, and maybe some members of the Turi 
" tribe" now use the latter term to describe their language. But in these 
daysl there is lIttle to distinguish Turis from an ordinary low Hindu caste, 
and the loss of their old tribal language is not a matter for surprise. 

The particularly marked increase in the proportion of persons speaking 
Kora is due primarily to vagaries of classification. Allusion to the diffi
culties presented by this term has been made in an earlier paragraph. Still 
more abrupt is the increase from 383 to 6,270 in the number of persons 
speaking Gondi. This represents a swing back to (and beyond) the position 
in 1911, when there were 4,212 speakers of this language. The fact is 
that in this province nearly every Gond has acquired the knowledge of a 
secondary language, and at the last census the tendency to return this 
secondary language in preference to the tribal dialect was apparently carried 
to a much further length with the Gonds than with most of the other 
aboriginal races. 

Taking together the 18 tribes shown in Subsidiary Table III, the 
proportion of their members speaking tribal languages is 820 per mille, 
as compared with 802 per mille in 1921. 

14. All other languages in Bihar and Orissa are relatively unimportant, Other Dravidian 
and call for brief notice only. Telugu is spoken by 29,512 persons, mostly languages. 
immigrants from northern Madras. Their number has risen since 1921 by 
9,465, or nearly 50 per cent. They are being attracted more and more to 
the industrial centres of Singhbhum and Manbhum, but the majority of 
them are still to be found, as is only natural, in the territories immediately 
adjacent to.l\fa~ras. Out?f ~,269 speakers of Tami~, 2,111 were brought 
to account m Smghbhum dIstrICt. Most of the remamder had made their 
wu,y to the coalfields of Manbhum and Hazaribagh, so it seems clear that 
the i~dustrial areas of ~he. province provide the sole attraction to speakers 
of thIS language, who InCldentally are more than twice as numerous now 
as. they wer.e .ten years ago. lI!!alayala:m (403) and Kanarese (57) are two 
mmor DraVIdIan languages, whICh agam are confined largely to the district 
of Singhbhum. 
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15. Of the minor Indo-Aryan languages, M arwari is more frequently 
met with than any other, but the total number of speakers is only 17,883. 
This is 678 more than there were at the previous census. l\farwari, which 
is classified as a dialect of the Rajasthani language, is not peculiar to any 
particular part of the province, but has representatives in every district. 
Another dialect of Rajasthani, spoken by only 4,401 persons, is Banjari. 
In this province it is not found at all outside Sambalpur and the Orissa 
States, but according to the Linguistic Survey it is spoken, under various 
names, all over India by a wandering tribe. There are 8,765 Panjabi 
speakers, as compared with only 2,893 in 1921, more than half the new
comers being immigrants into Jamshedpur city. Speakers of Gujarati 
number only 6,204, which is little more than they numbered a decade ago. 
Manbhum, Singhbhum and the Orissa States still absorb the majority of 
them. Naipali, or Khas-Kura, is found more commonly in Champaran and 
Purnea than in any of the other Bihar districts, but even this language has 
penetrated to the industrial centres of the province, and more than one-third 
of the total number of persons speaking Naipali (7,493) were enumerated in 
Singhbhum, Manbhum and Hazaribagh. It is this movement which mainly 
accounts for an increase of 3,000 over the total number recorded in 1921. 
The only other Indo-Aryan languages spoken in the province are Marathi 
(1,712), Sindhi (339) and Assamese (31). Pashto (1,579) is a member of the 
Aryan sub-family of languages, but falls within the Eranian, and not the 
[ndo-Aryan, branch of that sub-family. 

16. Four" gipsy" languages were returned at the present census, viz. 
Domra, Gulgulia, Malar and Nati. Only 687 persons in all speak these 
languages. Domra, which is the most important of the four, is found for 
the most part in Singhbhum, and, as its name implies, is spoken by a section 
of Doms who have not come much in contact with civilization. Similarlv, 
N ati is the old dialect of the N ats, and Gulgulia is spoken by some membe~s 
of a gipsy tribe bearing the same name . 

17. Asiatic languages foreign to India figure very rarely in the census 
schedules. It may be that most of them are unintelligible to the copyist or. 
to the sorter, and that they are consequently misclassified. Anyhow, only 
425 persons are shown as speaking such languages, and this small company 
distributes its patronage between Arabic, Armenian, Chinese, Hebrew and 
Persian. With regard to the last-named language, mention has already 
been made of the special difficulties in the way of securing an accurate return 
of the genuine Persian speakers. 

18. English is the only European language of importance. At the 
present census it was returned as the mother-tongue of 13,020 persons, which 
corresponds roughly with the number of Europeans and Anglo-Indians 
The number recorded in 1921 (9,161) must have been an under-statement. 
No less than 14 other European languages, with an average of about 35 
speakers apiece, appear on the title-page of Imperial Table XV. French, 
[talian, Port~tg1le.~e and German are the most common of these. Gaelic 
(Scottish), Welsh and Irish all assert their right to be tabulated as inde
peJldent languages. 

19. As already 'Stated, in tabulating the returns of bi-lingualism, only 
those languages have been treated as "..subsidiary languages" which are 
actually in common, everyday use in the localities to which the returns 
relat~--i.e., those which constitute the mother-tongue of a fairly large 
proportion of the resident population. Tile main object of the enquiry was 
to ascertaih the extent to which, in what are known as the cultural zones 
or the areas of overJl1pping cultures, the members of one particular race or 
culture nave frn.ll~d it necessary or expedient, without entirely abandoning 
the use of their own mother-tongue2 t<? adop~ as a secondary language the 
tongue of some other race or culture wIth whICh they are brought into close 
contact. In particular, it was desired 1,0 find out how far the aboriginal 
races of the Chota Nagpur plateau are acquiring the knowledge and use 
of the Aryan languages spoken all round them; also, how far the Oriyas in 
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i:3inghbhum and tbe Biharis in thl> Bengali-speaking trac.ts of Manbhum, 
the Santal Parganas, etc., have come under the influence of their immediate 
neighbours in this matter. 

vVith this object in view the number of subsidiary languages shown in 
Part II of Imperial Table XV was rednced to a minimum. It was decided, 
for instance, that no useful purpose would be served by showing English 
as a second language in any part of the province. The cultural influence 
of the English language in this country i::; of course great, but it is not 
specially evident in any particular zone, nor is its effect confined to any 
particular community, There is, moreover, the practical difficulty of 
deciding what persons or !'lasses of persons use English as a subsidiary 
language ill everyday life. ThnC' i8. the derk in a Goverument office, who 
is required to draft letters and notes in English, and whofle speech (to borne 
extent his thoughts also) during oITtl'e honrs may be couched in the same 
language; but outside the office. in ordinary contact with his fellow-men, 
he will seldom have recourse to English at all. There is the Indian who 
regularly reads all English newspnper in preference to a newspaper in the 
vernacular and call conven;e ft-L1ently ill English if necessary, but may have 
no real occasion to u::;e the language for the purpose of carrying on his daily 
business or profession. So far as interest centres in the mere knowledge of 
English, the statistics of English literacy given ill the previous chapter 
furnish the requisite information; hut as regards the common nSf of that 
language, the r£'turns were so obviously capricious and based on widely
differing standard::; that the tabulation of tlwm would in any case have been 
devoid of yalue. Again, entries of, say, Bengali as a subsidiary language 
in a district like Patna were ignored, because, although there a.re some 7,000 
persons in that district whose mother-tongue is Bengab, and doubtless there 
are not a few Hindustani-speakers who can and do conven;e with them in 
their own language, it cannot he said that the Bengali tOllg'ue has had any 
direct influence on the speech in common URe in that district. Hinrlm.tani, 
on the other hand, occupies a somewhat peculiar position. Even in localitit's 
where it is the mother tongue of a comparatively small minority, it may 
be found in regular use as a secondnry language. This is particularl? the 
case in cosmopolitan centres, sueh as .Jamshedpur C'ity, where i.t acts as 
a sort of common denominator for persons speaking many diverse tongues. 
'Even in places like Cuttack tOWIl, where the population is overwhelmingly 
Oriya, Hindustani has its uses for the stranger who would make himself 
understood, and sometimes also for the Oriya merchant who would Garry 
on his daily business with foreigners. Hence it is that there are only two 
districts of the province (Balasore and Angul) and a number of states in 
which Hindustani does not fignre as a subsidiary language. 

It has been thought proper to illdude a few of the more important tribal 
dialects ill the' list of lallgllagt'~ \vhich are spoken in addition to the mother
tongue. Ti'e mnI't' ul-<ual experience of coursE' is that an nhoriginal has to 
familiarise himself with the langunge of his Aryan neighbours in order to 
get along in life; bllt the> enm'erse sometimes holds true. In areas WhNe 
primitive races are most numerous a pleader, a zamindar or a village 
mahajan may find it absolutely necessary _as a matter of business to acquaint 
himself with their mannE'r Ilf speech. ThlU~, in the Sadr subdivision of 
Singhbhum the ~mpremacy of Eo al-< the lingua franca of the (,ountryside is 
unchallenged. In Ranchi a considerable numher of the Aryan inhabitants 
speak Mundari and (to a 10s:-; extent) Oraon. Curiously enough, Santali in 
the Santal ParganCLs seems to he treated much more cavalierly, and as a 
subsidiary language it is spoken just as widely in ManblmTIl. This can 
hardly be in accordance with the actual facts, and it is prob,tblc that, both 
in the Santal Parganas and in other parts of the plateau, the returns fail 
to do justice to the extent to which the usc of tribal languages is current 
among non-aboriginals. SOffit' foolish notion of prestige may have restrained 
people from admitting that thf'y were in the hahit of speakiilg these dialects. 

20. After weeding out all entries of bi-1ingualism \vhich did not Distribution of 
conform to the general principles indicated above, there were found to be hi-lingual 

population. 
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2,155,973 persons in the province (or about one in twenty) speaking 
a secondary language. The statement below shows the distribution of these 
persons between the four natural divisions, and the languages which are 
spoken by them in addition to their mother tongue. 

Subsidiary language. 

TOTAL ... 

Hindustani ... 
Oriya 
Bengali 
Munda languages 

Eo :...-: 
Mundari 
Santali ... 

Dravidian languages 
Kandhi ... 
Oraon 

Actual number of persons using subsidiary language. 

Chota 
Total. North Bihar. South Bihar. Orissa. Nagpur 

Plateau. 

2,155,973 64,785 9,948 129,549 1,951,691 

846,178 62,318 9,948 2,657 771,255 
943,402 125,796 817,606 
270,746 2,467 1,096 267,183 

86,440 86,440 
63,814 63,814 
15,931 15,931 

6,695 6,695 
9,207 9,207 
5,282 5,282 
3,925 3,925 

In Bihar proper Hindustani is for all practical jurposes the only 
supplementary language in everyday use. A knowledge 0 Bengali has been 
acquired by a few residents in the Sadr and Kishanganj subdivisions of 
Purnea district, but their number is very small. Similarly in the coastal 
districts of Orissa bi-lingualism is practically confined to the speaking of 
Oriya by other races, although in Cuttack and Puri Hindustani is 
occasionally used as a second language, while in Balasore the more favoured 
alternative is Bengali. But it is on the Chota Nagpur plateau that 
bi-lingualism is of real interest and importance. Of the total number of 
persons in the province who speak two different languages, more than 90 per 
cent are to be found on the plateau, and in this area nearly one person in 
seven is bi-lingual. In the districts of Hazaribagh, Ranchi and Palamau 
the s_econd language is usually Hindustani, and in Sambalpur, Angul and 
the states it ~s usually Oriya. But there is less uniformity in the Santal 
Parganas, .I\1anbhum and Singhbbum. 

The Santal Parganas are the scene of a tug-of-war between Hindustani 
and Bengali. Although the number of persons speaking Hindustani as 
mother-tongue is nearly four times as great as the number speaking 
Bengali, the latter language is more current among the aboriginal peoples 
of the district. In the subdivision of Dumka. for instance, Hindustani is 
the mother-tongue of about 180,000 persons and Bengali of only 46,000; yet 
14J~64 Santals spea~ Bengali as a suhsidiary language and only 1,898 speak 
Hindustani. Again, it is noteworthy that, taking the district as a whole, 
4.2 per cent of the Hindustani speakers have acquired the use of Bengali 
also, whereas only 1.7 per cent of the Bengali speakers have acquired the 
use of Hindustani. The influence of Bengali is particularly strong in the 
subdivisions of Jamtara and Dumka; in Godda and Rajmabal Hindustani 
is the, domInant language; and in Deoghur and Pakaur there is little to 
choose between the two. 

In the Sadr subdivision of Manbhum Bengali has no serious rival as 
a sl.Jbsidiary langlJage. Some Bengalis in the locality speak Hindustani as 
well, but the pther ta~es (especially the Santals), when compelled to adopt 
a foreign tongue, turn with one accord to Bengali. Of the Hindustani 
speakers themselves, about 13 per cent have learned to use Bengali as a second 
language. In the Dhanbad subdivision, however, Hindustani more than 
holds its own. 
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From the racial and linguistic pointR of view the two subdivisions of 
Singhbhum are poles asunder, and Jamshedpur City is on an entirely 
different footing from the l'est of the Dhalbhum subdivision. Outside 
Jamshedpur, Bengali is the dominant language in Dhalbhum; Oriya comeR 
a very bad second, and Hindustani It poor third. Contrast with thiR the 
position in Jamshedpur itself, where Hindustani is the subsidiary language 
of over 18,000 persons and Bengali of less than 1,800. In the Sadr subdivi
sion the influence of Bengali is hardly felt at all. Ho is the adopted 
language of some 63,000 persons, of whom no less than 53,000 speak Oriya 
as mother-tongue. Hindustani and Oriya come next in importance to IIo as 
subsidiary languages. Mundari also is in evidence in this area. 

21. The statement below shows for each tribal language the proportion Bi-lingualism 
of persons who speak some subsidiary language. The actual figures will be ~~~fill'!hetribes 
found in Subsidiary Table III. • 

No . . per milIe I No. per mille 
Tribal language. No. of usmg Rome Tribal language. No. of using some 

speakers. subsidiary speakers. subsidiary 
language. language. 

Total 3,837,768 419 

Asuri 2,769 842 Korwa 12,434 950 
Bhumij 117,:)56 746 Mahili 13,704 254 
Birhor 731 557 Mundari 521,891 486 
Birjia 628 998 I Santali 1,628,957 283 
Ho 526,443 226 Turi 1,215 913 
Juang 14,583 901 Gonui 6,270 769 
Karmali 10,047 122 

, 
Kanuhi ] 33,682 448 

Kharia 110,680 871 Oraon 656,188 723 
Kora 9,739 465 Malto 67,451 122 

-----

It will be noticed that among the smaller tribes, such as the Asurs 
(including Birjias), the Juangs and the Korwas, the acquisition of a second 
language has proved to be almost univerRally necessary. This is only 
natural, for with such limited numbers they obviously could not maintain 
themselves in water-tight compartments. It is interesting to find that 
bi-lingualism is so comparatively rare among the Santals and Hos; also that 
as between the Oraons and Mundas, who for the most part are found in 
close association, the former tribe is in this matter the more sophisticated 
of the two. In all, 1,607,250 speakers of these tribal languages are 
bi-lingual, and this means that thr('c out of every four persons in the 
province who use a secondary language in everyday life belong to one or other 
of thesc tribes. One would naturally expect bi-lmgualism to be a good deal 
more common among males than among females, but the returns do not bear 
out this expectation. So far as the aboriginal races are concerned, the 
ratio is 82 males to 79 females. It is not improbable that the returns are 
inaccurate in this respect, and that women were sometimes shown as 
speaking a second language simply because their husbands did so. 
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II.-:-DISTRIBUTION BY MOTHER 'l'ONGUES AND SUBSl!>IAR1: LA~Gt1AQ.ES OF THE :PoPuLATION OF EAbit 
DIS~CT. 

(Mother tongues spoken by less than 1 per miUe oj the total population 0; any locality have not been shown in tRia ta7Jte.j 

C NUMllllh, : NUMBER, l'ER 10,000 PElISONS IN OOLUMN 3. BPEAKING- REMAllKB. 
UB 10,000 OF 

N ATUll!L :DIVISION ANll 
POPULATION, 

, M01'HBll TONGUE. SPEAKING Hindu· (Particulars of tM Bub1ldi!l'1languages DISTBICT. MOTII1I1I Mbther Bengali as stani as Oriya as Other in column 8.) 
TONGUE tongue subsidiary subsidiary subsidiary subsidiary 

IN COLUMN 2. only. language. language. language. languages. 

-
.' 1 2 3 4. 5 6 7 8 9 

NOBTH BIHAB ... Bengali ... 103 9,134 ... S66 ... .. . 
Hind.ustani ... 9,833 9,999 1 

6,426 ... ... 
Oraon ... 13 3,563 11 ... .. . 
Santali .. 40 5,472 124 4,404 ... . .. 

SABAN ... ... Hindustani ... 9,993 10,000 . .. ... ... .. . 
CIIAMPUAN . " ... Hindustani . .. 9,955 10,000 ... 

9,995 ... ... 
Oraon ... 26 5 . .. . .. ... 

MuzAPP A:SPUD ... Hindustani ... 9,987 10,000 ... ... ... .. . 
D.l.llBIUlI'GA ... . " Hindustani ... 9,993 10,000 ... ... ... .. . 
BXAGALPUD ... ... nen~ali ... 20· 8,616 ... 1,384 ... . .. 

Hin ustani ... 9,873 10,000 '" 
7,501 

... .. . 
Eantali ... 91 2,499 ... . .. .., 

PUliNEA ... ... nengali ... 674 9,397 603 ... ... 
Hindustani ... 9,05G 9,991 9 

5,137 
... ... 

Omon ... 6f 4,847 16 ... . .. 
Santali 184 6,983 187 2.831 

... ... ... ... 

SOUTH BIHAR. ... Bengali ... 14 6,656 ... 3,344 ... .. . 
Hind.ustani ... 9,958 10,000 ... 

l,87S 
.. , ... 

_Santali ... 18 8,122 ... ... .. . 
PATl<J. ... ... Rengali ... 38 6,867 ... 3,133 . .. .. . 

English ... li 7,133 ... 2,867 . .. . .. 
Hindustani ... 9,9iO 10,000 ... ... . .. . .. 

GJ..YA .. , ... llindustani ... I 
9,993 1 

10,000 .. , ... ... .. . 
SIIAIIAlIAll u. ... Hindustani . .. 9,992 10,000 ... ... ... .. . 
MONGlIYB III. ... Bengali ... 15 5,702 ... 4,29S .. . ... 

Hindustani ... 9,905 10,000 ... 
1,8Si 

... . .. 
Santali ... G6 8,119 ... . .. .. . 

ORISSA ... ... Bengali . .. 82 3,384 ... 143 (f,473 .. . 
Hindustani ... 297 3,387 R ... 6,605 .. . 
O .. iya _ .. ... 9,530 9,995 2 3 

6,e76 ... 
Santal" ... 36 3,317 7 ... .. . 
Xelugu ... 33 4,669 4 324 5,003 ... 

eUTrAOK ... ... Bengali .. . 64 2,103 ... 31S 7,579 ... 
Hindustani ... 308 1,904 -.. . .. 8,096 .. . 
Ho ... 12 7,542 ... 2,458 .. . 
Oriya ... 9,585 9,997 ... .... 3 . .. ... 
Telugu ... 22 5,878 ... 211 3,911 .. . 

llALASOllB ... ... Bengali .. 171 3,497 ... . .. 8,503 .. . 
Bhumij ... 10 2,600 390 ... 7,010 .. . 
Hindustani ... 332 5,004 29 ... 4,961 ... 
Oriy. ... 9,297 9,900 10 ... 

6,772 
... 

Bantali ... 153 3,221 7 '" ... 
TeJugu .. , 14 4,653 37 ... 5,310 .. . 

PUllI ... ... Bengali ... 36 7,636 ... 131 2,233 . .. 
Hindustani ... 2il 5.241 ... 4,759 . .. 
Oriya ... 9,639 9,995 ... 5 

5,634 
... 

Telugu ... 75 3,914 '" 452 ... 
J 

CHOTA NAGPUB Bengali ... 1,201 9,593 ... 192 197 18 Ho {3), Mundari (2), Santali (13), 
PLATEAU. Blmmij ... 81 2,540 1,814 87 5,312 267 Ho 250), Mundari (17). 

Hindustani ... 3,051 9,556 126 
146 

275 43 Ho 7), Mundari (22), Oraon (7), Bantali 
Ho ... 3G2 7,747 26 2,081 ... (7). 
J1,ang ... 10 989 ... ... 9,On . .. 
Kandhi ... 92 5,514 1 4,485 

i'a 7(haria ... 79 1.292 116 6,104 2,476 Ho (2), Santali (10), 
Malto ... 46 S,775 143 951 " 127 S.ntali (127). 
Munaari ... 3GO 5,134 82 3,894 862 28 Ho (14), Oraon (14), 

O .. aon ... 440 2,736 18 5,184 1,984 78 Ho t,lI1undari (73). 
O .. iya ... 3,135 9,769 45 54 

1,295 
132 Ho H8), Kandhi ~12), Mnndari (2). 

Santali '" 1,064 7,264 1,023 401 17 Ho 16)! Mundllri 1), 
Xelugu '" 11 4,459 36 1,796 3,709 ... -

HAZAIIIlIAGlI , .. ... Bengali ... 74 7,435 ... 2,565 .. . 
Santali (4). Hindustani ... 9,046 9,996 ... 

2,157 
.. . 4 

Oraon ... 27 7,841 ... .n 2 Santali (2), 
Bantali ... 81G 6,318 ... 3,682 ... . .. 

.,,. -". 
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II.-DISTRIBUTION BY MOTHER TONGUES AND SUBSIDIARY LANGUAGES OF THE POPULATION OF EACH 
DISTRICT-cDncluded. 

(Mothe" tongues spoken by less than 1 per mille oJ the total popUlation oJ·any looality have not been shown in this table.) 

NUMBEB, NUMBEJI: FEJI 10,000 PRJlSONS IN OOLUMN 3. SFBAIUN6- RBMAB][S. 
FEB 10,000 011 

NUI1]1.1..L DIVISION AND 
POPULATION. 

MOTIIII:JI T01l6UII, SPEAKIl(G Bindu. (Particulars.of the Bubsidiary languages 
DISUIO', MOT HE'll Mother Bengali as stani as Oriya as Other lU column 8.) 

TONGUB tongue subsidiary subsidiary subsidiary subsidiary 
IN OOLI1Klf:r, only. language. language. language. !llnguages. 

I 2 3 " 5 6 7 8 0 

CHOTA NAGPUll 
PEA-rEA u-concld, 

~I 
RAlfORI ... ... Asuri .. . ~ 9: l,B64 ... B.136 ... 

Bengali ... 6,816 40,034 ... 161 Mundari (151) • 
Hindustani ... "= 9.832 12 

9,343 
... 156 Mundari (Ill). Oraon (405) • 

Kharia 

?"L ~I 
658 ... .. , . .. 

Mundari 2,444 40,967 1 6.013 ... 19 Oroon (19). 
Oraon 2,395 3,017 

15 
6.859 ... 124 M nndari (124). 

Oriya ... 50 872 9,074 . .. 39 Mundarl (39). 

PAL.UU.U . " ... Hindnstani .. , 9,127 10,000 ... 
9.859 

... ... 
Korwa ... 137 141 ... . . ... 
Oraon ... 696 490 ... 9,510 ... ... 

){AlIBIIUM ... ... Rengali ... 6,76S 9,887 ... 98 .. . 15 San tali (15). 
Bhnmij ... 16 2.734 7,252 7 ... 7 8antali (7) • 
English ... lSI 7,!lOO 190 2,610 ... '" . Gujarati ... 11 B.17. 6409 1,276 .. . ... 
Hindnstani ... 1,776 9,586 3840 ... 30 Santali (30). 
Khari& ... 11 5,62. 3.7640 120 ... 591 Santali (5~1). 
Kora .. 26 7.385 1.616 999 ... .... 
SantaU ... 1,337 7,081 2,706 213 . .. . .. . ' , 

SINIlRBIIUll .. , ... Bengali ... 1,lIst ,/ 9,245 .. . 507 202 46 Ho P8), Mundar! (8). 
Bhumij ... 325 2,036 6,0740 231 628 1,031 Ho 965), Mund"r! (66). 
English ... 21 / 3,964 260 5,751 5 

1,960 Gond! ... 11 6.483 10 70 1,477 Ho ~1,960). 
Gujarati ... 16 3,425 III 6,<101 a 409 Ho 409). 

Hindustani ... 87S1 / B,636 353 462 549 Ho (378), Mundari (171). 
Ho ... 3,l!83 9,605 32 244 219 
Kharia ... 16 3,853 3,840 362 1,774 171 Ho ~171). 
M.hili ... 22 1.929 6,467 4 • 1,304 255 Ho 255). 

Mundari ... 5S1i B,302 706 678 177 138 Ho (138). 
Naipali ... 15 2,635 36 7,329 .. , 

333 Oraon ... lq~ 6,882 345 2,202 238 Ho ~30B), Mundari (25). 
Oriya ... 1,8\19 6,034 1,099 705 ... 3,162 lIo 3,112). Mundan (50). 

Punjabi ... 57 5,331 19 4,6404 4 2 Ho f2). 
Santali ... 1,115 5.473 3,772 38 ;168 249 Ho 236). Mundari (18). 
Tamil ... 23 5,026 298 4,6407 5 240 Munda?i (24.). 
Telugu ... 611 6,885 19 3,963 133 ... 

)~~ ,).. 

.8AII'UL P ABG.!.lI'iS ... Ben~ali ... I,ll 9.818 . .. 166 .. . 16 Santali ~16). 
Hin Dstani ... ',596 9,567 416 ... 17 SantaH 17l' 
Karmali ... &0 B,791 266 9240 ... 20 Santali (20 • 
Mahili ... - 45 B,863 4067 468 ... 212 Santali (212). 

Malto ... 327 B,778 1403 952 . .. 127 SantaJi !127). 
OrBon ... 28 8,693 161 1.14.4 ... 2 Santali 2). 
Santali ... 3,'113 ~.201 667 132 ... ... 

AIIGUL .. , .. , Hinduetani .. , 2ll 1,646 ... ... 8,354 ... 
Kandhi - 2,205 7,641 ... ... 2,359 ... 
Mundati ... 2ll 493 ... ... 9,607 ... 
Oraon ... 63 136 ... ... 9,8640 

24,'6 Oriy .. ... 7,658 9,764 . .. ... .. . KaDdhi (2406). 

8J.HBALPI1I1 .. , ... Banjari ... III 3,a~ .. "8 8,'10 .. . 
Hindnstani ... 444 7,867 ... ... 2,133 '" 
Kharia ... 69 l.7n ... 

3,8S5 
8.269 ... 

Ma.rwad ... 14 900 ... S,al5 .. . 
Mundari ... 126 1,861 ... 24 8.115 ... 
Oraon .. 470 1.606 ... 6 8,489 ... 
OriYII .. , 8,832 9,986 ... a ... ... 

OllISSJ.. STJ.n:S ... Bengali ... 91, 3,311 ... 60 6,629 . .. 
Bhumij ... 173 2,410 ... 8 7,573 . .. 
Gond! ... 11 1,670 ... ... 8,430 . .. 
Hindustani ... 40Z 4,061 ... ... 6.939 .. . 
Ho ... '10 4,896 ... . .. 6,104 .. . 
Juani '" sa asl) ... . .. 9,011 ... 
Kandhi ... 189 4,281 ... 

1,970 
5,719 ... 

Khati .. ... 85 2,003 .. . 
I 

6.027 ... 
Mundari !Z 138 3,620 ... 856 5,625 ... 
OraoD .. , , 309 2,568 ... 1,002 6,4.40 '" Kandhi (3). ·Oriy" ... "1,&99 9.988 ... 9 ... 3 
Santali 

_... ... 616' ._. 3.003 ... 6,1197 . .. 
Telngu ....... 16 '-/2,796 ... uis 7,0406 .. . 

CltOfA NA.GPUD STUBS .. , Bengali ... 2,4:31 9,052 
1,086 

403 905 ... 
Bhumlj ... 324 S,606 26 2.382 ... 
Hinduetani ... 548 7,682 375 1,943 ... 
Ho ... 1.844 7.379 112 33 2.476 ... 
Jl:!ahili ... n 6,~04 ... ... ',796 ... 
Mnndar! ... 336 9,257 80 252 4.11 ... 
Oraon ... 55 6,290 716 106 2,889 ... 
Oriy. ... 2,744 9.668 236 106 666 ... 

- Bantali 
" 

... 1,649 8,800 631 3 ... 
/ 
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CHAPTER XI.-Religion. 

The distribution by religion Qf the pl'lople of Bihar and Orissa is shown 
in Imperial Table XVI, and similar information in respect of urban areas 
only is given in Imperial Table V. Provincial Table II shows the distribu
tion between the main religious communities of the population of each 
revenue thana and police-station jurisdiction. The four subsidiary tables. 
mentioned below, which will be found at the end of this chapter, exhibit for
the most part proportional figures and indicate the variations that have
occurred from decade to decade:-

I.-General distribution of the population by religion. 
Ir.-Distribution by districts of the main religions. 

IlL-Christians: number and variation. 
IV.-Religions of urban and rural population. 

2. In accordance with previous practice, the census did not confine itself 
to a simple record of the number of the followers of each religion; religion 
was also used as a basis of classification of other important statistics. Fo~ 
example, in Imperial Table VII separate details relating to age, sex and 
civil condition are tabulated for each of the main religions, and in Imperial 
Table XIII the statistics of literacy are set forth in the same manner_ 
With regard to this procedure, the following observations were made in 
the all-India report of 1921-" The value of this basis of classification has 
been impugned on the grounds that whatever homogeneity of race, tradition 
and custom may have been connoted by the term Hindu, Muhammadan, 
Christian, etc., in the past has ceased to exist to a sufficient degree to< 
influence the statistics. It is argued that, so far as customs of demological 
importance are concerned, e.g. early marriage, seclusion of women t treat
ment of children, etc. the divisions of real significance are now not vertical 
sections of society ,by difference of religion, but horizontal divisions into. 
strata differentiated from one another by social and economic conditions." 
There is undoubtedly some force in this criticism. For instance, the origin, 
!traditions and economic circumstances of the Muslims in Purnea district' are 
entirely different from those of their co-religionists in South Bihar, while'the 
Oriya MuS'lims have little in common with either. On. the Chota Nagpu~ 
plateau any distinctions that may be drawn between the social 'customs of 
HIndus and adherents of the various tribal religions are apt to be misleading 
'Again, there will obviously be wide divergencies of practice between- an 
European Christian, a Christian convert from the higher ranks of Hinduism 
and a Christian aboriginal. The difficulty, as recognized in 1921, is to find 
a suitable basis of classification to take the place of the religious differentia
tiop.. {n,Burma it has been found possible to a9-opt ~ system of classification 
by racet but this could not be done in Bihar and Orissa. Differentiation by 
caste is already made to a limited extent, as Imperial Tables VIII, XI and 
XIV testify" but _modern. tendencies are aU against the extension of this 
method. Diversity of occupation may at first sight appear to offer a more. 
satisfactory solution, but on closer examination it will be found guite 
unpractical. Agriculture covers too wide a field, and does not admIt of 
subdivision on any principle that would materially advanc,e the purpose we 
have in view. Nor is there any real homogeneity in the traditions, practices. 
and outlook of the various non-agricultural classes, such as the commercial, 
the industrial and tpe. professional. While < tli~refore it is true that the 
cla~sHicatipn of statistics by religion is' not, altogether satisfactory and con
clusions' arrived at by this method must be accepted with reserve, there 
appears to he--Rothing -at 4Jils stage which could-be substituted for it. And 
it is after all still true that religious doctrines are largely influential in 
determining some of the social customs which are of the most essential 
clemological importance. 

s. The process of'dividing up the population of the province into so 
many water-tight. r:eligious compartments is attended with numerous 
difficulties, which have formed the subject of lengthy discussion in previous 
census report.f!. It is not proposed to traverse the same ground on the. 
present occasion. Suffice it to say that the conception of a religion in contra
distinction to another religion, where each has its own quite definite creed 
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:and its own peculiar observances, is something foreign to the minds of the 
"Vast bulk of India's population. When therefore the census tables tell us 
that there are so many Hindus, so many Muslims, so many Christians in the 
province, they refer not so much to the personal beliefs, convictions or out
look of these people as to the particular communal or Rectionallabels to which 
they subscribe. While we need not go quite so far as does one correspondent, 
who writes that" with the spread of political knowledge almost all new or old 
religious movements have been shut out; but on the pretext of religious 
-observation some communities protect their respective political rights", it 
is not without significance that such a devastating statement could have been 
made. Again, the problem of determining how far the various religions 
of India are mutually exclusive and how far they overlap one another-above 
.all, of deciding where Hinduism begins and where it ends -has always been 
well-nigh insoluble; but fresh complications have undoubtedly been introduced 
into this tangled skein by what has just been termed" the spread of political 
knowledge". No attempt will be made here to propound a theoretical 
answer to the vexpd question what is a Hindu 1, but in order to make the 
.census figures intelligible it is necessary to indicate briefly the nature of the 
claims advanced in certain quarters on behalf of that community and the 
extent to which the l'Pcorded statistics are in accord with those claims. 

4. In a pamphlet which sets forth the aims and actiyjtieR of the Hindu What Is com. 
Mission, an association which came into being in 1925 and has many branches Prlsed in 
(it is said) in Bengal, Bihar and ~-\._ssam, the following definition is given :_ Hinduism. 
" By Hindus we mean all persolls following a religion or doctrine which 
had its origin in India or all who in good faith call themselves Hindus and 
generally follow or try to follow the fundamental principles, usages and 
customs of Hindus as enjoined in the Hindu scriptures. By this definition 
the Sanatanists, the Buddhists, the Sikhs, the J aim;, the Arya Samajists, 
the Brahmos, the Vaishnavas are all comprehended in the term." This 
pamphlet makes short work of the old-time theory that a Hindu must be born 
of Hindu parents. It recognises no fine distinctions between the processes 
of redamation, absorption and conversion. "There is no rule laid down by 
the Rishis OT' the Shastras that the Hindu religion must be confined to India 
and to men born in that faith ..................... From the Vedic days up to the 
~Iuhammadan invasion the Hindu religion has been a proselytising religion." 
Its aim is boldly anllounced : "To reclaim all those who or whose ancestors 
once wandered away from the parent fold of Hinduism, and to initiate into 
Hinduism those who from enquiry or study are convinced of the excellences 
of the fundamental principles of Hinduism and want to embrace the faith." 
And, finally: "FC'r the peace and happiness of the world to unite the 
followers of all creeds and doctrines of Indian and non-Indian origin into 
one great religious brotherhood, spiritualising them with the soul-enfranchis
ing ideals of Sanatan Dharma." These extracts have been quoted at some 
length because, although they would not yet find general acceptance among 
the Hindu community, they do appear to be representative of a school of 
thought which has made striking progress during the last decade. Even 
the more orthodox Hindus have not been wholly unaffected by it. Time was 
when the census enumerator, himself a caste Hindu, would look very much 
askance at the aspirations of the sophisticated aboriginal to be admitted into 
the Hindu fold, and would insist on recording him as a follower of his tribal 
religion. There is very little of that now. Not less significant, as a sign 
of the times. is the fact that Hindus holding advanced or heterodox views 
no longer consider it necessary to return themselves under special labels, 
such as Brahmo or A rya Samajist. Although reports from many quarters 
speak of the growth of the Arya Samaj movement and of other movements 
connected with suddhi and sangathan, the increase in the number of Ary:;ts 
since 1921 is relatively very small. while there has been an actual fall m 
the number of persons recorded as Brahmos. The inference seems to be that 
the greater laxity which now prevails in the matter of caste restrictions, and 
in other matters too, operates to retain or to re-absorb in the ranks of 
Hinduism those who not long ago were showing distinctly separatist 
tendencies. In 1921 some doubt was felt whether Brahmos and Aryas should 
be regarded as Hindus at all, and this doubt was reflected in the treatment 
accorded to these sects in the census report itself. On this occasion they 
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have consistently been treated a.s Hindus for all purposes in the report, though 
separate figures have heen tn,bulated of those who took the trouble to 1 etUI'n 
themselves under thrse special de3ignation8. ~\nother ('xample of the same 
tend('})('.v is furnished hy the Kumbhipatias, 11 seet found in the Feudatory 
States and their neighbourhood. It will be seen later on that the majority 
of those who returned themselves as Kllmbhipatias in 1921 ::lIld were 
accordingly treated as non-Hindus have this time reverted to the Hindu 
label. It is understood that in some parts of India ;], uontrary tendency-
viz. towards a schism with Hinduism- -has been observablE' on the part of 
the depressed and untouchah1e castes. 1~p to the time when the census was 
taken there was little evidem'e of ::lny such movement in Bihar and Orissa. 
Some 525 persons elected to call themselves A di-11 indus, thereby apparently 
signifying a wish to be distinguished from Hindus in general, but all these, 
returns come from a single' district -Saran. 

11'01' ordinary purposes J ains, Sikhs and Buddhists have been treated in 
this report as non-Hindus. Instructions were however issued to the effect 
that a special record should be kept of the number of J ains and Buddhists. 
who expressed the desire to be recorded as Hindus also. .A1together 236. 
Jains and 19 Buddhists availed themselves of the opportunity thus given. 
Most of the Hindu-J ains came from Patn3, Bhagalpur and IIazaribagh, and 
most of the Hindu-Buddhists from Patna. The detailed distribution of 
these persons by locality and sex will be found on the title page of Imperial 
Table XVI. 

5. It remains to explain shortly the manner in \vh10h the religion of the 
primitivc and semi-primitive tribes of the province was 1'('('orded. The 
instructions issued were that, when a person had no recognized religion ~mch 
as Hinduism, Christianity, etc., the name of his tribe should be entered in 
the column provided for "religion". In previous reportH it has heen 
customary to use the term A 7/'l'mism to describe collectively the religious 
belipfs and outlook of all such persons; but OIl the preSE'Ilt occasion the term 
Tribal religions has been substituted. The gradual a bsorpti()n of the 
aboriginals into the Hindu community has heen going 011 for a long time, 
but unfortunately the censas returns give littlp indication of the real extent 
ur pace of this movement from decade to decade. An aboriginal will adopt 
certain Hindu customs, he will join in certain Hindu proccssions, hp may 
even make offerings to certain Hindu deities, and at the samr time he may 
adhere in the main to his old trihal beliefs and practices. It is oftE'u quite 
impossihle to say when he has crossed the line to Hinduism. Again, he will 
often call himself a Hindu for no better reason than that he believes he will 
thereby Improve his soC'ial status. But the question whether he is actually 
returned as a Hindu or not win often be decided lpss by himself than by 
the whim or prejudice of the euumerator. On the whole the Hindus have 
at the present census inC'reased their numberi'l substantially at the expense of 
the tribal religions, but, as will appe~r later, the local variations are entirely 
capricious and in several districts there haR been a marked swing back in 
the opposite direction. Political or religious propaganda has a good deal 
to do with the results recorded in l'ertain arras. The Hindu ::\1ission 
referred to above makes no se('ret of this. It reports that·· in 1930 a large 
number of our workers carried an intensive propaganda for several months 
llf'.fore the c.ensus operations" in the aboriginal tra<:ts, and as a result it 
claims that" in the province of Bihar our work is responsible for absorption 
of no less than three lakhs of animists." 

G. The first marginal statement below shows the distribution of 
10,000 persons in Bihar and Orissa 

NUMBER rEH lO,O()O (OF between the various religions at each 
POPULATIOl><. of the last two censuses. The second 

1931. 1921. statement shows tho percentage of 
Hindub 8,318 8,326 increase since 1921 in the numerical 
Muslims 1,012 976 strength of each of these religions. 
Trihal re~igions 56

9
()S 0186(J Figures in greater detail will be found 

Christians 
Others .. 3 2 in Subsidiary Tables I and II at the 

end of this chapter. It will be noticed 
t.hat. although there are material differences in the rate at which the various 
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,communities have expanded during' the last ten years, the quota contributed 
by each towards the total population 

lNCHEASE has altered little. It is still as true 
PER CENT. to-dav as it was in 1921 that in a 
19:21-31. representative assembly of 100 persons 

All religions 11.5 of Bihar and Orissa there. would be 
Hindus 11.4 83 Hindus, 10 Muslims, 6 adherents of 
Muslims 15.5 the tribal religions and 1 Christian. 
Triba] religions ILl ,\ 11 h . . l' . 
Christians 37.4 ...:.... t e remalnmg re IglOns are so 
Others 37.8 much out of the picture that the size 

of the assembly would have to be 
increased from 100 to about 3.000 hefore they would be entitled to contribute 
a single (joint) delegate to it. . 

The following diagram shows the comparative strength of each main 
religion in the four natural (-Jivisions of the province. The width of the 
vertical sections is pl'fJPortional to the total population of the respective 
divisions. Except on the Chota :\agpur plateau, Hindus and :Muslims 
monopolize the field to such an extent that no other community ran be visibly 
represented in the diagram at all. 

p.e r---"""";'7;=7-:-::~-:-:-----'r--,::-=-;-:::--r=-=-:-r-~~"':':"C'=~:-:-:;~-:--1 p.e 
100 le() 

80 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 80 

40 - - - - _ _ _ 
- - - - - - - 40 

A.CTUAL.. POPuLATION IN MILLIONS 

HINDUS 1----1 MUSLIMS~ TRIBAL~ CI-IPISTlA'IS ~ 

7. The pocket in the inner front cOYer of this volume contains, or The sooial map. 
should contain, two maps of the province, one of which is called the social 
map. Thip, ShOWR by meanp, of coloured rectangles the proportional strength 
of Hindus, }lw~limR, primitive trihe's and "others" in each district of 
the province. In districts where the proportions vary markedly from sub-
-division to subdivision, a separate redanglc is allotted to each subdivision. 
The larger states get a rectangle apiece, and the smaller ones arc assembled 
together in groups. A complete statistical key to this map will be found in 
Appendix 1. The purpose of the map is to illustrate the sociaL rather than 
the purely religions, distrihution of the people, and from this point. of view 
the fact that, e.g. a person residing in tbe district of Ranchi is a member 
of the Munda tribe is more important than the fact that he returns himself 
as a Hindu or a Christian by religion. Consequently, instead of being 
shown in blue or white, as he would be if the purely religious criterion 
were adopted, such a person is shown in the colour (rcd) allotted to tribal 
religions, but in a lighter shade of that colour. If, however. this same 
person were enumerated in the district of Patna, where he is cut off from 
intercourse with his tribe and may be supposed to have been absorbed in 
the social life of the Hindu or Christian community, ihe same considerations 
would not apply and the criterion of religion would pl'cvail. In other 
words, special tre.atment of this kind is limited to those tribes which are 
more truly "primitive" than the rest aDd have retained in the largest 
measure their old social customs and tribal organization; and even ill the 
case of these tribes such treatment is confined to the Chota X agpur plateau, 
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where alone they are sufficiently numerous for their tribal organizations to 
function Another feature of the social map is that Hindus belonging to 
the " depressed classes " are distinguished from <lther Hindus by a lighter
shade of blue. 

8. Of the total population of the province, 35,206,352 or 83.2 per cent 
are Hindus. As already explained, this term excludes Sikhs, Buddhists 
and Jains, but incluaes such sects as Brahmos, Aryas, and Deo Samajists, 
as well as a large number of aboriginals and semi-aboriginals who returned 
their religion as Hinduism. In the census schedules no entry of the 
particular sect to which a Hindu might belong was ordinarily made unless 
he expressed a particular wish that it s,hould be, and the number of persons 
who expressed such a wish was so small that no useful purpose would be 
served by setting forth the resultant figures. The word ordinarily has been 
inserted because an exception was provided in respect of the three sects 
specifically mentioned above, and instructions were issued that an entry 
should always be made in the case of persons who described themselves as 
Brahmos, Aryas or Deo Samajists. No statistics relating to the last-named 
sect were cdlnpiled in 1921, but it has assumed some prominence
particularly in Patna district-during the last decade, and as many as 
16,372 persons in that district returned themselves as Deo Samajists at 
the present census. The only other district from which any such returns 
came was Monghyr, where the number was 252. The recorded figures of 

Brahmos and Aryas at each of the last. 
1921. two censuses are given in the margin, 

794 but it has already been pointed out 
4,578 that these figures probably bear little 

Brahmo 
Arye. 

1931. 

445 
6,763 

relation to the real prevalence of the 
unorthodox or advanced views usually associated with these particular sects. 
It is perhaps worth mentioning that, whereas in 1921 the Aryas were found 
almost exclusively in the district of Patna and the rest of the province-
contributed barely 100 all told, they are much more widely· scattered on the 
present occasion. Patna now claims rather more than half the total 
number; in Monghyr there are 1,364; and the North Bihar districts account 
for something over 1,500 between them. In the Chota Nagpur plateau their 
numbers are still very few, but a sprinkling is to be found in Ranchi (144) 
and Singhbhum (86). Orissa, the stronghold of Hindu orthodoxy, appears. 
to shelter only ten of these reformers. 

The Hindus form an absolute majority in the population ,of every 
district of the province except Singhbhum and the Santal Parganas. In 
these two districts also they are more numerous than any other single 
community, but" tribal religions" run them close and in combination with 
Muslims, Christians, etc. claim just over 50 per cent of the whole. As 
the diagram on the previous page shows, the preponderance of Hindus is. 
most overwhelming in the natural division of Orissa, where they number 
over 95 per cent of the population of each district. Other districts in 
which the proportion is above 90 per cent are Sambalpur (98.8) and 
Shahabad (92.2). In North Bihar as a whole the proportion is considerably 
reduced by the figure for Purnea district, where there is a strong concentra
tion of Muslims. This is the only district outside the Chota N agpm' plateau 
where the p~rcentage of Hindus falls below the provincial average of 83.2 
per cent. 

It has been seen that for the province as a whole the numerical increase 
in the Hindu community since 1921, amounting as it does to 11.4 per cent, 
corr~sponds very closely with the general i~crease in popula~ion (11.5. per
cent),. This would-nQt be so but for the fact that the commumty has gamed 
ground among the aboriginals of Chota N agpur. On the plateau the 
percentage of increase in the tot~l population is 16.7, but among ~ind~s 
it is 18.8: there are now 760 Hllldus out of every 1,000 persons III thIS" 
natural division, whereas in 1921 there were only 746. The variations in 
the· relat.ive strength of the different communities in this part of the province 
:will be considered in further detail when the statistics relating to tribal 
religions are under examination. In all the other natural divisions of the. 
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-prOVInce the Hindus have lost ground, as is clear from the marginal 
statement. This process has in fact 

Percentage Of increase. been going on fairly steadily, though 

North Bihar 
South Bihar 
Orissa 

All religions. Hindus. not at any great pace, for several 
decades. and there a.re various factors 

1~:~ lr:~ which might account for it. (1) Con-
5.1 5.0 version is obviously one such factor. 

. . . . " Christianity and Islam are essentially 
proselytIsmg relIgIOns; HInduIsm is not-or hitherto has not been. But 
-outside the Chota N agpur plateau Christianity has made comparatively 
few recent converts-probably not more than 2,000 at the outside in the 
last ten years; and a_high percentage of these are taken from the aboriginals 
'()~ ~hagalpur, Purnea and Monghy.r. Except possibly in Champaran 
dIstrIct, the effect of such converSIOns on the strength of the Hindu 
community would be imperceptible. Nor is there any indication of defec
tions from Hinduism to Islam on an appreciable sca'le during the decade, 
~nd it is probable that Hinduism has not lost in this way much more than 
It has gaIned by the re-absorption of former converts. (2) :Migration is 
-another factor that must be taken into account. It is obvious, for instance, 
that, if all the emigrants fl'om this province were Hindus and all the 
immigrants were followers of other religions, the proportion of Hindus in 
Bih:tr and Orissa would caeteris paribus grow gradually less and less. 
Statistics of the religion of migrants are not available, but it is improbable 
that any material part of the progressive decline in the relative strength 
of Hinduism can be ascribed to this cause. Indeed, we have seen elsewhere 
that, save in North Rihar, the number of emigrants who have returned to 
the province since the 1921 cQnsus was taken is greater than the number 
of fresh emigrants; so that, if a disproportionately high percentage of 
them were Hindus, that religion would have gained rather than lost by 
the recent movements. (3) Another possibility is that persons shown at 
the previous census as Hindus may have been classified this time under 
some different head, without any real change having taken plac~ in their 
religious beliefs. But, as regards Brahmos and Aryas, the figures have 
been so adjusted that, in making the comparison with 1921, all persons 
returned under these designations at either census are included among 
Hindus. As regards Sikhs, Jains and Buddhists, their number is so small 
(about 4,000 in all, excluding the Chota Nagpur plateau) that transferences 
to these religions from Hinduism may be safely neglected. (4) Again, local 
conditions sometimes play an important part in determining the relative 
gains or losses of a particular community. For, if conditions should be 
particularly unfavourable to rapid growth in those localities where Hindus 
are strongest, and much more favourable in other localities, the proportion 
of Hindus in the whole province will necessarily tend to decline. But (once 
more leaving the plateau out of account) the Hindu majority is so over-
'whelming in every part of Bihar and Orissa that this possible explanation 
must be ruled out. It is true that the Hindu community is strongest of 
all in Orissa, and Orissa has recorded a slower growth than any other 
natural division in the last decade; but the contrast is not sufficiently 
marked to have more than a very slight effect on the proportion of Hindus 
in the province as a whole. Still less, of course, does this circumstance 
~xplain why within Orissa itself their strength is relatively declining. 
(5) The only other explanation that appears to be possible is that the rate 
of natural increase is lower among Hindus than among other communities

or rather, lower than among Muslims, who are the only other community 
that need be considered in this connexion. And this seems to be the true 
:'solution, for it is largely confirmed by such statistics as are available in 
' regard to the natural growth of these two communities. But, before these 
sta;ti-stios :are subjected to analysis, the strength and distribution of the 
Muslims ift the province may be briefly discussed. 

9. The number of Muslims in Bihar and Orissa is 4,284,306, or Muslims. 
10.1 per cent of the total population. They are at their maximum strength 
:in the north of the province, and they grow steadily less and less as one 
travels from north to south. If the province were divided into two 
,approximately equal parts by a line traversing the southern boundary of 
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Palamau, Hazaribagh and Manbhum, no less than 94.5 p~r cent of ~he 
Muslims in the province would be found on the northern sIde of the hne 
and only 5.5 per cent to the south of it. The district of Purnea is on quite 
a different footing from any other part of the province in this matter. In 
this one district there are 886,368 Muslims, or rather .more than one-fifth 
of the whole Muslim population of Bihar and Orissa. They comprise 
40.5 per cent of the inhabitants of Purnea district, and in the Kishanganj 
subdivision where they muster most strongly they outnumber all other com
munities by 2 to 1. The Purnea Muslims are commonly reported to be 
descendants of some hill tribe who were converted to Islam at a date 
unknown. They are an enterprising and independent community, of fine 
physique and fair complexion, and the purdah system is not greatly in 
vogue among their womenfolk. In the other districts of North Bihar the
proportion of Muslims varies from 16.5 per cent (Champaran) to 11.2 per 
cent (Bhagalpur). Outside North Bihar there are only five districts in 
which the proportion is as high as 10 per cent, namely, Patna, Gaya, 
Monghyr, Hazaribagh and the Santal Parganas. In the coastal district&
of Orissa the percentage drops right down to 2.9. 

The statement in the margin shows that, if relatively speaking the: 
Hindus have lost ground since 1921 in 

Percentage of increase. all parts of the province except the-
Chota N agpur plateau, the Muslims 

All religions. Muslims. have improved their position appre-
Bihar and Orissa 
North Bihar 
South Bihar 
Orissa 
Chota N agpur Plateau 

11.5 
8.3 

12.4 
5.1 

16.7 

15.5 
12.6 
19.9 
5.6 

24.6 

ciably in each one of the four natural 
divisions. In the Feudatory States they 
have simply kept pace witli the general 
rate of increase. But the only British 
districts in which the community is not 

represented more strongly now than it was ten years ago are Cuttack. 
Sambalpur and Angul, and in these localities Muslims were never numerous. 
The most striking advance is recorded in Singhbhum district, where their 
number has gone up by just over 70 per cent; but nere again the community 
is so small that the percentage is violently disturbed by the accession Df 
a few newcomers. Half the Muslims of Singhbhum are to be found in 
Jamshedpur city, and immigration from up-country has added considerably 
to their numbers since 1921. It is in the districts of Bihar proper that the 
growth of the Muslim community has been most substantial. In Purnea 
district, where they are so much more numerous than anywhere else, they had 
been losing ground at previous censuses, and this was attributed to the 
fact that the Kishanganj subdivision of that district, which is their especial 
stronghold, is more unhealthy than any other part. But on the present 
occasion their rate of increase, even in Purnea, has been more rapid than 
the general rate for that district-though they have not improved their 
position here to anything like the same extent as in the other Bihar districts. 
The circumstance that III the area where Muslims are strongest the local 
conditions (affecting all communities alike) should be specially unfavourable 
to a rapid growth of population makes it all the more remarkable that the 
proportion of Muslims III the province as a whole should have increased 
as much as it has. 

10. It will be at once apparent from the statement in the margin that 
the growth in the proportion of Muslims: 

,No. per 10,000 of the total in the population of the province: 
population, excluding the Chota ( 1 d' th Oh N 1 } 

Nagpur plateau. exc U 1ng e ota agpur p ateau 
corresponds almost exactly with the 

Hindus and d l' . h 
Muslims Hindus. Muslim8 ec lne In t e proportion of Hindus, 

combined. and that these two communities. 
1931 9,978 8,691 1,287 between them are so all-embracing tnftf. 
1921 9,974 8,744 1,230 no appreciable part of their respective 

gains and losses can be attributed t<> 
factors connected in any way with the other religions of the province. Wa
may now examine the statistics which appear to bear out our conclusion 
that the superior expansion of the Muslim community is due in the main 
not to such adventitious factors as migration, conversions, or di:IIerences
in classification; still'less to specially favourable conditions in those areas 
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where :Muslims are chiefly found; but rutiler to the circumstance that the 
rate of natural increase is more rapid among Muslims than among Hindus. 
In the first place it may be noted that the mean. age of the ;Muslim P?pula
tion of Bihar and Orissa is 22.8 yearS', as agamst 23.7 wIth the Hmdus. 
That is to say, the proportion of yo~ng people among ¥uslims is greater; 
and, other things being equal, thIS WIll lead to gUlcker growth. .Tn 
Chapter IV it has been said that a rough-and-ready gUIde to the progressIve 
character of a population is furnished by the distribution of its numbers 
between the age-peri?ds 0-1?, 15-. 50 an~ 50-and-_over. About half the 
population is ordmanly cOIl:tamed m the mIddle :penod, and the larger ~h~ 
share of the remainder claImed by the first perIOd, the more progressIve 

Hindus 

:Muslims 

that population will be. In the 
Xumber pcr mille ai/I'd - margi Tl the Hindus and ::\1 usEros have 

been distributed between the8e three 
0-15. 15-50. 50·and·owr. age-periods, and the figures are at least 
395 

421 

507 

488 

98 

91 
suggestive. The rate of growth of any 
community will of course be governed 
in some measure by the proportion of 

married women at the reproduC'tive ages; also by the size of the average 
family. Statistics of each community bearing on these two points are given 
next and it will be noticed that in each case they are compatible with the 

, theory that expansion i~ taki.ng place 
No. of married Xo. of children more rapidly among the MuslIm popu-

jema,ZV8 age,L uflder 10 per 
I5--401,er lOU ]00 married lation. This is not necessarily the same 

females of females aged thing as to say that the natural 
all ages. 15-40. fecundity of Muslims is greater. In 

Hindus 35 159 order to assert definitely that such was 
Muslims (;6 1li7 the case, it would be necessary to 
examine closely the respective birth-rates of the two C'ommunities in con
junction with other relevant factors; and the requi!:'\ite data for this are 
unfortunately not available. We do know, for instance, that the percentage 

of young Muslim children is distinctly 
?-,'o. of children under 10 per higher than that of young Hindu 

Hindu 
Muslim 

mille of each se~. children, but we do not know what part 
:\IaJe,;. Females. infant mortality may have played in 

284 278 bringing about this rei:mlt. It is, how-
306 296 ever, legitimate to draw some inference 

regarding this particular from the 
recorded death-rates in each community for persons of all ages combined, 
which is the only material to hand. In 'the province as a whole the mortality 

among Hindus is very distinctly higher 
Bihar and Orissa. Purnea district. than it is among Muslims, and the same Year. 

1921 
HJ22 
1923 
1924 
1925 

1926 
1927 
1928 
1929 
1930 

Hindu.. Jluslim. Hindu. Muslim. would be equally true if the comparison 
were confined to those localities (other 
than rurnea district) in which the bulk 
of the :Muslim population is com
prehended. Remembering that the 
greatest number of deaths occur in the 
early years of life, we may deduce from 

Bil.5 
24.7 

.. 25.4 
30.9 

.. 24.4 

2R.O 
20.7 
22.7 
26.4 
20.1 

21.() 
22.4 
27.7 
26.2 
25.0 

22.1 
20.\) 
28..1 
27.0 
22.7 

26.4 21.8 23.7 21.8 this that infant mortality is less heavy 
25.7 22.1) 24.5 21.1) among Muslims than among Hindus. 
25.8 23.7 27.2 28.8 and it seems probable that this circums-27.7 24.1 25.7 26.7 
3004 26.9 24.0 24.9 stance (rather than the superior 

. . . fecu!ldity .of Mu~lim women) is res-
ponsl~le .for the hlg?er proportlO.n of lIve. chIldren 1~ that. community
and mduectly for Its more rapId expanSIOn. But It meflts particular 
notice that these considerations do not apply in Purnea district, where 
the ratio of deaths per mille works out at much the same figure for both 
communities. Here we have striking confirmation of the statement made 
at th~ commencement of this chapter to the effect that the origin, social 
practices and ge~eral ou~l~ok. of the Purnea Muslims are quite different 
from those of theIr co-rehgIOlllsts elsewhere, and that generalIsations based 
on the classification of statistics by religion must be accepted with reserve. 
~e~ving Purne.a on one side,. it is probably sa~e t~ say. that the lower 
InCIdence of mfant mortahty among l\fusllms 1S mamly due to the 
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postponement of the age at which child-bearing commonly begins.* This 
in its turn would make child-birth less dangerous for the mother, and would 
account for the higher proportion among Muslims of married women at the 
reproductive ages. The absence of restrictions against the re-marriage of 
Muslim widows would be a contributory cause of the more rapid growth 
of that community. 
I 

Tribal religions. 11. The number of persons returned at the present census as following 
one or other of the tribal religions of the province is 2,409,409, which. is 
equivalent to 5.7 per cent of the total population. Nearly all of these are 
to be found on the Chota Nagpur plateau; indeed, the other three natural 
divisions contain barely 36,500 all told, out of whom 35,500 were enumerated 
in Balasore, Purnea, Monghyr and Bhagalpur-all districts bordering on 
the plateau. Singhbhum and the Santal Parganas are the two districts in 
which tribal religions are most in evidence, their adherents in these areas 
numbering 45 and 42 per cent respectively of the total population. Then 
comes Angul with 26 per cent, f~llowed by Ranchi with 23.5. In the rest 
of the plateau, barring a few individual states, the proportion is less than 
one in ten. As already explained, it is largely a matter of chance how 
the religion of these primitive and semi-primitive tribes is recorded in tbe 
census schedules, and little value can be attached to the statistics. 
Comparing them with the 1921 returns, we find that there has been an 
increase of 3.1 per cent in the province as a whole, and of 3.4 per cent on 
the plateau itself, in the number of those professing tribal religions. This 
increase is of course very much less than the general rate of growth, and 
the proportion of persons coming under this category in Chota Nagpur has 
fallen from 185 in every thousand to 164. Assuming, as we safely may, 
that the aboriginals have multiplied not less rapidly than other communities, 
there has been a defection of about 275,000 persons since 1921 from tribal 
to other religions. Some part of this is due to conversions to Christianity, 
but the greater portion is the result of absorption in Hinduism. How far 
this transference represents a genuine change in the beliefs or social practices 
of the persons concerned it is impossible to say, but the table below, which 
.sets out some of the more striking variations in individual districts and states. 
suggests that in many cases the change of classification is purely arbitrary. 
It may be noted that the proportion of what used to be called" animists" 
stands higher to-day in certain districts, such as in Balasore, Hazaribagh 
and Palamau, than it has done at any time during the last forty years; . 
whereas in others, such as Ranchi, it has decreased steadily at every census 
since 1891. In some of the states (where in actual fact the primitive tribes 
are probably less affected by c01}tact with Hinduism than anywhere else) 
the term" tribal religions II appears to be altogether taboo. In Manbhum 
the 1911 census showed 209,956 animists; ten years later this number 
dropped incredibly to 29,805; now it has recovered to 99,160. In San;tbalpur 
there has been a decrease from 34,925 to 3,184 in the course of the last 
twenty years. Fluctuations of this kind cannot be accounted for by any 
rational considerations: 

Persons professing tribal religions. Percentage of variation in-

District or State. 

1931. ~921. VARIATION. TOTAL TRIBAL 

POPULATION. RELIGIONS • 

Hazaribagh district ... J 133,156 65,869 +67,287 +18·8 +102·2 
Palamau ".....,__ ... 65,647 43,319 +22,328 +11·6 + 51·5 
Manbhum " 

99,160 29,805 +69,355 +16·9 +232·7 
Balasore / 

" 
12,796 7,611 + 5,185 + 1·0 + 68·1 

Patna state I 25,164 301 +24,863 +14·7 +8,260,1 
-Gangpur 

" 
78,703 22,053 +56,650 +15·3 +256·9 

Bonai 36,053 15,743 +20,310 +17·6 +129·0 

* Thore is little doubt that this proposition still hoIas good, in spite of the remarkable 
evidence forthooming in Chapter VI of the increasing prevalenoe of early marriages in the Muslim 

-community. 
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I Persons professing tribal relilJions. Percentage of variation in-

District or State. 
1931. 1921. VARIATION. TOTAL TRIBAL 

POPULATION. RELIGIONS. 

--- - - -

Purnea. district 12,167 22,409 - 10,242 +8·2 45·7 
Ranchi 

" 368,247 525,721 -157,474 -r17·4 30·0 
Mayurbhanj state 6,964 100,164 93,200 +17·9 93·0 
Nilgiri 

" 
4,169 4,169 +5·2 -100·0 

Dhenkanal 
" 4,497 4,497 +21·7 -100·0 

Nayagarh 
" 475 1),190 5,715 +15·9 92·3 

Bamra 
" 1,229 26,931 25,702 +12·1 95·4 

Kalahandi 
" 71,387 156,151 84,764 -+ 23·5 54·3 

In Imperial Table XVIII, which sets out in considerable detail the 
territorial distribution of selected tribes and the variations in thei"v numbers 
at each successive cellSUS since 1891, separate figures are given as far as 
possible for the various reI igious categories under which the members of 
each tribe have from time to time been returned. The following statement 
summarizes these figures for the last three censuses in the case of six of 
the more important tribes of the province:-

TRIBE. 

Ho 

Kharia ... 

Khond ... 

Munda ... 

Oraon ... 

Santal ... 

... { 
... { 
... { 
... i 

t 

... { 

... { 

YEAR. 

1911 
1921 
1931 

1911 
1921 
1931 

1911 
1921 
1931 

]911 
192] 
1U31 

1911 
1921 
1931 

1911 
]921 
1931 

ACTUAL 

STRENGTH 
OF TRIBE. 

I 

420,179 I 
441,424 I 
523,158 

133,657 
124,531 
146,037 

302,829 
287,255 
315,709 

490,948 
460,319 
549,764 

587,411 
566,383 
637,111 

1,407,346 
1,477,471 
1,712,133 

NUMBER PER MILLE RETURNED AS--

Tribal. 

854 
885 
748 

505 
362 
211 

552 
547 
469 

655 
522 
459 

719 
619 
423 

801 
617 
650 

Hindu. 

143 
112 
248 

283 
364 
353 

448 
453 
531 

181 
274 
2\)8 

89 
170 
349 

193 
377 
342 

Ohristian. 

3 
3 
4 

212 
274 
436 

164 
204 
243 

192 
211 
228 

6 
6 
8 

---~--------- ---- ---
It will be seen that there is a fairly .steady increase in the proportion of 
Christians in each tribe except the Khonds, among whom Christianity has 
not yet gained a foothold; but the fluctuations between Hindu and Tribal 
from decade to decade are more erratic. The tendency towards absorption 
in Hinduism dnring the last decade iR very noticeable among the Oraons, 
who chiefly inhabit the western half of Ranchi district. It is true that 
this tribe is more sopbisticated than its neighbours, the Mundas, in the 
eastern half of the same district; but the figures undoubtedly exaggerate 
the extent to which they have come under Hindu influence in recent years. 
Since 1921 the tribal deities of the Santals have more than held their own. 
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This is in accordance with the views expressed by the Deputy Commissioner 
of the Santal Parganas, whose impression is' that in the predominantly 
aboriginal tracts the recent movement is rather away from Hinduism than 
towards it. He takes note, however, of " two quite distinct and opposing 
tendencies among the Santals according as they are in the minority or 
in the majority. Where Santals are in the minority and likely to be 
merged in the surrounding Hinduism, they naturally seek to improve their 
status by claiming to be not merely members of the Hindu community but 
members of a caste which is higher than the lowest Hindu castes. O'n the 

. other hand, where they are in the majority, they' take an intense pride in 
tlieir own customs and traditions and abhor Hinduism whether high or 
low." In view of these remarks it is interesting to find that, in the district 
which derives its name from this tribe and is their particular home, 
practically no Santals have returned themselves as Hindus for the last twenty 
years. There were signs of a movement in that direction in 1901, but it 
appears to have been scotched for the time being. The returns from the 
Santa 1 Parganas at the last four censuses are as follows:-

1931. 1921. 1911. 1901. 

SANTALS 754,804 G76,459 668,149 670,535 

Hindu 423 498 265 73,881 

Christian 9,963 7,120 7,037 7,064 

Tribal 744,418 668,841 660,847 589,590 

12. The actual number of Christians in each district and the variations 
that have occurred in their numbers since the beginning of the present century 
are shown in Subsidiary Table III at the end of this chapter. There are 
DOW 416,726 Christians in the whole province, one person in eve:r::y hundred 
heing a follower of this religion. Included in the total are 6,380 Europeans 
or members' of allied races (among whom Armenians have for this purpose 
been included) and 6,638 Anglo-Indians, i.e., persons of mixed descent. The 
number of Indian Christians is therefore about 403,700. 110re than half 
the Europeans and Ang10-Indians are concentrated in the three districts of 
Patna, Manbhum and Singhbhum. In Patna the concentration is due to 
t he location in this district of the headquarters of Government and the 
cantonment at Dinapur, while in Manbhum and Singhbhum industrial 
activity provides the attraction. Other districts in which non-Indian 
Christians are relatively numerous are Monghyr, Ranchi and the Santal 
Parganas. Of the Indian Christians no less than 261,776, or 65 per cent 
of the whole number, were enumerated in a single district-Ranchi. The 
Ji'eudatory States acoount for about 74,600 more, and the bulk of the 
remainder is distributed between the aboriginal peoples of Singhbhum, the 
Santal Parganas, Palamau and Manbhum. Altogether 96 per cent of the 
Indian Christians in the province are to be found on the Chota Nagpur 
plat€'au; the other three natural divisions furnish only about 16,400 between 
them. In the three coastal districts of Orissa there are some 5,000; 
Champaran has 3,450 and Shahabad 2,150. The only other districts where 
they run into four figures are Purnea and Bhagalpur, and he.re again most 
of the converts are aboriginals. 

Since 1921 there has been an increase of 37.4 per cent in the total 
number of ChrIstians'. Among Europeans and Anglo-Indians the increase 
amounts to 2,560--or 24.5 per cent. The development of the industrial 
centres of Manbhum and Singhbhum accounts for just about 50 per cent of 
this growth: Indian Christians are mo.r~ numerou~ by 37.8 per. cent than 
they were ten years q_go, ~he actual addItIOn to theIr numbers beIng nearly 
110,800. -It is clEilar th'at the weater part of this addition is due to conver
sions and not to natural increase. In Ranchi the rate of growth (33 per 
cent)' contiIlye~ to be v~ry r~pid, and in this di~tr~ct. alo!le the number of 
Indian ChrIstIans has rIsen by over 65,000. But It IS In Smghbhum and the 
:Feudatory States that the percentageS' of i~crease are most remarkable. 
Singhbhum has gone from 9,950 to 17,575, an Increase of about 77 per cent; 
and the States from 46,000 to 74,600, an increase of over 60 per cent. The 
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spread of Christianity in the Feudatory States since the beginning of the 
century. when the total number of converts was under 3,000, is very striking, 
but It is worthy of note that Gangpur alone contains more than 80 per cent 
of the converts. Hazaribagh, Manbhum, Purnea and Champaran are other 
localities where there has been a perceptible movement towards Christianity 
during the last decade 

It is well known that the primitive tribes of the province furnish the 
most fruitful field for Christian missionaries. The extent to which this is 

so is amply evident from the statement 

Total Indian Christians 

Oraons 
Mundas 
Kharias 
Santals 
Total of these four tribes ... 

1931. 1921. in the margin, which gives the number 
of converts in four important tribes at 

403,708 292.921 eacb of the last two censuses. In 1931 
145,129 
133,506 

63,725 
13,279 

355,639 

119,431 
93,814 
34,094 

8,367 
255,706 

these four communities provided as 
much as 88 per cent of the total number 
of Indian Christians in Bihar and 
Orissa; and in 1921 the percentage (87) 
was almost exactly the same. 

It has been customary on previous occasions to tabulate separate figures 
for the various Christian serts, but in the interests of economy this was not 
done at the present census, and the only denomination for whirb details have 
bfen given separately is the Church of Rome. Imperial Tahle XVI shows 
that in the case of one Christian out of every 18 no return of sect waS' made 
at an, despite explicit instructions that this information should invariably 
be entered in the censuS' schedules. Of the remainder, rather more than 
half were returned as Roman Catholics-owjng chiefly to the great activity 
of this communitv in the Ranchi district. Other localities in which Roman 
Catholics are relatively numerous are the Feudatory States and the di~tricts 
of Palamau, Champaran and Purnea; elsewhere in the province they are in 
a minority. 

13 In Bihar and Orissa all other religions, such as those followed by Sikhs. 

the Sikhs, Jains, Buddhists, Zoroastrians, Jews and so forth, are numeri
cally insignificant; between them they claim only 3 adherents out of every 
10,000 persons in the province. The Sikhs have, however, increased in 
number from] ,558 to 5,869 since the last c;ensus. This is due primarily to 
the attractions of Jamshedpur. In 1921 there were on1y 258 Sikhs in that 
city, and now there are 3,130. For the rest, it is possible that a few persons 
who were returned as Hindus ten years ago have been returned as Sikhs on 
this occasion-and vice versa. This may explain why 699 Sikhs were 
enumerated in Purnea district in 1931, as against 11 only in 1921. In the 
district of Patna (where the number has risen from 135 to 220) there is said 
to be a small community of non-immigrant Sikhs at the birth-place of Guru 
Gnhind Singh. But of gJ'E'ater importance is the similar community at 
Sasaram in Shahabad, which traces hark its historv to the ve::!r 1666 A.D. 

when the town was' visited by Tegh Bahadur, the ninth Guru and father of 
Guru Gobind Singh. The Sikhs of Sasaram are of two kinds, the Singhs 
and the Munrias or Munas The latter are the less orthodox of the two, and 
generally return themselves as Hindus. It may be partly on this account 
that the number of SikhS' in Shahabad district has fal1en from 558 to 397. 

]4-. The line which divides' a Hindu from a Jain is apt to beoome blurred, Jalns 
and it is probable that there are more .r ains in the province than the census 
returns indicate. The number actually recorded on this occasion was 4,052, 
which is less by 558 than the number recorded in 1921. At the time of the 
previous' census, however, a pilgrimage was in progress on Parasnath hill, 
and in consequence over 2,000 Jains were enumerated in the district of 
Hazaribagh; the tally in this district has now fallen to just below 800. 
There ?ave been noticeable increases in Gaya, Shahabad, Bhagalpur, Ranchi 
and Smghbhum, and more or loss pronounced reductions in Champaran, 
Purnea, the Santal Parganas and Manbhum. 

15. In Bihar, despite its close historical connection with the Buddhist BUddhists 
religion to which the sacred shrine 'at Gaya bears testimeny, Buddhism as 
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an indigenous religion has not survived. In the two natural divisions of 
Bihar proper there are but 51 adherents of that faith. Out of 2,295 persons· 
returned as Buddhists at the present census, 1,768 were found in the Orissa 
st:=ttes and the neighbouring district of Cuttack. These Orissa Buddhists are 
for the most part allied with the Tantis, and are said to derive their origin 
f!,om a community of monks who abandone!i celibacy and formed domestic 
tIes. As the result of long isolation from their co-religionists. thev have 
adopted certain Hindu customs and ceremonies, but the latest census ~eturns 
Bugges:t that they are maintaining their separate identity. Hazaribagh (221) 
and Smghbhum (232) are the only other localities in which the number of 
Buddhists is not entirely negligible. In the province as a whole there are 
547 more Buddhists than there were in 1921. 

Others,. including 16. Of the 264 Zoroastrians (or Parsis) enumerated at the present census, 
Kumbhlpatias. well over half are recent immigrants into Jamshedpur. The Jews in the 

province number 24, of whom 18 come from Ranchi district. Only 15 persons 
subscribed to " indefinite beliefs", such as agnosticism or atheism-and this 
fact goes to confirm the truth of the general proposition advanced at the 
beginning of the chapter that a man's religion as recorded at the census is 
no very accurate index of his personal creed and convictions. The only other 
religion that finds place in the returns is that of the Kumbhipatias. At the 
last census 1,231 persons had adopted this designation, but their number 
has now declined to 271 only, all except 32 of whom are resident in the Patna 
state. It was observed in the last census report that the practice of inter
marriage with Hindus left open the door for an easy relapse into Hinduism, 
and seemingly there are many who have passed through that door in the last 
decade. In Angul the recorded number of Kumbhipatias has fallen from 
951 to nil. Enquiriesl made into this matter by the local authorities revealed 
that they were still there but had "voluntarily returned themselves as 
Hindus with their respective castes shown in column 8 of the schedule". In 
Dhenkanal state 928 persons returned their religion as Hinduism and their 
sect as A lekh dharma or Mahima dharma, which are terms indicative of the 
beliefs of the Kumbhipatias. Mr. N. E. J. Anderson, an official of the 
Dhenkanal state, who has made a special study of this' subject, affirms that 
the doctrines of the founders of this religion "are mutatis mutandis in 
conformity with the Hindu scriptures" and that the preS'ent-day leaders 
consider themselves to be "Hindus with the exception that they do not 
worship idols and forms". Mr. Anderson sa,ys tha.t the account of the 
Kumbhipatia religion given in the provincial census report of 1911 is not 
altogether consistent with that now in favour among its leading exponents. 
He gives' the following interesting versie)ll of its origin in the middle of the 
nlneteenth century:-

" Bhima Bhoi was a blind boy, and Mahima Goswami turned up at his house 
at Gramadiha in Bairakhol state one night with hjs disciple Govind Das and 
called out to him. He enquired who was calling, and on hearing Bhima, 
Mahima Goswami said' For your past deeds (karma) I have come down to 
you; you look sharp '. At this Bhima said' If for my past deeds you have 
been good enough to come to me, I will know that my past deeds have 
borne fruits if I get back my eye-sight which I am already deprived of '. 
His Worship uttered' Let it be so " and' Bhima could see everything with 
his ,eyes. Bhima felt the extraordinary power and, at once coming down 
to the door, saw two graceful images standing on the other side of the door 
like tbe blooming moon. Then Bhima lay prostrated before tbem and made 
his salutation. The Teacher of the World touched Bhima's head and said 
',Oh Bhima, get up and rise'. Under the orders at His Worship Bhima 
stood up and with folded ha,nds asked them many things in the humblest 
terms. 'lIe a,~ked ' With what purpose Your Worship has been kind enough 
to come here'. 'Y His Worship said' He had assumed human body to preach 
the knowledge of the soul and of love through the cult of Mahima religion 
in the Ghar Kalijuga '. Hearing these gracious words from His Worship 
a,nd recapitulating the deeds of his past life, Bhima came to know that God 
himself had come -down to earth to establish dharma' Good laws'. So far 
it has been authoritatively as~ertained that Ma,hima Goswami was conspi
cuously moving in Puri, Dhaba,lgiri and Khandagiri 'for twelve years from 
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18'26 Sal and was living on fruits. He came to Kapilas in 1838 and there 
he sat entombed for a period of 24 years. After he came out from his 
Dhyana he moved about in the world for 14 years pTe aching his religion 
himself and through his disciples and finally returned to J oronda where he 
died on Monday, the 10th day of the month of .. Falguna in 1876, at 5-'2'2 P.M." 

Mr. Anderson further writes that" the followers of this cult are divided 
into three classes, viz., (1) Kumbhipatias, (2) Kamapatias and (3) Grihis. 
The first are those sanyasis who have attained that stage of development 
which entitles them to wear bark; the second are sanyasis who simply have 
coupins; and the third class are men living as householders but professing 
A leklt dharma". He considers that the doctrineR taught by Mahima 
Goswami, excellent in themselves, would have gained much wider acceptance 
but for their unsystematic and distorted presentation by ignorant disciples. 
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I.-GENERAL DISTRIBU'rION OF THE POPULATION BY RELIGION. 

NUMlJElt PER. 10,000 Q-Y POPULA.TION IX- V A1UATIOll' PB:a OBIT nrOREAS'B (+) OR PEROlnfTA.G~ 

RltHGION AII'D LocALrrr Actual number DBOlllUS" (-) 01' NlCT 

In 1031 VAllIATION 

1031 1921 lDl! 1001 1931-1931 101l-1921 1ool-1011 1001-1931, 

1 3 3 4 5 6 7 8 0 10 

Hindus, 

J!nrAll AIID OIlISSA 35,006,359 8,318 8,326 8,261 8,35\1 +11'1. -06 +3'" +t4'6 
North Blbar 12,504,267 8,248 8307 8,3H 8372 +7'5 -08 +13 +80 bouth BIhar 7,001,424 8,906 D,057 9046 0024 +117 -24 +09 +100 0nssa 40,062,500 9,068 0,682 9,694 ~,719 +50 -47 +06 +07 Chota Nagpur Plateau 10,978,071 7,597 7,460 7,224 ,367 +188 +3'3 +98 +349 

MU'll1ms. 

BIHAR AND OllIS SA 4,284,306 1,012 976 958 964 +155 +06 +40 +.111'0 

North Blbar 2,630,172 1 735 l,~O7 1,641 1,621 +126 +08 +33 +173 South BIhar 830080 982 WO 932 965 +199 -37 -2'8 +1Z'3 
On.sa 120357 280 28; 272 248 +56 +02 +104 +169 
Chota" agpur Plateau 697,697 483 453 438 409 +246 +57 +172 +544 

TrJbal. 

lIIHAR A'1D OUSSA lU09,109 569 616 708 629 +31 -14'1 +1'1'7 +4'9 

North BIhar 15703 10 30 37 2 -42 9 -473 +1,4462 +3653 
Sout.h Elhar 7 fi3q 9 11 12 4 -63 -12'3 +240'6 +1800 
Orl.sa 13234 31 20 21 20 +697 -111 +4 5 +577 
Chota "'.gpnr Plateau 2,372033 1,042 1853 2,141 2,080 +34 -134 +154 +32 

Christian •. 

BIHAR AND ORISSA 416,726 98 80 70 47 +37'4 +131 +55'5 +1416 

"'ortb Elhar 8 V16 6 U 5 4 +287 +70 +205 +659 
South ]lIhar 8331 10 10 7 6 +124 +3b 3 +177 +802 
Ortssa 5,784 14 12 12 12 +163 -33 +28 +166 
Chota'" agpur Plateau 393,695 273 230 203 142 +386 +131 +596 +1500 

Others. 

llIHAll AND OBISSA 12,790 3 2 3 1 +378 -3'4 +161'1 +2&7'4 

North BIhar 1,391 1 1 1 1 +558 -565 +1591 +756 
South Elha. 2,205 3 2 3 1 +571 -470 +1724 +1269 
OIl.sa , 490 1 1 1 1 -93 -11 +303 a +2620 
Chota "agpur Plateau 8,698 6 5 4 2 +351 +476 +1449 +3884 , 

n.-DISTRIBUTION BY DISTRICTS OF THE MAIN RELIGIONS. 

NUMllB'B PHa 10.000 OF TIlE POI'VL.tTIOlf' WHO A.:ZlE-

DISTUO' AlfD S A.UrAL 
:liusllms Tnbal. 

I 
DIVISION, llmduB Others 

1931 1021 1911 1901 1031. 1931 1911 1901 1031 1921. 1911 1001 1931 1921 1911. 1901 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 Ia 13 14 15 lC> 17 

BIH4B AND ORISSA 8,318 8326 8,261 8.359 1,012 976 958 964 569 616 708 6119 101 82 73 M 

NORTH BIHAR 8,248 8,307 8,314 8,372 1,'135 1,667 1,643 1,6111 10 20 37 2 7 6 6 5 

Saran 8,755 8,817 8,846 8,818 1,243 1,181 1,152 1,181 2 2 2 1 
Cham~aral1 8,330 8 .. 425 8,486 8,511 1,651 1,560 1,499 1,476 2 17 15 15 a 
Muza arpur 8,667 8,741 8,764 8,772 1,330 1.256 1,233 1,236 .. 3 3 3 2 
Darbhallga 8,608 8,G88 8,739 8,786 1,390 1,310 1,258 1,211 2 2 3 3 
IIhagalpur 8,86l! 8916 8,880 8,977 1,116 1053 I,OOS 1,002 14 25 104 15 8 6 8 6 
l'urnea 5,878 5,858 5,663 5,761 4,054 4,022 4,178 "',233 66 III 151 2 12 ~ 8 4. 

SOUTH BIHAR 8,996 9,057 9,MB 9,024 989 920 932 965 9 11 12 4 13 12 10 '1 

Patnn 8,881 8,071 8922 8,835 1,097 1,006 1059 1,147 22 23 10 IS 
Gaya 8,933 8979 8,969 8,934 1,061 1,018 1,028 1,064 6 3 3 2 
Shababad 9,224 9,267 9,276 9,271 759 718 703 725 I) 17 15 12 4 
Monghvr 8,960 9.021 9,016 9,029 999 931 939 951 33 40 8. 13 8 8 10 7 

(JEISBA 9,668 9,682 9,69i 9,719 286 285 272 948 31 20 21 20 15 13 13 13 

Cuttack 9,679 g 674 \),687 9708 304 312 J01 278 2 15 14 13 14 
Balasore 9,537 I) 606 9,610 9,645 320 304 293 364 129 78 83 79 14 lZ 14 12 
Pun 9,767 1l,7}6 9,796 9,819 218 208 189 170 1 15 15 15 11 

CHOTA. NAGPUR PLATEAU '1:597 7,460 '1,224 '1,367 483 452 428 409 1,642 1,853 2.141 2080 278 235 207 144 

H.zaIlbagh 7,962 8,885 8,273 8,100 1,131 1,065 1,035 1,016 878 516 673 867 29 34 19 17 
Ranchl 5,548 4,188 3,969 3,995 421 392 369 353 2,350 3,940 4,381 4,600 1,681 1,480 1,281 1,052 
Palamau 8,18~ 8 4~2 854.0 8606 910 886 839 B4!l 802 591 508 421 105 101 113 138 
Manbhum 8,794 9184 8,077 8,703 61, 585 535 4.83 548 192 1,356 792 43 39 32 22 
fhnghbbum 4,948 5,267 4,197 4,321 288 206 111 88 4,510 4,373 5,673 5,477 2540 154 119 114 • 

San tal Parganas 40,627 4,78 5,122 5,612 1,090 1,!J()3 938 B40 4217 4357 3,884 3,493 66 62 56 65 
Angul 7,348 7,242 7,078 7,754 13 17 17 19 2,625 2,682 2,897 2,225 14 59 8 2 
Sambalpur 9,878 9811 9,440 9,101 43 44 48 53 36 105 469 837 43 4.0 43 9 
{lrtssa !:>tateo 9,108 8,777 8,702 8,744 38 38 39 36 682 1,059 1,153 1,208 172 126 106 12 
Chota Nagpur States 6,843 6358 5,716 5,920 129 112 108 93 3,006 3,621 4,175 3,986 22 9 1 1 
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N ATUBAL DIVISION, 

--1-

BIHAR AND ORISSA 

:North n,har 

South n,har 

()llBBa 

Chota 'ngl'ur Plateau 

1931 

416,726 

8,916 

460 

3,655 

887 

531 

1,560 

1,823 

8,,'181 

3,503 

576 

2,885 

1,917 

5,784 

2,873 

1,375 

1,536 

898,695 

3,169 

262,608 

8,607 

7,656 

19,552 

13,346 

S07 

3,618 

74,468 

364 
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IlL-CHRIStIANS NUMBER AND VARIA.TION. 

AOTUAL !fUMBEB OF ClIRISTIAN' IN- V A.BIATION PER OENT 

1931 1911 1901 1921-1931, 1911-1921 1901-1911, 

4 
---6-- -----;;---

8 

303,358 

6,927 

373 

2,783 

819 

521 

1,083 

1,350 

7,4I4 

3,175 

42S 

2,162 

1,649 

4,974 

2,496 

1,192 

l,28b 

284,04.'1 

2,123 

197,2~6 

7,283 

5,64.7 

11,309 

11,001 

123 

3,112 

46,084 

145 

268,26/$ 

6,473 

437 

2,770 

893 

7&6 

1,102 

500 

5,440 

2585 

349 

700 

1,806 

5,U,5 

2406 

1,458 

1,281 

251,207 

1,786 

177,473 

7,783 

4,500 

8,200 

10,163 

69 

2,793 

38,422 

18 

:17fJ,/$06 I 

5,8'14 

314. 

2,417 

719 

710 

775 

439 

4,
628

1 

2,562 
I 

253 

375 

1,433 

5,004 

2,652 

1,27' 

1,078 1 

157,505 

1,163 

124,958 

7,908 

2,910 

6,961 

9,875 

33 

722 

2,963 

13 

+374 

+28'1 

+233 

+314 

+83 

+1'9 

+442 

+350 

+12 " 

+103 

+346 

+80 

+163 

+168 

+l6'1 

+15'" 

+194 

+886 

+493 

+33 a 
+182 

+356 

+729 

+213 

+1496 

+163 

+616 

+1510 

+13'1 

+'10 

-14'6 

+03 

-83 

1-320 

-18 

+1700 

+868 

.j.228 

+226 

+2080 

-57 

-88 

+181 

+189 

+111 

-64 

+255 

+379 

+82 

+783 

+114 

+199 

+7056 

+.201$ 

+392 

+l4'8 

+24'2 

+79 

+42'2 

+13 9 

+1"J'1 

+0'0 

+37 9 

+86? 

+26'0 

+28 

-93 

+144 

+188 

+536 

+42 0 

-1'6 

+546 

+17'8 

+29 

+109'1 

+286'8 

+1,197 a 
+385 

IV,-HELIGIONS OF URBAN AND RtTRAL POPULA1'ION. 
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1901-1931, 

9 

+14.1'6 

+65'9 

+46'6 

+61'2 

+23" 

-25'2 

+101'3 

+3153 

+80'2 

+36'7 

+127'7 

+5227 

+338 

+15'6 

+83 

+7'0 

+42'5 

+11>() () 

+1725 

+110'2 

+8'8 

+163'1 

+180'0 

+351 

+830'3 

+401'1 

+2,4141 

+2,700'0 

NUMBER PER 10.000 OF URBA.N' JtOPUL.!.TION' WHO ABE- NUMBHR PEK 10.000 Oll' RvnAL POPULATIOll WliO A..B'B-

Hmdu 

7,527 

7,190 

7,466 

8,265 

7,683 

MuslIm, 

2,211 

2,712 

2,433 

1,530 

1,624 

4 

1'16 

89 

77 

193 

408 

TrIbal 

"9 

3 

186 

Others 

6 

87 

2~ 

4 

99 

HIndu 

8,350 

8,279 

9,126 

9,724 

7,594 

MUshm, 

8 

962 

1,706 

860 

236 

447 

ChrIstIan, 

9 

95 

• 4 

268 

Tllbal, 

10 

591 

11 

9 

32 

1,688 

Others, 

11 

2 

3 
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CHAPTER XII.-Race, Tribe and Caste . .. 
The main statistics of caste are contained in Imperial Table XVII. 

Imperial Table XVI II shows the tel'ri torial distribution of selected tribes 
and ~he fluctuations. in their numbers during the last forty years. For 
c?rtam castes and tnbes statistics relating to civil condjtion, occupation and 
lIteracy have been separately extracted, and these arc given in Imperial 
Tablps VIII, XI and XIV respectively. The number of Europeans, etc., 
and of Ang) 0-T ndians and tbeir distributi.on between the districts and cities 
of the province are shown in Imperial Table XIX. At the end of this 
chapter there is a subsidiary table setting forth the percentage of variation 
in the numbers bf the prinC'lpal castes, etc., in the last four decades and the 
pl'oportion which each represents of the total provincial population. 

2. For reasons of economv the tabulation of the statistics of caste at 
the present census was to som"e extent curtailed. I n general, no attempt 
was made to extract figures relating to any community which numbered less 
than 1 per cent of the population of the province in 1921. Again, if in 
certain localities a particular ca:ste was believed to be more or less unknown, 
no statistics were compiled for it in those localities, even though it satisfied 
the numerical test just mentioned. Consequently, the totals shown against 
some of the castes, etc., in Imperial Table XVII cannot be regarded as 
absolutely complete. On the other ha.nd, certain exceptions were made to 
the general rule. There are a number of castes which, although they do 
not comprise 1 per cent of the total population, are yet of considerable 
importance in limited areas of the province; and in those areas statistics 
have been compiled for them. With regard to the " depressed classes" 
a special effort was made to obtain figures for the whole province which 
should be as complete as possible. Special attention, too, was paid to the 
primitive and semi-primitive tribes; and, while it is not claimed that the 
statistics relating to them are absolutely exhaustive, it is hoped that the 
omissions are inconsiderable. 

Apart from European and allied races (in which term Americans and 
Armenians are comprehended) no information has been tabulated in regard 
to the nationality of foreigners. Their number in this province is very 
small and some indication of their origin may be gathered from the 
language table. The title-page of Imperial Table XV gives particulars 
of the non r ndian mother-tongues spoken in Bihar and Orissa and the 
localities in which they are encountered. 

Christian converts from Hinduism and Islam do not ordinarily make 
any return of caste other than a simple return of " Indian. Chrjstian ". 
A C"hristianized Rrahman, it may with reason bc C'ontcncled, IS no longer a 
J31'Hhmall. But the samE' cioes not apply aqua llyr to the primitive tribes. A 
~J unda continueR to be a MUllda, whether he worships the triba.l deities of 
his ancestors or has embraced Hinduism or rhristianity. Consequently, 
the statlRtics of the primitive tribes in tables XVII, XVIII and elsewhere 
include Christians as well aR fol1owers of other rehgi_ons; and in this respect 
they differ from the statistics given in previous reports. 

The only pnrely "Muslim "caste" for whIch statistics have been 
eompileJ on tIle present occasion iR that of the .Tolahas. But in the case 
()f Doms Halalkhors and Lalbegi~. some of whor.1 w:ere returned ac; H.in.dus 
and some as .Muslims. sE:1)nxate totals have been gIven fo], each relIgIOn. 
Eor Sikhs, .Tains and Buddhists no caste figures have been tabulated. 
l)ersons belOlwing to the Brahmo, Arya and Dev SamajisL sccts of Hin~nism 
sometimes l'et~ll'ned their caste and sometimes did not; where they dId so, 
thpy were includeu under the nppropl'iate heads. Leaving these sects on 
one side there were 6,743 Hindus against whose names the caste column 
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was found to be hlank. The number of these persons is placed on record 
in view of the statements that have from time to time heen made to the 
effect that there is an increasing tend{,Tlcy among the Hindu population to 
resent questions concNning their caste and to shf)w reluctance in :wswPring 
snuh questions. ~\._ccordillgly the enumerators were instructed that, if any 
person expressed a definite desire that his caste should not be recorded. 
no entry at all should be made in this column. The rt'~mlt :mggests that one 
person in something over 5,000 gave expression to such Cl desire. hut aL'tually 
it is probable that the figure has little significance. It always happens th::tt 
a column here or a. column there is left blank tbrough the negligence of an 
cnUlllPrntor or thruu::h bis inahility tu dl'c~d(' what the correct entrv should 
bl'; and 11 IlRt of the bl:~Ilks in tht' ;'aHte column :ne qnitf' rl{pl~' to be' due to 
this caUSl'. On the otl1cr hamL it is nut inwrohable that in the original 
schcdult~s thllre were more blank entries in this particular column, and that 
thesE' werE' filled in during the pruce~s of slip-copying with reference to the 
clues afforded by the other entries to the casto of the person concerned. In 
any case. it lIHL.V be quitE' definitely asserteo that the number of perS{lIlS who 
showed any diffidence about disdoRing their caste was extremel,V small, anll 
the general experience was exactly the reverse. 

Altogether the caste returns which hav(' bern exhibited in Table XVII 
account f()r more thClD 80 per cent of the total population of the province 
and for more than 85 per cent of the Hindu population. 

3. The practice of classifying the people of the province by caste and Is tab.ula:i~n of 
tribe has been assailed on two main grQunds. Tho first is that the caste clstes JustIfied? 

system is in process of rlisintegration; harrierR hetween caste an(l ('aste are 
break;ng down. and it is w1'l)ng in principle that this process "bould be 
impeded by the acti(Jn of Goverl1111f'nt, which hy inRlsting on (or inviiing) 
a declaration of caste :It overy eonsus may he Raiil to recognize and ('ne'oUl'agc 
thesn invidious distinctions. The sccond criticism is that the caste returns 
are in any case' inaccurate and more ur less worthless) since members of the 
lower caRtes take the opportunity of Teturnillg themsehes as belonging to 
communities of highcr status. The latter of those two objections may be 
examined first. 

4. It may be freely conceded that the anxiety of various castes to Ne'N name:J for 
improve their status in the old castes. 

Caste or sub ·caste. 

Babhun 
Barhi 
Kamar (Lohar) 
Bhut 
HujJam (Nap:t, Xai) 

]\lmti 
Sutar 

*Baraik 
Dosadh 
Goula (Ahir. nope) 
Ka:war {Ka:al, KaJar) 
I\o.ri 
Kllrmi 
I{uwuni 
Sunri 

.Tolaha 

Kahar 

Desl]natlon clnirned 

Bhurnihar Bralnnan. 
... Iv· h k R 1 ... \ v:8 va arm a rallman. 

... Brahma Hhat, Brahman. 

... Xai Brahlllull. K'Jlin Urah-
1nan. 

::: : hr:gi.la Brahnlt1ll. 

,Tu(h.bansi Kshakva 
nnhlt1t Rajput. ' 
Yadava . .TaJ·lhftnC, KshatIiya. 
Ifn:hava K~hatriva. . 
Dan!!l: l{ bhw.-l}lfI K'lhatr:~fl. 
Klll'y ni Kshatriya. 
('llH'ldrahansi I{Qhatriva. 
"hu,ll1dL( Kshatriya. ' 

Rllei~\h, Shi':kl1 Mon:in. 

social hierarchy by assuming 
names other than those by 
which they are commonly 
known is not conducive tt) 
al'curacy in the caste tables. 
Th8 mnrginal statement Rhows 
Home of the claims which were 
pertinaciously advanced in the 
course of the present census. 
The Est is not exhaustive. It 
makes no mention. for 
instam·p. of the Pasis, whose 
unrivalled profil'lencv in t1'ee-
climbing is ~aid to' have en-
couraged them to claim a title 
meaning" the Brahmans who 
go up in the air". It will 

?e seen that, sl} far as the Hindu castp.s are .concerned. the general desire 
IS to be recogmzed as Brahmans or RaJ puts III somp form or other. Now 
the validity of these claims is not a matter upon which the cenSUR <1uthorities, 
or indeed the Govern~lCnt. can properly adjudicate. Nevertheless, they 
were perforce faced WIth the problem of deciding in the first place what 

.. * T~is is not. a true caste name, but is (i) a term oftE'n app:ied to Pans and Chiks, and 
(II) a tItle not mfrequently adopted by the more Rophibticated Bmjhias Hautias IChandait& 
etc., of Chota Nagpur and Orissa. The designation Jadubansi Kshatriya is dai~ed by t,h~ latter class'. 
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entry should be made in the caste column of the schedule against, e.g., a 
person who declared that he was a " Vishvakarma Brahman " by caste; 
and in the second place how such a person should be classified in the final 
census tables. On the first point it was decided that as much latitude as 
possible should be given to each individual in describing the community to 
which he belonged, and that he should not be required to return himself by 
a caste-name which he regarded as derogatory. But the stipulation was 
made that he must not employ a term which would be either ambiguous or 
definitely misleading. Thus the term V ishvakarma Brahman is ambiguous, 
for it is claimed both by Barhis and by Kamars as well as by certain other 
artisan castes; and it is necessary for the purposes of Government that a. 
separate record should be available of the number of persons commonly 
known as Barhis and as Kamars respectively. Instructions were therefore 
issued that an entry of V ishvakarma Brahman by itself should not be 
permitted, but that there was no objection to one of Vishvakarma Brahman
Barhi or the like. Again, exception had to be tak~n to the return of a 
Hajjam under the designation of Kulin Brahman, because this term has: 
hitherto been used to denote a particular community to which the Hajjams; 
quite definitely do not belong, and the- use of it by them would therefore 
have been misleading; but the same objection did not apply to their use of 
the term Nai Brahman. Subject to such reservations as these, the 
enumerators were told that they should ordinarily accept the answers 
actually given, and that in cases of doubt they should take the precaution 
of entering both the terms, viz., that by which the caste of the person 
concerned is ordinarily described and that by which he wished it to be 
described. It cannot be claimed that these instructions were always 
scrupulously observed. Complaints were not infrequent that enumerators 
resolutely declined to record well-known castes under titles which they 
regarded as new-fangled and preposterous. Nothing, it seems, would 
induce some of these autocrats to believe that a Dosadh was not a Dosadh 
but a Gahlot Rajput. The blame for this, however, cannot with justice 
be laid at the door of Government. And in any case it did not make any 
difference in the end, except that the caste tables are possibly a little more 
accurate than they would otherwise have been. For, although one man may 
call himself a Koiri, and another a Dangi, and a third a Kushwaha 
Kshatriya, they all three belong to the same community, and. the census 
tables show only the total number of persons in that community. It might 
~ndeed have been of some interest to ascertain how many members of it 
described themselves in one way and how many in another, but considera
tions of economy made it impossible to extract and compile separate figures 
for every alternative designation and variant used to denote each individual 
caste. The sorting staff were therefore provided with a list of these variants y 

which was made as exhaustive as possible, and all thos~ relating to a single 
caste were consigned to a single pigeon-hole. Those which were unrecogniz
able were relegated to the limbo of unsorted entries which do not appear 
in the caste tables at all. And there is little doubt that, by the time a. 
puzzled but conscientious enumerator had reduced to writing his impression 
of Kushwaha Kshatriya, and thereafter a well-meaning slip-copyist had 
dealt faithfully with the same, an appreciable number of slips containing 
this entry were diverted from their rightful destination, and the real 
strength of the great Koiri community is to that extent under-stated in the 
tables 

The question then arose under what names these various castes should 
be shown in the census tables. As already observed, Government is not the 
final authority-to pronounce on the validity of claims to Brahmanic or 
Kshatriya origin and so, forth. That is the function of Hindu society. If 
and when the Dosadp.s are' >acc.epted as <!ahlot Rajputs in Hindu society 
and commonly alludea to as such, -they wIll doubtless be referred to under 
that designation in Government reports and pUblications. But one may 
at least suspect that certain castes desired to make use of the census report 
as a means of establishing claims which society in general has not hitherto 
been prepared to endorse. And it is relevant to bear in mind that, among 
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the members of these communities themselves, opinion on this matter is not 
unanimous. So far as this province is concerned, although for the reasons 
stated precise figures are not generally available, it may confident~y. be 
asserted that the number of persons who took advantage of the permIssIOn 
to describe themselves by the new names was relatively small. There were 
some, on the other hand, who were definitely opposed to this procedure. 
More than one protest was lodged by associations claiming to represent the 
lower castes against the manner in which their fellows were being " misled 
into returning themselves in the census papers under strange, imaginary 
names instead of their old, real and familiar names." This they attributed 
to "the big propaganda that is on foot from the side of the high-caste 
Hindus ......... to add to their numerical strength by spreading such strange 
ideas among the lower castes a:s to get themselves returned under new names 
of ' higher meanings ' instead of the old most familiar names of castes that 
are generally looked down." Not only is the whole question raised by these 
claims one which admits of a good deal of controversy and debate, but from 
the point of view of practical convenience it would be extremely confusing 
if new names were adopted for the different castes at every census, and the 
difficulty of finding one's way about the tables (in which the castes are 
arranged in alphabetical order) would be much increased. The local 
Government accordingly decided that on the present occasion each caste 
should be described in the tables first by its old name and that the new name 
should thereafter be added in brackets. 

In view of the fact that statistics are not· separately tabulated for sub
castes, the above procedure could not be followed in the case of the Rawani 
Kahars, a sub-caste of the Kahar community, whose claim to be of Kshatriya 
origin was stoutly championed by the" All-India Chandrabansiya Kshatriya 
Mahasabha ", an association which claims to have five lakhs of members in 
this province alone. But, as It special case, a record was kept of all persons 
who returned their caste either as Rawani Kahar or as Chandrabansiya 
Kshatriya, and their total number was found to be 20,923. Incidentally, 
the misapprehensions under which certain members of this and other com
munities laboured with regard to the questions really at issue and the effect 
of the entries made in the census schedules are well illustrated in some of 
the petitions submitted to me in the course of the census operations. The 
following is typical of many :-" The undersigned and his family were 
formerly Rawani Kahar by caste and lately they have been converted to 
Chandrabansiya Kshatriya under the Chandrabansiya Kshatriya Sabha) 
and the name of the undersigned has been changed by solemn affidavit from 
--------·-Ram t Singh according to the custom of the 
aforesaid Sabha". Another petitioner, complaining that the local 
enumerator had refused to take cognizance of a change similarly effected, 
represented that " by this anomaly of names and caste there will be serious 
inconvenience in law courts and in the present documents." Few people. 
it seems, were able to realize that tbe information recorded in the schedules 
about individuals was kept strictly confidential, and that a man's personal 
status was not in the least affected by success or failure in his attempt to 
get himself recorded as a Brahman, a Rajput, or anything else. If this 
fact had been appreciated, 1 am convinced that more than half the anxiety 
and agitation to which this matter gave rise would bave been allayed at 
once. 

5. It is not possible to estimate the extent to which the accuracy of Effect on the 
the caste tables has suffered as a result of these complications. Certain accuracy of the 
specific instances will be noticed in the subsequent paragraphs, where there returns. 
has clearly been a transference from one head to another; but on the whole 
the subsidiary table at the end of this chapter shows surprisingly little 
change since 1921 in the proporti.onal strength of the main castes, and the 
relative constancy of these figures from census to census appearS' to give 
meagre support to the criticism that the caste returns are so inaccurate as 
to be practically worthless. At the same time the system of allowing so 
great a latitude to individuals in describing their caste may well lead at lll) 
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distant date, as increasing advantage is taken of it, to something approaching 
chaos in the census figures. Already the communities which have begun 
to aspire to names of " higher meanings" comprise well over ten millions 
of the Hindu population of the province, and it is to be expected that other 
communities will follow their example ere long. The task of sorting and 
classifying the entries at future censuses promises to be an unenviable one. 

6. There is the further criticism against the tabulation of castes at 
the census, that it serves to bolster up a system which is in process of dis
integration and' to perpetuate barriers between caste and caste which of 
themselves show signs of breaking down. On this point the following 
observations were made in the all-India report for 1921 :-" Whatever view 
may be taken of the advantages or disadvantages of caste as a social institu
tion, it is impossible to conceive of any useful discussion of the population 
questions in India in which caste would not be an important element. Caste 
is still ' the foundation of the Indian social fabric', and the record of caste 
is still C the best guide to the changes in the various social strata of the 
Indian society.' Every Hindu (using the term in its most elastic sense) 
is born into a caste, and his caste determines his religious', social, economic 
and domestic life from the cradle to the grave." In the main this view 
of the matter is still essentially true. Developments there have unaoubtedly 
been in the last decade, which has indeed been a period of flux and has seen 
the emergence of tendencies which frequently appear to be contradictory. 
In some respects there would seem to have 'been a genuine relaxation of 
caste distinctions, ,vhile in others there are indications of a caste 
consciousness more acute and aggressive than ever before. But these 
manifestations are really nothing more than ripples on the surface. They 
may portend greater and more far-reaching changes to come, but hitherto 
they have but touched the fringe of the problem. And so long as caste 
counts for as much as it does at the present time, so long as it continues 
to exert a vital influence on the growth and distribution of the population, 
on the occupation of the individual, the age at which he marries, the posi
tion of his womenfolk, his educational prospects and so on, it would be wrong 
as well as futile for the census to ignore its existence. 

7. The march of progress has inevitably led to some modification of 
caste rules which at one time were more strictly enforced. Rules about 
personar contact were bound to be relaxed as soon as railway travel became 
an every-day affair, and the more recent development of motor-lorry 
passenger services has carried this process a step further. The purification 
ceremony which a journey overseas formerly entailed is now seldom more 
than a f'ormality-if inp.eed it is not dispensed with altogether. Conditions 
of life in modern industrial centres are incompatible with a strict observance 
of caste distinctions, and in this connexion the subdivisional officer of 
Dhalbhum, writing of the present state of affairs in J amshedpur and its 
neighbourhood, states: c, Inter-marriage between castes has not yet been 
increased, but there has been a distinct weakening of caste government and 
a develoument in toleration. Many of the castes have abandoned traditional 
occupations* and all classes are found working together in an industrial 
process, and I am informed that in many cases castes who in their own 
village would avoid each other drink out of the same receptacle and eat in 
the other's presence." It may, however, be argued that these are not signs 
and portents heralding the ultimate collapse of the caste system, but merely 
indications of the way in which it is adjusting itself to modern conditions. 

In the last census report relating to ~his provi;nce it was observed tha;t, 
while marriages between persons belongmg to dIfferent castes were stIll 
unheard of there were- signs of greater laxity in this matter as between 
sub-castes of the same caste. Instances were dted from the Ahir community 
of Bihar, the Kayasths (particularly the domiciled Bengali Kayasths), and 

* This aspect of the subject is dealt with more :fully in Chapter VIII. 
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the Brahmans of Orissa. On this subject an Oriya correspondent writes: 
"Money works in these cases as a mighty leveller of sub-castes. If 
a member of a lower sub-caste acquires money, power or authority, he 
marries into the immediately higher sub-caste and gradually becomes 
amalgamated into it. Thu8 most of the sub-castes of the Brahman caste 
are gradually being amalgamated into the common genus. The Chasas 
of the Puri district are thus trying to inter-marry into, and pass themselves 
,off as members of, the Khandait caste, while the Khalldaits in their turn 
are trying to inter-marry into, 'and pass themselves off as members of, the 
Karan caste. This is not due to any relaxing of the rules of inter-marriage 
or C'ommensalitv. The~e rules are as harn and inr-xorable as ever; but, as 
snUlal ndes lw~'e lost their ~alll'tinll and tht:'il' binding fo1'('t', people never 
fear or scruple to violate them v,lH~nevcr it pu~tR tltcm to do so. The man 
()f power an~n pelf can shut the mouth of the caste people with gold and 
break the social rules with impunity." Further testimony to the power of 
the pllrse in those matters is furnished by a Deputy Col1ector serving in the 
"ame part of the province: "SagarZJesa or U;e elas8 of men and ,yomrn 
born from parents not bOt~:1d by wedlock are trying to be ab~()rbed into the 
caste of their fa~lwr, and tbeir success or failure depe~s on their individual 
prosperity. While ill settlement I tried to record tbeir caste correctly, but 
this led to surh a Bouial antagonism and created such a row that I had to 
leave the question altogether to the sweet will of the partief: concerned." 
The adoption by two or more castes of a common designation-e.g., 
V iskvakarma Brahman by the Barhis, Lohars, etc.-would seem to point 
towRrds an obliteration of caste barriers, but no case of inter-marriage 
between the communities concerned in such cases has vet come to notice. On 
the other hand, the movement for "social uplift:" is not infrequently 
accompanied by a ha.rdening of the caste rules or by the introduction of new 
restrictions. In thE'ir desire to assert thfl dignity of their origin and to 
demonstrate their kinship wjth orthodox Brahmans and Rajputs, some of 
the lower castes have resoJved to enforce more strictly the ban against 
re-marriage of widows-and this at a time when the general tendency among 
the higher castes themselves is to show greater liberality in this matter. 
Again, there are localities in which a Dosadh who has vowed to abstain from 
taking meat or intoxicating liquor can marry none bnt a Dosadh of the same 
sub-caste who is bound by the same vows. Among the Tana Bhagats of the 
Oraon tribe a similar rule is frequently enforced. 

8. The formation of caste sabkas to advance the social status of the Caste sabhas. 
lower castes is not a new phenomenon, but it has become very much more 
common during the last decade. In most cases the procedure is more or less 
uniform. A new name is selected for the caste, its members are adjured 
to adopt the sacred thread, and various resolutions are passed dealing with 
such qn~stions as food and drink, the abanuonment of " df'grading " 
occupations, pt'stpOllf'mel1t of t}w age of marriage, t'k .. ctl.!. The attitude 
of the higher caSLes towards these moyements waR nt first definitply hostile. 
The wearing of the sacred thread, for example, aroused no little resentment. 
But later on this attitude appears to have been considerably modified. By 
some accounts the former hostility has given place to indifference. Others 
hold that theRe activities are still viewed with a "' lachrymose" eye, even 
tbough they no longer provoke active opposition. One correspondent roundly 
declares that " the Brahmans who get fees are rather encouraging them, 
though .th~y refuse to consider their social status improved in any way". 
The pn?clpal ite!ll in the pro~ramme which is still liable to give rise to 
trouble IS that whIch relates to tHe abandonment of begari and other menial 
work. The following account refers particularly to the Gauras of Cuttack 
and Ba:lasore, who are striving to get themselves recognized as Yadubansi 
Kshatnyas, but mutat£s mutandis it describes what has been going on in 
several other districts of the province :-" They have not only assumed the 
sacred thread.s but al~o ref~~ed to work as palanquin-bearers. Their 
att~mpt to dIscard thIS. t_rad;ttlOnal occupation, resulting in much incon-
vemence to other commumtles III the mufassils of Orissa where communica-
tion by ~oad is very rare, has been resisted by these other communities. The 
Khandaits and Karans, who are generally the most influential and well-to-do 

/ 
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amongst the local inhabitants and whose idea of false .prestige combined 
with an exaggerated notion of purdah system has made them the worst 
.sufferers in this respect, have led the opposition and the rivalry has ripened 
into ac_tual riotry at several places in this (Cuttack) district." 

A Sub-Deputy Collector with considerable experience of conditions in 
Palamau district, himself a Muslim, has contributed an account of recent 
social developments among various Hindu communities in that locality, 
which derives special interest from the circumstance that Palamau is one 
<>f the more backward areas of the province. He writes as follows :-

" Among other old castes and sects of the district, there is indication of marked 
reviva1 in Dusadhs, Telis, Kahars, Kurmis, Koiris, Ahirs, Dabgars, 
I{harwars, Rochbandhias, Gonrs and Chamars, who are all heart and soul 
trying for the uplift of their respective castes and sects, most of them 
by accepting the sacred thread of the Hindus in 3 prabars or knots instead 
of 5 prabars of the higher class of the Hindus. They are all returning 
to the Sanatan Dharam under the influence of the Brahman priests, or 
imbibing the ideas of the Aryas under their leaders residing in Gaya, 
Monghyr, Shahabad, Sasaram, Benares and elsewhere. The leaders 
occasionally are invited in their sabhas. A detailed account of these will 
be interesting :-

Dusadhs, having assumed the sacred thread, call themselves offsprings of 
Durshashan of Hindu mythology. From last four years their number is 
increasing. In one village alone there are about 20 houses of these 
Dusadhs, ,who have constructed a temple of Seoji for their caste, which is 
only at present 10 to 12 feet high of masonry construction. It was told 
to me that they abstain from drink, meat and murghi, and have gone so 
far as to disallow sagai marriage or widow marriage in imitation of their 
Brahman zamindars (the Shukuls of the village) who are poor and cannot 
do anything except murmur at their influence and evolution. 

The Telis have accepted the sacred thread" and inaugurated local sabhas. They 
attend their caste sabha in the neighbouring northern districts of the 
province, subscribe regularly towards their ' fund' and get their monthly 
magazine 'the Sahu Mitra'. Most of them, being wealthy mahajans, 
have got themselves being returned as EamaLapuri Vaishya or J aunpuri 
Vaishya in the last census. They are about 200, and the number is 
increasing. 

Kahars have largely accepted the sacred thread, and call themselves Chattris by 
changing their usual old epithet of Ram to Singh. They also get their 
e;aste monthly magazine called ' Chattriaon ' from Shahabad. At present 
there are about 15 such ' J aneodhari ' Kahars in Garhwa and Hussainabad, 
but there is a great unrest in them and their number would increase 
rapidly in the near future. They say they are of ' Kuru Bans'. 

Kurmis.-The same remarks as of Kahar apply to the Kurmis of the Hussainabad 
police-station, who are at present about 10 in number. They say they 
are of ' Karo Bans '. 

Koiris.--Since 1925-'26 their movement, under their influential leaders from Gaya 
and Shahabad, has exhibited a marked revival in the police-stations of 
Manatu, Panki and Patan. They had then a broad-cast distribution of 
pamphlets and leaflets, describing the I{oiris as a sect of Chattris under 
the old names ' Dangi ' or ' Dani ' Chattri. They have lar~ly accepted 
the sacred threa-d, and have been w~aring churi bracelets instead of the 
battisi or ben-metal bracelets of the lowest castes. Some of their 
pamphlets were very interesting. 

Ahirs in police-stations Hariharganj and Chhatarpur have undergone a little 
change under the influence of those Ahirs of the district who visited 
Benar,es, and came in contact with the 'J aneodhari' Ahirs, who call 
themselves the offsprings of the cowherds of Kristnas fame, as sons of 
Nandmohar and Jasoda. No sabha of the Ahirs IS ever held in this 
-district, but about a dozen of the young Ahirs of North Palamau have been 
under the influence of the Brahman priests and rigidly observing the 
orthodox system of 'Sanatan' Dharam '. They are thinking to accept 
janeo ere long. 
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Dabgars are originally cobblers, residing mostly in Nagarutari, Garhwa and 
IIussainabad police-stations. Since they are dealers in hide, skin and 
bones, and manufacture glue and leather containers of ghee and oil, they 
are well off in many respects. There is a marked revivfLl in them owing 
to their contact wIth' Kasarwani Nanakshahis ' in Sasaram and (}arhwa, 
and from last five or six years they are becoming , N anakshahis'~ They 
deal also in a very valuable commodity indIgenous in this distnct called 
GouLochan or Gaorohan (a bright yellow substanC'e found from the spleen 
of old cows, that subsist mainly on the wild leaves and grasses of the forest 
and jungle). It was formerly purchased at Rs. 10 to TIs. 12 per tola, and 
soleI to the wandering deal~1'S of Bomba.v, "Poona and Lahore at Hs. 15 to 
HR. 20 per tola, mostly Sikhfl. 'j'hese wandering SikhR and Nanakshahis 
hay!' alHo hf'E'n instrumental in providing an irupetu-> to thelr thoughts. 
TherE' il-> an unreBt I'or ~unclioration whicb nUlY take aetive tllrn la1cr on. 

Kharwars, originally aboriginals, had their sacred threads from last twenty-five 
years, but at preoont they are very active (with the Tana Bhagats in South 
Palamau) for row-worship, nndl'r the t,vo leaders of the Tanas and Bengali 
Brahman priests of K UTU in Ranehi. They are about 100, out of n. large 
l\llmber of the old type. 

Rochbandhias, m08tiy in Panki and )l1[1natu police-stations. who manufacture 
roC'h, a part of the weaving appar.atu'> or hand-IooIn of the .Tolahas. under 
the leadership of Muhammadan pirjis have embraced 1 slam. l~l1t they are 
still untouchable; althungll t11ere is no untouchability in II:Jlam, tl)(' Jolahas 
stilI dislike eating with them, which will shortly disappear. 

Goms.-An untouchable caRte in police-station Manatu. cattle-df'alers. who 
genendly take their wiveR from among the Boehbanclhias by exchange of 
cattle and she-buffaloes, have embraced Islam. They aue aistinC't from 
Hindu GODl'R that come in the category of Kandus. 

Chamars.-Those of the village agricultural labourers. who have left work and 
have returned from Calt-utta, and happened to come in contact with the 
Sahebganj Cllamar sabhll in the diHtrict of the Santal Parganas. are 
instrumental in makiug some effort in the preKent day, inducing their castes 
to attend the usual Sahehganj sahha for the amelioratioll of their castes. 
They def"lrA to bf' ea 1led " Randas " inHtcud of ('hamar, and r{'lnte various 
anecdotes in explanation of the Randns epithet, one outcuRted Brahman 
of the' Rama Avatar • perion. 

Barhais, Lahars and SonarR.-Sonars had their sacred thread in the district from 
last twenty years. But the Barllais and T Johars have accept{)d only from 
last three years, and they call themselves offsprings of Viskarma, the great 
architect and painter of the Mahablmrath period. Thf'y have made 
a temple of their own in villages Nnnia and l:-iingra, police-station 
Daltonganj. where they \vorqh:p tLc ~rpat Yisknrma on Basant PanC'hmi 
Day ewry year. 

Bbuiyaf' in thif. diRtrict are numerous ami tbey predominate all other l·dstes. 
Most of the old intelligent Bhuiya lahourf'rs and Kamias, who are cloEle in 
touch with their z.amindars and money-lenders of higher Hindu castes. 
during the comse of my kamiauti enquiries expressed their earnest desire 
that thev will have their 811bhus like Oraons, Mundas, Kahars uncl Koiris 
ere long, and also accept the saC'red threail likp their neighbour hroth{)rs 
the . Bhllinhars ' of Ranchi. The~T Raid, it waR their poverty that came 
in the way so long from progressing on the same line witll DUHadhH .md 
Kahars. This gives a viviel proof that they flre alive to the C[lllReS that 
in future would leael them onwards in all the walk of l1fe. They lJrefer 
to be called Rikhiasane in place of RhuiyaR, or the RonR of the old saints 
and ' RishiR '_ 

All the movements and sabhas in this district, mostly from 19:Z4 up to now, lmd 
been for social evolution mainly, on the basis of religious idpaR, for adop
tion of the customs and rituals of the higher claRe of the HillduR by 
aecepting sacred thren,d and adding' Singh' or ' Sarmaji . to their names, 
and abolishing the hahits of drink. eating fowls and mAat, and so on. 
They are only more anxious for the cbange of the nameo; of their castes 
and sects than the formation of a new sect altogether." 
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9. The last ten yettrs have seen a marked change in the position cccupied 
by women. The spread of female education is inimical to the perpetuation 
of the pur~ah sy~t~m, and there is no doubt that the increasing participation 
of women III polItIcal controversy has accelerated the process of emancipa
tion .. There are other influences at work, too. Indians who have been 
abroad for educational or other purposes and have mingled in a society where 
both sexes stand on an equal footing return to this country with a new 
outlook on such matters. On their part and on the part of many of their 
countrymen who have never left India there is a growing demand for social 
accomplishments in their brides and a growing impatience with the conven
tions that stand in the way of their acquisition. One can, however, detect 
a certain hesitation or lack of enthusiasm-a grudging acquiescence, as it 
were-in the attitude of the more orthodox towards these modern tendencies. 
A Muslim correspondent from Orissa writes: "A girl of average family 
tries to live in a more up-to-date way than her antiquarian comrade. The 
imitation of false show of fashion, though not a healthy sign, is still an 
advancement nowadays". And again: " A record of the names of females 
as voters in the 'V"oters' list, although they never go to record their votes, is 
another healthy sign". The italics are mine, but one feels tHat the author 
would not have it otherwise. 

Depressed classes 10. The" depressed classes" form the subject of Appendix III of this 
::r~~~rimltbe report, and an attempt has been made there to explain the principles on 

which the castes included in this category have been determined and to 
€'stimate their numbers. The figure arrived at is just over 6-! millions. In 
Appendix IV the same course has been followed in respect of the " primitive 
tribes", and the grand total in their case comes to approximately 7 millions, 
or, if we include the Kurmi Mahtos of Chota Nagpur (whose origin and 
racial affinities are discussed in Appendix V), to 7! millions. The figureR 
quoted for the primitive tribes cover not only those persons who still follow 
their old tribal religions but also those who have become converts to 
Hinduism and Christianity; and there is some overlapping between the 
totals for the depressed classes and the aboriginal communities, inasmuch 
as nearly two million Hinduized aboriginals have been included in both 
categories. 

Classifloatlon of 
Hindus. 

Ten outstanding 
castes. 

11. In Provincial Table II, which will be found at the end of the 
Tables Volume, the Hindu population has heen classified as (1) Brahmans, 
(2) depressed classes, and (3) other Hindus; and separate statistics of each 
class have been given for every district and revenue thana in the province. 
" Other Hindus" in that table include aboriginals who returned their 

Brahmans 

Depressed Hindull ... 

Non.depressed Hinduized abori
ginals 

Other Hind us 

Total ... 

religion as Hinduism, except those 
2,100,000 treated as depressed. In the margin 
6,500,000 tbese statistics have been summariz€'d 

for the whole province, and the non· 
2,900,000 depressed aboriginals, returned as 

23,700,000 Hindus by religion, have also been 
35,200,000 distinguished. It will be seen that 

what may be roughly termed the 
" caste Hindus", other than Brahmans, comprise about two-thirds of the 
total Hindu population of the province. 

12. There are in Bihar and Orissa ten castes (or, more correctly, nine 

GonIa 
Brahman 
Santal 
Rurmi 
Rl1jput 

Roiri 
Chamar 
Dosadh 
Teli 
Rhandait 

3,455,141 
2,101,287 
1,712,133 
1,452,724 
1,412,440 

1,301,988 
1,296,001 
1,290,936 
1,210,496 
1,010,146 

castes and one tribe) which number 
over a million persons each. They are 
shown in the mar.gin in descending 
order of numerical strength. Between 
them, these ten communities tccount 
fpr some 16± million persons, or about 
~8.5 per cent of the provincial popu1a
tion. The J olahas, who are the only 
Muslim group for which statistics 
have been tabulated at the present 

census. fall just short of the million mark (983,843); but nearly one-quarter 
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.of the whole Mmilim population of Bihar and Orissa 18 included in this 
group. 

In point of numbers. the Goalas are in ~ class by themselves. The~' 
are most numerous in Bihar proper, and attain their maximum strength 
in the district of Darbhanga, where there are no less than 400.000 of them. 
Over three million Goalas reside in the natural divisions of North and Soutb 
Bihar, from which it may be inferred that in Chota Nagpul' they art' 
relatively few. In the five districts of the Orissa (administrative) division 
and the Feudatory States, their place is taken hy the Gauras- th(' Oriya 
equivalent of the noala ra8tc --who are oyer 890,OOn in number. P-ome 
idea of the lHlIlleril'Hl preponderan('e of these t-V-lO great castes may be 
gathered from the fad tlJHt, jn the provi11ce as a ,,,holt', OIle perRon out ('If 
every ten is either [l (loula or a Gaura. 

The Bwh mrInS, aR OIle would eXpt~ct, are distributed throughout the 
length and breadth of the pruvince, but are lesR numerous in Chota ~agplU' 
than elsewhere. Like the G02tlas, the? are at tbeir strongest in })arbhanga 
(321.382); and in that distriC't, as well as in ShahaLad and Balasore, they 
represent more than 10 per cent of the total population. But it will 
presently he seen that the Brahmallti of Darbhanga (and to a 1081=; e'{tellt the 
Bame is true of Shllhabad) include a f:lif proportion of person1=; ·who were 
formerly known as BaJlb:llls; and it is in the tbree coastal districts of Orissa 
that the proportion of old-time Brahmans is really highest The proportion 
iR lowest of all in Ranrhi, where only 0.7 per cent of the district population 
arc Brahmans. 

The distribution of the Santal..;; is diHcus . .:;ed in Appendix VI, which 
-also containp; some account of their hahits of migration and of their trillal 
customs. 

As explained jn Appendix V. the statistics for Kurmis inc1ude not (Jl11.r 
the Aryan caste of cultiv~torR and domestic serva.nts found mainly in Bihar 
proper, but 111so the Kurmi Mahtos of Chota ~agpur. In so far 3S' it is 
possible to disentangle these two communities, it ma,v be gaid that the fortner' 
numbers roughly 80U,OOIJ pt'rsons (of whom IJon,nno are contailled in the 
four districts of Patna, Muzaffarpur, Baran and Cbnmparan), and the latter 
something over 600,000 (half of whom are concentrated in the single district 
of Manbhum). 

More than 83 per rent of the RajJ1uts in the province were f'mlmerateu 
in the natural divisions of 1'; orth aJl(l South Bihar. Their ~tI'Ollghr)lrls 
par e.l'cpllence arc Snran and Shahabad: in both these districts thp,V clai.m 
just ahove 10 per cent of the total popnlation, and in Lhe two rombincll 
there art' 01'("1' 450,O(J!) pC'Y'<::;ont'l llclol1ging to thi:=; e[\'ste. Tn the Ol'iYll
speaking tracts they nrc fe\,' and far between, t11eir pla{'(' heing tak('n' to 
some extent by the Khandaits of that locality. The Khandaits, howflYPf, 
are a rather more catholic community than the Raj puts-although, jf 
present tendC'ncieR develop, the re-pntation of the Rajputs for cathol icity 
will not lag behind for long. Among the distinctive Oriya castes the 
Khandaits are nowadays the most numerous of a1]. They 'embrace more 
than 10 per cent of the total population south of Singh bh llID , and in Cuttack 
district one person out of every four is a member of the Khandait caste. 

The Koi1'is, Chamar.~ and D_osadhs ali flourish mainly in Bihar proper, 
th~ugh they are p~e~ent In relatIvely small numbers in Chota Nagpur also. 
Or~ssa h~s no KOlrJS or DOf'ladp.s. and t?e. small community of Chamars 
reSIdent III that part of the' prC'v1nce are dlstmct from the Chamal's of Bihar 
,and follow other occupations. 

The Teli caste is fairly numerous in all parts of Bihar and Orissa. 
Numerically it is strongest in ]\{uzaffarpur district (JOO,280), hllt in 
Hazaribagh it represents a higher proportion of the district populatjon 
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(4.3 per cent) than anywhere else. There are more than 20 000 Telis in 
every district of the province except Singhbhum (12,188) and Angul (3,790). 

13. _Tn vie~ of the question whether the Oriya-speaking tracts should 
bt; CO?-stitute~ Into a separate province of Orissa, and, if so, whether the 
dlstr!-ct of Smghbhum or any part thereof should be included in the new 
provIllce, the return of. castes in Singhbhum received special attention at 
the present census. ThIS matter is dealt with in Appendix VII. 

14. A list is given in the margin of the main castes and tribes which 
Caste or tribe. Percentage of have increased their numbers by more 

increase. than 15 per cent during the last 
Rajwar 25.2 decade. The general rate of increase 
~~:ya 23.6 for the population of the province a& 
Khandait ~;:: a whole being 11.5 per cent, it follows 
Kolta 20.6 that these particular communities 
Kewat 19.8 (fifteen in numbeI'~ have gained ground 
Munda 19.6 in comparison with the rest of the 
~:~ar i~:~ population. It should be pointed out 
Hajj am 18.7 that the percentages of increase are not 
iiI) in every case calculated on the total 
Jolaha 18.6 strength of the raste or tribe concerned, 17.0 
[(haria 16.8 but on its strength in those localities-
~ant~l i~': for. which comparative figures are-

aurl ... .... avallable for the last three censuses. 
The subsidiary table at the end of the chapter shows which those localities
are. In. gen~ral, howey-er, the variation in the total strength of any given 
commulllty wIll approXImate very closely to the variation here shown . 

. The primitive tribes figure conspicuously III the list of cOn:u:Uunities 
whICh have recorded a big increase in numbers. There are two main 
reasons for this. In tbe .first place, the aboriginals are generally 
supposed to be more prohfic than the Aryan races, or at any rate 
more hardy. (The vital statistics for the Chota Nagpul' plateau suggest 
that the rapid growth of population in that locality since 1921 is due more 
to a specially low death-rate than to an exceptionally high rate of births.) 
Secondly, the strength of these tribes has been materially increased bv the 
return to their homes of a large number of persons who emigrated to Assam 
and Bengal during the dark days before the previous census. These two
factors would probably account for the whole of the increases achieved by 
the Mu.ndas, Savars, Hos, Kharias and Santals.> Table XVIII shows that, 
in the case of each of these five tribes, the growth of numbers in the 
Feudatory States h~s ?een particularly str~king, and it. seems possi?1e 
that there is somethmg III the nature of a definIte movement In that dIrectIon 
from the British districts. \"Among the tribes which may still most justly 
be termed " primitive", tlie only two major communities which have not 
gained ground appreciably a!e the Oraons and-the Khonds The ~ercentage 
of increase for the former IS 12.5, and for the latter 10.l. WIth regard 
to the Oraons, the explanation is that in the Orissa States it is difficult 
to distinguish between t~em and the Ii is.an,,~ QI; Naqesias, another Dr~vidia.n 
tribe found principally III the states o~ Bamr~ Gangpur and Bona!'. !.O It 1S 

said that in this locality at. least, the two tribes are really one and the samf'~ 
, Anyhow, the marginal statement' 

ORISSA STATCS. !{}3). 1921. 1911. shows c1early that(for the last twent.y 
Oraan 73,020 -76,236 87,064 years the Kis<1ns in the Orissa State's 
Kisap. ~3,219 38.0813 11,666 have been rapidly forging ahead at 

the expense of the Oraons; and, 
whereas'since the last census the Oraons might normally have expected an 
addition of about 12,000 to t.heir numbers in this locality, they have 
act,uRlly sufIered a loss of over 3,000. This circumstance substantially 
affects their rate of progress in the province as a whole.' So far as the 
Khonds are concerned, their relatively slow progress is due to a set-b<\ck in 
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the district of Sambalpur, where t!::_air number has deur(~ased by 4,616 since 
] 921. The reason for this is not obvious, but it may be mentioned that in 
the decade 1911-21 there was a surprising rise of over 6,000 (or nearly 
50 per cent) in the number of Kbonds in tbis particular district, and it 
seems possible that there was some misclassifiC'ation at the previous census. 

There is no doubt that the remarkable increase of over 25 per cent 
recorded by the Rajwars is due largely to vagaries of classification. The 
Rajwars are a semi-aboriginal community, now completely Hinduized. It 
is said that many Bhuiyas prefer nowadays to call themselves Rajwars, 
and it is significant that the districts which are primarily responsible for 
the boom in H.ajwars (namely, Gaya and Manbhurn) contain Bhuiyas in 
plenty. There are other desigllatiom; under which the Bhuiya sometimes 
elects to conceal his identity. The more prosperous and advanced among 
them aspire to Rajput status. Others have taken to returning themselves 
as Gbatwars. When the slips of Bhagalpur district were originally sorted 
at the present census, only 5,000 and odd Bhuiyas were discovered, although 
for the past fifty years their number in that district had always been 
between 20,000 and 30,000. At the Rame time the Ghatwars, who in 1921 
had numbered less than 5,000, were found to have jumped to over 23,000. 
In this particular instance the latter were re-classified under their old name, 
as there was no doubt what had really happened; but as a rule such re
classification cannot he carried out. Thus, in the Santal Parganas there 
has been a decrease since 1921 of 11,241 in the number of Bhuiyas, coming 
on top of a decrease of 35,624 III the previous decade; but it cannot be said 
with confidence what has happened to them. In the province as a whole 
Bhuiyas are more numerous by 8.1 per cent than they were at the previous 
census, the rate of growth being distinctly below the average. And they 
are only 1.1 per cent, more numerous than they were at the beginning of the 
century. 

Ban-iya is more a generic name of various trading castes than a true 
caste name, and its use in the census sehedules is discouraged as much as 
possible. There is therefore little significance in the fact that the number 
of so-called Baniyas has risen hy 2;).6 per cent. In 1911-2] there- was 
a gain of 26.2 per cent in the same category, while in 1901- -11 there was 
a loss of 26.9 per cent. In individual districts the fluctuations are even 
more violent. Six districts have shown increases of over 100 per cent in 
the last decade. On the other hand Cuttack, which in 1921 returned more 
Baniyas than any other district in the province, has recorded a fall from 
21,000 to 8,000, and there have been similar abrupt falls in other localities. 
It need hardly be said that the total number of Baniyas shown in the easte 
table (220,000) gives no idea of the real strengtb of the Hindu trading castes 
of the province. 

There has been an abnormally large incre?-sc (~2.8 per cent) in the 
number of Doms, but against thifl must be set tIle fact that with the [Jaris 
the increase (6.7 per cent) is much below the average. There is always some 
difficulty in classifying the scavenging castes owing to the tendency of tbe 
t'cumerators to use the indeterminate word" mehtar ". But ever since the 
beginning of the century Haris are becoming proportionally fewer and Dams 
more numerous. Halalkhors and Lalbe(,is are also tabulated as separate 
castes, but hardly any returns were obtained under the latter designation. 
Halalkhors are confined to Bihar proper. 

Mention has been made in an earlier paragraph of the desire of the 
r ha;;as to improve their Hocial status by converting themselves into 
]( Iwndaits, and the census returns indicate that they have met with no 
little success in this ambition. "\Vhile Khandaits have increased by 22.4 
per cent, (_ ~hasas have remained almost stationary. This transfer from the 
pne caste to the other is not a new development. In the previous decade 
when there was a slight loss in th£' general population, the Khandaits added 
~ubstantially to their numbers (-;-7.2 per cent), and the Chasas declined 
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by as much as 10.5 per cent. The resul~'lS that the latter, who in 1911 were 
the largest of the distinctive Oriya castes, have now dropped to the third 
place, and the Khandaits are far more numerous than any other community 

in that part of the world. Comparative 
1931. 1911. figures for the three outstanding Oriya 

Khandait 1,006,000 767,000 castes are given in the margin. It is 
g~~:: ... ... ~~~:g~~ ~!~:bgg in Puri district that the .last decade has 

seen the most startlmg turn-over. 
Chasas in that locality have fallen from 269,000 to 231,000 and Khandaits 
have increased from 34,000 to 112,500. 

No special reason can be assigned for the rapid expansion of the Koltas, 
an Oriya caste of cultivators whose habitat is Sambalpur district and the 
Orissa states. In the previous decade also they had distinguished them
selves by adding more than 10 per cent to their numbers at a time when the 
majority of castes were losing ground . 

...... 
, The Kewats and Mallahs are the t-vv'O principal fishing castes, but there 
are other minor ones, such as the Surahiyas, Gonrhis, Malos, Chains, Binds, 
and Tiyars. There is usually a tendency to use the term "Mallah " in 
describing persons who really belong to one of the other cognate castes, and 
this -was held responsible in 1921 for the exceptionally high increase in the 
number of :Th.lallahs (14.7 per cent) and the substantial drop (6.7 per cent) 
in the number of Kewats. At the present census it would appear that the 
latter caste has recouped the loss thus sustained--which circumstance, 
coupled with a normal rate of natural growth, would account for the increase 

of 19.8 per cent achieved by them~\ 111 
1~11 ... ... ... 62,000 Cuttack district the fluctuations ih the 
1921 48,500 number of Kewats have been specially 
Hl31 78,500 marked, as the marginal figures show. 

,. \The Pans record an increase of 19.1 per cent, but this does not fully 
compensate them for the loss of 23.4 per cent suffered at the previous census. 
Gandas, Chiks and Sawasis are apt to be confused with Pans, and some. 
times Pans endeavour to pass themselves off as Tanti~)\It is worthy of notE 

-that the Ganda8, who in 1921 showed an unexpected' increase, have on thE 
present occasion failed to keep pace with the general rate of growth~ 
probably some of the 1921 Gandas appear as Pans in 1931. ..... 

There has been an astonishing jump from 2,670 to 24,936 in the number 
of Hajjams in Manbhum district. Elsewhere the increase in this caste is 
only slightly above normal, but is of some interest as indicating that their 
claim to Brahmanic origin has bad no appreciable effect on the returns. 

Castes which 15. Among the major castes there are only eight which have failed 
halle lost ground. to record an increase of at least 8 per cent during the last ten years. These 

are shown in the margin. The general 
rate of increase for the province as a 
""hole being 11.5 per cent, these castes 
have relativ-ely lost ground since the 
last census was taken. In discussing 
the probable explanations of the 
abnormally rapid growth of certain 
other castes, we have incidentally dis
covered why the Chasas and Haris have 
fallen behind the race. Some attempt 
may now be made tt;> account for the 

Babha.n 

Dbanuk 
Qhasa 

Kahat 
Karan 
Kandu 
lioiri 

Han 

Percentage of 
variation. 
-8.5 

+1.5 
+2.8 

+4.6 

+5.1 

+5.2 
+5.4 

+6.7 

failure of the othel' six----.cofrnfiunities to' keep pace with the rest of the 
population. 

(The Bablians are the emly llmnerb'us caste ih the province to record ali 
actual decrease iIi their·rfumbers. This in itself is a remarkable fact, for 
which it would be probaoly difficult to find. a precedent; and the loss sustained, 

,.-
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by the Babham; themselves is unreal, being caused by a wholesale trans
ference to the Brahman community. :FoI' many years now the claim of this 
caste to the alternative designation of " Bhumihar Brahman" has been 
rccognizcd, and at each successive census determined (and increasingly 
successful) attempts have been made by them to shed the qualifying epithet"~ 
The localities in which the Babhans are most numerous are five out of the 
six districts of North Bihar (Purnea being excluded) and the four South 
Bihar districts. The following statement shows the actual number of 
Babhans and Brahmans enumerated in these nine districts in 1931, and 
compares the present position with that found a generation ago:-
- -------

lfrznhan8. Hrrzhm{lns. VlIriati'l1l per cent (1111)1 31) in--
District. 

'fotal 
1931. 1901. 1931. 1\)01. populu- Babhans. Brahmans. 

tlOn. 
- - -- --

Patna 10G,743 113,655 
I 

58,S6G 38,849 I t 13·li8 1)·08 +50·75 
Guya 11;4,731 163,108 74,297 64,350 +15·84 + 1·00 +15·46 
Shahabad Ij 1,176 82,3::-14 I 199,544 207,071 --r 1·71 -25·t)l 3·63 
Saran fJ5.422 106,098 170,875 184,322 t 3·21 -10·06 - 4·04 
Champarau 5;},161 52,453 91,941 84,94,9 1+19,84 ~ 1·:~3 + H·,):n .... J 

M uzaffarllur 1(55,44(J 200,085 130,927 99,179 -+- 6·71 -17·:n -+-32·01 
Darbhanga 49,065 15 !,345 321,382 197,967 , 8·70 -68·21 --r 62 ·34 -, 
Mflnghyr 138,742 188,959 113,285 60,353 +10·48 -26·58 +-87·70 
Bhagalpur 16,857 37,973 109,722 7(j,53~ r li·97 -55·61 +43·37 

In 1901 the Babhans in all these districts taken together outnumbered 
the Brahmans by some 85,500; to-day the Brahmans have a numeri(.;ai 
superiority of 425,000. Assnming an equal rate of natural growth by botll 
these communities, there has been a t~ansfer of more than 225,OUO persons 
from Babhan to Brahman in the course of the last thirty years, and one 
persoll out of every four who was returned as a Babhan in 1901 is now 
shown as Brahman. The process has been carried to an extreme length in 
the district of Dal'bhanga, where over a lakh of Babhans (or two out vf 
every three in the district) have achieved this transformation. Bhagalpur} 
Monghyr and Shahabad come next in order, hu.t to a greater or less degree 
the same process has been going on in every district. During this last decade 
there has been no slackening in the tide of transfer. Of the nine districts 
mentioned above Saran is the only one that does not show an actual decrease 
ill the number of Rabhans since 1921, and in Saran their rate of growth 
(4 per cent) is well below the general rate. In Bhagalpur there has been a 
decrease of 10,500, or nearly 40 per- cent, in the Babhan community. III 
Darbhanga the' deerease is over 22,OOn, or one of 30 per cent; in Monghyr 
:37,(JOU, or 0\ er 20 PPl' cent; while Muzaffarpur and Shahabad record 
decreases of about 13 per cent each. There has, however, been a substantial 
increase in the number of Babhans in localities where they are less plentiful, 
such as Hazarihagh, the Santal Parganas, Purnea, Manbhum and Palamau. 

The Dhl.ln1tk.~· have remained almost stationary. This is reported to be 
due mair.ly to the fact that they covet the name and status of " Jaiswar 
Kurmis," and some of them succeeded in getting themselves returned 
accordingly. This particular movement appears to be strongest in the 
districts of Bhagalpur. Monghyr and Purnea, all of which show an actual 
decrease, albeit not very pronounced, in the number of Dhanuks. 

The Kahars are another caste whose rcal strength is obscured by their 
social ambitions. Reference has already been made to the insistent claim 
of the Rawani Kahars to recognition as " Chandrabansiya Kshatriyas ". 
It seems that other Bub-castes, more modest in their aspirations, join with 
the Dhanuks in cleC'ting to call themselves" Jaiswar Kurmis ". The net 
result of all this is that, despite every effort to keep the caste returns 
intelligible and free from ambiguity, a substantial number of Kahars must 
have been misclassified. In Saran particularly their number has dropped 
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abr~ptly . from about 301.500 to about 11,000, and in Champaran too the 
declme .. IS substantial. Incidentally, we may take note here of the 
probabIlIty that the ranks of the K urmi caste, which aspires to Rajput 
status, wo~ld have been depleted more seriously than they]lave been, but for 
the accretIOn of these 'Kahars and Dhanuks. What the K'urmis have lost 
on the swings they have gained on the roundabouts. 

The Karans have incr.eased their numbers ?y.5.1 per cent, which, though 
less than half the rate pf Increase for the provmce as a whole, is exactly the 
sa~e as the general rate for the coastal districts of Orissa, where they are 
cbIefly found. There are, however, a few Karans in the Orissa states, and 
~alf the total increase has occurred in this locality. For some reason that 
IS n?t clear, the number of Ka;rans in Cuttack district (57,000) has remained 
statIOnary, If the correspondent who relates that Khandaits are in the 
ha~it of " trying to pass themselves off as Karans " is correctly informed, 
theIr efforts do not appear to have been rewarded with a great deal of 
success. 

It i;:; not altogether easy to account for the relatively small progres! 
made by tJ:18 Kand1ls .. It is however relevant to bear in ~ind that they are 
strongest In No.rt~ BIhar, where th~ genera~ rate of increase is distinctly 
below the provIncIal average. No mformatlOn has been received that the 
Kandus are dissatisfied with their present nomenclature, but it is quite 
poss~b~e. that t.hey are not immune from the prevailing fashion, and this 
posslbllIty derIyes .support from the fact their numbers have decreased in 
Saran, the district in which the agitation for bigger and better caste-names 
has caused more dislocation of ,the census returns than anywhere else. There 
have also bee~ slight decreases in Da.rbhanga, Purnea and the Santal 
Parganas. 

In 1he case of the Koiris, or Kushwaha Kshatriyas, there is little doubt" 
that misclassification is responsible for the lost ground. Patna is the only 
district in which they actually number less than they did in 1921, but over 
the greater part of Bihar the increases recorded are disproportionately low. 

16. It will be clear from the foregoing analysis that the most common 
explanation of the different rates of progress recorded by the various castes 
is to be found in divergencies of classification from census to census. A 
secondary cause can often be distinguished, namely, that certain castes reside 
for the most part in areas where the general conditions are particularly 
favourable (or unfavourable, as the case may be) to a rapid growth of 
population. Other factors are undoubtedly at work" such as the social 
customs prevailing in the different communities with regard to such matters 
as child-marriage, the re-marriage of widows, and so forth. But the 
complications introduced by transfers from one caste to another are so great 
that it is exceedingly difficult 'to arrive at any reliable conclusions about the 
effect of these other factors. In one respect, however, there appears to 
be scope for legitimate inference. Considering the large number of castes 
that have been striving for some time past, and not altogether without 
success, to identifv themselves with either the Brahmans or the Raj puts, 
one would expect· to find that these two communities are increasing in 
number much more rapidly than the average rate. But this is not the 
case. During the last decade the percentage?f increase a.mon.g the Br~hma~s 
was 11.8. and among the Rajputs 12.3-nelther of WhICh IS materIally In 
excess of the provincial average of 11.5. per cent. To go further back, 
at the beginniner_ of the century 48 persons In every thousand were Brahmans, 
and to-d!1Y the number has risen to 50 only. In the case of the Rajputs 
the proportion during the same period has actually f~llen from 35 to 33. 
Now it has already been seen that in the course of these 30 years no less 
than 225,000 Babhans-not to mention any other caste-have turned 
themselves into Brahmans. If we exclude these, the number of Brahmans 
is greater by some 124,000 than it was a generation ago,. and this repres~nts 
an increase of only 7.1 per cent, whereas the populatIOn of the provmce 
as a whole has increased by 17 per cent. The inference seems to be justified 
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that the natural rate of growth amongst Brahmans is exceptionally low. 
The same applies to the Rajputs. Even with the extraneous assistance 
of the parrenus they have lost ground in the laRt thirty years. It is 
doubtless true that the whole of the IORS suffered by the lower casteR is not 
appropriated by the higher ones, because (as mentioned earlier in this 
chapter) the rendering of the newly-adopted name in the census schedules 
is sometimes quite unintelligible to tbe slip-copyist or the sorter, with the 
result that it remains entirely unclassified. But there can be no doubt 
that the numbers of the Rajputs have actually been swelled by this means 
to a considerable extent. There is no other reasonable explanation for the 

I-IltjPlltll. 

Orissa states 

Singhbhum 

Pmnea 

Santal Parganas 

l\Ionghyr 

11l81. 

3(1,254 

12,977 

55,106 

21,200 

variations shown in the margin, which 
represent illore:u,es of from 25 to 300 

12,488 per cent. Similar increases are not 
found in localities where orthodox 

1921. 

5,196 
32,039 Rajputs are strongly entrenched and 
16,302 look with disfavour on the aspirations 
50,840 of the other castes. In Shahabad, 
63,724 Saran, Muzaffarpur and Gaya the 

rate of increase varies from 0.6 to 8 
per cent, and one may suspect that in these districts there was a fair 
proportion of Rajput enumerators who exercised a strict censorship over 
the entries in the caste column. 

Patna 

7l,m5 

R1,077 

17. It is not easy to distinguish Europeans and the like from EUl'opean~ and 
Anglo-Indians in the census returns. At the present census 6,389 persons Anglo-IndJans. 

were classed as belonging to European or allied races, this number being 
almost exactly the same as thoRe recorded in 1921 and 1911. Anglo-Indians 
on the other hand have increased during the last ten yea.rs from 4,134 to 
6,638, and are now slightly more numerous than the Europeans. 'fable 
XIX distinguishes between Europeans who are British Rubjects and those who 
an' not, and 714 persons in all were returned in the latter category. The 
birthplace table suggests that something over 300 of these are natives of 
continental Europe, and about 200 are Americans. 9] persons gave 
Armenian as their mother-tongue. The following table gives Rome idea of 
the distribution of the European and alli£'d races (excluding Anglo-Indians) 
between the various districts of the province-

Below 50 jO-IOO. 100-300. 300 and <)ver. 

Shahabad. Gaya. Raran. Patna. 

Balasore. Bhagalpur. ('hamparan. Moughyr. 

Angul. Pnrnea. l\I uzaffarpnr. Santa: Parganaf". 

Pt:ri. Cllttul'k. Darbbanga. Ranchi. 

Sambalpnr. Huml ihagh. !lfan'JllJll1. 

Palamau. Fendatory States. l-5ing-hbhum. 

In Patna and Singhbhum their number is a little over a thousand, and 
in. Manbhum it is a . little undrr.. The regiment of British infantry at 
Dmapur, coupled WIth the relatrvely large number of European officialR 
and their families at the headquarters of the Government, accounts for the 
concentl'ation of Europeans jn Patna district. In Man bhullJ and 
Singhbhum it iti due to industrial interests. The railway workshops and 
toba;cco factory at Monghyr employ a good. ma~y Europeans and Anglo
Indlans, and the latter wlll also be found III faIr numbers in the various 
railway settlements throughout the province. 
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VARIATION IN AOTUAL AND PROPORTIONA'fE STRENGTH OF CERTAIN CASTES, ETC., SINCE 1901. 

C.l.STE, TRIBE Oll 
LOOlLI-rY.* 

PEOBONS (000'. omitted), PEROBNrAGE OF VAnU.TION'. NUMBER PER MILLE OF TOT.4.L 

R.l.OB, pnOVlliOU.~ POI'ULA.TIOl(. 

1931. 1921, 1911, 1901. 1921,1931. 1911·1921. 1901·1911, 1901·1931. W31. 1921, 1911, 1001, 

1 2 3 4- 5 6 'i 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

B.I.:B1U.'N .. , .. , Whnle province, except Orissa Divi· 896 979 1,130 1,142 -8'5 -13'4- -1'1 -21'5 21 26 20 sion and Feudatory States, 31 
BANlYA. .. , .. , Whole province .. , 220 178 141 193 +23'G +26'2 -26'9 +14'0 G 6 " 6, 

BUill ... .. , Whole province .,' .. , 364 319 324 304 +14'1 -1'5 +6'6 +W'7 9 S 8 8 
BAUBI .. , .. San tal Parganas, 

Manbhum, 
Cuttack, Puri and 311 270 287 279 +16'2 -6'9 +2'9 +11'5 'I 7 - 7 8' 

BHANDARI .. , Orissa Division and Orissa States ... 120 III 117 102 +8'1 -5'1 +14'7 +17'6 3 3 3 3· 

lIHUJYA. .. , ' .. Whole province .. , .. , G26 679 664 619 +8'1 -12'S +7'3 +1'1 15 15 17 17-

llHUMIJ .. , .. , Cnttack, ]Jalasore, Manbhum, Singh· 272 240 272 244 +13'3 -11'S +11'5 +11'5 6 6 7 7 bhum and Feudatory Stotes, 
BUHMAN .. , , .. Whole province ... .. ' 2,101 1,879 1,765 1,752 +11'8 +7'1 +0'2 +19'9 60 49 46 48 

OIlAMAR .. , .. , Whole province ' .. .. , 1,296 1,147 1,114 1,069 +13'0 +3'0 +4,2 +21'2 31 30 29 29' 

C'UBA .. , .. , Ol'issa Division and Orissa States _", 778 757 846 763 +2'8 -10'5 +10'9 +2'0 18 20 a3 2l. 

DHAliU:S: ' .. .. , Whole province, except Orissa Divi· 54'1 639 572 579 +1'5 -5'8 -1'2 -6'5 13 a 15 16-
sion .nd Feudatory States, 

DHOBI .. , .. , Whole province . ' .. , .. 414 378 377 367 +9'6 +0'3 +5'6 +16'0 10 10 10 10-

DOM .. ' .. , Whole province ... ,,, 269 alII 242 171 +22'8 -1)'5 +41'5 +57'3 6 6 G 6· 

DOBA.DH .. , .. , Whole province, except Orissa Divi· 
sion .md Feudatory States, 

1,291 1,168 1,189 1,145 +10'6 -1'8 +3'8 +12'8 38 31 31 311 

GAliDA ... .. , Somb.lpur and Orissa States ..' 246 225 212 190 +9'3 +6'1 +11'6 +29'5 6 6 6 5· 

GAU ... .. , '" Orissa Division and Orissa States .. ' 831 747 710 677 +11'2 +5'3 +4'0 +22'7 20 20 18 19 

GOALA .. ' , .. Whole province, except Orissa Divi· 3.455 3,181 3,233 3,130 +8'G -1'6 +3'3 +10'4 82 84 84 86 
sion and Feu.datory States, 

GOND .. , ,,, SambalpUI, Ranchi, Singhbhum and 25G 234 234 212 +9'4 .. , +10'4 +20'8 6 6 6 6 
Orissa States, 

RuaM , .. .. , Whole province, except Orissa Divi· 457 386 387 376 +18''1 -0'5 +2'9 Hl'5 11 10 10 10 
sian and Fendatory States, 

HAm ,., .. , Bhagalpur Division, Cutloek, 111 104 116 117 +6'7 -10'3 -0'9 -6'1 3 3 3 3' Balasore, Angul, Puri, lIIanbhum 
and Orissa States, 

Ho .. , . " Singhbhum and b'eudatory States ... 623 441 420 383 +18'6 +5'0 +9'7 +36'6 12 12 11 10 

JOLJ.IlA .. , , .. Whole province ... ," 981 841 826 794 +11'0 +1'8 +4'0 H3'9 23 22 21 23 

KAIlA.ll .. , .. , Whole province, except Orissa Divi, 
sian and l!'eudatory States, 

52!!' 501 524 614 '+4'6 -4'4 +1'9 +1'9 12 13 14 14 

KAM.!.R , .. .. , Whole province ... '" 533 476 480 455 +12'0 -0'8 +3'2 + l4'6 13 13 12 13 

KA'NDl1.A .. , .. , Orissa Division and Orissu States ," 155 142 165 231 +9'2 -8'4 -33'9 -32'9 4 4 4 G 

KAliDu .. , , .. Whole province, except Orissa Divi· 50G 481 5D3 495 +6'2 -4'4 +1'6 +2'2 12 13 13 14-
sian and Feudatory States, 

KARAN .. , .. , Orissa Division and Orissa States .. , 146 138 146 142 +5'1 -5'5 +2'8 +2'1 3 4 4 4 • 

KAYASTIl .. , .. , Whole provh)ce ... ... 383 344 348 363 +11'3 -1'1 -4,1 +5'5 9 9 9 10' 

KEWAT .. , .,' Whole province ... .., 4'11 393 421 408 +19'8 -6'7 +3'2 +16'4 11 10 11 11 

KJlANDAIT .. , Orissa Division snd Orissa States ... l,OOG 822 767 692 +22'4 +7'2 +10'8 +45'4 24 22 20 191 

KIlARIA .. , ... Sambalpur, Ranchi. Manbhum, 146 125 134 10~ +lG'8 -6'7 +31'4 +43'1 3 3 3 3'. 
Singhbhull1 and Orissa States, 

KHOND .. ' .. , Angul, Puri, Sn,lIJDalpur and Orissa 31G 287 303 248 +10'1 -6'3 +22'2 +37'4 7 8 8 7' 
States, 

KOI1tI .. , , .. Whole province, except Orissa Divi· 1,302 1,235 1,280 1,246 +5'4 -3'5 +2'7 +4'5 31 33 33 34' 
sian and Feudatory States, 

KOLU .. , ", Sambalpur and Orissa States ' .. 1M 136 123 113 +20'6 +10'6 +8'8 +45'1 4 4. 3 3 

KuMIlAR .. .. , Whole province ... .. , 599 529 513 483 +13'2 +3'1 +6'2 +24,0 14 H 13 13 

KunMI ... .. , ·"\Yhole province, except Orissa 1,453 1,315 '1,312 
Division. 

1,228 +10'5 +0'2 +6'8 +18'3 34 35 34 34 

MA.Ll .. . " Whole province .. ' .. 1G7 148 140 141 +12'8 +6'7 -0'7 +18'4 4 4. 4- 4. 

MALLAH .. , .. , Whole province, except Orissa 4GO 413 360 365 +11'4 +14'7 -1'4 +26'0 11 11 9 10 
Division and feudatory Stlttes, 

MrNDA .. ' .. , Whole province .. .. , 550 460 491 368 +19'6 -6'3 +33'4 +49'5 13 12 13 10 

MUS.l.HA.ll ,,, ... Whole province, except Orissa Divi· 790 635 627 597 +13'4 +1'3 +0'0 +20'6 17 17 16 16 
sion, Singhbhum and Feudatory 
States, 

OU.ON .. , , .. Whole province ... . .. 637 666 687 440 +12'5 -3'0 +30'7 +41'9 15 15 15 12 

PAll" ... .. , Orissa Division, Ranchi, Singhbhum 418 351 458 413 +19'1 _23'4 +10'0 +1'3 10 9 12 11 
and Orissa States, 

PASI ", ." Whole province, except Orissa Divi- 172 160 160 141 +14''7 .. , +6'4 +22'0 4 4- 4 4 
sian. Ranchi and Feudatory States, 

R.l.1PUT , .. .., Whole province ... .. 1,412 1,257 1,240 1,293 +12'3 +1'4 -4'0 +9'3 33 33 32 35 

RUWAR , .. . .. Patna Division, CThota Nagpur 
Division and Santal Porganjls, 

13!!, 107 ...... 130 124 +25'2 -17'7 +4'8 +8'1 3 3 3 3 

SANTAL ... .., Whole province ... '" 1,712 1,477 1,407 1,298 +15'9 +6'0 +8'4 +31'9 40 39 37 36 

SA-VAR .. , ., . Cutt"ck, Puri, Sambalpur .,ld Orissa 241 203 214 207 +18'7 -5'1 +3'4 +16'4 6 6 6 6 
States, 

TANTI .. , ... Whole province , .. '" G90 602 613 620 +14'6 -1'8 -2'6 +9'7 16 16 16 17 

TELl .. , .. , Whole provinee ." ... 1,£10 1,077 1,072 1,039 +12'3 +0'5 +3'2 +1S'5 29 2S 28 98 

EUROPEANS, ETO. ... WhoJe province ... .. , G'!!, S'3 0'3 5'6 +l'G '" +14'5 +16'4 0'15 0'17 0'16 0'1. 
Briti8h subjects ", ...... 0'7 5'7 6'6 4'9 '" +1'8 +14'3 +16'3 0'18 0'15 0'15 0'13 

Others '" 
...... 0'7 0'6 0'7 0'6 +16'7 -14'3 +16'7 +16'7 0'02 0'02 0'09 0'09 

ANGLO·INDI.!.NB , .. Whole province ... .. , 6'6 4'1 3'4 2'9 +Gl'O +20'6 +17'2 +127'0 0'16 0'11 0'09 0'08 

/ 

*In order to exhibit comparative figures which wonld not be misleading, the figures throughout this table have necessarily ~en confined to those lecalities (mentioned in. 
1)olumn 2) in which the various castes were tabul.ted both ill 1931 and in three previous censuses, ~ 



DIstrIct, SnbdiVlSlon 
or State 

(wIth total population). 

l'ATIiA ••• 
(1,846,474) 

v-GAYA •• 
(2,3bd,482) 

8nAHHAD 
(1,00&,480) 

-SUAN 
(2,486,488) 

OI£.U{P.A.IIAN 
(2,145,687) 

MUZAFFHPUR 
(2,041,025) 

1DARBH.lNGA 
(3,106,094) 

1dONGuyn 
(2,287,154) 

IBRAGALPn 
(2,234632) 

,PVBlfltA-
Bodr and Araria 
(1,625,906) 

KIsh.nganl 
(580,577) 

BAlfTAL PUGANAB
Deoghar 
(3406,948) 
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STATISTICAL KEY TO SOCIAL MAP OF BIHAR AND ORISSA. 
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APPENDIX I-concluJed. 

DIstrict, SubdIvIsion 
Number of Percentage DIstrict, SUbdivIsIon Number 01 

or Stll.te Commulllty. p(~gg:~s of tot"l or Sta,te Commumty. 
persons Percentage 

(000'. of total 
(wIth total populatIOn). omItted), populatIon (WIth total populatIOn), omitted). populatIOn, 

3 4 2 4 

Bargarh PrImItIve 1 Tlbes- Dh"lbhum PrtmltIve Tnbes-
(637,406) Recently converted (3114,5;5) Tnbal rehUton. 94 24 

HlIldus- Recently converted 35 9 
Depressed classes 17 3 Hmdus-
Other Htndus 510 95 Depressed classes 67 17 

Other Hwdus 170 43 

MuslllI:s 20 C> 

H..lZABIB..lGlI- Others Sadr lind GIridlh PrImItive Tnbes-
(1,278,463) Tnbal rehgtan8 133 10 

Recently converted 22 2 
Hllldus-

15 Depressed classe8 195 ORISSA SUTllS-
Other Htndus 776 61 MayurbhanJ PrtmltIve Tnbes-

12 
(889,603) Recently converted 377 43 

Mushms 150 Hmdus-
Depressed classes 140 17 
Other HIndus 350 39 

Chatrll HlIldus-
91 38 

(238,874) Depressed classes 
Other Hwdlts 124 52 NIIgm PrimItIve Tnbes-

22 
(68,594) Recently converted 13 

Mushms Hmdus-
Depressed c/as8e8 13 Hi 
Other HIndus ... 47 68 

:R.!.l!OlII-
PrImItIve Trlbes-Sadr 

(581,639) Tnbal reltglon8 109 19 KeollJhar ~ PrimItIve TrIbes-
Recently converted 180 31 (460,609) Tnbal reltgtons 81 18 

Hmdus- Recently converted 8 ~ 
Depressed classe8 28 5 Hllldus-
Other HIndus 206 35 Depressed classes 104 23 

65 n 
Other H wduB ... 266 58 

Jllushms 

Pal Lahara, Athmaillk, Prinntlve Trlbes-
Khuntl PrImItIve Trlbes- Bamra and RauakhoI. Tnbal reitUtOn8 4 1 

(373,800) Tnbal rel,gwn8 HO 32 (279,003) Recently converted 22 8 
Recently converted 118 32 Hllldu,-

Hmdus- Depressed classes 49 18 
Depressed claBses 23 6 Other HIndus ... 203 73 
Other HwduB 108 29 

DaspaUa and Baud Pnmltlve Tnbes-
Gumla alld Simdega PrnDltlve Trlbes- (178,650) Recently converted 28 16 
(6ll,710) Tnbal reltg,ons 139 23 Hmdus-

Recently converted 245 40 Depressed classe8 12 6 
Hllldus- Other Htndus .. 139 78 

Depre8sed classes 29 5 
Other H.ndus 189 31 

lIlusl!ms Sonpur 
(237,920) 

PrImItIve Tnbes-
Recently converted 

Hmdus-
Depressed c/as8e8 7 3 

l'ALAM..lU- Other H .ndu8 223 94 

badr PrImItIve I nbes-
(641,122) Trtbal rehglOn8 27 4 

Hllldus-
Depressed classes 178 28 Patnll Prmntlve Trlbes-
Other Htndus • 371 58 (566,924) Trtbal rehgwns 25 4 

Recently converted 33 6 
64 Jlll1shms 10 Hll1du<;J-

Depressed classes 13 2 
Other Hwdu8 .. 487 86 

Lateha! PrImItIve Tnbes- Others ... 
(177,614) Tnbal reiw.ons 39 22 

Recently converted 9 5 
Hmdus-

Depressed cla8se8 36 20 
Other Hlndu8 84 47 Kalahalldl PrImitIve Trlbes-

(513,716) Tnbal rehUlOns 71 14 
MuslIms 10 6 Recently converted 49 10 

Hlndus-
Depressed classes 101 20 
Other HIndus 291 57 

M..lI!BlIUM- PnmltlVe Tnbes-Sad! 
(1,289,798) Tribal rehgwns 44 3 

Recently converted 163 13 
Hmdus- Gangpll! and Bonal .. PnIDltlve Trlbes-

Depressed classes 298 23 (436,860) Trtbal relwwns 115 116 
Other H .ndm 725 66 Recently converted 85 20 

Hmdus-
1I1usl1ms 56 4 Depressed cla$se8 61 14 

Other H Ind,us 168 38 

Dhanb.d PrimItive lrtbes-
(521,092) TrIbal relIgIOns Ii5 11 

Recently converted 31 6 Athgarh, rajcher, Dhell- PrImItIve Trlbes-
Hmdus- kanal, Hmdol, Narslllgh- Recently converted 28 

Depre8sed classes III 21 pur, Baramba, Tlgula, Hmdus-
Other Htndus 267 51 Khandpara, Nayagarh and Depressed classes 113 14 

Ranpur, Other Hwdus ... 687 83 
Jllus]Jms 55 11 (833,506) 

SII!GlIlllIUM- -/ ClIOT.!. NAGPUR STATES-
badr PrHllltlve 'rr,bes- SaraJkela and Kharsawall PrImItive Tnbes-
(535,207) Trtbal rehgions 325 61 (186,622) q rlbal rellUwns 66 30 

Recently converted 32 6 Recently converted 21 11 
Hmdus- Hmdus-

Depressed classes 26 Depressed classes 27 15 
Other Hwdu8 143 27 Other HIndus 80 43 

MuslIms ,7 Musl!ms 



APPENDIX II. 

STATIS'l'ICA.L KEY TO LfNG nS'l'IC MAP OF BflIA.R AND ORISSA 

(in pooket of front cooer). 

N.n.-The peroentages in oolumn" are caloulateJ, in the case of mGthBr·tJnll'ue~, on the total p;pnlation of the locality. In the caBe of subsidiary 
languages, they Ilro oaloulated on tho number of llcraons speaking the relevant mothe,-tongue. Thus, in the Bank .. 8nbdi~iBiou of Bhaga,lpur district 
40 per oent. of the total populatIon of the subdivision apeak some tribal language as their mother-tongne ; and, out uf that number, 83 per cent. speak 
Hindusta',i as a subsidiary lango"ge. 

'Distrlnt. SubdiVll!liOlJ 
or State 

(with totalllopul.tion). 

-----1 

l'LTlIA ••. 
(I,MIl,474) 

GAYA ... 
(3,368.402) 

BIUllABAD 
(1,993,489) 

SAllAI! ... 
(2,48£,468) 

CllAMPAHN 
(2,145,681) 

MUZHPA.RPUR 
(2,941,026) 

DJ.DllRAN'G-' 
(3,166,004) 

:M.OllG"Y~-
Sa~r nnd llegn",rai 
(1,849,358) 

Jamni 
(437,706) 

BH!'GALPUIt.~ -
Sup.uI, Ma1hipura ~nd 

Sadr. 
(1,762,074,) 

IIanka 
(472,55M) 

iPUliNEA
Araria 
(514,167) 

Sadr and KishanganJ 
(1,672,376) 

:SAlI~AL PA1IGANAS
Deogbar 
(346,946) 

DUlllka 
(406,167) 

Mother.tongue 
and 

8ubsidiarlllanguuge. 

Hindustani 

.• , Hinllustani 

... Hindustan i 

.. Hindustani 

.• Hindust.ni 

... Hinllustam 

... Hindustani 

Tribal languages 

Hindustani 

Hindustani 

••• r( riblllla,uguageb 
HinibtBtalli 

llindu81111Ji 

Hinduhtam 

Tribal lan~nages 
Hindustani 

llengaU 
Hindustani 

Hindustani 

Triballanouages 

"Bengali 

Hindust.nl 

Trib.1Ian~uageB 
Bengal, 

"BengaIt 

Hindusumi 

Number ,. 
of 

speakers Percentage. I' 
(ooO's 

omitted). 

District, Subdivision 
or ~tate 

(with total population). 

1t!other·tongue 
and 

rubsidiarlllanl/Uage. 

- ---- 4 ,-- -- -1- ------- - -2 -- -

2.367 

2,1~6 

2,937 

3,164 

13 

424 

17 
14 

4~1 

612 

18 

14~ 
9 

1,468 

[;2 

11 
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240 
16 

46 

)7g 

lOll 

100 

I 
lOll I 

I 
I 

lO .. 1 

I 

nodda. 
(3~7,b01) 

.J.mta,. 
(24B,b5S) 

Rajmah.; 
l3~1,136) 

Pakaur 
1270,674) 

I C1l1HO~ (2,176,707) 
100 

I 
3

1 07 

I B1LAJ',ORK 
(990,600) 

99 I 
I 

4 1 
83 I 

n~ I 

I A~GUL
SIvtr 

1110 1 

(140,4;8) 

Khomlma18 
(H2.278) 

I 
PC'"Rr 

15 (1,035,1114) 

I 
SAMBALl't'U-

61 ~adr 
7 (:143,5:10) 

10 

38
1 

Triba: languages 

Beng.1i 

Hindustani 

Tribal Ian guages 
Benoali 

Bengali 

Hindustani 
Belluali 

Tribal languages .. 
Hindu8tani 

Bengali 

IlinduBt/llli 

Triball.ng"ages ... 

Bengali 

Hindu.tani 

" Ody. 

Hlrdmtani 
Orwu 

Tribal languages ." 
Oriya ... 

Oriy. 

Bf'ngaIi 
Oriya 

Ilindu~ta.ni 
Ori1l0 

·fyiball.nguageB 

Uriy. 

Trihull.ngllages 
Oriy" 

Oriy .... 

Oriy. 

Hindubtani 
Orl'va 

Triballangn •• es 
Ori1la 

Oriy. ... 

Hindm:tal'i 

Number 
of 

speakers Percentage, 
(OOO's 

omitted). 

135 

245 

100 
32 

73 

70 
18 

165 
9 

43 

123 

162 

69 

44 

3.086 

67 
54 

lq 
1B 

921 

17 
t1 

33 
16 

138 

49 
19 

33 

998 

25 
12 

53 
46 

273 

16 

4 

63 

41 
82 

30 

29 
26 

50 
~ 

13 

37 

59 

25 

16 

D6 

3 
81 

2 
70 

93 

2 
66 

3 
50 

60 
24 

96 

2 
48 

15 
86 

79 

--- -- - ---_ -------------
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Number Number 
Distriot, ~ubdiTiBion ~Iother-tongue of District, Subdivision Mother-tongue of 

or State and speakers P~rcentage. or State and speakers Peroentage. 
(with total population). subsidiarlllanguage. (OOO's (with total population). 8ub8idiary language. (000'8 

omitted). omitted), 

4 4. 

Bargarh Tr;bal languages B ORISSA. STATES-
~_(537.406) Mayurbhanj Tribal languages 439 49 

Oriya 506 ~ (889,603) Orilla 386 66 

Hindustani 24 4 Oriy. 318 42 

Bengali 33 4-
Orilla 93 68 

lIllA.llIEA.GIl - Hindustani 39 4 
Chatta .. , Hindustalli 238 100 Orilla 116 64 
(238,814) 

Sadr and Giridih TriballangUliges 128 10 Nilgiri ... Triballangnages 14 21 
(1,278,483) Hil!Justant 47 36 (68,594) Orilla 11 76 

Hindustani 1,135 89 Oriya 54 79 

KeonJhal' Tribal languages 90 20 
RA.lfOIlI- (460,609) Orilla 68 61 

Sadr .. Tribal languages 231 40 
(581,639) Hindustani 145 63 Oriy. 327 71 

Bengali 8 Hindustani 4! ~ 
Ori1Ja 12 S()' 

Hindustani 34! 59 

Talcher. Pal Lahara, Dhsn- Triballal1guages 12 3 
kanal and Hindol Orilla 1l 87' 

Khunti Tribal languages a33 62 (430,898) 
(373,800) Hindustani 60 26 Oriy. t1~ 97 

Bengali 6 

Hindustani 131 35 Rairakho1, Athmallik, Son- Triba11anguage. .. 211 4 
pur. Baud, DJlBpaIJa and Oxjya 22 8j 
Nay.garh 

Oriy. (658,958) 628 9. 

Gumla and Simdega Tribal languages 364 69 
(611,710) Hindustani 810 81l 

At.hgarh, N arsinghpur, Ol'iya 238 99 
Hindustani 242 40 Baramba, 'rigiri. and 

Khandpara 
(240,465) 

PA.LAMA.U- Ranpur ... Oriy. 4), 99 
Sadr Tribal languages 26 4 (47,711) 
(64.1,132) Hindustani 21l 95 

Hindustani 614 96 Eamr. Tribal languages 30 20 
(151,0471 Orilla 28 92 

Oriya 113 75 
Latehar ' .. Tribal language .. 44 M 
(177,614) Hindustani 42 96 Hindustani I; 

Hindusta.ni 133 75 

Patna Oriy. 540 95 
-(666,924) 

Rindustani 22 4 
MANBHUM-· Orilla 19 86 

Sad! Triball!Lnguages 176 14 
(1,289,798) Bengali 67 88 

Bengali 1,047 81 Kal.handi Tribal languages ... 72 14 
(513,716) Orilla 36 51 

Hindusta.ni 62 
Orlya 428 83 

Hindustani 
Dhanbad Tribal languages .. 79 15 
(521,092) Other languages 7 1 

Bengali 176 34 

Hindustani 269 50 
Gangpur Tribal 'anguages 164. 46 

Other 1::lllg'1ages 6 (356,674) Orilla 87 1i$ 
Hindu8tani 27 16 

Oriya 139 39 
~INGHBHUMJ.. 

Sadr Tribal laoguageS 367 69 Hindustani 51 14 
'535,207) H ind,jstani 12 11 OriYfl 31 60 

Ori,a " 1.27 24 
Tribal languages 53 42 

Bonai Tribal languages 33 41 
Bellgali 6 (80,ISO) Orilla 21 64 

Hindustani 31 6 Oriya 43 5s-

HinduBUtni '" 
Dhalbhum Tribal langnages 141'" ..._,. 36 
(394,505) Bmu,,1i 64 46 

CIlOl'A..NA.GPUR STATIll8-
Oriya 45 11 Saraikela and Kharsawan ... Tribal languages 79 42 

Bengali 18 40 (186.(;22) Orilla 12 16 

Bengali 141 36 Oriya 51 2~ 

Hindustani 50 13 Bengali 45 24 

Other languages 18 5 Hindustani 10 5-
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In the p,resent report the following castes, etc., 31 in number, have been 
treated as falling within the category of the depressed classes ;-

Name of caste, etc. No. of persons. 

Bauri 314,979 
Bhogta 66,054 
Bhuiva 621,062 
Bhumij 266,464 
Chamar 1,296,001 

Chaupal 2,737 
Dhobi 414,221 
Dom 269,340 
Dosadh 1,290,936 
GhaSl 75,579 

Ghusuria 1,846 
Godm 1,553 
Gokha 48,622 
Halalkhor 20,742 
Hari 115,613 

Irika 332 
Kandra 155,113 
Kanjar 2,566 
Kela 9,493 
Kuranar '" 631 

Lalbegi '" 105 
Mahuria '" 2,389 
Mangan '" 184 
Mocln 22,863 
Musahar '" 720,051 

Nat 9,628 
Pan 411,770 
Pasi 172,061 
RaJ war 133,9;)5 
Slyal 9,281 
Turi 64,041 

---~-

Total 8,510,192 

2. The above figures include only persons who were returned a'l Hindus 
by religion. In the same castes, etc., there were a few pel'sons ,21,864 tn. 
.all) returned under other denominations. The details are as follows :_. " 

Name of caste, etc. 

Bauri 
Bhogta 
Bhuiya 
Bhumij 
Dom 
Ghasi 
Halalkhor 
IJalbegi 
Pan 
Rajwar 
Turi 

MuslIm. 

6 

1,547 
52 

ChrIstian. 

59 
12 
36 

151 

33 

105 
17 

9 

Tnbal Tel1glOns. 

113 
4-,726 
7,4·13 

708 

6,294 

52R 
--

Total 1,605 422 19,837 

3. The territorial distribution of each of the castes treated lie:. depressed 
1.S shown in Imperial Tables XVII and XVIII. Provincial Table II, which 
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will be found at the end of the Tables Volume, gives the total number of 
depressed Hindus in each district and revenue thana (also in each individual 
state) of the province. The social map in the front cover of this volume 
illustrates the relative strength of the depressed Hindus in the various parts 
o~ th.e province, the unit o! lo?ali~y adopted in this map being either the 
dIstrict or (where the dIstrICt IS not homogeneous) the subdIvision. A 
statistical key to this map is furnished in Appendix 1. 

4. Inasmuch as the term "depressed classes ", although freely used 
nowadays in political parlance, has never yet been clearly defined, the selec
tion of the castes which should be included in this category was attended 
with much difficulty. The objective adopted was to confine the term to those 
castes which, by reason of their traditional position in society (and more 
particularly in Hindu society), suffer from certain social disabilities-as for 
instance that they are not permitted to penetrate beyond the outer precincts 
of the village temple, they may not draw water from the common well, they 
are not suffered to sit with other children in the village school. Judged by 
this standard, the distinction between the depressed classes and what are 
commonly known as the " untouchable castes" may appear to be a fine one. 
But, so far as Bihar and Orissa is concerned, the term untouchable, though 
possibly easier to define in the abstract, gives rise to still greater difficulties 
and complexities when an attempt is made to distinguish the castes which 
in actual practice are comprehended in that category. In this province 
conditions are very different from those which, it is believed, obtain in 
Southern India, where the line of cleavage between the caste Hindus and the 
untouchable castes is much more distinctly marked. There are certain 
castes which, on account of their traditional occupation, are technically 
unclean, and which in other parts of India are possibly subject to real social 
disabilities for this reason; but in Bihar and Orissa, although here and there 
a high-caste Hindu may still seek to avoid personal contact with them, they 
do not really labour under any special handicap. For example, the Telis in 
this province cannot be described as depressed. Educationally, it has been 
seen in Chapter IX that they are above the average for all communities taken 
together. In point of material prosperity, they are as a rule far better off 
than the great cultivating castes. It may be that in an orthodox assembly 
they would be denied access to the interior of a Hindu temple, but this does 
not afford sufficient ground for including them in the list of depressed 
classes. Much the same remarks apply to the Sunris and Kalwars. A 
Chamar, on the other hand, is genuinely depressed. Not only is he almost 
always ill-educated and poverty-stricken, but the stigma attaching to his 
caste operates to deprive him every day of his life-in a greater or less 
degree---of what may be regarded as the ordinary rights of a citizen. But 
here again conditions vary from district to district, and even from village 
to village within the same district. In a village which contains a number 
of orthodox Brahmans or conservative Rajputs the disabilities to which 
a Chamar or a Dom is subj ect are likely to be more severe than elsewhere; 
indeed, there are undoubtedly places where their use of the village well, etc., 
is not challenged at all, and, so long as they " keep their place ", they may 
participate in the daily life of the village without let or hindrance. But 
even in ,such places the" inferiority complex" is still there, and a Musahar 
who aspired to climb the social ladder on his, own merits (as distinct, let us 
say, from one who might be propelled up it by fr~endly, if not wholly 
disinterested, hands to a position of uncomfortable enunence) would always
and everywhere find the dice heavily loaded against him. 

5. To the question_, which of these castes--or how many members-of any 
particular caste-would themselves elect to be numbered among the depressed 
classes, a direct answer cannot be returned. For one thing the implications 
of the question would seldom be understood. A Dosadh, intercepted on his 
way home from a meeting of his caste sabha at which it has been firmly 
impressed on his mind that he is a Gahlot Rajput and must live up to it, 
would doubtless rep,udiate with .scorn any: sug~estion. that se~med to r~flect, 
on his social status. But, were It a questIOn of securmg speCIal educatIOnal 
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facilities or of the reservation of a &pecified quota of Government appoint
ments, not. only the average Do~adh '>ut an overwhelming majority of other 
?astes. whICh do not figure In the present list at all would clamour for 
InClUsIOn. 

6. It will be seen from Imperial Table XIV, where statistics of literacy 
are given for each of the castes treated as depressed (except Musahars*), 
that they are all very backward educationally. Taking them all together, 
out of every thousand males aged 7 and over only 15 are literate, and out 
of every thousand females aged 7 and over less than one is literate. The 
c~)Tresponding proportions for the provincial population as a whole are 52 
lIterate' males per mille and 8 literate females. Proportional figures for 
some of the more important individual castes are shown in Suhsidiary 
Table VII appended to Chapter IX of this volume. But while it may be 
assumed tbat every depressed caste is educationally backward, it does not 
follow that every b:::tckward caste is depressed. Thc proportion of literate 
persons among the Goalas, for instance, is very small -not much larger than 
among th~ Dhobis and Pasis-but the Goalas arc emphatically a " clean" 
caste, whIch nobody looks down on, and no social disability attaches to 
membership of this caste. 

7. Take again the aboriginals, or primitive tribes. Excepting those 
of them who have been converted to Christianity, the standard of education 
among these tribes is extremely low, and in many cases lower than what is 
found in castes treated as depressed. But they stand on a different footing. 
In the first place, they are (or originally were) entirely outside Hindu 
society, and were thus unaffe('ted by its laws and inhihitions. Food touched 
by a Munda migbt be anathema to a caRte Hindu. but so also wou1d be food 
touched by an European or a Musljm. A Santal formerly was conscious of 
no inferiority complex; nor is the unRpoilcd Santal to-da~r. He is Rturdy, 
indepcndent and intensely pruud. In areas where these aborigina1 trjbes 
are concentrated in large numbers--when'. in fact, thev still feel that they 
are" at borne;' and that the Hindus and everybody efse except themselves 
are interlopers -they do not as a rule suffer from any disabilities. But even 
in these areas they arc being gradually " Hinduized ". and the further this 
process is carrieo the more are they in danger of becoming identified with 
the depressed classo~. With some tribes the process has already gone so 
far that they are practically indistinguishable, and for this reason it has 

been thought proper to include in the 
" depressed " list the eight castes or 
tribes mentioned in the margin, 
although they are without doubt Ilon
Aryans and have much the same origin 
as the Chota ~~ agpur aboriginals who 

Bauri. 
Bhogta. 
"Bhuiya. 

Bhurnij. 

Ghasi. 
Pan. 
Rajwal. 

Turi. 

have been morc sllf'ceRsful in maintaining their identity. The tot.al strengt_h 
of these eight tribes is about two minion persons. hut only 20,000 of thIS 
number were returned as following their old tribal religions. Ninety-nine 
per cent of them are now Hindus, and a large proportion of these have 
probably adopLerl much the same out1ook on li~e, and are exposed to mu~h 
the same disadvantages, as the depressed Hmdu castes. At least, thIS 
would be 80 in localities where the aboriginal element is otherwise compara
tivelv weak. At the same time, it should be stated that the Indian Franchise 
Committee of 1932 (in agreement. with the provincial committee) excluded 
these tribes altogether from the _eat~gory of the depressed cla~ses by reason 
of their aboriginal origin. 1'h811' VIew apparently 'Yas that, II_l any sche~e 
which might be devised for t~e electoral represe~tatlOn of speC1a~ commUnI
ties the interests of the Bhmyas, etc., would be more closely akm to those 
of the primitive tribes proper than to those. of ~he depressed Hindus: And 
there is much to be saId III support of thIS new. Indeed, there 18 some 
overlapping between the lists of primit~ve tribe~ and depressed classes w~ich 
appear in the present report ~nd whIch, be It noted, .were not compI~ed 
solely with a VIew to the partICular problem confrontmg the FranchIse 
Committee. -----------
--:;. Actually Musahars are mere back~ard than any other caste. In 1921 there were only 3 
literate m3.1es pBr mille in this commumty. 
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. 8. It will be of. in.teres~ to co~pare the pres.ent l~st of depressed classes 
wIth a somewhat· sImIlar hst whICh was compIled III connexion with the 

-census of 19.11. On that oc~asioll the term d.epressed classes was not used, 
and ~he .0bJect of the enqmry ~vas to ascertain the castes and tribes, 
contnbutmg mor~ tha~ ~ per mIlle to the total population, which did not 
.c<?nfo!,~ .to ce~taln reb,g'lO~ts standards or were subject to certain religious 
.chsabIhtIes. VIZ, those which-

(1) denied the supremacy of the Brahmans; 
(2) did not receive the mantra from a Brahman or other recognized 

Hindu guru; 
(3) denied the authority of the Vedas; 
(4) did not worship the great Hindu gods; 
(5) were not served by goo<;l Brahmans as family priests; 
(6) had no Brahman priest~ at all; ~ 
(7) were denied access to the interior of ordinary Hindu temples;' 
(8) caused pollution by touch or within a certain distance; 
(9) buried their dead; 

(10) ate beef and did not· reverence the cow. 
In the result, it was felt that no caste or tr1be in Bihar and Orissa could 
with confidence be said to fall within the third or fourth category. 
Altogether 37 castes, etc., were placed in one or more of the eight remaining 
,categories. and the total number of persons thus included was about l3i 

. millions. The 14 castes shown in the 
Bauri. 
Bhuiya. 
Bhumij. 
Chamar. 
Dhobi. 
Dom. 
Dosadh. 

Hari. 
Kandra. 
Mochi. 
11usahar. 
Pan. 
Pasi. 
Rajwar. 

margin are common to both the lists, 
and these 14 castes account for 
6,200,000 (or no less than 95 per cent) 
of the persons who have been treated as 
depressed on the present occasion. 
With the exception of tile Bhumij and 
Raj wars , who were included in· 1911 

-on the sole ground that they " were not served by good Brahmans as family 
priests", all these particular caf);tes were definitely classed as untouchable, 
i. e.) they were included in categories (7) and (8) as- well as in certain of the 
other categories. Of the 17 castes which have been listed at the present 
census -but do not figure in the 1911 list, all except 3 (Bhogta, (}hasi and 
Turi) numbered less than- 1 per mille of the total population and were 
.consequently excluded from the scope of the previous enquiry. 

9. Twenty-three castes and tribes, included in the former list, have 
been omitted from the present one. 
Of these, eight (see margin) were omit
ted because they are aboriginal tribes 
which were regarded as being on 
a different footing from the depressed 
Hindu castes. Four other castes, 

Ho. l\'[unda. 

rKhond. Oraon. 

Eharia. San tal. 

Kora. Savar. 

namely, Ganda, Ka]war, Sunri and Tiyar, were classed in 19] 1 as " causing 
pollutlon by touch or within a certain distance." Reasons have already 
been given for holding that nowadays the Kalwars and Sunris cannot be con
sidered to be depressed. The other t·wo castes are very much on the border 
line. Reports, received from the districts where they are chiefly foun~* 
indicated that) although they are very backward and poor and are held In 
low estimation, the same stigma did not attach to them as to the other cas~es 
which have been included in the present list. The other eleven castes whICh 

figured in the list of 1911 are those men
tioned in the margin. In most cases the 
only disability alleged on behalf of these 
communities was that they were not 
served by good Brahmans as famil;:
priests, though a few (11allah, Tant! 
and Te]i) were also said to be denied 

Baishnab. 
Beldar. 
Bind. 
Gareri. 
Kewat. 

~'eli. 

Rharwar. 
---.;K umhar . 

Mallah. 
Nuniya. 
Tanti. 

access to the interior of Hindu temples. The Baishnabs were included 
because of their habit of burying their dead. For present purposes, it is 
doubtful whether anv of these eleven castes should be treated as depressed 
classes. V 

* Gundus ate found chiefly ~n b'amba1pur district and the Orissa states; Tiyars in the 
.administrative divisions of Bhagalpur and Orissa. -
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10. The total strength of the depressed classes, as set forth at the 
beginning of this appendix, is just over 6t million persons. They therefore 
represent about 15.'5 per cent of the total population of the province, and 
about] 8.5 per cent of the Hindu population. If we exclude the eight castes 
or tribes of aboriginal origin, which were excluded by the Indian Franchise 
Committee, the total strength is reduced to something over 4t millions, which 
is equivalent to about 10.5 and ]3 per cent respectively of the provincial 
and Hindu populations. The following statement shows the relative 
strength of the depressed classes (including the eight doubtful castes) in 
the various districts of the province:-

PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL POPULATION REPRESENTED BY THE DEPRESSED CLASSES. 

Over 20 per cent. 15-20 per cent. ]0--15 per cent. Under 10 per cent. 

Gaya. Patna. Saran. Sambalpur. 
Palamau. Shahabad. Bhagalpur. Hanchi. 
Manbhum. Champarar.. PUl'nea. Singhbhum. 

Muzaffarpur . Santal Pargauas. 
Darbhanga. Balasore. 
Monghyr. Angul. 
Cuttack. ])uri . 

. Hazaribagh. Feudatory States. 

11. As already explained, the distribution can be studied in greater 
detail by referring to the social map of the province and the relevant tables 
in Part II of this report. It may, however, 'he noted here that the specially 
high proportion of the depressed classes in Gaya (25 per cent) and Palamau 
(26 per cent) is due mainly to the presence of Bhuiyas in large numbers 
in these two districts. Similarly, in Manbhum (23 per cent) it is accounted 
for by a strong contingent of Rauris and Bhumij. In Singhbhum the 
proportion is only a fraction below 10 per cent, the great majority of the 
depressed castes being concentrated in the Dhalbhum subdivision of that 
district. Ranchi and Sambalpur are in a class by themselves, for in the 
former locality the proportion barely exceeds 5 per cent, while in the latter 
it is under 5. 

12. Three outstanding castes-the Chamars, Dosadhs and Musahars
comprise between them as many as 3,307,000 persons. In other words, 
these three castes account for more than half of the depressed Hindus in the 
province-or, if the eight doubtful tribes be left on one side, for nearly 
three-quarters. They reside for the most part in the districts of Bihar 
proper. though some' are to he found ill parts of the Chota N agpur plateau. 
There is a small community of Chamars in the coastal districts of Orissa, 
but their traditiona1 occupations are l)asket-making and toddy-drawing, 
not tanning. The scavenging CCL~::;tes (Doms. Haris, Ha,lalkhors and 
Lalbegis) claim altogether about 40u,OOO members, and under 011e designa
tion or another they arc naturally distributed over the whole length and 
breadth of the province. Several of the less numerous depressed castes are 
confined almost entirely to Orissa-or at least to the Oriya-speaking tracts, 
including Angul, SambalpllI' aml the Feudatory States. A Jist of these 

is given in the margin. Tbe most 
important are the Kandras (155,113) 
and the Gokhas ( 48,622); the other 
seven castes between them comprise only 
ahout 25,000 persons. The Kanjars, 
Chaupals and ~urariars-all of them 

Ghusuria. 
Godra. 
Gokha. 
Irika. 

Siyal. 

Eandt'IL 
Kela. 
Mahuria. 
Mangan. 

very small communities--·are belilwE'd to be more or less peculiar to tbe 
district of Purnea. 
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The task of arriving at an accurate estimate of the number of 
primitive tribes, or aboriginals, in Bihar and Orissa is replete with diffi· 
cJllties no less formidable than those presented by the depressed classes. If 
we go back far enough, the Chamars, Musahars, etc., will probably be found 
to be pre-Aryan" aboriginals ", but with these we are not here concerned. 
The present survey is confined to the two great families of ~ndigenous tribes 
known respectivefy as the" Munda" and "Dravidian" families. But 
even among these tribes there are s~me which have been Hinduized to such 
an extent that they are practically indistinguishable from the low Hindu 
castes. Among these, mention may be made of the Bauris, Bhogtas, Ghasis, 
Pans and Turis. And there are others which, although they have not yet 
lost their identity in quite the same degree, are almost invariably returned 
as Hindus at the census and retain little trace of their old tribal organiza
tions. These include the Bhuiyas, Bhumij, Kharwars, Koras, Rajwars 
and others. 

2. Imperial Table XVIII gives detailed statistics relating to t.he 
24 tribes mentioned below, which should undoubtedly be regarded as abori
ginals, even though in some cases the process of absorption into Hinduism 
has already gone a long way. The table shows the territorial distribution 
of these particular tribes between the various districts, revenue thanas and 
individual states of the province. It exhibits the variations in their numbers 
in each local unit as recorded at each of the last five censuses, and it shows 
how many members of each tribe were returned from time to time as adhering 
to their old tribal religions and how many have been converted to Hinduism 
or Christianity. 

ASUf. Chero. Kharia. Munda. 
Bathudi. Gadaba. Kharwar. Oraon. 
Bhuiya. Gond. Khetauri. Santa!. 
Bhumij. Ho. Khond. Sauria Paharia. 
Birhor. Juang. Korwa. Savar. 
Birjia. Karmali. Mal Paharia. Tharu. 

Between them, the above tribes comprised at the present census somethinO' 
over 5!. million persons, and the stat:' 

1931. 1921. rnent III the margin shows their 

Christian 

2,335,310 2,235,916 ddistrib?-tio? bet'Yeen the three religious 
enommatlOns In 1931 and in 1921. 

2,949,334 2,400,778 I '11 b 
358,777 258,049 t WI e seen that just over 50 per cent 

Tribal religions 

Hindu 

a!e now. classed as Hindus, the propor-
Total 5,643,421 4,894,743 ~lOn beIng very slightly higher than 

. . It was ten years ago. In addition to 
t~ese 24 .trIbes, the fol~owmg are o~ Munda or Dravidian origin. Statis
tICS relatmg to them wIll be found In the main caste table (XVII) but in 
much less detail than for the former group :- ' 

Banjara. Chik Baraik. Kisan. Pan. 
Bauri. Ghasi. Koli. Parhaiya. 
Bentkat. Ghatwar. Rom. Rajwar. 
Bhogta. Gorait. Mahli. r_ruri. 
Binjhia. 

In most cases these communities have, as the result of a more complete 

288 
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. absorption in Hinduism, lost their aboriginal characteristics to a greater 
extent, and it will be seen from the 

59,1\)7 marginal statement that comparatively 
1,4111,127 few of them have remained faithful to 

4,343 the gods of their fathers. Taking the 
1,473,667 two groups together, it may be said 

Tribal religions 
IImdu 
Christian 

Total 
th~t roughly seven million persons are 

comprehended in the primitive or semi-primitive tribes of the province, which 
thus represent about one-sixth of the provincial population. This number 
includes nearly two million Hindus who in Appendix III have been shown 
,among the "depressed classes" because they belong to tribes which have 
largely assimilated the outlook, and incurred the disabilities, of the lowest 
lIindu castes. 

3. Among the larger tribe:::; those which have so far been most successful 
in maintaining their separate identity and to some extent (on t.he Chota 
Nagpur plateau at least) their old tribal organizations are the six great 

aboriginal communities shown in the 
margin. To these may be added seven 
of the smaller tribes, viz., Asur, Birhor, 
Rirjia, Juang, Korwa, Mal Paharia 
and Hauria Paharia--which between 
them contain something over 131,000 

Ho 
Kharia 
Khond 
Munda 
Oraon 
Santal 

Total 

52;~,158 

146,OH7 
315,709 
549,7M 
U37,11l 

1,712,133 

3,883,912 persons; so that in all rather more than 
4 million persons are numbered among 

the purest aboriginal communities of the province. 

4. The figures quoted in the preceding paragraphs should not be regarded 
as absolutely complete. Although the enumeration of the primit.ive and 
'Semi primitive tribes was the object of special attention at the present 
census, considerations of econumy precluded an exhaustive classification of 
the returns. Particular tribes were only sorted for in those localities where 
tbl'_V were believe(l to be present in appreciable numbers. As a result some 
10,000 persons whose religion was returned as " tribal" do not appear in 
the caste table at all, and it is probable that a somewhat larger number of 
Hinduized aboriginals remained unclassified for the same reason. Again, 
some few may have escaped classification because they were returned under 
unfamiliar or mutilated names. Nor do the figures so far given take any 
account of the Kamars (Lohars) of Chuta Kagpur. who are believed by some 
eminent authorities to have a Munda origin. This theory is to some extent 
supported by the fact that even at the present census nearly 5,000 Kamal'S 
(mostly in Ranchi district) returned their religion as " tribal ". It is also 
relevant to note that in Chota ::"iagpnr, unlike other loealities, this caste is- -
or was regarded generally as "impure", and waler might not be takrn 
from their hands hy the higber caste Hindus. On the other hand it is of 
course possible to maintain that t h£'8e and other characteristics of the Chota 
Nagpur Kamars are derived from their long and close association with 
primitive tribes in predominantly aboriginal tracts. The Kurmis of Chota 
Nagpur are another community which in conrse of time has come to occupy 
a peculiar position, and some account is given in Appendix V of the views 
that have from time to t.ime been advanced in regard to their origin, and of 
the more recent developments in the situation. If thoy be included among 
the primitive and semi primitive tribes of the province, the total strength 
of those tribes will be inerea80d to at least 7i million persons. 

5. The territorial distribution of the various aboriginal tribes is given 
ill Imperial Tables XVII and XVIII Their combined strength in th·> 
different localities of the province is illustrated in the social map in the front 
-cover of this volume, the key to which will be found in Appendix 1. The 
principles on which this map has been prepared are explained in paragraph 7 
of Chapter XI, and it will be observed that, so far as the primitive tribes 
ar~ co;ncerned, these priJ:c~ples involve a compromise between the overlapping 
crIteria of race and relIgIOn. All persons who were returned as following 
some tribal religion are shown in red in the map. On the Chota Nagpur 
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plateau members of the purest aboriginal cOJ?munities (i.e, the thirteen tribes 
specified in paragraph 3 of this appendlx) who have been conver~~ to 
Hinduism or Christianity are shown In pInk. In all oth~r. cases the relIgIous. 
criterion has been adopted. Thus the map does not exhIblt the full strength 
of the primitive tribes from the racial standpoint. On the Chota Nagpur 
plateau all Bhuiyas, Bhumij, Kisan~, Mahli~, Savars,. etc., who were returned 
as Hindus (and the bulk of these tribes are mcluded m that category) appear 
in blue along with other Hindus; while, outside the plateau, the same thing 
applies even to such persons as Hos, .Santals, Mundas and O~aons.. Yet, 
despite this limitation there are extenslve tracts on the plateau In whlCh the 

portions of the rectangles coloured red 
Locality. 

BAhCRI DISTRlCT

Sadr subdIVISion 
Ehuntl subdIVISiOn 
Gumla and Slmdcga subdlVl. 

slons 

SANTAL PARGANAS
Dumha subdlvlslOn 
RaJrnahal subdivIsion 
Pakuur subdiViSion 

SU.GHBllUM DISTRICT

Saur ,<ubdtvlf;lOn 

ANGUL DIS'l'Rll-T

Khondmllls subdivIsion 

Percentage. and pink account for 50 per cent and 

50 
Q4 

63 

54 
50 
62 

67 

upwards of the whole. Particulars of 
these localities are given in the margin. 
In the Feudatory States the highest 
percentages are recorded in Gangpur
cum-Bonal (46), Mayurbhanj (42) and 
Saraikela-cum-Kharsawan (41). The 
percentages in the states would be a good 
deal higher but for the fact, noticed in 
Chapter XI, that at the present census 
there was a wholesale boycott of " tribal 
religions" in many of these units (due 
possIbly more to the attitude of the

census authorities than to the persons enumerated), with the result that the 
map exhibits only those tribes which are treated as primitive irrespectivE" 
of their religion. No community is shown in this map unless its members 
comprise at

r 
least 1 per. cent of the t?tal popUlation represented by each 

rectangle. fhe result IS that, outs](te 8hotn Nagpur, there is but one
locality in the whole province where the primitive trjbes (i.e., those of them 
who still adhere to their tribal religions) are sufficiently numerous to secure 
representation. This locality is the district of Balasore, in which the 
requisite percentage is just forthcoming. 

6. Important variations in the strength of individual tribes are the
subject of comment in Chapter XII. Appendix VI contains an account 
of the migrations of the Santal tribe and noteF: on some of their customs and 
beliefs. 



APPENDI X V. The Kurmis of Chota Nagpur. 

Mention has been made in (,hapter XII of the claim to Kshatriya status 
advallced by the Knrmi caste. It was at first supposed that this claim waf: 
confined to those Kurmis who reside mainly in Bihar proper and in tlle 
United Provinc:es and whose traditional pursuits are cultivation and 
domestic service. For census purposes it has always proved impossihle to 
distinguish this community from the Kurrni IlJ,lhtos of the Chota Nagvur 
plateau. as their habitat is not in all cases a reliabl(' guide; ill the cenSHS 
tables therefore they al1 appeal' together simply as " Kurmis ". It has, 
however, generally been assumed in previnw'l cenSHS reports that the Kurmi 
M ahtos are a sernl.aboriginal people. who;;;e ancestors were allied to th~ 
Santal and Bhumij tribes. ] nstrlll'tions werp aC'cordingly issued on the 
present occasion tbat a return of. Kurmi·Kshatriya might be accepted in 
the case only of the Bihar community. These instrudions gave rise to a 
flood of protest. The "All- r ndia Kurmi-Kshatriya Association" took 
up the cudgels on behalf of the K urmi Mahtos, ancl RtoUtly affirmed that 
" they and the Kurmi-Kshatriyas of the western provin<:es are the same, 
proofs of \"hich, if nel'essary, can be produced before the Government." 
It must be confessed that, when invited to produce these proofs, the 
AHsociation showed no great eagerness to respond and eventually took refuge 
in the following generalities which, besides heing unsupported hy evioence 
or illustration, would undouhtedly be contested l)y many persons who have 
considerable experience of the Knrmi Mahtos :--"(1) The sections and 
sub-sections are similar. (2) The occupations are the same. (3) The habits 
and customs are similar." But the favourite authority of those who 
maintain the kinship of the two communities is Dn.lton'g Descripth~e 
Ethnology of Bengal (1872), in which the following passages occur :-

" In the Province of Chota Nag-pur the ancestoJ'f:, of the people now called 
Kurmis appear to have obtaineo a footing among the abOrIginal tribes a.t 
a very remote period, and in more than one part of )..{anbhum have 
supp1anted them. There are traditions of struggle between them and 
Kolarian aborigines of these regions, and, though the latter generally 
managed to hold their own, we find III some places Kurmi villages 
established on sites which, we know from the groups of rude stone 
pillars or cenotaphs still conspicuous, were once occupied by Bhumij or 
Mannas, and in others vestiges of ruined temples appertaining to Hindu 
or Jaina settlements, both mORt likely belonging to successive generations 
of Kurmis, am](1st villages that have for ages heen occupied JJy Bhumij ..... . 

"Thong-]J the T\nrmi::=; inclnde 1:'0 many noble families, tht'l]" A(J('ial pmntion in 
Bengal is not big-h. 'rhoy are nut {'ven jalachamnivlL or a tribe from 
whose hands a Hin.du of the higher ea'ltes wonld drink water, but in 
Bihar this honour is accorded to them. The social custOlllS and religions 
ObAerYanct's vary much in different districts. Where they are found in 
common tenancy with non-~\ryan tribes, they conform to many usa~es 
which they must have aCf]uired from the latter, ancl, following tJleit" 
examples, swerve (·onsiderably from orthodox Hindu pruC'tiCtl". '[,he 
Kurmis employ Brabnanl4 [lq pries1s in all ceremonil:'s eX('cpt marriages." 

Finally he descrihes them as " unquestionably Aryan in looks " and thinks 
it probable that they are the descendants of some of the earliest of the Aryan 
colonists of BengaL 

2. An entirely different view ,,,as taken twelve years later by Rislpv in 
his Tribes and (tastes of Bpngal. In his opinion Dalton's remarks al}ont 
their physical appearance" referred only to the Kurmis of Bihar, and the 
caste bearing the same name in Chota ~agpur and Orissa belonged to an 
entirely different type." He found them to be " short, sturdy and of very 
dark complexion ...... closely resembling jn feature the Dravidian trihes 
around them.. ......... Tn :Manbhum and north of Orissa it is difficult. 
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to distinguish a Kurmi from a Bhumij or a Santhal, arid the latter tribe t 

who are more particular about food than is commonly supposed, will eat 
boiled rice prepared by Kurmi; and accol'djng to one tradition they regard 
them as half brethren of their own sprung from the same father, who begot 
the Kurmis on the elder and the Santhals on the younger of two sisters. 
The distinct and well-prf'served totemism of the caste is noticed at length 
below." After finding that "the sections in use among the Kurmis of 
Chota N agpur are purely totemistic and that a large portion of the totems 
are capable of being identified". he comes to the conclusion that "the' 
Chota Nagpur Kurmis are derived from the Dravidian stock and are perhaps. 
a Hinduised branch of the Santhals. n 

' 

3. In Volume V (ii) of his L1'ngU1·"tic Survey of India Sir George 
Grierson writes that the Kurmis of Chota Nagpur " are an aboriginal tribe 
of Dravidian stock and should be distinguished from the Kurmis of Bihar 
who spell their name differently with a smooth instead of a hard r. Theee
two quite distinct tribes have been mixed up in the census." Many of these
people speak a language of their own, commonly known as Kurmal{~_ 
although, as Sir George Grierson points out, in NIanbhum this language is: 
not confined to the Kurmis alone but is spoken by people of other tribes also.
In Bamra state, where it is spoken by undoubted aborigines, it is known' 
as Sadri Kol. This language is a corrupted form of lJfagahi, but, to quote 
again from Sir George Grierson, " in this belt Magahi is not. the language of 
any locality. It is essentially a tribal language "-just as'lJ[al Paharia, a. 
corrupted form of Bengali, is the language of the aboriginal tribe bearing
tbat name. With regard to the spelling of Kurmi with a hard r, it has heen 
verified from the local officials that this differentiation is observed still. It 
may possess real significance, but the general tendency in Chota N agpur to 
make the r hard is a circumstance that should be borne in mind. 

4. In the District Gazetteer of Manbhum (1910) Mr Coupland writes; 
that the distinction between the Knrmis of Bihar and those of Chota Nagpur,. 
" which is now generally accepted, is exemplified in this district by the fact 
that marked traces of the characteristic Kolarian village system remajn, the 
JI.fahto or village headman of the Kurmis corresponding exactly with the 
Manjhi of the Santhals, the Sardar of the Bhumij and the J.7J![unda of the Ho 
races." The Kurmi M-ahtos are included among the tribes exempted from the 
Indian Succession -Act. By a printing error the name appeared in the· 
original notification (issued about :20 years ago') as " Kurmi, Mahto" and in 
the revised notification which was issued very recently the word" Kurmi H 

only is retained. There is no doubt that, until quite recent years, the two 
communities were agreed in repudiating any connection with one another. 
The Bihar contingent would commonly allude to their namesakes of Chotft 
Nagpur as the "Kol-Kurmis" and the latter were no less spirited in 
asserting their independent identity. Not only inter-marriage, but inter
dining was entirely out of the question. Even to-day, although it will 
presently be seen that these restrictions have been formally abolished by 
resolutions passed in solemn conclave, and although it is probably true that 
the Kurinis of Chota Nagpur no longer take the same pride in their ancestry 
that they used to do, no authentic case has come to notice of inter-marriage 
between the two peoples. The Superintendent of the Leper Hospital at 
Purulia writes that " a Kurmi constable from North Bihar at present 
resident in this hospital was very scornful when I suggested his eating with 
our local Kurmi patients." The same correspondent states that, in spite 
of Risley's obs~rvations about the (then) prevalent t<?te~ism of the caste, 
he himself had for .years been unable to find a Kurml WIth a totem name. 
" Within the last few mQnths, however, at a village 21 miles from here 
I was assured by a fairly educated villager, very proud of being a Kurmi,. 
that his name was Bok (paddy bird)-obviously a totem name." 

5. The question at issue has in late years been agitated in courts of 
law. In the case of Ganesh Mahto v. Shib Charan Mahato, which was 
taken to the High Court CA. 1. R. 1931 Patna, 305), both parties were 
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Chota N agpur Knrmis and they both admitted that they were aboriginal 
by race, the dispute being in regard to the succession law by which they 
were govel'ned. It was eventually held that. where parties to a suit 
admitted that originally they were aboriginals but their families had 
subsequently become Hindus and bad adopted the Hindu religion. it was 
upon th~ party al1eging that they werC' not governed by the ordinary Hindu 
law of Inheritance and su<'cec;sion to prove anv special custom or rule of 
custom prevailill~ among, E".g., thC' Kurmi ~Iahtos of Chota Xagpur. This 
ruling while of considerablt, interest in itself, clearly does not help to 
establi"h the killship bE"tween the two Kurmi castes. More pertinent to this 
question is the dC'cision in Kritibash lllaltton v. BlldJian l11ahtani (6 P. L. T., 
604, H)2~) that the term aboriginal in Chota Nagpur denotes race only and 
implies nothing afi to l'eliginn; on the othcr hand, the tel'm TTindu has in 
Chota X agpnr reference only to rellgion. There can be no qncHtion hut that 
the Kurmi Mahtos aro completpl,v Hinduized and have been for many years. 
Thpy are in general ffilH'h better educated. much more prosperous and 
enterprising, than tho other aboriginal tribe!:: or the low-caste Hindus, and 
they have Rueceoded in rf'tainillg t heil' self respect in a degree wllich is 
unUOPlffiCJn amOllg primitive tribes converted to Hinduism. It is doubtless 
this circumstancE' which is now leading them not only to identify themselvep. 
with the Hindu caste which happens to bear the Harne name but also to 
join with that caste in affirming their Kshatriya origin. 

fl. Whatever the motives may he, there has certainly been a great deal 
of agitation in this behalf during the last decade. In the ~year 1923 caste 
sllbJII(S were helti in marc than one centre of ~1anhhum district awl various 
resoluti(JIls \Verl' pas~wrl. It WilS decreed that KUl'mis should no longer eat 
ch1c!,cns or drink wine; Kurmi women shon1d not work as casual lahourers 
for persons belonging to other castes; they (the women) should wear ('l second 
gal'ment and should not go to the baz{U' by th{'mRelves but shoulcl always 
be accompanied by menfolk of tlwir own caRte; when Il Kurmi died, tis 
8radh C'crcInony shoulcl take place on the twelfth dvyafter death, as with 
the Kshatriyas of BengaJ, instead of on the tenth day as heretofore. The 
17th fi8~sion of the " all IIHlja KUl'mi Kshatriva cOllfel'cTIce" was held 
at :1\iuzaffarpur in the year 1929. and tbree delegate:.; from Manbbum were 
present as representatives of tlw Chota ~agpur Kurmis. "Therp it was 
settled tbat there IS no differencE' between the Kurmis of Chota ~agpur 
and the KUl'mis of Bihar proper. The three (lplegates returned .borne from 
the conference after taking tIle sal_;red tlJread." Tlj_i8 was followed ill the 
same year by another large subha at Ghagal'juri in Manbhum, which was 
attended by a representative of the Kurmis of the United Pr()vinces, and 
on this occasion "it was settled tha~ the KUl'mis of Ch(Jta ~ agpur and 
K ul'mis of U. P. and Behar aI'(, akin to ead! other and t h£'1'(, will be 
inter-dining and luter marriages among the said KurmiH "; also t11at " the 
Kurmis of Chota Xagpnr would join closely with th(' all-Indio K1umi 
Kshatriya ~1."~Vciiltion and will be gllided by tllP dirpetions of it." At this 
gathering" it was exp]uined that the K urmis are Kshatriyas and they have 
right to wear sacred thread, ana Rome fifty Kurmis wore the sacred thread 
in the conference with the help of genuine Brahman priests." The 
correspondent from whom the foregoing extracts are quoted, himself 
a Kurmi Mahto and a member of the legal profession, adds that" thereafter 
the Manbhum Kurmis began to take jangupabit, though less in number". 
His ingenuous narrative continues :-" The Kurmis' conference caused 
a great sensation among the Kurmis, and thE" caste got the courage of raising 
their status. And there was such wonder in the mind of the non-Kurmis 
of Manbhum that Panchet raja, having come up from the ancient Kshatl'iya 
royal familv of the district, accepts the Kurmis as Kurmi Kshatriyas. The 
Panchet r~ja took great interest in the upliftment of the Kurmis. Be 
advised the social leaders of this community to carry out the resolutions 
passed in the Ghagarjuri conference, and he gave them power in writing for 
the purpose, and the mass carried out the resolutions of the Ghagharjuri 
conference to a great extent". In 1931 the session of the all-India Kurmi 
Kshatriya conference was held in Manbhum, and was signalized by the 
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adoption of the sacred thread by more of the local Kurmis-J;he estimates 
vary from two hundred to a thousand. The same correspondent notes that 
" some orthodox Kurmis residing in Para and Barabhum P: S. made protest 
meetings against the use of sacred thread 'by Kurmis, but the use of sacred 
thread is increasing day by day in all parts of the district of Manbhum " 

7. It may be questioned whether this movement is calculated to promote 
the best interests of the Kurmi Mahto community. As aboriginals, they 
receive the benefit of a special measure of protection from the revenue laws 
of Chota N agpur; for instance, the transfer of their holdings to non
aboriginals is not permitted. It may be that the true position in this respect 
is not appreciated by many of them. On the other hand, they may be 
prep'ared to forego such privileges for the greater honour and glory w4ich 
they· believe will accrue to them in their new status; and it is quite true that, 
in view of their material prosperity, they do not stand in the same need of 
protection as the other aboriginal tribes of the locality. As already stated, 
it is not possible to give accurate statistics of the Kurmi Mahto community, 
but something over 660,000 "Kurmis" were enumerated on the Chota, 
Nagpur plateau, and the overwhelming majority of these (about half of 
whom were found in Manbhum district) would undoubtedly be Kurmi' 
Mahtos. 
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The numher of ~antals enumerated in Bihar alld Orissa at the present 
census was 1,712,133. They are easily the largest of the primitive tribes 
found in the province, and they outnumber every Hindu caste except the 
Goa]as and the Brahmans. They are of COUl'se most numerous in the district 
which bears their name; rather more than one perRon out of every three in 
the Santal Parganas is a member of this tribe. Over the province as a whole 
there has been an addition of 234,662 (or ahout 16 per rent) to the number of 
Santals enumerated at the last cenSUR. 

2. The early history: of the trihe is still wrapped in mystery. Some 
hold that they, along wIth other :Nlullda peoples, entered India from the 
north-west, and have steadily moved in an eastward direction ever since. 
A later theory, which is perhaps more generallv favoured by present-day 
inv('stigators, holds that they came originally from the east and penetrated 
to a poiut a little beyond Benares before they hegan to turn bnck again. 
The views that have from time to time been advanced 011 this subject are 
reproduced more fully in the District Gazetteer of the Santal Parganas, 
which also contains a most interesting acuount of their traditions, tribal 
organization, religious beliefs, social customs and other characteristicR. It 
is not propose.d in this report to traverse again the ground which has already 
been covered In the Gazetteer and other standard books of reference, but 
simply to state the recent developments in the distribution and movement of 
this great aboriginal conununity, and to add one or two notes relative to 
their manners and customs which do not appeal' to have been placed on record 
hitherto. 

3. There is no doubt that by the beginning of the nineteenth century 
the Santals had established themselves on the plateau of Chota Nagpur. 
Hazaribagh, Pa]amau and Singhbhum appeal' to have been their especial 
strongholds at that time, but they were already beginning to make their 
way towards the district which is now known as the Santa} Parganas. 1 t 
was in the middle part of the centut,Y tha t their migl'ation to ~his rarti('ulal~ 
locality took phwe on a grand Rcale, and it hfts been Ruggested that many 
of the persons shown as immigrants into tIle district at the census of 1901 
were the survivors of those who had taken part in that movement. But by 
that time they were already on the move again. "The Santals ", wrote 
Mr. (now Sir Edward) Gait in 19()1, "arc spreading north and east, and 
the fn11 effect of the movement is not exhausted in the districts that adjoin 
the ~antal Parganas, but makes itself felt even further away, in those parts 
of Dinajpur, Rajflhahi and Bogra which share with MaIda the clevatecl 
tract of quasi-laterit(, known as the Rarind. These wanderings of the 
Santals have hitherto been confined to a Jaterite soil, and they are said to 
be averse to the payment of rent. In what direction they will spread when 
they have finished their work of reC'lamation in tbe Barind it 1S impossible 
yet to conjecture. The future alone can show whether they ~ill then accept 
th(' inevitable and settle down as permanent rent-paying cultIvators, or move 
further afield, overcoming their dislike to alluvial soil, or retrace their steps 
and rove once more in tbe infertile uplands of the Chota N agpur plateau." 

4. The table overleaf shows the strength and distribution of the Santal 
tribe in Bihar and Orissa and in Bengal at the tjme when the above words. 
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were written, and the variations that have occurred at each subsequent 
census ;-

Locality, 
Actual number of Santals, Percenta(J8 of total population, 

1931, 1921. 1911, 1901, 1931, 1931, 1911. 1901 

1 a s 4 5 7 8 I} 

Bihar and Ol'issa .. , 1,712,133 1,477,471 1,407,3ilS 1,298,347 4'0 3'9 3'7 S'S 

Santul Parganas .. , 754,804 676,40;0 668,140 070,535 36'S 37'7 35'0 37'1 
Furnea 46,995 34,91)5 21,022 0,843 2'1 1'7 1'1 0'4 
Bbagalpur 30,799 33,503 25',249 26,632 1'4 1'6 1'~ 1'3 
Monghyr 26,742 n,080 2(\,471) 11),708 1'2 1'1 1'0 1'(\ 
Hazaribagh 129,10;~ 98,738 9~,209 78,379 8'5 7 7 7'9 6'7 
Manbhum 282,315 338,747 233,390 195,400 15'0 15'4 15'0 15'0 
Singhbhum 
Feudatory States 

108,8ilO P4,381 88,241 77,363 11'7 13'4 12'7 12'6 
, .. 309,504 261,i91 247,264 211,937 6'7 6'0 6'S 6'4 

Elsewhero 22,981 15,777 11,377 11,500 '09 '07 '06 '05 

Bengal .. , 796,656 712,010 610,689 510,791 l'S 1'5 1'4 1'3 

Dmajpur 130,328 120,211 110,244 74,101 7'4 7'0 6'p 4'7 
Malda .. , 72,145 72,140 66,520 52,126 6'S 7'3 0'6 6'9 
llcgra ,., 5,351 7,182 5,83G 4,533 '5 '7 '6 '5 
Rajshahi 25,6!)1 21,300 14,145 4,858 1'8 1'4 I'D '3 
.Jalplllguri 
Birbhum 

27,869 23,988 22,1141 10,81)5 2'S Z'6 2'6 1'4 

"Burdwan 
64,079 57,180 56,087 47,738 O'S 0'7 6'0 6'3 

Bnnkura 
101,522 79,099 60,978 41),633 6'0 6', 40'S 3'0 

Jllidnapur 
114,577 104,912 115,017 105,722 10'3 10'3 10'1 9'5 
109,760 152,751 161,633 148,391 0'1 5'7 6'7 5'3 

Hooghly 38,013 34,963 22,992 9,966 3'4 3'2 2'1 '9 
Murshidabad 
Elsewhere 

22,726 18,401 14,303 12,1156 1'7 1'5 1'0 '9 
24,716 10,913 15,314 33,308 '07 '~O 'D. '08 

Duri~g these tp.irty years the total strength of the tribe in the two provinces 
?omblned has lllcreased from 1,869,074 to 2,508,789, This represents an 
Increase of over, 33/er cent in a si~gle, gene~ation-:--a rate of growth just 
dot;tb~e t~at ,ach~eve by the populatIOn of thIs provmce as a whole, and a 
strIkmg lndICatIOn of the hardy, prOlific character of the tribe, 

5, The first decade of the century witnessed an acceleration of the out
ward stream of migration fro1,l1 the Santal Parganas, At the census of 
1911 the number of persons born in that district and enumerated elsewhere 
was no less than 321,283, an increase of 95,000 over the figure recorded ten 
years earlier, Not all of this vast army of emigrants were Santals, but it 
is safe to say that the great majority of them were... For, although condi
tions during the decade had been generally favourable for a rapid increase 
of population (particularly on the Chota Nagpur Plateau, where the average 
rate of growth was as much as 14 per cent), there was an actual decline In 
the number of Santals enumerated in their home district, The flow into 
the Barind was still strong, the districts of Dinajpur and Rajshahi being 
the recipients of most of the fresh emigrants to this part of Bengal. Further 
to the north-east the tea-garden districts of J alpaiguri and Darjeeling 
absorbed a substantial overflow, while some 59,000 Santals were found still 
lurthel' afield in the province of Assam, But this decade saw also the 
beginning of a new movement into the purely alluvial tracts of Purnea and 
Hooghly districts. Moreover, the Santals were now showing signs of retrac
ing their steps in a southerly and even in a westerly direction, The increase 
in their numbers during this period (1910-11) in Manbhum, Ha;zaribagh and 
the Orissa States is too great to be ascribed entirely to natural growth, In 
the two first-named districts the coalfields were the main attraction, and 
the partiality of the Santal for labour of this kind was responsible also for 
a marked rise in Burdwan district, 

6, During the next decade the eastward current of migration was very 
much less pronop,nced, The total number of e~igrants from the Sa~tal 
Parganas in 1921 was less by about 23,000 than It had been at the prevIOUS 
census, and, despite the ill-health and economic distress of 1918-20 which 
prevented the population of the province as a whole from registering any 
progress, the number of Santals residing in the Santal Parganas was greater 
at the end of the decade than it hoo been at the beginning, This circums
tance is the more remarkable because agricultural scarcity had compelled 
many who would not otherwise have left their homes to emigrate to the 
tea-gardens of Assam, and over 84,000 Santals were enumerated in that 
p:r:ovince in 1921, as cOI!lpared with 59,000 in 1911. Very few fresh 
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<emigrants found their way into the Barind, but the thrust into Purnea and 
Hooghly continued, and there was a temporary movement across the 
north-western border of the district into Bhagalpur. 

7. The present census does not record the number of persons born in 
-the Santal Parganas and enumerated outside the province. Emigrants 
:from that district to other parts of Bihar and Orissa are a1most, but not 
quite, as numerous as they were ten years ago, but there must have been a 
heavy decrease in emigration to Bengal and Assam. It is significant that 
in this province the strength of the tribe has increased since 1921 by 
16 pel' cent, while in Bengal the rate is barely 12 per cent. In practically: 
none of the Bengal districts, except the colliery areas of Burdwan, is the 
increase in numbers out of proportion to the natural growth of the tribe; 
and, although of course it is not suggested that all the Santals who were 
enumerated in Bengal in 1921 have remained there ever since and multiplied 
in the ordinary course of nature, the figures do indicate that there are 
nowadays very few fresh emigrants who are making a permanent home in 
-that province. In Assam statistics of Santals were not compiled on the 
present occasion, but there has been a decline of just over 1,000 In the 
number of persons speaking Santali as their mother-tongue, and it is 
therefore probable that the number of Santals has fallen also. Within the 
province of Bihar and Orissa there has been a further development in the 
streams of migration to Purnea, Hazaribagh, Manbhum and the States. 
The present indications, therefore, are that the movement of this tribe to 
the north-east has been definitely checked for the time being, and that a great 
number of them are settling down in their own district as permanent rent
-paying cultivators. Such migration as is now taking place is not governed 
by any fixed principle but is the result of ordinary economic pressure, and 
its direction is determined by the availability of land (whether laterite or 
a.lluvial) and the scope for labour of a kind which appeals to the Santals, 
,Buch as work on tea-gardens or in coal-mines. 

8. As already mentioned, the fragmentary notes that follow regarding 
.certain beliefs and practices of tile Santals are intended only to supplement 
:the accounts available elsewhere. Almost all of the information reproduced 
here has been very kindly fur~is~ed by the Rev. P. O. Eodding, 'who has 
worked for many years as a m]SSIonary in the Santal Parganas and whose 
intimate knowledge of and affection for this people are unrivalled. 

9. Astrology.-The sun, moon and stars are considered to be animate 
neings, the sun bejng the male, the moon the female, and the stars their 
.children. A shooting-star is called a star-excrement, and a comet a tail-star. 
The four stars in the Great Bear constellation which form the rectangle of 
the plough are known as budhi pal'kom or the old woman's bedstead, while 
>thp other three starR arc called bu,ni kombroko, the fire-pan thieves; the 
-star furthest out from the bed is always kept so far away hecause he is 
laughing. The three stars of Orion's belt are arar ipilko, the yoke stars; 
~nd three others close by are arar lalakko, the yoke-cutters or dressers. 
:The Pleiades are known as sorenko. "What soren means" writes 
Mr. Bodding, "I am not at present preJ?ared to say, but it may b~ 
mentioned that one of the twelve Santal septs 18 called Soren and soren s'lpaht 
(.the soren soldier) is a very frequent combination. ',' Two small stars ~ear 
'Vega in Lyra are called potam bela, or the dove s eggs. For the MIlky 
Vlav they have a name meaning the Way of the Market-place, but according 
io some it is also called the Elephant's Path. The "morning star" 
.(whether Jupiter or Ve~us) is .sometimes s~yled corkheda, or the. thief
-pursuing star because It IS belIeved that thIeves, when they see thIS star 

.. appear cease' from their nefarious business and make their way home. 
-'The m~st favoured explanation of an eclipse is that once upon a time the 
.Bun or the moon (or both together) stood security for the human race when 
l.he latter were compelled to borrow food from a certain godling, called 
Dusad. The debt has never been repaid, and now and again the Dusad 
-:stretches out his hand to catch hold of the sun or the moon and exact his 
~ues; this causes an eclipse. At such times the Santals beat their kettledrums 
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and bring out their stores of grain into ·the open, and with much shouting 
offer to liquidate the debt if the godling will but relinquish his hold. 
During the eclipse a, fast is observed, and none may look upop. a woman 
who is with child. To explain the phases of the moon they have a story 
that in olden, days the sun and the moon had many children. The boys 
:were living with their father -the Sill, and the girls with their mother the 
moon. By reason of the terrible heat of the sun and his children (the stars) 
it was feared that the earth would be burnt up; so the moon suggested to 
the sun that they should devour their children in order to avert the catas
trophe. The sun bade hiS' wife eat up her daughters in the first place; if 
that were insufficient, said he, he would also eat his sons. Then the moon
" a Vloman ", adds the narrator, " and we know their tricky ways "-put 
all her daughters under a large bamboo basket and hid them, after which 
,'>he 1,:vent to the su.n and said that sbe had devoured an her girls but stiU 
the heat was as bad as ever, and if he did not nOVi' devour the boys too
man],ind would surely perish. The foolish husband believed her and ate
up all his sons, the day-stars. But when it became night he saw that the
aaughters were still unharmed, and in great anger he took a sword ana 
pursued his wife and overtaking her he cut her. He might indeed have' 
destroyed her utterly, but when she gave up two of her daughters he relented 
and left her. These two stars are the planets Venus and Jupiter, which 
may be seen during the day-time. Yet evel'y month the sun remembers 
his wife's deceit, and pursues and cuts her, so that the moon has very 
little rest except on two days in each month. Thunder and lightning, 
like all other natural phenomena, are believed by the Santals to'-- be acts 
of the Supreme Being, so that they say " he rains" or " he blows" or
.. he thunders." They have various names for thunder, most of which 
appear to be onomatopreic. In common with other races, they think that 
stone implements found in the ground are thunderbolts and call them cete]'" 
diri, which means stroke-of-lightning stones. They have heard the tale 
of Rama's shooting, but it is doubtful whether they place any credence in 
it. Some Santals try to guard themselves against lightning by keeping an 
arrow on the bowstring in aim against the thre:1tening cloud. 

10. Life after death.-The belief of the Santals in a future life, where 
virtue meets with its due reward and the wicked are appropriately punished, 
is recorded elsewhere. But, says Mr. Bodding, one may sometimes hear 
a Santal speculate whether he will become a lizard or a grass-hopper after 
death, and there are tales extant among them which presuppose a belief 
that the soul of a living man may issue through his mouth in the shape of 
a small lizard. Notwithstanding such curious aberrations as these, 
Mr. Bodding is of the opinion that the Santals have no real belief 
in transmigration. 

11. Musical instruments.-They are a musIcal people, one of their 
favourite instruments being a flute with six holes for stops and one for 
blowing. Nowadays these flutes are generally bought from low-caste Hindus, 
but some Santals still know how to make them. They have also some small 
pipes, made by themselves. Another instrument of their own manufacture 
is a one-stringed fiddle with a hollow" breast", as they call it, covered with 
a piece of skin, often of an iguana or some large snake. When playing, 
the operator keeps it in front of him, with the string turned away. Other 
varieties of stringed instruments include a hollow piece of wood or a 
pumpkin, covered at one end with a bit of skin through which a double 
string is run. It is kept in the left armpit,_and the left hand stretches the 
two strings with a small piece of wood tied to them. It is said to produce 
a marvellous sound, and its use-is confined to the disciples of the ojha when 
they go begging. Similar in tone, and employed for the same purpose, is 
a bamboo instrument (often an old flute) to which pins are affixed, and to 
these again two strings. At the middle point of the bamboo an empty, 
hollowed-out piece of a pumpkin is,tied. When this is played, the pumpkIn 
is held against the stomach and the playing is done with a wooden pin.
They have a dancing. drum of earthenware, covered .at the ends with skin 
and strengthened with leather thongs running round -the body; this drum .is. 
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conical in shape. Their kettledrums are many and varied, and some of 
their other instruments appear to be designed for the sale purpose of 
producing noise as a means of giving vent to their high spirits. They have 
.cymbals also and a number of wind instruments, including one made from 
the horn of a buffalo. An interesting point to note is that their flutes and 
horns are always made in pairs with the same pitch. This serves ~ dou~le 
purpose, for if one instrument is lost or stolen the owner is able to IdentIfy 
it, while the distinctive note also serves to advertise the whereabouts of the 
player. Dancing drums, too, are made in pairs. Mr. Bodding considers 
'that the flute, t.he horn and the fiddle are probably the original Santal 
instruments. 

12. Bovls and an'ou}s, etc. The Santal\; bow is generally made of 
bamboo, but sometimes of some otbor resilient wood. As a rule, the string 
is of hemp, though bamboo is not infrequently used for the purpose. The 
string is always' fixed permanently to one end of the bow; at the other (upper) 

.end it is tied loosely. Here there is a loop, and when the bow is to be used 
this loop is slipped on to the end. rntil this is done, the bow is more or 
less straight and could not be used. The Santals have a large assortment 
,of arrows, suitable to special different purposes. Tbey arc mostly made of 
sar grass- -sar being the Santali word for an arrow. Generally the arrow 
has cut feathers fixed to its end, which help to steady its flight; an arrow 
wjthout feathers is callod lluked. Tu ::;hoot birds and small animals a blunt 
arrow is used, with a pIece of wood some three inches long fixed to the point. 
For other aniTIlals they employ arrows with iron heads, which vary greatly 
in size and shape. "I have seen": says Mr. Bodding, "some twenty 
-different arrowheads." One variety, designed for shooting fish, has for its 
head a curved blade instead of a point. There is also a special kind of bow 
with which they shoot off, not arrows, but small stones. Of spears they had 
formerly several kinds, but those are no longer found. Battle-axes of 
different shapes are still to be seen in a few houses, but they are now used for 
sacrificial purposes only. The Santals have a number of other hunting 
implements, fishing nets, etc., all of which go to show that they have studied 
the nature and -habits of wild animals, birds, .and so forth, and have 
fashioned their implements accordingly. They indulge in a curious practice 
of keeping certain hairs, claws, etc., of tigers and leopards which they have 
killed, and even of eating their flesh, in the hope that t4ey will thereby 
assimilate some of the qualities of these animals. They are not head
hunters, and no case is known in which they have resorted to this practice 
in their fights with other tribes and peoples. 

13. Agricultural implements.- It is well-known that the Santals excel 
in the art of clearing jungles and otherwise reclaiming land for cultivation, 
but as agriculturists they are less expert and still have much to learn. The 
most primitive (certainly the oldest) of their implements is a wooden bar 
used for dig'~ing out routs, makillg holos in the ground, and so on. Formerly 
it was made of hard wood throughout, but nowadays a flat niece of iron 
is fixed at one end. Their plough is made of a log of bent w~od, with an 
jron ploughshare fixed in a groove on the front upper portion. The handle 
may be one of several shapes, and there is .a beam whereby the plough is 
attached to the yoke. They have also a hoe or pick-axe with one narrow 
.and more or less pointed blade. The nearest approach to a spade amonD' 
them is an implement called a kudi. The blade of this implement is slightl~ 
curved or concave, and an iron shaft some four inches high is fixed vertically 
in the middle of one end of it. Through the top of this shaft the handle 
runs parallel with the blade, being only a very little longer than it. The 
kudi is worked t~)\v:;trds,. not away fr~m, the user. All these iron implements 
are made by semI-hmdmzed blacksmIths, but the use of more modern foreign
made implements is. now being gradually introduced. To leyel and carry 
earth they have a kllld of large wooden shovel, called a karha, drawn by 
bullocks. It consists of a piece of flat wood three to five feet in length, ten to 
fifteen inches b:road, and some three inches thick, tapering towards an edge. 
A handle is fixed in the middle, and at (or near) each end of the karha 
ea " comb" is cut, i.e. part of the wood is cut away, leaving big tooth-like 
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projections. The shaft is fixed to the karha at one end with a ring, and 
the other end terminates in the yoke. Sometimes chains are used in lieu 
of a shaft. When worked, a man keeps the shovel more or less upright by 
means of the handle, and the earth is thus dragged along. On reaching the 
place where the earth is to be deposited, he lets go the handle and the 
karha automatically turns over forwards, emptying out the earth, and the
bullocks then drag the karna back to the starting point. There are several 
varieties of these " shovels ", but the principle on which they are worked 
is the same. There is a similar implement. called a raksa, which is used_ 
for levelling the surface of a rice-field. This is longer and narrower, and 
two holes are cut through the wooden board, through which the yoke chains
are passed. The argom, or clod-crusher, is an implement used for levelling
the earth after ploughing or sowing. I t is a piece of wood some six to nine
feet long and six to eight inches broad and thick. Usually it has a beaIJ:k 
to which the yoke is fixed, but sometimes there are two beams and sometimes;.. 
none at all; in the latter case chains are run through holes in the wood. 



APPENDIX Vi I.-Language, Caste and Race in Singhbhum district. 

~he report of the IndIan Statutory Commission, published in 1930, 
('on.talned a summary of the recommendations made by the sub-committee 
whIch had been appointed to investigate the claim of the Oriya-speaking 
peoples to a separate Orissa province. The sub-committee suggested inter 
alia that at the forthcoming census special precautions should be taken to 
ensure the reJjability of the returns. So far as Bihar and Orissa is 
concerned, the main point at issue was whether, assuming the formation of 
such a separate province, the district of Singhbhum (or any part thereof) 
sh_ould be included in it. It was therefore of special importance to ascertain 
wIth as much accuracy as possible the number and distribution of Oriyas in 
that district. 

2. The first question that presented itself in connexion with this 
enquiry was: lVhat is an " Oriya "1 Hitherto no a.ttempt had ever been 
made to enumerate persons of Oriya race either in Singhbhum or elsewhere. 
The census schedules contain a column entitled" Nationality, race or caste", 
but a person's nationality is not entered in this column unless he is :1 
fort'igner (i.e., not an IndIan), and his race is only entered if he belongs to 
some aboriginal tribe or other race in which caste does not exist, For 
Hindus the caste only is recorded, no matter whether they are Biharis, 
Bengalis, Oriyas or anything else. The number of Oriya-speaking persons 
is of course ascertained from the language returns, and in the past it has 
always been assumed that the, number of " Oriyas " is identical with the 
number of persons by whom the Oriya language is spoken. But this 
assumption is not necessarily correct. In Singhbhum district, for instance, 
it is commonly agreed that the Oriya language is llsed very muc!? less than 
it used to be, largely because it is not taught in the schools and is barred 
in the courts. Many Oriyas who still speak it in their homes (often in a 
corrupted form) do not know how to read or write it. while others cannot 
even speak it any longer. On the other hand there are certain parts of the 
district in which the Oriya language is spoken by aboriginals and others 
who would not ordinarily be regarded as Oriyas by race. It has been 
explained in Chapter X that at the present census for the first time two 
columns were provided in the schedule for recording a person's language. 
One column was reserved for his real mother-tongue, and the second for 
other languages (if any) in common every-day use. This innovation presum
ably went some way towards reconciling language with race, but it cannot 
have gone the whole distance, and it was therefore deemed advisable to make 
a special attempt on this occasion to ascertain separately the number of 
persons in Singhbhum district who claimed to be " Oriyas ", irrespecth:e 
of the language spoken by them. 

3. The method chosen to achieve this purpose was simply to enquire 
of each person whether he was, or was not, an Oriya. If he replied in the 
'affirmative, the word Oriya was to be entered in the caste column of the 
Echedule against his name-in addition, of course, to his caste; if he replied 
in the negative, no entry of race was to be made at all. It was obviously 
out of the question to expect the enumerators to conduct any enquiry into 
the correctness of the answer given. Even if their impartiality could have 
been taken for granted, they had not the necessary qualifications for arriving 
at a proper decision, and the application of various suggested tests (such as 
whether the person concerned was governed by the Mitakshara or the 
Dayabhag law) would only have led to c?nfusion. It, was prima. fa.cie 
unlikely that a person who was not an Orlya would claIm to be one; the 
converse was not ,impossible, but in the face of deliberate denials of that 

SOl 
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kind the census authorities would clearly be powerless. The enumerators 
were therefore told that they must accept and record without qnestion the 
statement of the person enumerated, once they were satisfied that he under
stood what he was being asked. The supervising staff were instructed to 
pay special attention to the checking of these entries, and it was pointed out 
to them that in this they woul-d often derive much assistance from the name 
and the cas~e of the per~on concerne~. There are many distinctive Oriya 
names and tItles, and, a!th.oug~ sometJm~s thes~ may have become corrupted 
to such an extent that It IS dIfficult. or Imp?S~Ible to recognize them, they 
would frequently serve as a useful gUide. SImIlarly, most of the true Oriya 
castes (except Brahmans) are unmistakeable, though here again it is not 
uncommon for the caste name also to. be disguised or modified. For 
instance, an Oriya Gaura living in Singhbhum will often ca,ll himself a 
Goala; a Karan may call himself a Kaya8th, and so forth. Consequently 
such an ent.ry as "Oriya Kayasth" in the census schedule would not 
necessarily be incorrect, but an entry of " Karan" without being preceded 
by the word" Oriya " must be wrong. 

4. Unfortunately the attempt to ascertain the number of OriJas by 
race on the lines indicated above proved to be a failure. This was due partly 
to the fact that the decision to conduct this s1?ecial enquiry was reached at 
,a somewhat late stage in the operations, and difficulty was experienced in 
making the enumerators understand fully the purport of the instructions. 
A careful scrutiny' of the returns showed that not infrequently the wor.d 
·Oriya was entered against the head of a household only, with the result that 
the remaining Oriya inmates were not treated as such in the slip-copying 
and sorting processes. Some enumerators apparently thought that, wheIl 
a man's caste clearly showed that he was an Oriya, it was unnecessary to 
specify the fact. In other cases the entry of race ,~as made in the column 
for religion inste~,d of in the c?-ste colun.m.. IntensIve 'pr?pagand~ on both 
.sides was responsIble also for sms of omISSIon or commISSIon In thIS matter 
.on the part of certain enumerators. In adcl.ition to these ,various sourc~s 
of error the enquiry showed that many of the persons questIOned really dId 
not kno~ whether they were Oriyas by race or not, -and that many others did 
not care. It was therefore apparent that any statistics which might b~ 
compiled on the basis of th~se pa~ticula:r return~ would ~ot only ~e quit¢ 
unreliable but would he defimtely misleadmg; and It was deCIded to disregard 
them entirely. Language perforce must continue to be the main criterion 
of race but a final effort was made to eliminate some of the more pate:p.t 
defects 'of that criterion by an exhaustive analysis of the caste and language 
returns in combination. 

5. The new objective was to distribute the population of the district 
between the four racial categories given below:-

Oriyas. 

Biharis or Bengalis. 
(i) 
(2) 

(3) Doubtful races-i.e., persons who m.ight belong to either of the 
two first categories. 

(4) Others, including primitive tribes. 

The district was split up into 21 local units, a list of which is given in 
the margin. In all these units persOJfs 
belonging to unmistakeable Oriya castes 
were placed in category (1) above. 
Persons belonging to· all other Hindu 
castes were classified as (a) those speak
ing Oriya as mother-tongue, (b) those 
speaking Oriya as a subsidiary 
Language, and (0) those who did not 
speak Oriya at all. The results thus 
obtained were scrutinized caste by caste 
and local unit by local unit. It was 

Chakradharpl.lr-
1. Porah_at liolli.an phs Jincluding Band· 

gaon estate). ' 
2. Sadant pir'l (excluding Chakradharpur 

municipality) . 
~. Kuldiha, Kainua and Goilkera pirs. 
4. Chakradharpur municipality and raH

way settlement. 
Mano\larpur-

D. Manoharpur proper. 
6. Rela and Saranda pirs. 

~. : 
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Kolhan-
7. Balltarm, Rotgarh, Lotna and Jamda 

p ' rs (excludiug Gua and Noamundi 
mines). 

8. AoIa and Bar pirs. 

found, e.g.. that in unit no. 8 there 
were 2,270 Kumh:uR, ont of whom 2,180 
spoke OI'lya as their mother-tongue and 
10 others spoke it as a subsidiary 
language; consequently all Kumhars in 
that part2'culal' unit were treated as 

9. '1.'hai, Bharbharia, Lagra and Lota piTf~. Oriyas by race. But ill unit no. 15 
onl~T 5 IZumhars out of 1, 111 spoke 
Ol'iyl1 in ;.:lny shape or form, with the
re-suIt t11at in that unit nll Kumhars 
were tl'C'atf'd ~s non-Grivas. In unit 
no. 18 I1ga ill there were 546 KumharH, 
Oriya being tbe mother-tongue of 252 
and a f;llb~idiary language of 20 others,.. 
while :l74 did !lot speak Oriya at all; ilL 
the::-,e cil'cUln;';tanl'es no Hale dedudion 
coul!l be made with reglClI'd to the racial 
affinities of the Kmnhars in that parti-

10. Gumm, Barkela and Hangra pirs 
(e'{('luding Ghaibasa IDllnHlipality). 

]1. Chainpur, Ayodhya, ASflutaha, Sidn , 
T"ota, RajaLassa, Chiru and Charai 
pirRo 

1~. Chaibasn DHmicipalit,'.'. 
13. Gua and ;\iuaH1undi mineb. 

Ghatsila-
14. ,Tllg~AJai p.". and Gulmnri p.R. (excllld 

iug url,un nrpa'l). 

15. SW!lspur p."'. 
16. KalJkapur p.8. 

17. Gh:tt~i:a p.R. north (exduding Kokpara cular part of the district, and so they 
Taraf). were all ti'Pllt('(l as " doubtful" and 

lfl. Ghnt"ilu p.s. south (excluding KukpHm 
Taral). placed in category (3) above. The 

19. l\C'kpara Taraf. 

20. Baharngnrfl ;:>.8. 

" Grivas" and the" donbtfnls " wt're 
determin~cl in this way by examining 

and Jugsalai the statistics for each caste and locality 
in turn. Then the .. 01h('r8 " - cate
gory (4) above --were extracted. These 

comprised (a) all pl'jrniLivc tribes, il'respcctive of the language spoken by 
them, rt,nd (b) all persons speaking as mother-tongue fiome language other 
than Hindustani. Bengali, Orlya oj' a tribal langu::lge. Nfany primitive 
trjbes have been HjIlduized to such au extcut that they have lost most of 
their tribal characteristics, ann perSOllS belonging to these communities were' 
freely claimed as Oriyas or Biharis by the rival parties. Kot infre-quentlJ 
such daims derive some measure of support from the language crlterioIl; for 
instance, there are some parts of Singhbhum in whiC'h practically R 11 Bhuiyas 
speak Oriya as their .. mother tongue". Rut in genet'al it was felt that 
in the interests of these semi-aburiginal peoples themselves they should he 
kept quite distinct from the Aryan races Oll both sieles. and with three 
exceptions all the tribes mentioned in paragraph ::2 of A npendix IV were 
included with the" othel' races", no matter what, their langm\ge might be. 
The exceptions were the Bauris, Ghasis and Pans who. though undoubtedly 
of abol'i?inal origin, are by now hardly distinguishable from low Hindu 
castes; they were accordingly treated as "doubtful" and placed in 
category (3). The first, third and fourth categories being thus determined. 
the ~ residue of the population of the distr~('t waH placed in the second 
eaten'ory, 1·.13. 13ihnri or Bene-ali. Bct"\vecn the.:'A two races it was found 
to b; quite impos~ible to distElguisb. As a result of the method followed, 
it is probable that some Hindustani-speaking immigrants from the United 
Provinces and other parts of India. were treated as Biharis; but this could 
not be avoided, and the number of Rueh person"" is in any case inconsiderable. 

21. J um'lhedpur, Tatanagar 
(urban). 

6. The results of the enquiries into language and race in Ringhbhum 
are summarized in the two tables at the end of this appendix. Proportional 

figures for the district as a,' whole aTe 
Race. glYen in the maxgjn. It will be noticed 
11.1 that, by the crjterion of language 
11.4 alone, tho number of Oriyas and 
03.2 Bihari-cum-Bengalis in the district is-
14.3 considerably larger than by the criterion 

Oriya 

Bihari-Bengali 

()ther~ 

Doubtful 

Mother.tong/Hl. 

18.5 
24.6 
56.9 

of race. This is partly because 
speakers of the Aryan languages include a good many aboriginals, but 
mainly because of the impossibility of allocating the" doubtful" races to 
their appropriate heads. Although the term" others" includes Europeans, 
immigrants from up-country and foreigners of every kind (except Bengalis)t 
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for all pr~ctical pur-poses this term may be regarded as synonymous with 
the~ primitive tribes. The strength of 
some of the more important tribes is 
given in the margin. Even if the 
semi-aboriginal Bhumij and Bhuiyas be 
left out of account, the four remaining 

Total population 
Ho 
Santal 
Bhumij 
Munda 
Bhuiya 
Oraon 

population of the district. 

929,802 
301,158 
108,890 

53,058 
50,963 tribes (which are among the purest 
18,273 aboriganal stock in the province) 
10,111 account by themselves for 471,122 

persons, or more than half the total 

7. As between the Oriya and the Bihari-cum-Bengali ~lements, there 
is a clear-cut division between the two subdivisions of the district. In the 

Sadr subdivision (where the number of 
SADR. Mother-tongue. Race. Bengalis is negligible) the 9riyas are in 

Oriya 127,247 89,631 a large majority over tEe Biharis. 
Bibari-Bengali 37,835 16,997 This preponderance is marked, not only 
Doubtful 47,450 in the subdivision as a whole, but in 
~ach one of the local units with the exception of no. 1 (in the extreme north
;west corner of the district) and nos. 4 and 12 (the municipal areas of 
Chakradharpur and Chaibasa). Even if all the "doubtfuls" in this 
subdivision were treated as Biharis, the latter would still be in the minority. 

Conversely, in the Dhalbhum sub~ 
DHALBHUM. Mother-tongue. Race. division (where the number of Biharis 

Oriya 44,640 13,223 outside Jamshedpur is very small) the 
~iha:i~Bengali ... 190,729 89,041 Bengalis are in a large majority over 

ou t ul ... ... 85,530 the Oriyas. Here again the p'repon-
'derance is to be found in each local unit except no. 18, which forms part of 
the Ghatsila police-station area. 

8. At the time when the census was being taken, feeling on the Oriya 
question ran high, and a great deal of propaganda was indulged in on both 
sides. After the operations were over, there were not wanting complaints 
to the effect that they had not been properly conducted, that the enumerating 
staff were prejudiced and had refused to record the answers actually given, 
that the local officers in charge of the operations were biassed and the returns 
had been tampered with, etc., etc. A careful enquiry was made into these 
allegations by the District Officer of Singhbhum, and I personally discussed 
the-matter with him locally and examined a large number of the schedules 
mentioned specifically by the petitioners. The charges were found to be 
generally without any foundation, and many of the complaints were clearly 
due to misapprehensIOn. For instance, a number of defective entries made 
by the enumerators in the schedules had been amended by the supervisor or 
other inspecting officer, and it was mistakenly supposed that these modifi
cations were made with the deliberate object of damaging the just claims 
of the Oriyas. The vague charges of prejudice brought against certain 
enumerators were more difficult to investigate, but here again there was 
undoubtedly a lot of exaggeration and misunderstanding. It has already 
been mentioned that the entries of race in the caste column were unreliable 
'for various reasons, one of which was that the enumerators were subjected 
to a great deal of pressure from both sides on this subject. But, as these 
entries were entirely discarded, the results are not affected by this cir
cumstance. So far as entries of language and caste are concerned, I am 
definitely of the opinion that cases of deliberate misrecording were very rare. 
£ut it IS probably true that in doubtful cases (which were plentiful) the 
language entry made by a Bengali enumerator might not be the one which 
would h_ave been made by an Oriya enumerator. For instance, in localities 
such as Baharagora the language in common use is a mixed dialect of Oriya 
and Bengali, and the proper method of recording it will often give rise to 
genuine perplexity. In -that part of the district most of the enumerators 
were Bengalis, and it is likely-that they sometimes used their discretion in. 
this matter in a way which did not commend itself to Oriya sentiment. 
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1JINGH"81H'J[ DlSTIUOT 

ChakradbarllUl' 

1. Pur.hat ;{olh," PITS (lrC)l1dlllg Uo,ld 
gahl1 estate', 

".ldant pus (exolndmg Ch4tr'ldwrpur 
lnUlHC-lpal1tv) 

3 KQldlha. K .. U",M. aliT (} Jt1kera pIn 
4 Cbakl.au~Jll'Ul' InulllC~lpallty and 1m! .. 

WlLy setlletneltt 

Manoh!l.l'llur 

[) }lanoha.rptlr pl(i.l.le'" 

6~ Bela ,f]ud ~aralld '1 fIrS 

'J~ Bantarl'1.. Koh;a"n TJotnn. JUG Jamd.l 
!HiS (BICJudwl( f.:rUlJ .l.ud VvaWUtldl 
CInn".) 

8. ADJ. and Bar l'IrS • 
1) I'hill, .llharLharta, Lagr, and J,n\a 

'tllrs 
1Q. lfum18, llarkela and Ran"'a prr" {OK

Clu(iln:g- ChJlnas.& mmll~tpallt!) 
11 Ch'l1l1pur ~.rul1i~~ A&Ln1aIJJ.~ Sldm 

Lot~ R'l]nb..'lBl''l, (!lllr:J J-ud l'bl~r 1 
PIlS 

12 O1m,1ba.s't mUI11Clpa7 1ty 
13. Gua tlNi ~ (l,aLlUIU11 n Illeg 

Gbatsila 

14 JUg&~hl l' , .nd (TuJulUrI l' -8, (e. 
o lld1"g ut:'bau Mea'S). 

15 S'WBSrnr p s 
IG K., knpur p -8 

17 Ghat.Jh p -s north ('lcludmg K[lk: 
pnu TarAt) 

18 Gha\"'l111l p -s south (euludlU~ h..ur:\," 
par~ j :JJ'of) 

19 Kokparn III,..! 
~o Uah.,.~or. 11 ., 
:n J.lIn .. herJpul. I'atanagar Ilnd "ugsaI.d.1 

(urbm.) 

------ -- --

-- -- --- --- --- -- ----- -----
I.-LANGUAGE AND RACE L~ SINGHBHUM DISTRICT. 

, 
J PopulatlOn. 

Oll~a.. 

: 48 mother 
tOn(JIM 

3--

J 929,802 171.8f17 

133.335 

35.123 

'8772 I 

66,228 

~3.99q 
22~&1f) 

335,6(4 

31,;w,Q 

92,701 
8J,027 

6Q,486 

17,'i4i 

~n GoG 
( ·l~f '"7 
OU,&J1 

.2~,77h 
72 t 31 
ii1,4J9 

26.613 

44i 

2J,77~ 

2 1I~ 
j ,[,5 

19,384 

81,300 

277q 
21>.54D 

t:'~3 

7,ue 

408 
2,659 

/HJ 

7,7"9 

5,241 
107M 
~,Jo2 

A8 ",I",,' 
dwry 

language. 

4 

2,82S 

3.725 
Zit{ 

1,531 
14;; 

10.689 

06 

--- --- -- --- -_- ---

limdllst"nl and 
Beuga,l 

AI matOO A 8 B!'~SJ. 
11mf11M. d,arll 

5 

16,890 

2.fi oil 

7,lOJ 

&04 
R ,17 

6,588 

> 240 
1,342 

l!1.3S7 

Ga~ 

1941 
1245 

1,.173 

850 

7,270 
1,lLlI 

190,729 

19,r,Qa 
3j),I% 
3C 99q 

",408 

ll7~, 
3h 077 
f,ll,~.I'l 

language. 

6 

6.U2 

, 020 

2, 'i1 

4810 
~,328 

9,848 

1 %0 
919 

.,047 

1()7,439 

fiJJ)·~1) 
28 q44 
,~,7 ~ 

7,277 

7 [lnj 
2201}3 
Z.l,n&b 

---j 
Other. (maillding 
Trlb.ll.n~uag,,). I 

As mather As S!!~s~· 
ton;".. ,har/! 

89.832 

12, ';"i) 

~9 &31 

15146 
2,471J 

40,306 

9R,7 j,~ 
11,118 

239,987 

{,1'l7 
8,S!] 

159,226 

0.,1"0 
J~,~Jb 
20 bOO 

:U,41);, 

II l3i 
25,m 
21 bOJ 

lang""g~ 

16911 

1157 

1.475 

809 
600 

55,i27 

7.725 

24873 
10646 

5 
1117 

1457 

1M 

124 
1 

3na 

Orlyo 

13,731 

23 

11,723 

7,681 

68,213 

D.126 

13,223 

316 

117 
1,165 

4\), 

2813 

J3Jh," 
and Dou "ful 

lleng.l . rac"s 

lU 

7,660 

~,m 

{1~ 

~,544 

588 

3(14 

.184 

8,749 

~.JIl 

RoO 
22~ 

121 

247 

89,041 

11,467 
11,715 
7.5;J7 

3,mQ 
6.50l 

4j,I~4 

11 

21),076 

2,13U 

12,41£ 

2,149 
d,S,! 

140,073 

13,301 

718 

6'4 
710 

85,531) 

1,bOo 

2,~5n 

8V4IJ 
18,687 

2,~04 

~Ni8 
Z\J ~77 
IB,3'. 

OtneJS 
(nclud_llg'" 
pU"1l1trve 
tnbesj. 

91.8GB 

4J,456 

\1),43; 
:2 (~O 

43.880 

30077 
13,;03 

2!5,3S1 

&; '9S 
JV:ry62 
5d,210 

3;'586 

H62 
IJ, 2114 

206,801 

1~,'40 

18415 
JJ 867 
8424S 

24760 

13,343 
36 Jl5 
:l1J~31J 
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II.-MO'l'HER TONGUES AND SUBSIDIARY LANGUA.GES IN SINGHBHUM DISTRICT. 

---,-
HnrnUSTA.NI. BXlI'G.!.LI. 

1--
Locality. Population. Total 

speaking 
mother
tongue. 

Subsidiarv language •. Subsidiarv languages. 

Oriya. 

-I 
SINGHRHUJlI DISTRICT 929,802 81,047 3,947 

Chakradharpur 

1. Porah.t Kalhan pirs (including Band· 
gaon estate). 

2. Sad ant pit'" (excluding Chakradbarpur 
mmlicilla1ity) . 

3. Kuldiha. Kainua and Goilkera pit" 
4. Chakradharpur municipality find 

railway settlement. 

Manoharpur 

5, 1Vlanohu.rpur proper 
6. Rela 3nd Sarond. pirs 

Kolhan 

7. Bantaria, Kotgarh. Lotn. and Jamda 
pirs (exelu<ling Gua and Naamundi 
mines). 

8 Aola and BQr pirs .. .. 9: Thai Rharbharia, Lagra and Lota pirs 
10. Gnmta, Harkela. and Rengra Ilil's \ 

(excluding Chaibasa municip"lity). 
11. Chainpuf, Avodhya, Asantalia, Sidni, 

Lota, Rajabassa. Chiru and Charai 1 

pIrRo 
13. Chaiba8. municipality 
13. Gua and Nonmundi mines .. 

Ghatslla 

14. Jugsalai p.·s. and Golmuri p.-s. 
(excluding urban areas). 

15. Rwaspur p.-R. ... I 
Ill. Kalikapur p.-s. ... .. . 
17. GhatsiJa p.-s. north (excludh;ii 

Kokp tra Taral). 
18. Ghatsila p.-s. soutb (excluding 

133,335 

35,123 

68,772 

18,249 
11,101 

66,228 

43,998 
22,230 

3SS,64i 

31,348 1 

92,781 
_81,037 
~8,483 

43,859 

10,785 
7,359 

39i.595 

17,647 

H,236 

2,491l 

5,657 

555 
5,53~ 

6,117 

4,883 
1,~34 

11,070 

559 

l':i~ 
1,1l25 

685 

5,422 
855 

49,624 

1,085 

1,235 

73 

707 

34 
431 

1,112 

894 
218 

983 

38 

177 
30 

508 

149 

3 
78 

617 

aO,oRO 496 10 
64,687 635 28 
60,633 2,161 7 

32,673 864 124 

I 23,77Q 460 9 
... ... 73.Um 1 1,136 133 

Kokpnra Taml). 
19. Kokp"ra Ta af 
20. Bahnrngnra p.-s. 
21. Ja'11shcdpur, Tatanagar 

(urban). and .T!lgsalai 1 __ O_2'_4_50---'-__ 4_1l_'_78_7 ____ 30_6_ 

OXIYA, 

Bengali. 

T 

3,041 

72 

48 

174 

169 
5 

273 

37 

315 
3 

10 

2,522 

20 

104 
4B() 
596 

344 

172 
352 
504 

Tribal 
languages. 

6,087 

1,999 

1,452 

328 

219 

483 

300 
183 

3,451 

327 

853 
1,271 

539 

432 

2 
27 

104 

Others. 

Toml 
speaking 
mother
tongue. 

132: 147,517 

. .. \ 

2 

...1 

... [ ... 

;i7 

2,654 

8 

1,512 

49 
1,085 

471 

363 
108 

3,287 

57 

465 
390 

48 

165 

1,848 
314 

141,105 

'7,407 

19,200 
24,550 
94,838 

4,604 

6,248 
35,Sil 
18,717 

Oriya. Hindustani. Tribal Others. 
languages. 

9 --1-0-

992 

278 

7 
6 

65 

64 
1 

168 

4 

72 
8 

12 

69 

2,462 

45 

17 
93 

1,301 

442 

307 
130 
127 

-,--

7,486 

327 

6 

43 

3 
275 

914 

174 
40 

175 

14 

62 
1 
8 

21 

11 
58 

6,'770 

17 

36 
256 
350 

351! 

108 
2 

5,645 

--11- --12-

1,762 

170 

162 

8 

1 

1 

509 

11 

185 
248 

5 

40 

1 
19 

1,089 

20 
21 

188 

716 

114 

14 

T.,EAL LANGUAGES. OTHEns. 

'" ! 

86 

10 

73 

Locality. Total 
sneaking 
mother
tongue. 

Subsidiarv langua(Jes. -1- -T-ot-nl 
speaking 

Bengali. Hind?-s~ Tribal Others, mother-

Subsidiarv languages. I~o;-- Subsidiarv langua(Jes.--
flpeakmg 

Hindus- 0 h mother- B . Hindus- . Trihal 
Bengali. tani. Oriy.. t crs. tongue. engall. toni. Onya. langu-talu. l'1nguages. tongue. 

ages. 
-1~-1-3 14 15 16 17 18 19 Tn 2f -~2 - u- -2-4---2-5-- ]6--2-7-

SING-ReHUM 171,887 18,891 12,112 /$4,363 12 /$08,140 64,286 14,278 15,096 1/$ 21,211 170 10,3.2.'1 87 :1.8 

ChakradharJ,lur 

1. Porahat Kolhan pirs (in-
111nti in g' Bandgaoll estat e). 

2. Sadant pirs (cxcludi.n~ 
Chakradharpur Illumo]-
pality).. . 

3. Kuldiha, Kamua and GOll
kera pirs. 

4. Chakra<lharpur municipality 

and railway settlement.::: I 
Manoharpur 

5. lIIalloharpur proper. 
6. Rela and Saranda pus 

... [ Itolhan 

7 Bantaria Kotgarh, Lotn3, 
• and Jat;'da pirs (eXCIUdin g

l GU:l and N oamundi mines). 
8 Aola and Bar pirs ... 
9: Thai, Bhar~haria, Lngrn. 

and Lota plrs. 
10 Gumta, Rarkel. and 

• Reng-ra 'Pir~ (excluding 
Chttibasa IUtlnicipality). 

11 eh"inpur, Ayodhya, Asan-
• talia, Sidni, Lata, 

Rajabassa, Chiru and 
Chami pirs. 

12 Chaibasa municipality ... 
13: tina and Noamnndi mines \ 

Ghatsila 

14. J ug.alai p.-s. and C!0l-
muri p.-R. (excludmg 
urban areas). 

15. Swaspur p.-s. 

~~: ~I~!\~fl~urp::;~' north (e~: 1 

eluding Kokpara Tanf). 
18. GlJat8ila, p.-s. south (ex-

cluding Kokpara Taraf). 
19. Kokpafa. Taraf 
20. Bah,ragor. p.-s. 
21 Jarnshedpur, Tnt,nagar 

• and Jugsalai (urban). 

26,613 

447 

91,772 

2,299 

2,095 

19,3M 

10,004 
9,330 

81,300 

8,294 

2'7,751 
20,549 

14,203 

7,436 

408 
2,659 

44,6iO 

631 

433 
5,666 
4,774 

7,799 

5,2U 
10,'1'44 

9,352 

306 

243 

00 

520 

446 
74 

188 

80 

4 
23 

17,877 

50 

337 
4,248 
1,897 

1,901 

2,505 
5,886 
1,053 

1,597 1.876 

49 229 

725 663 

164 954 

659 30 

l,071l 987 

1)97 569 
475 418 

4,895 51,459 

140 7,382 

255 23,635 
134 9,127 

2,853 5,823 

1,164 5,382 

340 110 

4,548 41 

4 4 

2 4 
3 4 

]94 4 

188 

100 
B 1 

4,049 15 

BOGP (Census) 1-1,OOl-]9-1.1933-~PG. & others. 

1 

) 

"'1 

11 

11 

88,13i 

32,168 

39,805 

15,M4 

;817 

iO,2U 

98,716 
11.525 

238,755 

99,408 

62,729 
58,956 

53,007 

35,559 

9,839 
3,257 

141,1)10 

8,493 

9,919 
33,823 
28,526 

17,778 

11,822 
25.205 

5,i44 

85 

8S 

1 

196 

12 

39' 

2 

3 
70 

64,074 

760 

5,033 
23,993 
10,464 

3,398 

4,102 
15,801 

534 

9,490 

957 

989 

117 

427 

5,199 

3,421 
1,708 

3,885 

253 

648 
781 

1,133 

752 

03 
255 

9,774 

17 

15 
10 
45 

85 

11 
3 

2,588 

1,296 

75 

1,165 

36 

20 

3.702 

2,3i7 
1,325 

9,565 

205 

1,374 
107 

429 

191 

359 

7,533 

21 

63 
579 
830 

1,190 

J,776 
2,917 

158 

1,698 

8 

26 

2 

1,662 

3 65 

32 
33 

1,232 

37 

360 
~'7 

\ 9 

14 

268 
... 1 274 

121 18,216 

31 

41 
13 

33i 

1,628 

5 
5 

'9 1 16,159 

40 

40 

1 

12'1 

6 
4 
6 

60 

1 
50 

1.925 

4 

11 

11 200 

i6 

20 
26 

305 

20 

51 

46 
186 

8,7f.7 

14 

100 

945 

4 

7,023 

9 

1 

9 6 

8 

'1'7 
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Correction slip no. 1. 

DISTRICT, SUBDIVISION 
AND THANA, 

t 1 

'To be substituted for the figures 
under thaD as Gopalpur and 
XadwI, district Purnel, at 
page 167, 

Gopalpur ... ... 
Kadwa .. , ... 

.... 

[Price 9 pies.J 

CENSUS REPORT OF BIHAR AND ORISSA, 1931. 

PART II-BIHAR! AND ORISSA TABLE VOLUME. 

Figures revised with reference to Government notification no, 5886-11J-15.R" dated 
the 15th July 1931! transferring 91 villages from thana Gopalpur to thana Kadwa, 
district Purnea, 

PROVINCIAL TABLE 1. 

, 
POPl1L!.T10N, PnaU'UGIOJ Pmmm 

VUIATIOIf, sQI1.m XUI. 
Are, in Occupied 1001. 1931, 
aquare T01l'118, Villages, 
miles. houses, 1921 1911 

Persons, Males. Females, (Both sexes,) to to 1931. 11921, 
1931, 1921, 

2 3 ~ r 6 7 8 9 ~10-11- 13 13 
I 

\ 

'" 
, • 

2SI .. . 307 13,003 61,011 31,540 29,471 ". -18'76 ... 21" 

i05 ," 585 32,037 174,8&1 90,145 84,696 '" + 12'82 ... 431 . 
, 

~ 

N oTE.-The ligules in colulDns 9, 11 And 13 remain unohanged, 



Correction slip no, 2. 

DISTRICT, SUBDIVISrON 
Area in 
square 

AND THANA, miles, 

To be substituted for the 
• tures under dlBtrlc~ Bhagru.. I 
ur, Sadr Subdivision (Bhagal'l 
urI and thina Colgon~ and I 
or figures also under district 
'urnea, Sadr bubdi,ision I 
Purnea) and thanas Korba 
nd Xatihar, at page 167. 

'higaJpur II '" 4,280 
dr SubdivisIon (district 988 
Bhagalpur), 

\loigong '" on 467 
lurne.. ". I .. 4,918 
Sadr Subd[vleioll (district 2,~9G 

Purnea), 
Korba, , .. ,,' an 
iatlhlf 'I' III 308 

CENSUS REPORT OF BIHAR AND ORISSA, 1931. 
PART II,-BIHAR AND ORISSA TABLE VOLUME, 

Figures revised with reference to Government notification no, 2093-11J-15.32.R" dated 
the 25th February 1982, transferring 16 villages from thana Korha and ona village 
from thana Katihar) district Purnea, to thana Oo]gong, district Bhaga]pur. 

PROVINOIAL TABLE I, 

POPUtATIOli, PUOElfUGX OF PllBBO~B m 
I 

VUt!TIOlf. IQIJ'UI KILl, 

Occupied I Towns, Villages. 1931. mL houses, 19U 1m 
to to 

Persolld, Males, Females. (Both sexes), 1931. 1m, [931, 19~1, 

.- - _- .- -9-
5 8 10 11 12 13 

3,097 ., 2,2&1,699 1,134,324 1,107,315 +10'22 '" 524 '" 
." 904 " 848,413 329,423 319,051 '" +12'96 '" 666 "' 

'" 369 .n 218,519 109,683 108,836 ... + 10'10 '" '68 ." 
III 4,143 '" 2,179,476 1,125,941 1,053,635 '" +1'81 ." ~ "' 
'" 2,310 '" 1,10t132 559,699 530,133 01' +9'93 ." ~S "' 

176 147,212 i5,4GO 71,782 +21'39 til 397 oil 
01' ... 
III 303 160,5" 82,m 781134 '01 +16'09 '"~ ?7J '" 

Nm,-(l) Revised figures for column 5 are Dot avni1able, 

(2) The figures in columns 9,11 and 13 remain unchanged, 
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